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Ground Rules for Discussion Section

As announced in the September-October 1968 issue of tlie AREA News, tlie

Board of Direction has approved the pubHcation of comments on the reports and

papers pubHshed in the six tcclinical issues of the AREA Bulletin, by either

members or non-members.

These comments will be printed in a special discussion section located in the

back of the Bulletin and in accordance with the procedures outlined below. The

piupose of the new section is to stimulate greater interest in the published reports

and papers and to offer to those not involved in their preparation the opportunity

to present their thoughts on the different subjects, whether pro or con, based on

their knowledge and experience.

The September-October 1968 issue of the Bulletin, which is the first pubHca-

tion in Proceedings Volume 70 (1969), is the first in which papers and reports are

offered for open discussion. Therefore, for the information and guidance of all

concerned, here are the ground rules adopted by the Board for handling and

publishing comments on AREA published papers and reports:

• Letter containing comments must be addressed to executive secretary, be

received by the deadline published with paper, contain identification number of

paper or report, and be identified with writer's signature, typed or printed name,

title, company and full address, including zip code.

• Reader's c-omments will be forwarded to author or appropriate committee

for further comments or rebuttal.

• Both reader's comments and author's reply will be published at the same

time and in the earliest Bulletin having space available (at start of program, com-

ments received soon after publication may be published before deadline).

• All comments must be in good taste, add to discussion on the subject of

paper or report, and be constructive in nature.

• Board Committee on Publications will be the review or mediation group

should some problem or something questionable arise.

• After deadline, no further comments on a particular paper or report will

be accepted for publication, unless extenuating circumstances exist.

Identification number of papers open to discussion will be located near the

title and must be used in comments to positively identify the paper to which they

refer. Comments on committee reports should refer to the proper committee and

assignment numbers.

Deadline for comments will be given in a footnote on the first page of liie

paper or committee report, the latter covering all of the subcomnn'ttee reports of

that particular connnittee. In general, this deadline will be approximately 90 days

after date of issue. However, this will vary to some extent because the inter\als

between issues of the Bulletin are not constant throughout the Association's publica-

tion year, which extends from September to July, inclusive.

The Board of Direction feels that, with the cooperation and interest of all

concerned, discussions on papers and reports published l)\ tlie Association should

prove to be both stimulating and informative.

iiui. hi;





Present-Day Opportunity for and
Challenge to Railroad

Engineers*
By J. H. LLOYD

Executive Vice President

Missouri Pacific Railroad

The duty of today's railroad engineer is to

maintain the transportation properties to a stand-

ard suitable to the needs of the present traffic

level with a margin of excellence to meet in-

creased traffic demands without increased expen-

ditures or activity. The challenge is to accomplish

this in the face of ever increasing labor and
material costs, sometimes in the face of declining

revenues or expensive catastrophies. ^'- l-loyd

In order to do this the railroad engineer must
be fully aware of all techniques, hardware and practices to provide better railroad

facilities at minimum cost. He must remember and be conscious of past lessons and

practices that have sufficient merit to be a part of current concepts. One aspect of

our business the least understood by officers in transportation, especially engineering

officers, is the vital importance of profits. This is the force that makes the American

Railways run. Many of us sometimes forget the meaning of this word profit. The
word is derived from the Latin word "profectus." The Latin meaning is advance-

ment and progress.

Individually we know what technology means to ovn- standard of living, thus

we must assure ourselves that advancing technology is used to the best advantage

of our employer. It has been stated that technology is a summation or accumulation

of knowledge, and of course, we know the growth of knowledge over the past cen-

turies. In history dating back to the 1700's, there ha\e been only five major periods

of knowledge accumulation. It is now estimated that by 1971 the accumulation of

knowledge will grow so fast that we can expect the sum of it to double every six

months!

Research is the main factor accounting for such growth. Research is constantly

improving the hardware we need to collect, store, and process information. It is

providing us with better ways to control our activities. Tlius the real challenge pre-

sented to engineers by this tremendously rapid growth of knowledge is not how to

accumulate and process it, hut how to use it.

We, as railway officers, are responsible for the future of our industry, iliis

means increasing u.se of new analytical methods and new equipment. We must be

even quicker to adopt new ideas, particularly those relating to management.

There is a new practice coming into our business world based on experience

from the military viewpoint and they, in turn, jjerhaps have captured it from \arious

scientists in NASA. The new practice is called "teclinologN- fonxasting." Some ol

the ways that it could be useful in our industr\' should be cli.illcnuing to tlic minds

of you gentlemen.

• Address presented bv .Mr. F. II. LIomI, then \ ice presidcnl (ipcr^ilioiis

R.iilrnad. :if thi' Third ARKA H.i>i(.n:il Me. liim. Dallas, Tex.. Noviinlxr 7. XSW,
Missouri Pacific-
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1. To steer de\el()piiient programs into areas which can iitih/c new techniques

to reduce costs, and of course, increase profits. For example:

a. Maintenancc-of-wa\' machines that rcfjuire the operator to only push

buttons.

I). Methods for re-treatinjf and lirinyinj^ hack to standard the mechanical wear

in our ties.

c. Improvements in the metallurj^y and chemistry of .steel rail to counteract

the effects of the heavier axle loads that are coming

d. Changes in the geometric characteristics of our ballast.

2. To aid in planning of research and development to new goals, both short and
long term. In other words, how would we prorate our capital expenditure requests?

How can we give priority to capital expenditure programs?

3. To aid with the scheduling of resources and new technologies so that they

converge in a timely manner and thus minimize delays to various track, signal and
bridge projects.

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare John Gardner said, and I quote,

"No society is likely to renew itself unless its dominant orientation is to the future.

In a society capable of renewal, men not only welcome the future and the changes

it may bring, but believe that they will have a hand in shaping that future." Today's

engineer must accept this responsibility and provide more precise control of all

engineering functions. This means that the higher echelon of engineering officers

will be required to determine their courses of action from unbiased information,

analyzed and compiled, and made available as fast as electronics can function.

Missouri Pacific, I believe, has liegim to crack the door in this direction. We
have an Assistant Vice President-Engineering rather than a Chief Mechanical Officer

or a Chief Engineer. He is a railway engineer and though he has civil, electrical,

mechanical, and industrial as well as other engineers on his staff, he analyzes their

work not only from an engineering end, liut from a profit viewpoint as well.

We have also opened the door a little further by making use of our 360 Com-
puter to analyze performance of our production maintenance machines. We know
almost daily the number of track feet surfaced, the accompanying costs, and whether

or not the individual machines are producing as we forecasted.

I do not think we are gadget conscious, but we do not hesitate to accept new-

concepts when the advantages are most obvious. We have one of the most modem
rail welding plants of any railroad. It was built with the thought of reducing costs

by eliminating as much as possible one of the soinces of track maintenance expendi-

tures caused by the conventional rail joint.

A number of years ago I spoke to a group similar to tliis, and my topic was

"Mechanize or Lose Your Future." That this policy has been adopted by our rail-

road is evidenced by the fact that since 1962 we have been able to reduce our

man-hours in maintenance-of-way work from 9,456,000 to 8,900,000 in 1966, or in

other words, a reduction of more than 500,000 man-hours. We expect to continue

this reduction so long as we can do .so without reducing the standard of excellence

on the Missouri Pacific system properties. We have accomplished this through such

means as linear programming, critical path methods for our steel and bridge gangs,

modernization of our work eciuipment, and a very heavy capital improvement
program.

During the lives of most of us here the railroads have been restricted in their

potential to earn and, therefore, improve. There are signs, however, such as the
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creation of the Department of Transportation, that the cHmate for growth of onr

industry will improve. This, coupled with the pressure for impro\ed transportation

facilities, will require that we move more rapidly in eliminating outmoded facilities

and the adoption of new and yet untried methods.

The prolilem of vegetation is still with us. Chemicals have done much to solve

this problem although not completely for the area within the ballast lines. I wonder

why our rights-of-way are not shaped similar to the highway d(iiartments' when

they build their super roads so that our shoulders and rights-of-way can be easily

maintained with off-track equipment?

Consider the needs for adequate bridging, perhaps not for imprecedented storms

such as Hurricane Beulah, but surely adequate for storms of 50- to 100-year fre-

quencies. Most railroads still have large footages of timber trestle that are not in

keeping with a dependable, high-speed railroad facility. Advances in the field of

precasting and prestressing concrete should make possible the economic replace-

ment of timber bridges with a type that is not vulnerable to fire and decay and

provides openings for passage of drift.

I could spend the balance of my time pointing out to you needs for inipro\e-

ment that we all are familiar with. I might add one more that has bothered me for

many years. If I asked for a show of hands I am quite certain that it would develop

that most of us have failed to upgrade our system methods and especially our stand-

ard railway plans. In picking up any railway's standard plans I will find prints dating

back to World War I. Surely these do not depict the latest impro\'einents in our

track and structures.

I have discussed the problems of and challenges to railroads engineers. Next

I'd like to talk to you about today's engineer and the things outside of the technical

realm that affect their development as management members of the railroads.

I well realize that some of you are not in the position to cliallenge the self-

reliant managers who are your bosses, but men have an understandable tendency

to pick or select their successors from among the few people who directly report

to them. This surely is not railway philosophy, and if it were allowed to become
the prevailing practice, it would be impossible to dexelop men with the breadth

of experience to manage the broadly dixersified departments of a railroad. Therefore,

I think it is the duty of all general officers of a railroad to see that the individual's

opportunities are not limited merely to succeeding his immediate superior; instead,

policies should be established and put into practice with the objective that e\ery

position be manned by the person who is actually best cjualified for it no matter

where he comes from. In other words, I differ with some of the so-called industrial

psychologists and look with favor on a restless organization.

It is up to management to make the proper selection in thi- first instance of

railway engineering officers and then .see that these men recei\e challenging and

educational assignments that will help th m stretch their capabilities. Yoti gentlemen

are a priceless as.set, and no management can afi^ord to (k'stroy your confidence or

spirit on impossible assignments.

B\' the same token those of nou who are reticent, placid, and self-satisfied to thi-

point that you do not speak up and become recognized, thiii I sav you have not

fulfilled your task. Self-di.scipline and intcgrit>' are two responsibilities that every

railroad officer should have.

You cannot allow yonrsell to iMconie a mere willow or re<(l bending betorc

every current of popular opinion. Vou must be willing to stand and be judged on

matters of principle e\en though this may on occasions make you temporarily nn
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popular. Sometimes you will find the lulfillmeiit ot >ovir job is rather a lonely assign-

ment, and it may be that you will find your satisfactions in ways other than popu-

larity, but I can assure you that time has a way oi winning out. The officers with

ideas and personal standards of integrity cannot be held back indefinitely.

Finally, whenever you are promoted or transferred it may satisfy your secret

vanity that we do not have a replacement, but to my thinking such views eventually

result in failure. We must have continuity of leadersliip regardless of the rung in

the ladder. Abe Lincoln once said, and I quote, "The dogmas of the cpiiet past are

inade(iuate to the stormy present. As our case is always new, so we must think

anew and act anew."

Gendemen, this should be our goal and purpose, and the projects and practices

reported during this meeting will illustrate, or perhaps have, many challenges and

opportunities which have been met effectively. Effective challenges by the railroads

to competition by other forms rests in no small part on each of you. You must con-

tinue to rise to the opportunity, and challenge all engineering work of our industry.



Updating Managers in the Railroad Industry

70-615-1

By SAMUEL S. DUBIN, Ph.D.,' EVERETT ALDERMAN, Ed.D.,' H. LeROY MARLOW, Ed.D.'

The Pennsylvania State University

A new study from the Department of Planning Studies, Continuinjj Education,

The Pennsylvania State University, identifies the educational needs of 267 manajjers

and supervisors in seven railroad companies in Pennsylvania—52 top managers, 87

middle managers, and 128 first-line supervisors. It is part of a larger study, "Man-

agerial and Supervisory Educational Needs of Business and Industry in Pennsylvania,"

by the same authors.

Significance of the Study

The study deals with one of the major problems of business and industry today

—the updating of its managers. There is a significant increase in the number of

managerial positions today, and a resulting need to provide education for the people

who fill tliese positions. The rapid growth in both managerial knowledge and tech-

nological information means that continuing professional education is necessary to

update managers and supervisors.

Survey Questionnaire Forms

Three questionnaire forms were used, one for top management, one for middle

management, and one for first-line supervision. Each questionnaire listed courses in

areas of managerial or supervisory responsibility; the managers and supervisors

checked whether they "Should Have," "Could Use," or "Don't Really Need" the

courses. "Should Have" meant that to do a basically more efficient jol) you should

have had the course but have not had it, or if you had the course at one time a

review would be good or you need the new information in tlie course to keep up

to date.

Each course listed in the questionnaire was defined briefly to identify the eon-

tent covered. Only the course titles are reported in this article.

Each manager indicated his self-perceived educational needs. In addition to

their own needs, top and middle managers were asked to indicate which courses

represented educational needs of persons they supervise. Middle managers and first-

line supervisors provided information on their educational background, methods

of updating, and company attitudes toward education.

TOP MANAGEMENT

Educational Needs

Top managers were defined as "senior executives who direct an enterprise as

a whole or who head the major divisions." Fifty-two top managers from the se\en

companies completed the questionnaire, which listed 48 course titles in ten areas of

managerial responsibility: General Management; Behavioral Science and Manage-

ment; Communications Techniques; Economics; Quantitati\e Methods Applied to

Business and Industry; Industrial Relations and Personnel Management; Financial

Management; Manufacturing and Production; Marketing; and International

Management.

Note—Discussion open until January 20, 1969.
^ Associate Profe.ssor of PsycholoKy, Department of Pianniiig Studies.
' Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Planning Studies.
' Associate Professor Management Development, Department of Planning Studit
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Fifty percent or more of the fop managers said they "Should Have" the fol-

lowing seven courses:

"Should Have"
Percent

Coniimiiiieation in the Orj^anization 65

Overall Strategy and Goals 62

Management Development 60
Industrial Organization and Administration 59
Effective Written Comuumieations 54

Policy Formation 53

Managerial Moti\ation 51

Fifty percent of the top managers thought that those they super\'ise needed

the following courses:

"Suburclinates'

Needs"
Percent

Efiective Written Communications 83

Effective Reading Skills 72

Listening Skills 72

Communication in the Organization 67

Effective Speaking 67

Working Effectively with Individuals and Croups 67
Creativity and Innovation 55
Management Development 55

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT

Educational Needs

Middle managers were defined as "personnel assigned to executive duties in

the area between senior executives and supervisors." Eighty-seven middle managers

from the seven railroads completed the questionnaire, which listed 54 course titles

in six areas of managerial responsibility: Ceneral Management; Behavioral Science

and Management; Communication; Economics; Quantitative Methods Applied to

Business and Industry; and Computer Operations and Data Processing. The ques-

tionnaire had seven additional sections containing 53 course titles which applied to

specialized areas: Industrial Relations and Personnel Management; Financial Man-
agement; Manufacturing and Production; Marketing; Sales Management; Interna-

tional Management; and Research and Development. The frequency of response on

these sections in the railroad category was too small to report in this article.

The following courses were rated "Should Have" by 50 percent or more of

the middle managers:

"Should Have"
Percent

Management Development 68

Effective Communication in the Organization 65

Working Efficiently with Individuals 61

Business Letter Writing 58

Supervisory Training and Employee De\elopment 51
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Fifty percent or more of the middle managers thought that those they super-

vise needed the following courses:

"Subordinates
Needs"
Percent

Business Letter Writing 77
Supervisory Training and Employee Development 69
Effective Report Writing 68
Working Efficiently with Individuals 68
Effective Reading Skills 67
Effective Communication in the Organization 64

Oral Presentation of Reports 60
Management Development 58
Listening Skills 51

Creativity and Innovation 50

Background Information

T\\ent>-three percent of the middle managers were 40 years of age or younger.

The educational level of this industrial category was high. Ninety-two percent were

high school graduates, 52 percent had the bachelor's degree, and six percent had

the master's degree. Engineering was the most frequent major field of study for the

bachelor's degree and business administration for the master's degree. Traffic and

transportation were the most frequent major areas of work.

Methods of Updating

Managers in railroads seemed much more interested in non-credit courses than

they were in credit courses. Fifty-five percent would take a credit course and 73

percent would take a non-credit course if they were offered locally.

One manager was currently enrolled for the associate degree. One planned to

enroll for the associate degree, one for the bachelor's and one for tlie master's. Major

fields of study were gi\en as: four in business administiation, one in engineering,

and one in law. The chief reason gi\en for not enrolling in a degree program was

lack of time.

A variety of methods had been used by the middle managers to keep up to date

within the past four years. The most frequent method was workshops or seminars

on managerial topics. Many sources of information had been used in updating; dis-

cussion with company personnel, informal, or fomial, was the most frequent. Cor-

respondence courses were the preferred educational media when classroom instruc-

tion was not available.

Company Attitudes Toward Education

Thirty-seven percent of the middle managers reported that the attitude toward

continuing education on the part of their immediate superior was encouraging and

63 percent said he was noncommittal. However, the company attitude toward par-

ticipation in education and professional activities was said to be faxorable: the

railroad encouraged them to attend company training courses (90 percent); to

attend professional meetings (81 percent); and to hold office in professional societies

(71 percent). Fifty i^ercent of the middle managers reported that their railroad

provided in-service training. Only 20 percent, a relati\ely low figure compared to

the results of the parent study, said that their railroad had an educational assistance

plan paying tuition for courses. Si.vty percent said the availabihh' of financial aid

had motivated diem to .some extent in their educational plans, yet onK one jierson

was actually enrolled and five were iilanning to enroll.
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FIRST-LINE SUPERVISION

Educational Needs

First-line supervisors were defined as "those whose major responsibilities have

to do with supervisory and foreman activities." One-hundred and twcntA-eight first-

line supervisors in the seven railroads completed the questionnaire, which listed 16

courses in the area of supervision.

The following courses were rated "Should Have" hy 50 percent or more of the

supervisors:

"Should Have"
Percent

Fundamentals of the Super\isor's Job 54
Safety 54
Inter-Departmental Cooperation 53
Decision Making 50

Background Information

Twenty-sexen percent of the supervisors were 40 years of age or younger.

Eighty-seven percent were high school graduates, 32 percent had the bachelors

degree, and one percent had the master's. Engineering was the major field of study

of a large majority of college graduates, and traffic and transportation were the

major fields of work.

Methods of Updating

Interest was a good deal higher in non-credit courses than in credit courses.

Fifty-six percent would take a credit course and 76 percent would take a non-credit

course if they were offered locally.

No supervisors were currently enrolled in a degree program. One planned to

enroll for the bachelor's degree and two for the master's degree. The major fields

of study planned were business administration, education, and engineering. For the

large majority who had no present plans for further formal education, the reason

given most often was lack of time.

A variety of methods of keeping up to date had been used within the past

four years. The most frequent was workshops or seminars on managerial topics. Dis-

cussion with company personnel, infonnal or formal, and in-plant reports and

bulletins were the most frequently used sources of information of the 14 listed.

Correspondence courses and programmed instruction were the most preferred media

of course presentation when classroom instruction was not available.

Company Attitudes Toward Education

Si.xty-seven percent of the supervisors said the attitude of their immediate

superior toward continuing education was noncommittal; 32 percent said he en-

couraged them and one person said he discouraged him; howe\'er, the attitude of

the company toward participation in educational and professional activities was said

to be favorable; the railroad was reported as encouraging them to attend company

training courses (81 percent); to attend professional meetings (73 percent); and

to hold office in professional societies (61 percent).



Advance Report of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

Report on Assignment 3

Protection of Steel Surfaces

M. L. KoEHLER (chairman, subcommittee), E. T. Bond, Jr., E. F. Garland, G. W.
Haffey, W. C. Howe, E. A. Johnson, T. J. Mearsheimer, A. L. Peepmeieh,

W. E. RoBEY, R. D. Spellman.

Corrosion of Metal Deck Plates After 10 Years

of Exposure*
70-615-BRB3

DIGEST

The metal plates forming the troughs on ballasted-deck bridges are in many

locations exposed to a severely corrosive environment created by brine dripping from

refrigerator cars. A variety of metals and alloys has been used for forming the

troughs but no comparative data on their corrosion resistance have been available.

In 1958 AREA Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures, requested the AAR Re-

search Center to conduct a 15-year study on corrosion of deck plates. Accordingly,

7-in by 10-in test plates made of various metals and alloys were placed on the Huey

Long bridge of the New Orleans Public Belt Railroad, New Orleans, La., an ideal

test location because of the humid climate there and the prevalence of brine

drippings.

After 10 years of exposure on the bridge, only plates of stainless steel and

6061-T6 aluminum showed significant resistance to corrosion. The Alclad 2014-T6

aluminum plates were seriously foliated. The average weight loss of the specimens

after 10 years (excluding those of stainless steel and aluminum) varied between

44.8 and 59.9 percent. Pitting was severe, with depths ranging from 0.34 in to

0.55 in. Fig. 1 shows the condition of the test plates after 10 years of exposure.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The investigation was under the general direction of E. J. Ruble, executi\e

research engineer, AAR Research Center. Field inspections, laboratory analy.ses and

report preparation were handled by F. P. Drew, formerly A.\R research engineer

structures, now senior assistant bridge engineer, Milwaukee Road. The AAR Re-

.search Department wishes to acknowledge the assistance of E. F. Garland, bridge

supervisor. New Orleans Public Belt Railroad, in making periodic checks of the

specimens.

TEST LOCATION

The test plates were originally installed on the inside .spacer timber of the open

timber floor of the Huey Long bridge on July 27, 1958 (Fig. 2). They were held

Note—Discussion open until January 20, 1969
• .Abstract of AAR Research Oi-partinent Report No. KK-S.').
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in place by lag slicus. Six sets of plates were installed witli 12 clillereiit metals

in each set. Set \o. 1 was installed on tanj^ent, .sets \os. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 on a

4-deg eur\'e. The plates evaluaticl for this report were those in sets Nos. 2 and 4.

The specimens in sets Nos. 3 and 5 were removed after five years of exposure and

their condition was reported in AAR report No. ER-40 and in the AREA Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 66, 1965. The remaining two sets, Nos. 1 and 6, will be examined

after 15 years of exposure and a final report covering the entire project will be

prepared at that time.

TEST SPECIMENS

The following metals and alloys were evaluated:

A 7 steel (with copper)

A 7 steel (plain)

A 242 steel (from fabricator "A")

A 242 steel ( from fabricator "B"

)

A 373 steel

AREA steel

Manganese—vanadium steel

Wrought iron

Ingot iron

Stainless steel—No. 316

6061-T6 aluminum

2014-T6 Alclad aluminum

Plates were furnished by the following companies:

Aluminum Company of America

Armco Steel Corjioration

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

A. M. Byers Company
United States Steel Corporation

The plates were furnished in whatever thicknesses were available at the time-

the program was set up. A chemical analysis of plate samples was made; Table 1

shows the percentages of the \arious elements present.

CLEANING AND WEIGHING

On February 5, 1960, after 19 months of exposure on the bridge, some of the

7-in by 10-in plates were removed for a prelinnnary inspection and weighing.

Special care was taken not to remo\'e rust blisters or tight scale. These plates were
weighed and most were found to be heavier than when originally installed, indicat-

ing that considerable nist, scale and moisture were present. These weights are not

reported. Except for this preliminary inspection, the plates Iiave been left undis-

turbed on the bridge.

After ten years of exposure all the plates (except those of stainless steel and
aluminum) showed extensive corrosion (see Fig. 1) and each appeared to be cor-

roded to about the same degree. Their identity was no longer apparent from the

original identifying punch marks; corrosion had obliterated them. However, through-

out the exposure period, ;; careful record of plate location was maintained and identity
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was readily established by position on the bridge. Extreme care was taken to wrap

each plate individually as it was removed from its position on the bridge. The out-

side of each wrapper was marked as to position on the bridge and type of metal.

During cleaning, only one plate was unwrapped at a time. Plates were kept wrapped

until after weighing at which time an identification was put on each plate with

white paint.

All plates except those of stainless steel and aluminum were cleaned first by

scraping and wire brushing to remove loose material, then a pneumatic needle gun

was used to remove all scale down to base metal. All the plates had heavy, loose

scale. The needle gun consists essentially of a reciprocating piston which strikes

a group of 28 tempered-steel needles. These needles are about % in. in diameter

are sharpened to a chisel edge and impinge against the surface independenrfy of

each other. Hence pits, depressions and the general contour of the base metal are

preserved. No attempt was made to remove rust stain or to provide a "white metal

appearance." Cleaning was stopped when all scale had been removed and it was

apparent that only discoloration remained. This method of cleaning was adopted in

preference to sand blasting or chemical cleaning to prevent the possibility of remov-

ing base metal. The needle gun was loaned to the AAR through the courtesy of the

Bridge Department of the Illinois Central Railroad. The stainless steel plates (which

had only a dark film on their surfaces) and the aluminum plates (which had a

white film) were cleaned with a wire brush.

Immediately following the cleaning, the plates were weighed. To verify the

scale readings, a 12-in by 12-in steel plate which had been maintained as a stand-

ard and kept wrapped in dry storage during the test period was again weighed.

Since scale readings on this check plate remained unchanged, tlie scale accuracy

was verified.

TEST RESULTS

The original weights, the final weights and the weight losses for the plates

removed from the bridge are shown in Table 2. Column 3 indicates that the majority

of the plates were 9/16 in thick, but some were )* in, % in, Ja in and % in. For a

comparison of percentage weight losses of the various plates it was necessary to

relate all plates to a common thickness of 9/16 in. Columns 7 and 8, therefore,

show adjusted original plate weights and weight losses. Such adjustment was made

only to those plates which had a nominal original thickness other than 9/16 in.

Also, no adjustment was made to weights of stainless steel or aluminum plates. The

plate weight was adjusted by multiplying tlie original weight by the factor:

9/16 inch

nominal original thickness, inches

The weight loss was adjusted by multiplying by the factor:

surface area of a 9/16-inch plate

surface area of a plate other than 9/16 inches

The percentage weight losses shown in Column 9 were computed using the

actual weights from Columns 4 and 6 except where adjusted weights are shown,

The average of the values in Column 9 are shown in Column 10 for each type

of metal.
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-A 242 STEEL
(from tab. 'A")

A242 STEtL
(from fab "B")

AREA STE.C.L Ai7J:

Fig. 3—Condition of test plates after 5 years of exposure (the right-hand plate

of each pair) compared with their condition after 10 years.

Duplicate specimens from each exposure location were observed to develop

the same degree of general corrosion and pitting. The thickness of the metal remain-

ing at the base of the pits in the pitted specimens was measured with a caliper

graduated to read to 0.01 in. The plates uere marked off into 15 rectangles of

equal area. Using the caliper, the least thickness of metal remaining was determined

for each rectangle. Table 3 shows the three smallest values of metal thickness for

each plate which contained pits. The difference between the lowest of these values

and the nominal original thickness is a measure of the total depth of pitting on both

sides of the plate. In some instance, zero values are shown for thickness of metal

remaining, which indicates holes in the plates or edges completely corroded awa\.
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STAINLESS S rEEl-

•316

MANGANESE-
VANADIUM -STttL

WKOUGMT (RON

Fig. 4—Condition of test plates after 5 years of exposure (the right-hand plate

of each pair) compared with their condition after 10 years.

The figures shown in Column 10 of Table 2 indicate that only stainless steel

and the 6061-T6 aluminum offered any significant resistance to this environment.

Of the other metals the A 242 (fabricator "A") steel showed the least corrosion,

with an average weight loss of 44.8 percent, and the A 373 steel tlie most, with an

average loss of 59.9 percent. The average weight loss for all plates having substan-

tial corrosion is 50.0 percent.

The Alclad 2014-T6 aluminum plates at this location exhibited foliation and

separation. It was first observed in November 1960 that cracks were forming along

the edges of this material. These developed into splits, and a large piece of the top
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layer had broken ofl by the time the plates were removed at the end ot the 10-year

exposure period.

The depth of pitting is indicated in Column 6 ot Table 3. Except for tlie ingot

iron plates which had holes from the corrosion, the least depth of pit is shown to

be on the A 7 (plain) steel plate, 0.38 in., and the greatest depth on the A 373

steel plate, 0.55 in.

The condition of tiie plates after 10 years of e.xposure compared with their

condition after five years is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The reduction in thickness witli

increased exposure is apparent.

CONCLUSIONS

The inspection of test specimens of deck plate material shows that after 10

years of exposure in a briny environment, most of the metals under test have a high

corrosion rate. Exceptions to this general conclusion are 6061-T6 aluminum and

316 stainless steel. It is expected that the in.spection planned after 15 years of

e.xposure will show further deterioration of tliose metals and alloys that now exhibit

poor corrosion resistance.
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Elements to be Considered When Making a Hotbox

Detector Location Study
70-615-2

This is the second progress report on the tissignnient to "determine optimum

location for hotbox detectors." The initial report was published in Bulletin 609,

November 1967.

Two major conditions influence the approach to this problem: (1) when no

hotbox detectors have yet been installed on any segment of a railway line; and

(2) when hotbox detectors have been installed and it is desirable to determine

their optimum spacing.

In both instances, there are four important factors that must be considered in

a study to determine optimum location of hotbox detectors:

• Traffic—type, volume, speed in territory.

• Derailments—costs, locations, number.

• Hotboxes—costs, number, locations of setoffs.

• Inspection locations—number, costs.

Where hotbox detectors are in service, an additional study is required to determine

the co.sts of such detectors ( initial ) and their annual maintenance and operating

costs.

These traffic characteristics should be determined: Total tonnage hauled over

the line upon which the study is being made. (Also included should be speeds of

trains, the number of loads and empties.) Net revenue of the railroad for the traffic

hauled on the line should be detennined. (Note: a low revenue traffic line may not

economically justify hotbox detectors.

)

As for derailments, data should be gathered on locations of derailments in the

territory, the number of derailments due to hotboxes and burned-off journals and

the number of cars in each derailment, including their types of bearings (plain or

roller) and gross weights. Also, it should be known if the cars were loaded or

Note—Discussion open until Ianii;ir>- 20, 1969.
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24 Ma kin):; a Hotbox Detector Location Study

empty. Costs ot deraihncnts should include charges to transportation, maintenance

of way, maintenance of equipment and lading. If it is necessary to detour trains,

any costs incurred should be included. It should be determined where and when

cars were inspected prior to the derailments.

Hotbox data to be determined should include such items as: number of hot-

boxes, locations of setoffs, where the hotboxes were found (fairly easy if hotbox

detectors are in service), where and when car vvius last inspected, plus car depart-

ment costs in treating hotboxes.

Although in a study of a segment or portion of a line, it would simplify mat-

ters if only two car inspection points were used (such as a line between two divi-

sion points), the number of such inspection points must be known. Also, determine

the car department personnel required for making inspections and repairs to journals.

Costs of these inspection functions should be obtained. ( Some railroads have been

able to reduce inspection forces where trains pass hotbox detectors in approaches

to yards, because the inspectors only check those journals which are indicated to be

hot or very warm.)

If hotbox detectors are in service, it is important to consider if they are prop-

erly located and the costs of their installation, operation and maintenance. Factors

to be considered include: initial costs of various types of detectors, alarm equip-

ment, communications facilities, and types of read-out devices. Annual costs would

include maintenance of detectors, read-out devices and communications facilities,

amortization of the initial capital investment, taxes, depreciation, etc. Maintenance

costs would include wages of maintainers, replacement parts, etc. Also included

should be expenses for replacing recording-chart paper, and wages and expenses

of any supervisory personnel concerned with hotbox detector maintenance or

operations.

Much of the information desired for such a study is probably available, but

admittedly it may not be readily available from existing reports. Timetables, rule

books and bulletins are helpful. For example, employee timetables contain much

information regarding distances between tenninals, setoff sidings, inspection points,

.speed limits, etc. Train consists can provide data on car initials and numbers, and

whether the cars are loaded or empty. Car accounting departments can determine

revenues from loaded cars and per diem on foreign cars. Most roads have listings

that can provide data on type of car, capacities, etc. Hotbox detector readouts can

provide the date and time that hotboxes are indicated. Dispatchers' train sheets can

give information as to location, time and date of train movements. Car department

records should be able to provide the numbers and identities of cars inspected and

repaired, action taken on specific cars, and the date and time repairs are made.

Also, for cars received in interchange, it is important to know when and where

their journals were inspected if they were not inspected prior to the occurrence of

a hotbox or derailment.

In the final analysis, the optimum location of hotbox detectors may well be

determined by equating (or trading off) economic factors, that is, comparing the

costs of derailments with the costs of hotbox detector systems.

The next report on this assignment will consist of an outline of one or more

types of .studies that may be made to determine the optimum location of hotbox

detectors.
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A Comparison of Non-Conventional Rapid Transit

Systems and Concepts with Steel-Wheel-

on-Steel-Rail Vehicles

70-615-3

By D. McCORQUODALE

Associate and Director, De Leuw, Gather & Company of Canada Limited

INTRODUCTION

Much publicity has been gixen to non-conventional rapid transit systems which

might suggest that the flanged steel wheel is out of date for mass public transporta-

tion. This report is submitted for the information of members who are interested or

involved in transportation planning for Metropohtan areas. It gives the result of a

study commissioned by the British Ministry of Transport and the City of Manchester

to proxide reliable information on how the more recent transit concepts would

compare with the systeuLs now in use, from the viewpoint of the passengers, the

residents in the community who would live or work close to the line and the operat-

ing agency. The study also considered the practical possibilities of improving pub-

lic transportation in Manchester by making better use of the existing road and rail

facilities as well as by building new facilities.

It was found that six of the 21 rapid transit systems considered had reached

a stage of dexelopment wliere there was a reasonable prosfjcct that they could be

built and placed in operation by 1972. A steel-wheel-on-steel-rail system or "Duo-
rail" was recommended. It was also concluded that a rapid transit system for Man-
chester would most economically be developed by taking the maximum acKantage

of British Railways tracks or rights-of-way.

BACKGROUND

The Manchester area lias a population in excess of 2.5 million, second in size

in Britain to London. As a matter of interest, the 183-mile trip between London and
Manchester takes 150 minutes by Ikitish Railways new electrified Pullinan service,

Note—Discussion optMi until January 20, 1969.
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26 A Comparison of Various Types of Transit Systems

whith has been extremely successful, both financially and in terms of patronage

gained from highway users and the competing nationally owned domestic airline.

In common with other British cities, automobile ownership in Manchester is

about half the North American ownership ratio of one car per three persons. The

number of cars is growing rapidly, however. The bus transit system is meeting

increasing congestion and patronage is declining. The double-deck buses now handle

about 70 percent of trips into the central area.

There is also an extensive network of rail lines entering Manchester and 22,000

commuters, or 15 percent of the peak-period commuters to the central area, use the

British Railways suburban trains. The trains are comfortable and many services are

electrified and fast, but the downtown stations are inconvenient for many com-

muters and most suburban stations suffer from a lack of parking space or coordinated

bus-to-rail feeder service. There are also competing municipally owned bus services

running into areas where the rail lines do serve residential communities. Most lines

in fact were built over 100 years ago and often go through residential areas which

are decaying or of poor environmental quality.

Ministry and Civic officials can see no possibility of building highway facili-

ties which would allow more than about 25 percent of central area workers to com-

mute by car in the future. A regional highway network is planned at a cost in the

order of one billion dollars. Due to the limitations on financial resources, it is now
unlikely that the plan will be completed by 1982. Also, like many other established

cities, space is just not available to build highways and parking for more than

25 to 30 percent of commuters, without changing the character of the City com-

pletely. Manchester is not unusual in this respect; in many of the older North

American cities public transport handles at least 70 percent of all commuter trips

into the central area at present, despite massive expenditures on highways since

World War II.

The policy which has emerged for Manchester Ls that public transport by rail

and road is best suited to handle concentrated travel into the congested central area.

The funds for highway facilities can best be expended to by-pass traffic around the

central area and to handle traffic between the many districts in the urban areas

outside the core. This by-pass and peripheral traffic, which makes up the larger

proportion of total travel in an urban area, is usually too dispersed to handle by a

mass transit system.

The British Government is proposing major steps to improve public transporta-

tion. The former Minister of Transport, Mrs. Barbara Castle, proposed that trans-

portation authorities be set up for the major urban regions in the country. These

would coordinate bus services, rail services and transportation planning in areas

where there are now a large number of separate municipalities. They could, for

example, contract with British Railways to provide commuter service in urban areas

and would contribute to the cost of running such service where this proved eco-

nomical in the context of the overall transportation cost picture; much as is the

case in such places as Philadelphia and Toronto on this continent. A Bill to this

effect is now being processed by Parliament.

STUDY OF RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS AND CONCEPTS

The Study did not include estimates of passenger volumes or cost benefit

analysis and these are now being investigated in other studies. Because there was
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no firm indication of demand, each system was evaluated on the basis of its ability

to handle peak hour passenger volumes at three levels:

10,000 passengers per lane or track per hour

20,000 passengers per lane or track per hour

30,000 passengers per lane or track per hour

The common route selected for systems evaluations was 16 miles in length

running through the area of heaviest demand as experienced on the present bus

s>steni. Developers of systems which qualified for evaluation, on the basis of de-

velopment status, were requested to comment on the route to ensure that full ad-

vantage had been taken of an\- Hexibilit>' in route location inherent in their system.

A list of systems was compiled based on those known to the Working Party

and the Consultant. To ensure that the list of systems was complete, announce-

ments were placed in the international press requesting interested developers to

submit details of their systems to the Study for consideration. The Study commenced

in July 1966 and was completed in October 1967.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

In selecting the systems for Manchester which would warrant detailed analyses,

a preliminary evaluation was carried out in two phases.

Phase 1

In the first phase all systems were reviewed to determine if they met the fol-

lowing criteria:

• Devolopment status—the system should ha\e reached a stage of develop-

ment where it could become operative by January 1972. To meet this

date, it was considered that at the very least a prototype vehicle and

roadway should exist, to demonstrate that a practicable system had, in

fact, been developed with a reasonable prospect of assessing the manner

of operation and costs for the system.

• Capacity'—the system should have a capacity of at least 7,500 passengers

per lane or track per hour.

• Vehicle performance should be such that the minimum a\'erage running

.speed should be at least 15 mph, including station stops averaging one-

half to one mile apart.

• The system's operating characteristics should be suitable for urban trans-

portation, with station spacings in the range of one-third mile to one

and one-half miles and an operating range of up to 20 miles. Thus cen-

tral area distributors, such as moving pa\ements, were not included in

the Study.

The systems included in the first phase of the preliminary systems evaluation

are listed in Table 1, and classified into three groups:

1. Fixed Route Systems—Where the vehicle tra\els on a fixed route and

stops at stations along the way as determined by the operating agency;

2. Combined Fixed Route and Collector-Distributor Type Systems—Which
act as their own local feeder system, by leaving the trunk route at selected

locations and using public streets and roads; and

{Text coittinuici on pone 30)
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TABLE i - RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS CONSIDERED

Licensee oi-

Manufacture!-

FIXED ROUTE SYSTEMS

1 DUORAIL
STEEL
WHEEL

2 DUORAIL
RUBBER
TIRE

4 ALWEG

6 TRANSIT
EXPRESSWAY
OR SKYBUS

Various Manufactures

Type

Steel wheel on steel rail.

Electric motors

.

Various, under licence Rubber tires on special

of Atlier Nord, France roadway, supplemented by
side guidance beams and
steel wheels & rails.

Electric motors.

Taylor Woodrow Suspended Monorail, with

Construction Limited, rubber tires. Electric

London motors.

Rapid Transit
Development Company
(U.K. Representa-
tive)

a AEROTRAIN

9 PASSENVEYOR

10 TELEPHERXQUE

'Saddle-back" supported
Monorail, or beamway,
with rubber tires.
Electric motors

.

Surveyor, Nenniger & Monobeam.
Chenevert, Inc. Electric motors.

Montreal, Quebec

Westinghouse Electric Rubber-tired vehicles on

Corporation, Pitts- special roadways centre

burgh. Pa. (U.K. beam guidance. Electric

agents - Mitchell motors.

Construction Kinnear
Moodie Group and
Hawker Siddley)

.

Col. S.H. Bingham,
New York

Rubber tires on special
beamway, supplemented by

centre guidance beams

and steel wheels & rails.

Electric motors.

Societe D' Etudes de Air cushion vehicle,

L'"Aerotrain", Paris prototype with aero
engine & propeller drive.

Passenveyor Limited,

London

Neypric

,

France

.

Gi-enoble,

Continuous passenger
conveyor system with
electric motors.

Cable car system.

Electric motors.

Status of Development
March 1067

Numerous installations in

use for many years. Studied
for application in

Manchester

In use in Paris for ten
years. New system in
Montreal, opened 14 October
1966. Studies for applica-
tion in Manchester.

Prototype at full scale on

one-mile test track in

France. Studies for applica-

tion in Manchester.

Public passenger-carrying
installations in Seattle,

Tokyo and several amusement
parks. Studied for applica-
tion in Manchester.

No prototype. Elitri runted

from further consideration.

Two-mile elevated track and
full-scale prototype on

demonstration. Studied for

application in Manchester.

No prototype. Eliminated.

No prototype of an urban

transit vehicle. Inter-urban
vehicle development being
sponsored by French Government,
eliminated - no prototype

for urban transit.

No prototype. Eliminated.

In use as funiculars for

many years. Operating
characteristics not suitable.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Name
Licensee or

Manufacturer ]iTi

COMBINED FIXED ROUTE & COLLECTOR-DISTRIBUTOR SYSTEMS

11 GUIDED BUS-

WAY

12 GUIDED BUS-
WAY

Air.ays Transport
Limited, London

Standard buses with side
beam guidance. Diesel
or gasoline engine.

Throughways Transport Standard buses with mech-
Limited, London arical centre guidance

device. Diesel or gaso-
line engine.

13 GUIDED BUS- Integra, A.G.

WAY Zurich

14 CONVENTIONAL Various
BUSES

SELECTIVE ROUTE SYSTEMS

15 STARRCAR

16 TELETRANS

Aiden Self-Transit
Systems Corporation,
Westboro, Mass.

Standard bus with
special guiding device.
Diesel or gasoline
engine

.

Manned vehicle on ex-
clusive roadways, at-
grade , elevated or in

subway. Diesel or gaso-
line engines or electric
motors

.

Individual small battery-
operated cars useable on
city streets, or special
electrified tracks.
Electric motors.

Teletrans, A Division Concept of small cars
of Tradel Associates, dispatched and routed at
Inc. Detroit. patron's command, on

fixed routes . Linear
electric motor.

18 RAPID BELT

E.O. Haltom, Dallas,
Texas, Inventor and
promoter

.

H. Edens, Toronto,
Canada

Concept of small cars
dispatched and routed at
patron's command, on fixed
routes . Electric motors

.

Concept of small cars
dispatched and routed at
patron's command, on fixed
routes, using electric
motor conveyor belt pro-
pulsion systems.

Status of Development
March 1967

No prototype. Eliminated.

Prototype in course of
development, with assistance
from U.K. Government. Civil
engineering aspects studied
only

.

Manufacturer advises not

sufficiently advanced for
consideration in Manchester
Eliminated - no prototype

.

Numerous systems, but mostly
as express buses in mixed
traffic. Civil engineering
aspects studied only.

Prototype of car on demon-
stration with section of
track 200 ft. long. System
being actively developed.
Operational practicability
not proven - eliminated.

Brochure and mock-up only.
Eliminated - no prototype,
concept only.

Promotional material only.
Eliminated - concepts only.

Concepts only. Eliminated.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Licensee or
Manufacturer

Name

SELECTIVE ROUTE SYSTEMS (Continued)

19 METRAN Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

20 AUTOMATIC Brush Electrical
RAIL-TAXI Engineering Co. Ltd.

Loughborough

21 SKYLIFT Lockheed Aircraft
Service Corp.

Type

Range in vehicle concepts
for regional public trans-
portation. Developed as

Student Project at MIT.
Various propulsion systems

.

Four passenger self rout-
ing cars. Electric motors.
Steerage-linLage control-
led by overhead electric
power pick-up arms

.

Concept of small cars dis-
patched, and routed at
patron's command, on
fixed routes. Electric
motors

.

Status of Development
March 1967

Concepts only. Eliminated.

Prototype being developed
with financial support
from U.K. Government.
Eliminated,

Promotional material only.

Eliminated - no prototype

.

NOTE: Continuing research and development has taken place since March 1967 on many of

the new concepts which could not be considered within the terms of reference of

the Manchester Study. The best single source for the latest data on such systems

in the U.S. is the:

U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development

Office of Metropolitan Development

Urban Transportation Administration

Washington, D.C.

3. Selective Route Type Systems—Which allow tlie passenger to preselect

his destination point, the vehicle travelling without stops via the shortest

route to the preselected point. Some of these systems have vehicles which

can be used off the trunk route.

The selective type systems would use small vehicles, offering greater origin-to-

destination speeds since the vehicles would not stop at intermediate stations. Such

systems exist as a concept only. Although some vehicle prototypes have been built,

the logistics of vehicle operation and supply to meet a large combination of poten-

tial origin and destination trips had not been adequately investigated at the time

of the Study and were beyond the terms of reference. Some of these sy.stems are

now being investigated more fully in Britain and in the United States.

Fifteen of the systems considered had not reached a stage of development to

justify their consideration for rapid transit use by 1972. The information and test

results for tliese 15 systems, available for the Study, were not adequate to evaluate

reliability, performance and costs to the degree required for an extensive system as

proposed for Manchester in 1972.
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The systems eliminated included:

Air-cushion land vehicles;

Fully automated individual conveyances, with various propulsion systems,

such as conveyor belts and linear motors;

Monorails usinj4 an asymmetrical type of suspension with vehicles suspended

in a manner similar to coat hangers.

Aerial cable cars were eliminated because of capacity limitations and operating

characteristics.

Consideration was also given to new propulsion methods during this phase of

systems evaluation. It was concluded that the operating characteristics of propeller

drive and turbine engine vehicles were not suited to an intensive transit type service

operating through an urban area where, for example, high noise levels would not be

tolerable. The linear-drive electric motor was also reviewed. Although the basic

idea is feasible, a considerable amount of research and development would liave to

be done before a device would be available for practical application. Problems

presently studied or anticipated include supply of current, speed control and main-

tenance of an adequate gap between the fixed motor rail and the pole faces car-

ried on the vehicle.

The systems which satisfied the criteria for eligibility in the first phase of the

preliminary evaluation were as follows:

ALWEG —Bottom-supported monorail vehicles with rubber tires for

support and guidance. These run on a concrete beam

(see Fig. 1);

DUORAIL —Steel flanged-wheel vehicles, running on steel rails (see

Fig. 2);

DUORAIL —Rubber-tired vehicles, with horizontal guide wheels, run-

ning on concrete or wood surfaces (see Fig. 3);

SAFEGE —Suspended monorail vehicles, with rubber running and

guidance tires. Concrete beamway with wooden running

surfaces (see Fig. 4);

WESTINGHOUSE —Lightweight rubber-tired vehicles with horizontal guide

EXPRESSWAY wheels. These run on concrete running surfaces and are

OR SKYBUS guided along a steel beam (see Fig. 5);

CONVENTIONAL —Operated on exclusive bus roadways u ith driver, witii or

BUS without automatic guidance.

None of the abo\e systems is truly revolutionary in concept. All would be pro-

pelled by conventional electric traction motors, with the exception of the diesel or

gasohne-engine buses. The pas.senger compartment would be .supported on, or hung

from, wheeled axles.

(Text ccmtinucd un page 40)
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t Supporting wheels.

2 Nose- suspended motor.

3 Guide and stabilizing wheels

4 Safety wheels.

5 Solid rubber roller.

6 Spring-powered broke cylinder.

7 Disc brake.

8 Rocker suspension.

9 Trock beam.

Fig. lA

—

The Alweg system.
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ALWEG Two car Unit with Bogies

Fig. IB—The Alvveg vehicle.

Hill. 615
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Fig. 2—Duorail vehicle at Expo 67, Montreal, Que.
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GUIDE RAIL 5x4x7

SPACERS

PRECAST CONCRETE RAIL';

' - 5 X 10 _ ;

y^
FILLER-

CONCRETE INVERT

RAIL 70 lbs.

RAIL INSULATOR

,ESNA NUT

.RAIL BRACE

Reproduced courtesy of Institute for Rapid Transit

Fig. 3A—Typical cross section of track (one set of rails), rubber-tired

Duorail system.

)i< pnKluced courtesy of Institute for Rapid Transit

Fig. 3B—Typical track switch installation, rubber-tired Duorail system.
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1 Precast concrete beomwoy.

2 Running surface.

3 Traction motor, reduction

geor, differential.

4 Guide wheel.

5 Running wheel

6 Pneumatic dampers end
automatic levelling.

7 Roll damper.

8 High tensile steel sofety

coble .

9 Brakes.

Fig. 4A—The Safege system.
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Fig. 4B—The Safege vehicle.
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1 Air and sieel spnnp comb.

2 Signal wire system,

3 Receiving and iransn^itting anienna.

4 Safety disk

5 Differential and hypoid drive,

6 3 Phase collector system,

7 Pneumatic quide tire

8 Steel guide rail.

rp' '2'. iT) a 'i h h d)

Fig. 5A—The Westinghouse system.
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Fig. 5B—Westinghouse vehicle and test track, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Phase 2

The second phase of the prehminary evaluation encompassed only those sys-

tems which met all requirements in the first phase. It consisted of a general review

to eliminate any which were significantly more costly than others with no compen-

sating advantages in service quality or operational savings.

It was concluded that the rubber-tired Duorail system could be ehininated

from further study because of higher capital and operating costs, with no significant

benefit for this additional cost in terms of comfort, performance or reduced noise

levels when compared with modern steel-wheeled Duorail. Power costs for rubber-

tired systems would range between 15 and 35 percent higher than a similar steel-

wheel system. Tire replacement costs are also expensive—one system is experiencing

a tire life of 70,000 miles.

Regarding guided and non-guided busway systems, it also became evident that

it would not be possible, within the terms of reference of the Study, to carry out a

full evaluation of this concept. The main advantage claimed in these systems is that

one vehicle can perform the dual function of providing feeder service as well as

operating along the trunk route, whereas some passengers must change vehicle with

systems confined to a trunk route. An evaluation of this benefit would entail a study

not only of the trunk route, but also the areas tributary to it, before the practicabil-

ity and logistics of vehicle operation and utilization to achieve this advantage could

be measured. Information for such a study was not available and collection and

analysis were beyond the scope of the Study. Exhaustive studies would have to be

made to determine if:

• Delays encountered on public streets, which are beyond the control of the

transit operator, would cause serious problems in maintaining schedules

on the trunk route;

• Vehicle utilization would be inefficient if a number of choices or origins

and destinations without transfer were to be provided;

• Passenger volumes in excess of 10,000 persons in one direction per lane

or track per hour could be handled; and
• The required merging operations for buses, entering and leaving the trunk

route at relatively high speeds, could be accomplished with reliability and

safety.

The guided busway system most advanced in development—the Throughways

Transport Systems, which uses a mechanical probe in a center guidance slot

—

lacked an operating prototype. Thus, it was impossible to demonstiate the reliability

of the guidance system, the radar signal system, and the merging operation at sta-

tion stops essential to carry the specified passenger volumes. However, in view of

the possible widespread application of the promising concept ofi^ered by use of

reserved busways, a special study was made to obtain comparative civil engineering

costs for a guided busway and for a non-guided busway. This showed that through

use of a narrow roadway, possible with guided buses, saving in structure costs of

20 to 25 percent might be realized.

Extensive development is taking place in the transit industry with research and

development programs being underway for a number of systems. Particular atten-

tion is being given to the six systems described above, since far greater financial

resources are available for development of these concepts than for others. The
extensive research and development program undertaken for the BARTD steel-
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wheel-on-steel-rail system in San Francisco is an outstanding example of this. It

is most unlikely that any other concept will have reached a stage of development

within the next tliree years, or by 1970, where its use could be considered for

Manchester instead of one of the six systems as listed previously. It is probable,

however, that test installations to demonstrate new concepts will be constructed at

international fairs and exhibitions or on test routes of limited length during the

next three years which will greatly advance knowledge of these concepts. In fact,

several new developments, notably Aerotrain, Telecar, Starrcar, Rail Taxi and

Throughways guided bus system, have already reached the stage where research

and development funds have been allocated for this purpose.

DETAILED STUDIES

The rapid transit systems considered in the preliminary evaluation and which

were found to warrant detailed investigation in the study were: Alweg, Duorail

steel wheel, Safege, Westinghouse.

These systems were then compared for use on the common 16-mile route in

terms of: comfort, perfonnance, reliability', safety, testing requirements, compatibil-

ity with present or future systems, public appeal, environmental effects, cost of

vehicles and fixed facilities, and operating costs.

Results of this evaluation were as follows:

1. Operating Characteristics

Passenger comfort in terms of seating arrangements, noise levels within the

vehicle, interior finish, ventilation and heating can be made of equal quality for

all systems. This also applies to station design.

Vehicle riding quality and suspension characteristics may also be made similar

witliin fairly close limits. There may be .some tendency for the rubber-tired vehicles

to bounce on uneven sections of track and for tlie short wheelbase vehicles to

"shimmy" at high speeds, however, these features could be investigated and prob-

ably rectified in pre-acceptance trials.

Vehicle performance in terms of acceleration and braking would depend on

acceptable passenger comfort levels. All systems could achieve the desired level of

performance to meet these criteria (3.0 mph per sec or 0.14g). The average sched-

uled speed for the Manchester route including station stops would be 25 to 30 mph.

Top speeds of 60 mph could be attained by all systems.

Conventional signalling techniques could be applied to Duorail and Safege.

In the ca.se of Alweg and Westinghouse, however, less common techniques have

been suggested and it was not possible within the scope of the Study to thoroughly

checks the integrity of these signalling methods. It has been assumed, however, that

all systems are capable of being signalled to standards acceptable to the Ministry

of Transport.

The Safege system would negotiate sharp cur\es at a faster speed than the

other systems, since its pendular saspension gives equal passenger comfort at higher

speeds.

The experimental Turbo Train, a steel-wheeled duorail vehicle being developed

for intercity use, employs a new type of suspension linkage. If successful, a similar

device would permit bottom-supported vehicles to achieve comparable comfort to

Safege at similar speed on curves.
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The Safege vehicle has not been operated in trains of more than one car. Pre-

acceptance tests would have to be carried out on a train of vehicles, therefore, to

ensure that oscillations are not induced when accelerating and braking while ne-

gotiating curves at speed. Oscillation of the prototype Safege vehicle at stations

is not acceptable for safety reasons, but could be eliminated according to the

licensee.

The reliability and safety of steel-wheeled systems have been proven by many
years of actual use. Of the other systems, only Alweg has had substantial operating

experience, during which its record of safety and reliability has been satisfactory.

Both Alweg and Safege provide less convenient passenger escape facilities in

the unlikely, but possible, event that vehicles must be evacuated when stopped on

an elevated structure. Fold-out ladders or aircraft type escape slides are proposed

by the developers for this purpose. On elevated Duorail and Westinghouse struc-

tures, catwalks for train evacuation could be provided readily.

It would be more difficult to do this with the Alweg structure and very diffi-

cult to provide on the Safege structure.

2. Test Requirements

The Westinghouse and Safege test programs would have to be expanded be-

fore either could pass pre-acceptance tests essential for the extensive system con-

templated for Manchester.

The test track should include curves, and permit operating speeds similar to

those proposed for the Manchester route. This requirement is not unreasonable

when considered in the light of the multi-million pound investment involved in the

transit facility.

Both Alweg and Safege have acceptable switching devices, although these are

more complex and expensive than Duorail switches. The Westinghouse system had

a design, but no switching device in operation at the time of the Study. Switching

on the Westinghouse test track was accomplished by means of a transfer table, a

section of track which is moved laterally. This is not acceptable for an operating

transit system.

A test installation would not be necessary with Duorail since there is a tie-

mendous background of experience as well as existing tracks which could be used

for vehicle tests. The Alweg vehicles proposed for Manchester are of a new design,

but these vehicles could be tested on existing Alweg installations.

Field tests would also have to be made of the ability of nibber-tired rapid

transit vehicles to climb steep gradients as well as to stop consistently in safe dis-

tances when operating on running surfaces exposed to the weather. Such tests would
be essential before setting final profiles and safe signal spacing for these systems.

There was little need for, and little advantage in, adopting steep gradients on the

Manchester alignment. Only minor savings in construction cost could be realized

through increa-sing gradients above 4 percent, the standard adopted in the pre-

liminary route location studies.

3. Compatibility

The Duorail system is compatible with the existing British Railways network

serving Manchester. Thus, it could be incorporated in any scheme which contem-

plates joint use of tracks by British Railways equipment and the transit vehicles.
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The bottom-supported systems, and particularly Duorail and Westiii^liouse,

provide a platform which is likely to be more compatible with new concepts usin^

air cushion and possibly magnetic-lift principles than tlie Safege system, which uses

a unique hollow beamway designed for suspended vehicles.

This adaptability could be an important feature in view of the rapid advances

currently being made in transit technology. It is conceivable that within 20 or 30

years, it might be desirable to replace the initial vehicles with a new and improved

concept.

4. Public Appeal

The monorail systems together with We.stinghouse Skybus appear to have cap-

tured the public interest to a greater degree than steel wheel duorail. The duorail

\'ehicles proposed for use in Manchester and in the latest North American system

are ultra-modem in concept, comfort and appearance. They should not be compared

with obsolete equipment currently in use in some cities. A suitable public informa-

tion program would do much to dispel any tendency to associate duorail equipment

with the older rapid transit installations.

5. Environmental Effects

A major item in the study was consideration of the effects on adjacent areas

if the systems were not located underground. It was found that the effects on the

environment would not vary significantly between systems if operated in the open

and on elevated structure.

The main factors considered were disturbance due to noise and vibration; loss

of daylight and sunlight; visual intrusion and aesthetics; physical nuisance; and

effects on existing street networks and future land redevelopment. Examination

showed that noise and visual intrusion were the most important factors for consid-

eration. Special noise measurements of the system were undertaken, models and

photo montages made, and photographs and films of elevated structures were ex-

amined. Results of these studies were as follows:

• The noise levels produced by all systems would be less than expressway or

urban roadway noise, and would range between 80 and 85 decibels on

the A rating scale at 25 ft from source.

• The rubber-tired systems are only slightly quieter, if at all, than a modern

steel-on-steel system. There are substantial noise reductions to be achieved

for all systems when located in cut, by the use of trackside barriers and by

noise shielding on the trains. In the case of duorail, substantial quietening

is produced by use of welded rail and resilient track pads. Considerable

success has also been experienced recently with the use of plastic mate-

rials fixed to the wheels and with resilient wheel inserts.

• In terms of aesthetics and visual intrusion, the structural characteristics of

the elevated track for the various systems are not so different that one

would be acceptable where another is not. The stnictures are all ma.ssixe

when compared with two- or four-story housing. The major impact results

from introducing any form of elevated or open transit stnicture into the

community irrespective of its aesthetic (jualities. There would be, how-

ever, a greater scope for imaginative structural design with the Duorail

and Westinghousc systems than either of the two monorail s\sfems wilh

their fixed beamway .shapes.
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The vertical alij^nment for the route used for systems evaluation was selected

after careful study of environmental effects on land use adjacent to the line. This

resulted in a route of which 7.3 miles are underj^round (1.6 miles in tunnel and

5.7 miles in cut-and-cover section), 1.3 miles are at ground level, 5.0 miles are

elevated and 2.5 miles are in open cut.

The use of an elevated structure through the City Center received serious con-

sideration in the Study, in view of cost savings compared to underground con-

struction and the advantage claimed for elevated monorails in such locations. This

was rejected in favor of underground construction for environmental and practical

reasons. It is unusual to find a continuous corridor through an established City

Center (or C.B.D. ), except over existing streets, which could be used as an ele-

vated transit route. The time schedule for redevelopment schemes would have to be

specially programmed, before an off-street alignment could be obtained which would
allow a transit facility to be built within a reasonable time period. This could be

difficult to achieve in practice.

In inner residential suburbs it was considered that an elevated system would

not be acceptable within 150 ft of residential property except in redevelopment

areas where special architecture and sound insulation might allow this distance to

be reduced. Generally speaking, building cut-and-cover rather than elevated struc-

ture roughly doubles the cost of construction, and it was considered that this was
a reasonable price to pay in preserving the existing amenities and providing flexi-

bility in the future development of the area through which the line runs. Both

open-cut and cut-and-cover construction lend themselves to the development of air

rights over the transit line in the future. In practice, a detailed examination would
be needed of every section of a proposed route to get the optimum compromise
between economy and environment.

6. Costs

Duorail would have the lowest capital cost and similar, if not lower, operating

costs when compared to the other systems. Capital and operating costs for the

16-mile route are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The information given in

the Tables is summarized in Fig. 6. The costs are shown in pounds sterling since

direct conversion at the current exchange rate could be misleading and would not

necessarily reflect equivalent costs in North America. The pound figures are satis-

factory for comparison purposes, however, and it is expected that a similar relation-

ship between systems would exist in North America. (Present rate of exchange:

1 Pound Sterling — $2.40 U.S. = $2.60 Canadian).

Conclusions resulting from the cost estimates are as follows:

Vehicles—

•

Duorail would have the lowest total vehicle cost. Comparative costs and
vehicle weights, etc., based on similar performance and comfort specifications for

all systems are shown in Table 4. These are expressed in cost and weight per peak

period passenger carried, allowing 2.5 sq ft of floor area per passenger. This is

equivalent to a standee ratio of about 2.75 standing to one seated passenger which

is fairly generous by transit standards and should not require passengers to stand

for more than 10 minutes on the Manchester route.

(Text continued on page 48)
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL COST — 16-MILE ROUTE (POUNDS STERLING)

ALKEG DLOKAIL bAFEGE WESriXGHOtSE

Design Capacity 10,000 Passengers per Hour

Fixed facilities t4o,800,000 143,700,000 L54,300,000 L43,300,000

Rolling stock 3,100,000 2,300,000 5,200,000 3,900,000*

Property 7,600,000 7,000,000 7,800,000 7,500,000

Total 1,57,500,000 L53,600,000 L67,300,000 t54,700,000

Design Capacity 20,000 Passengers per Hour

Fixed facilities M8, 900, 000 L45,S00,000 L56,300,000 t45,500,000

Rolling stock 6,000,000 4,500,000 10,200,000 7,800,000*

Property 7,600,000 7,600,000 7,800,000 7,500,000

Total t62,500,000 L57,600,000 L74,300,000 Lo0,800,000

Design Capacity 30,000 Passengers per Hour

Fixed facilities 1,50,300,000 t46,800,000 1,58,000,000 t47,000.000

Rolling Stock 9,000,000 6,700,000 15,300,000 11,700,000*

Property 7,600,000 7,600,000 7,800,000 7,500,000

Total t66,900,000 L61,100,000 L81,100,000 1,66,200,000

*Westinghouse rolling stock costs based on prices in the U.S.A.
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TABLE 3 - ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING EXPENSES (POUNDS STERLING)

ALWEG DUORAIL SAFEGE WESTINGHOUSE

Design Capacity 10,000 Passengers per Hour

Maintenance of way and t 170,000 t 180,000 L 200,000 y 160,000
structures

Maintenance of equipment 180,000 120,000 190,000 230,000

Power 150,000 160,000 200,000 140,000

Conducting transportation 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000

Other operating expenses 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000

Total t 850,000 L 810,000 h 940,000

Design Capacity 20,000 Passengers per Hour

Maintenance of way and
structures

Maintenance of equipment

Power

Conducting transportation

Other operating expenses

Total

Design Capacity 30,000 Passengers per Hour

Maintenance of way and t 370,000 L 350,000 t 170,000 t 330,000
structures

Maintenance of equipment 530,000 260,000 560,000 660,000

Power 440,000 380,000 590,000 390,000

Conducting transportation 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000

Other operating expenses 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000

Total tl, 760, 000 1,1,410,000 1,2,040,000 1,1,800,000

L 270,000
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i 9 , 000, 000
PER ANNU M

t 8 , 000, 000

£ 7 , 000,000

£ 6, 000,000

i 5 , 000,000

£ 4 ,000,000

£ 3, 000,000

f 2 , 000,000

i I , 000,000

A - ALWEG

D - OUORAIL STEEL WHEEL

S - SAFAGE

W - WESTINGHOUSE SKY BUS

TOTAL ANNUAL COST
/ M e EXP'
I + DEBT
\ CHARGES

.<ir'

-j^-

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE ^g •

^ OPERATING EXPENSE •^

'

10,000 20,000

Passengers — Peak Hour Capacity

Fig. 6—Systems cost comparison.
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The advantage of Duorail in maintenance cost becomes evident when one con-

siders the complex trucks and guidance mechanism of other systems.

Tire maintenance on the Alweg, Safege and Westinghouse systems would also

be costly when compared with steel wheels. One rubber-tired system is experiencing

a mileage of less than 100,000 miles per tire, whereas Duorail steel wheel tires

commonly last 1,000,000 miles, at half the replacement cost.

Power costs would be least for the Duorail and the lightweight Westinghouse

vehicle. The rubber-tired systems have a greater rolling resistance to overcome

which would increase power consumption by at least 15 percent, when compared

with a steel-wheeled system with equivalent performance and load.

Crew and supervision costs were assumed equal for all systems.

SUMMARY

It was recommended that a steel-wheel-on-steel-rail Duorail system be adopted

for rapid transit in Manchester. This system would have a lower capital cost and

would have similar, if not lower, operating costs than the Alweg, Safege and

^^'estinghouse systems. The Duorail system would equal the other systems in terms

of vehicle performance and passenger comfort. It has the additional advantages of

being thoroughly tested and proven. Duorail with standard gauge would be com-

patible with the existing British Railways commuter network serving Manchester,

should joint use of tracks prove advantageous.

The Duorail structure would appear to lend itself to adaptability in conversion

to likely new concepts in the rapid transit industry. Modern Duorail vehicles and

well designed elevated or ground-level structures would be as acceptable in the

community in terms of disturbance and visual intrusion as any of the other systems

considered. The main impact would occur when any elevated structure is built. A

further advantage of the Duorail system is that the source of supply of vehicles

and parts, track fittings and structural members is not restricted to a limited num-

ber of licensees. These factors are summarized in Table 6.

USE OF EXISTING RAILWAY FACILITIES

In addition to investigating transit systems and concepts, the Study also in-

cluded a preliminary appraisal of the practical possibilities of making better u.se of

the existing rail network. There are over 20 rail lines radiating out from the central

area of Manchester. However, the Study was confined in the first instance to four

lines running through the same corridor as the new transit line used for system

evaluation. British Railways cooperated fully in this phase of the Study.

It was found that the cost of upgrading three of the four lines to provide a

level of service approaching that obtained by building a new transit line would

cost about 30 million pounds, or half the cost of the transit facility.

The two schemes—the new 16-mile transit route, and the scheme for linking

three British Railways sul)urban lines—were developed in isolation and not as part

of a unified network. Both, however, used a common new tunnel section under the

City Center to achieve needed downtown accessibility. It was clear from this pre-

liminary study that there is a ver>' large range of possible rail networks combining

aspects of each scheme, drawing on other parts of the existing rail network, and

with lines extending into new corridors, which vvoidd make the existing rail net-

work much more effective in attracting commuter traffic. To achieve the full benefit
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of tlie existing rail network, it would have to be integrated with the rest of the

transport system and with future land use developments. It would be necessary, for

example, to make arrangements for feeder bus services and parking facilities at out-

lying stations on the lines.

A further study is now undt-i-way which will test the relative attractiveness

of various rail networks which combine existing and new facilities. ThLs study is

part of a regional transportation study which will investigate the potential for rail

in the future as related to various combinations of highway and rail networks. It

will also produce the necessary estimates of demand for further transportation

planning.

An important benefit from this Study so far, is that it has drawn the attention

of land-use planners in the region to the unused potential of the existing rail net-

work. They are now aware of the lines which could readily handle additional traf-

fic and can take this into account, with other factors such as availability of water

and sewer services, in selecting areas in the region for residential development.

British Railways in the past have been no more enthusiastic about the further

development of commuter services than many railroads in North America. Their

terms of reference for the continuance of service were clearly commercially oriented.

Since the proposed government policy of public support for non-renumerative

suburban service was announced, British Railways has exhibited a willingness to

cooperate with interested communities in examining how existing rail facilities could

best be used to help solve the urban transportation problem.

There are promising signs in North America that government at all levels is

becoming aware of the advantages in sponsoring commuter services. Public support

for some services is already an established fact. In many urban areas, there are lines

which have surplus capacity or right-of-way which could represent a "best buy" in

public transportation for the community if properly developed. The problem seems

to resolve around who should take the initiative in exploring such schemes. Railroads

and their officers are members of the community and no one i.s better equipped

than they are to take the first step in suggesting what part the railroads could play.

Government on its part should be expected to understand that cooperation and

initiative in exploring such schemes can only be expected from the railroads if they

are given some assurance that any resulting services would be commercially attrac-

tive to the railroad and could be negotiated on mutually acceptable terms.
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H'ith America's most complete line of

special trackwork: For Railroads,

Mines and Industries —A complete

line of frogs, switches and crossings •

Trackwork for installation in paved

areas • Automatic switch stands •

Samson switch points • Snow-Blow-

ers • Switch point guards • Rail and

flange lubricators • Tie pads • Racor

studs • Dual spike drivers • Car re-

iarders • Switch machines.

with America's most complete track-

\>ork manufacturing facilities: Coast

to coast to serve your needs.

^ RACOR PLANTS:
Buffalo • Chicago Heights • Los Angeles •

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada • Pueblo

• Superior.

-k RACOR SALES AND ENGINEERING

Chicago • Cleveland • Denver • Houston •

Baltimore • Nev» York • Philadelphia •

Richmond • San Francisco • St. Louis

• St. Paul. In Canada: Dominion Brake

Shoe Oiv,, Montreal, Quebec • Niagara

Falls, Ontario • Winnipeg, Manitoba.

)ic RACOR RESEARCH:
Columbus, 0. • Mahwah, N. J.

with America's most complete track-

work engineering service: This lies in

making available to our customers

Racor's engineering experience—
practical experience from years of

designing and manufacturing...

advanced experience solving tomor-

row's trackwork problems today in

Racor research laboratories.

Why not let us help you with your

trackwork problems?

At f M 8 f «

Railroad Products Division

530 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10035 CORPORATION
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Upgrading Timber Bridges?

can help your timber bridges ^'W>,
carry heavier loads "0/lf

and last longer with minimum repair
This professional Osmose team is cruising one of 202 timber bridges on a

subdivision of a major U.S. Railroad. On completion, specific recommenda-

tions were given the chief engineer to treat, defer or replace, backed up by

detailed boring records. This is one more v^ay Osmose assures you that

maintenance dollars are spent where needed most...

without cost or obligation to your company.

RAILROAD DIVISION

98 ELLICOTT STREET / BUFFALO, N.Y. 14209
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"Multi-Purpose" M/W Machine

Rehabilitates more track, faster, at less cost.

Undercuts to desired depth and leaves track ready for slow order traffic, or

can be used to crib or sled on single or double track. Its own power drives

it to and from work and provides hydraulic power to jack up track, insert

and remove undertrack equipment, remove undercut material or waste,

knock off and reject ties, control cross level and depth of cut, align track

and to set itself off on set-off rails provided. Removes ALL old ballast and
undercut material without disturbing sub-ballast. Fewer men produce
more footage with better results than ordinary methods and equipment.

Mannix Winch Cart provides power to pull the Mannix Multi-
purpose Machine at work speeds up to 185 fpm. One man operation cuts

costs. Travels up to 15 mph.

Other MANNIX M/W Equipment...
for the following operations on single or double track, main line, branch

line or yard tracks, is available by contract, lease or purchase.

• Raising Track

• Resurfacing

• Reballasting

• Replacing Ties

• Undercutting

•Ballast Cleaning

MB M B [

R

RRI
For full details of gontracf, rental

or purchase of MANNIX equip-

ment or to arrange a showing

of operating filnns at no ob-

ligation write, wire or phono
612. 545-0411. INTERNATIONAL. INC.

9714 10th Ave. No., Minneapolis, Minn. 55427
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//\ • IMPROVED FAIR Rail Anchors

=^^^^—^^ • MOD FAIR Rail Anchors

• XL-1 FAIR Rail Anchor*

• Anchor Renewal Service

• FAIR-FLEX Concrete Tie Fasteners

• Standard Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise Joints

• Insulation

• Rail and Flange Lubricators

ersible Switch Point Protectors

• Draft Gears

• Diesel Batteries

^
^
IN CANADA:

PORTEC, LIMITED

PRODUCTS OF PROGRESS

PORTEC inc
Railway Products Division, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 60604

NEW and RELAYING

RAIL
Switch Materia! Tools

Track Accessories

PILING
Rental Steel-Sheet Piling

Pipe Pile • H-Bearing Pile

PIPE
Tested ond Structural

All Sizes 1 /8" thru 48"

Valves, Fittings, Flanges

Immediate delivery

from Foster's nationwide

warehouse stocks.
Specialists to the Railroads

tLmuamsMii^o.
Offices & Warehouses

in 28 major cities.

Refer to yellow pages

or write:

7 Parkway Center, Pittsburgh 15220
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IQsRSHAW Trackwork Machines

Weed And Brush Cutter (Track Patrol)

Designed, Tested, and Proven

on America's Railroads

MANUFACTURING CO.

MONTGOMERYW ALABAMA

Trackwork Equipment Developed and Proven On the Job

Heavy Duty Ballast Regulator, Scarifier and Plow, Standard Ballast Regulator, Sacrifier and Plow.

Track Broom, Super Jack-All, Standard Jack-All Kershaw Kribbcr, Two Wheel Kribber, Tie Bed Sacrifier

Tie Inseter, Track Undercutter-Skeletonizer, Ballast Cleaner, Crib Adze, Mocar Crane, Track Crane and

Tie Inserter, Utility Derrick, Two-Ton Rail Derrick, Tie Replacer, Dual Tie Saw, Track Liner, Snow

Switch Cleaner, Weed and Brush Cutter (Track Patrol).
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THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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At temperatures as low as — 65°F. and pressures to

300 psi, new Aeroquip Air Brake Hose is fully reliable

for exposed or unexposed railroad air brake applica-

tions. This low temperature hose is specially built to

withstand the severe conditions encountered in con-
nection and disconnection of air brake hose lines.

And Aeroquip Reusable Fittings plus a small stock of

bulk hose permit quick and easy replacement of any
length of hose line.

Constructed with a rugged Neoprene inner tube,
steel wire braid reinforcement, and a synthetic rubber
cover, this new hose is available in sizes from y-i' to
1%" I. D.—with a variety of gladhands and swivel pipe
thread adapters.

For more information, contact your Aeroquip Dis-

tributor. Or write for your free copy of Railroad Engi-

neering Bulletin REB-21. Aeroquip Corporation,
Industrial Division, Jackson, Michigan. Aeroquip prod-
ucts are protected by international patents.

.eroquip
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
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Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY
Newark Pittsburgh Chicago

Unit Rail Anclior

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY

NEWARK PITTSBURGH CHICAGO

Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N, Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA



LEVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

in ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

PROJECTOR

.ELECTFIONIC
REFERENCE

,
FEELER
detects position
of track in spiral
or curve at every
tie and leeds
Inlormation to

"Auto-Control"

WORKING
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lining, levolllng

and tamping
Is done.

RECEIVER
BUGQy
"Auto-Conlror'
continuously
positions
receivers
electronically to

satisty Ideal curve
requirements and
establishes
required amount
ot track

corroclion.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

# Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

# Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and
curve track.*

# No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

# No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place
simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping
tools.

# With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct
alignment.

•Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for

existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

Head Office & Plant— 2401 Ed-
mund Rd., West Columbia, S. C.

29169 • 8 03/794-9160

Plant— 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine (Montreal), Que., Canada
• 514/637-5531

Parts Depot— 1902 University

Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55115 •

612/645-5055

Sales, Service & Parts— Tamper
(Australia) Pty. Ltd., 34 Mcin-
tosh St., Airport West, G.P.O.
Melbourne, Victoria 3042, Aus-
tralia • 379-8441
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WOODINGS-VERONATOOLWORKS
y^ Pioneer Manufacturers

ol

fflGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

w
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TiBOME

MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOBS AU JOBS!
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Recommended Maintenance for Lock Spikes

Leave 'em alone!
Your maintenance cycle benefits three
ways from the use of Pittsburgh Tie Plate

Locl< Spikes.
First, the Lock Spike remains tight in

the crosstie under a tremendous spring

load. It cannot loosen and work out.

Second, the Lock Spike completely fills

(g)

the tie plate hole without play. The tie

plate is held firmly to the crosstie to main-
tain gage and overcome plate cutting.

Third, the Lock Spike eliminates both

the need for frequent regaging and the
resulting spike-killed ties.

It makes sense to use Lock Spikes now
— for current rail renewal — then leave

'em alone!

RAILWAY FORCINGS DEPARTMENT

PITTSBURGH FORGINGS COMPANY
OFFICES: P. O. Box 307, Coraopolis, Pa. 15108 PLANTS: Coraopolis, Pa, and Jackson, Mich.

SUBSIDIARY: Greenville Steel Car Co., Greenville, Pa.

Tie Plate, Gage &
Rail Lock Spikes

FOR INFORMATION CALL.

RAILROAD REPAIR
& SUPPLY
332 So. Michigan
Chicago. III. 60604

(312) HA 7-7340

HORNE-BOATRIGHT
CHEMICAL CO.
Room 604
Transportation BIdg.

Birmingham. Ala. 35203

(205) 252-6715

J. L. McLEAN & SON
303A The Wyndon
Wynnwood. Pa. 19096

(215) Ml 2-1181

LEO F. DUFFY
16989 St. Andrews Court
Poway. Calif. 92064

(714) 748-4398

R. E. BELL COMPANY
2089 Railway Exchange BIdg

St. Louis. Mo. 63101

(314) CH 1-2424

STAN H. HAIGH CO
1300 Minnesota BIdg.

St. Paul. Minn, 55101

(612) 224-4904

SOUTHEASTERN
RAILWAY
SUPPLY, INC.
933 No. Kenmore
P.O. Box 368
Arlington. Va. 22210

(703) 522-1244

A. C.JACK
6532 Dalzell Place
Pittsburgh. Pa. 15217

(412) 421-0774



Advance Report of Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

K. C. Edscorn, Chairman

Termite Control Investigation—Inspection of Specimens

After 124 Months of Exposure*

70-61 5-ER84

ABSTRACT

Tliis is a progress report on the investigation, begun in November 1957, to

determine the most effective preservative with minimum retention for treating either

oak, pine or fir lumber to reduce decay and termite attack. The results of the

in\estigation after 124 months exposure of the test specimens are:

1. In general, specimens treated with coal tar creosote show less decay and

termite attack than .specimens treated with other preservatives (see Table

7 and 8 and Figs. 1 to 12, inch).

2. Chromated zinc chloride and Tanalith arc affording les.s protection against

decay and tennite attack than the other preser\ati\x's ( see diagrams on

Figs. 1 to 12, incl.).

3. In general, the fir specimens treated with most of the preservatives are

subject to less decay and termite attack than the oak and pine specimens.

Oak, however, is generally more resistant to decay and termite attack

than pine or fir when not treated.

4. The average index rating increases with the amount of preservative in

the specimens (see Fig. 13).

5. In general, coal tar creosote is affording more protection against decay

and termite attack than combinations of creosote with coal tar or

petroleum.

The results reported after 124 months of exposure are based on the inspection

of about 2000 treated and untreated test specimens. The exposure test plot is in the

.\ustin Gary Memorial Forest of the Uni\'ersity of Florida near Caines\ ille, Fla.

INTRODUCTION

The initial installation in November 1957 included 1296 treated .specimens and

30 untreated control specimens. A description of the initial installation, including

data covering the treatment of tlie .specimens and chemical analysis of the preserva-

tives, may be found in the 1959 Al-lEA Proceedings, Vol. 60, page 131. A total of

nine different preservatives were used, each in three different retentions.

A supplemental installation involving the use of four additional preservatives

was made in November 1959. It included 576 treated specimens and 15 untreated

controls. A detailed report covering this installation is published in the I96I .\REA
Proceedings, Vol. 62, page 95.

The results of inspections of the .specimens after 40 months, 52 months, 64 months,

76 months, 88 months, 100 months and 112 months are de.scribed in Engineering

Research Divi.sion reports ER-16, ER-23, ER-38, ER-46, ER-59, ER-66 and ER-73,

respectively, with the general condu-sion in all six reports that the sp<'cimens treated

Note—Discussion opi-n until January 20, 1969.
• AAR Research Department Report No. ER-84.
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with coal lar tieosotf .showtd more resistaiite to l)()tli decay and termite attack than

those treated with the other preservatives.

The investigation is being conducted under the general direction of E. J. Ruble,

executive research engineer, AAR, who also prepared this report. The inspection

of the specimens was conducted on February 8 and 9, 1968, by Dr. J. B. Huffman

of the University of Florida; F. J. Fudge, a member of AREA Committee 3—Ties

and Wood Preservation; and E. J. Ruble and I. A. Eaton, research staff, AAR. Funds

for the investigation are being provided by the AAR.

GRADING

The system of specimen grading for both decay and termite attack used during

the inspection corresponds to that recommended by the American Wood Preservers

Association. The code numbers and letters of the system are listed below, with the

corresponding ratings developed by such grades:

Code No. Decay Grades Rating, Percent

1 Sound, no evidence of decay. 100
2 Localized superficial decay. 75
3 Slight but positive decay. 50
4 Deep or severe decay. 25
5 Failure, almost complete loss of strength.

Code Letter Termite Attack Grades Rating, Percent

A No attack. 100
B Slight termite attack. 75
C Moderate termite attack. 50
D Severe tennite attack. 25
E Failure caused by termites.

FIELD INSPECTIONS

The detailed inspection of the specimens was conducted primarily by Dr. Huff-

man, with other members of the inspection party assisting by removing, cleaning

and replacing the test specimens. The first member of the inspection party removed

each 2-in by 4-in by 18-in specimen, buried vertically for half its length, from the

ground and after cleaning off the dirt and sand with a spatula, handed it to Dr.

Huffman. Dr. Huffman inspected it and decided, with the help of the other members
of the inspection party, on the grade of the specimen for both decay and termite

attack. Mr. Ruble tabulated the code number and code letter as given by Dr. Huff-

man on "field inspection data sheets." The specimen was then replaced in its original

position in the ground while the other members of the party pulled and cleaned the

next stake. This procedure was repeated for the entire inspection.

An example of the tabulated decay and termite attack grades, as recorded in

the field on the field inspection data sheets, is shown on Table 1. The example

shows the results of nine field inspections of the specimens in rows M, N and O
of plot 2. The data secured during the first inspection on January 8, 1958 is not

included. For example, in position 4 of row M, there is shown specimen 012D/21.
As explained in the report covering the installation, the letter "O" designated oak

species, "12" the stick number and "D" the fourth specimen cut from stick 12. The
figure "2" designates the preservative number, which in this case is chromated zinc

chloride. The figure "1" represents the retention used in the treatment and in this

case is the lowest retention. The inspection of February 3, 1964 indicates this speci-

men had a grade of "5C", the "5" indicating failure due to decay with the "C"
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indicating moderate termite attack. Consequently, the specimen was discarded and

assumed to have a rating ot "5E" for all inspections thereafter. As another example,

there is shown in Table 1, row O, position 2, pine .specimen PlOlC/11 treated with

the first or lowest amount of creo.sote. All inspections previous to the last inspection

of February 15, 1966, indicated there was no decay or termite attack. The inspec-

tion of February 15, 1966, indicated that while there was no decay, there was evi-

dence of some slight termite attack which resulted in a rating of "IB" as shown.

The inspection of January 1967 did not indicate any termite attack so the specimen

was again rated as "lA" iis shown. The inspection of February 8, 1968, however,

indicated localized superficial decay and slight termite attack, so the specimen was

rated "2B" as shown.

A close inspection of the field inspection data .sheets indicates that many speci-

mens were graded higher during the 1966 inspection than during the 1965 inspec-

tion, particularly with respect to termite attack, for example, see row N, position 2.

In 1965 specimen 061B/83 was graded as "3B" but in 1966 the grading was "3A",

and in 1967 the grading was "5A", indicating failure due to decay but no tennite

attack. In general, upgrading from one year to the next year results from the destruc-

tion of physical evidence of former termite attack by the progression of decay fungi.

Some difficulty is encountered during inspections in determining whether or not the

insect galleries in decayed portions of the specimens were caused by termites or ants.

If termites or ants were present during the inspection a decision could readily be

made, but if they were not present, and the usual tell-tale .signs were absent, the

cause of the galleries could not be definitely determined. Research has shown that

ants frequently seek shelter or build nests in decayed wood while termites will

drill through decayed wood to get to sound wood.

ANALYSES OF FIELD INSPECTION DATA

The data on the decay and termite attack grades, as recorded on the field

inspection data sheets, were summarized and recorded on "Classified Data Sheets",

example of which is shov\n on Table 2. The ratings for both decay and termite

attack, in percent, were determined in the manner shown under "Grading."

In the 12-, 25- and 40-month reports, the average index rating was obtained

by averaging the decay rating with the termite attack rating. This procedure was

slightly in variance with the recommendation of ASTM Specification D 1758-60,

Evaluating Wood Preservatives by Field Tests. The ASTM recommendation states

that the decay and termite grades be combined, that is, the lowest grade from

either cause be used and all subsequent average index ratings for our annual inspec-

tions are in accordance with the ASTM.

The data on Table 2 .shows the results of the inspection of all specimens

treated with preservative No. 2, chromated zinc chloride ha\ing a Xo. 1 retention.

It can be .seen that previously mentioned specimen 012D/21 is included under the

oak .species, the .second from the top, with a grade of "5C" assigned to it during

the in.spection of February 1964 and "5E", complete failure, thereafter. The other

nine specimens of like species and preservative retention are also shown accom-

panied by their respective grade. A summary of the grades for this pre.serv ati\ e

retention and species for the February 8, 1968, inspection is as follows:

9 specimens having a grade of "5E' (complete failure)

1 specimen having a grade of "3C"

10 specimens
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The ratinjis for decay and termite attack were obtained in the following

manner:

Decay Termite Attack

Nine (5) at 0=0 Nine (E) at =
One (3) at 50 = 50 One (C) at 50 = 50

50 ^ 10 = 5.0 50 -f- 10 = 5.0

The average index rating was obtained by combining the decay and termite

grades, using the lowest grade for each in the following manner:

Nine (5 or E) at 0=
One (3 or C) at 50 = 50

50 ^ 10 = 5.0

A summary of the grades for the No. 1 retention of chromated zinc chloride

and the fir species for the inspection of February 8, 1968 is as follows:

Decay Termite Attack

Two (5) at 0= One (E) at =
One (4) at 25= 25 One (D) at 25 = 25
Seven (3) at 50 = 350 Eight (C) at 50 = 400

375 ^ 10 = 37.5 425 ^ 10 = 42.5

The average index rating is then:

Two (5 or E) at 0=
One (4 or D) at 25= 25
Seven ( 3 or C ) at 50= 350

375 ^ 10 = 37.5

RESULTS OF INSPECTION

Untreated Controls

The decay and termite attack ratings with their average index ratings for the

untreated controls installed in February 1964, are shown in Table 3. The values

shown in this table are the average of five oak, five fir and five pine specimens and

indicate the general decline in the condition of the specimens over a period of four

years. Most of the specimens had completely failed after three years and all but one

fir specimen had failed after four years.

The data for the untreated specimens installed in February 1965 are shown in

Table 4. It can be seen that the rapid rate of termite attack and decay continued

through the third year. The average index ratings after 36 month.s exposure are

slightly higher than the ratings for the specimens installed in February 1964 at the

end of 36 month.s, due principally to the slow rate in tlie decline of the oak speci-

mens. It can be seen that during tlie first year the oak specimens declined at a

normal rate but they have not changed much during the past two years.

The data for the untreated specimens installed in February 1966 are shown in

Table 5 while the data for the specimens installed in February 1967 are shown in

Table 6. It is interesting to note that the termite attack and decay are following the

same pattern as the other installations after the same number of months of exposure

and several specimens can be expected to fail after 24 month.s of exposure.
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Treated Specimens

The decay and termite attack ratings after 124 months ot exposure of the

specimens treated witli preservatives 1 to 9, inch, and after 99 montlis of exposure

of specimens treated with preser\'atives 10 to 13, inch, are tabulated on Table 7.

The data tabulated in Table 7 for the specimens treated with the No. 1 reten-

tion are shown graphically by the bar diagram on Fig. 1, those for the retention

Xo. 2 on Fig. 2 and diose for the No. 3 retention on Fig. 3. In studying Figs. 1,

2 and 3, it should be kept in mind that the No. 1 retention is only half that recom-

mended by the AREA, retention No. 2 is the amount recommended, while retention

\o. 3 is 100 percent greater than the recommended amount. The bar diagrams

indicate the following:

a. Retention No. 1—Both decay and termite attack are now taking place in

specimens of all three species treated with one of the 13 preservatives. Decay

appears to be more rapid than termite attack. In general, the rate of decay and

termite attack is lower in the fir species than in the oak or pine species. The oak and

pine species treated with either chromated zinc chloride or tanalith have failed or

are near failure.

h. Retention No. 2—Decay has occurred in all three species treated with one

of the nine preservatives, with termite attack in most of the species after 124

months of exposure. Decay is progressing rapidly in the oak species treated with

the creosote-coal tar or creosote-petroleum preservatives after 99 months of exposure.

c. Retention No. 3—Decay is taking place in the oak species treated with one

of the 13 preservatives and in some of the fir and pine species e\en though the

retention is twice the recommended retention for that particular preserxative. In

general, the rate of decay is more rapid than the termite attack.

A careful study of the quality index ratings, as shown on Figs. 1, 2 and 3

clearly indicate that the oak specimens are more subject to decay than the fir or

pine specimens for all preservatives and all retentions.

The diagrams on Figs. 4 to 12, inch, show the progressive decrease in the

quality index ratings for all three species of wood and the three retentions of all

13 preservatives. The original test specimens treated with the nine preservatixcs

have been exposed for 124 months while the specimens treated with the combinations

of creosote and coal tar or petroleum have been exposed for 99 months. It can be

seen from Fig. 4 that the oak specimens treated with the No. 1 retention of creosote

resisted decay and termite attack for 52 months, but since that time there has been

a gradual decrease in the rating. By projecting the line showing the decrease, it

appears that the .specimens will be completely gone after 190 months of exposure.

For comparison, the oak specimens treated with Tanalith have completely failed

after 100 months of exposure and the oak specimens treated with chromated zinc

chloride have remained about the same for the last 24 months but are very close

to failure. It i.s obvious from the diagrams on Fig. 4 that the oak specimens treated

with the No. 1 retention of creosote have shown more resistance to decay and ter-

mite attack in the past than those treated with the other preser\ati\cs, but after

124 months the rating is about the same as tliat of pentachlorophenol, copper

napthcnate and ammoniacal copper arsenite.

The decline in the quality index ratings of the fir specimens treated with the

No. 1 retentions are shown on Fig. 5. It can be seen that the specimens treated

with creosote or ammoniacal copper arsenite (Chemonite) are showing considerable
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resistance to decay and termite attack but the ratings of the specimens treated with

the other preservatives are only slightly higher than those for the oak specimens.

The decrease in ratings for the pine specimens treated with the No. 1 reten-

tions are shown on Fig. 6. In general, these specimens have about the same ratings

as the oak specimens. The specimens treated with preservative 10 (60 percent

creosote and 40 percent coal tar) indicate a higher index rating than those treated

with preservative 1 (coal tar creosote) but the coal tar creosote specimens have

been subject to 25 more months of exposure.

The decrease in the quality index ratings for the other retentions of preserva-

tives are shown on Figs. 7 to 12, incl. It can be seen that there is some reduction

in the ratings of the specimens treated with mo.st of the preservatives.

The diagrams on Fig. 13 indicate the effect of varying the amount of preserva-

tive retention on the average index ratings after 124 months of exposure, the solid

lines showing the effect for each of the nine preservatives and the dashed lines

showing the effect for the average of the nine preservatives. It can be seen that, in

general, the index ratings for all three species increases with an increase in preserva-

tive retention for 124 months of exposure. It appears from these diagrams that

specimens treated with twice the recommended retention of coal tar creosote, copper

napthenate or chromated copper arsenite would afford full protection to the fir

species while the same retention of coal tar creosote or copper napthenate would

protect the pine species. An even greater retention of the coal tar creosote would

be required to protect the oak species.

A comparison of the average quality index ratings, between the specimens

treated with coal tar creosote after 100 months of exposure and combinations of

creosote with petroleum or coal tar after 99 months of exposure is shown on Table

8. It can be seen tliat, in general, the coal tar creosote is affording more protection

than the other combinations, the exceptions to this being the pine species with the

No. 1 retention where the 60 percent creosote—40 percent coal tar has a rating

of 87.5 as compared with 70 for the coal tar creosote, and the pine species with

the No. 2 retention where the comparative ratings are 100 for the 60 percent

creosote—40 percent coal tar and 97.5 for the coal tar creosote.

CONCLUSION

From the data secured during the inspection of treated specimens of oak, fir

and pine species after 124 months of exposure, it seems logical to conclude that:

Coal tar creosote is affording more resistance to decay and termite attack, in

general, than the other preservatives.
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Table I

T£flMIfE CONTROL INVESTIGATION

AAR ri:s^:arck GENTER
flELO INSPECTION DATA SHEET

Location
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Table 2
teumite: control investigation

/ar re search center
classieted data sheets

Proservatlve No.

Retention Wo.

2 - Chi-omated Zinc Chloride

Species
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Table 3

SUMM/.nV OF INDEX RATINGS
UNTREATED SPECIMENS
INSTALLED: FEB. 1964

T=Termite
or

D=Decay
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Table 7

SUMMARY OF QUALITY INDEX RATINGS
TREATED SPECIMENS
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Table 8

COMPARISON OF QUALITY INDEX RATINGS BETWEEN COAL TAR CREOSOTE
AND

COMBINATIONS OF CREOSOTE WITH PETROLEUM OR COAL TAR

Preservative
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SUMMARY OF QUALITY IMDEX RATINGS
TREATED bPECIMfM^

RETENTIOtN): I

PRESERVATIVE

• AVE
I

EXPOSURE

RtlOITioN, TIME
1 SPECIES:

LB/FT ^IMONIK Si

QUALITY INDEX RATING- PERCENT^H DECAY
S''*^^°'-- \rTTrm TERMITE

Fig. 1
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SUMMARY OFQUALlTf INDEX RATItJGS
TREATED 'jVtClMENS

IvETENTION 2

AVE tXPOSURt

FKEScRVATlVE JRtTUTlONJ TIME iSPtClES

lb/ft^ Imonths
;

I

COAL TAB
CREOSOTE

8.70

7.60

CHROMATED
?iNC ChlORIOE

0.19

O.'M

1 .00

0.53

0.53

0.50

PcNTA-
CHLOROPHENOL

e.oo

8.50

7.80

COPPER
IJAPTHENATE

a.oo

1.2

a. 50

ACIO COPPER j
1.17

:«ROMATE(Gic--.)
I ,„„

AMMON(«CAu COPPEft
I

0.t'\

^SENITE(Cl«„..,r.) I o.31—

H

s 1.00

ChROMATED zinc . 0.11
l^EKATE(6<.a«.S.IT)

!

1.02

CHhOMATEC COPPER
k5tNAT£«i....»il)

lO

60 7. CREOSOTt
40 7. COAL TAR

30:4 CREOSOTE
207. COAL TAR

12

",0 7. CREOSOTE
50% PETROLEUM

2ZX CREOSOTE
7 art PETROLEUM

0.7 S

0.86

0.74

7.83

8.24

8.02

8 25

S.3<

7.8e

7.8 2

817

8.32

CAK

F IR

PINE

V'JALiT 1 ,U jcj^ Ph,'
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SUMMARY OF QUALITY INDEX RATINGS
TREATED SPECIMENS

RETENTION 3

: AVE
I

EXPOSURE.

PRESERVATIVE jRtltNIIONi TIME: JSPECIES,

LB/FT^ iMONTHS

yUALITY INDEX RATING - PERCENTMB DECAY

Fig. 3
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EFFECT OF AMOUNT OF PRESERVATIVE
ON IMDEX RATING

uj 2

CO ^

Ul UJ

NOTE-. PRESERVATIVE RETENTlOW
I

-
-^ ARE, A. RECOMMEMDEO
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PRESERVATIVE RETEKlTlOM

Fig. 13
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Railway Location and Operation

Report on Assignment 3

Determination of Maintenance of Way Expense Variation with

Various Traffic Volumes and Effect of Using Such Variations,

in Terms of Equated Mileage or Other Derived Factors, for

Allocation of Available Funds to Maintenance of Way

H. B. Christianson (chairman, subcommittee), F. Wascoe (vice chairman, subcom-
mittee), D. E. Brunn, L. p. Diamond, G. B. Dutton, Jr., R. L. Gray, W. W.
Hay, W. H. Huffman, T. J. Mattle, G. J. Meyer, F. N. Nye, W . L. Paul,
\\. B. Peterson, A. L. Sams, T. }. Sjostrand, C. W. Soohy, J. J. Stark, Jr.,

P. E. Van Cleve.

The following report on a niatliematical model study of maintenance of way
costs was prepared by Irving Gitlin, test engineer. Association of American Railroads

Research Center, under the direction of G. M. Magee, assistant vice president

—

research, AAR. K. W. Schoeneberg, research engineer track, AAR Research Genter,

assisted in gathering data for the study. The statistical analysis for the study was

conducted by Dr. Nick T. Thomopoulos, Jr., research scientist, Illinois Institute of

Technology Research Institute.

The .sections of the report dealing witli "statistical analysis" and "proposed

future work" have not been reviewed by the committee. Nevertheless, the entire

report is presented as information to stimulate critical discussion.

Preliminary Study of Maintenance of Way Costs

70-6 J 5-4
DIGEST

This .study is being made to develop data that can be applied to a compre-

hensive statistical analysis and serve as the basis of a mathematical model for the

prediction of realistic maintenance of way costs as affected by traffic density and

characteristics of the track structure.

In the study 42 test miles were .selected for investigation on the Ghesapeake &
Ohio—Baltimore & Ohio, to include variations in traffic density and components of

the track structure which would be expected to influence track maintenance costs,

such as weight of rail, and whether the rail is new jointed, relay jointed, or con-

tinuous welded; curvature; grades; etc. Track maintenance cost data were kept for

a period of four years. It was very difficult, however, to obtain a complete reporting

of all work done on each test mile. Accordingly, a "survey" was made of each test

mile by a member of the AAR Research Genter staff in company with a local main-

tenance officer, and data were obtained regarding the work normally scheduled and

performed on each test mile each year. This is referred to in this report as sur\ey

data.

Those operations which apply directly to track maintenance only, are considered

here. Each operation involving labor and material is discussed separately along

with a brief description of the mechanics used to arrive at a cost figure. In order

Note: Ducussioii open until January 20, 1969.

75
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to describe the data more clearly for each operation, the C6cO—B&O account num-
bers were used.

Early in the study it was thought that regular or every-day type maintenance

should be con.sidcrcd separately from cyclic or periodic-type maintenance. It was
found that, in some operations, the dividing line between cyclic and regular main-

tenance becomes very narrow or undefined, and the operation can be interpreted

either way. Hence, no attempt was made to separate the operations in separate

tables.

The results shown in Table 7 ( see page 91 ) were based on cost data furni.shed

]:)y the Burlington, the C&O—B&O, the Chicago & North Western, the Illinois Cen-
tral, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the AAR. All the basic cost data which
had been supplied for this study were applied to the C&O—B&O test miles since

a broad range of train speeds, traffic density and track characteristics are covered.

The first part of Table 7 describes the various operating procedures and pertinent

track characteristics. The remainder of the table shows the cost figures for each op-

eration on an annual cost per mile basis.

DERIVATION OF COST ESTIMATES

The following pages describe the procedures used to compute labor and mate-

rial costs. For most of the account numbers listed, labor and material costs have

been separated. However, there are several accounts for which labor and material

or labor and work equipment costs are combined because of the manner in which
the reference data were presented. The basic labor and material cost levels are

not current but cover a period from 1964 through 1967.

104—Ballast Material (All Types)

For this study the cost of ballast taken from all references was averaged, and
considered to cover all types of ballast material, at $1.70 per cu yd. The cost of bal-

last shown in Table 7 was computed with respect to traffic density and then

adjusted to include the effect of train speed and rail size. The ballast requirements

when applied to the test miles vary from 49 to 202 cu yd per mile per year.

The ballast cost was computed as follows:

Ballast requirements @ $1.70 per cu yd

Major lift—1500 cu yd per mile = $2550

Skin hft—500 cu yd per mile = $850

Relation of cyclic balltisting to traffic density is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

—

Estimated Cost of Ballast Material

Annual Tratj'ic Density
(MGT)
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FIG. 1

Estimated cost of ballast based on

ballast cycles shown in Table 1

.
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FIG. 2

Annual cost of ballast related to traffic density and adjusted

for a nominal rail size (115 lb) and train speed (50 IMPII).
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The data in Table 1 arc shown graphically in Fig. 1 and were used to develop

the curve in Fig. 2. The cost of ballast was determined for a range of traffic

densities varying from 0.15 to 21.69 MCrr. Applying these traffic densities to Fig. 1

results in the annual cost of ballast, which is then adjusted to consider the effects

of rail size and train speed, as follows:

Adjusting for rail size:

annual cost per mile X VL/ V/ur,

where L is the moment of inertia of the rail section corresponding to a particular

traffic den.sity. This establishes the cost of ballast per mile for all track, assuming

115-lb rail is used. These cost figures are then adjusted again for the effects of train

.speed. Referring to Fig. 6 (see page 87), which assumes 100 percent cost at 50

mph, and applying the train speed corresponding to a particular traffic density,

the final adjusted cost is determined by:

adjusted rail cost X 100/avg. relative cost (Fig. 6)

The regression line y = 60 + 25.47a:" "'"" (Fig. 2) was developed by the least-

squares method assuming $60 as a fixed cost. Fig. 2 represents the cost of ballast

based on 115-lb rail and a train speed of 50 mph. The costs shown in Fig. 2 are

then applied to the test miles by adjusting for rail size and train speed related

to a particular test mile, as follows:

adjusted cost = cost (Fig. 2) X VT^./VT X speed factor (Fig. 6)

The curve in Fig. 6 was developed by the method of averages to project over a

broader speed range.

105—Unload Ballast

Unloading ballast material was based on $0.20 per cu yd. Annual cost per mile

was computed by multiplying total cubic yards/mile by cost of unloading.

1 1 5

—

Clean Ballast

Only one cost figure was available for ballast cleaning (Speno) which amounted

to $67.00/mile/year for a traffic density of approximately 15 MGT per year. Since

traffic density has some effect on frequency of ballast cleaning, it uas decided to

include traffic density in the computations. Therefore it was assumed that

$5.00/mile/MGT would represent a realistic cost for cleaning ballast.

116—Clean or Kill Weeds on Track, Combined with

124—Spray, Mow, Grub or Kill Weeds and Brush

Ba.sed on the data reported in the G&O—B&O survey sheets, the cost figures

per mile for these accounts are as follows:

(a) Spray track—once per year @ $20.00

(b) Mow right-of-way—once per year @ $75.00

(c) Burn brush and clean with dozer—once per year @ $300.00

119—Patrol Track, Watch Bluff and Right-of-Way

This work generally requires a foreman plus one laborer and a motor car. The

estimated cost per day was set at $40.00 for 50 miles patrolled. This cost becomes

$0.80 per mile per patrol. The frequency of patrols wai^ based on judgment which
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considers traffic density and train speed and assumes that no maintenance work is

performed during patrol. Frequency of patrols per week is shown in Table 2.

Table 2

—

Frequency of Patrols Per Week

Annudl Traffic Density
(MGT)
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FIG. 3

Estimated life of cross ties on main line.

Tangent track

10 20 30 40

Annual Traffic Density - MGT

50

computed number of cross ties required for the 42 test miles varied from 73 to 119

ties per mile per year. This is in good agreement with the 50 to 120 ties required,

as shown on the survey sheets.

134—Install Cross Ties, Main Line

Cost of installation of cross ties by a mechanized gang varied from $1.17 to

$1.40 per tie. An average of $1.26 per tie was used to compute installation costs

(total ties replaced per mile times installation cost).

137—Handle and Unload Cross Ties

It was assumed that all cross ties were handled by a work train at a cost of

$0.20 each. Therefore total cost of handling ties is, total ties replaced per mile

times cost of handling.

150—New Rail, Welded

Cost of new welded rail was based on the following:

Cost of new rail: $123.49 per net ton.

Cost of welds @ $12.00 each: $12.00 X 270 joints = $3,240.00 per track

mile.

Cost of No. 1 relay rail: $62.00 per net ton—Usable for main line relay.

Cost of No. 2 relay rail: $40.00 per net ton—Usable for yard relay.

In order to determine the cost of rail on an annual basis, the rail life must be

considered. Using the expression
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T = Kwnr '^

where K = 0.545

W= rail weight in pounds per yard

D = traffic density in MGT per year

T = rail life in MGT

Rail life was computed for all rail sizes related to this study. Rail life and

cost were adjusted for track curvature and for curves where oilers are used, as

shown in Fig. 4. In addition, credit was allowed for usable rail taken up. The
following assumptions were made:

(a) When laying down new rail, rail taken up from tangent track and 1-deg

curves was credited as No. 1 relay rail; all other rail taken up was
credited as No. 2 relay rail.

(b) When laying down relay rail (which is assumed to have a hfe 50 per-

cent of that of new rail), all rail taken up, curved and tangent, is

credited as No. 2 relay rail.

100

FIG. 4

Life of rail on curves in terms
of average life on tangent track.

With oilers

4 6

Track Curvature - Degrees

10
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In order to compute rail cost for test miles which contain curves, cost was

computed for individual curves, considering their length and curvature. Then the

individual costs were summed, giving the total cost per mile per year. Table 7 shows

the pertinent track and traffic characteristics, where the length of tangent or curved

track is shown in miles along with the computed rail life. Computations on curves

were based on an average curvature of 1 deg, 3 deg, 5 deg and 7 deg, since the

actual curvature is given in 2-deg increments. The costs apply to all test miles con-

taining continuous welded rail.

151—New Rail, Jointed

The cost of new jointed rail is identical to the cost computed for new welded

rail minus the cost for the welding process.

153—Relay Rail, Jointed

The cost of relay rail is computed in the same manner as for new rail. How-
ever, the cost is adjusted for its having a life 50 percent of that of new rail, and all

the rail taken up is credited as No. 2 relay. Only three test miles contain relay

rail, as shown in Table 7.

154—Install New Rail, Welded

Installation of continuous welded rail includes the following costs:

(a) Unload rail and fastenings $ 246.00 per mile
(b) Change out old rail and fastenings 2,983.00 per mile
(c) Load released material 170.00 per mile
( d ) Work train expenses 283.00 per mile

Total $3,682.00 per mile

Annual cost is computed as:

$3,682.00 , .,
.———^

—

^ cost per mile per year
rail lite ( years

)

This cost is applied to the test miles as shown in Table 7.

151—Install New Roil, Jointed

Total cost per mile, including labor and work train, is $4,135.00.

Annual cost is computed as:

$4,135.00 , .,—-—^— r= cost per mile per year
rail lite (years)

This cost is applied to the test miles as shown in Table 7.

157—Install Relay Rail, Jointed

Total cost per mile, including labor and work train, is $4,135.00, the same as

for new jointed rail.

Annual cost is computed as:

$4,135 . .,— ' — = cost per mile per year
50 percent rail lite (years)

This cost is applied to the test miles as shown in Table 7. The additional cost

of jointed rail over welded rail can be accounted for by additional handling of

hardware and joints to be tightened.
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158—Other Track Materials Used with Welded Roil

1 59—Other Track Materials Used with New or Relay Rail

The above account numbers can be combined since the same materials are

used with either welded or jointed rail. The main dillerence in cost between welded

and jointed rail for other track materials is due to the difference in number of rail

join's. For continuous welded rail, eight joints per track mile was assumed. For

jointed rail, where the number of rail joints was not given, 271 joints per track

mile was assumed. The following list describes the material refiuired per mile of

track.

Item No. Required Per Track Mile

Cross tie.s 2,899- 3,200

Angle bars ( pairs, welded rail ) 8

Angle bars ( pairs, jointed rail ) 259- 294

Tie plates 5,798- 6,400

Bolts ( 1 by 6 in, welded rail ) 48

Bolts ( 1 by 6 in, jointed rail) 1,554- 1,764

Nut locks Same as bolts

Rail anchors (welded rail) 5,856-10,300

Rail anchors (jointed rail) 1,915-11,900

Track spikes (2 on tangent, 4 on curves) 11,600-24,136

The variation in material requiremenbi reflects back to the test mile characteris-

tics and operating procedures. Costs of the above materials are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

—

Costs of Other Track Material

Item
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In computing the costs for other track materials, credit allowances were as-

siuned as follows:

Welded Rail and New Jointed Rail

Angle bars and tie plates

Track bolts

Rail anchors
Track spikes

Nut locks

Relay Rail—Jointed

Angle bars and tie plates

Track bolts

Rail anchors
Track spikes

Nut locks

80 percent usable-

20 percent usable-

80 percent usable-

50 percent usable-

50 percent usable-

20 percent usable-

50 percent usable-

20 percent usable-

- 20 percent scrap
- 80 percent scrap
- 20 percent scrap
- 50 percent scrap

100 percent scrap

- 50 percent scrap
- 80 percent scrap
- 50 percent scrap
- 80 percent scrap
100 percent scrap

The costs were computed in a similar manner as for rail, accounting for tlie vari-

ous track characteristics of the particular test miles.

163—Weld Rail Ends, Two Per Joint

In this operation it was assumed that the oxyacetylene welding process was

used requiring a welder and one helper. It was estimated that 12 joints per day

could be built up at $4.00 per joint. The survey sheets indicate that 3 to 80 joints

per mile per year required rail-end buildup. Information regarding rail-end batter

in sections where welded rail is used was not available. Therefore, it was assumed

that two joints per mile would require buildup.

171—Transpose Roil

The cost of transposing rail was adjusted to vary with traffic density as follows:

Annual Traffic Density (MGT)
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Labor Cost/ Year
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Table 6

—

Labor Costs for Cyclic Track Lining and Surfacing

Annual Trajfic Dendty
{MGT)
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140
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Assumes 100% cost at 50 MPH
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FIG. 6

Relation of relative cost and train speed based

on an average traffic density of 20 MGT.

20 40 60

Train Speed - MPH

80 100

where L is the moment of inertia of the rail section corresponding to the traffic

density.

The adjusted cost is now adjusted again for the effects of train speed. Referring

to Fig. 6, which assumes 100 percent cost at 50 mph for an average traffic density

of 20 MGT, the expression:

!/ = e4e"
"""''

was developed by the method of averages to project the curve beyond the given

data points to cover a broader speed range. The application of this curve follows by

taking train speed for a given traffic density and finding average relative cost on

Fig. 6. The final adjusted cost is determined by:

adjusted rail cost X 100/avg. relative cost

The regression line in Fig. 7 was plotted by the least-squares method iising

$240 as fixed cost. The fixed cost is assumed as a matter of judgment.

Fig. 7 represents the total annual cost per mile for regular and cyclic track

laying and surfacing based on 115-lb rail and a train speed of 50 mph. The costs

shown in Fig. 7 can now be applied to the test miles by adjiusting for rail size

and train speed by the following:

At any given traffic density (Table 7),

adju.sted cost = co.st (Fig. 7) X V7^/ V77x speed factor (Fig. 6)

The adjusted cost represents the total annual cost per mile for regular and cyclic

track laying and .surfacing for the test miles in Table 7. Since the following cyclic

labor costs are listed separately, they ha\e been subtracted from the adjusted cost:
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1200
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Annual Traffic Density - MGT

105—Unload ballast

115—Clean ballast

119—Patrol track

134—Install cross ties

137—Handle and Unload cross ties

154—Install rail (welded)

157—Install rail (jointed)

173—Tighten bolts

The remaining costs are shown in Table 7 as Track Laying and Surfacing ( Revised )

.

352—Supervision

The cost of supervision was determined with respect to traffic density and is

shown in Fig. 8. The procedure for developing these data follows and is based on a

foreman's salary of $543.00' per month. The reference data indicates the average

mileage for the reported areas is 242 miles. Therefore, the costs can be transposed

into an annual cost per mile per year as shown.

^ , ., 543 X 12
Cost per mile per year = —-~^—

.

$27.00

This is the fixed cost at zero traffic density. The average cost per mile for supervision

is then plotted with respect to traffic density. The expression y = 27 + 19.8 x°^ is

developed by the least-squares method. Fig. 8 shows the regression line projected

for higher traffic densities.
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20 30 40

Annual Traffic Density - MGT

Charges Not Included

There are other charges which should be included in this study but have not

been because of insufficient data available at this time. These charges are:

Roadway machines

Small tools and supplies

Right-of-way expenses

Public improvements

The cost figures shown in the last column in Table 7 will be used to develop

a mathematical model for the prediction of maintenance costs whereby indixidual

costs can easily be adjusted for existing conditions without going through a lengthy

procedure as was done here.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The Computer Sciences Division of I IT Research Institute performed a statis-

tical analysis of the cost data developed in Table 7. The objective was to find

relationships existing between cost and operating and track characteristics. The
variables for each test mile included:

Em = total material cost

El ^ total labor cost

Et = total cost ( Em + Ei.

)

Operating and track characteristics included:

V^ maximum train .speed (miles per hour)

D ^ annual traffic density (MGT)
W =: rail weight ( pounds per yard

)
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C = wc'ij^hted average track curvature ( degrees

)

iR ^= rail type ( 1, jointed rail; 2, continuous welded rail

)

The Stepwise Regression Procedure ( an improved version of multiple regres-

sion) was used throughout the analysis. Two types of regression equations were

investigated, namely, second order and multiplicatives. In this procedure inde-

pendent variables enter into the equation one at a time in stages and continue to

add variables as long as the added variable is significant. The procedure stops add-

ing variables when it is found that additional variables would not significantly

improve the results. Also, this procedure deletes variables already in the equation

if it subsequently finds that they are not significant along with the other variables.

The Stepwise Regression results were inconclusive and therefore the final equa-

tions are not presented here. Although the multiple correlation coefficients appear

reasonable, variables such as train speed and rail weight were deleted from the

final equations because the procedure found them to be insignificant along with the

other variables. This would indicate that a wider range of data points are necessary

for these variables, such as a greater variation of train speed for a given rail weight,

as one example. It would appear that expanding the basic data is necessary for

further analysis to obtain satisfactory results by this technique.

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK

The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between tlie charac-

teristics of traffic and track and track maintenance costs. In this preliminary study

a procedure has been developed and checked in a general way against actual main-

tenance of way costs as reported by the C&O-B&O to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for the year 1966, with reasonable correlation. However, for general

application it is believed that some further improvements can be made in tlie

procedure that has been developed, to take into account the effect of climatic

conditions on weed and brush control, of age of rail, etc.

After a satisfactory procedure has been established for calculating maintenance

of way expense for different traffic and track conditions in the manner described

in this preliminary study, it is desired to simplify the metliod of calculation to

make it more practical for railroad use. Three different procedures are being con-

templated for this purpose. One is to add hypothetical test miles to die 42 test

miles used in this study to provide a number of test miles with a range of change

in one characteristic, keeping all of the other characteristics the same. For example,

for a given track structure and maximum speed of trains, costs \\'0uld be computed

by the procedure described in this preliminary study for variations in traffic density

in increments of 5 million gross tons per year for a range of 1 million to 50 million.

This would give a much larger quantity of data and might make it possible to

develop a satisfactory model or mathematical formula by the stepwise regression

method previously described.

The second possible procedure would be to develop a formula having a difFer-

ent term to express the cost of each maintenance of way account such as roadway

maintenance, ties, rail, ballast, other track material, and track laying and surfacing.

A possible third procedure would be to develop a computer program which

would follow the general method of calculation established for the procedure

developed in this preliminary study (with contemplated improvements therein)

so that input data would include the proper values for each characteristic of track

and traffic and the output data would be the maintenance of way costs for each

account and the total on a per-mile-of-main-tiack basis.
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF COMPUTED TRACK MAINTENANCE COSTS
Operating and Track Characteristics

i
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF COMPUTED TRACK MAINTENANCE COSTS

All Values in Dollars per Mile per Year
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF COMPUTED TRACK MAINTENANCE COSTS

All Values in Dollars per Mile per Year
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)

SUMMARY OF COMPUTED TRACK MAINTENANCE COSTS

All Values in Dollars per Mile per Year
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

L Revision of Manual.

No report this year. Draft of report covering revision of major portion

of Commitee 16 Manual material has been completed and reviewed

and will be subnntted to full committee for letter ballot.

2. Engineering methods and economic considerations involved in impro\-

ing the quality of transportation service.

Progress report, submitted as information page 97

Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes on January 20, 1969.

95
iiiii. ttie
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3. Deti'iMiination of maintenance of way expense variation with various

traffic volumes and effect of using such variations, in terms of equated

mileajie or other derived factors, for allocation of available funds to

maintenance of way, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Com-
mittees 11 and 22.

Report entitled "A Prehminary Study of Maintenance of Way Costs"

was submitted as advance information and appears in Bulletin 615,

September-October 1968.

4. Potential applications of electronic computers to railway engineering

and maintenance problems in research, design, inventory, etc., col-

laborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 11, 30, and 32,

and informally with the Railway Systems and Management Association.

A principal assignment of this subcommittee is to prepare a Manual

section describing computerized train performance calculation. This

work should be completed early in 1969.

5. Location and operation of metropolitan transit systems as related to

current railway operations.

Report entitled "A Comparison of Non-Conventional Rapid Transit

Systems and Concepts with Steel-Wheel-on-Steel-Rail Vehicles" was

submitted as advance information and appears in Bulletin 615,

September-October 1968.

7. Applications of industrial engineering functions to the railroad industry.

Progress report entitled "Elements to be Considered When Making a

Hotbox Detector Location Study" was submitted as advance infor-

mation and appears in Bulletin 615, September-October 1968.

8. Investigate the use and value of Netvyork Analysis and make ap-

propriate recommendations for its application to railway functions, col-

laborating as necessary or desirable with Committee 32.

Final report entitled "Canadian National Railways' Experience with

CPM", submitted as information page 100

9. Determine factors, including costs, involved in rehabilitation, opera-

tion and maintenance that may be incurred in upgrading present main

tracks to support very high sustained speeds above 80 mph.

Progress report, submitted as information page 115

The Committee on Economics of Railway Location and Operation,

L. E. Ward, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 616, November 1968.
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Report on Assignment 2

Engineering Methods and Economic Considerations

Involved in Improving the Quality of

Transportation Service

\V. J. Dixon (chairman, subcommittee), J. W. Bakhiger, G. A. Bennewitz, Jr.,

K. W. Bradley, D. E. Brunn, A. J. Gellman, T. D. Kern, H. N. Laden,

J. C. Martin, R. W. McKnight, J- S. Reed, L. K. Sillcox, T. H. Sjostrand,

J. E. Teal, C. L. Towle, R. Turner, J. R. Wilmot.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in its investigation

of engineering methods and economic considerations involved in improving the

quality of transportation service.

The term "quality of transportation service" embraces a multiplicity of elements

with varying degrees of importance to the shipper. For the purpose of this report,

it will be defined broadly as "those characteristics of service (freight) which influ-

ence user acceptance." Basically, railroad service must be dependable, realistically

priced, and capable of delivering damage-free shipments within tlie framework of

the shipper's distribution system and permissible costs. It must also be competitively

sound and produce sufficient profit to the carrier for the latter to continue as a

viable and productive enterprise.

The interrelationship of various factors affecting tlie quality of service provided

by a railroad may be depicted somewhat as shown in Fig. 1. The detennination

of the relative impact of these factors on the "package" offered to the shipper will

reflect both engineering and economic considerations ranging over a broad spectrum

of departmental responsibilities. The railroad engineer can influence, but will in

turn be influenced by, the alternatives available to railroad management when it

invests in improvements to upgrade the quality (and, hence, the salcability) of its

product.

Listed below are some of the factors contributing to the {quality of service

which a railroad can offer:

Oveh-the-road

Physical Operational

Signaling Train schedules

Siding length and spacing Train frequency

Grades and curvature Train size

Defect detection devices Through nms o\er more tlian one

("learances railroad

Load limits—bridge and track

Level of track maintenance
Communications

Terminal

Physical Operational

Size Car inspection

Location Weighing
Kinds of facilities Car repair
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Track layout
Communications
Lighting

Terminal contd.

No. of engines and engine tricks worked
Movements between connecting lines

Cut-off times
Industry switching times and frequency

Motive Power

Size

Type
Condition
Availabihty

Equipment

Cars

Size

Type
Availability

Condition—mechanical
Commercial

Interior load-restraining devices
Exterior cushioning

Other

Piggyback
Container

The key to effective quality control is administration. Management can only

manage what it can measure. Performance measurement may be concentrated on

time or it may encompass a wider scope of service functions, such as car supply,

car condition, etc. It may be concerned with the level of excellence of the track,

which must lend itself to predictable, derailment-free operation of trains. It may
cover the physical fitness of rolling stock and motive power, which must be uni-

formly able to operate without failures enroute. In every respect, it must be related

to predetermined standards, representing the ultimate physical or operational con-

dition required to produce the kind of service which the customer has indicated

he is willing to buy or that he can be convinced he should buy.

Fig. 1
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The extent of dependability and reliability built into and maintained in the

track structure, and in motive power and equipment, is primarily an engineering

consideration, but it will be influenced by economics in that tlie engineer must be

governed by the funds made available to him to do his job. Assuming, however,

that conditions of physical plant and rolling stock are satisfactory, or are planned

and programmed for further improvement, it is then necessary to insure that the

transportation function of car movement, including car supply, is adequately per-

formed. This, too, may involve the engineer in the development of systems for the

administration and measurement of transportation service, including the identifica-

tion, correction, and control of failures or potential failures.

Systems of transportation quality control may be designed around various

aspects of car movement, but in general, they are focused ( 1 ) on the individual

car and (2) on terminals as the problem areas which must be regulated. Such

systems now operative may be described generally as follows:

Type of System

1. Car distribution

2. Terminal control

3. Car location

4. Customer information

Methods of Operation

a. Linear programming

application

b. Centralized car dis-

tribution offices

a. Establishment of de-

tention standards

b. Establishment of yard

movement standard s

for loads and empties

c. Traffic volume fore-

casts

d. Train loading fore-

casts

a. Automatic checking
and listing

b. Perpetual inventor}

Manually main-

tained

Computer main-

tained

a. Direct inquiry by and

response to customer

b. Periodic reports

c. Central information
service

Objectives

( 1 ) Better car supply

( 2 ) Better car utilization

(3) Reduced car fleet

size and investment

(4) Elimination of cross

hauls

( 1 ) Minimal car delays

(2) Prompt car place-

ment or pulling

( 3 ) Scheduled terminal

car movements

( 4 ) Greater efficiency of

train and yard op-

erations

( 1 ) Better car handling

( 1 ) Advice to shipper

on status of loads

(2) Advice to shipper
on status of assigned

equipment

( 3 ) Changes of routing,

stopovers, etc. on

shipper instructions

The implementation of the kinds of systems listed above requires the provision

of modern communications and may also be furthered by the introduction of the

tools and techniques of the management scientist, such as simulation and network
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analysis. Elttective control may be enhanced by a reorganization of functions, with

the establishment of service centers specifically structured to administer operations

and monitor performance. In addition, staff assignments within or working closely

with the data systems organization may be helpful in accelerating the development

and application of advanced management concepts.

In to-day's transportation market, hit or miss methods of providing service

must give way to precision. The attainment of an acceptable level of service quality

requires the combined talents and skills of many disciplines represented on a rail-

road working closely together. The engineer must contribute his technological know-

how to the efforts of the economist, the marketing manager, the financial analyst,

the systems designer, and all of the other specialists engaged in a concerted attack

on the service problem. The shipper must also be a participant in the determination

of service standards and must be made aware, by incentives or otherwise, of the

effect of the manner in which he employs the resources of the railroad on the latter 's

ability to meet his service and cost requirements.

The economic benefits to be gained from an improvement in service quality

may be found in four principal areas:

(1) Increased traffic volume and revenues

(2) Reduced freight car investment and rental expense

(3) Reduced freight loss and damage claims

(4) Increased operating efficiency

The potential measured in dollars in each of these areas is tremendous. As more

railroads develop and install systems to gain these benefits, the committee, in a

subsequent report, will endeavor to quantify the results of some of the approaches

used to exploit tliis potential.

Report on Assignment 8

Investigate the Use and Value of Network Analysis

and Make Appropriate Recommendations for

Its Application to Railway Functions

Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Committee 32

W. G. Byers (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Christianson, Jr., R. C. Gilbert,
G. A. Jacob, T. D. Kern, F. A. Koomanoff, H. N. Laden, Douglas McCor-
QUODALE, J. F. Partridge, W. B. Peterson, F. J. Richter, V. J. Roggeveen,
L. K. SiLLcox, F. Wascoe, D. M. Weinroth, D. R. Wheeler, P. B. Wilson.

Your committee presents the following paper reviewing the experience of the

Canadian National with CPM, a branch of Network Analysis, as a final report on

the assignment. The paper describes the organization and procedures used by tlie

Canadian National for CPM scheduling and several projects of particular interest.
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Canadian National Railways' Experience With CPM*

70-6 7 6-?
By W. G. PEARCE

Senior Opera^onal Research Officer

Canadian National Railways

1. HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE USE OF THE CRITICAL

PATH METHOD IN CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS

The use of the critical path method (CPM) had its beginnings in CN in 1962

when three small pilot projects were attempted. None of these projects was par-

ticularly successful, mainly due to lack of experience with and knowledge of the

technique on the part of both operational research and engineering personnel. The

first really successful application of CPAl began 'in April 1963 when the planning

for the $8/1 million Saskatoon Terminal Project was started and in May 1963 when

one of the three original projects was revived and modified.

The introduction of the CPM technique in these and the many projects which

followed, has not been achieved without considerable effort. However, this efl^^ort

has had iti rewards in terms of an impro\cment in the calibre of project manage-

ment within the company.

In the connnents which follow, 1 will attempt to outline some of the lessons

which we have learned in the process and to describe some of the changes and

developments in CPM techniques which we found necessary as a result of our

e.xperiences. In addition, I will discuss some of the more interesting applications of

the CPM technique in which we have become involved in die past few years.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A CPM SYSTEM IN CN

After reviewing the results of the pilot attempts at using CPM, it became

apparent that an integrated and uniform .system for the handling of CPM projects

in the company must first be developed. The development of this system, and the

emphasis here is on the word "system," involved several separate yet interrelated

acti\ities. Some of these were:

• Development of a project (onfrol system to facilitate use ot CPM by

project personnel.

• Development of se\cral special computer programs.

• Writing of a comprehensive manual to guide project personnel (this also

ser\cd to standardize terms, method of handling, etc., throughout the

company )

.

• Development of a training program and preparation of training course

materials.

" This paper is a condensed version of a paper entitled "Canadian .Vational Railways* ex-
perience with CP.M" by VV. G. I'earce. The oriyjinal paijer was published by English Universities
Press for presentation at a conference entitled "Applications of Critical Path Technicnies" spon-
sured by the .V.ATO Advisory' Panel on Operational Research under th«' aetfis of the .\.\TO
Science Committee, held in Brussels, 31 July to 4 .Au>.'usf 1967.

Note—Discussion closes on January 20, 1969.
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• Presentation of courses of varying length and content to supervisory and

management personnel throughout the company.

To provide more details of the development of the CPM system in CN, each

of the items mentioned above will now be discussed in more detail.

2.1 Development of a Project Control System to Facilitate Use of CPM by Project Personnel

Once the decision had been made to make use of CPM in CN, it became
necessary to decide how the system should be set up. There seemed to be two

alternatives, a centralized system or a decentralized system. The centralized system

which was envisaged would consist of a group of highly specialized CPM tech-

nicians who could handle all CPM work within the company. The decentralized

system would consist of a small nucleus of highly trained CPM personnel who
would in turn train personnel throughout the company in the use of CPM and be

available on a permanent basis to provide consulting assistance on major projects

as well as continue in the development of the use of CPM in new areas.

Decentralization was decided upon. If a CPM project handling system was to

be developed in a company as large and diversified as CN, it must be standardized

and well documented to prevent chaos and yet to be sufficiently flexible to be suit-

able for the diverse uses to which it might be put within the company. It was also

necessary that the system provide the proper means for preparing clear and efficient

diagrams to correctly represent a project plan in a state suitable for computation.

This required a simple and effective method for feeding the CPM data into the

computer program which would produce clear-cut, comprehensive computer output

reports. Perhaps most important of all, it was necessary that it contain an efficient

and easily applied method of updating. Finally, the system should contain a well

developed and efficient method for practical project use of the information made
available as a result of CPM computation and analysis. That is, CPM is part of a

project management information system, and the system should be set up with this

in mind.

Having decided upon a decentralized system, and having established the re-

quirements, it then became necessary to produce a workable and viable product.

2.2 Computer Program Development

Bearing in mind the requirements of the overall system discussed in the pre-

vious section, the development of computer programs for the CN's IBM 1401-

7074 computer system was started in late 1962 by the staff in CN's Operational

Research Branch. In designing these programs, considerable thought was given to

making updating as easy as possible, thus facilitating frequent project updates. An
additional reason for making updating simple and easy was to enable project per-

sonnel to prepare update information with a minimum of training. The success of

this feature is indicated by the number of runs per project, as shown in Fig. 2.

It will be noted that 20 percent of the projects are only processed once through

the computer and are therefore never updated. However, the majority (the remain-

ing 80 percent) are updated with varying degrees of frequency, depending upon
the length and complexity of the project. Perhaps it is wortli mentioning here

that most of our projects are updated monthly, although sometimes relatively more
frequently in the very early stages of the project and less frequently near the end.
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An indication of the j^rowth rate of the use of this program can be obtained

from Fig. 1, where the nuinlier of computer runs per quarter over a period of four

years is shown.

CN has an IBM 7074 computer located in Montreal, on which all major proj-

ects are processed. We also have IBM 1401 computers at our Regional Data

Centers at four other locations acro.ss the System. In order to take advantage of

these computers, a smaller and very efficient program has been written to operate

on these machines. This program contains most of the basic features of the main

program which rim.s on the IBM 7074 but is only satisfactory for the routine

handling of small (600 activities or less) projects in each region. Both programs

use the same input and update coding sheets and produce the same basic report,

though the 7074 program also produces various sorted reports. Table 1 shows some

of the basic cost figures for these programs.

Table 1

—

Comparative Cost Figures, Computer and Manual CPM
Calculation and Report Preparation

Project

Size

{Activities)
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use of CPM in project management, on how a project should be initiated and

managed during the execution stage, and very little was being said about the

monitoring and updating processes that were necessary if projects were to be truly

successful. Second])-, it was desirable to standardize terms, make detailed reference

to ex's own CPM computer program and to standardize preparation and handling

of diagrams, input, output, etc., throughout the company.

2.4 Training Program

At tlie same time the CPM Manual was being written, CPM training courses

were being dexeloped to train company personnel in the use of this technique. To

provide for the different levels of supenisory and management personnel which

would be in\olved in CPM projects, as well as provide a different level of capability

for those intimately involved in projects and those who would come in contact

with CPM infrequently, two distinctly different courses were designed. The first

of these was a one-day appreciation course and the second a five-day intensive

course.

The first of these courses was presented in the Fall of 1963 and since that

time, thirty-one 1-day and eighteen 5-day courses have been presented to a total

of 1213 and 355 persons, respectively. Figs. 3 and 4 give an indication of the type

of personnel trained on each kind of course.

The success of the courses has shown itself in several ways. On many five-day

courses, the waiting list of personnel wishing to take the course has been double

the maximum number of 24 which we can accommodate. The size of one-day

courses has grown to the maximum size which can be accommodated in one room,

with the largest course to date having 93 in attendance.

One further indication of the success of the training courses is perhaps evi-

dent from the growth in project activity in CPM as shown in Fig. 5. It should

be noted that the projects .shown in this figure are those which were processed

on the IBM 7074 computer and do not include the uncounted projects which

have been calculated by hand or have been processed on the Regional IBM 1401

computers. One other point of interest which is evident from this figure is that

projects are becoming larger and longer, and as a result more complex, as time

•^oes on.

3. INTERNAL CONSULTING

The Headcjuarters CPM consulting group, in addition to presenting training

courses and carrying out continuous development work in the CPM field, pro\ ide

consulting services on large projects throughout the company. Although the train-

ing courses are sufficiently comprchensixe to enable an employee to handle hLs own

project personally upon completion of the course, consulting assistance from the

headquarters CPM grou^i is frc(iucntly retiuested. The reasons for these recjuests

are varied but there are se\eral which are more common tlian others. If the project

Ls \ery large, complex, or of an unusual nature, we are often called in to assist

in setting up the project. On occasion, a person who has taken a five-day course

two or more years ago may become involved in a project and may request assistance

initially to aid him in applying principles whicli liave become riisty witli time.
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CPM TRAINING - 5 DAY COURSE
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FIG. 4
KEY TO TYPE OF TRAINEE

1 Vice-Presidents, Department Heads

2 Senior Engineers. Project Co-ordinators

3 Project Engineers. Senior Officers

4 Assistant Engineers

5Worl( Stwdy Anal/sts

6 Other Analysts

7 Accounting Personnel

8 Technician*. A**i*tantt, Foremen

9 Others
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Octasionally, a project (.o-ordinator or a project manager is appointed who has had

no previous experience with CPM. This being the case, the consulting function

tends to become a two-fold training and consulting function in setting up the

project in (juestion. I'inally, much of the consulting assistance is requested simply

because the headcjuarters CPM group has considerably more experience in setting

up and handling CPM projects. No matter how successful our training courses are,

they do not produce an experienced CPM planner. If, after completing a course, a

student tackles a project, he will gain considerable experience, but the fact of the

matter is that routine use of CPM by the project staff takes so little time and

effort diat the individual will never become higlily proficient over the life time

of a single project. The headquarters consulting service is therefore essential to

provide sendee backed up by in-depth training and experience.

The consulting requirements have been met by setting up a separate group in

the Operational Research Branch of Research and Development Department of CN,
this group being my responsibility as CPM officer. In setting up this group and

the position of CPM Officer, the emphasis was again on the practical application

of a theory and for this reason technical competence in the field of CPM as well

as a fairly extensive railway background was called for.

As backup, I have one full-time engineer and a full-time clerk. The engineer

assists in the training and consulting work and becomes involved in the details

of the development work. The clerk is available for emergency key-punching and

other aid. He is almost fully employed looking after updates sent in by project

personnel in the field, preparing course materials and providing general clerical

assistance within the group. Additional programming assistance and general backup

on training courses is jirovided by an operational research analyst and an engineer

who are permanent members of the staff of the Operational Research Branch.

In addition to the headquarters group, we have two full time CPM planners

in our communications subsidiary. At our five regional headquarters across Canada,

part time CPM planners have evolved. As the word "evolved" implies, these indi-

viduals do not hold the formal position of CPM planner, but rather, because of

their involvement in several projects, have each become a local expert in the theory

and application of CPM.

4. INNOVATIONS OF THE CN-CPM SYSTEM*

In developing the CN-CPM system a number of innovations have been made.

One of these is the frag-net or fragmentary network approach. This approach was

developed on the realization that most projects can be subdivided into portions

or segments which have coherence and identity in themselves and are connected

to the main project at only a few points.

Each of these sub networks or sub projects or tasks, we have come to call a

frag-net. This was in fact a term borrowed from the PERT approach. We have

found that the frag-net concept sharply increases the clarity of a project, makes it

much easier to prepare the initial plan, and makes the arrow diagram much more
useful by keeping it on a series of standard-size drawings rather than on one

enormous sheet. It is also feasible then to give out just that particular drawing

which is required for the sub-project manager concerned.

' This section is taken from a paper presented by C. E. Law at a Railways Systems and
Management Association Conference in Chicago in March 1966. It has been reproduced here
because of its suitability for inclusion in this paper.
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Alonj? with the frag-net approach we found it desirable to number the activi-

ties, using a coding system related to the frag-nets. This makes it easy to refer back

and forth between computer reports and the drawing, and also to locate a given

activity on the drawing. It also makes it feasible to carry out updating by referring

to the activity number and then making the necessary modifications through the

computer.

Coding of responsibilities for particular activities; was introduced so that any

responsible individual's tasks could be sorted out separately. We also found that

some modifications in notation were required, togetlicr with some clarifications of

nomenclature.

A special technique of interviewing to obtain intormatiou from someone else

regarding the nature of his plan for his project wius found to be highly desirable.

It is much better to get the user's plan in CPM form than to try to force the use

of the CPMer's plan. E.xperience showed that forming a general outline of the

project using the PERT approach was a very useful method of roughing out the

project and defining the individual frag-nets. From here we go directly into the

detailed planning of the separate frag-nets until detailed plans for the entire proj-

ect have been laid out, with all necessary interconnections being shown.

Another feature found desirable wa^ the introduction of a special direct system

of target dates, or restraint dates, to fix the starts or completions of certain parts

of a project ( 1 ) . The method of restraint arrows commonly used is much less

effective.

Another practical and useful device is color coding of the diagram to show

the critical path and to show the current status of the project. In thi.s way we are

able to eliminate almost completely the requirement for bar charts or Gantt charts

and thus encourage more effective adoption of tlie CPM approach. The marked

arrow diagram indicates in black those activities which liave been completed. Activi-

ties which have started are indicated by overmarking with green marking ink in

proportion to the percentage of completion. A red pencil line indicates the critical

path. References (2) and (4) describe all these innovations in some detail.

5. PROJECT EXAMPLES

At present, appro.\imately 25 large projects are being planned, scheduled and

monitored through the use of Critical Path. An additional 35 large projects and a

considerably larger number of small projects have been completed to date. Of the

large projects presently active, about half are construction projects, the capital

value of these projects being in the order of $70 million. The remainder are

research, planning or systems design and de\clopment projects where no physical

construction is involved. To provide an inuication of the diverse areas in whicli

critical path is being applied in CN, a number of current and recently completed

projects arc listed in Table 2.

Tahle 2—CuRHKNT Anu Hecentlv CoMi'i.KTiiu CT'M PnojKcns

Research, Planning, SijstcniH Design and Development I'rojecU

Canadian National System Express Freight Development
Canadian National System Express Freight Price Structure

Freight Service (Quality Control Research Project

Terminal Car Control Exi)ansion and Integration

CN Purchasing and Stores Non-stock Purchases Study
Interim C'ar Tracing Data Processing System lmpicnicMl,iti((n
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Management Iiiloiination System Study
Toronto Stores D('i)artment Relocation
Work l'](iuipnient ^laintenanee Plaiming

I nlcqrdti'il Pldiniing (t)i(H'(instniclion I'rojccis

Toronto C'oniinutei- Services

Concoi'd Express Freight Terminal
Building Construction
Material Handling E(iui[mient
Planning and Move
C'ommunications

CN Expo '67 Pavilion
Establishment of Turcot Yard Boundaries

( 'ondrudion Projects

Newfoundland Gulf Ferry Service
Montreal Central Station Modifications and Expansion
Vancouver Terminal Development
Capreol Yard Reconstruction
Senneterre Yard Reconstruction
Calder Yard Reconstruction
Talbotville (Ford) Industrial Siding
Chateau Laurier Hotel Air Conditioning
Montreal-Oshawa Centralized Traffic Control Signalling Installation

Canadian National Telecommunications Projects

Province of Newfoundland Telephone Expansion
Collins Computer Installations

Broadband Switching System
Relocation of Equipment and Circuits—Ottawa Office

Relocation of Equipment and Circuits—Saskatoon Office

Relocation of E(iuii)ment and Circuits—Halifax Office

Relocation of F]quipment and Circuits—St. Catharines Office

Cornerbrook St. Anthony Microwave Link
Amesdale Bruce Lake Radio System
CN Passenger Reservation S3^stem
Department of Transport St. Lawrence River Navigation System
Montreal-Vancouver Microwave Upgrading
Canadian Switching Network
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Colour TV Conversion

5.1 Project Features

Each of the projects included in the foregoing table had its own peculiarities

and points of interest as a project which was planned, controlled and co-ordinated

using Critical Path. Some of the more interesting and sometimes unique features

of a number of these projects will be discussed here.

5.1.1 CN Purchasing and Stores Non-stock Purchases Study
Back in 1964, a proposal was developed by CN's data processing group for

the use of computer equipment to capture all relevant details of each purchase

and purchase order issued by the company, thus providing the ability to automati-

cally handle the follow-up procedure involved in receipt of material and invoice

payments. Following acceptance of the proposal, a design and implementation team

was set up to assist in the selection of suitable equipment and to develop the

details involved. After the initial study, a pilot installation was made on one of our

regions in August 1965. Based on the information then available, it was anticipated

that all other regions would be included in the new system by early 1966. How-
ever, there were no detail plans available and the expected dates were "guessti-

mates" only.
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Once the pilot installation had been running for a few months, it became in-

creasingly apparent that there was a tremendous amount of analysis required before

all non-stock purchases could be included in the mechanized system. An eight-

month study was required of some 1,200 purchase orders, involving analysis of

approximately 25,000 invoices. It was obvious that such a study would have a

major effect on expansion of the system to other regions, and as a result, CPM
planning was initiated to more properly organize the remainder of the study and

to develop firm completion date for implementation of the mechanized system in

all purchasing offices across the CN System.

Over a two-month period, some 30 frag-nets, involving 2105 activities, were

prepared. The results were startling. It was discovered that implementation across

the System would not be completed until the latter part of 1968. As well, it

was found that die programming and machine procedures to be developed by

data processing greatly affected the critical path of the overall project. Some 90

man weeks' work had to be completed within a period of 30 calendar weeks,

otherwise the whole project would be delayed. As a result, additional manpower
was immediately assigned to the project by the data processing group. Further-

more, the initial CPM run indicated tliat delivery of data processing equipment

would be quite critical. Orders for new equipment could not be placed until tlie

initial system had been fully tested and approved by all departments affected, but

lead time for each new unit of equipment was in the order of six months. Once this

problem area was exposed, tlirough tlae use of CPM, the equipment manufac-

turer was provided with a letter of intent, thus cutting tlie lead time by a signifi-

cant amount. The net result of these and other changes prompted by the use of

CPM has produced a one year improvement in the projected completion date. It

is interesting to note that this project, although a planning-and-development type

project, is one of CN's largest projects to date in terms of numbers of activities

involved.

5.1.2 Work Equipment Maintenance Planning

This project represents an attempt on one Region of the railway to put some
pre-planning into both preventive and emergency maintenance of the railways' work
equipment fleet. The total CN inventory of work equipment represents a total

value of $35 milhon. Consequently, any improvement which can be achieved in

scheduling the repair and maintenance of this equipment will produce resulting

economic benefits by providing for increased utilization.

It is quite possible that maintenance scheduling of this type will be extended

into the repair and maintenance of diesel locomotives, as has been done already

in British Railways.

5.1.3 Concord Express Freight Terminal

During the early '60s, CN constructed a multi-million dollar automatic classi-

fication yard and 36 miles of main-line track to gain access to this yard. Located

near Concord, Ont., on the outskirts of Metropolitan Toronto, it is at the center

of one of the most heavily industrialized areas in Canada. Following completion of

the yard construction, a new express freight terminal was constructed adjacent to

the rail yard to integrate and centralize the handling of all express freight ship-

ments for the Metropolitan Toronto area.

This project was separated into four distinct parts for critical path planning

purposes. These were terminal construction, construction and installation of material

handhng equipment, communication systems and overall planning and move.
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This separation was made, not because of coinputer program capacity limita-

tions, but because of the relatively small number of interactions between these

separate sections of the project. Where interdependencies did exist, they were

handled by the imposition of restraints on one section of the project, as a result oi

computation of another section of the project. A major reason for separating the

project into parts was to reduce the .size and complexity of any one section of the

project, thereby reducing the quantity of computer printouts and simplifying the

use of field forces. For example, the subcontractor responsible for driving founda-

tion piles is not interested in the status of material handling ecjuipment manufac-

ture or labor relations negotiations involved in setting up staff for the new facility.

Consequently, a physical .separation of projects was made, with co-ordination of

the separate parts only being exercised at the management level.

The network for the building construction was typical of any network re-

quired for construction of a $4.1 million building. It consisted of 300 activities,

with this portion of the project requiring 10 months to complete. It may seem

unusual that material handling equipment would be handled as a separate project,

but in this case, the contract for production and installation of material handling

equipment amounted to $1.9 million. The firm to which the contract for the mate-

rial handling equipment was awarded expressed an interest in using critical path.

Through its use, they were able to co-ordinate their work with CN's and at the

same time meet an extremely tight completion schedule. In order to meet the

schedule, numerous methods of schedule compression were used throughout the

project, including the use of job overlap, placing of preliminary orders, subdivision

of critical activities, provision of temporary facilities and expediting of critical

activities through "crashing." The communications network was relatively small,

covering the planning and installation of internal and external communications

systems and a closed-circuit TV system. The fourth section of the project covered

some of the more esoteric and less physical parts of the project. These covered the

planning of labor negotiations and agreements, office layout and administrative de-

tail, shed and garage setup and operations, transportation arrangements and plan-

ning of the physical move and integration of various satellite operations into one

central location.

5.1.4 Montreal Central Station Modification and Expansion

As mentioned in section 2 of this paper, one of the pilot projects concerned

remodelling of the south wall of Central Station in Montreal to remove the customs

and baggage areas, and to develop more modem station and commercial facilities.

The pilot CPM attempt was unsuccessful, but after re-examination the project was

brought to a successful conclusion. The timing involved on this particular project

was rather delicate in that various moves were involved. The CPM estimates of

completion was 30 November. The usual engineering estimate was 1 September.

The actual completion was 1 December. The final success which was achieved on

the project had quite an effect on the acceptance of CPM in CN, and this was un-

doubtedly due in part to the proximity of the project to CN's Headquarters.

Tliis project led directly to a series of other expansion and renovation con-

tracts in Central Station. In this case, CN acted as its own general contractor in

the remodelling of the customs area, employment offices, and cocktail lounge modi-

fications. More recently, a $400,000 remodelling of the complete north wall has

used CPM all the way from the contract document preparation stage through to

the project completion. The project was completed two weeks ahead of schedule.
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Perhaps one of the greatest advantages in the use of CPM on the various

Central Station projects was that it enabled the project engineering personnel to

accomplish some fairly major renovations requiring very delicate scheduling, with-

out undue interference with the operations of a passenger station which handles

40,000 passengers daily.

5.1.5 Reconstruction of Capreol, Senneterre and Caloer Yards

CPM has been used in the construction and reconstruction of several railway

>ards across the System during the past few years. The yards which are presently

being reconstructed at Capreol, Ont., and Edmonton, Alta. (Calder) are perhaps

worthy of mention here.

Reconstruction of Capreol Yard involved the expenditure of approximately

$700,000 to accomplish some fairly major changes in the yard track layout, con-

struction of new bridge, installation of improved signal facilities, and provision of

additional ancillary facilities required for improved yard operations. Capreol is

located at one of the most important junction points on the CN System and, as a

result, the yard plays a very important part in CN's operations. Consequently, it

was imperative that the reconstruction be accomplished under traffic, with as little

interference with day-to-day operations as possible. The use of critical path was

found to be very effective in minimizing operating interference and providing a

maximum of warning when such operating interference became inevitable.

The timing on the Capreol yard project was rather critical because of the

short construction season at this particular location. This was compounded by the

occurrence of a two-week strike which took place during the reconstruction. As a

result, at one point in the project, roughly 35 percent of the activities were critical

to the point where they had either zero or negative float, and application of vari-

ous methods of schedule compression became necessary to bring the project back

on schedule.

Perhaps this project is a good example of the level of CPM ability achieved

by a good engineer upon completion of our five-day course. The eight frag-nets,

containing 850 activities were prepared in 10 days by an engineer who had just

completed a five-day course. Only a bare minimum of assistance was given by die

Headquarters CPM staff.

Compared with the Capreol yard project, the Calder yard project is much
larger and considerably more complex. Broken down into three phases, it will be

constructed o\er a three-year period with completion anticipated in late 1969 at

an estimated capital cost of $10 million. Planning for the first phase of construc-

tion has been completed and work on this phase is in progress. In addition, critical

path planning has begun on the design stage of phases 2 and 3 in order to optimize

the use of available manpower and resources throughout the design and on into

the actual construction.

5.1.6 Chateau Lauhieh Hotel Aui-conditioning

Canadian National owns a network of large downtown hotels in Canada's nia-

jor cities. During the past several years, the Company has undertaken a major pro-

gram of renovating and refurbishing all the hotels in the chain. One of the most
interesting renovations from the standpoint of critical path was the installation of

air-conditioning in the Chateau Laurier Hotel in Ottawa.
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The installation of an air-conditioning system in a building constructed prior

to the turn of the century is bound to present .some unique problems for the

engineer, the contractor and the occupant under the most favorable conditions.

When the building in question is a hotel, subject as it is to the vagaries and

whims of guests, the problems one can encounter seem to increase exponentially.

The inherent flexibility of CPM and its adaptability to rapid changes in plans, was
particularly useful in this project. For example, on more than one occasion during

the project, major social functions requiring all the hotel suites were developed by

the hotel sales department on short notice. This required rescheduling of the project

to ensure that no suites would be out of service for tlie period in question. In

cases such as this, the CPM computer output provided an excellent communication

tool for co-ordinating the activities of the hotel and tlie contractor. When these

major revisions in schedule took place, the problem of communicating the change

to all parties involved was eased by simply providing an updated CPM diagram

and computer output showing the revised schedule.

Shortly after the project was started, it was discovered tliat the progress of the

hotel forces, the general contractor and various sub-contractors would have to be

delicately balanced if the out-of-service time for rooms and the resulting over-all

project duration was to be kept to a minimum. The rate of progress of the entire

project was established by the slowest operation in a series of operations which

were the responsibility of the various groups involved in tlie project. Through the

application of a coinbination of CPM and Work Study principles, a delicate bal-

ance of resource application was established. I should add that its success was due,

to a large degree, to the very capable engineering supervision, and the co-operation

between the hotel staff and a general contractor who was extremely competent in

this field.

In this project, there were economic incentives for CN to finish as quickly as

possible. Firstly, for every day a hotel room was out of service for installation of

air conditioning, that room was not available to produce revenue. Secondly, air-

conditioned rooms bring a premium rate, particularly during the months of July

and August. Since the project was started during the month of January, it was very

desirable to have as many rooms as possible air conditioned by the end of June.

Eighty-five percent of the rooms were completed by this date and this was suffi-

cient to provide for the occupancy level of the hotel at that time of year.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have attempted to give an insight into "Canadian National

Railways' experiences with CPM." These experiences have encompassed the develop-

ment, training, consulting and actual project application of areas of CPM. At the

risk of seeming immodest, I would say diat we in CN feel that we have had a

fairly extensive and fairly successful involvement with CPM over the past five

years. If we have become experts in its application in the process, I would attribute

this to the fact that we have had ample opportunity to apply the technique and

have profited from our experiences. These experiences haVe indicated that CPM
can be successfully introduced in a large organization. However:

• A good project control "system" is required.

• Continuous development of the system is essential.

• A powerful computer program which facilitates quick and easy updates is

an asset.
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• An adequate training program is essential. Ideally, every individual in-

volved in project management should be trained in CPM and in interpret-

ing the project control information made available through the technique.

• A decentralized system seems to be preferable to a centralized system.

• CPM is equally suited to application in construction or research, corporate

planning or systems design and development projects.

• In order for tlie full potential of CPM to be realized it should not be

restricted by departmental or functional barriers.

For the future, we are looking to an expansion into the CPM cost and resource

allocation areas in order to obtain even greater economic benefits.
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Report on Assignment 9

Determine Factors, Including Costs, Involved in Rehabilitation,

Operation and Maintenance That May Be Incurred in

Upgrading Present Main Tracks to Support

Very High Speeds Above 80 mph
W. B. O'SuLLrvAN (chairman, suhcommittee), H. J. Kay (vice cJwirman, stibconi-

inittee), W. R. Chinnis, R. H. Dunn, B. G. Gaixacher, R. A. Hartselle,
G. E. Hartsoe, W. Henschell, Jr., W. H. Huffman, G. A. Jacob, R. J.

Lane, R. McCann, D. McCorquodale, C. J. Meyer, M. B. Miller, R. L.

MiLNER, M. Price, W. S. Tuinstra.

The following is submitted as a progress report.

Your committee is not in a position to undertake definiti\e, independent

research in carrying out this as.signmcnt. Considerable investigative work, how-

ever, has already been done by a number of other agencies and it appears that the

most beneficial .service that can be provided the Association by this connnittee is

to summarize the published results of this work and present a topical bibliography.

Domestically, the preponderance of effort to upgrade existing tracks for high-

speed operation has been concentrated along the Northeast Corridor from Boston,

Mass. to Washington, D. C. While commercial service is yet to be established,
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a large enouu;!! lumilier of equipment test runs luivc been made on some portions

of the Corridor to permit the emergence of certain convictions. For example:

• For speeds between 80 mph and 110 mph even the most recently installed

jointed rail provides a sufficiently irregular ride quality to warrant replace-

ment with continuous welded rail prior to the normally anticipated date.

• Surface and alignment through turnouts become, outstandingly, the most

demanding maintenance items as speed increases.

• The very high-speed test section (160 mph) in New Jersey which, inci-

dentally, carries approximately 30 MGT annually, exhibits evidence of a

probable two- to three-year line and surface cycle, excepting turnouts and

spot surfacing of insulated joints.

This is a very brief illustration of the kind of information emanating from the

Corridor work. Contrasted with this is the Canadian National's experience when

higher speed passenger service was introduced between Toronto, Ont. and Mon-

treal, Que. ( See Appendix 1 for cost data pertaining to this work ) . For about a

year maximum authorized speed over the 334-mile line has been 95 mph as con-

trasted to the previous top speed of 80 mph.

With only 10 miles of the total line equipped with CWR and the remaining

portion consisting of conventionally jointed rail (except for 42 miles of 78-ft rail),

CNR has not established the unsuitably of jointed rail for high-speed service nearly

as emphatically as the Corridor people have. One should bear in mind, however,

that these divergent opinions are based on the use of dissimilar equipment.

An extremely interesting development for which we hope to be able to ferret

out firm data is the anticipated simultaneous operation in the Corridor of car sets

of different design. In some units, because of a significant reduction in weight,

equipment produced from these designs can operate at much higher controllable

speeds than conventional trains within the constraint of existing signal spacing. It is

calculated that the MU equipment operating south of New York will brake to a

stop from 110 mph in a shorter distance than conventional passenger trains decel-

erating from 80 mph. The new equipment, soon to be placed in service between

New York and Boston will negotiate curved track at speeds 30 percent to 50 per-

cent higher than previously possible yet with the same degree of passenger comfort.

The saving inherent in retaining minimum superelevation of curves of trackage not

exclusively preserved for high speed passenger operation is obvious.

In compiling material for our study on the maintenance of track for high-

speed train service, we are indebted to our Japanese confreres for their prolific

contribution. Most of this material appears, in bibliographic citation at least, to

concern practices and effects oliserved on the new Tokaido line. As such, consid-

eration of this material would appear to be outside the assignment delegated to this

committee: ".
. . upgrading ... of present main tracks . .

." However, it is this

committee's view that to arbitrarily classify these observations as beyond the pale,

so to speak, would be to deny the Association a review of many of the conclusions

derived from research on the Japanese National Railway. It is really immaterial

when discussing, for example; "Control of Track Irregularities on JNR," whether

the experiments diat ultimately gave rise to the conclusions were progressed on a

recently assembled track structure or otherwise.

What this committee would like to present to the scrutiny of the Association

is a reflection of the variety of concepts maintained in the railroad community.
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world-wide, concerning high-speed train operation so that the individual member
can assess the validity and application of these ideas as factors within his own
sphere. In no sen.se do we contemplate synopsizing or abstracting to any great length.

The approach of this committee will be to pursue, se(]uentially, the points of

a presently existing outline, prepared by tlie committee for its own use, citing

briefly for each item the position of various individuals or study groups. As an

example. Item 3d (TRAIN SET DESIGN, Catenary-Pantograph Problems) of this

outline concerns current collection inquiries. What have SNCF, DB, or the British

Railways, to cite just a few, extracted from tlieir investigations of this area? (See

l^eferences 2, 3, & 4.) Or, for that matter, outhne Item 2c (TURNOUTS)—can we
profitably examine the studies by the Polish railway people in determining geometric

and component design for turnouts to be used at speeds up to 100 niph? ( See

Reference 5. ) Further, is it conceivable that Soviet research in this particular area

can provide us with any stimulus? (See Reference 6.)

Herein, actually, is the core of the dilemma that has confronted this committee

for the last few months. Extensive bibliographic material has been assembled. The
ne.\t step, the acquisition in original or copy form and, in some cases, the transla-

tion of source material has gone slowly. The committee, however, has recently gained

access to a more readily available repository for this type of publication. This should

greatly expedite future work on the assignment.

The committee is convinced that a useful exercise can be performed for the

.Association by attacking its assignment in the manner described. The indulgence

of the Association is requested, based on die premise that a more complete report

will be produced within the ensuing year.
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high speeds," Laczynski, J. Przeglad Kolejowy Drogowy, Warsaw, No. 5, 1966,

page 95, 5 p., 4 ill.

(6) "New types of points. Pro.spects in regard to their use," Amelin, S.V. Put'i

Ptitevoe Khozjajstvo, Moscow, No. 3, 1966, page 22, 3 p., 3 tables.

APPENDIX 1

In planning for the introduction of higher speed passenger service on the line,

ioronto to Montreal, CNR considered the following topics:

(a) Curve data upgraded in the field to permit accurate determination of

what curve lining, easements, and superelevation iniiinnements may be

made.
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(b) Report on required berm widening necessary to support additional

shoulder ballast.

(c) Crossing circuits to be extended.

(d) Review of bridges.

(e) Improvements to rail crossing.s at grade.

(f) Additional shoulder ballast.

(g) Cleaning and widening cuts,

(h) Improved ditching.

(i) Use of improved rail conservation techniques.

(j) Additional right-of-way.

Not all of this work could be attributed solely to the proposed increase in

authorized train speed. Some of it would have been planned for completion within

the next few years in any case (berm widening and increased shoulder ballast,

each in part).

However, the costs incurred as reported to the committee are given below.

Item Quantity Units Total Cost

Additional rock ballast for shoulder and
curve work 105,000 tons 146,000

Berm raising 97,000 tons 90,000
Surf, and lining 82 miles 80,000
Crossing rehabilitation 2,000
Improving highway-railway crossings at

grade 6,000
Clear and widen cuts 6 each 4,000
Rail grinding 45,000

Machinery rental 16,000
Lengthen circuits 50 each 142,000
Bridge modification 1 each 9,000

Total $540,000
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Committee

(E) Members Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretar\-, are the subcommitte<e chairmen, and those designated l)y asterisks constitute the

Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 9.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following .subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Recommendations for revision of Chapter 9 of the Manual will be

presented in the Manual Recommendation Supplement to Bulletin 617,

December 1968.

2. Merits and economics of prefabricated types of hij^hway-railway grade

crossings.

This assignment entails a continuing study of the various types of pre-

fabricated crossings. A new type of metal crossing is under study which

will be the subject of a future report. Xo report is submitted for publi-

cation this year.

3. Merits of various types of highway-railway grade crossing protection,

collaborating as necessary or desirable with Communication and Signal

Section, AAR.

Progress report, stating that the study, "Factors Influencing Safely at

Highway- Rail Grade Crossings," by Alan M. Voorhees, consulting

engineers for the Highway Research Board, has been completed and

is available, and giving brief abstracts of five publications relating to

merits and economics of automatic crossing protection page 120

Note—Discussion on subconiniijtec reports herein closes <in Jantiarv 20. 19fi9.

119
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4. Investigate present requirements and praetices of marking and signing

private grade crossings.

Brief progress report, submitted as information page 124

5. Extent of use and effectiveness of higfiway-type stop signs at highway-

railway grade crossings.

Progress report, .submitted as information page 125

6. Air rights for highways over raihoad property.

Tliis is a new assignment on which the committee is gathering informa-

tion for publication at a future date. No report is submitted for pub-

lication this year.

7. Conduct study with the view toward developing alternate types of

automatic crossing protection, collaborating as necessary or desirable

with Communication and Signal Section, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 126

8. Investigate uses and types of rumble strips and their adaptabihtv' for

approaches to highway-railway grade crossings.

This is a new assignment on which the committee is gathering informa-

tion for publication at a future date. No report is submitted for pub-

lication this year.

The Committee on Highways,

R. E. Skinner, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 616, November, 1968.

Report on Assignment 3

Merits of Various Types of Highway—Railway
Grade Crossing Protection

Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

R. W. Maueu (chairman, subcommittee), H. L. Michael (vice chairman, subcom-
mittee), F. N. Barker, G. B. Blatt, W. B. Calder, C. A. Christensen, F. R.

CuMMiNGs, V. G. Donlin, W. E. Free, C. L. Holman, J. A. Holmes, T. H.
Kruttschnitt, R. E. Nottingham, R. E. Pamperl, J. E. Spangler, C. H.
Stephenson, W. S. Titlow, H. W. Waluright, H. J. ^^^ILKINs, G. A. Wil-
liams, H. L. Woltman.

The subcommittee continued to monitor publications of researches and techni-

cal papers concerned with its assignment. Five such reports have been reviewed,

and a brief abstract of each of them is included in the Appendix of this report.

One report. Appendix I, indicates that on an economic-justification basis, few

highway-railway grade separation projects are warranted and that httle economic

justification exists at most crossings for installing expensive protective devices. A
second report. Appendix H, is an investigation of why drivers passed railway sig-
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nals under daiiucious (.onditions. Medical and psychological analysis indicated

ergononiic faults under conditions of driver inefficiency were often present.

Three reports, Appendices III, IV and V, emphasize the effectiveness of auto-

matic crossing gates for highway-railway crossing safety in California. These studies

found that automatic crossing gates reduce the number of accidents, the number
of injuries and the number of deaths at crossings previously protected by signs,

wigwag signals or automatic flashing signals. The decrease was greatest at locations

previously protected only by signs and least at locations protected during the

before-period by automatic flashing signals. General conclusions reported in Ap-

pendi.x V for high-speed double-track main line crossings are ( 1 ) that the physical

barrier of gates and their automatic operation tend to eliminate the human failures

which contribute to crossing accidents, (2) that automatic gates have materially

reduced accident rates and casualties at crossings where installed, and (3) that

automatic gates pro\'ide the safest type of grade crossing protection.

The final report on the National Cooperative Highway Research Program re-

search project as prepared by Alan M. Voorhees and Associates on safety at highway-

railway grade crossings has been published. It is titled "Factors Influencing Safety

at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings" and is a\'ailable for $5.20 per copy as NCHRP
Report 50, 113 pages, from the Highway Research Board, 2101 Constitution Ave-

nue X.W., Washington, D. C. 20418.

A research project on rail-highway grade crossing safety evaluation is in

progress at the Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A & M University, College

Station, Tex. The Texas Highway Department and the Bureau of Public Roads are

financing the study. A history is being compiled to analyze the nature and extent

of accidents at Texas rail-highway grade crossings for the last few years to deter-

mine the type of protection that would provide acceptable efficiency for the con-

ditions encountered at classes of crossings.

The continued emphasis on highway-railway grade crossing safety by the

Department of Transportation and committees of the U. S. Congress indicates

much additional data pertinent to evaluating the merits of various types of crossing

protection will be collected. The analyses of these data and the expanded research

programs in thLs area of highway departments, railroads and others should con-

tinue to provide better knowledge relative to the assignment of the subcommittee.

Continuation of the assignment is therefore recommended.

Appendix I—An Economic Analysis of Railway Grade Crossings

in the California State Highway System^

Auto-train crossing accidents result in about 1200 deaths annualK' in the

United States. Past studies have demonstrated that various types of mechanical

protection equipment can significantly reduce vehicle-train accidents at grade cross-

ings. The funds to ])uy and install these improved devices at crossings, howe\er,

are necessarily linnted. Thus the problem of this study is to design a method,

Ijased on engineering-economic analysis, for selecting the cro^ssings to be improved

and the types of impro\ements to be made so that benefits are maximized.

A detailed analysis was made of highway-rail intersection protection in the

state highway system of California. The results of this analysis of 617 crossings

indicate clearly that present policies should be re-examined. There scfins to be

^Donald G. .Ncwnaii. Stanford Uiii\<Tsifv, Institute in EnsincerinK-Kcoiinniic- Svstrnis (Stan-
ford. Calif.). Report EEP-16. June 1965. 207 pp
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little economic justification for installing a sizable number of the more expensive

protective devices at crossings on the system; currently, such installation would be

justified at only about one crossing in 25. The costs of highway-railroad grade-

separation structures exceed the economic benefits from them several times over.

It would follow that funds now allocated to grade separation could be applied

to far greater benefit elsewhere, unless there are over-riding social consequences

that are not reflected in money terms. Hazard ratings and economic analysis are

valuable tools for grade-crossing evaluation. Through their proper application bet-

ter decisions on grade-crossing improvement can be achieved.

Appendix II—Railway Signals Passed at "Danger": The Drivers.

Circumstances and Psychological Processes-

Thirty-four drivers who had passed railway signals at "danger" were examined

medically and questioned about the circumstances in which they passed the signal.

Conjectural explanations, formulated for each incident, included the following fac-

tors: poor sight (1 case); organic dementia, suspected but not confirmed (2 cases);

anxiety symptoms amounting to illness (3 cases); psychiatric symptoms not

amounting to illness (8 cases); and special circumstances (3 cases). Several psycho-

logical processes thought to have played a part in causing the errors are discussed.

These were panic reaction, false expectations, preoccupation and distraction, re-

sponses to the wrong signal, relaxation after stress, and timing errors. It is argued

that dangers arise from ergonomic faults, especially when drivers' efficiency has

declined.

Appendix III—Effectiveness of Automatic Crossing Gates in Southern

California, July 1, 1961, Through June 30, 1966^

Accident experience at 178 railroad grade crossings in southern California

where automatic crossing gates had been installed during the five-year period was

studied. Only accidents involving a train and a vehicle or vehicles were included.

Of the 178 crossings, 96 were single track, 48 double track and 34 had three or

more tracks. Automatic gates replaced signs only at 26 crossings, wigwag signals

at 66 crossings, automatic flashing signals at 82 crossings and manual gates at four

crossings. For these crossings tlie annual decrease in accidents after installation of

the gates was found to be 49 percent, the decrease in deatlis 80 percent and the

decrease in injuries 83 percent. The automatic gates provided better safety than

any of the types of protection it replaced. The greatest improvement in safety was

over fixed signs and the least over automatic flashing signals. However, the improve-

ment in protection provided by automatic gates and flashing signals was substan-

tial: 20 percent fewer accidents, 68 percent fewer fatalities and 79 percent fewer

injuries.

2D. Russell Davis. Ergonomics (Taylor and Francis, Ltd., Red Lion Court, Fleet Street,

London, EC4), Vol. 9, No. 3, pp. 211-222, 1966.

=* California Public Utilities Commission, Transportation Division, Engineering Operations

Branch, Traffic Engineering Section; San Francisco; June 1, 1967 (Mimeo report, 13 pp.)
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Appendix IV—Effectiveness of Automatic Crossing Gates in Northern

California, July 1, 1961, Through June 30, 1967^

Accident experience at 146 railroad grade crossings in northern Cahfomia

where automatic crossing gates had been installed during the six-year period was

studied. Only accidents involving a train and one or more vehicles were included.

Of tlie 146 crossings, 58 were single track, 40 double track and 48 had three or

more tracks. The gates replaced signs only at 39 crossings, wigwag signals at 30

crossings, automatic flashing signals at 69 crossings and manual gates or watchman

at eight crossings. For these crossings the annual decrease in accidents after in-

stallation of the gates wiis found to be 63 percent, die decrease in deaths 94 per-

cent and the decrease in injuries 83 percent. The automatic gates provided more

safety than any of the types of protection replaced. The greatest improvement in

safety was o\er fixed signs and the least over automatic flashing signals. However,

the improvement over flashing signals was substantial: 67 percent fewer accidents,

95 percent fewer fatalities and 83 percent fewer injuries.

Appendix V—A Study of the Protection and Accident Records of

77 Main-Track Railroad—Highway Grade Crossings on the

San Francisco Peninsula, 1942 Through 1965^'

The 77 grade crossings of the high-speed, double-track main line of the South-

ern Pacific Company between San Francisco and San Jose were the subject of this

study. The crossings are all similar in nature as to type, volume and speed of rail

traffic, and as to the type and speed, but not volume, of vehicular traffic. Eighteen

of the crossings have been closed in recent years, primarily by overpass construc-

tion, and since February 1965 all remaining crossings have been protected with

automatic gates. Seven crossings, however, were operated a total of 66.1 crossing

years with fixed signs only; 51 crossings were operated 657.3 crossing years with

automatic signals; 6 crossings had crossing watchmen for 73.7 crossing years; 14

crossings had manual gates for 184.8 crossing years; and 70 crossings had auto-

matic gates for 754.3 crossing years. The conclusions of the study are stated as

follows

:

1. The physical barrier of crossing gates and their automatic operation tend

to eliminate the man failures which contribute to crossing accidents.

2. Automatic gates installation have materially reduced both the accident

rates and the number of casualties, in spite of the tremendous increases

in the number of motor vehicles in operation.

3. Automatic gates provide the safest type of grade crossing protection.

Several tables and charts summarizing accident experience under the various

types of protection per crossing year as well as comparison of accidents, injuries

and fatalities before and after installation of automatic crossing gates are included.

Accidents, injuries and fatalities were reduced from 0.380, 0.128 and 0.117, respec-

tively, per crossing year before automatic gate installation to 0.144, 0.028 and

0.011, also respectively, per crossing year after automatic gate installation.

California Public Utilities Commisssion, Transportation Division, Engineering Operations
Branch, Traffic Engineering Section; San Francisco; March 1, 19©8 (Mimco Report, 12 pp.)

> Southern Pacific Company, OfiBce of Chief Engineer, San Francisco, July 25, 1966 ( Mimeo
report, 15 pp.

)
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Report on Assignment 4

Investigate Present Requirements and Practices of

Marl<ing and Signing Private Grade Crossings

H. W. Walbright (chairman, subcommittee), H. J. Barnes, W. A. Buckmaster,
F. Daugherty, C. H. Gaut, J. A. Holmes, R. F. MacDonald, R. W. Mauer,
R. L. Mays, D. J. Moody, R. E. Nottingham, R. F. Spars, C. W. Traister,
H. J. WiLKlNS, H. L. WOLTMAN.

The only current legislative action or Public Utilities Commission Order re-

ported to this subcommittee dealing with this subject was enacted in the State of

California during the 1968 session of that Legislature.

A bill was passed and approved by the Governor on June 20, 1968, which

amended a previous bill signed by the Governor on July 27, 1967. The original

language of this bill was contained in the 1967-1968 report of Committee 9, and

the new language of the revised bill reads as follows:

Section 1. Section 7538 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read:

7538. At every farm or private grade crossing of a railroad where no automatic
grade crossing protective device is in place there shall be installed, as a means of

protecting the crossing, one or more stop signs of the type described in Section

21400 of the Vehicle Code or of such other design as the commission may prescribe

unless, after a hearing, the commission shall find that the installation of such sign

or signs at a particular crossing would create a hazard or dangerous condition

that would not otherwise e.xist. At any grade crossing where stop signs are installed

or in place, before traversing such crossing the driver of any vehicle shall stop such
vehicle not less than 10 nor more than 50 feet from the nearest rail of the track

and while so stopped shall hsten, and look in both directions along the track, for

any approaching train or other equipment using such rails. The vehicle shall remain
standing while any train or other equipment using such rails is approaching the

crossing and is close enough to constitute a hazard. A driver of any vehicle who
fails to keep his vehicle standing while any train or equipment using such rails

is approaching the crossing and which is so close as to constitute a hazard is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

The provisions of the above bill require one or more stop signs of the type

described in Section 21400 of the Vehicle Code, which is the standard octagonal

stop sign described in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

The above bill will become effective 90 days after adjournment of the

Legislature.

This is a progress report submitted as information with the recommendation

the assignment be continued and expanded to cover other related subjects under a

new title, "Merits and Economics of Marking and Signing Grade Crossings."
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Report on Assignment 5

Extent of Use and Effectiveness of Highway Type Stop

Signs at Highway-Railway Grade Crossings

D. J. Moody (chairman, subcommittee), F. N. Barker, H. J. Barnes, G. B. Blatt,
W. B. Calder, L. T. Cerny, R. L. Charlow, V. G. Donlin, W. J. Hedley,
C. L. HoLMAN, R. F. MacDonald, R. L. Mays, H. L. Michael, R. E. Not-
tingham, J. E. Reynolds, J. E. Spangler, R. F. Spars, H. J. Wilkins, G. A.

Williams, M. A. Wohlschlaeger, H. L. Woltman.

Oconomowoc, Wis.

In Bulletin 609, November 1967, tabulated data of motorists' observance of

the stop requirement at supplemental stop sign installations at seven highway-

railway grade crossings at Oconomowoc, Wis., were presented.

On June 19, 1968, another inspection was made by this subcommittee. The
combined results of the 1966, 1967 and 1968 surveys are as follows:

How Motorists Observed Stop Signs,

Autos

Complete stop 73.76
Moving less than 5 mph" 23.09
Moving about 10 mph" 2.51
Moving about 20-25 mph" 0.64

" Estimated.

The above percentages represent 5095 motorists during 19 hours of observa-

tion. During the 1966 and 1967 surveys observations of all seven grade crossings

were made. The June 1968 survey reflects the observations of only the two crossings

most heavily traveled by vehicles, namely. Silver Lake and Main Streets. No sig-

nificant changes in drivers' observance of the stop requireinent was noted in the

1968 survey compared to the 1966 and 1967 surveys.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, with the recommendation

that the subject be continued.

Expressed as
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Report on Assignment 7

Conduct Study with the View Toward Developing Alternate

Types of Automatic Crossing Protection

Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

C. I. Hartsell (chairman, subcommittee), F. N. Barker, H. J. Barnes, G. B.

Blatt, W. B. Calder, T. P. Cunningham, F. R. Cummings, V. G. Donlin,
W. E. Free, Wm. J. Hedley, C. L. Holman, H. A. Hunt, R. F. MacDonald,
H. L. Michael, E. S. Miller, R. D. Pamperl, J. E. Reynolds, J. E.

Spangler, R. F. Spars, W. S. Titlow, H. L. Woltman.

Developments during the past year in alternate types or automatic crossing pro-

tection of interest to tlie Association are discussed below.

WAIT TWO TRAINS

According to the Illinois Commerce Commission, eight railroads, over a period

of six years, have installed 23 "WAIT TWO TRAINS" indicators as an auxiliary

to highway-railway grade-crossing flashing lights for lightly traveled highways

crossing double-track main lines.

Accident records for like periods prior to and after the installations indicate a

reduction in the number of accidents from 19 to 4. The number of persons killed

reduced from 2 to 0. The number of persons injured reduced from 17 to 2.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SIGNALS

With the approval of certain state utility commissions, several railways have

installed a pair of track-circuit-controlled HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SIGNALS, one

on each side of the track or tracks, in lieu of the more ordinary standard pair of

track-circuit-controlled flashing lights.

The alleged advantage for the use of the HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SIGNAL is

that the motorists will give it far greater attention, respect, and obedience than they

give to the flashing-light signal. Law enforcement officers issue summons for traffic

violations at diese installations. Such an installation lends itself to a more favorable

distribution of installation, operating and maintenance costs since the HIGHWAY
TRAFFIC SIGNAL is a governmental device rather than a raflway device.

ROTATING RED LIGHT

As an experiment, one railroad has installed hooded, rotating red lights on

masts supporting wigwag signals to attract the motorist's attention. The hood pre-

vents the rotating light from being observed by trains.

Highway traffic engineering personnel oppose the use of a rotating red light

for this purpose.
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Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman,

and secretary, are the subcommittee chainnen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the

Engi.'ieering Division, AAR, Committee 13.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted as information page 128

2. Water pollution control:

( a ) Types and design of equipment In process

(b) Sampling, instrumentation and testing In process

(c) Directory of federal and state regulatory agencies.

Progress report, submitted as infomiation page 132

3. Air pollution control:

(a) Preliminary guide standards.

Progress report, submitted as information page 140

4. Land pollution control:

(a) Solid wastes disposal.

Progress report, submitted as information page 144

.5. Industrial hygiene:

(a) Evaluation of toilet types for locomotives and cabooses.

Progress report, submitted as information page 146

f). Plant utilities—Design, construction, and operation.

(a) Design of high-speed fueling facilities In process

( b) Fueling station filtration In process

.Vote—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes on January 20, 1969.

127
Hill. 6I«
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7. Corrosion control:

(a) Re-iLse of treated engine cooling water In process

(b) Engine cooling system treatment In proc&ss

Thk Committee on Environmental Engineering,

J. J. DwYER, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 616, November 1968.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. F. MuELDER (chairman, subcommittee), R. S. Bryan, Jr., J. L. Goss, T. L. Hen-
DRix, Jr., E. T. Myers, M. F. Obrecht, C. E. Peterson, T. A. Tennyson,

J. W. ZWICK.

Your committee submits the following report of progress as infonnation. It

includes a proposed Table of Contents for Chapter 13 of the Manual, in which

the committee's six permanent assignments for study in the fields of environmental

engineering are set up in tlie decimal format.

Fomierly the Committee on Water, Oil and Sanitation Services, Committee 13

is now the Committee on Environmental Engineering. It will continue to work on

the subjects previously assigned, but its field of study has been broadened to include

pollution control, on which its major effort is presently being concentrated. This

has indicated a need for revising the entire Chapter 13 of the Manual, and your

conmiittee has this work under way. It is presently revising and editing existing

Manual material to make it conform with the context and format of the proposed

new Table of Contents presented herewith.

The committee intends to complete this work next year
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

MANUAL OF RECOMMENDED PRACTICE*

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CHAPTER 13

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

(Formerly Water, Oil and Sanitation Services)

PART I

1.0—Water Pollution Control

1.1 Sewage Treatment and Disposal

1.1.1 General Statement

1.1.2 Organization

1.1.3 Preliminary Steps

1.1.4 Evaluation of the Problem

1.1.5 Design of Facilities

1.1.6 Operation of Facilities

1.1.7 Disposal of Material Removed by Waste Treatment

1.2 Sewage Disposal Facilities

1.2.1 Septic Tank Disposal Systems

1.2.2 Sewer Lines

1.2.3 Design of Septic Tanks

1.2.4 Maintenance of Septic Tanks

1.2.5 ImhofiF Tanks

1.2.6 Package-Type Sewage Disposal Systems

1.2.7 Lagoons

PART II

2,0—Air Pollution Control

2.1 Control Standards

2.2 Incineration of Solid Burnable Wastes

2.3 Industrial Fumes, Gases and Other Emissions from Shop and Power Plants

2.4 Bulk Hydrocarbon Storage Facilities

2.5 Engine Exhaust Fumes

PART III

3.0—Land Pollution Control

3.1 Liquid Waste Disposal to lindcrground Areas

3.2 Garbage Disposal by Land Fill

3.3 Disposal of Non-Burnable Wastes and Trash

3.4 Disposal of Toxic Wastes
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PART IV

4.0—Industrial Hygiene

4.1 Water for Drinking Purposes

4.2 Sterilization of New and Repaired Water Wells, Pipeline.s and Other

Equipment Used in Handling Drinking Water

4.2.1 General Statement

4.2.2 Sterilizing Agent

4.2.3 Sterilizing Procedure

4.3 Toilet Facilities

4.4 Sewage Disposal

PART V

5,0—Plant Utilities

5.1 General Principles of Water Supply Service

5.1.1 Quantity

5.1.2 Quality

5.1.3 Source

5.1.4 Storage of Water at Water Stations

5.2 Water Pumping Plants

5.2.1 Water Station Facilities

5.2.2 Steam Equipment

5.2.3 Oil Engine Equipment

5.2.4 Electric Motor Equipment

5.2.5 Relative Economy of Different Types of Plants

5.2.6 Deep Well Equipment

5.2.7 Power Pumps
5.2.8 Centrifugal Pumps
5.2.9 Pipe Lines

5.3 Specifications for Equipment and Materials Used in Water Supply

5.3.1 Cast Iron Pipe and Fittings

5.3.2 Hydrants and Valves

5.3.3 Specifications for Laying Cast Iron Pipe

5.3.4 Welded Steel Tanks for Water or Oil Storage

5.3.4.1 General Statement

5.3.4.2 Materials

5.3.4.3 Design

5.3.4.4 Shop Fabrication

5.3.4.5 Welding

5.3.4.6 Erection

5.3.4.7 Accessories for Standpipes and Reservoirs

5.3.4.8 Inspection, Testing, and Painting

5.3.4.9 Maintenance of Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tanks

5.3.5 Water Treatment Chemicals

5.4 Water Treatment

5.4.1 General Statement

5.4.1.1. Design

5.4.1.2 Operation, Maintenance and Supervision

5.4.1.3 Methods of Treatment

5.4.2 Battery Water Quality Parameters
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5.4.3 Treatment of Water for Cooling Purposes Other Than Engines

5.4.3.1 Types of Cooling Systems

5.4.3.2 Types of Scale

5.4.3.3 Use of Langelier Index

5.4.3.4 Methods of Treatment for Scale Prevention

5.4.3.5 Methods of Treatment for Slime Prevention

5.4.3.6 Chemical Attack and Its Control in Cooling Towers

5.4.4 Standard Methods of Analysis

5.4.4.1 Water Analysis and Interpretation of Results

5.4.4.2 Analysis of Chemicals Used in Water Treatment

5.5 Liquefied Petroleum Gas Facilities, Installation and Maintenance

5.5.1 Properties and Potential Hazards of Liquefied Petroleum Gas

5.5.2 Location and Design of Storage Facilities

5.5.3 Care and Maintenance of Equipment

5.5.4 Purging Large Storage Tanks

5.5.5 How to Handle L.P. Gas Emergencies

5.6 Diesel Locomotive Fuel and Water Services

5.6.1 Diesel Fueling Facilities

5.6.2 Fuel Oil Storage Facilities

5.6.3 Fuel Oil Pumping Facilities

5.6.4 Fuel Oil Distribution Lines

5.6.5 Unloading Facilities

5.6.6 Delivery to Locomotives

5.6.7 Use of Low-Grade Fuel Oils

5.6.8 Diesel Watering Facilities

5.6.9 Diesel Cooling Water Facilities

5.6.10 Steam Generator Water FaciHties

5.7 Fire Protection Systems

5.7.1 Fire Protection Facilities

5.7.1.1 General Statement

5.7.1.2 Compliance with Governing Fire Laws

5.7.1.3 Construction Measures to Prevent Oil Leakage and Spillage

5.7.1.4 Construction Mea.sures to Minimize Accidental Ignition

5.7.1.5 Portable Fire Protection Facilities

5.7.1.6 Permanent Fire Protection Facilities

5.7.1.7 Fire Protection at Locations Removed F'roni a Regular Water

Supply

PART VI

6.0—Corrosion Control

6.1 Cathodic Protection of Pipelines and Steel Storage Tanks

6.1.1 Introduction to Cathodic Protection

6.1.2 Cathodic Protection Technical Practices

6.1.3 Instrumentation

6.1.4 Design of Cathodic Protection System for Pipelines

6.1.5 Practical Application
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6.2 Corrosion Formations in Cooling Water Systems Other Than Engines

6.3 Corrosion Control in Steam and Condensate Systems

6.3.1 Nature of Problem and Design Aspects

6.3.2 Chemical Treatments

6.4 Corrosion Control in Potable Hot Water Systems

6.5 Corrosion Control in Hot Water Heating Systems

Report on Assignment 2

Water Pollution Control

(c) Directory of Federal and State Regulatory Agencies

J. L. Goss (chairman, subcommittee), P. P. Dunavant, Jr. (leader, task force),

R. C. Archambeault, H. E. Graham, T. L. Hendrix, E. T. Myers, J. C.

Roberts, E. M. Walters, J. W. Zwick.

Your committee submits as information the following list of federal and state

regulatory agencies dealing with water pollution control:

State Water Pollution Control Agencies

State or Territory

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Agency and Address

Water Improvement Commission*
State Office Building
Montgomery, Ala. 36104

Division of Public Health*
Alaska Department of Health
and Welfare

Pouch H
Juneau, Alaska 99801

State Department of Health^
State Office Building
Phoenix, Ariz. 85007

Arkansas Pollution Control
Commission *

1 100 Harrington Avenue
Little Rock, Ark. 72202

Official and Title

A. N. Beck
Technical Secretarj'

Ralph B. Williams
Acting Director, Division of

PubUc Health

R. H. Britt

Acting Chief Engineer, Branch
of Environmental Health

George Spendlove, M.D.
Commissioner of Public Health

E. C. Garthe, Director,

Environmental Health Section

S. Ladd Davies

Director

State Department of Public Health H. B. Foster, Jr.

Bureau of Sanitary Engineering Chief, Bureau of Sanitary

2151 Berkeley Way Engineering
Berkeley, Calif. 94704

State Water Qualitv Control
Board*

2115 J Street

Sacramento, Calif. 95816

Paul R. Bonderson
Executive Officer
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Stale or Territory

Colorado

Agency and Address

State Department of Puhlir

Health*
Water Pollution Control
Commission

4210 East nth Avenue
Denver, Colo. 80220

Official anil Title

Frank Rozich
Technical Secretary and

Director, Water Pollution

Control Division, State

Board of Health

Connecticut State Department of Health
79 Elm Street

Hartford, Conn. 06115

Water Resources Commission*
State Office Building
165 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, Conn. 06115

David C. Wiggin
Director, Environmental Health
Services Division

John J. Curry
Director

Delaware Delaware W^ater and Air
Resources Commission*

Box 916
Dover, Del. 19901

John C. Bryson
Executive Director

District of District of Columbia Department
Columbia of Public Health*

Room 4152, Municipal Center
800 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20001

William H. Cary, Jr.

Associate Director for

Environmental Health

Florida

Ceorgia

State Board of Health
1217 Pearl Street

Jacksonville, Fla. 32201

Bureau of Sanitary Engineering*
State Board of Health
Box 210
Jacksonville, Fla. 32201

Georgia Water Quality Control
Board *

State Health Building
Atlanta, Ga. 30334

Wilson T. Sowder, M.D.
State Health Officer

Sidney A. Berkowitz
Director

John H. Venable, M.D.
Chairman

R. S. Howard, Jr.

Executive Secretary

Guam

Hawaii

Idaho

Department of Public Health
and Welfare*

Government of Guam
Box 2816
Agana, CJuam 96910

Hawaii Department of Healtli*

Kinau Hale
Box 3378
Flonohihi, Hawaii 96801

Idaho Department of Health*
State House
Boise, Idaho 83707

Joseph H. Gerber, M.D.
Director of Public Health and

W(>lfarc

Walter B. (^ui.-^enberry, M.D.
Director of Health

Terell O. Carver, M.D.
.\(hiiinistrator of Health

Vaughn Anderson
Director, Engineering and

Sanitation Division
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Slate or Tcrrilonj

Illinois

Agency and Address

State Sanitary Water Board''

State Office Building
400 South Spring Street

Springfield, 111. 6270G

Official and Title

L\ \V. Klassen
Technical Secretary

Indiana Stream Pollution Control Board*
1330 West Michigan Street

Indianapolis, Ind. 4620G

B. A. Poole
Technical Secretary

Iowa State Department of Health*
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Water Pollution Control
Commission

Robert Lucas Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Arthur P. Long, Commissioner

Paul J. Housei-, Chief

Environmental Engineering Service R. J. Schlickelman
Robert Lucas Building Technical Secretary

Kansas Environmental Health Services*

State Department of Health
510 State Office Building
Topeka, Kans. 66612

J. Lee Mayes
Chief Engineer and Director

Kentucky Water Pollution Control
Commission*

State Department of Health
275 East Main Street

Frankfort, Ky, 40601

Ralph C. Pickard
Director and Chief Engineer

Louisiana Division of Public Health
P^ngineering*

State Dejjartment of Health
Box 60630
New Orleans, La. 70160

Stream Control Commission
Post Office Drawer FC
University Station
Baton Rouge, La. 70803

John E. Trygg
Director, Bureau of

Environmental Health

Robert A. Lafleur

Executive Secretary

Maine Department of Health and
Welfare*

State House
Augusta, Me. 04330

Dean Fisher, M.D.
Secretary-

E. W. Tibbetts
Director

Maryland State Dei)artment of Health*
State Office Building
301 West Preston Street

Baltimore, Md. 21201

Department of Water Resources
State Office Building
Annapolis, Md. 21401

James B. Coulter
Assistant Commissioner for

Environmental Health
Services

Paul W. McKee
Director
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State or Territory

Massachusetts

Age II CI/ and Adilrexx

Massachusetts Depart iiiciit of

Public Health
546 State House
Boston, Mass. 0213:^

()J)'i( ial ami 'rUle

Alfred L. Frechette, M.D.
Coininission of Public Health

Massachusetts Department of

Public Health
Division of Sanitary Engineering
Room oil. State House
Boston, Mass. 02i:«

John C Collins

Director

Water Resources Conuiiission"

Division of Water Pollution

Control
State Office Building
Government Center
KH) Cambridge Street

Boston, Mass. 02202

Thomas C. McMahon
Director

Micliigan State Department of Public Health John PI \'ogt

Division of Engineering Chief, Division of Engineering
3500 North Logan Street

Lansing, Mich. 48914

Water Resources Commission*
Station A—Reniger Building
200 Mill Street
Lansing, Mich. 48926

Loring F. Oeming
Executive Secretarj'

Minnesota State Department of Health
Division of Environmental Health
Campus, I'niversity of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440

F. L. Woodward
Director, Division of

Environmental Health

Water I'ollution Control
Commission*

State Department of Health
liuilding

Campus, I'niversity of Minnesota
Miniieai)olis, Minn. 55440

R. N. liarr, M.D.
Secretary

Lyie H. Smith
I'].\ecutive Engineer

Mississippi State Board of Health
State Board of Health Building
Box 17(X)

Jackson, Miss. 39205

A. L. Clray, MAX
Secretary and Executive Officer

Joe D. Brown
Director, Division of Sanitary

iMigineeriiig

Air and Water Pollution C'ontrol

Commission*
Box 827
Jackson, Mi.ssi.ssi|)i)i

Robert S. Wright
lOxecutive Secretarv
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State or Tcnitory

Missouri

Montana

Agency and Address

Water Pollution Board*
112 West High Street
Box 154
Jefferson City, Mo. 65001

Missouri Department of Public
Health and Welfare

Division of Health
Environmental Services
State Office Building
Jefferson City, Mo. 65001

State Department of Health*
Division of Environmental

Sanitation
Cogswell Building
Helena, Mont. 59601

Official and Title

Jack K. Smith
Executive Secretarj^

L. F. Garber
Director

John S. Anderson, M.D.
Executive Officer and Secretary

C. W. Brinck
Director, Division of

Environmental Sanitation

Nebraska State Department of Health*
Water Pollution Control Council
Box 94757, State House Station
Lincoln, Neb. 68509

T. A. Fihpi
Executive Secretary'

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Me.xico

New York

Nevada State Department of

Health, Welfare, and
Rehabilitation*

201 South Fall Street

Carson City, Nev. 89701

Bureau of Environmental Health
Nevada State Health Division
790 Sutro Street
Reno, Nev. 89502

New Hampshire Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission*

61 South Spring Street

Concord, N. H. 03301

State Department of Health*
Box 1540
Trenton, N. J. 08625

New Mexico Department of Public
Health and Welfare*

Constituent Agency for the New
Mexico Water Quality Control
Commission

408 Galisteo Street

Santa Fe, N. Mex. 87501

State Department of Health*
84 Holland Avenue
Albany, N. Y. 12208

Karl R. Harris
Director

Ernest 0. Gregorv
Chief

William A. Healy
Executive Director

Roscoe P. Kandle, M.D.
State Commissioner of Health

Richard J. Sullivan
Director, Division of Clean Air
and Water

John R. Wright
Chairman, New Mexico Water

Quality Control Commission

Charles G. Caldwell
Director of Environmental

Services

Hollis S. Ingraham, M.D.
Commissioner of Health

Dwight F. Metzler
Deputy Commissioner, Envi-

ronmental Health Services
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State or Territory

North Carolina

Agency and Address

North Carolina Department ol'

Water and Air Resources*
Box 9392
lialeigh, N. C. 27603

Official and Title

Earle C. Hubbard
Assistant Director

North Dakota State Department of Health'
State Capitol
Bismarck, N. D. 58501

James R. Amos, M.D.
State Health Officer

W. Van Heuvelen
Executive Officer

Ohio Ohio Department of Health
Box 118
Columbus, Ohio 43216

Water Pollution Control Board*
Box 118
Columbus, Ohio 43216

George Eagle
Chief Engineer

E. W. Arnold, M.D.
Chairman

Oklahoma State Department of Health''

3400 North Eastern
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73101

A. B. Colyar, M.D.
Commissioner of Health

Loyd F. Pummill
Chief, Environmental Health

Services

Oregon State Board of Health*
Box 231
Portland, Ore. 97201

Oregon State Sanitary Authorit\'

Box 231
Portland, Ore. 97201

Edward Press, M.D.
State Health Officer

Kenneth H. Spies

Secretary and Chief Engineer

Pennsylvania Sanitary Water Board
Pennsylvania Department of

Health
State Capitol
Health and Welfare Building
Harrisburg, Pa. 17120

Bureau of Environmental Health"
State Department of Health
Box 90
Harrisburg, Pa. 17120

Thomas W. Georges, Jr., M.D.
Chairman

Puerto Rico Department of Health*
Ponce de Leon Avenue
Santurce, P. R. 00908

Manual A. Torres-.Vguiar, M.D.
Secretary of Health

Fernando Padro. M.D.
As.><istant Director, Bureau of

Health in Charge of Environ-
mental Health Program
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State or Tcrrilonj

Rhode Islaiul

Agctu ij and Address

Department of Health
321 State Office Building
Providence, R. 1. ()2<)()3

Environmental Health Services*

State Department of Health
;i35 State Office liuilding

l^rovidence, R. I. 02903

Official and Title

.Iosei)h E. Cannon, M.D.
Director of Health

Walter J. Shea
Director

South Carolina South Carolina l^oUution Control
Authority *

415 Maron Sims Building
Columbia, S. C. 29201

W. T. Linton
Executive Director

South Dakota Committee on Water Pollution*
State Capitol
Pierre, S. D. 57501

Charles E. Carl
Secretarj' and Executive Officer

Tennessee Division of Sanitary Engineering Julian R. Fleming
State Department of Public Health Director

Cordell Hull Building
Sixth Avenue, North
Nashville, Tenn. 37219

Tennessee Stream Pollution

Control Board*
621 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tenn. 37219

S. Leary Jones
Executive Secretary

Texas State Department of Health
1100 West 49th Street

Austin, Tex. 78756

Water Pollution Control Board*
1100 West 49th Street

Austin, Tex. 78756

J. E. Peayy, M.D.
Commissioner of Health

G. R. Herzik, Jr.

Deputy Commissioner for

Environmental Engineering

Hugh C. Yantis
Executive Secretary

Utah Water Pollution Control Board*
44 Medical Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84113

Lynn M. Thatcher
Executive Secretarv

Vermont State Water Resources
Department*

State Office Building
Montpelier, Vt. 05602

R. W. Thieme
Commissioner

Virginia State Department of Health
Division of Engineering
109 Governor Street

Richmond, Va. 23219

State Water Control Board*
4010 West Broad Street
Box 11143
Richmond, Va. 23230

E. C. Meredith
Director

A. H. Paessler

Executive Secretarv
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Slate or Territory

N'irgin Ishiiuls

Agency oml Aildreufi

\'irgiii Islands D('])artiiu'iit ol

Health*
Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, \'. I. 00801

Official and Tillc

Roy A. Anduze, M.D.
Commissioner of Health

\\'ashingtoii Water Pollution Control
Commission *

Box 829
Olympia, Wash. 98501

Roy M. Harris
Director

Division of Environmental Health Emil C. Jen.sen

State Department of Health Chief

304 Public Health liuilding

Olvmpia, Wash. 98501

West \"irginia State Department of Health
Division of Sanitary Engineering
1800 Washington Street, East
Charleston, W. Va. 25305

Division of W^ater Resources
West Virginia Department of

Natural Resources
1201 Greenbrier Street

Charleston, W. Va. 25311

J. H. Millar

Director

Edgar N. Henry
Chief

Wisconsin Division of Resource Development * Freeman Holmer
Department of Natural Resources Administrator

State Office Building

Madison, Wis. 53702

Wyoming State Department of Public

Health*
State Office Building
Cheyenne, W30.

Robert Alberts, M.D.
Director of Pul)lic Health

.\rthur E. Williamson
Director, Division of Sanitary

Engineering

Interstate Water Pollution Control Agencies

Cooperating States Agency and Addretis Official and Title

Illinois Bi-State Development Agency
Missouri 818 Olive Street

St. Louis, Mo. 63101

R. J']. Smyser, Jr.

Executive Director

Delaware Delaware River Basin Connni.<

New Jersey sion*

New York 25 Scotch Road
Pennsylvania Trenton, N. J. 08()03

James F. Wright
E.xecutive Director

District of

Columbia
Maryland
Penn.'^ylvania

Virginia

West \'irginia

Interstate Commission on the

Potomac River iiasin*

203 Trans|M)rtati()n Building

815 17th Street, N. W.
Wa.^hington, D. C. 20(K)(;

Carl J. Johnson
lOxecutive Director
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Cooperating Slnlf'i

Connecticut
New Jersey
New York

Agencij and Address OJficial and Title

Interstate Sanitation Commission* Thomas II. Cil(;nn, Jr.

10 Columbus Circle Director and Chief Engineer
New York, N. Y. 10019

California Klamath River Comj)act
Oregon Commission

Box 388
Sacramento, Calif. 95802

R. B. Bond
Executive Director

Connecticut New England Interstate Water Alfred E. Peloquin
Maine Pollution Control Commission* Executive Secretary
Massachusetts 73 Tremont Street

New Hampshire Boston, Mass. 02108
New York
Rhode Island
Vermont

Illinois

Indiana
Kentuck}^
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Virginia
West Virginia

Ohio River Valley Water
Sanitation Commission*

414 Walnut Street

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Robert K. Horton
Executive Director

Engineer
and Chief

Federal and state governments are becoming increasingly involved in the

regulation of water pollution, and changes are being made in the agencies con-

cerned and their personnel. It is recommended that this list be revised and published

as information in 1970.

Designated by the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration to receive federal water pollu-

tion control grants.

Report on Assignment 3

Air Pollution Control

(a) Preliminary Guide Standards

C. E. Peterson (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Archambeault, V. C. Barth,
A. F. BuTcosK, J. L. Engler, J. L. Goss, R. N. Johnson, F. O. Klemstine,
E. T. Myers, J. C. Roberts, L. R. Tberney.

Your committee submits tlie following report which, because of its current

interest, is offered as information pending further study before recommending for

inclusion in the Manual:
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2.0 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
2.1 PRELIMINARY GUIDE STANDARDS
2.1.1 Policy and Purpose

To achie\e and maintain such levels of air quality as will protect human
health and safety and meet the applicable legal requirements, and to the greatest

degree practicable, prevent injury to plant and animal life, foster the comfort and

convenience of all people, promote economic and social development, and facilitate

the enjoyment of natural attractions.

2.1.2 Definition of Terms

"Air Contaminant" means dust, fumes, mist, water, smoke, pollen, spores, or

other particulate matter; also, various gases, odors, noise, heat, magnetism, and

radioacti\e elements.

"Emission" means a release into outdoor atmosphere of air contaminants.

2.1.3 Control

Control measures are prescribed by duly authorized public authorities and

involve:

2.1.3.1 E.^tahh.'^hment of both ambient and emission standards.

2.1.3.2 Rules for control.

2.1.3.3 Inspection.

2.1.3.4 Penalty for violation.

2.1.4 Suggested Guidelines

The following pollution limits are presented as preliminary guide standards

to be considered along with the mandatory requirements of public authorities.

Rapid changes in these requirements make it desirable to consider more severe

restrictions that may be imposed during the life of a facility so that economic and

other considerations can be evaluated when selecting equipment, such as boilers,

locomotives, automobiles, work equipment, incinerators, air-conditioning units, etc.

Provisions can then be made for a higher stack, space for dust collection, scrubbing

exhaust to free it of pollutants, placing the condenser away from adjacent property

or landscape shrubs.

2.1.4.1 .\mbient Air Standards:

These serve as a goal toward which emission standards are aimed, and are listed

to call attention to many pollutants not now covered in emission controls, l)ut which
may'be covered in future years. Ambient air standards may al-so be used as a basis for

the temporary closing of industrj^ during periods of severe pollution.

Pollutant Quantity and Units Rernnrks

Sulfur dioxide. 0.02 ppm Annual average
Sulfur trioxide—reactive 0.50 mg' 100 sq cm/day Annual average
Sulfate trioxidc—suspended 4.0 micrograms /cu m Annual average
Sulfuric acid—mist... 4.0 micrograms/cu m Annual average
Hydrogen sulfide 0.03 i)pin ' 2 hr average
Total suspended particulate... 75.0 micrograms/cu m Annual average
Dust fall—residential area 5.25 grams/sq m 3 month average
Dust fall—industrial area 10.5 grams/sci m 3 month average
Suspended lead 5.0 micrograms/cu m 30 day average
Suspended beryllium 0.01 micrograms/cu m 30 day average
Total fluorides in air 1.0 pi)lj 21 hr average
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2.1.4.2 iMiiission Standards:

2. 1 .4.2. 1 Boilers and Furaiicos '.

I Visible —Riiigleinan 2
II Particulate—57 ppin hv weight

III Chemical —SO 2, 2000 ppm

'Give careful con.sideration to chimney heiglit to provide for adequate dilution at ground level.

2.1.4.2.2 Internal Combustion Engines:

Nat. Gas and
Diesel Ga.'<oline Propane

I Visible —Ringleman 2 1

II Chemical —CO, SO 2 (Special devices required with 1970 model vehicles

—

See Fed. Register, Vol. 83, No. 108, Part II.)

III Noise —
^ Muffle Muffle Muffle

IV Odor —Not clearly established, but likely to be defined in future public

codes because the polynuclear aromatic emissions are thought
to have a connection with cancer.

2.1.4.2.3 Open Burning:

Should be avoided.

2.1.4.2.4 Incinerators 2.

I Visible —Ringleman 2

II Particulate—57 ppm by weight

2 Local codes usually require smoke-consuming chambers to complete combustion.

2.1.4.2.5 Ventilation Exhausts 3.

I Visible—Exhaust should be transparent
II Odors

III Noise
IV Harmful industrial wastes

3No standards prescribed, but these exhausts should not be emitted unless they are reasonably
free of the pollutants.

2.1.4.2.6 Heat Exchanger Discharges to Atmosphere:

I Ducting required to keep discharge away from air intakes, plants and vege-
tation.

II Noise and vibration—Should be limited, no standard.
Ill Location should be away from property lines so that the exchanger will not

be a nuisance to other property occupants.

2.1.4.2.7 Storage of Petroleum Products:

Tanks larger than 40,000 gal containing petroleum products with a vapor pressure

aljove 1.5 psia * may be required to have:

I A floating roof.

II A vapor recovery system.
Ill Other eciually efficient system for the prevention of emission of vapors.

"Diesel fuel has less than 1.5 psia at normal temperatures, but gasoline has more.

2.1.5 Contaminant Emission Tables

To assist in determining the extent of the problem in connection with the use

of oil and gasoline, three tables are given below indicating the estimated major air

contaminant emissions for residual oil, diesel fuel, and gasoline.
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2.1.5.1 Emission.'^ from ( oinlnistion of Fuel Oil (LI) KKK) (ial):

Oil Distillate

Residual (No. 1—No. 4)
Contaminant ( No. 5 and No. 6) Oil

Solids 10 10

Sulfur compounds as SO 2 210 85

Oxides of Nitrogen as NO 2 120 70

Hydrocarbons 5 5

Organic Acids 15 15

Aldehydes 1 2

Ammonia 1 1

Notes: For comparative fuels use residual oil =150,000 BTU/gal: distillate =140,000 BTU/gal.
Typical wts: No. 1 =6.8 lb/gal; No. 2 =7.1.5 lb/gal; No. 4 =7.05 lb/gal; No. 5 =7.9 lb/gal; No. =8.2

Ib/gal.
, u ,

For oxides of nitrogen eniission.s frcjiii tangent iaily fired units, use one-half the tabular value.

2.1.5.2 Emissions from Combustion of Diesel Fuel in Inleiiial ('oml)ustion Engines:

Contaminant Lb/1000 Gal

Solids 110

Sulfur Dioxide 45

Oxides of Nitrogen as NO 2 220

Hj'drocarbons - ^
-^20

Organic Acids '^0

Aldehydes H)

Ammonia 2

Notes : Typical weight of diesel fuel, 6.8 Ib/gal.

2.1.5.3 Emissions from Combustion of Gasoline in IntcTiial Combustion Engines:

Contaminant Lb/1000 Gal

Solids 14

Sulfur Comjwunds as SO 2
5*

O.xides of Nitrogen as NO 2 -'O

Hydrocarbons
"—exhaust 305
—crankcase 115

—auto tank and carburetor evaporation 35

—Total 455

Organic Acids 4

Aldehydes 10

Ammonia - 2

Notes: Typical weight of gasoline 6.25 lb/gal.
*Ua.sed on approximately 0.04% sulfur.

2.1.6 Metric Units

The .standards outlined above are shown in metric vmits or pure ratios as parts

per million. While the United States operates on English units, its lawmakers often

prescribe metric units in its rules; also mixed English-metric units (e.g., micrograms

per square mile). In the present instance, many chemists dealing witli the analysis

of air pollutants work in metric units and for this reason metric units are suggested

for adoption.
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Report on Assignment 4

Land Pollution Control

(a) Solid Wastes Disposal

J. C. Roberts (chairman, subcommittee), D. E. Drake, P. P. Dunavant, Jr., E. T.
Myers, Henry Parrish, Jr., W. D. Phelps, Jr., E. M. Walters, J. W.
ZwiCK.

This report is ottered as information only.

The National Solid Wastes Program has as its basis Title II of Public Law
8^272 passed by The 89th Congress, October 20, 1965. It is cited as the "Solid

Waste Disposal Act of 1965." Single copies are obtainable from the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health Service, Office of Solid Wastes,

Washington, D.C. 20201.

While it was acknowledged that collection and disposal of solid wastes is pri-

marily a function of state, regional and local agencies, Congress regarded the prob-

lems of waste disposal as national in scope requiring, as stated in the Act, "Federal

action through financial and technical assistance and leadership in the develop-

ment, demonstration, and application of new and improved methods and processes

to reduce the amount of waste and unsalvageable materials and to provide for

proper and economical solid-waste disposal practices."

The Secretary, HEW, has responsibility for administering the Act, except in

situations involving controllable problems of solid wastes disposal arising out of

extraction, processing, or utilization of minerals or fossil fuels coming under juris-

diction of the Secretary, Department of the Interior.

Congress authorized total appropriations of $60,200,000 to HEW and $32,-

300,000 to Interior to carry out provisions of the Act through Fiscal 1969.

It has been estimated that the nation generates an average of 800,000,000 lb

of garbage, rubbish, street sweepings, demolition debris, agricultural and industrial

wastes, discarded containers and worn-out equipment every day. This is more than

4.5 lb per capita. If the problem seems formidable now, consider what it will be

15 years from now, if HEW's projected estimate of a three-fold increase becomes

an actuality.

That the problem has significant public health aspects is undeniable. Rodents

and insects which find harborage in refuse are known carriers of more than 20

human diseases; organisms found in barnyard wastes cause many diseases common
to both man and animals. Drainage from unmanaged or poorly located dumps
presents a hazard to ground and surface waters and open fires further burden the

polluted atmosphere, to say nothing of the aesthetic insult arising out of foul odors

from smoke and by-products of decomposition.

The Solid Waste Disposal Act has been implemented under the Solid Wastes

Program of the PHS National Center for Urban and Industrial Health to attack

the problem in six areas:

1. Provide grants not to exceed two-thirds of total costs of local and state

projects to develop improved waste disposal technology.

2. Federal aid for development of area-wide solid waste management

systems.

3. Support for surveys and development of statewide programs.
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4. Research seeking new approaches to sohd waste disposal without health

or environmental hazard.

5. Training programs to qualify additional personnel.

6. Render technical assistance to state and local governments in the solution

of solid wastes disposal problems.

Between June 1966 and March 1968 more than 60 projects were approved

and funded by PHS. These were funded on a year-to-year basis in amounts up to

two-tliirds of total cost, and they deal with facets of the solid wastes disposal

problem ranging fron* incinerator design and in-stallation to an integrated study

of refuse disposal embracing three counties in Illinois.

A number of these are of special interest to the railroads and the Association

and, while several projects were scheduled for completion as early as May 31, 1967,

only four interim reports have been received at the time of this writing.

One project having special iiignificance is the cooperative study, investigation

and demonstration currently in progress under the direction of Dr. K. W. Wolf,

research associate, American Public Works Association, into the potential benefits

of rail haul as an integral part of waste disposal systems. This project is being

conducted in cooperation with APWA member communities, PHS and the Penn

Central Company. It was started April I, 1967, and is scheduled for completion on

March 31, 1970. A two-page report on Phase 1, concerned with the identification,

development and setting up of the rail haul and related solid waste transport and

disposal techniques, was released but a short time prior to this writing.

\\'hile this report is brief and contains little tangible information, it does

include the statement that, "The most promising general approach to date involves

various combinations of ( a ) transfer stations in the generating communities,

(b) rail transport to remote sites, and (c) disposal by a modified sanitary landfill

in carefully prepared sites."

In a joint statement prepared as a part of the USPHS presentation at the New
York-New Jersey Air Pollution Abatement Conference, February 2, 1968, Robert D.

Bugher, executive director of APWA and Dr. Wolf gave a more detailed review

of their work and pointed out that preliminary findings from their studies indicate

that compression and/or baling of refuse is the most effective and economical way

for handling wastes in a rail-haul system. However, tests thus far performed ha\e

involved only municipal solid wastes.

Four train-type alternatives have been considered in the investigation to date:

( 1 ) handling one or more carloads of refuse on regularly scheduled trains; ( 2 ) a

.special train of less than unit train length; (3) use of an existing unit train on a

return haul basis; and (4) employing the "Rent-a-Train" concept.

In their summary, Messrs. Bugher and Wolf suggest that rail-haul iiiiglif permit

final disposal of numicipal refu.se from high-density urban areas at a cost as low as

$4.00 per ton and that a rail-haul system provides an efiective and reliable method

for disposing of solid wastes, is broadly applicable to large and small communities,

provides capability for land reclamation, could permit change from present inade-

quate practices and can be integrated into all kinds of arrangements.

Suffice it to say that, as of the present, where land areas suitable for sanitary

landfills are available within reasonable haul distances, this still is generally

regarded as the most economical method of disposing of solid wastes. Local ordi-

nances and state laws recently passed to regulate landfill sites and operations are

more stringent in their reciuirements than those in force lu-retofor*-, and opi'u dumps
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are not permitted. Burning as a means of reducing mass will not be tolerated in

the future.

Some states have initiated a schedule of permits and licenses for establishing

sanitary landfills requiring approval, not only of state authorities, but county and

local health officials as well. Concessions are possible where deposition is confined

to land of the operator's ownership, but sanitary landfills should not be planned

without the prior concurrence and approval of state and local health agencies.

Where landfills are not feasible, disposal of solid wastes by incineration prob-

ably is the next best solution. Costs will be higher, on the average, than disposal

to a landfill, due to necessity for meeting air pollution emission limits, expense

of supplemental fuel and final removal and deposition of noncombustible wastes.

Your committee will endeavor to keep the Association advised on this and

other pertinent study and demonstration projects in the field of solid waste disposal,

as information becomes available.

Report on Assignment 5

Industrial Hygiene

(a) Evaluation of Toilet Types for Locomotives and Cabooses

R. S. Bryan (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Archambault, J. M. Bates, C. E.

DeGeer, D. E. Drake, A. E. Dulik, R. R. Holmes, A. J. Levene, L. R.

TiERNEY, E. M. Walters.

This report, presented as information, considers only toilet types that will not

contribute to land pollution. At the present time there are several different types

in use or under test which the committee has investigated to obtain the information

presented in this report.

Type 1

The first type evaluated by the committee is an incinerator toilet using electric

power as the source of heat. Some of the advantages which the manufacturer

claimed for this unit are that it is a waterless system, can be completely installed

in a few hours without expensive piping, can be used at any time or place, cannot

freeze, is free from unpleasant odors, and reduces waste to odorless inorganic ash,

eliminating the dumping of raw waste.

Some of the disadvantages of this toilet found by one railroad while the unit

was in actual service were:

1. Blower motor was inadequate because of short brush life, resulting in

early failure.

2. Flush pedals and linkages failed due to corrosion at hinge points.

3. All waste material did not enter the incinerating chamber, resulting in

very unpleasant odors.

4. Maintenance costs were prohibitive. This railroad has discontinued use

of the electric incinerator.

Another railroad has standardized on the use of the incinerator toilet for both

locomotives and cabooses. Electric-operated toilets are used on the locomotives and

propane-operated incinerators are used on 50 cabooses. The main complaints have

been about combustion odors and the length of the disposal cycle. The odor prob-
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lem was alleviated by changing the vent location but nothing could be done about

the combustion cycle.

Wastes in the later models ha\e been collected in disposable phistic bags

before dropping into the combustion chamber. This helps to keep the unit clean

when the bags are properly used. There have been some improvements in design

and operation of the incinerating toilets which may eliminate some of the above

objections.

Types 2 and 3

The next two types to be discussed are combustion types and differ primarily

as to their source of fuel. One type uses fuel oil and the other gas. They are

combination toilets and sewage disposal plants since the waste is reduced to a

bacteria-free inorganic ash.

These toilets have a hopper immediately below the seat. All wastes are

deposited through the hopper into the disposal section. When the seat cover is

closed, the disposal section become the combustion chamber. A heat shield closes

and contains the heat. Operation is fully automatic. When the seat cover is lifted,

the hopper flap opens, the e.xhaust blower turns on, and the timer switch is set by

a gear mechanism attached to the seat cover hinge. When the seat cover is closed

after use, the timer switch is released, the hopper flap closes, the burner is spark-

ignited and the combustion cycle starts. The timer switch controls the length of the

combustion cycle (14-18 min), transfers to the cooling cycle and finally cuts off^.

One railroad installed a combustion-type toilet using diesel fuel oil and air

generated from a self-contained blower in the toilet. This unit was not entirely

satisfactory in its application to a locomotive. A number of modifications were made
including the use of a 40-lb tank of propane gas for the fuel. Other modifications

were made to supply the burner with air from the main reser\'oir and traction motor

air for forced draft. Also, the controls were removed from the toilet and placed

in a control cabinet on the wall. The timer control switch must be turned on

manually. The toilet was put in service on Oct. 20, 1967, and had used 9)2 lb of

propane after two mondis service. Forty pounds of propane was consumed over

the next four months, but this included a period of time when the toilet was on

display for a visiting railroad group and was subjected to an unusual number of

cycling periods.

During the 11-month service period, tlie toilet has not required any unusual

maintenance. Normal preventive maintenance includes monthly cleaning and regular

removal of ash from the combustion chamber to keep the ash level to a minimum,

and wasiiing down the water-soluble salt crusts. On the basis of this satisfactory

service, six additional units have been ordered.

One disadvantage of tlie modified air hook-up is that the combustion cycle

can only be operated when the engine i.s running. The decrease in maintenance

required when the toilet was equipped with its own air blower offsets this objection.

Type 4

A fourth type of toilet is a self-contained recirculating llusli-t>pe unit. This type

has been used in airplanes, boats, and railroad commuter cars.

The toilet tank is filled to the proper level with water and a deodorizing chem-
ical such as the quaternary ammonium compounds. One formulation contains 40

percent alkyl dimethyl-benzl ammonium chloride as the active ingredient and 60
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percent urea, with dye and perfume added as the inert ingredient. The flush switch

when pressed trips a timer which deHvers power for 9 to 11 sec. The pump motor

rotates a screw impeller within the water pump to draw tank fluid in through the

concurrendy rotating, self-cleansing disk-type filter of the pump assembly. The filter

prevents entry of large particles into the pump. From the water pump, the fluid is

delivered by hose to the hopper ring of the stainless-steel bowl for spiral flushing

action. A hinged spout at the base of the bowl prevents splash and view of the

tank contents. In the event of power or mechanical failure, this spout can be pushed

free of its spring latch, thus permitting tJie toilet to be used as a static unit.

The tank can be filled from either outside or inside the train. The chemical

is added to the 3 gal prime charge in the tank. Inspection includes cycling the toilet

several times at each servicing to check for adequate flush pattern, time of cycle

and external leakage. No lubrication or adjustment is required.

The frequency of draining and cleaning the tank is a function of usage. Based

on 2/3 pint per use with an 11-gal capacity tank, the toilet would accommodate
60 uses. The deodorizing chemical wall hold the contents of the tank odor-free for

the duration of the tank usage, or not to exceed 124 hr (slightly over 5 days) at

room temperature.

The disadvantages of the recirculating flush-type units are their higher initial

cost (approximately double the combustion type), the necessity for draining and

cleaning which would create a problem on diesels and cabooses, and the subsequent

sanitary disposal of the contents of the tank. The contents can be disposed of into

sewage systems or septic tanks with no harmful eflFects.

This report is presented as information only, and endorsement of any particular

type of toilet as better than any other is not intended. Your committee feels that

this subject should be continued and progress reports made as new information

becomes available.

References

1. Engineer's Manual for Incinolet—Research Products Mfg. Co.

2. Operation, Installation and Maintenance Manual—Rail-Head Combustion Toilet

•—LaMere Industries, Inc.

3. Maintenance Manual—Flushing Toilet Assembly—Koehler-Dayton, Inc.
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To the Ann'iicuH Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress statement, submitted as information page 149

2. Form of agreement for handling truck trailers and containers at termi-

nals.

Progress statement, presented as information page 150

3. Bibliography on subjects pertaining to contract forms.

Progress report, presented as information page 150

The Committee on Contract Forms,

J. T. Evans, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 616, November 1968.
Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes on January 20, 1969.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. W. CoLDORG (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. D. Taylor, J. C. Britt,

J. K. Christensen, R. F. Correll, J. T. Evans, A. P. Fish, P. J. Freeman,
E. A. Graham, E. M. Hastings, R. \V. Humphreys, F. M. Jones, D. F. Lyons,
R. M. Mason, C. G. Nelson, J. L. Perrier, D. R. Stewart, W. B. Titts-
worth, J. W. Wallenius, H. L. Zouck.

Your committee has extensively revised the following agreement toims now in

Chapter 20 of the" Manual:

Form of Construction Contract

Form of Construction Agreement for Minor Projects

149
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Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Poles on Railway Land

Form of Agreement Covering Parallel Occupancy of Railway Right -of -Way
Property by Electric Power Lines

Form of Lease for Industrial Sites

Form of Agreement for Commercial Signs on Railway Property

The revised versions of these agreement forms will be presented as information

and for comments and criticism in the Manual Recommendation Supplement to the

December 1968 Bulletin.

Report on Assignment 2

Form of Agreement for Handling Truck Trailers

and Containers at Terminals

J. D. Taylor (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Bubt, J. F. Bruckner, R. F. Cor-
RELL, A. B. Costic, J. T. Evans, E. A. Graham, R. C. Heckel, F. M. Jones,

W. B. Small, J. W. Wallenius.

The agreement form developed under this ttisignment will be presented in the

Manual Recommendation Supplement to the December 1968 Bulletin, with the

recommendation that it be adopted and published in the Manual in Part 2, Chap-

ter 20.

Report on Assignment 3

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Contract Forms

N. L. GRffiER (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. C. Britt, J. F. Bruckner,

J. K. Christensen, a. B. Costic, J. T. Evans, E. A. Graham, R. W. Hum-
phreys, R. M. Mason, W. B. Small, D. R. Stewart, W. B. Tittsworth.

Your Committee submits as information the following references pertaining to

contract forms:

1. Modern Office Procedures, December 1967, "Using Insurance to Strengthen

Your Lease."

Explains how to explore the pitfalls in leases, how to avoid them and, if you

can't, how to keep them from costing you money.

2. American Management Association Seminar on Contractual Liability, Chi-

cago, September 1967: Remarks by Karl F. Kraus, assistant general counsel, Mis-

souri Pacific Railroad, on identifying the problem areas, rules of law, and other

factors bearing on the use of hold harmless agreements.



LEVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

in ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

PROJECTOR

.ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

. FEELER
detects posilion
of track in spiral

or curve at every
tie and feeds
intormation to

"Auto-Control"

WORKINQ
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lilting, levelling

and lamping.
It done.

RECEIVER
BUGGY
"Auto-Control"
continuoualy
positions
receivers
eiacironically to

aellsly ideal curve
requlromenis and
ealablistiea

re<iuired amount
ot track
correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

• Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

• Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and

curve track.*

• No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes

as it runs for the best transition.

• No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place

simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping

tools.

• With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw

and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct

alignment.

•Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments (or

existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

Head Office & Plant— 2401 Ed-

mund Rd., West Columbia, S. C.

29169 • 803/794-9160

Plant— 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine (Montreal), Que., Canada
• 514/637-5531

Parts Depot— 1902 University

Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55115 •

612/645-5055

Sales, Sendee & Parts— Tamper
(Australia) Pty. Ltd., 34 Mcin-
tosh St., Airport West, G.P.O.
Melbourne, Victoria 304 2, Aus-

tralia • 379-8441



150-2 Advertisement

THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.



Advertisement 150-^3

Upgrading Timber Bridges?

can help your timber bridges ^^>.
carry heavier loads 'W
and last longer with minimum repair
This professional Osmose team is cruising one of 202 timber bridges on a

subdivision of a major U.S. Railroad. On completion, specific recommenda-

tions were given the chief engineer to treat, defer or replace, backed up by

detailed boring records. This is one more way Osmose assures you that

maintenance dollars are spent where needed most...

without cost or obligation to your company.

OSMOSE RAILROAD DIVISION

980 ELLICOTT STREET / BUFFALO. N.Y. I4209
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CHOOSE FROM OUR

FULL LINE'

CONVERSION UNIT
I I II #

T ft AV CLS OVER

50% LIGHTER

100% RELIABLE

Shown above is the new, lighter-weight Model C-62 Cox Rail-Road Conversion

Unit featuring tuck-under design, reducing unsightly overhang. Maintains excellent

highway clearance. Side handle actuation with automatic locking bars for

positive rail and highway "lock-up". Torsion bar suspension gives "full floating" ride.

Complete package kits for simplified installation in your own shop . .

.

or fully equipped vehicle of your choice available.

Ask about the full line of Cox Rail-Road Conversion Units... from passenger-type

vehicles to heavy-duty trucks rated at 72,000 GVW.
Complete specifications and performance data on request.

CORPORATED
580 WEST HIGHWAY 54 • CAMDENTON, MISSOURI • 65020

ADDRESS
DEPARTMENT 40

^ WOODINGS-VERONATOOLWORKS
Pioneer Manufacturers

of

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA, CHICAGO. ILL.

w



Advertisement 150-5

Recommended Maintenance for Lock Spikes

Leave 'em alone!
Your maintenance cycle benefits three

ways from the use of Pittsburgh Tie Plate

Lock Spikes.
First, the Lock Spike remains tight in

the crosstie under a tremendous spring

load. It cannot loosen and work out.

Second, the Lock Spike completely fills

(E)

the tie plate hole without play. The tie

plate is held firmly to the crosstie to main-
tain gage and overcome plate cutting.

Third, the Lock Spike eliminates both

the need for frequent regaging and the

resulting spike-killed ties.

It makes sense to use Lock Spikes now
- for current rail renewal — then leave

'em alone!

RAILWAY FOSGINGS DEPARTMENT

PITTSBURGH FORCINGS COMPANY
OFFICES: P.O. Box 307, Coraopolis, Pa. 15108 PLANTS: Coraopolis, Pa., and Jackson, Mich.

SUBSIDIARY: Greenville Steel Car Co., Greenville, Pa.

Tie Plate, Gage &
Rail Lock Spikes

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

RAILROAD REPAIR
& SUPPLY
332 So. Michigan
Chicago. 111.60604

(312) HA 7-7340

HORNE-BOATRIGHT
CHEMICAL CO.
Room 604
TranspoiLition BIdg.
Birmingh.im, Ala. 35203
(205) 252-67)5

J. L. McLEAN A SON
303A The Wyndon
Wynnwood. Pa. 19096

(215) Ml 2-1181

LEO F. DUFFY
16989 St. Andrews Court
Powfly. C.iiil 92064
(714) 748-4398

R.E.BELL COMPANY
2089 Railway Eichange BIdg.

St. Louis. Mo. 63101

(314) CH 1-2424

STAN H. HAIGH CO
1300 Minnesota BIdg.

Si. Paul. Minn. 55101

(612) 224-4904

SOUTHEASTERN
RAILWAY
SUPPLY. INC.
933 No. Kenmore
P.O. Boa 368
Aflinglon, Va. 22210

(703) 522-1244

A.C.JACK
6532 Daliell PL^ce
Pittsburgh. Pa. 15217

(412) 421-0774
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^ • IMPROVED FAIR Rail Anchors

• MOD FAIR Rail Anchors
• XL-1 FAIR Rail Anchors
• Anchor Renewal Service

• FAIR-FLEX Concrete Tie Fasteners

• Standard Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise Joints

• Insulation

• Rail and Flange Lubricators

ersible Switch Point Protectors

IN CANADA:
PORTEC, LIMITED

PRODUCTS OF PROGRESS

PORTEC inc.
Railway Products Division, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111. 60604



MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

POBS AU JOBS!

LAYING WELDED RAIL
12 fASl CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• l'/4 Cu. Yd. Bucket

• Tote Hook
• 18' Boom Extension

• Fork Tie Baler

• Track Cleaning Bucket

• Back Hoe
• Clamshell

• Back Filler Blade
• Pull Drag Bucket

• 4 Cu. Yd. Snow Bucket

• Pile Hammer

Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydroulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD

141 W. JACKSON

DIVISION

CHICAaO 4, 111.

9' WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET

80 Years of Service

to the Railroad Induttry
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Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY
Newark Pittsburgh Chicago

Unit Rail Anchor

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY

NEWARK PITTSBURGH CHICAGO

Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17. N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
. ,

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engi-

neering Division, AAR, Committee 14.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Classification yards, collaborating as necessary or dcsirabli! with Com-

mittee 16.

Progress report on "Factors to Be Considend in the Revision of a

Manual Yard to an Automatic Yard," presented as information page 152

3. Scales used in railway service, collaborating as necessary or desirable

with Committee 18.

No report.

4. Developments in construction oi railroad tacihtics to handle trailers and

containers.

Final report, presented as information page 154

Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes on Jaiuiary 20, 1969.

15!
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5. General requireincnts in coiistnutioii of (ruck weighing scales at rail-

van terminals.

Final report, presented as information page 156

6. Factors to be considered in selection of site, design and constrnction of

a major classification yard.

Final report, submitted as information page 158

The Committee on Yards and Terminals,

C. E. Stoecker, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 616, November 1968.

Report on Assignment 2

Classification Yards

B. E. Buterbaugh (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Aldrich, R. F. Beck, H. R.

Beckmann, a. E. Biermann, H. L. Bishop, W. O. Boessneck, G. P. Burns,
A. L. Carpenter, G. H. Chabot, J. F. Chandler, H. P. Clapp, M. K. Clark,

J. A. CoMEAu, E. H. Cook, B. E. Crumpler, F. D. Day, P. 1. Defvernois,
V. F. Demarais, E. E. Frank, C. M. Frazier, W. H. Goold" H. R. Hall,
D. C. Hastings, F. A. Hess, C. F. Intlekofer, J. B. Kerby, A. S. Krefting,
C. J. Lapinski, B. Laubenfels, V. L. Ljungren, E. T. Lucey, L. L. Lyford,
S. N. MacIsaac, J. G. Martin, A. Matthews, Jr., C. H. Mottier, W. H.
Pollard, L. J. Riekenberg, R. J. Samoska, J. F. Scheumack, W. D. Slater,
S. L. Staples, C. E. Stoecker, J. J. Tibbits, L. G. Tieman, T. W. Toal,
D. E. Turner, B. H. Voor, Jr., H". Watts, Jr., D. W. Wessels, P. C. White.

Factors to Be Considered in the Revision of a
Manual Yard to an Automatic Yard

Vour committee submits this report as information.

Before a manual yard can be considered for conversion to an automatic yard,

it must be known that the physical topography of the land can yield acceptable

yard gradients. Also, the existing location of the yard should lend itself to future

expansion for additional track space and other field facilities.

In studying the matter, the following questions should be raised:

1. Does the present or anticipated volume of traffic handled justify the

expenditure?

2. Can the cost of yard revision be amortized in operating savings within

an acceptable time period?

3. Will the conversion of the existing yard eliminate the necessity of ex-

panding facilities at other terminals?
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4. Is faster switching required to expedite movements of scheduled transfers

or trains, or to reHeve congestion resulting from concentrated arrivals or

departures?

5. Does the location of the yard lend itself to pre-blocking connecting line

deliveries for other points, thus aliording time savings at destination

locations?

6. Can the yard revision be accomplished under required traffic conditions?

7. Can a time savings be realized for traffic moving to connecting lines or to

destination on home line at local terminal?

8. Can road train departures be expedited by locating operating and me-

chanical department supervision at a common point in the vicinity of the

trimming end of the yard?

With acceptable answers to these ciuestions, the following items should be

investigated:

1. Track layout, grades and alignment.

2. Retardation—capacit>', type and location.

3. Type of retarder control and track assignment (computer-tape, card-

manual, other).

4. Signal facilities: hump, trimmer, shove, track fullness, blue flag, etc.

5. Locomotive cab signaling, radio communication and automatic speed

control.

6. Communication facilities: radios, telephones, teleprinter, talk-backs,

pneumatic tubes, etc.

7. Weighing: scale type and location.

8. Yard Lighting—Providing sufficient candlepower for closed-circuit tele-

vision and automatic car identification.

9. Locomotive repair and servicing facility.

10. Car repair and cleaning facility.

11. Caboose servicing facility.

12. Journal oiling facilities.

13. Automobile and piggyback handling facilities.

14. Automatic car identification system: Location of reader points, yard en-

trance and exit, and also at interchange points.

15. Facilities for servicing of refrigeration cars.

16. Yard force building, office space and equipment.

17. .Automatic car tracking sy.stem.
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Report on Assignment 4

Development in Construction of Railroad Facilities

to Handle Trailers and Containers

J. A. CoMEAu (chiiinnun, ^ii])coi)iiiiittee), R. O. Balsteks, H. R. Beckmann, A. E.
BiEHMANN, H. E. Buchanan, G. P. Burns, B. E. Buterbaugh, A. L. Carpen-
ter, G. H. Chabot, J. F. Chandler, H. P. Clapp, M. K. Clark, E. H. Cook,
W. E. Corbet, B. E. Crumpler, P. J. DeIvernois, V. F. Demarais, T. R.
DusHEL, W. H. GooLD, H. R. Hall, Wm. J. Heuley, F. A. Hess, C. F.
Intlekofer, C. J. Lapinski, B. Laubenfels, E. T. Lucey, S. N. MacIsaac,
G. W. Mahn, Jr., J. G. Martin, A. Matthews, Jr., C. H. Mottier, John
Norman, B. G. Packard, W. H. Pollard, L. J. Riekenberg, L. W. Robinson,
K. P. Shoemaker, W. D. Slater, E. B. Sonnheim, S. L. Staples, C. E.
Stoecker, Jack Sutton, L. L. Tameling, J. J. Tibbits, A. J. Thzeciak, D. E.
Turner, Howard Watts, Jr.

Your committee submits the following report as information and recommends

that the subject be discontinued.

Few developments in the field of freight transportation have been so widely

publicized and so extensively discussed as the many interrelated factors which must

be considered in planning, engineering and design of a fully integrated lift-on/lift-

off trailer- and container-on-flat-car facility.

The ultimate objective of these facilities is to bring about superior freight

transportation and distribution service at lower cost. This is obtainable through

reduced freight handling, and increased protection from damage, weather and

pilferage. This flexibility has given the railroads a long arm in the development of

transportation programs for customers, providing rail service with job site delivery.

Although the piggyback system was created to compete with the highway carrier,

it now is beginning to assume a more expanding role in the distribution of freight.

With the significant growdi of containerization, the trend is toward specialized

unit equipment made for moving particular products. Yet it is readily interchangeable

among other modes of freight transportation. The container, whether of the high-

way type with wheels attached, or the marine stacking type, is designed to be

shifted. This can be done quickly by mechanized cranes and forklifts from plant

to truck, truck to train, train to ship and ship to warehouse.

Tnick-rail transfer operations are accomplished by end loading, side loading,

forklift trucks, or overhead loading cranes. The selection of operation is predicated

on traffic volume and the details of operation. In planning the loading and unload-

ing operation, consideration should be given to eventual expansion of the facility.

When overall system investment costs and potential transfer efficiencies are fully

explored, selection of a transfer crane may be justified. With proper equipment

design, transfer rates of under 2 minutes per operation can be achieved with one

crane. For maximum efficiency the crane should be designed for the particular

application.

Various types and sizes of gantry transfer cranes are illustrated in Fig. 1.

These are shown principally to illustrate the po.ssibility of cranes in either a small-

or a large-volume operation. Type A and Type B feature a crane with a roller

table on the trolley. Type A will allow the container to be rotated 90 deg; the

rotation permits containers to be lined in a row, side by side, alongside a freight

station or a marine terminal. Thus, containers which must go through break-bulk
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and consolidation operations need not be landed on chassis. It is preferable that the

Type A crane be of sufficient height to allow the stacking of containers for tempo-
rary storage. Type C, a wheel-mounted crane, permits right-angle operation and
movement from track to track. This innovation proves quite efficient while being

inherently flexible.

Waterfront terminals and the transition of existing facilities to container op-

eration, should be designed for flexibility. A new terminal should have a spacious

apron adjoining the berth witli ample paved area adjacent to the transit shed or

landing area. Provision should be made in the design so that heavy-lift wharf cranes

may be installed for handling both containers and bulk cargo.

Other considerations for planning are: marshalling and storage area for con-

tainers, refrigeration yard, sheds for packing, repacking and repair to containers,

truck parking, garage and motor repair facilities, administrative offices, observation

towers, fencing, lighting and easy acce.ss by truck and rail. Containers within the

terminal to and from the ships' sides and to and from storage and marshalling

areas, can be handled by forklift trucks, straddle cranes or trucks. Receiving and

dispatching yards should be located and designed to receive, classify and dispatch

cars in minimum time.

At an existing terminal enough open area must be provided to marshall the

containers and transfer them aboard ship while still accommodating the normal

truck and rail traffic generated by the conventional cargo operation. An area great

enough to handle double the number of containers normally on a ship should be

ample for the container marshalling and storage. Significant saving of time can be

effected with the use of a crane. This crane can be a stationary, rail-mounted or

mobile revolving type with capacity to handle containers.

In summary, carriers and shippers will have to analyze their existing and

planned facilities. There are many ways to adapt to tlie changes that are required

for piggyback trailer and container growth, each dependent on the economic and

physical characteristics of freight distribution patterns.

Report on Assignment 5

General Requirements in Construction of Truck

Weighing Scales at Rail—Van Terminals

B. H. VooR (chairman, subcommittee), R, O. Balsters, A. E. Biermann, R. E.
Bredberg, H. E. Buchanan, G. H. Chabot, J. L. Dahlrot, W. C. Fleck,
C. M. Frazier, I. M. Hawver, D. B. Kendall, G. W. Mahn, Jr., H. J.

McNally, John Norman, B. G. Packard, W. H. Pollard, B. H. Price, A. E.
Robinson, J. F. Scheumack, C. E. Stoecker, L. G. Tieman, J. N. Todd,
A. J. Trzeciak, D. W. Wessels.

Your committee submits the following report as information, with the recom-

mendation that it be discontinued.

A rail-van terminal is defined as a receiving, classification or departure area

for highway trailers, containers, vans, etc. Highway transports are moved generally
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several hundred miles by means of rail cars and the final receipt or delivery is

made o\er the highways or city streets.

The nature of this operation points out the necessity for means of obtaining

weights at terminals, either vehicle weight, axle weight, or both, depending on the

type of plan under which the railroad operates. For example:

1. The motor carrier or trucking company supplies the equipment and

makes the pick up and delivery while the railroad handles only tlie line

haul. In this instance the railroad would be interested primarily in the

vehicle weight and not necessarily in an axle weight.

2. The railroad supplies the equipment and makes the pick up and delivery

in addition to handling the line haul. In this instance the railroad is

interested in the vehicle weight and also the axle weight for purposes

of highway or city street operation.

In some cities served by several railroads, each operating a rail-van terminal

in proximit>' of each other, the state law allows the use of a "public weigher"

whose scale is certified by the state weight inspection bureau. At these locations,

if the city does not hmit axle weights of vehicles operating on city streets, the

railroads may not install individual scales.

As rail-van terminal operations change from year to year, there is a need to

install both the gross vehicle weight scale and/or the axle load scale.

Scales should be placed convenient to the flow of traffic but not interfering

with movement to and from the trailer parking area.

Some terminals have over-head gantry cranes with weighing elements em-

bodied in the lifting system, and vehicle weights are obtained if desired during the

unloading or loading operation. To obtain axle weights an axle load scale must be

used.

General requirements for truck weighing scales at rail-van terminals are:

1. Vehicle weight scale with platform at least 10 ft by 60 ft and capacity

of at least 50 tons.

2. Axle load scale with platform at least 10 ft by 10 ft and capacity of at

least 30 tons.

3. The scale platform should be at such elevation or location to provide

adequate drainage for scale pits.

4. Provision should be made to protect scale against entry of unauthorized

persons.

.5. If the scale irses electronic instrumentation and load cell circuitry, adc-

(^uate electrical power should be readily a\ailable, with the source on a

separate circuit back tf) the distribution transformer with no other lo.ids

connected.
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Report on Assignment 6

Factors to Be Considered in Selection of Site, Design, and
Construction of a Major Classification Yard

G. P. Burns (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Beck, H. R. Beckmann, A. E. Bder-
MANN, W. O. Boessneck, B. E. Buterbaugh, a. L. Carpenter, G. H. Chabot,

J. F. Chandler, H. P. Clapp, M. K. Clark, E. A. Cook, W. E. Corbet, B. E.
Crumpler, F. D. Day, P. J. DeIvernois, V. F. Demarais, T. R. Dushel,
W. H. GooLD, H. R. Hall, D. C. Hastings, Wm. J. Hedley, F. A. Hess,
C. F. Intlekofer, J. B. Kerby, A. S. Krefting, C. J. Lapinski, B. Lauben-
fels, V. L. Ljungren, E. T. Lucey, S. N. Mac Isaac, H. J. McNally, G. W.
Mahn, Jr., J. G. Martin, A. Matthews, Jr., C. H. Mottier, B. G. Packard,
B. H. Price, L. J. Riekenberg, K. P. Shoemaker, W. D. Slater, E. B. Sonn-
HEiM, S. L. Staples, C. E. Stoecker, Jack Sutton, L. L. Tameling, J. J.

Tibbits, T. W. Toal, A. J. Tbzeciak, D. E. Turner, Howard Watts, Jr.,

D. W. Wessels, P. C. White.

Your committee submits, as information, the following report on "Factors to

Be Considered in Selection of Site, Design and Construction of a Major Classifica-

tion Yard," with the recommendation that the subject be discontinued.

This report is concerned with modern classification yard design, a vital area

of railroad planning because the terminal or interchange operations represent the

most vulnerable part of a railroad's service and earnings capabilities. Since the in-

ception of railroading, the necessary classification of freight cars has represented a

source of delay and e.xpense.

An automatic retarder yard is and appears for the foreseeable future to be the

most efficient way to handle high-volume classifications. Studies should be made
to determine the economic feasibility of a new yard as well as the automatic system

to be utilized in the yard operation. Such a yard should be properly sited and

sized, with the control system to provide maximum classification at minimum cost.

Location and traffic studies should be made. Once a preliminary location has been

selected, a study should be made to determine whether sufficient land area is

available for the size of yard required for efficient operation and for any foreseeable

expansion. Engineering studies should be made to determine suitability of tlie site

as to construction, design, and operating characteristics. These studies will also

determine whether the preliminary site can be purchased, graded, and drained at

an acceptable cost. Drainage should be a major consideration.

Upon completion of the preliminar>' study, the size of the various yard ele-

ments must be determined. Some of these elements are: receiving, classification and

departure yards; locomotive servicing and fueling and car repair facilities. A check

list of some items that warrant consideration in designing the various yard elements

follows:

A. RECEIVING YARD

1. An ample number of tracks to handle trains coming into the yard and pre-

pare them for humping.

2. Track long enough to hold today's longer trains and eliminate or reduce

doubling in and out.

3. Track centers to provide room for roadway where necessary.

4. Grade of tracks consistent with the system's requirements.

5. Route selection system.
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6. Power switches at the entrance to yard.

7. Cab signahng for hump locomotives.

8. Switch position indicators.

9. Automatic hump locomotive control.

10. Hot box detectors.

11. Television cameras.

B. HUMP AREA

1. Number of tracks over the hump.

2. A no-hump track.

3. Track centers wide enough to allow pin puller ample room.

4. Hump height and profile adecjuate for proper car velocity and separation,

and to permit the construction of a roadway and/or track under the hump.

Care should be taken to see that vertical curve at crest is not such that

trouble will be experienced in uncoupling long cars. ( For design data see

AREA Manual, pages 14-3-7 to 14-3-12.1, inch)

5. Yard Office and Hump Conductor's Office.

6. Dragging equipment detector.

7. Broken flange detector.

8. Journal oilers.

9. Hump and trimmer signals.

10. Pin puller warning device.

11. Weigh rail.

12. Car counter.

13. Weighing-in-motion scale.

14. High-wide load detector.

15. Car inspection facility.

C. CLASSIFICATION YARD

1. Number and length of tracks.

2. Track centers.

3. Track gradients. (See AREA Mamial, pages 14-3-7 to 14-3-12.1, inch)

4. Number of groups and number of tracks per group.

5. Size of turnout varies, but by careful grouping of tracks and arrangement

of groups, curvature can be held to a minimum and crest-to-clearance dis-

tance kept at a minimum.

6. Lap switches to reduce crest-to-clearance distance.

7. Number, length and capacity of retarders.

8. Skates or car stops.

9. Retarder tower, including eciuipment room and maintenance shop.

10. Switch point protection.

11. Anti-comering protection.

12. Track lubrication.

13. Distance to coupling.

14. Guard rails at tangent point.

15. Photo-electric equipment.

16. Electric, pneumatic and/or hydraulic power supply and housing.

17. Power distribution.

18. Maintenance area.
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19. Caboose tracks and servicing facilities to include fuel for stoves, ice water

and power for charging batteries.

D. CLASSIFICATION YARD TO DEPARTURE YARD

1. Length, number and grade of leads.

2. Power switches.

3. Signals.

4. Route selection system.

5. Yardmaster's tower.

6. Television equipment.

E. DEPARTURE YARD

1. Number, length and grade of tracks.

2. Track centers with roadway between tracks for inspections and vehicle

travel.

3. Yard air system.

4. Shove indicators.

5. Track occupancy indicator.

6. High-wide load indicator.

F. LOCAL YARD

1. Number, length and grade of tracks.

2. Location.

3. Buildings.

4. Switch locomotive automatic track system.

G. PIGGYBACK FACILITIES

1. Location.

2. Length and number of tracks.

3. Type of loading and unloading facilities.

4. Scale.

H. THROUGH-TRAIN TRACKS

1. Location, length and number.

2. Servicing of Unit trains.

3. Crossovers.

I. CAR REPAIR FACILITIES

1. Location.

2. Type of buildings.

3. Number, length and centers of tracks.

4. Car moving system.

5. Shop equipment.

6. Load adjuster.

7. Storeroom.

8. Retarders.

9. Blue flag protection.

10. Scales.

11. Wrecker track.

12. [lighting system.
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J. LOCOMOTIVE FACILITIES

1. Location to provide easy inoxemeiit troin the receiving yard to service area

and to departure yard.

2. Number, length and track centers.

3. Fuehng facihties.

4. Type and location oi sanding c(|uipment.

5. Locomotive turning.

6. Shop location, size and equipment.

7. Washer.

8. Fuel storage location and capacity.

K. CAR CLEANING

1. Number, length and track centers.

2. Location.

3. Type of cars cleaned.

4. Mobile or spot system.

5. Washing and vacuum systems.

6. Rubbish disposal.

L. GENERAL SYSTEMS

1. Radio.

2. Talk-back speakers,

3. Yard lighting.

4. Pneumatic tubes.

5. Automatic car identification scanners.

6. Teletype and telephone.

7. Automatic tracking system.

8. Water supply and fire protection.

9. Sewage disposal system.

10. Pollution control.

11. Drainage.

12. Roadways.

13. Switch heaters.

14. Video display devices.

15. Automobile parking.

16. Restaurant.

17. Auxiliary power.

18. Crew facilities.

19. Terminal air supply.

M. REFRIGERATION FACILITIES

1. Number and length of tracks.

2. Service platform.

3. Ice storage.



Ground Rules for Discussion Section

As announced in the September-October 1968 issue of the AREA News, the

Board of Direction has approved the pubUcation of comments on the reports and

papers published in the six technical issues of the AREA Bulletin, by either

members or non-members.

These comments will be printed in a special discussion section located in the

back of the Bulletin and in accordance with tlie procedures outlined below. The

purpose of the new section is to stimulate greater interest in the published reports

and papers and to offer to those not involved in tlieir preparation the opportunity

to present their thoughts on the different subjects, whether pro or con, based on

their knowledge and experience.

The September-October 1968 issue of the Bulletin, which is the first publica-

tion in Proceedings Volume 70 (1969), is the first in which papers and reports are

offered for open discussion. Therefore, for the information and guidance of all

concerned, here are tlie ground rules adopted by the Board for handling and

publishing comments on AREA published papers and reports:

• Letter containing comments must be addressed to executive secretary, be

received by the deadline published with paper, contain identification number of

paper or report, and be identified with writer's signature, typed or printed name,

title, company and full address, including zip code.

• Reader's comments will be forwarded to author or appropriate committee

for further comments or rebuttal.

• Both reader's comments and author's reply wiU be published at the same

time and in the earliest Bulletin having space available (at start of program, com-

ments received soon after publication may be published before deadline).

• All comments must be in good taste, add to discussion on the subject of

paper or report, and be constructive in nature.

• Board Committee on Publications will be the review or mediation group

should some problem or something questionable arise.

• After deadline, no further comments on a particular paper or report will

be accepted for publication, unless extenuating circumstances exist.

Identification number of papers open to discussion will be located near the

title and must be used in comments to positively identify the paper to wfiich they

refer. Comments on committee reports should refer to tlie proper committee and

assignment numbers.

Deadline for comments will be given in a footnote on the first page of the

paper or committee report, the latter covering all of the subcommittee reports of

that particular committee. In general, this deadline will be approximately 90 days

after date of issue. However, this will vary to some extent because the intervals

between issues of the Bulletin are not constant throughout tlie Association's publica-

tion year, which extends from September to July, inclusive.

The Board of Direction feels that, with the cooperation and interest of all

concerned, discussions on papers and reports published by the Association should

prove to be both stimulating and informative.
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John T. W.\rd
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F. R. Woolford ( E

)

B. J. WORLEY
C. R. Wright (E)

Committee

( E ) .Member Emeritus.
t Deceased.
Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the sulicommittce chuiniien, and those designated by asterisks constitnte the
Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 22.

To the American Raihcaij En>iincerin{i Association:

Your committee reports on the followinj^ subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Recommendations for re\ ision of Chapter 22 of the Manual will he

presented in the Manual Recommendation Supplement to Bulletin 617,

December 1968.

2. Analy.sis of operations of railways that have sub-.tantiall\ icdnred the

cost of labor reriuired in maintenance of way work.

Projjress report, presented as information pai;i' lfi4

3. Study to determine the most economical method of disposal of

ties removed from track.

Final report, presented as information p;ii;e 174

Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes January 20, lOfif).
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4. Ecoiioiiiics of use of panelled switches or turnouts versus conventional

construction for maintenance renewals in yard leads or main tracks.

i'inal report, presented as information page 176

5. Economics to be rcali/cd l)y field welding continuous welded rail

together when laying.

Final report, presented as information page 178

6. Various labor saving devices for snow removal in yards and terminals.

Final report, presented as information page 177

7. Labor economies of various methods of renewing ties in main lines

with mechanized forces, related to the density and cycle of renewals.

No report.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

H. W. Kellogg, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 616, November 1968.

Report on Assignment 2

Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substantially

Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in

Maintenance of Way Work

F. H. McGuiGAN (chairman, subcommittee), L. B. Cann, Jr., A. W. Carlson, S. A.
Cooper, M. H. Dick, L. E. Donovan, J. E. Eisemann, Wm. Glavin, J. K.
Gloster, R. p. Hoffman, R. P. Howell, R. H. Jordan, T. L. Kanan, W. E.
Laird, R. G. Maughan, R. W. Preisendefer, R. G. Simmons, W. W. Squire,

J. E. Sunderland, R. H. Uhrich, F. R. Woolford, A. B. Chaney, G. M.
O'Rourke, C. R. Wright.

The following report, of an inspection made on July 16, 1968, of various

auxiliary facilities of Missouri Pacific System in North Little Rock, Ark., is presented

as information. Here, with few exceptions, are the principal service facilities for

engineering and maintenance operations on the System. In certain instances these

facilities are supplemented by smaller satellite operations located at other principal

points on the System. The central location of North Little Rock provides for the

efficient distribution of material over the System.

CONCRETE PRODUCTS YARD

Concrete trestle construction utilizing precast panel slabs and either concrete

pile or drilled-in-place shaft bents is used to replace timber trestles scheduled for

renewal on all but light traffic lines on the Missouri Pacific System. Experience with

this type of construction during the past 40 years indicates that maintenance is a

negligible factor compared to maintenance on other types of construction, with the

added insurance of the fireproof nature of concrete trestles. Improved construction
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Locomotive crane loading concrete piles. Piles and posts are cast in multiples

of 5 ft lengths from 20 to 55 ft.

and component fabrication nietliods, aidetl by modern cquipnu'nt and power tools,

result in cost quite comparable to that for timber trestle.

Precast concrete piles, posts and deck j^irders are faljricated for use by com-

pany bridge forces and contractors for both programmed replacement work and

new construction projects. In addition, reinforcing steel, not specifically ordered for

various building projects, is furnished from stock on hand. Minor structural items

such as grillages and refuge bay handrails, as well as othn misccUaneoius items

as conditions warrant, are fabricated at Little Rock.

Surplus steel spans suitable for reuse are stored here and are a\ailablc not

only for subsequent permanent installation, hut also for iLse in botii emergenc\

installations and temporary false work. Eight 14-ft panels of timber trestle and a

complement of piling are held, under load on cars, at oni' of four locations ou the

railroad to protect emergency replacement requirements.

Normally, piles and posts are cast in multiples of 5-ft Iciiytlis, from 20 to 55 It,

and girders are cast in length-s of 24, 26, 27 and 28 ft. .Separate casting tables,

designed for both readymix concrete truck delivery to forms and locomotive crane

placement of reinforcing mats, and the removal of finished piles, posts and slabs,

permit casting of piles, posts and girders at the rate recjuired.

Piles and posts are removed from the table three days after casting and girders

are removed in seven days. A minimum of 21 days age is required prior to ase of

piles and slabs. Steam curing is necessary only during a few months in the winter

when temperature an- at freezing or below.

Except during periods of extremely heavy demand, a normal force of 22 men is

adequate to produce piles and slabs re<iiMred for an average program of 1.5 miles
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of concrete trestle per year. Pile lengths cast depend on anticipated penetration

which is based on either boring tests or prior driving records. A small stock of

\arious lengths of piling permits substitution, where necessary, to reduce both field

cutofiFs and splices to a minimum. By varying the lengths of girders, the need for

false work in replacing existing bridges is also reduced to a minimum.

Recent economic studies of the concrete trestle structure resulted in a change

in design of the deck panel from a simple slab to Tee beam girder section. Conse-

quent reduction in weight in the Tee beam design permitted an increase in length

from the former maximum of 24 to 28 ft, that can be placed by a single locomotive

crane without difficulty. This increase in panel length reduced the number of bents

by approximately 25 percent, and as a result, reduced field construction expense.

Conventional reinforcing is still utilized in the absence of any proven economic

advantage for prestressed reinforcing. High-strength reinforcing steel is utilized for

the heavier bars to reduce the number of bars and thus eliminate difficulty in con-

crete placement. Steel forms are utilized throughout in this precasting yard's

operation.

Design changes in the deck panels also included raising the ballast coping 7/2

in, to a point 2/2 in above the top of tie, thus providing for subsequent track sur-

facing raises. In order to further reduce the amount of field casting, tests are now
being made with precast caps secured to the pile heads by reinforcing dowels, field

drilled into the pile heads, and epoxy grout.

In instances where span requirements justify prestressed box girder construc-

tion, the beams are obtained from outside suppliers. Present requirements for this

type of girder have not justified construction of special casting facilities in the yard

to fabricate these girders.

The girder casting tables are designed for both readymix concrete truck delivery
to forms and locomotive crane placement of reinforcing mat$.
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High-strength reinforcing steel is utilized in the mats for a concrete girder to reduce

the number of bars and facilitate the placement of concrete.

Concrete costs are minimized by furnishing cement to the readymix supplier.

Reinforcing mats of precut preformed bars are tied on jigs and moved from the

fabricating areas to the forms by a locomotive crane.

The surface of deck girders is dampproofed with emulsified asphalt prior to

removal from the casting table.

Recent changes in field corLstruction methods include reconstruction on offset

alignment when heavy traffic on single track main line involves exces.sive delays

and undesirable slow orders. Although drilled in place shafts are still contracted to

specialists in this field, considerable savings have been realized thru use of heavy

duty drilling equipment, mounted on off track equipment, for pre-drilling of pile

holes for offset alignment construction.

RAIL WELDING PLANT

Use of continuous Hash butt welded rail, in lengths of 1482 ft, was initiated in

1962 when 102 miles of welded rail were laid. As early as 1943 variable lengths

were gas welded in portable plants and used primarily in tunnels, at grade crossings,

and through station platforms. On completion of the 1968 program, 954 miles of

new rail and 3.30 miles of relay rail of the Mi.ssouri Pacific main line will be con-

tinuous welded rail.

Starting in 1962 continuous welded rail was fabricated under contract at a

welding plant in the general area of the present facilities at North Little Rock.

Construction of the new plant began in the fall of 1966. It was placed in operation

March 5, 1967. The old plant remained in operation during the construction peritxl

and was phased out on March 3, 1967.
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Design of the welding plant was developed by Missouri Pacific personnel with

benefit of extensive studies of equipment, existing welding plants and potential of

sites available for the proposed facility. Welding is performed by electric arc

pressure welding equipment.

New rail and unjointed relay rail, suitable for welding, are unloaded from cars

spotted on a delivery track along the west side of the plant. A 15-ton overhead,

radio-controlled gantiy crane, equipped with two bar magnets capable of handling

seventeen 39-ft rails and operating on a crane way 750 ft in length, transfers

inbound rail from the cars to one of 10 adjacent stockpiles, with a storage capacity

of 14.4 linear miles of rail in each pile.

No relay rail is considered for welding unless it is control cooled. Wear of

head and base must be minimal. Excessive hooks or sweeps, engine burns, and cor-

rugations are cause for rejection. After acceptance based on field inspection, rail is

loaded in the field with the gage side of each rail turned to the same side in a car.

Thus, as subsequently unloaded and processed through the welding plant, all rails

in each string will have gage side facing in the same direction.

A piece of rail 18 in long is cropped from the end of each rail if drilled for a

24-in joint bar, to eliminate bolts and bond wire holes and rail corrosion at the end

of joint bars resulting from brine. In time, an increase in length of rail cropped will

be necessary when rail fastened with 36-in bars is recovered for welding. Cropping

is done by a friction saw in the cropping building located at the south end of the

unloading track. Four-hundred rail joints can normally be cropped during an eight-

hour shift.

;, ,^ )':-iA/i;&

;

A roller system is used for the movement of rail from loading point, stock pile or

cropping building to the welding building.
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4tKi0^ssaamiUit.

A three-tiered raek, conventional welded rail train as shown in the foreground
and a five-tiered rack, jointed rail train is immediately adjacent. The gantry crane
is used to unload inbound rail.

Jointed rail strings are delivered to the unloading track by jointed rail trains.

As these jointed strings are pulled off the train by a power unit located between

the south end of the unloading track and cropping building, power wrenches are

used to remo\e the track bolts. Joint bars are then removed and either scrapped or

reclaimed for reuse either with or without reforming. Rail is then passed through

the cropping line and moved either to stock pile or welding line. No grinding or

buffing of rail ends is necessary prior to welding unles-s rails remain in storage piles

for an excessive time.

Relay rail is again inspected at the welding plant to be certain that only satis-

factory rail is passed through the welder. Oil and traffic debris on relay rail must be

removed from the rail ends to impro\e electrode contact and to keep this foreign

material away from the weld area. Ultimately, cleaning of the entire length of rail

may prove justifiable to insure a cleaner more trouble-free operation.

Prior to entry into the welding building the appropriate blank end of the first

and last joint of each string is drilled as required for the desired joint bar bolt hole

spacing. Immediately upon completion of each weld, it is sheared, ground, inspected

and, if necessary, corrected for horizontal alignment at the straightener located at

the final station in the building. Vertical alignment is controlled at the welder by

crowning, if necessary. Defective rails can be rejected as found, even when enroute

to the welder. Defects found after welds have been made are cut out and the cut

location is welded.

Rail moves through the welding plant via a .system of longitudinal and trans-

verse rollers. From the welding building to proper location in each tier on a rail

train, the CWR moves on a system of rollers operating both laterally and vertically.
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An adjustable roller system provides for movement of welded rail strings

from the welding building to the rail train.

Normal operation of the plant originally contemplated 55,000 welds per year

based on two 8-hr shifts, five days per week. Thus far, annual production on this

basic work week has resulted in as many as 85,000 welds. In instances of extreme

demand occasioned by either extensive relay programs or during large construction

or relocation projects utilizing welded rail, shifts are increased from 8 to 10 hr and,

if necessary, an additional day is added to the work week. Increased capacity of

the plant could be forced at the risk of inadequate maintenance. This, however,

could eventually disrupt the current high production through breakdowns and reduce

subsequent capabilities. The cost of the new plant will be amortized over a period

of approximately 15 years.

The welding plant is operated by contract with a normal shift force of a super-

intendent and eight men. Missouri Pacific is represented by its superintendent of

welding. Average production per 8-hr shift is either 160 welds of new rail or 140

welds of relay rail.

Four rail trains deliver rail welded at tlie plant to the point of use. Unloading

at the delivery point, except in instances of new construction, is performed with

the assistance of transition cars equipped with rollers and threaders positioned to

unload two strings simultaneously. On new construction two strings are pulled ofi^

the trains at one time by a wide gauge, rubber-tired, prime mover.

Two trains, referred to as conventional traths, have three-twelve string tiers

with 4.9 track miles capacity and are used only for welded rail. Two additional

trains, referred to as jointed rail trains, have five 10-rail tiers with 5.6 track miles

capacity and can handle jointed as well as welded strings of rail. Racks on two cars
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A power car is utilized tor Held loading and unloading ot jointed rail strings.

of the jointed rail train and on three cars of the conventional trains, located mid-

way in each train, are equipped with bolting clamps to secure each string to one

of the specific anchor cars during transit.

There are 33 flat cars in each conventional train and 34 cars in each jointed rail

train. Each car is equipped with a vertical rack of horizontal roller tiers to support

the strings. The cars are so connected together that accidental uncoupling is

impossible.

Transition cars move with each train to facilitate unloading. A power car moves
with a jointed rail train when jointed strings are to be picked up primarily for

unloading and reuse as jointed rail. Loaded rail trains move with a hopper car

loaded with ballast at each end of the train to serve as a buffer. Speed is restricted

to 40 miles per hour in regular freight service.

To date, a total of 56 failures have occurred in 284,000 welds. Approximately
half of these were in 115-lb rail, the balance scattered through new 119- and 136-lb

rail and 112-lb relay rail.

DIESEL SERVICE CENTER

In the .\orth Little Rock hump yard complex the Diesel Service Center com-
prises a three-track receiving yard, a high-pressure wash rack, a tvvo-track inspec-

tion and service shed, a turntable, a dispatching yard and runaround track. The
facility design pennits increased flexibility in hostling and minimizes rush period

congestion.

Inbound, the locomotive moves through the wash rack, acro.ss the drip platform

to one of two pit tracks for unuderneath inspection while it is being .serviced.

Adjacent manifold piping handles fuel, lubricating oil, treated radiator water, com-
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pressed air and used lube oil. In addition, a sanding crane is used to service all

locomotives. This crane operates throughout the length of the building and is refilled

from a storage track at one end.

A support building adjacent to the inspection shed includes a test laboratory,

office, lunch room, locker and toilet facilities and storeroom.

Various samples taken from each locomotive, on arrival, are tested in the

laboratory as a check for possible need for remedial work. Trip, 30-day and quar-

terly FRA inspection and light running maintenance are also performed here.

Drainage from the inspection pits and the wash rack passes through a pollution

control system adjacent to the wash rack. Facility design and operation contribute

to efficient performance that, among other things, minimizes plant maintenance

requirements. This service center has cut locomotive detention time in half.

FREIGHT CAR SPOT REPAIR SHOP

A four-track shed, 140 ft by 100 ft with adjacent office, lunchroom, locker

room, washroom, tool room, wood mill and oil room, provides the nucleus of the

bad-order car repair operation in the North Little Rock Terminal.

Cars passing over the yard hump are checked by a wheel checker and two
inspectors located in side pits. Bad-order cars are shunted to a designated bowl
track pending transfer to the repair shop as releases make track space available.

After detailed inspection cars are moved down one of the four tracks, through

the shed and beyond, by an on-off track vehicle. As car pass dirough the shed,

repairs are completed, tests required by the rules are made and safety appliances

are checked. A drop pit under one of the four tracks permits wheel changes on

six-wheel trucks. Operating nineteen 8-hr shifts per week, an average of 72.5 cars

per day are repaired on the spot repair tracks.

Cars requiring repairs involving more time than can be allowed on the spot

repair tracks, are diverted to adjacent heavy repair tracks where an average of 12
cars per day are repaired.

In moving the work to the man, efficiency has increased. A mechanized journal

cleaner and mechanized pad soaker, both Missouri Pacific developments, are impor-

tant components of the equipment utilized at this facility.

MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION CENTER

The Material Distribution Center for the Missouri Pacific System is located in

North Little Rock. Alihough warehouses are located at eight other strategic points

to support the local mechanical department requirements, all maintenance of way
material, including that for signals, is handled through the Nortii Litde Rock
facility.

A computer oriented materials management system maintains optimum inven-

tory levels and anticipates future needs on the basis of past performance corrected,

as necessary, in anticipation of extraordinary demands for special projects. With
this capability, forecasts of future requirements are sufficiently accurate to permit
longer term contracts with suppliers. Suppliers in turn can off^er more favorable

prices with better knowledge of production requirements.

Modern facilities and equipment minimize work of handling material. In addi-

tion to use of palletization to the extent possible, packaging is utilized where advan-
tageous. Of particular interest was the packaged switch material with its obvious
advantage in reduction of field handfing necessary by track forces.
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AIR BRAKE SHOP

The centralized system air brake shop in North l.ittli' Hock is luadfiuarterecl

in a 90-ft by 120-ft air conditioned buildinjf. Here, brake components are serviced

and repaired for both freight cars and loconioti\'es in conformance with power brake

law and interchange rules. Delay i.s minimized liy utilization of rehabilitated parts

from stock to restore individual units. As l)ad order parts are restored to serviceable

condition, they move to the store pending subsequent reuse.

On delivery, units are dismantled and receive preliminary cleaning outside the

shop. The balance of the work required is performed in the shop building. Air con-

ditioning has increased the efficiency of the production line operation of this shop.

Of interest was shop-developed equipment, such as a gang lapping device, for

finishing valves.

SYSTEM WHEEL SHOP

The centralized system wheel shop performs wheel work formerly handled b>

10 shops on the system. Operations are housed in three new air conditioned jnetal

buildings and a shed covering the automatic unloader crane. A dual-bridge crane

adjacent to the unloading shed loads good order wheels. Sixty-three special Hat

cars, providing for either diesel wheels that are loaded 12 sets to a car in staggered

pockets, or car wheels that are loaded 23 sets in staggered pockets with a second

tier of 21 sets, distribute good wheels and return bad order whetOs to tiie shop for

either restoration or replacement.

After unloading, wheels pass first through a washer and then to a demount
shed where thorough inspection determines whether wheels are to be demounted

M<^^---
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The packaging of switch material has reduced field handling time of these items.
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or the treads or journals are to be turned. Action taken at the demount shed deter-

mines the route through the shop for each unit or its components. Scrap wheels

are automatically sorted and delivered to either the iron or .steel scrap wheel cars.

Good axles released at the demount shed move into storage pending shot

blasting and machining by automatic lathes. After magnaglo inspection, axles move
first to an automatic boring mill and then to an automatic press for wheel mount-
ing. Roller bearings are pressed on next except in instances of friction bearing

journals, which are rustproofed.

Turning treads and journals comprises approximately 9 percent of the freight-

car wheel output. Magnaglo inspection is made before wheels are released to the

storage yard.

The diesel wheel shop section also renews traction gears as required in addition

to the other work.

Complete automation in modern air-conditioned facilities results in capabilities

and efficiencies beyond those of original 10 wheel shops.

SUMMARY

New facilities and rehabilitation of existing facilities embodying streamlined

layouts, procedures and improved product design have resulted in gratifying improve-

ment in production and efficiency witli corollary effect on costs. Noteworthy was

general evidence of good-housekeeping, which in turn is conducive to improved

safety performance. Design, particularly of the mechanical facilities inspected, indi-

cated the inclusion of features which minimized the need for maintenance. The
packaging of track material has proven helpful in reducing field handling of these

items by track forces.

Report on Assignment 3

Study to Determine the Most Economical Method of

Disposal of Ties Removed from Track

W. A. SwAKTz (chairman, subcommittee), A. D. Alderson, E. R. Anderson, J. A.

Barnes, A. Bornhoft, C. J. Bryan, J. A. Caywood, A. B. Chaney, W. M. S.

Dunn, C. R. HAm\ELL, J. O. Holladay, E. Q. Johnson, W. J. Jones, R. H.
Jordan, R. A. Kendall, R. W. Pember, D. F. Richardson, A. E. Shaw, Jr.,

J. E. Sunderland, J. T. Ward, G. E. Warfel, B. J. Worley.

Your committee submits the following report as information on the most eco-

nomical method of disposal of ties removed from track. Questionnaires were sent

to 73 roads and 34 replies were received. The replies received were a representative

sampling by size of road and method of removing ties; that is, whole ties or cut

ties.

The 34 roads which replied to tlie questionnaire indicated a total renewal of

7,081,700 cross ties annually, of which 42.5 percent were removed as whole ties

and 57.5 percent were removed as cut ties.

Of the whole ties removed each year 48.7 percent were removed by adjacent

property owners or outside parties without cost to the railroads, and 25.3 percent
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were sold to outside parties for use as crib walls, fence posts, and bumpers in

parking lots, for landscaping, and as fuel. Seven roads load the whole ties for sale

at an average price of $0.43 per tie. Twelve roads sell whole ties with the purchaser

doing the loading at an average price of $0.38 per tie. Only 2.7 percent of the

cut ties are removed by outside parties at no cost to the railroad, and less than one

percent of the cut ties are sold to others. One road sells eut ties for manufacture

of charcoal briquets at a price of $3.50 per ton.

The largest number of ties, both whole or cut, are disposed of by piling and

burning. This method of disposal accounts for 43.2 percent of all ties removed from

track; 31.7 percent of the whole ties are burned and 52.6 percent of the cut ties

are burned. The piling and burning of whole ties by manual methods requires from

0.02 to 0.20 man-hours per tie, an average of 0.11 man-hours per tie. Piling and

burning of cut ties requires from 0.01 to 0.04 man-hours per piece, an average of

0.023 man-hours per piece, or an average of 0.07 man-hours per tie.

Mechanization of the piling and burning method by use of tie handlers re-

sulted in a reduction in man-hours per whole tie or per piece handled. Piling and

burning of the whole tie using tie handlers requires an average of 0.04 man-hours

per tie; disposal of cut tics with the tie handlers requires an average of 0.015 man-
hours per piece, or an average of 0.05 man-hours per tie.

Thirty-six states, covering all areas of the country, were indicated as having

conservation practices or air pollution control laws, or both, which prohibit the

burning of ties; however, all of the.se states allow controlled burning by permit or

discretion in selected areas. New and more restrictive laws are being passed each

year in these areas.

Disposal of whole ties by loading into railroad cars accounts for 1.2 percent

of the total numbers of whole ties removed each year; four roads report disposing

of whole ties in this manner at an average cost of $0.51 per tie for loading when
a work train is required; the average cost of loading whole ties is $0.21 per tie

when a work train is not involved. Eight roads reported loading of tie pieces into

railroad cars for disposal at an average cost of $0.41 per tie when a work train

was used and an average cost of $0.35 per tie when a work train was not re-

quired. Only 2.8 percent of total ties removed, both whole and cut, are disposed

of in this manner.

After loading into railroad cars whole ties are sold to outsiders by the car

load or by the tie, sent to stores department dump, or moved to location where

burning is permitted. Tie pieces are unloaded from railroad cars at stores depart-

ment dump, used in sanitary land fill, burned or buried in strip mines, moved to

locations where burning is permitted. It was not possible to develop valid cost

figures on disposal of ties after loading into cars because of the small number of

roads reporting on this item.

Disposal of ties by being thrown down the side slopes accounted for 5.2

percent of the total whole ties removed each year and accounted for 26.1 percent

of the total cut ties remo\ed each year. This methotl of disposal is not accepted

policy on most of the reporting roads as it interferes with off-track mowing or

brush cutting, impedes drainage, and presents a fire hazard. Howe\er, a large

number of cut pieces are being disposed of in this manner as a matter of e.\-

pediency and short-range economy.

Two roads are using bulldozers to dispose of the ties by covering with sub-

grade; less than one percent of the numbers of whole ties are disposed of by this
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method; 4.4 percent of the cut ties are handled in this manner. Overall 2.6 percent

of the total number of ties disposed of each year are covered with sub^rade by

use of a bulldozer at an average of 0.02 man-hours per tie.

There are two tie destroyers or tie chippers presently being manufactured by

suppliers, but they have not proven successful to date as only one road reported

the purchase and use of this type of equipment. One road has developed a tie

destroyer in its maintenance of way shop, lusing machinery in general used in

tlie pulp industry; however, the blades or knives have to be changed too fre-

quently because of the presence of broken spikes or lag-screws in the tie pieces to

make this method economical at the present time. Many of the reporting roads

indicated that some type of tie destroyer which could operate in a tie renewal

gang is definitely required if the tie disposal problem is to be solved.

Less than one percent of the total number of ties removed each year are

reclassified as fit or reusable for installation in yards or branch lines. At tlie present

time none of the ties removed are disposed of by contractors paid for by the

railroad.

Five roads dispose of ties by loading into railroad-owned dump trucks and

trucking to either public dumping grounds or to a collection point for loading into

railroad cars for sale to other parties. Less than one percent of the total number
of ties removed are handled in this manner.

It appears that the most economical method for the disposal of whole ties

is having outside parties remove or purchase the ties, and the larger percentage of

whole ties are disposed of in this manner. The most economical method for the

disposal of cut ties appears to be by piling and burning.

In areas where the whole ties have been disposed of by outside parties without

cost to the railroad over the years, it appears an economic study should be made
before changing the method of renewal.

Report on Assignment 4

Economics of Use of Panelled Switches or Turnouts Versus

Conventional Construction For Maintenance Renewals

In Yards Leads or Main Tracks

J. T. Ward (chairman, subcommittee), O. C. Benson, J. L Casbeeh, Jr., W. J.
Drunsic, J. E. EisEMANN, L. C. Gilbert, R. P. Hoffman, R. P. Howell,
R. A. Kendall, J. M. Lowry, A. L. Maynard, F. H. McGuigan, C. T. Popma,
R. W. Preisendefer, D. E. Rudisill, G. E. Scholze, H. W. Seeley, John
Stang, G. E. Warfel, G. H. Winter, F. R. Woolford, C. R. Wright.

To determine what was being done on the railroads relative to the use of

panelled switches and turnouts, your committee prepared a questionnaire and sub-

mitted it to 64 railroads. There were 50 responses; 31 indicating they had not yet
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utilized panellized components. The remaining 19 responded with information

included in the following report.

From the returns received to the questionnaire, it was determined that the

greatest majorit> of the railroads engaged in such construction panelled the No. 8

and 10 turnouts (or some slight variation thereof), with some small group of rail-

roads working with Nos. 6, 15, 16 and 20 turnouts. The division as between the

panelling of the turnout in its entirety, as compared with the panelh'ng of switches

alone, was about even, with 11 railroads reporting the former and 10 the latter.

Six railroads indicated some combination of each on their properties. For example,

a panelled switch with precut rails or frog plates and bundled switch ties for read\'

field ;x.ssembly.

A large majority of the railroads use on-site assembly, with railroad forces

performing the work. Some few carriers perform the work in a shop or material

yard area, and a small number contract the work to outside parties. The organiza-

tion of railroad forces assigned to the panelling or prefabrication operation var>-

widely among the railroads reporting, as does the equipment used in such operation.

Most railroads recommend the central site for the panelling of turnouts or switches,

assuming that track work suppliers will not manufacture, assemble and ship the

entire unit or units as a package. The latter procedure would eliminate the invest-

ment in plant, special cars and inventory required in performing the assembly work

by the railroad.

The reporting railroads indicated that the panelled turnouts and/or switches

were used mainly in new construction, although a number of roacls utilized some in

relay projects. A number of methods were outlined for transporting the panelled

units from point of assembly to location of use. Some railroads used flat cars, others

gondolas, four have used highway low-boy trailers, two utilized a special turnout

carrier, and one dragged the assembled unit into place with a bulldozer. Only in

one or two instances was it reported that any special type equipment was used.

Few if any, cost figures for such equipment are available.

In handling the many variations of totally prefabricated turnouts, the railroads

reported that both locomotive and truck cranes of the 12^, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50-

ton capacity were used. Many such units are already in use on the property, it is

reported, and are pressed into use as required. Other equipment used in assembling,

moving and placing the panelled units include: bulldozers, motor graders, air spikers,

bolt machines, surfacing equipment, cables and spreader, front end loaders, usual

track tools, and a panel lifting device to distribute stresses.

According to information furnished by the railroads, the economies resulting

from the use of panellized turnouts, including labor, material and equipment, as

compared to the traditional method of construction for complete turnouts in place,

averaged as follows:

Savinfi'i Per
Turnout Numbers Turnout

Cx 7, 8 and 9 .$ 450

10 and 11 560

14, 15 and 16 685

20 1,440

Many of the railroads who responded to the questionnaire indicated interest

in this subject although only approximately 25 percent of the railroads contacted

reported any de\ iation from the conventional method of turnout construction. The
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following were given as reasons for considering the use of prefabricated units:

1. Economies realized.

2. Traffic density minimizes "on track" time.

3. Reduction of man hours required in installing turnout.

4. Availability of space to prefabricated turnouts.

5. Closeness of prefabrication site to job site.

6. Less delay to yard traffic.

7. Better job of removing fouled ballast.

8. Availability of equipment to transport tissembled turnouts.

As a result of the study it was concluded that very definite economies result

in the use of prefabricated or panelled turnouts and/or switches, both in new con-

struction and in maintenance renewals. The magnitude of the savings depends on
the availability of the proper equipment to handle the panellized units. On many
occasions, such equipment must be initially purchased and its acquisition must be
justified. Some trackwork suppliers are giving consideration to the furnishing of

assembled units. Because of clearance, the units must be packaged in two or more
parts for shipment.

This report is submitted as information, with the recommendation that the

subject be discontinued until there are further developments.

Report on Assignment 5

Economics to Be Realized by Field Welding Continuous
Welded Rail Together When Laying

J. M. LowTRY (chairman, subcommittee), O. C. Benson, J. W. Brent, L. B. Cann,
Jr., J. L Casbeer, Jr., P. A. Cosgrove, C. G. Davis, W. M. S. Dunn, F. J.
Farish, C. R. Harrell, J. O. Holladay, W. J. Jones, M. D. Kenyon, J. R.
Miller, E. T. Myers, J. A. Naylor, D. F. Richardson, Mike Rougas, G. E.
Scholze, W. B. Stackhouse, John Stang, W. B. Throckmorton, G. M.
O'ROURKE.

Your committee submitted a questionnaire on the above subject to railroads

in the United States, Canada and Mexico. Seventeen railroads returned the ques-

tionnaires which contained the information forming the basis for this report. Some
of this information was necessarily estimated since railroad records were not kept
in .sufficient scope to answer completely all questions.

Data submitted produced an average of nine joints per mile eliminated by
field welding together long strings of rail. The cost of installing conventional joints

was compared with field welding these joints. The additional life of rail due to the

elimination of joint wear, savings in anchoring track, extension of the tie and sur-

facing cycle, reduction in bond wire and other related costs were carefully con-
sidered and compiled by the committee.

The rapidly increasing interest in field welding long strings of rail together
should be noted here. Railroads reporting indicated an average cost per weld of

$24.05 labor and .$2,3.7.5 material for a total cost per joint of $47.80,
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Using the average of nine joints per mile eliminated by field welding and

applying all other data available, the committee has determined the initial savings

per mile when laying welded rail to be $676.80. In addition, savings of $219.00

per mile per year may be realized resulting from savings in labor and material

required to maintain the joints connecting the strings of welded rail.

From the above it can be seen that field welding continuous welded rail

together when laying can produce very worthwhile savings.

This is a final report.

Report on Assignment 6

Various Labor Saving Devices for Snow Removal
in Yards and Terminals

J. Fox (chairman, subcommittee), A. D. Alderson, E. R. Anderson, A. S. Babr,
P. A. CosGROVE, W. J. Drunsic, F. J. Farish, Wm. Glavin, M. D. Kenyon,
L. A. LoGGiNS, A. L. Maynard, J. R. Miller, H. C. Minteer, C. T. Popma,
M. S. Reus, C. L. Robinson, H. W. Seeley, A. E. Shaw, Jr., R. G. Simmons,

J. T. Sullfvan, R. H. Uhrich, N. H. Williams, R. J. Aschmeyer.

Your committee has endeavored to ascertain what devices are employed in

handling snow and the economies which can be realized by the use of such devices.

Any railroad which has to spend money to remove snow from yards and

terminals realizes that snow removal can be a costly item of expense.

Some railroads are located in snow belts where annual snow-falls are 100 in

or more. Any yards and terminals located in such areas have to cope at times with

very heavy snow-falls that require a definite plan to ensure that trains can con-

tinue to operate with a minimum of lost time and continued service is provided

to its customers.

Snow removal in yards and terminals today is handled with a minimum number

of men; machines designed to efficiently handle snow have replaced large gangs

which were commonplace 10 to 15 years ago.

Generally speaking, large yards, automated or of the flat switching type, re-

quire the most equipment when a snow storm of major proportion strikes.

The larger yards are located in areas of heavy population where land is at a

premium, thus creating a problem as to where snow can be piled, remo\ed or

disposed of in some manner.

Smaller yards generally are located in areas of less population density and
room is available for snow piling, etc.; thus the variety and number of machines

required for snow removal is reduced.

Machines used by most railroads to handle snow in \ards are as follows:

Front End Loaders: all types, these are equipped with snow buckets, snow

blower attachments and blades.

Bulldozers: all types, these are equipped with blades and snow blower attach-

ments.

Tractors—Small: all types, these are equipped with buckets, blades and brooms

(platform type).
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Trucks: all types, with dump bodies, plow attachments, vee and anule type, salt

spreading devices.

Conveyors: truck and tractor type.

Graders: all types, these are equipped with snow plow, vee and angle type and

blade.

Cranes: all types, truck and crawler mounted, equipped with snow buckets.

Snow Svi^itcm Cleaners: all types, equipped with brush type reel (steel cable or

rubber hose) with snow blower.

Snow Blowers on Track: jet or blast type for cleaning switches, leads, bocK

tracks, etc.

Cranes on Track: equipped with .snow bucket and can ha\e a snow blower

attachment.

Snow Plows: on track.

Spreaders: on track, includes spreader ditchers and straight arm spreaders.

Switch Heaters: electric, fuel oil, propane, steam and natural gas.

Portable Am Compressor: used with piping to allow men to manually blow

snow from switches and switch machines.

Am Guns: used with air compressors and locomotives to blow snow from switches

and power switch machines.

Portable One-Man Blowers: used to clean switches and crossing llangeways.

Snow Melters: propane, oil or steam, to melt snow removed from yard areas can

be pit or portable type.

Weed Burners: used to melt snow in leads, switches, etc.

Snow Trains: open top cars, used to load snow from yards.

The use of off-track equipment such as front-end loaders, bulldozers, snow
blowers, small tractors, trucks, conveyors, graders and cranes have ehminated costly

work train service required to clean out snow from yards, congested areas, etc.

Parking lots, freight yards, and piggyback yards can be cleaned of snow and snow
removed where it cannot be piled, releasing valuable land for revenue purposes.

This type of equipment has been used for a number of years but present-day

equipment which can handle large buckets (5 cu yd or more) snow blowers, etc.,

makes it possible to move and clear snow at less cost; in addition, the time required

for snow removal is reduced, thus allowing railroad facilities to operate normally

with better service to its customers.

The machines which in recent years have enabled railroads to effect economies

in snow removal are die on-track type of machines, in particular the snow switcli

cleaners, snow blowers of the blast and jet types. These machines are used to clear

snow from switches, leads, body tracks in yards, private sidings, freight shed

tracks, station platform tracks, etc. The use of one switch cleaner with one operator

and a groundman will replace 30 men using shovels, brooms, etc. Such machines

can and are used to advantage in large and smaller yards where snow-falls are

in excess of 40 in annually.

Power switches are protected by electric, fuel oil, propane, steam and natural

gas switch heaters. In areas where the ambient temperature normally does not go

below F, all types of heaters work fairly well. However, in areas where snow
and blowing snow is experienced down to -30 F, none of the switch heaters
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referred to tan be depended upon to do an efficient job of snow removal, except

for the steam coil type, and natnralK the use of these is restricted to locations where

steam is available.

Devices whicli use heat as a means of removing snow work reasonably well

provided good drainage exists in areas where extreme cold temperatures are not

experienced; in areas of cold temperatures below F, there exists an icing problem

which causes more problems than snow. It can be said that such devices give

economies in certain areas, but temperature will dictate where these should be

used.

xMost railroads use a variety of hand tools and other equipment to keep

switches open during snow storms. Such devices include portable air compressors

which are located at strategic points with air piped to various switches; one or two

men can use air to keep a number of vital switches open during heavy snow-falls.

Air guns are used to clear switches. Generally, these are operated from the air

supply of a locomotive by an employee assigned to the particular switching opera-

tion; portable air blowers are used to blow snow out of switches and crossing

flangeways. All these devices enable railroad employees to work more efficiently,

thus reducing the number of man-hours required to remove snow and to keep

railroads operational during snow storms.

Bulldozers with snow-blower attachments are used to remove snow from small

yards and have replaced costly work trains using spreaders and snow plows. One
road reports tliat this method of snow removal eliminates snow ridges left by plows

and spreaders and reduces the amount of snow accumulation in yards subject to

movement by the wind.

The use of switch cleaners with snow blowers on one road has eliminated

costly on-track snow melters and associated work train. One such switch cleaner

does in 8 hours what the snow melter and work train took 30 to 36 hours to ac-

complish. Most machines can be used during the working season as well as on

snow removal during the winter, thus good utilization of machines is obtained.

To ensure that efficient snow removal is obtained in yards and terminals,

particularly in areas of heavy snow-fall, a definite plan of action is required and

must be understood by all concerned. Machines must be in proper working order

and assigned to desired locations in time to provide the required protection. Ma-
chine operators must be available and must be qualified to operate assigned

machines. Alternate operators should be known and listed so that in an emergency

they can be obtained quickly. Supplies to operate machines must be available,

qualified mechanics and spare parts must be available so that when they are

needed a minimum of down time is experienced. Lists should indicate what re-

liable outside contractors are available and what machines can be obtained. Rub-

bish and scrap must be removed from the yard prior to the first snow-fall. Brake

shoes, etc., must be picked up. Ballast cribs of switch ties should be lowered to

ensure that snow and ice can be removed easily. Drainage ditches, pipes, etc.,

should be clean to ensure proper drainage. Switch heaters should be thoroughly

checked and ready for use when required.

One railroad, which operates through a major snow belt, reports that while

wage rates have increased approximately 340 percent over the past 25 years, tlie

actual cost of snow removal has been reduced 19 percent over the same period.
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Other roads that must cope with heavy snow-falls, low temperatures and drifting

snow, report that snow removal costs, due to use of snow removal equipment such

as outlined, show a decrease in the cost of snow removal.

CONCLUSION

The proper use of equipment in yards and terminals for removal of snow

from switches, yard tracks, roadways, parking areas, freight transfer terminals,

piggyback areas, stations, etc., can produce real savings. Proper planning, super-

vision and flexibility to meet emergencies must be provided to obtain the maximum
economies. Economies can be realized from small and large machines together with

labor saving tools used by section and extra-gang men. Each piece of equipment

should be thoroughly investigated to ensure that it has the capacity to do what

is required of it, as experience has shown that when it comes to snow removal,

most equipment has been under-designed.
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MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS

All the Manual recommendations submitted by committees either for adoption

and publication in the 1969 Supplement to the AREA Manual of Recommended
Practice or as information prior to submission for adoption one year hence are

printed in this issue of the Bulletin. Recommendations pertaining to the AAR Elec-

trical Manual are also included. These recommendations will be formally submitted

for concurrent review and approval to the AREA Board of Direction Committee
on Manual and the Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Department, As-

sociation of American Railroads. Comments or objections by Members regarding

any of these recommendations should be submitted to the Executive Manager not

later than FEBRUARY 15, 1969.

Manual Recommendations

Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

Report on Assignment 4

Drainage and Culverts

W. M. Dovi'DY (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Bean, T. F. de Capiteau, J. F.

Faycosh, G. C. Fenton, M. B. Hansen, H. E. Mooi\e, G. F. Nigh, W. M.
Snow, C. E. Webb.

Your committee submits for adoption tlie following recommendations with

respect to Chapter 1 of the Manual:

Delete the "SpecificatiorLS for Corrugated Metal Culverts," images 1-4-6 to

1-^-10, incl., and the "Specifications for Corrugated Metal Pipe for Subdrainage,"

pages 1-4—11 and 1-4-12, substituting therefor tlie following new specification:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PREFABRICATED CORRUGATED STEEL PIPE AND
PIPE-ARCHES FOR CULVERTS AND UNDERDRAINS

A. GENERAL

AI. Scope

This specification covers zinc-coated, prefabricated, corrugatetl steel pipe and

pipe-arches for use as culverts, storm sewers and underdrain.s,

183
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A2. Class

Pipe and pipe-arches shall be of the following classes with respect to corruga-

tions ( See Table 1 )

:

Class I—Annular corrugations

Class II—Helical corrugations

A3, Shape

Pipe and pipe-arches shall be of the following cross-sectional shapes:

Shape 1—Pipe, full circular cross section

Shape 2—Pipe, factory elongated

Shape 3—Pipe-arch cross section

B. MATERIAL

BI. Iron or Steel Sheets

Corrugated steel pipe and pipe-arches shall be fabricated from galvanized

flat sheets in coils and cut lengths, or corrugated galvanized sheets in cut lengths

as specified in current ASTM specification, designation A 444.

B2. Rivets

All rivets shall conform to the specifications of ASTM designation A 31, Grade

A, and shall be electroplated in accordance with the specifications of ASTM desig-

nation A 164, Type RS.

C. FABRICATION

CI Corrugations

The corrugations shall form smooth, continuous curves and tangents. The radii

of curvature of the corrugations shall be at least one-half the depth of the corru-

gations. The crests and valleys of annularly corrugated pipe and pipe-arches shall

form circumferential rings about the longitudinal axis of the pipe. The crests and

valleys of helically corrugated pipe and pipe-arches shall form helices about the

longitudinal axis of the pipe, and the direction of the corrugations shall be not less

than 45 deg from the longitudinal axis of the pipe. The dimensions of the corruga-

tions shall be as specified in Table 1.

Table 1
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C2. Perforations for Underdrains

Perforations, when specified, shall be arranged in two groups of longitudinal

rows placed symetrically on each side of an imperforated segment corresponding

to the flow line of the pipe. The longitudinal rows witliin each group shall be

spaced on appro.ximatcly IM-in centers in annularly corrugated pipe and on ap-

pro.ximately 1-in centers on helically corrugated pipe. The perforations shall have a

diameter of appro-ximately %-m and shall be located on the inside crests, or on the

neutral axis, of all corrugations except that perforations are not required within 6 in

of each end of each pipe or in the crests of corrugations where seams are located.

The minimum number of longitudinal rows of perforations and the minimum width

of the unperforated segment shall be as sliown in Table 2.

Table 2
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All rivets shall be cold driven in such a manner that the metal shall be drawn

tightly together throughout the entire lap. The center of each ri\et shall be not

closer than 2 rivet diameters from the edge of the sheets. All rivets shall have fvdl

hemispherical heads or heads of a form acceptable to the engineer. They shall be

driven in a neat, workmanlike manner to completely fill the hole without bending.

Longitudinal seams shall be riveted with one rivet in each corrugation for pipes

less than 42 in. in diameter and two rivets in each corrugation for pipes 42 in. in

diameter and larger. Circumferential seams shall be riveted with a rivet spacing of

6 in except that six rivets will be sufficient in 12-in diameter pipe.

C5. Resistance Spot-Welded Seams

Resistance spot welds shall be made in such a manner that the metal shall

be drawn tightly together throughout the entire lap and the pipe shall be at least

equal in strength to riveted fabrication. The center of the spot weld shall be not

closer than the radius of the weld plus ii in from the edge of the sheets. The spot

welds shall be located in the valley, crest or tangent of the corrugations. Longi-

tudinal seams shall liave one spot weld in each corrugation for pipes less than

42 in. in diameter and two spot welds in each corrugation for pipes 42 in. in

diameter and larger. The two spot welds shall not be closer than two diameters

center to center. Circumferential seams shall be spot welded with a weld spacing

of 6 in except that six welds will be sufficient in 12-in diameter pipe.

The welding shall be performed in such a manner that: (1) t"he exterior sur-

faces of 90 percent or more of the spot welds on a length of pipe show no evi-

dence of melting or burning of base metal, and (2) base metal shall not be exposed

when the area adjacent to the electrode contact surface area is wire brushed. Dis-

coloration of spot weld surfaces shall not be cause for rejection. Before welding of

pipe is permitted, each welding machine and operator shall be qualified by the

following tests and certified by a recognized independent laboratory.

(a) Qualification of Equipment and Operator

The welding machines shall be qualified by forming and spot welding one

section of pipe 24 in. in diameter and 36 in long of 0.064-in-thick sheet and one

section of pipe 30 in. in diameter and 36 in long of 0.168-in-tliick sheet. The length

of each formed section making up the 36-in length shall be 12 in long so that two

circumferential welded joints will be represented in the test sample.

( 1 ) Each test section shall be compressed in 3-eclge bearing using equip-

ment and procedure for load application as described in AASHO
Specification T-33 for the 3-edge bearing test. The load application shall

be continued until the top and bottom of the test section are in contact.

There shall be no failure in the \\'elds at this point.

(2) Two specimens shall be cut from the flattened pipe section for longi-

tudinal seam bend tests. The test shall be performed only by supporting

the specimen as a simple beam and applying a load at the center in such

a manner that the specimen will be bent about the longitudinal seam as

an axis. The welded seam shall withstand a bend of 45 deg without

failure in the welds.

(3) Three tension shear tests representing each thickness of metal to be used

in the manufacture of the pipe shall be performed. Specimens shall be
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prepared by lapping two strips of corrugated culvert sheet IJ2 by 5 in

and joining them together by a single spot weld duplicating the size

to be u-sed in production. The length of lap shall be 1)2 in. The longer

a.\is of the specimen shall be parallel to the direction of rolling.

The specimens shall be tested in tension to destruction in a standard

calibrated testing machine. Ihe mininiuni shear strength in pounds, as

determined by this test, shall be not less than that sliown in Table 4

for the thickness of metal used in the test.

Table 4

—

Shear Strength
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C8. Coupling Bands

Field jdints for each class of corrugated steel pipe shall provide circumferential

and longitudinal strength to preserve the pipe alignment, prevent separation of

pipe and prevent infiltration of side fill material. The coupling bands shall be made

of the same base metal as the pipe and shall be similarly zinc coated. Coupling

bands may be the next thickness lighter than that used for the pipe but not more

than 0.109 in (12 gage) nor less than 0.052 in (18 gage).

Class I pipe with annular corrugations shall be field jointed with locking bands.

Corrugated bands shall be not less than 7 in wide for diameters of 8 in to 30 in,

inch; not less than 12 in wide for culverts with diameters 36 in to 60 in, inch; and

not less than 24 in wide for culverts with diameters greater than 60 in. Such bands

shall be so constructed as to lap on an equal portion of each of the culvert sections

to be connected, and shall be connected at the ends by galvanized angles having

minimum dimensions of 2 in by 2 in by 3/16 in, fastened with M-in-diameter gal-

vanized bolts. The 7-in band shall be fastened with two bolts, the 12-in band with

diree bolts and the 24-in band with five bolts. Bands with projections, when used

to join Class I Pipe, shall comply with the following paragraph.

Class II pipe with helical corrugations shall be field jointed, preferably with

bands with projections. The projections shall conform substantially to the shape

and depth of the pipe corrugations and shall be in circumferential rows with one

projection for each corrugation of helical pipe. Bands shall be so constructed as

to lap on an equal portion of each of the culvert sections to be connected. The
bands for pipe diameters of 12 in to 54 in, inch, shall be at least 10/2 in wide and

shall have two circumferential rows of projections; and for pipe diameters 60 in

and greater shall be at least 16/4 in wide and shall have four circumferential rows

of projections. The band shall be connected in a manner approved by the chief

engineer or his representative, with a suitable fastening device such as galvanized

2-in by 2-in by 3/16-in angles, or integrally or separately formed and attached

flanges bolted with /2-in-diameter galvanized bolts, or a wedgelock constructed of

the same gage as the band itself. The 10/2-in band shall have two, and the 16;4-in

band shall have three /2-in-diameter galvanized fastening bolts.

Underdrain pipe may be field jointed with bands as described above or with

a smooth sleeve-type coupler. The sleeve-type coupling may be either plastic or

galvanized steel, suitable for holding the pipe firmly in alignment without the use

of sealing compound or gaskets. Integral formed flanges fastened with I-in-diameter

galvanized bolts may be used in lieu of angles on two-piece corrugated bands.

Other equally eftcctive types of coupling bands and/or band-fastening devices

may be used if approved by the chief engineer or his representative.

C9. Shape

Class I and Class II pipe shall be furnished, as specified, as Shape 1, Shape 2

or Shape 3.

Shape 1 pipe shall be round pipe, available in diameters of 6 in to 96 in,

incl.

Shape 2 pipe shall be factory elongated to form an approximate ellipse with

tlie vertical diameter approximately 5 percent greater than the nominal diameter

of tlie corresponding round pipe. Shape 2 pipe shall be available in nominal diame-

ters of 48 in to 96 in incl.
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Shape 3 pipe-arch shall be fabricated by reforming a circular pipe to a multi-

centered pipe having an arch-shaped top with a slightly convex integral bottom.

The pipe-arch shall conform to the requirements of Table 5. Class I pipe to be

reformed into pipe-arch shall have the longitudinal lapped seams staggered so as

to alternate on each side of the top center line by approximately 10 percent of

the periphery.

Table 5
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C12. Field Inspection and Acceptance

The field inspection shall be made by the purchaser, who .shall be furnished

by the seller with an itemized statement of the sizes and lengths of pipe in each

shipment. This inspection shall include an examination of the pipe for deficiencies

in length of .sheets used, nominal specified diameter, net length of finished pipe,

and any evidences of poor workmanship as outlined above. The inspection may

include the taking of samples for chemical analysis and determination of weight of

zinc coating. If 25 percent of the pipe in any shipment fails to meet all the require-

ments of this specification, the entire shipment may be rejected.

Report on Assignment 1

1

Control of Vegetation

D. H. Yazell (chairman, suhcommittee), H. C. Archdeacon, C. W. Bailey, F. N.

Beighley, R. H. Bogle, R. J. Bruce, S. F. Burmeister, M. B. Hansen, T. J.

Hernandez, R. J. Kemper, C. F. King, J. H. Kirsch, H. B. Lewis, W. D.
Lovell, G. F. Nigh, T. S. Stone, C. E. Webb, R. D. White.

Your committee submits for adoption and publication in Part 9, Chapter 1

of the Manual, the accompanying tabulation entitled, "Types and Characteristics

of Herbicides Commonly Used on Railroads."
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Manual Recommendations

Committee A—Rail

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. B. Clark (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Berkshire, R. E. Catlett, Jr., J. T.

CoLLiNsoN, F. L. Etchison, R. G. Garland, V. E. Hall, C. C. Herrick,
A. V. Johnston, R. R. Lawton, A. B. Merritt, Jr., B. R. Meyers, C. E,

Morgan, J. S. Parsons, G. C. Payne, R. B. Rhode, C. E. Weller, H. M.
WlLLL\MSON.

Your committee submits for adoption the following two recommendations with

respect to Chapter 4 of the Manual:

(1) In "END HARDENING OF RAILS AT MILL," page 4-M-7, change the

wording of the last sentence of the fifth paragraph as shown below:

Present Proposed

A report of hardness determinations rep- A report of hardness determinations rep-

resenting two rail specimens from each resenting the product shall be given to

heat shall be given to the purchaser or the purchaser or his representative,

his representative.

This proposed change is brought about by the welding of rail and the resulting

great reduction in the number of rail ends that are hardened.

(2) Replace tlie words "make claim for" by the word "request" in Art. 17,

page 4-2-11, of the "SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGH CARBON STEEL JOINT
BARS;" in Art. 18, page 4-2-14, of the 'SPECIFICATIONS FOR QUENCHED
CARBON STEEL JOINT BARS;" and in Art. 17, page 4-2-18, of the "SPECIFICA-
TIONS FOR HEAT-TREATED CARBON STEEL TRACK BOLTS, AND CAR-
BON STEEL NUTS."

This change is designed to better describe the method that is followed for

securing rehearings and to confonn more closely to specifications of other associa-

tions and societies.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 5—Track

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. D. Davis (chairman, suhcommittee), A. R. Anthony, E. D. Cowlin, J. J. Eash,
B. J. Gordon, A. B. Hillman, B. J. Johnson, G. G. Knupp, G. H. Perkins,
C. E. Peterson, S. H. Poore, L. E. Porter, V. M. Schwing, R. W. Tipper,
C. W. Wagner, I. V. Wiley.

Your committee submits for adoption the following editorial revision to the

AREA Trackwork Plans and Specifications:

On the sheets entitled "Proper Usage of the Various Types of Frogs," imme-
diately following both the Contents sheet for the Standard Plans and the Contents
sheets for the plans in the Portfolio below the blue divider sheet, change Recom-
mendation A under Spring-Rail Frogs to read as follows:

"A—May be used in main track where traffic is predominantly on the main-
track side of the frog."

Report on Assignment 3

Revision of Portfolio of Trackwork Plans and Specifications

Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with the AAR Mechanical
Division and Communications and Signal Section

R. E. KusTON (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Billingsley, R. E. Bunker, K. L.
Clark, J. P. Collins, C. J. McConaughy, J. R. Masters, W. C. Muller,
C. A. Peebles, A. J. Schavet, J. F. Smith, F. J. Swoboda, R. E. Tew, K. H.
VON Kampen.

Your committee submits for adoption the following revisions to Plan No. 10-62,

Sheet 4, No. 10 Spring-Rail Frog, in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans and Specifica-

tions, which revisions have been approved by letter ballot of Committee 5.

1. Change the two-tie base plate to a three-tie base plate for extra support and
stability.

2. Lengthen the horns to extend from ]'i inch to % inch beyond the end of the

hold-down, which will give additional hold-down pressure on the spring rail.

3. Lengthen the spring-rail from 13 ft 3 inches to 14 ft 10^2 inches for an addi-

tional horn and hold-down box that will help to hold the spring-rail down.

4. Lengthen the base plate to accommodate the additional horn strap and hold-

down box. This will give additional support to the frog.
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5. Add }i-inch-deep grooving through spring-rail and long point for false wheel

flange and lower the heel riser J4 inch below the top of the long point and short

point, which will reduce the shock of the wheel striking the long point. This should

reduce the maintenance on the spring-rail frog.

6. For a more efficient operation of the .spring-rail frog, change to the short-

coupled-design spring plunger in place of spring housing. This will reduce rolling

of the spring wing.

7. Change the hooked twin tie plates to 8-inch-wide tie plates that are milled

or planed out for rail seats for better support.

8. Change the horn clearance to a maximum of '« inch, top and bottom.

9. The present ?i-inch plate clips are machined to Vz inch over the blocks on

the base plate. This weakens the clip. Change the plate clip so that it is % inch thick

throughout and is supported on a 'a-inch-thick plate which has a /4-inch fillet weld

on three sides.

Plan No. 10-69, Sheet 4, No. 10 Spring Rail Frog, incorporating the above
changes, is presented herewith for adoption.

Report on Assignment 4

Track Design

E. C. HoNATH (chairman, subcommittee), J. W. Clark, C. L. Gatton, B. J. Gor-
don, L. R. Hall, V. C. Hantkins, R. J. Hardenbergh, T. D. Mason, C. W.
Morrison, T. C. Netherton, R. E. Tew, R. W. Tipper, A. C. Trimble.

Your committee submits for adoption die following revisions to Chapter 5 of

the Manual, which have been approved by letter ballot of the committee.

DESIGNS OF TIE PLATES FOR USE WITH RA-A AND
RE RAIL SECTIONS

Page 5-1-8, Plan No. 1—AREA 10-inch tie plate for use with rails with 4iV

inch to 5/8 inch base width. Change note reading "X" Equals t"*" Less Than Nominal

Width of Base of Rails with Which Tie Plates Ls Used, to "X" Equals Nominal

Width of Base of Rails with Which Tie Plate Is Used.

Page 5-1-9, Plan No. 2—AREA 11-inch tie plate for use with rails S's inch

to 5)^ inch ba.se width. Change note reading "X" Equals -^" less Than Nominal

Width of Base of Rails with which Tie Plate Is Used, to "X" Equals Nominal Width
of Base of Rails with Which Tie Plate Is Used.

This change in the note was based on an analysis of the dimensions and toler-

ances given on tie plate Plans Nos. 1 and 2, which indicated that the spike holes

are h inch .short of permitting the track .spikes to go into the spike holes. It was
decided to let the "X" dimension equal the nonunal width of the base of rails

rather than change the size of the .spike holes.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 6—Buildings

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. C. Sturm (chairman, subcommittee), R. R. Cahal, J. S. Cooper, F. D. Day,
C. S. Graves, K. E. Hornung, G. H. McMillan.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with

respect to Chapter 6 of the Manual, which have been approved by letter ballot of

the committee:

Delete Part 1 through Part 19, page 6-1-1 through page 6-19-10, substituting

therefor the following:

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 1

Specifications for Buildings for Railway
Purposes

1.1 FOREWORD
(a) Plans or drawings by themselves do not present a complete picture of

tlie work to be performed in the construction of a building. Therefore it is necessary

to supplement the plans with a set of written specifications which spell out in detail

the work to be performed and the standards of workmanship which are required.

The specifications together with the plans become a part of the contract between

the raihoad and the contractor.

(b) Specifications may be divided into three major categories; general con-

ditions, special conditions and technical specifications.

1.2 GENERAL CONDITIONS
(a) It is normally standard practice for a railroad to have a standard set of

general conditions which wiU apply to all construction work carried on by outside

parties. There may be some divergence if a company operates in more than one
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state due to differences in lien laws and insurance reciuircments. It is, however,

normal for each road to have a format or general outline for its general con-

ditions which will be applical^lc in all cases. General conditions should spell out

what guarantees will be required and should specify the method of payment to the

contractor. The American Institute of Architects has a standard printed 'Xieneral

Conditions" which may be used as a guide to formulating a standard set for use

by any company. General conditions may be used in conjunction with the American

Railway Engineering Association Construction Contract Form, Part 1, Chapter 20,

or witli the individual railroad's standard contract form.

(b) Proper protection of the railroad company from legal entanglements is

one of the primary objectives of the general conditions. Therefore they should

clearly state who is responsible for payment of permits, insurance, taxes and in-

spection fees.

1.3 SPECIAL CONDITIONS
(a) Special conditions should be written to supplement the general conditions

in all cases where unusual circumstances may exist. For example: the responsibility

of the contractor to perfomi his work without disrupting normal train movements
in the area and staging of work to maintain normal operations. Special conditions

should spell out responsibilities in any area of the contract, which due to their being

peculiar to the job at hand, are not covered specifically in the general conditions.

(b) The special conditions should also list all items of work to be performed

by others outside of tlie contract and should list all materials that are to be fur-

nished by others or by the railroad to the contractor. The entire scope of the work

should be listed under special conditions.

1.4 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
(a) A separate part or section of the specifications should be written to cover

the work performed by each trade involved in the construction of the building. All

of these sections will generally be written with a common format in mind. It

should be mentioned in each section that all items set fortli in the general and special

conditions sections of the specifications will apply in equal force to the indi\idual

technical specifications l^eing written. Each technical specification should have a

part defining the work to be performed under that specification and specifically

excluding work of a similar nature not included in that section.

(b) Each section should specify that the contractor shall furnish all labor,

material, tools and equipment necessary to entirely complete and install all work

included under that section except as modified under the special conditions. It

should also state that the contractor shall remove all construction equipment and

surplus material from the building leaving it in a clean and acceptable condition

upon conclusion of the work.

(c) In general the body of each technical specification will spell out the

quality of material and workmanship expected under that section. This will v;ury

greatly depending on the trade or work involved but should be presented in a like

manner in all of tlie separate technical specifications. Outline specifications for

various building materials arc available from the Construction Specifications

Institute.

(d) Material shall be specified to be the best of its respective kinds and shall

be installed in accordance with the best current standard practice in all cases.
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1.5 EXCAVATION, FILLING AND BACKFILLING
1.5.1 ClassiBcation of Material

(a) Rock excavation

(b) Wet excavation

(c) Common excavation

1.5.2 Work to be Performed

(a) Excavation

(b) Filling

(c) Backfilling

(d) Disposal of material

(e) Grading and final cleaning

(f) Sheeting or shoring

1.5.3 Pumping, Bailing and Blasting

(a) The contractor shall perform all pumping, bailing and blasting necessary

for the completion of the work as called for in the specifications and on the

drawings.

1.5.4 Soil Tests

(a) Soil tests where required shall conform to current specifications as out-

lined in Physical Properties of Earth Materials, Part 1, Chapter 1, of the AREA
Manual. Compaction te'sts, if required, shall be specified.

1.5.5 Responsibility of Contractor

(a) The contractor shall be made responsible for the protection of existing

piping and wiring as may be encountered. However, the architect should determine

to the best of his ability the location of such existing piping and wiring and so note

on the drawings.

1.6 PILE FOUNDATIONS
1.6.1 Pile Specifications

(a) Concrete piles—Part 4, Chapter 8, AREA Manual

(b) Steel piles—Part 4, Chapter 8, AREA Manual

(c) Timber piles—Part 1, Chapter 7, AREA Manual

1. Preservative treatment—Chapter 17, AREA Manual

1.6.2 Bearing Capacity

(a) The safe bearing capacity of piles shall be determined by the methods

described under appropriate sections in Pile Foundations, Part 4, Chapter 8, AREA
Manual.

1.6.3 Type of Hammer

(a) The use of steam or air hammer, gravity drop hammer or other method

approved by the engineer.

1.6.4 Storage and Handling

(a) Provision should be made in the specifications for the storage and han-

dling of piles.
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1.6.5 Removal and Replacement of Damaged Piles

(a) Provision should be made for the removal and replacement, by the con-

tractor, of damaged piles or piles driven so that some portion of the pile is not

within the center line as shown on the drawings.

1.7 BRICKWORK
1.7.1 Classification of Brickwork

(a) Common brick

(b) Face brick

1.7.2 Materials

(a) CEMENT shall meet the requirements of the current ASTM specifications

for Portland cement.

(b) SAND shall be clean, sharp and free from organic impurities in accord-

ance vdth current ASTM Tests C 40 and C 117.

1. Mortar sand shall be free from salt, alkalies and other deleterious

substances.

2. Sand shall have a fineness modulus ranging from 2.00 to 2.50.

(c) LIME shall conform to ASTM Specification C 5. Hydrated lime, if called

for, shall conform to ASTM Specification C 6.

(d) MORTAR shall be field mixed according to standard practice, or be

prermxed or packaged masonry cement conforming to ASTM specifications.

(e) MORTAR COLOR shall be of an approved brand and samples of face

brickwork not to exceed 6 sq ft in area shall be laid for approval of color.

(f) WATER shall be clean, reasonably clear, and free from oil, acid and

injurious amounts of vegetable matter, alkalies or other salts.

(g) REINFORCING STEEL shall conform to the standard specifications for

billet steel reinforcing bars of the AREA.
(h) BRICK shall conform to the current ASTM Specifications for each type.

1. Brick and solid clay or shale masonry units—ASTM C 62

2. Sand-lime brick—ASTM C 73

3. Concrete brick—ASTM C 55
4. Facing brick—ASTM C 216

1.7.3 Installation

(a) All brickwork shall be installed in accordance with the standard AIA
Specification for Brickwork,

(b) All details such as lintels, belt courses and other trim shall be hiid up
as shown on the drawings.

(c) Brick laid in hot weather shall be covered or thoroughly wetted in such

a manner as will prevent too rapid drying of the masonry.

1.8 CONCRETE
1.8.1 Design and Installation

(a) Concrete masonry shall be designed and installed in accordance with cur-

rent ACI specifications.

1.8.2 Material

(a) Concrete shall be composed of portland cement, meeting the requirements
of current ASTM specifications.
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(b) Sand shall be clean, sharp and free from organic impurities in accordance

with current ASTM Tests C 40 and C 117.

(c) Concrete aggregates shall conform to ASTM C 33.

(d) Lightweight aggregates shall conform to ASTM C 330.

(e) Reinforcing steel shall conform to current ASTM specifications.

(f) Water shall be clear and free from oil, acid, alkali, organic matter or

other deleterious substances.

1.8.3 Testing

(a) Concrete cylinders for compressive strength test shall be made in the field

in accordance with ASTM C 31.

(b) Compressive strength of molded concrete cylinders shall be determined in

accordance with ASTM C 39.

(c) Slump tests shall be in accordance with ASTM C 143.

1.8.4 Check List of Items Which Should Be Covered in Specifications for Concrete

(a) Form work

(b) Reinforcing steel

(c) Placing of bars

(d) Admixtures

(e) Placing of concrete

(f) Curing

( g ) Prestressing

(h) Post tensioning

(i) Stripping of forms

(j) Exposed aggregate and finishes

1.9 CONCRETE ARCHITECTURAL STONE
1.9.1 Material

(a) Concrete architectural stone shall be composed of portland cement, meet-

ing the requirements of current ASTM specifications.

(b) Sand, lime, water, reinforcing steel and mortar shall conform to specifi-

cations as listed in Art. 1.7.2, this Chapter.

1.9.2 Design and Installation

(a) Concrete architectural stone shall be designed and installed to conform

with the best recommended practices of the ACI or the Portland Cement

Association.

1.10 CONCRETE MASONRY
1.10.1 Concrete Masonry Units

(a) Concrete masonry units shall conform to the physical requirements of the

local building code. In absence of a local building code, current ASTM specifica-

tions covering the particular use or construction in which units are employed shall

apply.

(b) Hollow load-bearing concrete masonry units shall conform with ASTM
C 90.

( c ) Solid load-bearing concrete masoniy units shall conform with ASTM C 145.

(d) Non-load-bearing hollow masonry units, ASTM C 129.
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1.10.2 Compressive Strength

(a) Concrete for the manufacture of sills, copings, etc., shall have a minimum
compressive strength of 4000 psi at 28 days.

(b) Concrete for reinforced concrete lintels shall have a minimum compressive

strength of 3000 psi at 28 days.

1.10.3 Materials

(a) Portland cement shall comply with ASTM C 150 or C 175.

(b) Masonry cement shall comply with ASTM C 91, Type II.

(c) Hydrated lime for masonry purposes shall comply with ASTM C 207,

Type S.

(d) Aggregate for masonry mortar shall comply with current ASTM specifica-

tions for this material.

(e) Water shall be clean and fit to drink.

1.10.4 Installation

(a) Control joints shall be provided as shown on plans.

(b) Intersecting concrete block bearing walls shall not be tied togetlier, ex-

cept at the corners. Instead, one wall shall terminate at the face of the other wall

with a control joint at that point.

1.11 STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE CERAMIC VENEER
1.11.1 Materials

(a) Structural Clay Facing Tile, ASTM C 212.

(b) Structural Clay Load-Bearing Wall Tile, ASTM C 34.

(c) Structural Non-Load-Bearing Tile, ASTM C 56.

(d) Structural Clay Floor Tile, ASTM C 57.

(e) Ceramic Glazed Structural Clay Facing Tile, Facing Brick and Solid

Masonry Units, ASTM C 126.

(f) Cement, sand, lime and mortar shall conform to specifications as shown
under Art. 1.7.2, this Chapter.

1.11.2 Installation

(a) All structural clay masonry units shall be installed in accordance with the

best recommended practice of the Structural Clay Products Institute.

1.12 STONE MASONRY CUT STONE WORK
1.12.1 Materials

(a) All stone specified or shown on the drawings shall be sound, durable, well

seasoned, from quarries approved and each stone shall be laid on its natural bed.

Samples shall be provided as requested and samples submitted arc to be typical

of the extremes which the contractor proposes to furnish.

(b) Cement, sand, lime and mortar shall conform to specifications as shown
under Art. 1.7.2, this Chapter.

1.12.2 Installation

(a) All stone masonry and cut stone work shall be installed in accordance with

the manufacturer's .specifications:

1. Limestone—Indiana Limestone Institute.

2. Granite—National Building Granite Quarries Association.
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1.13 STRUCTURAL STEEL AND MISCELLANEOUS METALS
1.13.1 Design, Fabrication and Erection

(a) Structural steel used in railway buildinjjs shall conform to the Specifica-

tions for Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings of the

American Institute of Steel Construction, current edition, and/or the Specifications

for Design of Light Gage Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members of the American

Iron and Steel Institute, current edition. Should local codes or requirements con-

flict, they shall govern.

(b) Technical specifications to cover metals shall be in sufficient detail so

that there is no question about the type and kind of metal, its finish, treatment,

fabrication and erection.

1.13.2 Other Metals

(a) Other metals used in railway buildings shall conform to the applicable

current specifications for sucli metals.

1.13.3 Check List of Items Which Should Be Covered in Specifications

for Metal and Their Use in Buildings

(a) Structural steel.

(b) Wrought iron.

1. Bars—ASTM A 41.

2. Plates—ASTM A 42.

(c) Cast iron—ASTM A 48.

(d) Other metals.

(e) Railings and ladders.

(f) Special castings.

(g) Fencing materials and fences,

(h) Stairways.

(i) Fire escapes,

(j) Flag poles.

(k) Bolts, anchors and fasteners.

(1) Shop painting and treatment of metals shall conform to the best current

recommended practice of the Steel Structures Painting Council.

(m) Decorative metals.

( n ) Guarantees.

1.14 LUMBER, CARPENTRY AND MILLWORK
1.14.1 Lumber

(a) Structural lumber shall conform to applicable sections of the National De-

sign Specification for Stress-Grade Lumber and its Fastenings as published by the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, current edition.

(b) Lumber shall conform to grades as specified by the appropriate manufac-

turers' association for each species of wood.

1. Hardwood:
National Hardwood Lumber A.ssociation

Fine Hardwood Association

Appalachian Hardwood Association
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2. Softwood:

Southern Pine Inspection Bureau

Western Pine Association

Western Wood Products Association

California Redwood Association

3. Flooring:

National Oak Flooring Manufacturers' Association

4. Plywood:

American Plywood Association

Douglas Fir Plywood Association

5. Laminated structural lumber shall conform to the Specifications for Struc-

tural Glued Laminated Timber as published by the American Institute

of Timber Construction, current edition.

6. Hardboard shall conform to the current specifications of the American
Hardboard Association.

1.14.2 Carpentry and Millwork

(a) Carpentry and millwork shall include all framing and woodwork which
form part of the completed building.

(b) All framing throughout shall be of the dimensions shown on the drawings

and shall be placed as indicated. The framing shall be done in a neat, workmanlike
manner to give close joints and shall be securely fastened.

(c) Detailed shop drawings for all millwork shall be submitted for approval

before miUwork is performed.

1.15 LATH, PLASTER AND STUCCO
1.15.1 Work Included

( a ) Furring

(b) Lathing—metal and gypsum

(c) Plastering—plain and ornamental

(d) Stuccoing

1.15.2 Materials

(a) BASE GYPSUM PLASTER shall meet requirements of ASTM C 28 fibered

(hair not wood) and unfibered.

(b) WHITE-FINISH GAGING PLASTER shall consist of lime properly pre-

pared to a smooth putty and mixed with gypsum gaging plaster. With the addition

of sand, it is adaptable for sand float finishes.

(c) SAND shall be clean, sharp and free from clay or impurities that will

stain the pla,ster. It shall be screened and any material retained on a lO-niesh

screen or passing through a 30 mesh screen shall be rejected.

(d) WATER shall be clt^ar and free from oil, acid, alkali, orgaiuc matter or

other deleterious substances.

(e) LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATES shall meet the requirements of ASTM
C 35.

(f) KEENE'S CEMENT shall be used for finish coat where it is subject to

moisture.

(g) GYPSUM LATH shall be % in or ii in thick and conform to current ASTM
C 37.
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1. Application may be made with nails or recommended clips and tie wire.

2. Nails shall be I's in by 13 gaj?e blue lath and shall be set % in below

surface of latli.

3. Clips and tie wire shall be j^alvanized and of type recommended by lath

manufactmer.

(h) CORNER BEADS shall he expanded metal 2% in wide, galvanized,

(i) METAL LATH shall be expanded metal, diamond mesh, weighing not less

than 3.4 lb per sq yd or %-m hy-rib lath weighing not less than 4.0 \h per sq yd.

1.16 FLOOR SURFACING
1.16.1 Types of Floor Surfacing

(a) Wood
( b ) Concrete

( c ) Composition

(d) Hot asphalt mastic

(e) Wood block

(f) Marble

(g) Tile and terrazzo

(h) Asphalt, vinyl asbestos, vinyl rubber and cork tile

1.16.2 Materials

(a) ASPHALTIC CEMENT shall be thoroughly homogeneous, free from water

and shall not foam when heated to 350 cleg F. The specific gravity shall not be less

than unity at 60 deg F. It shall conform to the following ASTM test designations:

1. Flash point—D 92

2. Penetration—D 5

3. Ductility—D 113

4. Loss on heating—D 6

5. Penetration of residue—D 243

6. Carbon bisulfide solubility—D 165, D 4

(b) MINERAL AGGREGATE shall be clean, durable limestone, trap rock,

granite or air-cooled slag, uniform in quality, free from dirt, dust screening, soft

stone or other foreign matter. It shall be sul)ject to abrasion and toughness tests

in accordance with current ASTM Tests D 2 and D 3, size to be in accordance with

work required.

(c) WOOD BLOCK FLOORING shall be pressure creosoted and manufac-

tured from air-seasoned or kiln-dried southern yellow pine, oak or other approved

wood. Only one species of wood shall be used in any one installation unless other-

wise indicated. Blocks shall be free from unsound loose or hollow knots, knot holes,

worm holes or other detrimental defects. Blocks shall have only end grain showing
on both top and bottom surfaces. Size of blocks .shall be in accordance with

requirements.

(d) MARBLE .specified shall be the best of it.s kind, carefully .selected for

color, marking and location in the work with each piece subject to approval or

rejection by the engineer.

(e) TERRAZZO shall be composed of selected first quality marble chips set

in a bed of Portland cement mortar as specified. Chips to be reasonably uniformly

distributed over the surface and showing the greatest possible proportion of marble
in fini.shed state.
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(f) CEMENT AND CONCRETE MATERIALS—Forms, reinforcement, joints

and workmanship shall conform with current ACI specifications.

1.16.3 Hot Asphalt Mastic Floors

(a) Hot asphalt mastic floors shall consist of a sub-floor and a sheet asphalt

wearing surface.

(b) Where mastic is laid on a concrete base, the grading, subgrading and

base course shall be constructed in accordance with current ASTM specifications.

(c) The concrete shall be finished to a rough even surface, parallel to the

contour of the finished surface of the mastic wearing course.

(d) Where laid on a wood sub-floor, the wood shall be treated as specified,

solidly supported and well nailed with all rough projections removed.

(e) Upon the sub-floor as directed there shall be placed a wearing surface of

a mi.\ture of asphaltic cement and mineral aggregate prepared as directed. As soon

as possible after rolling wearing surface, a seal coat of asphaltic cement shall be

applied, if required.

1.16.4 Wood Block Flooring

(a) Block flooring shall consist of a subgrade, concrete base and wearing course

of wood blocks laid over a pitch paint coat which is to be applied to the base after

it has been primed.

(b) The subgrade and base shall be designed to be of sufficient strength to

carry the loading to be imposed on the floor, witli base constructed of concrete

conforming to current ACI specifications.

(c) The concrete base shall be finished to a uniform wood float finish of

suflRcient depth below finished floor level to suit wood block used. After base has

been thoroughly cured and cleaned, any projections or ridges should be removed,

following which it shall be primed with recommended priming oil.

(d) After primer has dried, base shall be coated uniformly with coal tar pitch

applied at the rate of approximately 4 lb per sq yd and not exceeding Vs in thick,

which shall be permitted to harden before blocks are laid.

(e) Blocks shall be laid in place according to manufacturer's directions and to

suit prevailing conditions. After laying to true and level surface by tamping and

rolling, the surface shall be flushed over carefully with pitch filler heated just below

the boiling point taking care to leave a clean surface.

1.16.5 Marble

(a) Marble slabs shall be set free from backing surfaces, using brick furring

on vertical surfaces and other approved materials elsewhere. All bearing edges shall

be bedded solidly and continuously their entire length, and no material other tlian

pure plaster of paris and pure non-staining portland cement shall be used in setting.

(b) Each piece of marble throughout the entire work shall be securely fastened

in place with brass or bronze dowels, clamps and tees, which must be provided

and used in ample numbers to make a rigid and permanent job.

(c) The finishes to be given marble are:

1. All floors and floor borders, stair treads, risers and landings are to be

honed.

2. All other marble is to be highly polished.

(d) The marble contractor shall provide and set all steel supports of every

description required specially for the proper setting of his work.
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1.16.6 Ceramic Wall and Floor Tile

(a) Ceramic wall and floor tile materials and workmanship shall be in strict

accordance with current accepted Standard Installation Practices of the Domestic

Ceramic Tile Industry, published by the Tile Council of America ( USAS approved

installation specifications A 108.1-.2-.3; A 108.5; A 118.1). Other installation

specifications, as issued by the manufacturer of the setting materials used, shall be

implicitly followed.

1.17 PAVEMENT AND PLATFORMS
1.17.1 Asphaltic Concrete Pavements

(a) The grading, subgrade and concrete foundations for asphaltic concrete

shall be constructed in accordance with the current specifications of the AREA for

concrete pavements. Art. 1.17.2 this Chapter, except that joints shall be omitted

and the concrete finished to a rough, even surface, 3 in below the finished surface

of the pavement. A good existing foundation may be used.

(b) The curb or the curb and gutter, as the case may be, shall be built of

concrete in the location and to the elevations, sizes and cross sections as shown on

tlie drawings.

(c) All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply with

ACI specifications for concrete.

1.17.2 Concrete Pavements

(a) Crading for concrete pavements shall be completed to the proper subgrade

elevation to permit specified thickness of pavement to be laid to bring finished sur-

face of the pavement to the established lines and grades.

(b) Curbing shall be built according to details shown on the drawings.

(c) Expansion, contraction, longitudinal and construction joints shall be in

accordance with drawings and specifications.

(d) Placing reinforcement, placing concrete, finishing, curing and protection

all to be as specified by ACI.

(e) The contractor shall provide and maintain substantial barricades across the

pavement, with suitable warning signs day and night to prevent trafiic upon the

pavement until otherwise directed by the engineer.

(f) Manhole and catch basin covers, valve boxes and similar existing structures

within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by the contractor to come flush with

the surface of the pavement.

1.18 ROOFING
1.18.1 Types of Roofing Material

(a) Slate

(b) Clay tile

(c) Cement tile

( d ) Asbestos .shingles

(e) Corrugated asbestos

(f ) Metal roofing

(g) Built up roofing

1. Pitch and felt

2. Asphalt and rag felt

3. Asphalt and asbestos felt
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(h) Prepared or ready roofing

(i) Asphalt shingles

(j) Wood shingles

(k) Rubber

1.18.2 Cement RooEng Tile

(a) Cement roofing tile shall be composed of portland cement in accordance

with current ASTM specifications for portland cement, clean hard, coarse sand or

crushed rock.

1.18.3 Corrugated Asbestos

(a) Asbestos-cement corrugated sheets and accessories shall conform to cur-

rent ASTM Specification C 221.

1.18.4 Material for Built-up Roofs

(a) Asphalt—ASTM D 312.

(b) Asphalt primer for concrete and gypsum roof decks—ASTM D 41.

(c) Coal tar pitch for roofs of slopes 2 in per ft and under—ASTM D 450.

(d) Coal tar pitch for roofs with slopes of 1 to 6 in per ft—ASTM D 654.

(e) Creosote for priming concrete and gypsum roof decks—ASTM D 43.

(f) Asphalt-saturated rag felts—ASTM D 226.

(g) Asphalt-saturated asbestos felts—ASTM D 250.

(h) Asphalt-saturated rag felt for combination asbestos-rag felt roofing

—

ASTM D 655.

(i) Coal tar saturated felt—ASTM D 227.

1.18.5 Bonding

(a) Roofs shall be bonded for the period desired by tlie engineer and shall

be installed to conform with the manufacturer's requirements for granting such

a bond.

1.19 SHEET METAL WORK
1.19.1 Work Included

(a) Sheet metal gutters

(b) Cornices

(c) Rain conductors

(d) Flashings

(e) Valleys

(f) Eave strips and gravel stops

(g) Ridge rolls and hip capping

(h) Roof pans

(i) Conductor outlets and heads

(j) Skylights

(k) Ventilators

(1) Ductwork, grilles and registers

(m) Ventilators and smoke stacks

(n) Metal ceilings, partitions and stalls

(o) All other sheet metal work shown on drawings or necessary to complete

the building.
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1.19.2 Materials

(a) Copper sheets shall be rolled from copper conforming to current ASTM
B 4 aiul shall be marked with weight and manufacturer's name.

1. Lead-coated copper shall have a total weight of coating of 15 lb of lead

per 100 sq ft.

2. Copper flashings, valleys, eave strips and roof pans shall be soft-rolled

copper.

3. Copper rain conductors, eave troughs, moulded and hanging gutters and

conductor heads shall be cold drawn or hard copper.

4. Copper cornices shall be cold-rolled or hard copper.

(b) Galvanized iron shall be of gage as required.

(c) Lead used for sheet metal work shall be not less than 4 lb rolled lead

sheet.

(d) Solder shall be composed of one-half pig lead and one-half block tin and

shall conform to current ASTM B 32.

(e) Aluminum for flashing, gutters, downspouts, etc. shall conform to current

ASTM specifications.

1.20 HARDWARE
1.20.1 Material

(a) The contractor shall furnish hardware as shown on the drawings and men-

tioned in the specifications of a design and finish as selected by the engineer.

(b) Hardware shall be specified by manufacturer's number or approved equal.

Finishes shall have U. S. designation numbers. Material shall be subject to approval

by engineer.

1.20.2 Installation

(a) Hardware shall be installed in accordance with the best standard practice

of the industry and shall conform to manufacturer's recommended installation.

1.20.3 Fire Door Hardware
(a) Hardware for fire doors shall be of an automatic type approved by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters.

1.20.4 Check List

(a) A check list of items to consider may be found in AIA Specification Work
Sheets Document K-233.

1.21 PAINTING
1.21.1 Work Included

(a) Painting and finishing exterior and interior woodwork.

(b) Painting structural steel and iron work and all ornamental iron work.

(c) Painting exposed sheet metal work and iron conductors,

(d) Painting i^lastered surfaces.

(e) Painting brick and concrete wall and ceiling surfaces.

(f) Painting and lettering signs and lettering on doors, etc.

(g) Painting radiators, piping, etc.

1.21.2 Materials

(a) Paints shall be furnished in ready-mixed form and thinned only in accord-

ance with manufacturer's directions.
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(b) Enamels shall set dust free in 6 hr and hard in 12 hr, and be capable

of being rubbed in 2 days.

(c) Interior wood stains shall be of pure color, permanent as to shade, sharp

and clear in tone and capable of penetrating die surface.

(d) Shingle stains shall be pure color with creosote or other wood preserva-

tive as the vehicle and shall be permanent as to shade and deeply penetrating.

1.21.3 Painting of Metals

(a) Painting of metals shall conform to the best current recommended prac-

tices of the Steel Structures Painting Council.

1.21.4 Check List

(a) A check list of items to consider may be found in AIA Specification Work
Sheets Documents K-231 and K-232.

1.22 GLAZING
1.22.1 Work Included

(a) The contractor shall furnish and set all glass, fiberglass panels and trans-

lucent plastic panels as called for on the drawings and in the specifications.

1.22.2 Materials

(a) Suitable glazing compound shall be selected by the engineer.

(b) Glass used for main entrance doors should not be less tlian ]* in plate

glass.

(c) Glass used for skylights, marquises, metal sash and metal doors, unless

otherwise called for on the drawings, shall be /4-in factory ribbed wire glass.

(d) Samples of all glass to be used shall be submitted to the engineer for

approval, and all glass used in the work nuist conform stiictly in quality with the

approved samples.

1.23 PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE
1.23.1 Work Included

(a) Plumbing work as specified or shown on the drawings, including fixtures,

drains, water supply and sewers shall be performed by the pluml^ing contractor.

(b) The contractor shall perform all necessary excavation and backfill, and

the construction of sewers, manholes, catch basins, sewer connections to existing

manholes, etc., as called for on the drawings.

(c) All excavation and backfilling shall be done in accordance witli the infor-

mation listed under Section 1.5, this Chapter.

1.23.2 Materials

(a) CAST IRON PIPE and fittings shall be used for all soil, waste, drain,

sewer and vent pipes. It shall be sound and free from defects and wiUr the inner

and outer surfaces concentric and smooth and of weight to conform with local

codes.

(b) CAST IRON WATER SUPPLY PIPE, where required, shall be manufac-

tured in accordance with current ASTM A 44.

(c) WROUGHT IRON PIPE shall be galvanized, genuine wrought iron of

standard weights and dimensions. Fittings shall be galvanized malleable iron, ex-

cept where brass is specified.
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(d) LEAD PIPE shall be of the weight known as "strong" lead pipe.

(e) BRASS PIPE for water supply shall be seamless drawn semi-annealed

brass pipe of iron pipe sizes, heavily nickel plated.

(f) COPPER TUBING shall be clean and free from cracks, seams, slivers,

scale and other surface defects and shall conform to current ASTM B 88.

1. Solder used in making soldered joints shall be "50-50" tin-lead solder

conforming to current ASTM B 32, Alloy Grade 50A.

2. Fittings shall be cast bronze solder type, wrought copper solder type or

cast bronze flared tube type fittings.

(g) PLASTIC PIPE shall be used where local codes permit for cold water

supply and drainage lines. Installation shall be in accordance with manufacturer's

recommendations.

(h) Fixtures shall be selected from a manufacturer's catalog and listed in the

specifications complete with the fixture and all trim.

(i) VITRIFIED SEWER PIPE shall be of bell and spigot pattern and shall

comply with:

1. Standard strength—ASTM G 13.

2. Extra strength—ASTM G 200.

(j) MORTAR for cementing pipe joints and for brickwork shall be prepared

from Portland cement, thoroughly mixed widi clean, sharp sand in the proportion

of one part by volume of loose cement to three parts sand.

1. Cement—ASTM C 150, Type I.

2. Sand—ASTM G 144.

(k) CONCRETE PIPE shall conform to the following:

1. Non-reinforced—ASTM C 14.

2. Reinforced—ASTM C 75.

( 1 ) CORRUGATED PIPE shall conform to AREA Specifications for Prefabri-

cated Corrugated Steel Pipe and Pipe-Arches for Culverts and Underdrains, Part 4,

Chapter 1.

(m) BRICK used for manholes shall comply with current ASTM G 62.

(n) CAST IRON COVERS shall be made from gray iron complying with

ASTM A 48.

1.23.3 Installation

(a) The contractor shall obtain and pay for all permits and inspection fees.

(b) The plumbing contractor shall make all excavation necessary for his work

in accordance with the best current standard practice.

(c) The arrangement of the system shall be as direct as possible, avoiding

unnecessary bends and offsets.

(d) In cases where there is danger of backwater from the sewer, all sewer

and drain lines shall be equipped with a backwater valve, properly set in a pit for

accessibility.

(e) Fixtures shall be revented except in cases where but a single fixture is

attached to a stack, in which case this fixture need not be revented. Vent fittings

.shall be combination fittings of a type that will comply with local ordinances.

(f) Approved traps with cleanouts, equipped with brass plugs .shall be placed

under each fixture.

(g) Piping shall be covered as required by the following:
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1. Hot water piping shall be covered with insulating covering of an ap-

proved brand, lined with asbestos on the inside and covered with 8-oz

canvas jacket.

2. Cold water pipe, in concealed positions shall be covered as described

above, except that lining shall be of tarred felt instead of asbestos.

(h) After all pipes arc "roughed in" and before the final connections are made
with fixtures and sewer, all openings shall be closed and pipes filled with water to

the roof line. The water shall be maintained at this level until the job has been

inspected and approved.

(i) Clay sewer pipe shall be installed in accordance with the "Recommended

Practice for Installing Clay Sewer Pipe" ASTM C 12, and recommended practices

of the Clay Products Association.

(j) Concrete pipe shall be installed according to the best recommended prac-

tice of the American Concrete Pipe Association.

1.23.4 Gas Supply Piping

(a) The contractor shall install piping for gas with outlets where shown on

drawings. The supply line shall be of a size recommended by gas company supply-

ing the service and all piping and meters shall meet the approval of tlie gas

company.

1. Pipes shall be coated with asphaltum after installation.

2. Gas piping shall be tested as required by the gas company and certificate

of inspection delivered to the railway company.

1.23.5 Fire Protection

(a) The contractor shall install complete, all supply lines required for fire

protection, including all connections to water main, and all fire hydrants and con-

nections as indicated on the drawings or specified.

1. All pipe for outside fire protection lines shall conform to and be laid in

accordance with the American Water Works' Association Specifications for

Cast Iron Water Pipe and Special Castings.

2. All fire-fighting apparatus shall be in conformity with the requirements

of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. It shall also conform to

requirements of the local fire department so far as hose connections are

concerned.

1.23.6 Sprinkler Systems

(a) Classification of sprinkler systems:

1. Wet-pipe system

2. Dry-pipe system

3. Pre-action system

4. Deluge system

5. Combined dry-pipe and pre-action system

6. Special types

(b) Sprinkler system layout and installation shall be entrusted to no one but

fully experienced and responsible parties. If shall be designed and installed in ac-

cordance with the "Standards for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems ' adopted by

tlie National Fire Protection Association, latest edition, or the rules and regulations

of the inspection bureau having jurisdiction in the locality in which the sprinkler

system is to be installed.

Bui. 617
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1.24 HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
1.24.1 Design

(a) Heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems shall be designed in

accordance with information as presented in the Guide and Data Book of the

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers.

1.24.2 Permits

(a) The contractor shall obtain all permits at his expense and shall make sure

that the installation is in accordance with ;dl local codes and ordinances.

1.24.3 Classification of Steam Heating Systems

(a) Piping arrangement:

1. One pipe

2. Two pipe

(b) Pressure or vacuum conditions:

1. High pressure

2. Low pressure

3. Vapor
4. Vacuum

(c) Method of returning condensate:

1. Gravity return

2. Pumped return

1.24.4 Classification of Hot Water Heating Systems

(a) One-pipe gravity system

( b ) One-pipe forced circulation system

( c ) Two-pipe direct return forced circulation system

( d ) Two-pipe reverse return forced circulation system

( e ) One-pipe main-less forced hot water system

1.24.5 Classification of Warm Air Systems

( a ) Gravity

( b ) Forced

1.24.6 Electric Heat
(a) Electric baseboard units

(b) Electric unit heaters

(c) Electric infra red heaters

(d) Electric heating elements in warm air heating ducts

1.24.7 Fuel Systems

(a) Stokers

(b) Oil burners

(c) Gas burners

1. Natural

2. Liquified petroleum

1.24.8 Heat Transfer Units ';

(a) Cast iron radiators -.
. ;•_'

(b) Wall fin convectors - •

(c) Wall hung convectors

(d) Unit heaters

(e) Registers and grilles
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(f) Ducts

(g) Radiant heating

1.24.9 Electric Wiring

(a) All electric wiring in connection with the installation of a complete heat-

ing sy.stem shall be done in accordance with the National Electric Code, except

where local laws or regulations conflict, in which case such laws shall govern.

1.24.10 Guarantee

(a) The contractor shall guarantee the satisfactory operation of the system as

described in the specifications and shown on the drawings.

1.25 ELECTRICAL
1.25.1 Codes

(a) Electric wiring for railway buildings shall be installed in accordance

with the current specifications of the National Electric Code, and when applicable,

all local codes, where they differ from the National Code, and all work shall be

done expertly, so as to provide a neat appearance.

1.25.2 Materials.

(a) All fixtures and materials and all electrical equipment should be specified

by manufacturer's name and number, and provision made for "or equal" except

where no substitution is allowed.

1.25.3 Coordination with General Construction

(a) Electrical installations shall be carefully coordinated with general con-

struction so that conduit boxes and other parts of the system are ready and installed

at the required time, so as not to delay general progress of the construction.

1.25.4 Check List

(a) Voltage, phase, amperage for motors and other equipment

(b) Fixtures

(c) Circuits and cabinets

(d) Types and sizes of conduit and wire sizes

( e ) Special fusing or wiring

(f) Outside work to bring power to the building where reqiu'red

(g) Electrical work required for electric heat

( h ) Guarantees

L26 VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION
1.26.1 Codes

(a) Elevators, escalatons, dumbwaiters, etc. shall be installed in accordance with

the latest .specifications and requirements of the American Standard Safety Code
for Elevators, latest edition, and all applicable federal, state and municipal codes,

laws and ordinances. The.se may vary considerably and reliable manufacturers will

see that their products comply.

(b) The contractor .should be made responsible for obtaining all necessary per-

mits, licenses and approvals of plans which may be required.

1.26.2 Coordination of Installation

(a) Installation of vertical tran.sportation .systems shall be carefully coordinated

with all other phases of construction, .so that delays will not occur.
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1.26.3 Check List
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

y. BuDZiLENi (chairman, siihcommittee), R. E. Anderson, J. W. Chambers, J. A.
Hawley, J. M. Helm, J. F. Holmberg, C. V. Lund, D. H. McKibben, W. A.
Oliver, J. A. Peterson, J. G. Shope, W. A. Thompson, S. J. Zajchowskl

The following recommendations with respect to Chapter 7 of the Manual,

which have received prior endorsement by Committee 7 in the form of an affirma-

tive vote of two-thirds of the voting members, are now submitted for adoption and

publication in the Manual.

Pages 7-1-12 to 7-1-17, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL LUMBER

On page 7-1-14, change Art. 7—Density, to read as follows:

"Density has a large effect on the strength of lumber. For a few species a visual

inspection method has been developed which will separate the lumber into two

density classifications, but there is considerable overlap of actual densities in the

two classifications. If a more accurate method of density segregation, economically

applicable to commercial production, could be devised, a large increase in allowable

stress could be made for most lumber."

On page 7-1-17, change Art. 18—Centrally Loaded Cohnnns, to reads as

follows:

The stresses given for compression parallel to the grain in Tables 1 and 2 are

applicable to columns or struts with an unsupported length not greater than 11

times the least dimension of the member.

For columns where the slenderness ratio (-4-) is more than 11, the allowable

= c I — — I

-—J-
\ \ for J±_ less than K.

stresses are:

P

£ 0.274E

A

K = 0.641/11 „, K= -^/f
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P = total load in pounds.

A = area in square inches.

c= working unit stress in compression parallel to the jjrain for short columrLS.

L = unsupported length in inches.

d = least dimension" in inches.

£ = modulus of elasticity.

Columns should be limited to —f not more than 50.

The allowable load on a centrally loaded round column is the same as for

a square column of the same cross sectional area.

On page 7-1-17, change Art. 19—Combined Axial and Bending Loads, to read

as follows:

The general fornndas for safe eccentric or combined bending and end loadings

of square or rectangular wood columns are

A \ d f'^ S '^ A A

+
f ^ c

for columns with == of 11 or less, and
a

P

= 1

A I, 2d j"^ S +X A
+ — =1

for columns with —r- of 20 or more, where
a

p
-jT = average compressive stress induced by axial load.

M— = flexural stress induced by side loads.

z = ratio of flexural to average compressive stress when both result from the same

loading, so that the ratio remains constant while the load varies.

e= eccentricity of axial load.

rfz= width of column, measured in the direction of side loads and eccentricity.

This is tlie depth to use in computing the flexural stress.

/= allowable working unit stress for extreme fiber in bending.

r = allowable imit stress for the member if used as a centrally loaded column.

Stresses for columns with —r between 1 1 and 20 are determined by straight-
d

line interpolation between the formula for a —5- of 11 and the formula for a ~T~oi 20.

Where side loads are such that maximum deflection and flexural stress do not

occur at mid-length of the column, it is generally satisfactory to consider — as the

maximum flexural stress due to the load or loads, regardless of its position in the

length of the column.

A more detailed discussion may be found in U.S. Forest Products Laboratory

Report No. R 1782, Fonnulas for Columns with Side Loads and Eccentricity.
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Pages 7-1-1 to 7-2-17, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF WOOD BRIDGES AND TRESTLES
FOR RAILWAY LOADING

On Page 7-2-9, change Art. 2—Compression Parallel to Grain, to read as

follows:

Stress values in Table 1 are to be used for posts and struts where the unsup-

ported length is not greater than 11 times the least dimension, and for end bearing

of compression members.

For columns where^ is more than 11, the allowed working stresses are:
a

P 0.274 E , L
, ^

-J- = / J \2 ^^ "T" Ji'"<-''iter than K.

\d)

K= 0.641 a/~^^^ = ^a/^
r

= 0.641 y/

P= total load in pounds.

A ^ area in square inches.

c = working unit stress in compression parallel to the grain for short columns.

L = unsupported length in inches.

d := least dimension in inches. ( See also Sec. D, Art. 9.

)

£ = Modulus of elasticity. ( Table 1 )

.

p
Table 2 gives values of allowed ——

.

Columns should be limited to —r z= 50.
o
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 8^—^Masonry

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. R. Wilson (chairman, subcommittee), R. J. Brx;eske, G. W. Cooke, F. A.
Kempe, Jr., J. M. Williams, J. R. Williams.

Your committee submits the following editorial revisions with respect to Chap-

ter 8 of the Manual.

Pages 8-20-1 to 8-20-3, incl.

ASTM SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGNATIONS

A 6-67, change to A 6-68 a

A 15-66, delete

A 16-66, delete

A 160-66, delete

A 185-65, change to A 185-68

A 305-65, delete

A 377-57, change to A 377-66

A 408-66, delete

A 431-66, delete

A 432-66, delete

*A 615-68 Deformed Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement, add to list to

replace specifications deleted

''A 616-68 Rail-Steel Deformed Bars for Concrete Reinforcement, add to list to

replace specifications deleted

*A 617-68 Axle-Steel Deformed Bars for Concrete Reinforcement, add to list to

replace specifications deleted

C 29-67T, change to C 29-68, and delete "(Tentative)" from title

C 76-67, change to C 76-68

G 87-67T, change to C 87-68, and delete "(Tentative)" from title

C 91-67, change to C 91-68

C 125-66, change to C 125-68

C 127-59, change to C 127-68

C 128-59, change to C 128-68

C 144-62T, change to C 144-66T

C 150-67, change to C 150-68

C 173-66, change to C 173-68

C 175-67, change to C 175-68

« Former ASTM Specifications A 15, A 16, A 160, A 305, A 408, A 431, and A 432
have been revised and incori'orated in Specifications A 615, A 616 and A 617. Structural
grade bars are no longer available under the new specifications, and the terms "intermediate"
and "hard" grade bars have been replaced by grade "40" and grade "50", respectively.
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C 192-66, change to C 192-68, and change title to "Making and Curing Concrete

Test Specimens in the Laboratory"

C 231-62, change to C 231-68

C 235-62T, change to C 235-68, and delete "(Tentative)" from title

C 330-64T, change to C 330-68T

C 595-67T, change to C 59.5-68, and delete "(Tentative)" from title

D 15-66T, change to D 15-68, and delete "(Tentative)" from title

D 412-66, change to D 412-68

D 2240-64T, change to D 2240-68, and delete "(Tentative)" from title

Report on Assignment 3

Foundations and Earth Pressures

G. W. Cooke (cJiairman, subcommittee), M. T. Davisson, B. M. Dornblatt, D. H.
Do^vE, J. A. Erskine, R. J. Hallawell, E. F. Manley, DAvm Novick, M. P.

ScHiNDLER, G. R. Shay, S. A. Stutes, W. C. Teng, S. G. Wintoniak.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with

respect to Chapter 8 of the Manual:

Pages 8-6-1 to 8-6-7, inch

CRIB WALLS

On page 8-6-2, change the second paragraph to read as follows:

"Crib walls shall be designed in sections usually not to exceed 100 ft. If the

soil conditions vary considerably along the crib it may be necessary to build the

crib in sections that are shorter than 100 ft."

On page 8-6-3, change the seventh paragraph of Sec. B, Art. 1—Design, to

read as follows:

"Crib walls shall be designed in sections usually not to exceed 100 ft. If the

soil conditions vary considerably along the crib, it may be necessary to build the

crib in sections that are shorter than 100 ft."

Your committee also recommends that present Part 20 of Chapter 8 be changed

to Part 21 and that the following new material on flexible sheet pile bulkheads be

adopted and published in Chapter 8 of the Manual as Part 20.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 20

Flexible Sheet Pile Bulkheads

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE SHEET
PILE BULKHEADS*

A. GENERAL
1. Scope

The purpose of this specification is to provide the professional engineer with

a recommended practice for the design of flexible sheet pile bulkheads.

2. Types of Flexible Bulkheads

A sheet pile bulkhead is a structure designed to provide lateral support for a

soil mass and derives stability from the passive resistance of the .soil in which the

bulkhead is embedded. Bulkheads are frequently referred to as retaining walls of

the waterfront or as seawalls.

Sheet pile bulkheads may be constructed of steel, concrete or timber. They
may be cantilevers; or they can be anchored by tie rods connected to a deadman,

pile foundations or existing structures. Bulkheads also may be anchored by batter

piles secured to wales connecting the sheet piles.

Sheet pile bulkheads are generally designed as flexible structures which yield

sufficiently to mobilize full active earth pressure and a portion of the- passive earth

pressure. For anchored bulkheads, movement at the anchor rod in the range of

0.001 Hf to 0.002 Hf is needed to develop full active earth pressure. Cantilever

bulkheads will invariably yield sufficiently to develop full active pressure.

Braced excavations and cofi^erdams are not included in tlie scope of this specifi-

cation because difi^erent types of deformation are involved with resulting higher

earth pressures. Where adjacent structures would be endangered by a flexible bulk-

head, a rigid type bulkhead not covered in this specification must be utilized.

' iReferences : For further information see the following: Anchored Bulkheads, Trans. ASCE
1954; Foundation Design, Wayne C. Teng, Prentice—Hall Inc. 1962; Deadman Anchorages in
Sand, J. E. Smith, Technical Reijort R199, U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Lahoratory, Port
Hueneme, Cahf. 1962
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B. INFORMATION REQUIRED

1. Field Surveys and Records

Sufficient information shall be furnished in the form of a profile and cross

sections or a topographic map to determine general design and structural require-

ments. Present and proposed grades and alignment of tracks and roads shall be indi-

cated together with records of: reference datum, maximum high water, mean high

water, mean low water and minimum low water, location of utilities, construction

history of area, indication of any conditions which might hamper proper installation

of piling, depth of scour, allowance for overdredging, wave heights and seiches.

2. Soil Investigation

The characteristics of the foundation soils shall be investigated as specified

under Chapter 1, Part 1, Specifications for Test Borings. Reference is also made to

Chapter 8, Part 3, Sec. B, Art. 4—Character of Subsurface Materials, for additional

discussion of the soil investigation.

The soil investigation should include a sufficient number of borings, with sam-

pling and laboratory testing of the proper type to determine the character and degree

of uniformity of subsoils. The subsurface investigation should provide the following

information: identification and classification of all soils; depth and thickness of soil

strata; ground water level as encountered during drilling and after bailing the hole

at the completion of drilling; ground water gradients in backfill, with long time

water level observations where possible; and significant natural shear strengtli prop-

erties. The natural shear strength can be determined by means of routine laboratory

tests such as unconfined compression tests for clay soils or by field vane shear tests;

for smaller projects in granular soils estimates are generally sufficient, whereas

laboratory shear tests should be performed for major structures. There should also

be a determination of: the unit weight of clay soils, natural water content; the

presence of underground or harbor bottom obstructions; and estimates of soil acidity

by means of pH tests.

For major projects, where compressible soils are encountered and settlement

problems are anticipated, laboratory consolidation tests are required to enable

calculation of magnitude and time rate of expected setdement. Three-inch O.D.

undisturbed piston samples are preferred sample types and 3-inch O.D. thinwall

tube samples are the minimum quality acceptable for consolidation testing.

3. Loads

All design criteria, temporary and permanent loading, boring and laboratory

test results, and properties of construction materials, including yield stresses, should

be clearly stated in the design calculations and on the contract plans. Temporary

loads include, but are not limited to: construction equipment, construction materials,

lower water levels adjoining the bulkhead causing unl^alanced hydrostatic pressure.

Permanent loads include, but are not limited to: future grading and paving, rail-

roads or highways, structures and material storage piles.

The allowable live load after construction should be clearly shown in the con-

tract plans and painted on the pavements behind the bulkheads or shown on signs

at the site and also recorded at the division office.

4. Drainage

The drainage pattern of the site before and after construction should be

analyzed, and adequate drainage provisions incorporated in tlie plans and specifica-
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tions. Consideration should be given to underdrainage as well as surface drainage.

Drainage provisions for Ijackfill should be compatible with assumed water conditions

in design.

5. Character of BackfiU

A reconnaissance survey should be made of cost and availability of local mate-

riids. At major structures, gradation, maxinuim and minimum density, specific

gravity, and shear strength determinations should be performed for typical materials.

Backfills or soils in place shoidd be investigated and classified with reference

to the following soil ty^Des:

Clean Sand or Clean Sand and Gravel:

Granular materials widiout fine soil particles and very free draining ( less than

5 percent passing the No. 200 sieve).

Silttj Sand:

'Granular materials with significant silt content (more than 5 percent passing

the No. 20O sieve) with low to moderate permeability.

Descriptive terms for relative density of granular soils based on Standard Pene-

tration Test:

Very loose N := 0-4 blows per ft

Loose N E= 4-10 blows per ft

Medium N = 10-30 blows per ft

Dense N — 30-50 blows per ft

Very dense N =: Over 50 blows per ft

Silt and Clay Soils

Descriptive Term Unconfined Compressive Strength—
For Consistency Tons per Square Foot

Very soft Less than 0.25
Soft 0.25-0.50
Medium 0.50-1.00
Stiff 1.00-2.00
Very stiff 2.00-4.00
Hard Over 4.00

Granular backfills are recommended where the depth of bulkhead is great or

the bulkhead defonnations must be minimized.

The range of unit weight of soils and the coefficients of active pressure, Ka,

and passive pressure, Kp, for horizontal ground surface are shown in Table 1.

C. COMPUTATION OF LATERAL FORCES ACTING ON BULKHEADS

1. Active Earth Pressure due to the Weight of Backfill

The active earth pressure due to the weight of backfill may be computed by

the Coulomb Theory, and is represented in the loading diagram by area I, Fig. 1.

The active earth pressure at depth z is

Pa = K.az

2. Active Earth Pressure due to Surcharge Loads

( a ) Uniform Load q
The active earth pressure due to a uniform surcharge load q (pounds per square

foot) is

P„ = K.M}

which is represented by area II, Fig. 1.
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(b) Strip Load

A continuous strip of surcharge load q (pounds per square foot) parallel to tlie

bulkhead is shown in Fig. 2. The intensity of pressure at a given point may be

computed by

P, =^ (^ + sin jS) sin-a + ^ (/3 — sin a) cos=a
W TV

The pressure is represented by area IV, Fig. 1.

(c) Line Load
A very narrow strip of surcharge load may be considered as a line load. The

intensity of lateral pressure, pt, may be computed by the following semi-empirical

formulas

:

Pi = 1.27q H

= 1.27ii
H (m'+n'y

(m> 0.4)

= 0.203 ^ (m < 0.4)
H(0.16+jr)-

Line Loading is not shown in diagram Fig. 1. Symbols and notations are shown

in Fig. 3.

(d) Point Load

The lateral pressure due to a point load, Q, Fig 4, varies with the deptli as

well as the horizontal distance from the load. The intensity of lateral pressure Pi,

on line ab directly opposite the load may be computed by the following formulas:

P, = 1.77 g . ff ...3 (m > 0.4)
H' (m^-f n-y

Pi — 0.28 -2- ,
^ (m < 0.4)

HM 0.16 +"')•'

The unit pressure on any otlier point, on both sides of ab is smaller tlian Pi at the

same depth, and may be computed by

Pq=i Pi cos- (LliA)

Point loading is not shown in the diagram in Fig. 1. Symbols and notations are

shown in Fig. 4.

3. Active Earth Pressure Due to Unbalanced Water Pressure

When bulkheads are used for waterfront construction, the bulkhead is sub-

jected to a maximum earth pressure at the low water stage. During a rainstorm

or a rapidly receding high water, the water level behind the bulkhead may be

several feet higher than in front of the wall as shown in Fig. 5. The unbalanced

water pressure is represented by area III in Fig. 1.

Drained conditions in backfill apply when clean sand or dean sand and gravel

as defined in Sec. B, Art. 5 are used and adequate permanent drainage oudeLs are

provided. Where drained conditions exist, the design water le\el may be assiuned

at the drainage outlet elevation.
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4, Passive Earth Pressure

Tlie passive earth pressure, P,,, in front of the bulkliead may also be eoni-

puted by the Coulomb Theory. This pressure is also shown in Kijj;. 1.

P„ = Kp yz

5. Reduction of Weight of Passive Wedge Due to Upward Seepage

During a rainstorm or rapidly receding high water, the water level behind the

bulkhead may be several feet higher than in front of the wall. The receding water

percolates downward through the backfill and then upward in front of the bulk-

head as illustrated in Fig. 5. The upward flow causes a significant reduction in

effective weight, 7', and consequently in passive pressure and must be considered

in the design where applicable.

D. STABILITY

1. Stability Calculation

The stability condition referred to herein concerns a local condition immedi-

ately under the bulkhead. Massive earth movements such as the type indicated on

Fig. 6 are not covered by this calculation. Massive movements may occur inde-

pendent of the type and design of bulkhead and constitute a slope stability problem.

The vertical effective pressure behind the bulkhead at the elevation of the

mud line is denoted by p. It is made up of the effective (submerged) unit weight

of soil below the low water line, the weight of fill above the low water line, the

uniform surcharge load q as shown on Fig. 1, and a distribution of any line, point,

and other loads. For purposes of this stability calculation, line and point loads may

be distributed uniformly over the area covered (behind the bulkhead only) by a

1:2 (horizontal: vertical) distribution to the elevation of the mud line.

The stability calculation is carried out by treating the area behind the bulk-

head as though it were a spread footing resting on the surface of the soil at the

elevation of the mud line. Generally, stability problems will arise only with weak

silts and clays. To meet the stability requirements, the pressure p must satisfy the

following

:

-^5J4c
^

FS

where c is the cohesion which can be taken as one-half the unconfined compressive

strength of soft clay soils and FS is the factor of safety. For well defined loading

conditions and thoroughly determined soil parameters, the minimum factor of

safety for permanent construction may be 1.5. For temporary construction and/or

loading the minimum factor of safety may be reduced to 1.3.

If weaker layers exist below, then the shear strength value applicable to these

layers should be used in the above calculations.

Stability of granular soils may be checked by the provisions of Chapter 8,

Part 3, Sec. D, Art. 2.

If the above criteria for stability are not satisfied, then these specifications are

not applicable. In such event, a thorough soils investigation and analysis, com-
bined with field observations, may lead to a satisfactory design, but this condition

is considered beyond the scope of this Manual.
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E. DESIGN OF ANCHORED BULKHEADS

1. Determination of Depth of Embedment
The total depth of embedment D is found by extending the active and pas-

sive pressures downwards as illustrated schematically in Fig. 7. The total embed-

ment D, is satisfactory when the moment about the elevation of the anchorage A,

due to the passive resultant Pp equals that due to the active resultant Pa with a

factor of safety of 2.0 for permanent construction and a factor of safety of 1.5 for

temporary construction.

The designer should be on guard against short penetration of sheet piling

into relatively strong soil layers. The moment summations described above are

affected greatly when a relatively strong soil layer is encountered. It is suggested

that arbitrary reductions in strengths or assumptions of the lowest probable eleva-

tion be made for such soil layers in order to avoid unrealistically short sheet pile

penetrations.

2. Maximum Moment
It will usually be found that the maximum positive moment controls the

selection of the sheet pile section. The maximum moment for design is not to be

less than that calculated according to the assumed equivalent beam shown on

Fig. 8 (a). Here, the structure has been made statically determinate by assuming

that a hinge occurs at the lowest elevation of the mud line. If a thin layer of

relatively soft soil exists at the mud line, the point of contraflexure is moved to the

base of said layer, but not deeper than O.ID. It may be assumed that the maximum
negative moment below the dredge line as shown on Fig. 8 (b) is less than the

maximum positive moment. In selecting a structural section, interlock friction is

ignored. If materials other than steel are used, their flexural stiffness, EI, should

not be greater than that for the required steel sheet pile section; otherwise this

part of the design procedure does not apply.

3. Anchor Pull

For design of the anchorage system, the anchor pull shall be increased arbi-

trarily at least 20 percent when determined according to the equivalent beam
theory given on Fig. 8 (a).

4. Flexibility of Anchorage

The anchor, anchor rod and the connecting details are to be sufficiently flex-

ible that a deformation of 0.001 Hf to 0.0()2H^ can develop at the wall witliout

distress to the structural system. If the specified deformation cannot develop, then

the acti\e earth pressures are recomputed as for a braced cut and the bulkhead

redesigned accordingly.

5. Anchorages

All reactions to the anchor pull are developed entirel)' beyond the active pres-

sur0 wedge behind the face of the bulkhead as shown on Fig. 9. If batter piles

are used as the anchorage, the piles are to develop the anchor pull entirely below

and back of the active earth pressure wedge. Deadman anchorages as shown in

Fig. 9a and described further in Reference 3 are designed utihzing passive earth

pressures as resistance against anchor pull. Deadman type anchorages are preferred.

Next in order of preference, is the A-Frame shown in Fig. 9b, utilizing a combina-

tion of tension and compression batter piles connected by a pile cap. The tension
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pile may be difficult to develop and cosdy. The least desirable anchorage is a ten-

sion pile as shown in Fig. 9c. The flexibility requirements may be difficult to

develop because of the high axial stiffness of the pile; further, this is frequently

a very expensive t>'pe of anchorage.

The anchor rods should be wrapped or treated in order to retard corrosion.

The probable settlement of the backfill should be estimated and the anchor rods

designed to withstand the added loads. Alternately, the rods may be encased in

tubes sufficient in size to enable settlements to occur without adding loads to the

rods.

Anchorages should never be proportioned for a factor of safety of less tlian 2.0.

6. Connections

The walers, brackets and all connections are designed in accordance with

provisions of Chapter 15.

7. Allowable Stresses

The allowable stresses shall be determined on the basis of the yield point of

the material used. The maximum allowable stresses are:

Sheet pile sections •—% tensile yield for steel.

% compressive strength for concrete in compression. No
tension allowed.

Anchor rods — % tensile yield.

Other structural

members —In accordance with Chapter 15 of AREA Manual.

All connections are designed for the computed structural loads after allow-

ances for wear and corrosion. The minimum corrosion allowance for anchor rods

shall be s^ inch. Provisions should be made to facilitate maintenance of structural

elements subjected to significant wear and corrosion.

F. DESIGN OF CANTILEVER BULKHEADS

To be inserted later.

NOTATION
Ap Anchor pull

C Cohesion

D Depth of embedment below mud line

D' Minimum depth of embedment below mud line for equilibrium

EI Flexural stiffness

FS Factor of safety

H Length of sheet pile

Ha Length from anchor to mud line

Hf Length from top of sheet pile to mud line

Hu Unbalanced head of water

Ko Active earth pressure coefficient

Kp Passive earth pressure coefficient

m Horizontal distance from top of sheet pile as a percentage of H
N Blows per foot, Standard Penetration Test

n Vertical distance below top of sheet pile as a percentage of H
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Pa Resultant horizontal active earth pressure

Pa Horizontal active earth pressure

Pi Horizontal active earth pressure due to a line load

Pp Horizontal passive earth pressure

Pq Horizontal active earth pressure due to a point load Q
Ps Horizontal active earth pressure due to a strip load of intensity q

Pu Horizontal active earth pressure due to uniform surcharge load

Pp Passive force

Pa Active force

Pi Maximum horizontal active earth pressure due to a point load Q

p Vertical effective pressure behind bulkhead at lowest elevation of mud line

Q Point load

q Intensity of uniform surcharge

qu Unconfined compression strength

R Distance from live load to point under consideration

w Water content

X Horizontal distance from top of sheet pile

z Vertical distance from top of sheet pile

a Angle re uniform strip surcharge influence

/3 Angle re uniform strip surcharge influence

7 Moist unit weight of soil

y' Submerged unit weight of soil

5 Angle of wall friction

T 3.14

(f> Angle of internal friction of soil

^ Angle re point load influence
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q*42' Yill ill i i

Layer I Sand Backfill

Original Ground Surface

Layer 2 Clean Sand,

Kgg

Loyer 3
Sand, Kgj

Loyer I Sand

Original Grou/id Surface

Lover 2
Clay, ?„

Layer 3 Clay, q^^

(6) IN CLAY
(PARTS NOT SHOWN
SAME AS ABOVE)

Figure I

Lateral Pressure Diagrams
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Figure 2

Pressure Distribution For Strip Load
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= mH

Z -nH

Isometric Diagram

Plan View

Figure 4

Pressure Distribution For Point Load
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Circular Arc
Sliding Foilure Surface

Figure 6

Stability Analysis-Massive Earth Movements
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Depth of Total Embedment

Ap ^
LWL

H Hf

Lowest elev. of mud line

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

Assumed Hinge
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L_i
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a) Assumed Equivalent Beam b) Moment Diagram

Figure 8

Maximum Moment Calculations
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Passive-- ^^

Deadman or

a) Anchor Wall

c) Tension Pile

-Active

Wedge

Count Tension

Resistance Below
This Point

Figure 9

Anchorage Design
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Report on Assignment 6

Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures

J. R. Williams (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Baker, J. W. DeValle, F. C.
Edmonds, W. J. Eney, G. F. Leyh, J. E. Peterson, E. D. Ripple, J. E.
ScROGGS, R. K. Shortt, L. F. Spaine, M. F. Tigiiak, G. R. Vanderpool, J. O.
Whitlock, W. R. Wilson.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with

respect to Chapter 8 of the Manual.

Pages 8-17-1 to 8-17-24, incL

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESIGN, MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION
OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

Add to Sec. B, Art. 4—Design Loads, pages 8-17-2, the following: "except

that live load impact shall be that specified in Sec. B, Art. 6—Impact, in the

Specifications for Design and Construction of Prestressed Concrete Trestles for

Railway Loading, Using Box Beams, Part 17, this Chapter."

Add to Part 17, starting on new page 8-17-39, "Design tables for Precast-

Prestressed Box Girders for Railway Bridges" as published in Bulletin 611 January

1968, pages 406 to 446, incl., with the following editorial changes:

Delete pages 408, 409 and 410.

Change "a PCA District Office" at tiie end of the second paragraph on page

406 to "Portland Cement Association which has prepared these tables."

Delete the last paragraph on page 406.

Insert the text printed on page 444 after the last paragraph on page 406. At

the end of the second sentence in the third paragraph of the text on page 444 add

"on page 445".

On page 445 add the following title at the top: "Example Calculations for

Locating Center of Gravity of Strands."

On pages 419, 420, 421, 423, 424, 425, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432 and 433
add the word "tension" after the word "strands" in the title.

On pages 422 and 426 add the words "No tension under superimposed dead
load" after the word "strands" in the title.

Report on Assignment 8

Waterproofing for Railway Structures

J. M. Williams (chairman, stihcommittee), E. R. Blewitt, H. C. Brown, J. W.
DoLSON, W. P. Hendrlx, H. W. Hopkins, A. K. Howe, J. R. Iwinski, L. Lange,
Jr., R. E. Pearson, Milton Pikarsky, H. D. Reilly, H. H. Schmidt, Earl
Watson, Jr.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with

respect to Chapter 29 of the Manual:
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29-2-1 to 29-2-11, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING

Under Sec. A, Art. 3—Types, page 29-2-2, delete Type E and change Type F

to Type E.

Under Sec. B, Art. 1—General, page 29-2-2, delete last sentence, reading

"Bitumen for use with butyl rubber membrane may be either a.sphalt or coal-tar

liitch."

I'nder Sec. C, Art. 31i—Butyl Ruliber Membrane, page 29-2-6, delete para-

graph (1) and change paragraphs (2) to (1), (3) to (2), (4) to (3), (5) to (4),

(6) to (5), and (7) to (6).

Under Sec. C, Art. 4c—Asphalt Block and A.sphalt Plank, page 29-2-9, delete

"as specified above or they shall be laid" from first sentence of .second paragraph.

Add at the end of this sentence "or laid loose."

Manual Recommendations

Committee 9—Highways

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

M. A. WoHLSCHLAEGER (chairman, subcommittee), C. A. Christensen, F. R.

CuMMiNGS, F. Daugherty, W. E. Free, H. A. Hunt, R. V. Loftus, R. W.
Mauer, E. S. Miller, D. J. Moody, J. E. Reynolds, W. S. Titlow, C. W.
Traister, J. M. Trissal.

Your committee, by letter ballot, has approved revision of Fig. 1 on page

9-2-2, Chapter 9 of the Manual, to indicate only a reflector highway crossing sign

by deleting any and all references to the use of a painted sign.

The specific recommended revisions to Chapter 9 are as follows:

Page 9-2-1

RECOMMENDED USE OF HIGHWAY-RAILWAY GRADE
CROSSING SIGNS

For crossing situation 1, under "Sign Recommended," delete the words "or

painted" in the first line.

Page 9-2-2

Fig. 1—Highway Crossing Sign, Reflector or Painted, 4-Ft, 90-Deg Type

In first paragraph of "Notes," delete the words "either reflectorized or painted."

Delete the words "or painted" under the title, "Highway Crossing Sign."
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

Report on Assignment 1 (a)

Complete Revision of Chapter 15 of the Manual

G. W. Salmon (chairman, subcommittee), A. Heuefine (vice chairman, suhcom-
mittee), T. J. Boyle, L. F. Currier, J. TT. Durkee, G. K. Gillan, J. M. Hayes,
M. L. Koehler, D. V. Messman, W. M. Thatcher.

Your committee reconimends that the entire present Chapter 15—Iron and

Steel Structures, be withdrawn from the Manual and replaced with a new Chapter

15 which, except for new Part 1 and new Part 3, is printed below in its entirety.

New Part 1 was presented as information in Bulletin 611, January 1968, pages

456 to 488, incl., and is now submitted for adoption with the revisions specified

herein. New Part 3 was also presented as information in Bulletin 611, pages 488

to 502, but as Part 2, and this part is now presented for adoption with the numerical

designation of the part changed from 2 to 3 and with the other revisions specified

herein.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

MANUAL OF RECOMMENDED PRACTICE*

CHAPTER 15

IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges

FOREWORD
Parts 1 through 6 formulate specific and detailed rules for the design, fabrica-

tion and erection of steel railway bridges for spans not exceeding 400 ft. The require-

ments, however, apply to spans of any lengtli, but special provisions for spans longer

than 400 ft should be added by the company as may be required. Part 7 gives

recommended procedures for maintenance, inspection and rating of existing bridges.

Part 8 covers miscellaneous items. Part 9 is a commentary, including bibliography,

for explanation of various articles in the preceding parts.

Provisions for welding of railway bridges are included in these specifications.

Many requirements are taken directly or witli slight modifications from the Specifica-

tions for Welded ffighway and Railway Bridges (AWS D2.0) of the American

Welding Society, and grateful acknowledgment is hereby made to the American

Welding Society for permission to reproduce this material. Reference should be

made to those specifications for information relative to welding procedures and

processes, and for other welding requirements not covered herein.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Issued 1969

Part 1—Design—ASTM A .36 Steel

Page

Foreword , 15-1-

1.1 Proposals and Drawings 15-1-

1.2 General Features of Design 15-1-^

1.3 Loads and Stresses 15-1-

1.4 Basic Allowable Unit Stresses 15-1-

1.5 General Details 15-1-

• RECOMMENDED PRACTICE—A material, device, design, plan, specification, principle ot

practice recommended to the railways for use as required, either exactly as presented or with such
modification as may be necessary or desirable to meet the needs of individual railways, but in

either event, with a view to promoting efficiency and economy in the location, construction,
operation, or maintenance of railways. It is not intended to imply that other practices may not
be equally acceptable.
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1.6 Members Stressed Primarily in Axial Tension or Compression . . . IS-l-"
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3.5 Inspection 15-3-
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4.2 Definition of Terms 15-4-
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4.5 Plant 15-4-

4.6 Plans 1.5-4-
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4.8 Handling and Storing Materials 15-4-

4.9 Establishment of Lines and Grades 15-4-

4.10 Bearings and Anchorage 15-4-

4.11 Erection Procedure 15-4-

4.12 Reinforcement of Members 15-4-

4.13 Falsework 1-5-4-

4.14 Allowable Unit Stresses During Erection 15-4-

4.15 Drift or Traffic Pins 15-4-

4.16 Field Assembly of Pieces 1.5-4-
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4.23 Misfits 15-4-
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4.25 Deck 1.5-4-
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4.30 Risk 15-4-
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 1

Design—ASTM A 36 Steel

1969

(Adopted 1969)

FOREWORD
The purpose ot this part is to fornnihite specific and detailed rules as a guide

for tlie design of fixed spans using structural steel conforming to the re<iuirements

of ASTM Specification A 36.
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Following are the recommended revisions to sections 1.1 through 1.13 of Part

1 as published on pages 456 through 488 in Bulletin 611, January 1968:

1. After Art. 1.1.6 on page 457, add a new Art. 1.1.7 to read:

1.1.7 Permits

(a) Permits for the construction and location of the structure shall be obtained

by the company.

2. Revise Art. 1.2.1 (a) on page 457 to read: "The design requirements of

Part 1 of tliese specifications are based on the use of materials conforming to the

requirements of the following current ASTM specifications:" Also, in line 14 on

page 458, change "Grade 63-35" to "Grade 65-35". In line 15, the word "class"

is misspelled.

3. In Art. 1.2.1 (a), revise lines 16 through 19 on page 458 to read:

Structural steel, weathering type, with atmospheric cor-

rosion resistance approximately 4 times that of

A 36 A 558

4. In Art. 1.2.1 (a), revise the last sentence of Article on page 458 to read:

Welding electrodes for manual shielded metal-arc weld-

ing of exposed bare A 588 steel A 316, EXXX*
Welding electrodes for submerged-arc welding of ex-

posed bare A 588 steel A 558, FXX-EXXX'

* The deposited weld metal shall have similar atmospheric corrosion resistance and coloring
characteristics as the base metal used. This can be achieved by base metal dilution of the weld
metal or by alloy weld metal. The steel manufacturer's recommendation shall be followed.

5. In Art. 1.2.5 (a) on page 459, change "75" to "80" in 5th line.

6. In Art. 1.3.1 (a) on page 460, correct the spelling of centrifugal in Item 4.

7. Revise Art. 1.3.4 on pages 461 and 462 to read:

1.3.4 Distribution of Live Load

1.3.4.1 Open-Deck Structures

(a) Timber bridge ties shall be designed in accordance with the requirements

of Chapter 7, based on the assumption that the maximum wheel load on each rail

is distributed equally to all ties or fractions thereof within a length of 4 ft, but

not to exceed 3 ties, and is applied without impact.

(b) For the design of beams or girders, the live load shall be a series of con-

centrated loads. No longitudinal distribution of such loads shall be assumed.

(c) Where two or more longitudinal beams per rail are properly diaphragmed,

in accordance with Art. 1.11.4, and symmetrically spaced under the rail, they shall

be considered as equally loaded.

1.3.4.2 Ballasted-Deck Structures

1.3.4.2.1 Design

(a) The designated lateral and longitudinal distribution of live load is based

on the following assumptions:

1. Standard cross ties are used which are not less than 8 ft long, approxi-

mately 8 inches wide, and spaced at not over 24 inches on centers. If

another type of tie or greater spacing is used, the design shall be modified

for the greater load concentrations, or increased thickness of ballast used,

or both.
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2. Not less than 6 inches of ballast is proviiled under the ties.

3. The designated widths for lateral distribution of load shall not exceed

14 ft, the distance between track centers of multiple track structures, or

the width of the deck between ballast retainers.

4. The effects of track eccentricity and of centrifugal force shall l)e included.

1.3.4.2.2 Deck

(a) Each axle load shall be uniformly distributed longitudinally over a length

of 3 ft plus the minimum distance from bottom of tie to top of beams or girders,

but not to exceed 5 ft or the minimum axle spacing of the load system used.

(b) In the lateral direction, the axle load shall be uniformly distributed over

a width equal to the length of tie plus the minimum distance from bottom of tie

to top of beams or girders.

(c) The thickness of the deck shall be not less than % inch for steel plate, 3

inches for timber, or 6 inches for reinforced concrete.

(d) Timber and concrete decks shall be designed in accordance with the provi-

sions of Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

1.3.4.2.3 Transverse Steel Beams

(a) For ballasted decks supported by ti'ansverse steel beams without stringers,

tile portion of the maximum axle load on each beam shall he as follows:

1.15AD

S

Where P = load on a beam from one track.

A = axle load.

S = axle spacing in feet.

d z= beam spacing in feet.

a = beam span in feet.

fi =r the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to that of concrete.

L, = moment of inertia of beam in inches.*

h z= thickness of concrete deck slab in inches.

nh
a n

D = effective beam spacing in feet.

For moment: D =z

''(•^K"-
l)ut not greater than d or S.

For end shear: D ^ d

(b) The load P shall be applied as two equal concentrated loads on each

beam at each rail, equal to P/2. No lateral distribution of such loads shall be
assumed.

(c) D = c/ for bridges without a concrete deck; or for bridges where the con-

crete slab extends over less than the center 75 percent of tlie floorbcam.

(d) If d exceeds S, P shall be the maximum reaction of the axle loads, assum-
ing that the deck between the beams acts as a simple span.

Ilul. 017
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1.3.4.2.4 Longitudinal Steel Beams or Girders

(a) Axle loads shall be distrilnited e<iually to all beams or girders whose
centroids are within a lateral width equal to the length of tie plus twice the mini-

mum distance from bottom of tie to top of beams or girders.

(b) For the design of beams or girders, the live load shall be a series of con-

centrated loads. No longitudinal distribution of such loads .shall be assumed.

8. In Art. 1.3.5 (a) 2 on page 463, revise the definition of S to read: "dis-

tance in feet, between centers of single or groups of longitudinal beams, girders or

trusses; or length, in feet, between supports of floorbeams or transverse girders."

9. In Art. 1.3.6 (a) on page 463, add the word "where" in front of the defini-

tion of S.

10. In Art. 1.3.7 (a) on page 464, delete parentheses around numbers 1, 2

and 3 and add a period after each number.

11. In Art. 1.3.12 (b) on page 465, change 0.50 to 0.80.

12. Revise Art. 1.3.13 on pages 465, 466, 467 and 468 to read:

1.3.13 Fatigue

(a) When the design stress does not include the effect of live load, the basic

allowable unit stresses of Section 1.4 shall be used for the design of all members,

and of all riveted, bolted and welded connections.

(b) When the design stress does include the effect of live load, the allowable

unit stress for members and their connections shall be determined by the applicable

formulas of this article, except that when the allowable unit stress so detennined

is greater than the basic allowable unit stress .specified in Section 1.4, the basic

allowable stress specified in Section 1.4 shall be used.

(c) When the formulas of this article apply, a maximum and a minimum com-

bined stress providing the maximum range of total stress sliall be computed from a

combination of live load, dead load, impact and centrifugal force. The maximum
combined .stress (referred to as "max") is the combination of stresses witli the

greater absolute value; the minimum combined stress ( referred to as "min" ) is the

combination of stresses with the smaller absolute value.

(d) The allowable unit stresses calculated by the fornmlas of this article, or as

specified in Section 1.4 when fatigue does not govern, shall be applied to the

maximum and/or minimum combined stresses to determine the required section of

the member or the proportioning of the connection.

(e) In the following formulas:

R = die ratio of "min" to "max" with due regard to sign,

p,.^^ basic allowable unit stress in shear or bearing on a rivet, or in shear

on a high-strength bolt, as specified in Section 1.4.

Case I applies when 500,000 or more loading cycles resulting in a stress

range approaching the maximum are expected to occur. This con-

dition will generally occur when the length of loaded track which

is used in calculating the live-load stress is 100 ft or less of single

track.

Ca!-e II applies when fewer than 500,000 loading cycles resulting in a

stress range approaching tlie maximum are expected to occur.

Tin's condition will generally occur when tlie length of loaded
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track which is used in calculating the live-load stress is greater

than 100 ft of sinj^le track, or is of any length for two or more

tracks.

1.3.13.1 For base metal in axially stressed members between connections or

splices, whether plain, or built-up by riveting, bolting or longitudinal welding,

where no stress is transmitted to the member by such riveting, bolting or longi-

tudinal welding; or for base metal in flexural members except at such locations

as are covered by Arts. 1.3.13.2.2, 1.3.13.3.1 and 1.3.13.3..3.

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension:

n T :n ir
20,500 . ,,,

Case I and Case II -; ,, __„ psi ( 1

)

1 — v.ooK

(b) Allowable miit stress in compression:

n 1 A n M 20,000 ,_,
Case I and Case II

1 — 50fl

1.3.13.2 For riveted and high-strength bolted construction where the allowable

stress is not controlling by welding.

1.3.13.2.1 Base metal at high-strength bolted connections or splices:

(a) Allowable unit stress same as specified for base metal in Art. 1.3.13.1

—

Formulas ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

.

1.3.13.2.2 Base metal at riveted connections or splices of axially stressed mem-
bers, and base metal at ends of partial length riveted cover plates of flexural

members:

(a) Allowable stress in tension:

r> T 15,000 ,-.^''^^
l-0.67fi <^)

n Ti 17,200 ...^^^^"
1-0.62R ^^)

(h) Allowable stress in compression:

Case I and Case II Same as Formula (2)

1.3.13.2.3 Connections

(a) Allowable unit stress in shear on high-strength bolts, except as noted

in (b):

Case I and Case II
^ - 0.50fl

^^^

(b) Allowable unit stress in shear or bearing on rivets, and in shear on high-

strength bolts, when .such connectors are used in flexural members for connecting

Hanges to webs or for connecting components of flanges:

Case I and Case II Pr ( 6

)

(c) Allowable unit stress in sliear on power-driven rivets, except as noted

in (b):

Case I _iA^«- (7)
1 - 0..50R ^ '

Casell _13^_
^^^

1 — O.SOfl
K"!
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(d) Allowable unit stress in bearing on power-driven rivets in single shear,

except as noted in ( b )

:

22 400

27 000

(e) Allowable unit stress in bearing on power-driven rivets in double shear,

except as noted in ( b )

:

r> T 30,000 .,,.^^'^^
1-0.50B ^''^

n TT 36,000 ,.-,
^^'^^^

l-0.50fl (12)

1.3.13.3 For welded construction.

1.3.13.3.1 Base metal at transverse butt welds, except as provided in Art

1.10.4:

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension:

„
T

15,000 ,.,„.^^^^
l-0.67fi (1^^

C^^e"
1 !! 0.62R (1^^

(b) Allowable unit stress in compression:

r T
20,000 ,,-.

Case I
1 — 1.22fi ^ '

r. TT 20,000 ,,„.
c«^^"

T^rasQfl-
(1^^

1.3.13.3.2 Base metal at longitudinal butt welds.

(a) Allowable unit stress same as specified for base metal in Art. 1.3.13.1—

•

Formulas(l) and (2).

1.3.13.3.3 Base metal at fillet welded connections or splices.

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension or compression at ends of partial length

cover plates:

Case I j^ (17)

Casell "^ (18)

(b) Allowable unit stress in tension or compression at splices and at connec-

tions other than at ends of partial length cover plates:

Case! lJo.83R ^^^^

c^^^^ii T^Q.^on
^-'^'

1.3.13.3.4 Connections

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension and compression in transverse welded butt

joints same as specified for base metal at transverse butt welds in Art. 1.3.13.3.1

—

Formulas (13) through (16).
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(b) Allowable unit stress in shear in fillet welds and in butt welds:

T^^ (-)

i^m^ <-)

13. In Art. 1.3.14.3 (a) on page 468, change "Art. 1.4" to "Section 1.4."

14. In Art. 1.3.14.3 (b) on page 468, delete the words "subjected to bend-

in first line and add a comma after the word "hangers."

15. Revise Art. 1.4.1 on pages 469 and 470 as follows:

(a) In line 14 on page 469, change "25" to "15" and "19,000" to "20,000".

(b) In line 15, change "25" to "15".

(c) In fifth line from bottom of page 469, change definition of r to read:

"and r is the applicable radius of gyration, in inches, of the compres-

sion member."

(d) Delete the last 3 lines on page 469.

(e) Replace the entire material at the top of page 470 down to, but not in-

cluding, the provision applicable to diagonal tensions in webs with the

following

:

Compression in extreme fibers of I-type members subjected to loading per-

pendicular to the web 20,000

Compression in extreme fibers of welded built-up or rolled beam flexural

members symmetrical about the principal axis in the plane of the web
(other than box-type flexural members), and compression in extreme

fibers of rolled channels, the larger of the values computed by the fol-

lowing formulas 20,000 — 0.4( i/r,.)^

10,500,000"
^'^

Id/A,

but not to exceed 20,000

where / == distance between points of lateral support for the compression

flange, in inches.

Tg = radius of gyration of the compression flange and that portion of

the web area on the compression side of the axis of bending,

about the axis in the plane of the web, in inches.

At = area of the smaller flange, in square inches, excluding any por-

tion of the web.

d= overall depth of the member, in inches.

Compression in extreme fibers of riveted or bolted built-up flexural members

synnnetrical about the principal axis in the plane of the web (other than

box-type flexural members) 20,000 - 0.4(1/ Ty)"

Compression in extreme fibers of box-type welded, rfveted or bolted flexural

members symmetrical about the principal axis midway between the webs

and whose proportions meet the provisions of Art. 1.6.1 and Art. 1.6.2

20,000 — 0.4 (L/fl)\

but not to exceed 20,000

" Applicable only for niembors with solid rectangular flanges and for standard

I-beams.
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where {L/R)c is the effective slendemess ratio of the box type flexiiral

member as determined by the following formula:

3.95/ S. V 2 s/t

AV7,

Where / = distance between points of lateral support for tlie compression

flange, in inches.

Sj. = section modulus of the box-type member about its major axis,

in inchest

A = total area enclosed within the center lines of tlie box-type mem-
ber webs and flanges, in inches".

s/t = ratio of the length of any flange or web component to its

thickness. (Neglect any portion of the flange which projects

beyond the box section.

)

7y ^= moment of inertia of the box-type member about its minor

axis, in inches*.

16. Revise Art. 1.4.5 (a) on page 471 to read: "Timber ties shall conform to

the requirements of Chapter 7."

17. In Art. 1.5.8 (b) on page 472, add the word "where" in front of the defi-

nition of S.

18. In Art. 1.5.11 (c) on page 473, change the first "in" in the first line to

"inch."

19. In Art. 1.5.12 (a) on page 473, add a second sentence to read: "When

the allowable unit stress in such rivets and high-strength bolts is based on fatigue

conditions, the formulas of Art. 1.3.13.2.3 applicable to rivets shall be used for both

types of fasteners."

20. In Art. 1.6.1 (b) on page 475, change "P" in each formula and the defini-

tion to "Pc". In the definition of P,, delete the word "basic" and change the word

"and" to "or" in the first line.

21. In Art. 1.6.2 (a) on page 475, delete parentheses around numbers 1, 2

and 3 and add a period after each number.

22. In Art. 1.6.2 (b) on page 475, change to three separate sentences with

periods replacing the semi-colons.

23. In Art. 1.6.4.1 (a) on page 476, add the word "where" in front of defini-

tion of V.

24. In Art. 1.6.4.3 (d) on page 477, add the word "where" in front of defini-

tion of t.

25. In Art. 1.7.1 (b) on page 478, replace everything after the words "gyra-

tion of the" with: "compression flange, including that portion of the web area on

the compression side of the axis of bending about an axis in the plane of the web,

.shall not exceed 157."

26. Revise Art. 1.7.2.1 (b) on page 478 to read:

(b) When cover plates are used, at least one plate of each flange shall ex-

tend the full length of the girder or beam. Any cover plate which is not full length

shall extend beyond the theoretical end far enough to develop the capacity of the

plate, or shall extend to a section where the stress in the remainder of the girder

or beam flange is equal to the allowable fatigue stress, whichever extension is

greater. The term "theoretical end of cover plate" refers to the section where the
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stress in the flange without the co\er plate ccjuals the allowable stress, exelusive

of fatigue considerations.

27. Delete Art. 1.7.2.1 (c) on page 478.

28. In Art. 1.7.3 (a) on page 478, change "P" to "Pc" in the formula ami add

"where:" at the end of the fourth line. Also, change the definition to read: Pr =
allowable unit stress determined by the — of the member or the applicable for-

mula of Art. 1.3.13.

29. In Art. 1.7.4 (b) on page 480, change the word "tee" to "groove" at the

end of the sentence.

30. In Art. 1.7.8 (a) on page 480, in the third line, u.se brackets, [except as

noted in (c)], deleting the word "below." Also, add the word "where" in front of

the definition of d. Also, change the definition of S to read: "unit shearing stress,

in pounds per square inch, in the gross section of the web at the point under con-

sideration."

31. In Section 1.8, change the word "TRUSSES" to "TRUSS."

32. In Art. 1.8.3 (c), add "where:" after a/—
33. Revise Art. 1.10.2 on page 482 to read:

1.10.2 Transition of Thicknesses or Widths in Welded Butt joints

(a) When butt joints subject to axial or flexural tensile stress, or to flexural

compressive stress, are used to join material of different thicknesses, there shall be

smooth transition between offset surfaces at a slope not greater than 1 in 2/2 with

the surface of either part. The thickness of the thicker plate shall not be more than

twice that of the thinner plate. The transition of tliickness may be accomplished by

sloping weld faces or by chamfering the thicker part, or by a combination of the

two methods.

(b) When butt joints subject to axial or flexural tensile stress, or to flexural

compressive stress, are used to join material of difterent widths, there shall be a

common longitudinal axis of symmetry, and there shall be smooth transition be-

tween offset edges at a slope of not greater than 1 in 2/2 with the edge of either

part, or the transition shall be as described in Art. 1.10.4 (a) 2.

( c ) \\'hen butt joints subject to axial compressive stress are used to join ma-

terial of different thicknesses, the face of the weld shall have a slope of not greater

than 1 in 2/2 with the surface of the thinner part.

(d) When butt joints .subject to axial compressive stress are used to join ma-

terial of diff^erent widths, reduction in width of the wider plate to effect a smooth

transition is not mandatory.

34. In Art. 1.10.3 on page 482, delete parentheses aronnd niimhers 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 and add a period after each number.

.35. In Art. 1.10.4 on page 482, change title to "Welded Butt Joints."

.36. In Art. 1.10.4 (a) on page 482, change first sentence to read: "\\'elded

butt joints .shall be designed on the basis of the allowable unit stresses ot Axt.

1.3.13.3.4 (a), except that the allowable unit stres.ses of Art. 1.3.13.1 may be used

provided that:." Also, delete parentheses around numbers I, 2, 3 and 4 and add a

period after each number. Al.so, change Art. 1.10.4 (a) 2. to read:

2. The parts joined are ot jcjual width, or, when not of e(|iial wititli, ihey

have a common longitudinal axis of .synnnefry, and if the width of the
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wider plate is reduced to that of the narrower plate at the joint between

two plates by symmetrical curved transition cuts with 2-ft radii, tangent

to tlie narrower plate at the joint.

Also, in Art. 1.10.4 (a) 4., change "Art. 2.5.5" to "Art. 3.5.5."

37. In Art. 1.10.5 (b) on page 483, at the end of the sentence, replace "Art.

1.4" with: "basic allowable unit stresses."

38. In Art. 1.10.5 (c) on page 483, delete parentheses around numbers 1 and 2

and add a period after each number.

39. In Art. 1.10.10 (a) on page 484, change Article reference to Art. 1.3.13.3.3

(b).

40. In Art. 1.11.4 on page 485, change title to: "Cross Frames and Diaphragms

for Deck Spans." Also change the paragraph letters (a) through (h) to (b) througli

(i) and add an additional paragraph (a) to read:

(a) Cross frames and diaphragms, and their connections, shall be adequate to

resist the stresses induced by the assumed lateral distribution of live load.

Also, change "crossframe" to "cross frame" wherever it appears. Also, in (f),

add the word "steel" between the words "Where" and "plate."
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 2

Design—High-Strength Steels

1969

(Adopted 1969]

FOREWORD

The purpose of this part is to formulate specific and detailed rules as a guide

for the design of steel components of bridges using high-strength steels. Parts 1,

3, 4, 5 and 6 are applicable to high-strength steel components of bridges except as

modified by Part 2.

CONTENTS
Page

Section 15-2-

2.1 General 15-2-

2.2 General Features of Design 15-2-

2.3 Loads and Stresses 15-2-

2.4 Basic Allowable Unit Stresses 15-2r-

2.5 General Details 15-2-

2.6 Members Stressed Primarily in Axial Tension or Compression . . . 15-2-

2.7 Members Stressed Primarily in Bending 15-2-

2.8 Welded Construction 15-2-
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2.1 GENERAL
(a) The following should bo consideifd in the use of high-strength steels:

1. The nioduKis of ehisticity of higli-strengtli steels is the same as that of

ASTM A 36 steel.

2. The deflection requirements of Art. 1.2.4, Art. 5.2.3 and Art. 5.3.5

must be maintained.

3. The fatigue strength of high-strength steels is not materially greater

than that of ASTM A 36 steel.

2.2 GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN (Modifies Section L2)

2.2.1 Materials

(a) Design and workmanship requirements covered by Part 2 are based on

the u.se of materials conforming to the requirements of current ASTM Specifica-

tions listed under (c).

(b) When members or structures are constructed partly of the materials in

Art. 1.2.1 and partly of the materials in this article, the articles governing design

and fabrication specifically applicable to a particular material shall be used for that

material.

(c) High-strength structural steels

ASTM
Designation
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Welding Electrodes

Di'scription
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Fy ^ yield point for the base metal as specified in Art. 2.2,1 (c).

Fu = ultimate strength for the base metal as specified in Art. 2.2.1 (c).

Case I applies when 500,000 or more loading cycles resulting in a stress

range approaching the maximum are expected to occur. This con-

dition will generally occur when the length of loaded track which

is used in calcnhiting the live-load stress is 100 ft or less of single

track.

Case II applies when fewer than 500,000 loading cycles resulting in a

stress range approaching the maximum are expected to occur.

This condition wiU generally occur when the lengtli of loaded

track which is used in calculating the live-load stress is greater

than 100 ft of single track, or is of any length for two or more

tracks.

2.3.1.1 For base metal in axially stressed members between connections or

splices, whether plain, or built-up by riveting, bolting or longitudinal welding,

where no stress is transmitted to the member by such riveting, bolting or longi-

tudinal welding, or in flexural members except at such locations as are covered

by Arts. 2.3.1.2.2., 2.3.1.3.1 and 2.3.1.3.3,

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension:

C^^^I 1-0,55B P" '^-l"'

F.
20,500 ( 0.22 +^^jL_)

(b) Allowable unit stress in compression:

55F,

n

C-«"
l-0.55fl '

(2.1b)

Case I , irJi^ X (2.2a)

{''"'+ 8M )
0.55F,

/ 0.55F, _j \

V
2930+ {^ }

Ca-"
^ / 0.55F.'^' ^ X „

'^-^I"

2.3.1.2 For riveted and high-strength bolted construction where the allowable

stress is not controlled by welding.

2.3.1.2.1 Base metal at high-strength bolted connections or splices:

(a) Allowable unit stress same as specified for base metal in Art. 2.3.1.1

—

Formulas (2.1a), (2.1b), (2.2a) and (2.2b).

2.3.1.2.2 Base metal at riveted connections or splices of axially stressed mem-
bers, and base metal at ends of partial length riveted cover plates of flexural

members.

(a) Allowable stress in tension:

C^^^I 1_0.67R (2-^^

17,200 -_.,
Case II

l-0.62fi ^^'^^
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(b) Allowable stress in compression:

Case I same as Formula (2.2a)

Case II same as Formula (2.2b)

2.3.1.2.3 Connections.

(a) Allowable unit stress in shear on high-strength bolts except as noted

in (b):

Case I and Case II ——^/r^- (2.5)
1 — O.oH

(b) Allowable unit stress in shear or bearing on rivets, and in shear on high-

strengdi bolts, when such connectors are used in Hexural members for cormecting

flanges to webs, or for connecting components of flanges:

Case I and Case II p, (2.6)

(c) Allowable unit stress in shear on power-dri\'en rivets except as noted in

(b):

Case I
11-^00

(oj)

C-^" ^^^ (2-8)

(d) Allowable unit stress in bearing on power-driven rivets in single shear

except as noted in ( b )

:

r- T 22,400 ,^^,Case I f 2 9

)

1 — 0.5fi ^ '

^^mw <-»)

(e) Allowable unit stress in bearing on power-driven rivets in double shear

except as noted in (b):

n T 30,000
, ^ , , ,^^'^^

1-0.5R (^-11)

n TT 36,000
, ^ , ,

,

^^^""
I-0.5fl (2-12)

2.3.1.3 For welded construction.

2.3.1.3.1 Base metal at transverse butt welds, except as provided in Art. 2.8.1.

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension:

Case I
15^000

.2 lo^^^'^ *
l-0.67fl ^^-^^^

^-^" l411« (2.14)

(b) Allowable unit stress in compression:

„ T 0.55 F,
Cas« I TrT^p-' T- (2.15)/a55F^_ N

\ 9000 V R

Case II p . ' r^ (2.16;
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2.3.1.3.2 Base metal at longitudinal butt welds.

(a) Allowable unit stress same as specified for base metal in Art. 2.3.1.1

—

Formulas (2.1a), (2.1b), (2.2a) and (2.21)).

2.3.1.3.3 Base metal at fillet welded connections or splices.

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension or compression at ends of partial length

cover plates:

asel -M» (2.17)
i — n

n IT 12.000 ,„,„.
Case II -j—^—=- (2.18)

J — n

(b) Allowable unit stress in tension or compression at splices and at connec-

tions other than at ends of partial length cover plates:

C"-' T^SjT '^i*^'

C-" T^^ (2.20)

2.3.1.3.4 Connections.

(a) Allowable unit stress in tension and compression in transverse welded butt

joints same as specified for base metal at transverse butt welds in Art. 2.3.1.3.1—

•

Formulas (2.13), 2.14), (2.15) and (2.16).

(b) Allowable unit stress in shear in fillet welds and in butt welds:

n T
9,000 ,,-,,C^^^I

l-0.62fi
(2-2^^

6.910+ jf^
Case II 1-0.55/ (2-^^)

2.3.2 Axial Tension and Bending

(a) Members subject to both a.xial tension and bending stresses shall be pro-

portioned so that the total of the axial tensile stress and the bending tensile stresses

about both axes shall not exceed 0.55Fj,. However, the compressive stress, if any,

resulting from combining the compressive stress with respect to either axis and the

minimum simultaneous axial tensile stress shall not exceed the value permitted by

the formula of Art. 2.4.1 for compression in the extreme fibers of flexural members.

2.3.3 Unit Stresses for Combinations of Loads

(a) The basic allowable unit stresses of Section 2.4 as modified by the fatigue

requirements of Art. 2.3.1 shall be used in the proportioning of members subject

to stresses resulting from dead load, live load, impact and centrifugal force.

(b) Members, except as noted in (c), which are subject to stresses resulting

from other lateral forces and/or longitudinal force in addition to the forces of (a)

may be proportioned for unit stresses 25 percent greater than Uiose permitted in

(a), but the section of the member shall not be less than that required to meet the

provisions of (a) alone.

(c) If high-strength steel is used for floorbeam hangers, or in floor systems,

the basic allowable imit stresses of Section 1.4 as modified by the fatigue require-

ments of Art. 1.3.13, shall be used in proportioning such members.
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2.3.4 Proportioning Web Members

(a) Web members shall be so proportioned that an increase in the specified

live load that will increase the total unit stress in the most highly stressed chord
by one-tliird will produce total unit stresses in the web members not in excess of

1% times the allowable unit stresses. Members and their connections subject to

fatigue under such increased li\e load shall be proportioned in accordance with

Art. 2.3.1 using the increased allowable unit stresses.

2.4 BASIC ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES (Modifies Section 1.4)

(a) The basic allowable unit .stresses to be used in proportioning the parts

of a bridge shall be as given below. When the allowable unit stress is expressed

in terms of Fy, Fy ^ yield point of the material as specified in Art. 2.2.1.

2.4.1 High-Strength Structural Steel, Rivets, Bolts and Pins

Pounds per
Square Inch

(a) Axial tension, high-strength structural steel, net

section 0.55F„

Tension in floorbeam hangers, including bending,
net section:

Using rivets in end connections 14,000

Using high-strength bolts in end connections . 20,000

Tension in extreme fibers of rolled shapes, girders

and built sections, subject to bending, net

section 0.55Fy

Tension on A 325 and A 490 bolts including the

tension resulting from prying action produced
by deformation of the connected parts, gross

section 36,000

Axial compression, gross section:

For stiffeners of plate girders and splice

material 0.55Fy

For compression members centrally loaded,

when kl/r ^ 3388/ V F7 0.55F„

when 3388/ VFT^W/r

271 "/^^'
''''"- iiik-y' -T

, ,,, \07ni/w'F~ 147,000,000
when kl/r^ 27111/ w F„ —,-'

,

'
•

(kl/r)-

where kl is the effective length, in inches, of

the compression member. Under usual

conditions

k = 7/8 for members u ith pin-end
connections,

k = 3/4 for members with riveted,

bolted or welded end con-
nections,

and r is the applicabk' radius of gyration, in

inches, of the compression member.

Compression in extreme fibers of I-type members sub-
jected to loading porpendicnlar to the web .... 0.55Fy
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Pounds per
Square inch

Compression in extreme fibers of welded built-up or

rolled beam flexural members symmetrical about

the principal axis in the plane of the web (other

than box-type flexural members), and compres-

sion in extreme fibers of rolled channels, the

larger of the values computed by the following

f"'^"""^^^ ^^^^''-
1.8X10" (77)

10,500,000"
^"^ Id/ A,

but not to exceed 0.55F„

where I= distance between points of lateral

support for the compression flange,

in inches.

Ty = minimum radius of gyration of the

compression flange and that por-

tion of the web area on the com-
pression side of the axis of bending,
about an axis in the plane of the

web, in inches.

Af '=^ area of the smaller flange, in square
inches, excluding any portion of

the web.

d = overall depth of the member, in

inches.

Compression in extreme fibers of riveted or bolted

built-up flexural members symmetrical about tlie

principal axis in the plane of the web (other

than box-type flexural members) 0.55Fj, — '

|^t, (~ )

Compression in extreme fibers of box-type welded,
riveted or bolted flexural members symmetrical
about the principal axis midway between the webs
and whose proportions meet the provisions of Art.

2.6.1 and Art. 2.6.2 0.55F, O^^Cx)'
where {L/R)e is the effective slenderness ra-

tio of the box-type flexural

member as determined by the

following formula:

/ 3.95ZS.VS^A

AVh
where / ^ distance between points of lateral

support for the compression flange,

in inches.

Sj- = section modulus of the box-type
member about its major axis, in

inches^

A = total area enclosed within the cen-
ter lines of the box-type member
webs and flanges, in inches'.

" Applicable only for members with solid rectangular flanges and for standard I-beams.
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Square inch
Pounds per

s/t =: ratio of any flange or web com-
ponent to its thickness. (Neglect

any portion of the flange which
projects beyond the box section.)

/» := moment of inertia of the box-type
member about its minor axis, in

inches*

Diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled beams
at sections where maximum shear and bending
occur simultaneously 0.55Fy

Stress in extreme fibers of pins 0.83Fj,

Shear in webs of rolled beams and plate girders, gross

section 0.35Fy

Shear in A 325 bolts 20,000

Shear in A 490 bolts 27,000

Shear in power-driven A 502 Grade 1 rivets 13,500

Shear in power-driven A 502 Grade 2 rivets 20,000

Shear in hand-driven A 502 Grade 1 rivets 11,000

Shear in pins 0A2Fy

Bearing on power-driven A 502 Grade 1 rivets, in

single shear 27,000

in double shear 36,000

Bearing on power-driven A 502 Grade 2 rivets, on
material with a yield point of Fy
in single shear 0.75Fy

but not to exceed 40,000
in double shear F,

but not to exceed 50,000
(Rivets driven by pneumatically or electrically

operated hammers are considered power-
driven. )

Bearing on hand-driven A 502 Grade 1 rivets 20,000

Bearing on pins 0.75Fj,

Fy = yield point of the material on which the pin
bears, or of the pin material, as specified in

Art. 2.2.1, whichever is less.

Bearing on A 325 and A 490 bolts need not be
considered

Bearing on milled stiffeners and other steel parts in

contact 0.83F,

Bearing between rockers and rocker pins 0.375Fv
F, := yield point as specified in Art. 2.2.1 of the

material in the rocker or in the rocker pin,

whichever is less.

Bearing on net area of self-lubricating bronze plates . 2,000

Bearing on emansion rollers and rockers, pounds per
linear inch

For diameters up to 25 inches ^"""^^'^^ 600^

For diameters from 25 inches to 125 inches .... —" '— 3000 V d

d= diameter of roller or rocker, in inches

Fv= yield point as specified in Art. 2.2.1 of the
steel in the roller or in the base, whichever
is less.
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2.4.2 Weld Metal (based on the use of electrodes and base material specified in

Art. 2.2.1, and with approved types of welds and procedures. In the formulas,

Fu = yield point as specified in Art. 2.2.1 of base material, or electrode, whichever

is less.)

(a) Tension or compression in groove welds 0.55F„
Shear in groove welds 0.35Fj,

Shear in fillet welds, regardless of direction of

applied force 14,700

2.4.3 Cast Steel

(a) For cast steel, the allowable unit stresses in compression and bearing shall

be the same as those allowed for structural steel with the same yield point or yield

strength. Other allowable unit stresses shall be /i of those allowed for structural

steel with the same yield point or yield strength.

2.5 GENERAL DETAILS (Modifies Section L5)

2.5.1 Connections and Splices

(a) The requirements of Art. 1.5.9 apply except that the fatigue requirements

of Art. 2.3.1 shall replace reference to Art. 1.3.13 throughout.

2.6 MEMBERS STRESSED PRIMARILY IN AXIAL TENSION
OR COMPRESSION (Modifies Section 1.6)

2.6.1 Compression Members

(a) Compression members shall be so designed that the main elements of the

section will be connected directly to the gusset plates, pins, or other members.

(b) In members consisting of segments connected by lacing or by solid cover

plates, the thickness of the web plate shall not be less than

by/Fy /p,

6000^-^
; a/ -f-

"^* *^ exceed 2

and the thickness of the cover plate shall not be less than

b^/'F7 /p7
, not to exceed 2

7500 |/
~

where h = unsupported distance between the nearest lines of fasteners or

welds, or between the roots of rolled flanges.

Pc = allowable unit stress determined by the kl/r of the member or the

applicable formula of Art. 2.3.1, whichever is less.

/ = actual average unit stress in compression.

Fy = yield point as specified in Art. 2.2.1 for the material.

(c) For members consisting of segments connected by perforated cover plates

see Art. 1.6.4.3, but the thickness of such perforated cover plates shall not be less

than that specified in ( h ) , and not less than w V Fy/2300, where w -= distance from

the line of connection of the cover plate to the edge of the perforation.

2.6.2 Outstanding Elements in Compression

(a) The width of outstanding elements of members in compression shall not

exceed the following where t is the thickness of the element:
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1. Legs of angles or flanges of beaniii or tees:

1900^/ V Fy for stringers and girders where ties rest on the flange

2300f/ V Fj, for main members carrying axial stress, and for stringers and

girders where ties do not rest on the flange

2700// V Fy for bradng and other secondary members.

2. Plates: 2300// V^
3. Stems of tees: 3000// VT^

where F, z= yield point as specified in Art. 2.2.1 for the material

(b) The width of plates shall be taken from the free edge to the first row of

fasteners or welds. The width of legs of angles, and of the stems of tees, shall be

taken as the full nominal dimension. The width of flange of beams and tees shall

be taken from the free edge to the fillet.

(c) When a projecting element exceeds the width-to-thickness ratio prescribed

above, but would conform to same and would satisfy the stress requirements with a

portion of its width considered as removed, the member will be acceptable.

2.6.3 Lacing and Perforated Cover Plates for Tension and Compression Members

2.6.3.1 Shearing Force

(a) The shearing force normal to the member in the planes of lacing or con-

tinuous plates with or without perforations shall be assumed divided equally between

all such parallel planes. The shearing force shall include any due to the weight

of the member and to other forces and, for compression members, also that obtained

by the following formula:

100 . l/r \^^_P_/ 100

100V//r+ 10 ^ 3,600,000/F, /
where V = shearing force

P r= allowable compressive axial load on member
/ := length of member in inches

r = radius of gyration of section about the axis perpendicular to the

plane of lacing or plates, in inches

Fy := yield point as specified in Art. 3.2.1 for the material

2.7 MEMBERS STRESSED PRIMARILY IN BENDING
(Modifies Section 1.7)

2.7.1 Proportioning Girders and Beams

(a) Plate girders, I-beams, and other members subject to bending that produces

tension on one face, shall be proportioned by the moment-of-inertia method. The

neutral axis shall be taken along the center of gravity of the gross section. The
tensile stress shall be computed from the moment of inertia of the entire net section

and the compressive stress from the moment of inertia of the entire gross section.

(b) If the compression flange is not fully supported laterally, the flexural

member shall be so proportioned that the ratio of the distance between points of

lateral support, and the radius of gyration of the compression flange including that

portion of the area of the compression side of the axis of bending, about an axis

in the plane of the web, shall not exceed 29,800/

V

Fy. Fy is the \ield point as

specified in Art. 3.2.1 for the material.
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2.7.2 Thickness of Web Plates

(a) The thickness of the webs of plate ji;irders shall be not less than

32,500

of the clear distance between the Hanges, except that if the extreme fiber stress in

the compression flange is less tluin fliat allowable, the denominator 32,500 may be

multiplied by the factor VP,//.

where Pr = basic allowable unit stress in compression

/= the actual extreme fiber stress in the compression Hange
F,j = yie]d point as specified in Art. 3.2.1 for the material.

2.7.3 Intennediate Stiffeners

(a) If the depth of the web between the flanges or side plates of a riveted,

bolted or welded plate girder exceeds 11400/ VF^ times its thickness, it shall be

stiffened by pairs (except as noted in (c)) of angles riveted or bolted, or of plates

welded, to the web. The clear distance between stifi^eners shall not exceed 72 inches

or that given by the formula:

, 10500<

where d= clear distance between stiffeners, in inches.

t = thickness of web, in inches.

S = unit shearing stress, in pounds per square inch, in the gross sec-

tion of the web at the point under consideration.

Fj, ^ yield point as specified in Art. 2.2.1 for the web material.

(b) The width of the outstanding leg of each angle, or the width of the

welded stiffener plate, shall be not more than 16 times its thickness and not less

than 2 inches plus 1/30' of the depth of the girder.

(c) Stiffeners on one side of a plate girder may be used, provided they have

the same stiffness as the minimum acceptable pairs of angles or plates. They shall

be connected to the outstanding portion of the compression flange.

2.8 WELDED CONSTRUCTION (Modifies Section 1.10)

2.8.1 Welded Butt Joints

(a) Welded butt joints shall be designed on the basis of the allowable unit

stresses of Art. 2.3.1.3.4 (a) except that the allowable unit stresses of Art. 2.3.1.1

may be used, provided that:

1. The parts joined are of equal thickness.

2. The parts joined are of equal width, or, when not of equal width, if they

have a common longitudinal axis of symmetry, and if the width of the

wider plate is reduced to that of the naiTower plate at the joint between

the two plates by symmetrical ciu-ved transition cuts with 2-ft radii,

tangent to the narrower plate at the joint.

3. The weld is finished smooth and flush with tlie base metal on all sur-

faces by grinding in the direction of applied stress, leaving surfaces free

from depressions. Chipping may be used provided it is followed by such

grinding.

4. Weld soundness is established by radiographic or ultrasonic inspection as

required by Art. 3.5.5.
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2.8.2 Welded Attachments to Tension Members and Elements

(a) Brackets, clips, gussets, stiffeners and other detail luatcTial shall not be

welded to members or parts subjected to tensile stress from live load unless the

maximum tensile stress at point of attachment does not exceed that which is al-

lowed by Art. 2.3.1.3.3 (b).
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 3

Fabrication

1969

(Adopted 1969)

FOREWORD

The purpose of this part is to formulate specific and detailed rules as a guide

for the fabrication of railway bridges.

CONTENTS
Page

Section 15-3-

3.1 General 15-3-

3.2 Riveted and Bolted Construction 15-3-

3.3 Welded Construction 15-3-

3.4 Shop Painting 15-3-

3.5 Inspection 15-3-

3.6 Shipment and Pay Weight 15-3-
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Following are the recomnit'nded revisions to Sections 2.1 through 2.6, as pub-

lished on pages 488 through 502 in Bulletin 611, with the finst digit in all numeri-

cal designations for sections and articles changed from 2 to 3, e.g., Art. 3.1.6 herein

refers to Art. 2.1.6 as published in Bulletin 611.

1. In Art. 3.1.6 on page 488, add an additional paragrapli (d) to read:

(d) Flame-cut edges of ASTM A 440 steel and of ASTM A 572 Grade 60

steel shall be removed to a depth of at least Ys inch by machining or grinding, ex-

cept that machine Hame-cut edges may be used without removal of metal if they

are softened by post heating in a manner satisfactory to the engineer.

2. In Art. 3.1.6 (b) on page 488, change "USASI" in fourth line to "USAS."

3. In Art. 3.1.8 (a) on page 490, revise first sentence to read: "Sheared edges

of ASTM A 36 main material over % inch thick and of all high-strength main ma-

terial shall be planed to a deptli of }i inch."

4. In Art. 3.1.10 (a) on page 490, change reference from "Art. I.IO.U" to

"Art. 1.10.10 or Art. 2.8.2."

5. Revise Art. 3.1.13 (a) on page 491 to read:

(a) When splice material at joints and splices in compression members or

girder Ranges is designed to transmit stress as specified in Art. 1.5.9 (d), all main

material at that joint or splice shall be milled and brought to an even bearing in

one plane across the end of each abutting piece at the joint or splice. When so

specified on the drawings, this reciuirement shall also apply to tension members.

Such milled surfaces shall have a surface roughness value not exceeding 250

(USAS B46.1, Surface Texture). When the abutting siufaces are not milled, the

opening shall not be more than )i inch.

6. Revise Art. 3.1.17 (b) on page 491 to read: "The surface finish of bearing

and base plates and other bearing surfaces that are to be in contact shall have a

surface roughness value not exceeding 125 (USAS B46.1, Surface Texture)."

7. In Art. 3.2.1, on page 492, add an additional paragraph (f) to read:

(f) Rivets of ASTM A 502, Grade 2 shall not be driven by hand.

8. In Art. 3.2.1 (a) on page 492, change "USASI" in third line to "USAS."

9. In Art. 3.2.3 (a) on page 492, change "Art. 2.2.2 (a)" in third line to

"Art. 3.2.2 (a)."

10. In Art. 3.2.6 (a) on page 493, delete parentheses around 1, 2 and 3 and add

a period after each number. Also, revise first line of 1. to read: "Holes in A 36

material thicker than Yh inch and in high-strength material thicker than % inch shall

not be punched; however,." Also, revi.se first line in 3. to read: "Holes in A 36

material not more than Jh inch thick and in high-strength material not more than

% inch thick for fasteners which do not . .
."

11. In Art. 3.2.7 (a) on page 493, delete parentheses around 1, 2, 3 and 4 and

add a period after each number. Also, change first line in 4. to read: "Holes in

A 36 material thicker than Yh inch and in high-strength material tliicker than % inch

thick shall not be punched but shall . .
."

12. In Art. 3.3.5 (a) on page 496, delete parentheses around 1 and 2 and add a

period after each number.

13. In Fig. 3 on page 497, change the title of 3 K to: Acceptable Profiles Foi-

NN'elded Butt Joints. Also, change title of 3 F to: Defective Profiles P'or \\'elded

Butt Joints.

14. In Art. 3.3.7 (b) on page 498, change the words "Butt Welds" in firs-

line to "Welded Butt Joints."
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15. In Art. 3.3.8 (c) on page 498, delete parentheses aromid 1, 2, 3 and 4 and

add a period after each number.

14. In Art. 3.3.9 (b) on page 499, delete parentheses around 1, 2, 3 and 4 and

add a period after each number.

15. In Art. 3.4.2 (b) on page 501, change "Art. 2.4.1 (a)" to "Art. 3.4.1 (a)."

16. In Art. 3.5.5 (b) on page 502, change "Art. 2.3.7 (a)" in second line to

"Art. 3.3.7 (a)" and "Art. 2.3.8" in third line to "Art. 3.3.8."

17. In Art. 3.5.5 (c) on page 502 change "Art. 2.3.8" in fourth and sixth

lines to "Art. 3.3.8."

18. In Art. 3.5.5 (d) on page 502, add an asterisk at the end of the article

which will refer to the following footnote to be added:

" Pending adoption by AWS of rules for determining acceptability of welds tested ultra-

sonically, and of procedures to be followed in making such tests, it is recommended that the
Proposed Specifications for Ultrasonic Testing of Butt Welds in Highway and Railway Bridges,
BPR-UTl, dated May 1, 1968, of the United States Bureau of Public Roads be followed.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 4

Erection

1969

(Adopted 1969)

FOREWORD
The purpose of this part is to formulate general rules as a guide for the erection

of railway bridges. Parts 1 and 2 are applicable to erection of steel railway bridges

except as modified by Part 4.

CONTENTS
Page

Section 15-4-

4.1 General 15-4-

4.2 Definition of Terms 15-4-

4.3 Work to be Done 15-4-

4.4 Drawings to Govern 15—4-

4.5 Plant 15-4-

4.6 Plans 15-4-

4.7 DeUvery of Materials 15-4-

4.8 Handling and Storing Materials 15-4-

4.9 Establishment of Lines and Grades 15-4-

4.10 Btarings and Anchorage 15-4-

4. 11 Erection Procedure 15-4-

4.12 Reinforcement of Members 15-4—

4.13 Falsework 15-4-

4.14 Allowable Unit Stresses During Erection 1.5-4-

4.15 Drift or Traffic Pins 15-4-

4.16 Field Assembly of Pieces 1.5-4-

4.17 Fitting-up of Field Connections 15-4-

4.18 Riveted Field Connections 15-4—

4.19 High-strength Bolted Field Connections 15-4-

4.20 Field Welding 15-4-

4.21 Field Connections losing Pins 1.5-4—

4.22 Field Inspection 1.5—4-

4.23 Misfits 1.5-4-
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4.24 Field Cleaning and Painting 15-4-

4.25 Deck 15-4-

4.26 Removal of Old Structure and Falsework, and Clean Up 15-4-

4.27 Interference with Traffic 15-4-

4.28 Company Eciuipment 15-4-

4.29 Work Train Service 15-4-

4.30 Risk 15-4-

4. .31 Laws and Permits 15-4-

4..32 Patents 15-4-

4.1 GENERAL
(a) These specifications establish general rules for the erection of railway

bridges. For work of a sjiecial nature, or work to be done under unusual conditions,

these specifications may be modified, or sujpplemented, to adapt them to special

requirements. When applicable these general rules apply to contracted work or work

to be done by railway company forces.

4.2 DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
( a ) The term "engineer" refers to the chief engineer of the company or his

subordinates in authority. The term "inspector" refers to the inspector or inspectors

representing the company. The term "company" refers to the railway company or

railroad company party to the agreement. The term "contractor" refers to the erec-

tion contractor party to the agreement.

4.3 WORK TO BE DONE
(a) The contractor shall erect the metalwork including erecting and removal

of special erecting device.-; and falsework as required and shall make all connections

and adjustments, and do all the work required to complete the bridge superstructure,

in accordance with the plans, special contract provisions, and these specifications,

and as required by the tenns of the contract.

(b) Embedded metalwork shall be installed by others unless specified otherwise

in the special provisions and terms of the contract.

4.4 DRAWINGS TO GOVERN
(a) Where the drawings, special provisions and/or these specifications differ,

the drawings shall govern.

4.5 PLANT
(a) The contractor shall provide all tools, equipment, temporary connectors,

special erecting devices, and erecting falsework as required for the expeditious

handling of the work and for completion within the time specified.

4.6 PLANS

(a) The company will be responsible for the furnishing of complete detail

plans for the bridge or bridges to be erected, including shop details, camber diagrams,

erection diagrams, match marking diagrams, list of field rivets and bolts, and shipping

statements showing a full list of parts and weights.

(b) Where required by the special provisions because of the nature of the

structure, the contractor shall prepare erection procedures and submit them for

approval by the company.
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4.7 DELIVERY OF MATERIALS
(a) The contractor shall receive all materials, except field paint, entering into

the finished structure, free of charge at tlie place designated. Unloading sliall he

done hy the company or hy the contractor as stated in the special provisions and

re(}uired hy the terms of the contract.

4.8 HANDLING AND STORING MATERIALS
(a) If the contract requires unloading of the materials, the contractor shall

unload promptly on delivery. Demurrage charges, when unloading is delayed for

reasons within the control of the contractor, shall he his responsihility.

(h) Stored material shall he piled securely at least 12 ft clear from the center

line of the track. Material shall he placed on hlocking, ahove the ground. It shall

he kept clean and properly drained. Long memhers, such as columns, chords and

girders, shall he supported on hlocking placed close enough together to prevent

injury from deflection. The contractor shall check all material turned over to hini

against shipping lists and report promptly in writing any shortage or damage dis-

covered. He will be held responsible for the loss of any material while in his care,

or for any damage resulting from his work.

4.9 ESTABLISHMENT OF LINES AND GRADES
(a) The company will be responsible for the construction of the substructure

to correct lines and elevations, and for the establishment of the lines and elevations

required by the contractor for setting the steelwork.

4.10 BEARINGS AND ANCHORAGE
(a) Base plates, bolsters, and shoes shall be set by the contractor in exact

position to the lines and elevations established by the company. They may be set

on shims or on levelling screws, with non-shrink grout so placed as to fill completely

the space between the steel and the masonry. Where masonry bearing surfaces are

bush-hammered, a layer of dry cement may be placed prior to setting of base plates.

(b) Unless otherwise specified, the company will provide cored or drilled holes

or pipe sleeves in the masonry properly located to receive tlie anchor bolts. The
anchor bolts shall be set accurately by the contractor either before or after the

bearings are placed, with non-shrink grout or other approved material, to completely

fill the holes.

4.11 ERECTION PROCEDURE
(a) To assure the company that erection will proceed in an orderly sequence

and that it will be completed within the contract time, the contractor shall advise

the engineer fully as to the procedure which uill be followed and the amount and

kind of e(nupment which he proposes to use. When required by the nature of the

structure and so stipulated in the special provisions of the contract, erection proce-

dure plans shall be prepared by the contractor.

(b) The engineer will review the information and plans submitted in accord-

ance with Art. 4.11 (a), and his approval shall be obtained before field erection

may be started. This approval shall not be considered as relieving the contractor

of his responsibility for the safety of the procedure and equipment, or from carrying

o<it the work in full accordance with the contract ref)uircments.
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4.12 REINFORCEMENT OF MEMBERS
(a) If tlie approved erection procedure requires the reinforcement or modifica-

tion of any members of Uie permanent structure, the contractor shall make such

arrangements as are necessary with the fabricator for having this done. Such

reinforcement or modification shall be at the contractor's expense, and shall be

subject to the approval of the engineer. Such approval shall not relieve the con-

tractor from responsibility for avoiding damage or detrimental overstress in the

permanent members of the structure at all times during erection.

4.13 FALSEWORK
(a) If the approved erection procedure involves the use of falsework, the

contractor shall prepare and submit to the engineer for approval, plans for the

falsework. The falsework shall be properly designed and substantially constructed

for the loads to which it will be subjected. Approval by the engineer of the con-

tractor's plans shall not be considered as relieving the contractor of full responsibility.

4.14 ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES DURING ERECTION
(a) During erection, members and connections subject to erection loads shall

not be stressed to more than 1.25 times the basic allowable unit stress. When the

erection loads are combined with wind loads, members and connections shall not

be stressed to more dian L33 times the basic allowable imit stress.

(b) The basic allowable unit shear stress for drift or traffic pins in a fitted-up

connection shall be 20,000 psi.

(c) Fully torqued high-strength bolts and drifts or traffic pins in the same

connection plane may be considered as sharing the stress.

4.15 DRIFT OR TRAFFIC PINS

(a) Drift or traffic pins (cylindrical body pins with tapered ends to facilitate

driving) shall be used to line up the open holes in a connection. They shall have

the same nominal diameter as that of the open hole into which they are driven.

(b) Drift or traffic pins shall be of hardened steel with a minimum yield

strength of 50,000 psi.

(c) Drift or traffic pins shall not be driven to deform the material but only

to line up the holes. High-strength bolts or temporary fit-up bolts shall be used in

combination with the pins to hold the plies of material together during the fit-up

process.

4.16 FIELD ASSEMBLY OF PIECES

(a) All pieces shall be accurately assembled as shown on the plans and any

match-marks carefully followed. The material shall be carefully handled so that

no parts will be bent, broken or otlierwise damaged. Hammering which will injure

or distort the members will not be permitted. Bearing surfaces and surfaces to be

in permanent contact shall be cleaned just before the members are assembled as

required by Art. 4.24 (a).

(b) Unless erected by the cantilever mediod, truss spans shall be erected on

blocking or falsework so placed as to accommodate proper truss camber.

(c) Beams and girders which are field spliced shall be erected on blocking,

falsework, or held in the falls until sufficient holes in the splices can be made fair

and have been fitted-up as required by Section 4.17.
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4.17 FITTING-UP OF FIELD CONNECTIONS
(a) The contractor shall furnish the company information showing the erection

and/or erection plus erection wind stresses in all members, and shall show his pro-

posed provisions for carrying these stresses and procedure for fitting-up the

connections.

(b) All connections shall be accurately aliened by driving sufficient drift or

traffic pins in a pattern to fair-up the holes. Light drifting will be permitted to

effect this fairing-up of the holes, but heavy drifting which would deform the

material will not be permitted. Unfair holes may be reamed or drilled oversize and

corresponding high-strength bolts or rivets used in such holes, subject to review

and approval by the engineer. Sufficient fitting-up bolts shall be used with pins

as necessary to liring the parts into contact and to staliilize the joint during

alignment.

(c) Following fairing-up of the holes, fitting-up of the connection shall be

completed with fitting-up bolts and pins in a pattern suitable to hold the joint

material together and to carry calculated erection stresses until final bolting or

riveting is accomplished.

(d) When A 325 high-strength bolts are used as the field connectors the same

bolts may be used both for fitting-up and for final bolting. When A 490 high-

strength bolts are used as the field connectors, the same bolts, if tightened to no

more than snug-tight fitting-up, may be used for final bolting. A 490 bolts shall not

be re-used after having been once fully torqued

(e) Snug-tight is the tightness attained by a few impacts of an impact

wrench or the full efi^ect of a man using an ordinary spud wrench,

4.18 RIVETED FIELD CONNECTIONS
(a) When rivets are used in field connections, they shall be driven with

pneumatic riveting hammers, and when practical, shall he bucked with pneumatic

buckers.

(b) The requirements for the rivets, and for the general orocedure of heating

and driving, shall be as .specified in Art. 3.2.1 (a), (b). (e).

4.19 HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTED FIELD CONNECTIONS
(a) When high-strengtii bolts are used in field connections they shall meet

the requirements of Art. 3.2.2.

(b) The installation procedure for permanent high-strength bolts and for

fully torf[ued high-strength fitting-up bolts shall be as specified in Art. 3.2.3.

4.20 FIELD WELDING
(a) Field welding, where permitted by the provisions of .Art. 1.5.10 (a),

shall be done in accordance «ith the pro\isions of Art. 3.3.1 through Art. 3.3.1.3.

4.21 FIELD CONNECTIONS USING PINS

(a) Pins may be driven or jacked into place. All pilot and driving nuts, whiMi

required, shall be furnished by the company and shall be returned to the company
on completion of the work. Piti mits shall be screwed tight, and the threads burred.
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4.22 FIELD INSPECTION

(a) The work shall be subject at all times to inspection by the engineer or

his representative, the inspector.

(b) The requirements for inspection and procedures to be followed for each

type of work shall be as specified in Art. 3.5.1 through Art. 3.5.5.

4.23 MISFITS

(a) The correction of non-repetitive minor misfits shall be done by the con-

tractor without additional compensation.

(b) Any error in shop work which prevents the proper assembling and fitting

up of parts by the moderate use of drift or traffic pins or a moderate amount of

reaming and slight chipping or cutting, shall immediately be reported to the

inspector, and his approval of the method of correction obtained. The correction

shall be made in the presence of the inspector, who will check the time and material.

The contractor shall render to the company within 30 days an itemized bill for

such work of correction for the approval of the engineer.

4.24 FIELD CLEANING AND PAINTING

(a) Unpainted field contact surfaces shall be thoroughly wire brushed to

remove loose rust and loose mill scale, and any grease or shop paint on such sur-

faces shall be removed with proper solvents.

(b) When the rust-inhibiting coating on machined surfaces required by Art.

3.4.2 (a) is of a type which must be removed prior to erection, such coating shall

be removed immediately prior to field assembly of mating surfaces so that rust will

not form.

(c) The intermediate and finish coats of field paint shall be in accordance

with the recommendations of the Steel Structures Painting Council Manual, Vol. 2,

for the particular system selected and specified by the engineer from Table 1

—

General Painting Guide for Steel Structures, of the Manual.

(d) Steelwork inaccessible after placing of deck shall be field painted before

the deck is placed.

4.25 DECK
(a) When required by the special provisions and the terms of the contract,

the ties, guard timbers, guard rails, fire decking, concrete decking, waterproofing,

ballast, deck planking, track rails, and tie plates, shall be placed and, when

applicable, fastened by the contractor in accordance with the plans, specifications,

and special provisions furnished by the company. Unless otherwise specified, all such

material will be delivered by the company to the contractor. If treated timber is

used, the company will deliver it properly framed to the contractor. Untreated ties

shall be framed by the contractor to give a full and even bearing on girders or

stringers and under the rails. If necessary to do any framing or cutting of treated

timber, the resulting surfaces shall be treated with wood preservatives as directed

by the engineer.

4.26 REMOVAL OF OLD STRUCTURE AND FALSEWORK, AND CLEANUP

(a) When required by the special provisions and temns of the contract, the

contractor shall dismantle the old structure and either load the material on cars for

shipment or pile it neady at a site immediately adjacent to the tracks, at an eleva-
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tion convenient for tutine handling, as specified. When the old structure is to be

used again, it shall be dismantled without vumecessary damage and the parts match-

marked according to diagrams furnished by the company.

(b) When the falsework is the property of the company, the contractor shall

follow the same procedure as specified by Art. 4.26 (a).

(c) When the falsework is the property of the contractor, he shall dismantle

it and remove it completely from the site.

(d) The contractor shall cut off piling at the surface of the ground, or at a

lower elevation, or shall completely remove it as required by the special provisions

and the terms of the contract.

(e) On completion of his work, the contractor shall remove all debris and

refuse from the site, and leave the premises in good condition.

4.27 INTERFERENCE WITH TRAFFIC

(a) The special provisions and terms of the contract shall state definitely

tile procedures to be followed by the contractor to minimize interference with the

movement of trains when the striicture is being erected under traffic.

(b) The special provisions and terms of the contract shall stipulate any

special requirements which may apply to interference with water-borne traffic when
the structure is erected over a navigable body of water.

( c ) The special provisions and terms of the contract shall stipulate any special

requirements which may apply to interference with vehicular or railroad traffic

above or below the structure being erected.

4.28 COMPANY EQUIPMENT
(a) When the special provisions and terms of the contract jjrovide that the

company shall furnish equipment to the contractor, such as flat cars, water cars,

bunk cars, etc., the contractor shall repair all damage to such equipment furnished

for his use and return it in as good condition as when he received it, less normal

wear and tear.

4.29 WORK TRAIN SERVICE

(a) When the special provisions and terms of the contract provide that work

train or engine service is furnished to the contractor without charge, the contractor

shall state in his bid the number of days such service will be required. Any excess

over the time specified in this ])id shall be paid for by the contractor at the com-

pany's schedule of rates.

4.30 RISK

(a) The contractor shall be responsible for loss of or damage to materials,

for all damage to persons or property, and for casualties of every description

caused by his operations during the progress of the work. Injuries or losses due

to events beyond the control of the contractor shall not be borne by him unless

they occurred because he was dilatory in handling the work, with the result of

extending the time beyond the limit designated in the contract.

4.31 LAWS AND PERMITS

(a) Permits for the tonslrucliou and location ol the sfrncfurc sliall be ob-

tained by the compan>'.
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(b) The contractor shall comply with tederal, state and local laws, regulations

and ordinances, and shall obtain at his expense the necessary permits for his

operations.

4.32 PATENTS

(a) The contractor shall protect the company against claims on account of

patented devices or parts used by him on the work.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 5

Special Types of Construction

1969

[Adopted 1969)

FOREWORD
Parts 1 through 4 and 6 are appHcable to special types of construction, except

as modified by Part 5.

CONTENTS
Page

Section 15-5-

5.1 Composite Steel and Concrete Spans 15-5-

5.2 Continuous and Cantilever Steel Structures 1.5-5-

5.3 Rigid Frame Structures 15-.5-
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5.1 COMPOSITE STEEL AND CONCRETE SPANS
5.1.1 Definition

(a) The term "composite steel and concrete spans" refers to simple span
bridges in which steel beams and concrete deck slab are designed on the assump-
tion, and are so constructed, that the two materials act as an integral unit.

5.1.2 Basic Design Assumptions

(a) Composite steel beams and concrete deck slab shall be proportioned by the

moment-of-inertia method, using the net composite section.

(b) The design of the concrete deck shall conform to the requirements of

Chapter 8, except that the live load and impact shall be as specified in Arts. 1.3.3

and 1.3.5, respectively.

(c) The effective width of flange on eitlier side of any beam shall not exceed

the following:

1. One-half of the distance to the center line of the adjacent beam.

2. One-eighth of the span length of the beam.

3. Six times the thickness of the slab.

(d) For exterior beams, the effective width of flange on the exterior side

shall not exceed the actual overhang. When the exterior beam has a flange on one

side only, the requirements of Art. 5.1.2 (c) shall be modified to limit the total

effective flange width to one-twelfth of the span length of the beam.

(e) Composite construction shall not be used for isolated beams.

(f) The value of n, the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to the

modulus of elasticity of concrete of various design strengths, shall be as given in

Chapter 8.

(g) Composite sections shall preferably be proportioned so that the neutral

axis lies below the top surface of the steel beam. If concrete is on the tension

side of the neutral axis, it shall not be considered in computing moments of inertia

or resisting moments.

(h) When no temporary intermediate supports are provided for the beams

during casting and curing of the concrete slab, then the steel and concrete dead

loads shall be considered as acting on the steel beams alone, and all subsequent

loads as acting on the composite section. If the beams are provided with effective

temporary intermediate supports which are kept in place until tlie concrete has

attained 75 percent of its required 28-day strength, then the concrete dead load

and all subsequent loads shall be assumed as acting on the composite section.

(i) The effect of creep shall be considered in the design of composite beams
which have the dead loads acting on the composite section. Stresses and horizontal

shear produced by such dead loads shall be taken as the greater of those computed
for the value of n, or for 3 times tliat value.

(j) Horizontal shear at the point under consideration between steel beam and

concrete slab shall be computed by both the following formulas:

br = —i
— and Sm =

I

where S, := the range of horizontal shear per linear inch.

Sm '= the maximum horizontal shear per linear inch.
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Vr = the range of vertical shear due to live load and impact. At any

section, the range of shear shall be taken as the difference in

the mininmm and maximum shear envelopes.

V'',,, ^ the ma.ximum vertical shear due to dead load, live load and

impact. When no temporary intermediate supports are provided

during the curing and casting of the concrete slab, the maxi-

nmm vertical shear is that resulting from live load and impact.

Q = the statical moment of the transformed compressive concrete

area about the neutral axis of the composite section.

J = the moment of inertia of the composite section.

If the dead load shear is included in Sm, the horizontal shear

resulting therefrom shall be computed separately as specified in

(i) and added to the horizontal shear from tlie other loads.

(k) The vertical shear shall be considered to be resisted entirely by the web
of the steel beam.

5.1.3 Shear Transfer Devices

( a ) Resistance to horizontal shear at the junction of the slab and beam shall

be provided by studs or channels welded to the beam flange.

(b) The spacing of the shear transfer devices shall be the smaller of the two

N'alues determined by dividing tlie resistance value of the individual device, as

specified in Art. 5.1.3.1, by the value of S, or S„, as defined in Art. 5.1.2 (j). The
ma.ximum spacing shall be 2 ft.

(c) The shear connectors shall be so spaced that the concrete can be thor-

oughly compacted and in intimate contact with all surfaces of the shear connector.

(d) The clear depth of concrete cover over the top of the shear connectors

shall be not less than 2 inches. Shear connectors shall penetrate at least 2 inches

above the bottom of the slab.

(e) The clear distance bet\veen the edge of the beam flange and the edge of

the shear connector shall be not less than 1 inch for channels and VA inches for

studs.

(f) When stud shear connectors are used, a maximum variation of 1 inch

from the location shown on the plans .shall be accepted provided that this does not

reduce the center-to-center distance to the nearest stud to less than 2/2 inches, or

the edge distance required in (e).

5.1.3.1 Design Load for Shear Connectors

(a) The allowable design load per shear connector when channels are u.sed

shall be 240Gu; lb and 3600u; lb for Sr and Sm respectively, where w is the length

of the channel in inches measured in a traverse direction to the flange of the beam.

(b) The allowable design load per shear connector when studs are used shall

be 1(),000A. lb and 20,000A, lb for Sr and Sm respectively, where A, is the nominal

cross sectional area of tlie stud.

5.1.3.2 Channels as Shear Transfer Devices

( a ) When channels are used as shear transfer devices they shall be from the

American Standard series and of ASTM A 36 steel. They shall be placed transverse

to the beam with one channel flange welded all around to the flange of tiie beam
with at least 3/16 inch fillet welds.
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5.1.3.3 Studs as Shear Transfer Devices

(a) When welded studs are used as shear transfer devices they shall be

headed, and shall be iJI inch or Js inch nominal diameter, and their overall length

after welding shall be at least 4 times their diameter.

(b) Studs shall conform to the requirements of ASTM A 108, grades 1015,

1017 or 1020, either semi- or fully-killed.

(c) Tensile properties as determined by tests of bar stock after drawing or of

finished studs shall conform to the following requirements:

Tensile strength (min) 60,000 psi

Elongation ( min ) 20% in 2 inches

Reduction of area ( min ) 50%

Tensile properties shall be determined in accordance with the applicable sec-

tions of ASTM A 370. If fracture occurs outside of the middle half of the gage

length, the test shall be repeated.

(d) Finished studs shall be of uniform quality and condition, free from laps,

fins, seams, cracks, twists, bends or other injurious defects. Finish shall be as pro-

duced by cold drawing, cold rolling or machining. However, cracks or bursts in

the heads of shear connectors do not adversely affect the structural strength or othev

functional requirements of shear studs and are not to be considered cause for

rejection of the stud, except that if they are deeper than one-half the distance

from the periphery of the head to the shank, they may be cause for rejection.

Cracks or bursts, as here used, apply to an abrupt interruption of the periphery

of the head of the stud by radial separation of the metal

(e) The contractor shall, upon request by the engineer, furnish the stud

manufacturer's certification that the studs as delivered are in accordance with the

applicable requirements of this article. Certified copies of the stud manufacturer's

test reports of the last completed set of in-plant quality control mechanical tests

of the diameters of studs to be provided, made not more than six months prior to

the delivery of the studs, shall be furnished to the engineer on request.

(f) The engineer may select, at the contractor's expense, studs of each type

and size used, as necessary for checking the requirements of this article. The cost

of these check tests shall be at the company's expense.

(g) Stud shear connectors shall be of a design suitable for end welding, and
shall be end welded to the steel beams with automatically timed stud welding

equipment. The equipment and procedure followed in making the welds shall be

as recommended by the manufacturer of the type of stud used. The flux and the

ceramic arc shield utilized in this procedure shall be furnished by the manufac-
turer, and .shall be compatible with the equipment and procedure used.

(h) Before installation the contractor shall submit to the engineer for approval

information on the studs to be furnished as follows:

1. The name of the manufacturer.

2. A detailed description of the stud and arc shield.

3. A certification from the manufacturer that the stud weld base is quali-

fied as specified in Art. 5.1.3.3 (g). Qualification test data shall be re-

tained in the files of the manufacturer.

(i) The first two .stud shear connectors welded on each member, after being

allowed to cool, shall be bent 45 deg by striking the stud with a hammer. If

failure occurs in the weld zone of either stud, the procedure shall be corrected and
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two more studs shall be welded to the member and tested. Two consecutive studs

shall be satisfactorily welded and tested before any more production studs are

welded to the member. The foregoing testing shall be performed after any change

in the welding procedure. If failure occurs in the stud shank an investigation shall

be made to ascertain and correct the cause before further welds are made. Studs

tested that show no sign of failure shall be left in the bent position.

(j) When the automatically made weld joining the stud to the beam is not a

full 360 deg, the stud shall be removed and replaced, or, at the option of the

contractor, the weld may be repaired by adding a 3/16-inch fillet weld in place

of the lack of weld, using the shielded metal-arc process with low-hydrogen weld-

ing electrodes.

(k) Before welding a new stud where a defective one has been removed, the

area shall be ground smooth and flush, or in the case of a pullout of metal, the

pocket shall be filled with weld metal using the shielded metal-arc process with

low-hydrogen welding electrodes and then ground Hush.

(m) In addition to the inspection requirements of Art. 5.1.3.3 (i), the inspec-

tor shall visually inspect all studs after all studs have been welded to a beam, and

shall give each stud a liglit blow with a hammer. Any stud which does not have a

complete weld, any stud which does not emit a ringing sound when given the

light blow with the hammer, any stud which has been repaired by welding, or

any stud which has less than normal reduction in height due to welding, shall be

struck with a hammer and bent 15 deg from tlie correct axis of installation, and

in the case of a defective or repaired weld the stud shall be bent 15 deg in the

direction that will place the defective portion of the weld in the greatest tension.

Studs that crack either in the weld or in the shank shall be replaced. Studs tested

that show no sign of failure shall be left in the bent position.

(n) If during the progress of the work, inspection and testing indicate that

the shear connectors are not satisfactory, the contractor will be required at his ex-

pense to make such changes in welding procedure, welding equipment and type

of shear connector as necessary to secure satisfactory results.

5.1.4 Deflection

(a) Composite spans shall be so designed that the deflection, computed using

the composite section, for the live-load-plus-impact condition does not exceed

1/640 of the span length center to center of bearings.

5.1.5 Camber
(a) Beams in composite construction shall be cambered when the dead-load

deflection exceeds 1 inch. Dead-load deflection in composite construction, where

the beams are provided with falsework or other eftectivc; intermediate supports

during casting and curing of the concrete slab, shall be computed using the com-

posite section, but including the efi^ect of creep as specified in Art. 5.1.2 (i). If

such supports are not provided, the dead-load deflection shall be computed using

the steel beams alone.

5.2 CONTINUOUS AND CANTILEVER STEEL STRUCTURES
5.2.1 Definition

(a) A continuous steel structure i.s one in which the principal load-carrying

beams, girders, or trusses have moment-carrying capacity without interruption

throughout at least two adjacent spans. The calculation of reactions and stresses
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involves the deformations under stress of the member or members of the structure,

and the structure is therefore said to be statically indeterminate.

(b) A cantilever steel structure is one in which the principal load-carrying

beams, girders or tmsses have moment carrying capacity throughout one span

vi'ithout interruption, and project or cantilever over at least one support of that

span into the adjacent span or spans, with an interruption in the moment-carrying

capacity of the structure within the adjacent span or spans. The calculation of

reactions and stresses, except in the case where two projections or cantilever arms

are joined by a shear connection without a suspended span between them, are

independent of the deformations under stress of the member or members in the

structure, and the structure is therefore said to be statically determinate. In the

exception stated, the structure is statically indeterminate, as noted for continuous

structures in Art. 5.2.1 (a).

5.2.2 Basic Design Assumptions

(a) Moments, shears and reactions .shall be detennined by recognized methods

of analysis. In the case of the statically indeterminate structures described under

Art. 5.2.1, the gross moments of inertia for flexural members, and the gross or

effective areas, as defined in Art. 1.2.4, for truss members, shall be used in the

calculations.

(b) Bearing supports shall preferably be so constructed that the supports may
be considered to be unyielding. When such construction is not practical, provision

shall be made in the design to allow for settlement of the supports based on reason-

able assumptions as to the magnitude of the settlement.

(c) A portion or portions of the live load specified in Art. 1.3.3 and position-

ing on the structure shall be selected so as to determine maximum effects. In

case of discontinuous loading not more than two separated loaded lengths shall

be used, with one of the lengths subjected to uniform load only, and with the

other subjected to load headed in either direction.

5.2.3 Deflection

(a) The deflections of the individual spans of continuous or cantilever struc-

tures shall be computed for live load plus impact so placed as to produce maximum
downward deflection in that span. In this computation, gross moment of inertia

shall be used for flexural members, and gross or effective area, as defined in Art.

1.2.4, shall be used for truss members.

(b) The structure shall be so proportioned and designed that the computed
downward deflection within any span which has moment-carrying capacity through-

out its length shall not exceed 1/640 of that span length. In the case of cantilever

structures, the computed downward deflection at the end of the cantilever arm
shall not exceed 1/250 of the length of that arm and the downward deflection of

a suspended simple span shall not exceed 1/640 of the length of that span.

5.2.4 Camber
(a) The camber of trusses shall be equal to the deflection produced by dead

load plus a continuous uniform load of 3000 lb per ft of track. The camber of

plate girders shall be equal to the deflection produced by the dead load only. Rolled

beams shall not be cambered, but shall be so fabricated and erected that any

natural camber in the beam is upward.
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5.2.5 Impact

(a) In computing impact in accordance vvidi Art. 1.3.5, L shall be taken as

the lengdi, in feet, of die longest span, center to center of supports within the

structure; except that, in the case of simple suspended spans in cantilever struc-

tures, die length of that span shall be used as L in computing impact stresses in

that .span.

5.2.6 Uplift

(a) Span lengths preferably shall be selected so that the dead-load reaction

at any support of the group will be at least 1.5 times the uplift. Should net cal-

culated uplift occur, that end shall be securely anchored in a vertical direction.

Anchorage against uplift shall engage a substantial mass of masonry, and shall be

designed for at least 1.5 times the net calculated uplift.

5.2.7 Bracing

(a) Bracing for continuoiLS spans shall be as required by Section 1.11, and,

in addition, top flanges of through plate girder spans in regions of negative moment
as well as in regions of positive moment shall be braced as required in Art. 1.11.1,

and bottom flanges of all beam and girder spans, regardless of length, shall have a

continuous lateral bracing system.

5.2.8 Longitudinal Stiffeners

(a) Longitudinal stiffeners shall be placed over supports of continuous or

cantilever deep girders, where there is negative moment, to prevent web buckling.

They may be cut at their intersections with transverse stiffeners. Longitudinal

stiffeners are usually placed on one side only of the web plate. The stress in the

stiffener (from participation in the girder stress) shall not be greater than the

basic allowable bending stress for the material used in the stiffener.

(b) The center line of a plate longitudinal stiffener or the gage line of an

angle longitudinal stiffener shall be D/5 from the inner siuface or leg of die com-

pression flange component.

(c) The longitudinal stiffener shall be proportioned so that:

h = Df( 2.4 ~ 0.13 \

where Ig =. minimum required moment of inertia of longitudinal stiffcncr.s

about edge in contact with web plate.

D = clear distance between flanges, in inches.

t = thickness of web plate, in inches.

d ^ clear distance between transverse stifteners, in inches,

(d) The thick-ness of the longitudinal stiffener shall not l)e less than

2250

where h' = widUi of stiffeners.

fb = calculated compressive bending sfriss in the llaiigc

5.2.9 Cover Plates

(a) The requirements for cover plates in Art. 1.7.2 .shall apply except as

mochfied in Arts. 5.2.9.1 and 5.2.9.2 wherein the term theoretical end of cover

plate refers to the section where the stress in the flange without that co\er plate

equals the allowable stress, exclusive of fatigue considerations.
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5.2.9.1 For riveted or bolted construction

(a) Partial-length cover plates shall extend beyond the theoretical end far

enough to develop the capacity of the plate, or shall extend to a section where
the stress in the remainder of the girder flange is equal to the allowable fatigue

stress, whichever extension is greater.

5.2.9.2 For welded construction

(a) Partial-length cover plates, not permitted for simple span plate girder

construction by Art. 1.7.2.2 (a), may be used in continuous construction to effect

the great changes in required flange area in the region between the positive and

negative moment regions.

(b) Partial-length cover plates shall preferably be limited to one on any

flange. The maximum thickness of the cover plate (or total thickness of all cover

plates) on a flange shall not be greater than IM times the thickness of the flange

to which the cover plate is attached.

(c) Any partial-length welded cover plate shall extend beyond the theoretical

end by the terminal distance, or it shall extend to a section where the stress in the

beam flange is equal to the allowable fatigue stress adjacent to fillet welds, which-

ever extension is greater. The terminal distance is 2 times the nominal cover plate

widtli for cover plates not welded across their ends, and IM times for cover plates

welded across their ends.

The weld connecting the cover plate to the flange in its terminal distance

shall be continuous and of sufficient size to develop a total stress of not less than

the computed stress in the cover plate at its theoretical end.

(d) Full-length or partial-length cover plates may be either wider or narrower

than the beam flange to which they are attached. The width at the ends of tapered

cover plates shall not be less than 3 inches.

5.2.10 Splices in Flexural Members
(a) Splices in continuous or cantilever flexural members shall be designed for

maximum moment and simultaneous shear, or for maximum shear and simultaneous

moment.

(b) Splices preferably shall be located at points of dead load contraflexure

in the case of continuous structures.

(c) Bolted or riveted flange splices shall have a minimum strength equal to

75 percent of the strength of the flange component spliced.

5.3 RIGID FRAME STRUCTURES
5.3.1 Definition

(a) The term "rigid frame" is used to denote a load-carrying frame in which

the horizontal member is structurally integral with the upright supports; either or

both may vary in section.

5.3.2 Basic Design Assumptions

(a) Moments, shears and reactions shall be determined by recognized methods

of analysis based on gross moments of inertia and gross areas of members. If the

stioicture has a box-type cross section, with perforated cover plates, the effective

area of the cover plates, as defined in Art. 1.2.4, shall be used in calculating

deformations caused by axial stress.
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(b) Hinged bearings for tlie upright supports are preferred. Where hinged

bearings are not practicable, or where details may render them inoperative, the

analysis of the rigid frames shall be made assuming (1) fixed bases, (2) hinged

bases, and the design shall be based on the larger stress so determined.

(c) Loads and forces shall include those .specified in Art. 1.3.1 (a), except

that longitudinal force shall be applied at the mid-height of the horizontal mem-
ber of the frame. In addition to the loads and forces specified in Art. 1.3.1 (a),

rigid frame structures shall be proportioned for the most unfavorable combinations

of those loads and forces with loads and forces resulting from:

1. Earth pressure, which shall be assumed to act on both ends, on one end

only, or be omitted, whichever requires the largest section. If granular

back-fill is used behind the cut-off walls, only active pressure at both

ends shall be included. Earth pressure shall be determined in accordance

with the recommendations given in Chapter 8.

2. Temperature change, which shall be based on a range of from plus 40

deg F to minus 60 deg F from the temperature expected at time of

closure. Closure must be effected when the actual temperature is within

10 deg F of the assumed figure; if this is not possible, the adequacy of

the structure must be investigated for the actual temperature, and re-

inforcement added if necessary.

3. Rib-shortening and elastic yielding of the supports, which must be in-

vestigated and their effect included if larger sections would be required

thereby.

5.3.3 Foundations

(a) Footings shall l-.e founded on rock, on su])stantially unyielding material,

or on piles driven to an unyielding stratum. If the footings are founded on piles,

there shall be a sufficient number of piles, battered to provide the necessary

resistance to the horizontal thrust.

(b) If conditions make it impracticable to provide resistance to the horizontal

thrust by means of direct bearing or by battered pilc\s, steel tie rods may be used.

Such tie rods shall be encased in concrete witli a mininnnn cover on all sides of

6 inches.

5.3.4 Spacing

(a) In additicm to the rcqiu'rements of Art. 1.2.3, the distance behvcen frames

shall be great enough to facilitate the attachment of bracing between them, and

for painting.

5.3.5 Deflection

(a) The structure shall be so proportioned and designed that the computetl

total elastic deflection at the mid span of the horizontal member for live load plus

impact .shall not exceed 1/640 of the distance center to center of the upright

supports.

5.3.6 Camber
(a) Rigid frame structures in which the distance center to center of upright

supports is 60 ft or less need not be cambered. Rigid frame structures in which

that length exceeds 60 ft shall have camber ecuial to tlie deflection produced by the

dead load plus a load of 3000 lb per ft of track.
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5.3.7 Impact

(a) In computing impact in accordance with Art. 1.3.5, L shall be taken

as the length, in feet, center to center of the upright supports for longitudinal

rigid frames, and, for transverse rigid frames, L shall he taken as the length in

feet of the longer adjacent supported longitudinal beam or girder.

5.3.8 Unit Stresses

(a) The stresses resulting from earth pressure, temperature change, rib

shortening and elastic yielding of supports shall be combined with the stresses

resulting from the loadings of Art. 1.3.14.3 (a), and the member shall be pro-

portioned for the unit stresses specified in Art. 1.3.14.3 (a). The provisions of Art.

1.3.14.3 (b) for combinations including stresses resulting from other lateral forces

and /or longitudinal force shall apply.

5.3.9 Bracing

(a) Bracing for rigid frames shall be as required by Section 1.11 with the

modifications of this section. There shall be continuous bracing in the planes of

the compression flanges of both horizontal and upright members. If the top flanges

are rigidly connected to a steel deck plate, or laterally restrained by a cast-in-

place reinforced concrete deck, only such top lateral bracing as is required for

erection purposes need be provided.

(b) There shall be cross frames or diaphragms between the main members

of the rigid frames so placed as to act with the horizontal bracing to provide

lateral support for the compression flange.

5.3.10 Stiffeners at Points of Bearing

(a) If the bottom flange of the horizontal member in a rigid frame is carried

across tlie upright members and rested thereon, there shall be bearing stifi^eners

directly above the flanges of the upright members, milled to fit tight against the

bottom flange of the horizontal member and designed to transmit the stress in the

flanges of the upright members to the web of die horizontal member.

(b) If the inner flanges of the upright members are made continuous up to

the top flange of the horizontal member, the ends of the bottom flange of the

horizontal member shall be milled to bear against the inner flanges of the upright

members. There shall be bearing stiffeners on the webs of the upright members

opposite the milled ends of the bottom flange of the horizontal member, designed

to transmit the stress from that flange to the webs of the upright members.

(c) If rounded corners at the junction of horizontal and upright members

are used, they shall be proportioned by recognized methods of analysis and ade-

quately stiffened.

5.3.11 Splices

(a) Splices in any component of the rigid frame structure shall be designed

to develop the full strength of that component.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Engineering Division, AAR

Part 6

Movable Bridges

1969

(Reapproved with Revisions 1969)

FOREWORD
The purpose of this part is to supplement or modify preceding parts of these

specifications in order to formulate specific and detailed rules as a guide for the

design, fabrication and erection of movable railway bridges.

CONTENTS
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6.1 Proposals and General Requirements 15-6-

6.2 General Features of Design 15-6-

6.3 Loads and Stresses 15—6-

6.4 Basic Allowable Unit Stresses 15-6-

6.5 General Details 15-6-

6.6 Wire Ropes and Sockets 1.5-6-

6.7 Power Equipment 15-6-

6.8 Workmanship 15-6-

6.9 Erection 15-6-
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6.1 PROPOSALS AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
6.1.1 General

(a) Parts 1 through 5 are appHcable to movable railway bridges except as

modified by Part 6.

(b) The structural design and mechanical and electrical design will be fur-

nished by the company, unless it is stated in the invitation for bids that such

designs, or specified portions of them, are to be furnished by the contractor.

(c) The company shall, with its invitation for bids, furnish a copy of the con-

tract form together with site plans and a full description of the requirements for the

structure. These requirements shall make clear the division of responsibility between

company and contractor for designing, furnishing and erecting or installing all

components of the structure, and shall fully specify or describe all of such com-
ponents which are the responsibility of or affect the work of the contractor.

(d) The contractor or contractors shall furnish and erect the structure ready

for operation and to receive trains, except for such components as are specified to be

furnished or installed by the company.

6.1.2 Time of Opening

(a) The normal time for opening the bridge after the ends are released shall

be as specified for both the main and the auxiliary powers in the invitation to bid.

6.1.3 Machinery Drawings

(a) The contractor shall make an assembly drawing and detail drawings of the

machinery. These drawings shall be so complete that the machinery parts may be

duplicated without reference to patterns, other drawings, or individual shop

practice.

(b) The contractor shall make a drawing showing all bearings and other

elements of the bridge which require lubrication, and designating the lubricants

to be used and the frequency of lubrication.

6.1.4 Machinery Design

(a) If the machinery design is prepared by the contractor, he shall furnish

complete design calculations for all parts of the machinery and shall include

therein curves showing the torques to be exerted at the shaft of each main and

auxiliary operating motor and engine as follows:

1. For acceleration and for retardation.

2. For frictional resistance.

3. For any unbalanced condition of the bridge.

4. For the wind loads.

5. For the greatest resultant combinations of resistances acting at one time

under the various design conditions herein specified. The torque for

starting friction shall not be combined with the torque for acceleration.

Torque curves showing the rated full-load torque and the maximum start-

ing torque of the motor or engine shall be superimposed on diis curve.

Where operation is by electric motor, these calculations shall include a dia-

gram on which there are shown the required speed-torque curves for the various

steps of resistance which are to be provided. On this diagram there shall also be

shown the overload relay setting and the speed-torque curves for operation of

the span under Conditions A, B and C of Art. 6.3.6.
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6.1.5 Weight and Center of Gravity

(a) The contractor shall determine the weight and (where necessary) the

location of the center of gravity of the moving span, including parts attached

thereto; also of the counterweights, including their framework. Thesi- determinations

shall be based on weights carefully computed from shop plans. The computiitions,

accompanied by the weight bills, shall be submitted to the company in form foi

verification.

6.1.6 Houses

(a) The contractor shall furnish and build the machinery house or houses.

The house or houses for the operator and the signal devices shall be built by the

contractor or the company, as may be stipulated.

6.1.7 Signals and Interlocking

(a) The company will furnish and install the railway signal system, including

the master lever and the devices necessary for interlocking the signal system with

the moving span. The contractor shall furnish and install the devices necessary for

interlocking the parts of the bridge machinery with each other and for connection to

the master lever. The operating machinery and the electrical parts shall be so de-

signed that the signal system may readily be installed and attached.

6.1.8 Warning Lights

(a) The contractor shall furnish and install (including wiring) on the moving
span and piers, navigation lights and other signals or markings required by the

United States government or other authorities, and shall provide suitable means
of access to such lights and signals.

6.1.9 Wrenches

(a) Two sets of wrenches to fit heads and nuts of all bolts for the machinery

shall be furnished by the contractor, together with suitable work bench, pipe vise,

and suitable wall racks for the storage of equipment and spare parts.

6.1.10 Defects

(a) If any defects due to faulty workmanship or erection, or defective material,

or due to any design prepared by the contractor, are found within 1 year after

the date of acceptance, the contractor shall remedy such defects at his own expense.

If necessary, the company may remedy such defects at the expense of the

contractor.

6.1.11 Wiring Diagrams, Operator's Instructions, Electrical

and Mechanical Data Booklets, and Lubrication Charts

(a) The contractor shall furnish six bound copies of a booklet containing

descriptive leaflets and drawings covering all items of the electrical equipment, vvitli

catalog numbers indicated; printed or typewritten statements prepared by the

manufacturers of the equipment covering the proper methods of adjusting, lubricating,

and otherwise maintaining each item; speed-torque-current cur\es for the span-

operating motors for each point of speed control; a coniise statement of the necessary

operating functions in proper sefjuence; a detailed description of the functions of

each item in connection \sith the various operating steps; reduced reproduced

copies of all wiring and conduit diagrams and drawings of the control bench and

switchboards; and a list of spare parts furiiishi-d. The booklet shall cont;iin a table
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of contents and shall designate each wire and item of equipment by the numbers
on the wiring diagrams.

(b) The contractor shall also furnish six Iwund copies of a similar l^ooklet for

the mechanical equipment, which shall inckide lubricating charts showing the loca-

tions of all lubricating fittings and other points of lubrication.

6.1.12 Classification of Bridge Work
(a) Bridge work shall be classified as follows and, unless otherwise stipulated,

paid for as indicated:

Class 1. Structural steel, by the pound.

Class 2. Machinery, by the pound.

Class 3. Counterweight sheaves, shafts, and bearings, by the pound.

Class 4. Trunnions and their bearings, by the pound.

Class 5. Tread plates and castings, by the pound.

Class 6. Wire ropes and sockets, by the pound.

Class 7. Balancing chains, by the pound.

Class 8. Metal in counterweights, by the pound.

Class 9. Concrete in counterweights, by the cubic yard.

Class 10. Reinforcing steel, by the pound.

Class 11. Gasoline, gas, and oil engines and tanks, a lump sum.

Class 12. Electrical equipment, a lump sum.

Class 13. Houses for machinery and operators, a lump sum.

Class 14. Railway deck and track, by the linear foot of full-width deck.

Class 15. Miscellaneous lumber, by the thousand feet board measure.

Class 16. Communication facilities, a lump sum.

Class 17. Removals, a lump sum.

Class 18. Salvage credits, a lump sum.

Class 19. Items not classified in the foregoing.

(b) Payment quantities shall be determined as follows:

Class 1 by the provisions of Art. 2.6.4.

Classes 2 through 8 by scale weight; except that for Classes 2 through 5,

scale weight in excess of 5 percent above the computed weight shall

not be included.

Class 10 by the computed weight of the plain or defonned bars of the

specified sizes.

Classes 9, 14 and 15 by the engineer's measurement.

6.1.13 Parts Included in Classes

(a) Parts included in the different classes shall be:

Class 1, Structural Steel—In addition to the nio\'ing span, any parts of rolled,

forged, or cast steel which can be fabricated by the common shop methods of

punching, reaming, drilling, boring, shearing, planing, bending, welding, etc.,

usual for stationary structures, except structural steel parts which function as

machinery parts which shall be classified under the appropriate machinery items.

Rim girders in swing bridges, segmental girders in rolling bascule bridges and

the girders on which they roll, parts supporting the machinery, machinery housing,

counterweight frames, counterweight trusses, counterweight boxes, operating struts,

towers, steel framing and plates in houses for machinery and operators, handrails,

stairways and ladders, shall be classified as structural steel.
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Class 2, Machinery

Sheaves

Wheels

Winding drums

Spools

Center-pivot stands

Disks

Pivots

Tread plates

Rollers

Roller treads

Roller guides

Shafts

Axles

Gears

Racks

Worm gearings

Gear covers

and guards

Pedestals

Bearings

Lubrication devices

Screws

Wedges
Wedge bases

Toggles

Levers

Cranks

Pipes

Bars

Eccentrics

Hooks

Cables and wires for

push-pull devices

Deflector castings

and plates

Buffers

Pistons and their

cylinders

Capstans

Brakes ( imless part

of electrical

equipment)

Whistles

Bells

Indicators

Bridge locks

Rail locks

Especially fabricated

track rails

Special rail joints

Wrenches

Shims

Pins about whose axes the connecting members rotate

Equalizing devices and other fastenings for wire ropes (except sockets)

Bolts attaching machinery parts to each other and to their supports

Similar parts which require machine shopwork and which are not included in

any other class.

Machinery parts attached to structural parts shall be separately weighed before

attachment thereto.

Class 3, Counterweight Sheaves—Cast or built sheaves, together with their

shafts and bearings and their connecting bolts.

CUiss 4, Trunnions and Bearings—Trunnions for moving leaves and counter-

weights of bascule bridges, together with their bearings, sleeves, supporting pedes-

tals, and their connecting bolts.

Class 5, Tread Plates and Castings—Tread plates and castings for segmental

girders and track girders for rolling-lift bridges, together with their connecting

bolts.

Class 6, Wire Hopes and Sockets—Wire ropes and their sockets, together with

the socket pins.

Class 7, Balancing Chains—Chains and their fastenings used for balancing the

counterweight ropes.

Class 8, Metal in Counterweights—Cast iron used as counterweights; also scrap

metal or steel punchings used to increase the unit weight of counterweight concrete.

Class 9, Concrete—Concrete or mortar used in counterweights, including con-

crete balance blocks, and concrete in pockets of column bases and similar places.

No deductions shall be made for enclosed reinforcing steel, scrap mettil, or steel

punchings.

Class 10, Reinforcing Steel—All reinforcing bars and mesh for concrete. Unless

otherwise provided, no direct payment will be made for clips, spacers, ties, cliairs,
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or other fastenings and supports for reinforcing steel, but tlieir cost shall be included

in the price per pound paid for reinforcing steel.

Class 11, Gasoline, Gas, and Oil Engines and Tanks—Gasoline or oil-driven

engines with tanks, compressors, starters, and interrelated piping to and including

clutch shaft, but not clutch for delivery of power, and to but not including valve

for delivery of air.

Class 12, Electrical Equipment—High-voltage equipment and transformers as

specified, the switchboard and control desk with their attachments, and electrical

parts beyond (whether on or off the moving span), such as motors, gearmotors, con-

trollers, resistances, electric brakes, solenoids, circuit breakers, fuses, relays, con-

tactors, switches, electric indicators, synchronizing and leveling equipment, limit

switches, blow-outs, cut-offs, meters, trolley poles, trolley wheels and contact

shoes, service and indicating lights, navigation hghts and signals, electric heaters,

conductors, wiring, submarine and other cables, and conduits and their fittings, as

specified for the operation of the moving span and accessories, and the lighting

and heating of the houses.

Unless otherwise noted in the invitation to bid, this item and this contract shall

include no parts or appurtenances of the signal interlocking system except that the

switchboard shall be of ample size to accommodate the interlocking equipment as

specified by the engineer.

Class 13, Hotises for Machinery and Operators—All parts of such houses,

except steel framing and plating if any; also all furniture, heaters other than electric,

cranes, fire extinguishers, supplies, and similar items, as specified in the invitation

to bid.

Class 14, Railway Deck and Track—The complete timber deck, footwalks at

deck level, and permanent track with all permanent fastenings in place, except spe-

cially fabricated track rails, special rail joints and rail locks; also sheet metal or

other track coverings and fire stops.

Unless otherwise specified in the invitation to bid, the company will furnish all

of these materials and their fastenings f.o.b. bridge site, ready for installation, and

the contractor shall unload, place and fasten same for the unit price per linear foot

under this class.

When specified in the invitation to bid, the contractor shall furnish to the

railroad distribution of charges for material and conshaiction covered by this item

in accordance with Interstate Commerce Commission requirements.

Class 15, Miscellaneous Lumber—Any lumber not allocated to anodier class

by the foregoing definitions, together with nails, bolts and other fastenings. Meas-

urement of lumber shall be based on nominal sizes for the lengths in place.

Class 16, Communication Facilities—Radio, telephone and any other com-

munication facilities, including wiring therefor.

Class 17, Removals—Any and all parts of the existing structure required to be

removed.

Class 18, Salvage Credits—The value of any components becoming the prop-

erty of the contractor.

6.1.14 Optional Requirements

(a) Whenever hereafter optional requirements are stated, the determination

shall be made by the engineer, and shall be indicated in the invitation to bid if
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bidders are to prepare plans or on the plans prepared by the company which

accompany the invitation to bid.

6.2 GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN
6.2.1 Material

6.2.1.1 Cast Steel

(a) Steel for castings shall conform to the requirements of current ASTM
Specification A 27, Grade 65-35.

(b) A test to destruction on three castings selected from a lot may be substi-

tuted for the tensile test, in the case of small or unimportant castings. This test shall

show the material to be ductile, free from injurious defects, and suitable for the

purpose intended. A lot shall consist of all castings from the same melt or blow

annealed in the same furnace charge.

(c) Large castings shall be hammered all over while suspended. If cracks,

flaws, defects, or weaknesses appear, the casting shall be rejected.

6.2.1.2 Cast Iron

(a) Cast iron shall conform to the requirements of current ASTM Specification

A 48, Class 25.

6.2.1.3 Carbon Steel Forgings

(a) Except as otherwise specified in this section, carbon steel forgings shall

conform to the requirements of the current ASTM Specification A 235, and shall be

Class CI, E, or G, as specified.

(b) The chemical composition shall conform to the following table:

Percent

Manganese, max 0.90
Phosphorus, max 0.05
Sulfur, max 0.05

(c) The tensile test requirements are as follows:

Solid Diameter or

Thickness Tensile Elongation Reduction

Inches Strength Yield Point in 2 Inches of Area
Not Min Min Min Min

Class Over Over Psi Psi Percent Percent

CI 12 66,000 33,000 23 36
12 20 66,000 33,000 22 34

E 8 75,000 .37,500 24 40
8 12 75,000 37,500 22 35
12 20 75.000 37,500 20 32

20 75,000 37,500 19 .30

O 4 90,000 55,000 20 39
4 7 85,000 50,000 20 .39

7 10 85,000 .50,000 19 .37

(d) The crosshead speed of the testing machine, after a stress of Js the specified

yield point is attained and during determination of yield point, shall not exceed

A inch per minute per inch of gage length; and during determination of ultimate

strength shall not exceed Ja inch per minute per inch of gage length.
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6.2.1.4 Alloy Steel Forgings

(a) Except as otherwise specified in this section, alloy steel forgings shall

conform to the requirements of the current ASTM Specification A 237, and shall

be Class A.

(b) The chemical composition shall conform to the following table:

Phosphorus, max percent 0.05
Sulfur, max, percent 0.05

The tensile test requirements are as follows:

Tensile strength, min, psi 80,000
Yield point, min, psi 50,000
Elongation in 2 inches, min, percent
Sohd diameter or thickness

not over 12 inches 24
over 12 to 20 inches, incl 22

Reduction of area, min, percent
Sohd diameter or thickness

not over 12 inches 40
over 12 to 20 inches, incl 38

(c) The crosshead speed of the testing machine, after a stress of M the specified

yield point is attained and during determination of yield point, shall not exceed iPg

inch per minute per inch of gage lengdi; and during determination of ultimate

strength shall not exceed Jz inch per minute per inch of gage length.

6.2.1.5 Rolled Steel

(a) Rolled steel for shafts, keys and other components carrying calculated

stresses shall meet the following physical requirements:

Tensile strength, psi 75,000-90,000
Yield point, min, psi 37,500
Elongation, min, percent in 2 inches 18

The chemical composition shall conform to the following table:

Phosphorus, max, percent 0.04

Sulfur, max, percent 0.05

6.2.1.6 Hardened Steel

(a) Unless otherwise stipulated, hardened steel for disks for swing spans and

for bearing ends of vertical shafts running in step bearings shall be forged carbon

steel conforming to the requirements of Art. 6.2.1.3, and shall be Class G.

6.2.1.7 Bronze

(a) Bronze for disks for swing spans, for linings for bearings, for gears, worm
wheels, and nuts, and for similar parts, shall be cast bronze conforming to the

requirements of the current ASTM Specification B 22, and shall be Alloy A, B, C,

or D, as specified.

6.2.1.8 Babbitt Metal

(a) Unless otherwise stipulated, babbitt metal shall confonn to the requirements

of the current ASTM Specification B 23, and shall be Grade No. 2.

6.2.2 Types of Bridges

(a) Movable bridges preferably shall be of the following types:

1. Swing.

2. Single leaf bascule.

3. Vertical Hft.
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(b) The proposal drawings will show, or the engineer will determine, the

following:

1. The type of movable bridge.

2. For swing bridges, the type of center.

3. For bascule bridges, the type of bascule.

4. For vertieal-lift bridges, the type of tower, the location of the prime

mover or movers, and the provisions for keeping the moving span level

(c) Pin-connected trusses shall not be used.

6.2.3 Counterweights

(a) The counterweights shall he sufficient to practically balance the movable

span and its attachments in any position, except that there shall be small positive

reactions at the supports when the bridge is seated. For vertical lift bridges having

a vertical movement exceeding 40 ft, the counterweight ropes shall be balanced by

chains or other devices unless otherwise specified.

(b) Provision shall be made for imbalanced conditions in the design of the

machinery and the power equipment

(c) Provision shall be made for independent supports for the counterweights

of \ ertical-lift bridges for the purpose of replacing cables.

6.2.4 Aligning and Locking

(a) Movable bridges shall be equipped with suitable mechanism to surface

and align the bridge and track accurately and to fasten them securely in position

so that they cannot be displaced either horizontally or vertically under the action

of traffic. Effective end lifts shall be used for swing bridges, and span loclo> for

bascule and \ertical-lift bridges. Rail locks shall be used for all movable spans.

(b) Rail locks on movable bridges shall be designed so that they cannot be

locked with the rail displaced /4 inch or more from proper position,

(c) Span locks on movable bridges .shall be designed so that they cannot be

locked unless the moxable parts are within /2 inch of proper position.

(d) The operating mechanisms of end lifts and rail locks shall be independent.

(e) The installation shall meet the applicable requirements of the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

(f) For swing and vertical lift bridges, normally left in the open j)osition,

span locks shall be provided to hold the span in the fully opened position.

6.2.5 Auxiliary Power

(a) Power-operated bridges sliall be equipped with an auxiliary source of

power. This source shall be a gasoline or oil engine, a gasoline or oil-driven gen-

erator set, or hand power, as specified.

(b) Where sources of electric power are unusually reliable, bridges may be

provided with two independent sources of electric power, instead of auxiliary power.

In such instances there shall be emergency motors with their control entirely inde-

pendent of that provided for normal operation, or each set of operating machinery

shall be provided with two motors, either of which shall be capable of operating

the bridge under overload through an entirely independent control.

6.2.6 Interlocking

(a) The bridge operating devices shall permit interlocking with the signal

system and shall be so designed that Communication and Signal Section, AAH, in-
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terlocking apparatus may be used. They shall be so interlocked with each other

that the operations, both for opening and closing the bridge, must be performed

in predetermined order, and so that the movable span, tracks, and switches within

interlocking limits are locked in proper position,

6.2.7 Insulation of Track

(a) The connections of parts in contact with the track shall be such as to pre-

vent all possibility of short circuiting of signal or other circuits.

6.2.8 Houses For Machinery and Operators

(a) If mechanical power is to be used for operating the bridge, a suitable

house or houses shall be provided for the machinery and the operator. Houses shall

be large enough for easy access to all machinery, and shall be fireproof and weather-

proof. Houses or rooms containing electric control equipment shall have thermal

insulation. There shall be at least one window in each side of the house. AH win-

dows shall be glazed with wire or other shatter-proof glass. Openings shall be large

enough to admit passage of the largest unit of machinery.

(b) The floor shall be built of concrete, steel, or other fireproof material, as

specified. It shall be smoke-tight and have a non-slip surface. Floors in rooms

containing electrical equipment such as switchboards and control desks shall be

covered with linoleum, asphalt tile, or rubber mats on areas surrounding such elec-

trical equipment.

(c) If the bridge is hand-operated, or if the operator is not located in the

machinery house, a house shall be provided. The type of construction shall be the

same as that specified for the machinery house, except that for hand-operated bridges

with the house located off the bridge structure, fully fireproof construction will not

be required.

(d) If practicable, the operator's house shall be located so as to afford a clear

view of operations on the railway and on the waterway.

(e) Provision shall be made for the heating apparatus to be installed in the

operator's house by the company or by the contractor, as may be specified.

(f) If stipulated, a hand-operated overhead traveling crane, of sufficient ca-

pacity for handling the heaviest piece of machinery, shall be installed in the ma-
chinery house.

6.2.9 Stairways, Walks, and Elevators

(a) Metal stairways, platforms, and walks with railings shall be provided to

give safe access to the operator's house, machinery, trunnions, counterweights,

lights, bridge seats, and all points requiring lubrication. Ladders may be installed

only where stairways are not feasible, and shall be provided with safety cages

where required by codes. In vertical-lift bridges, ladders and walks shall be in-

stalled to give access to the moving span in any position from either tower. Hand
railings shall be made of wrought iron, galvanized copper-bearing steel, or other

rust-resistant metal pipe, not less than IM-inch size, or of structural shapes. Stair-

ways and ladders shall be of metal. The treads may be channels filled with con-

crete. In tower-drive vertical-lift spans, electrically-driven elevators shall be pro-

vided in each tower if specified.

6.2.10 Materials Used
(a) Materials in machinery and similar parts shall be as follows:
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Rolled Steel or Forged Steel—For trunnions, shafts, axles, bolts, nuts, keys,

cotters, pins, screws, worms, piston rods, equalizing levers, and crane hooks.

Trunnions, shafts and axles up to 6 inches in diameter may be either rolled or

forged; those of larger diameter shall be forged. Shafts larger than SJz inches in

diameter shall not be cold rolled.

Rolled Steel, Forged Steel, or Cast Steel—For rim, segmental, and track girder

treads and rollers.

Forged Steel or Cast Steel—For levers, cranks, and connecting rods.

Forged Steel—For pinions and rope attachments.

Cast Steel—For pivot stands, couplings, wedges, wedge bearings, toggles, trail-

ing wheels, end shoes, pedestals, pistons and their cylinders, buffers, eccentrics,

valves, spools, winding drums, racks, tracks, gears, brake wheels, clutches, lock

castings, trunnion bearings, shaft bearings and hangers, and sheaves for vertical lift

bridges.

Hardened Steel—For parts which require hardening or oil tempering, such as

pivots, friction rollers, ball bearings, and springs.

Bronze—For pivot disks, worm wheels, linings of the trunnion bearings of

bascule and lift bridges, linings of other large bearings carrying heavy loads, and

such gears and nuts as are required to be of bronze.

Bronze or Babbitt Metal—For the linings of journal bearings and of other ro-

tating or sliding parts.

Weldmetits—Welded assemblies of structural steel or of structural steel and

cast steel may be employed instead of cast steel for such parts as may be specified

in the invitation or approved by the engineer. Such weldments shall conform in all

respects to the requirements for welded construction included under Parts 1, 2 and

3 of these specifications. When such weldments are used as components of the mov-

ing machinery, they shall be stress-relieved before machining.

Cast Iron—Cast iron shall be used only for the parts of motors, engines, and

standard manufactured articles that are usually made of cast iron, for balance

chains for vertical-lift bridges, and for counterweights.

6.2.11 Rail Ends

Rails at the ends of movable spans shall be mitered or cut square. Mitered rails

shall retain the full thickness of the web to the points. The points shall be trailing

to normal traffic where possible; otherwise they shall be trailing to traffic entering

the moving span.

Where rail ends are cut square, they shall be connected by sliding sleeve or

joint bars, or by easer rails to carry the wheels over the opening between the ends

of the bridge and approach rails.

Where rail ends are mitered, they shall be provided with .seats that will secure

them effectively against transverse displacement, and with devices that will bring

the mitered surfaces nearly into contact and hold them in such position.

6.3 LOADS AND STRESSES

6.3.1 Live Load
(a) The live load shall be as specified in Art. 1.3.3 and for continuous spans

as specified in Art. 5.2.2 (c).

6.3.2 Impact

(a) The impact from live load shall be as specified in Art. 1.3.5.
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(b) For swing bridges, L shall be taken as the length of one arm, or of the

longer arm if the arms are of unequal length.

(c) Dead-load stresses in structural parts in which the stress varies with the

movement of the span (as in the case of a bascule), or in parts which move or

support moving parts (as in the case of swing span trusses, vertical lift bridge

trusses and towers, and supports for bascule trunnions), shall be increased 20 per-

cent to allow for impact or vibratory eflect. This impact allowance shall not be

combined with live load stresses.

(d) Stresses in structural parts caused by machinery or by forces applied for

moving or stopping the span shall be increased 100 percent as an allowance for

impact.

(e) The end Hoorbeams of the moving span and the adjacent floorbeams of

the fixed spans shall be proportioned for a concentrated load on each track of 1.25

times tlie maximum weight on one axle of the specified live load, without impact,

in addition to the specified live load and impact.

(f) Allowance has been made for impact in trunnions, wire ropes, wire rope

attachments, and machinery parts in the basic allowable unit stresses specified

herein for such parts.

6.3.3 End Ties

(a) The ties which support the rail joint shoes at the ends of the moving

span and at the adjacent ends of the fixed spans shall be supported throughout

their length, so that they will not be subjected to bending. The supports for these

ties, if other than end floorbeams, shall be proportioned for a concentrated load on

each track of 1.25 times the maximum weight on one axle of the specified live load,

plus 150 percent impact.

6.3.4 Fatigue

(a) In addition to the requirements of Art. 2.3.1 or Art. 1.3.13 which deter-

mine the allowable unit stresses to be appHed to the design of structural members

and connections in which the stress includes the effect of live load, the allowable

unit stresses to be applied to the design of structural members and connections in

which the design stress is affected by the movement of the span shall be determined

by the appropriate formulas for Case II of Art. 2.3.1 or Art. 1.3.13.

6.3.5 Wind Load and Ice Load

(a) In proportioning the members and determining the stability of swing,

bascule, and vertical-lift spans, and their towers, wind loads shall be assumed acting

either transversely, longitudinally, or diagonally at an angle of 45 deg with the

bridge tangent. Exposed areas for transverse wind loads on the spans shall be deter-

mined as provided in Art. 1.3.7 (a). Exposed areas for longitudinal wind loads

on the spans shall be taken as /2 those for transverse wind, except for bascule

bridges for spans when open where they shall be modified as specified below for

loads acting normal to the floor. Exposed areas for transverse and longitudinal wind

loads on houses and counterweights shall be their vertical projections. Exposed

areas for transverse and longitudinal wind loads on towers and their bracing shall

be the vertical projections of all columns and bracing not shielded by the counter-

weights and houses. For diagonal wind, the equivalent simultaneous transverse and

longitudinal wind loads shall be taken as 70' percent of the values for winds acting

transversely and longitudinally, respectively.
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(b) The following wind loads and unit stresses shall be used in proportioning

the members and determining the stability:

1. Movable Span Closed:

Structure to be considered a fixed span insofar as lateral loads and in-

creased allowable unit stresses are concerned. (See Art. 1.3.7, Art. 1.3.8

and Art. 1.3.14.3 (b).)

2. Movable Span Open:

When the movable span is normally left in the closed position, 30 lb per

sq ft on the structure, combined with dead load, and 20 percent of dead

load to allow for impact, at 1.25 times normal unit stresses. For swing

bridges provision shall also be made for 30 lb per sq ft on one arm and

20 lb per sq ft on the other arm.

When the movable span is normally left in the open position, 50 lb per

sq ft on the structure, combined with dead load, at VA times normal unit

stresses. For swing bridges provision shall also be made for 50 lb per

sq ft on one arm and 35 lb per sq ft on the other arm.

(c) For open-deck bridges, the area exposed to ice and to wind acting nonnal

to the floor shall be taken as 85 percent of the area of a quadrilateral whose width

is the distance center to center of the trusses and whose length is that of the span.

For bridges with solid floors, or with footwalks, the actual exposed floor surface

shall be taken.

6.3.6 Power Requirements and Machinery Design

(a) The machinery shall be proportioned and power provided to move the

span under the following conditions:

Condition A. In the normal time for opening:

1. Bascule bridges and vertical lift bridges against frictional

resistances, rope bending, unbalanced conditions (Art. 6.2.3),

inertia, and a wind load of 2/2 lb per sq ft on the area

specified in Art. 6.3.5, acting normal to the floor. For

vertical-lift spans, this wind load shall be considered to

include frictional resistances from span and counterweight

guides caused by horizontal wind on the moving span.

2. Swing bridges against frictional resistances, inertia, and a

wind load of 2/2 lb per sq ft on the vertical projection of

one arm.

Condition B. In not more than VA times the nonnal time for opening:

Bascule bridges and vertical lift bridges with an ice load of

2/2 lb per sq ft on the area specified in Art. 6.3.5, in addition

to the loads specified in A.

Condition C. In not more than twice the normal time for opening:

Bascule bridges and swing bridges against frictionid resistances,

unbalanced conditions (Art. 6.2.3), inertia, a wind load of 10

lb per sq ft on any vertical projection of tlie open bridge, and
an ice load of 2/2 lb per sq ft on the area specified in Art.

6.3.5. For swing bridges provision shall also be made for a

wind load of lb per sq ft on one arm and 5 lb per sq ft

on the other arm.
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(b) In proportioning the machinery, the actual speeds produced by the prime

mover or movers selected shall be used, rather than the specified speeds.

(c) The torques to be exerted at the shaft of the prime mover for Conditions

A, B, and C are hereinafter referred to as the normal bridge torques. The bridge

torque for starting the span shall not include the torque to overcome inertia.

(d) When tlie movable span is normally left in the closed position, the ma-

chinery for bascule and swing bridges shall also be proportioned to hold the span

in the fully open position against a wind load of 20 lb per sq ft on any vertical

projection of the open bridge. For swing bridges, normally left in the closed posi-

tion, provision shall be made for a wind load of 20 lb per sq ft on one arm and 25

lb per sq ft on the other arm. In proportioning the machinery for these conditions,

1.5 times the normal unit stresses may be used.

When the moving span is normally left in the open position, the machinery for

bascule and swing bridges shall also be proportioned to hold the span in the fully

open position against the wind loads specified in Art. 6.3.5 (b) 2. If desired, the

machinery may be proportioned as specified in the preceding paragraph and the

difference between the wind loads specified in Art. 6.3.5 (b) 2, and those specified

in the preceding paragraph shall then be cared for by separate holding devices.

In proportioning the machinery for tliese conditions, 1.5 times the normal unit

stresses shall be used.

6.3.7 Machinery Resistances

(a) In calculating the resistances to be overcome by the machinery, the resist-

ing forces shall be reduced to a single force acting between the pinion and the

operating rack, or in the operating cable. In determining this force, the following

coeflBcients shall be used.

For For
For trunnion friction: Starting Motion

1. Sliding bearings, one or more complete rotations 0.135 0'.09

2. Sliding bearings, less than one complete rotation 0.18 0.12

3. Roller bearings 0.004 0.003
For manually-operated bridges, the coefficients for motion

given above shall be increased 25 percent

For friction on center disks 0.15 0.10
For rolling friction of bridges having rollers with flanges, or

built-up segmental girders 0.009 0.006
For collar friction at ends of conical rollers 0.15 0.10
For 180-deg bending of wire ropes, for each sheave, the coeffi-

cient of direct tension in rope
^'^IT ^'^

"n"

d = diameter of rope in inches,

D =: diameter of sheave in inches.

For rolling friction of solid cast rollers without flanges:

0.008 0.008
1. In contact with one surface only p =

\ T V /

0.008 0.008
2. In contact with two .surfaces ,t- ,—

( r= radius of roller in inches )

.

(b) In designing the machinery for holding the span against the wind pres-

sure specified in Art. 6.3.6, and for determining the required capacity of the brakes

both for holding the span against this wind pressure and for stopping the span

when in motion, 0.4 of the above mentioned coefficients for motion shall be used.
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Rope stiffness, solid roller friction, and nuichincry friction shall be disregarded. In

determining the effect of the brakes on the machinery while stopping the span,

full machinery friction shall be considered as effective.

(c) For sliding friction between plane surfaces intermittently lubricated, the

coefficient of friction shall be taken as 0.08.

6.3.8 Machinery Losses

(a) In computing the machinery losses between the operating rack, or tiie

operating rope, or a similar point, and a prime mover, the following coefficients

shall be used:

b or journal friction •,,
J

'
'

'

i i i

For efficiency of an\- pair of gears, journal fnetion not included:

Spur gears and herringbone gears -

Bevel gears, collar friction included ^'"^

Np
For efficiency of worm gearing, collar friction not included

Hp~-flR.

where N = number of threads of lead of worm
p — circular pitch of teeth on wheel, and

R =^ radius of worm.

6.3.9 Brakes, and Machinery Design for Braking Forces

(a) Bridges operated only manually shall be provided with one set of brakes.

(b) Mechanically operated bridges, except as otherwise specified by the engi-

neer, shall be provided with two sets of brakes. One set, called the motor brakes,

shall be on the motor shaft, or if the prime mover is other than an electric motor,

as near the shaft of the prime mover as practicable, and the other set, called the

machinery brakes, shall be as near the operating ropes or racks as practicable.

Where only one set of brakes is provided, the brakes shall have sufficient

capacity to stop the span in 10 sec when it is moving at Condition A speed (the

speed conforming to the normal time for opening) under the influence of the

greatest unbalanced loads specified, and to hold the span against the specified wind

pressure.

(c) Where two sets of brakes are provided, they shall have the following

capacities:

The motor brakes shall have sufficient capacity to stop the span in 10

sec when it is moving at Condition A speed under the influence of the

greatest unbalanced loads specified for Condition A for swing bridges, and

Condition B of the same article for bascule and vertical-lift bridges.

The machinery brakes for vertical-lift bridges shall have a capacity, as

measured at the shafts of the motor brakes, equal to M that of the motor

brakes. The machinery brakes for bascule bridges and swing bridges shall

be such that the combined motor and machinery brakes will have sufficient

capacity to stop the span in 10 sec when it is moving at Condition A speed

under the influence of the greatest unbalanced loads specified, and to hold

the span agaiast the specified wind pressure.

(d) The coefficient of friction for braking shall be taken at 0.25. If practicable,

the pressure per .square inch on the rubbing surface of the brake shall not e.xceed

30 Ih, and the product of the pressure per square inch on the rubbing surface

times the \<locity of the brake wheel rim in feet per minute shall not exceed 90,(K)0.
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(e) Provision shall be made in the design of the machinery (including operat-

ing ropes if any) as follows:

At normal unit stresses, when the span is moving at 75 percent of Con-

dition A speed, for the stresses caused by the brakes when only one set of

brakes is provided, or for the stresses caused by either the motor brakes oi

the machinery brakes when two sets of brakes are provided.

At unit stresses 50 percent greater than nonnal, when the span is mov-

ing at 75 percent of Condition A speed, for tlie stresses caused by the

combined action of the motor brakes and machinery brakes.

(f) For calculating the strength of the machinery parts under the action of

manually-operated brakes, the force applied at the extreme end of a hand levef

shall be assumed at 150 lb and the force applied on a foot pedal shall be assumed

at 200 lb. Under this condition, the normal unit stresses may be increased 50 per-

cent.

NOTE: For definition of Conditions A, B and C referred to in article, see

Art. 6.3.6 (2).

6.3.10 Machinery Design

(a) The machinery for moving tlie span shall be designed at normal unit

stresses for the following percentages of full-load rated torque of the prime mover

at Condition A, Art. 6.3.6, speed:

Electric motors 150 percent

Internal combustion engines 100 percent

(b) For manual operation, the machinery shall be designed as specified in

Art. 6.7.2.

(c) The machinery shall also be designed for the braking forces, and at the

unit stresses, specified in Arts. 6.2.6 and 6.2.9.

6.3.11 Machinery Supports

(a) In the design of structural parts subject to stresses from machinery or

from forces applied for moving or stopping the span, due consideration shall be

given to securing adequate stiffness and rigidity. Beams subject to such stresses

shall preferably have a depth not less than Vs of the span; and if shallower beams

are used, the section shall be increased so that the deflection will not be greater

than if die above limiting depth had not been exceeded. Deflections shall be in-

vestigated sufficiently to insure that they will not interfere with proper machinery

operation.

6.3.12 Anchorage

(a) Anchor bolts or other anchorages that take uplift shall be designed at nor-

mal unit stresses to carry and engage a substantial mass of masonry the weight of

which is at least VA times the uplift.

6.3.13 Special for Swing Bridges

6.3.13.1 Stress Combinations

(a) The stresses in trusses or girders of swing bridges continuous on tliree

or four supports shall be calculated for tlie bridge in the following conditions:
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Condition 1—Bridge open, or closed with ends just touching.

Condition 2—Bridge closed with ends hfted

(h) The computation of stresses shall be divided into the following cases:

Case I—Condition 1, dead load.

Case II—Condition 2, dead load, ends lifted to give positive reaction equal

to the maximum negative reaction of the live load and impact plus 50

percent of their sum.

Case III—Condition 1, live load plus impact on one arm as a simple span.

Case IV—Condition 2, live load plus impact on one arm, bridge as a con-

tinuous structure.

Case V—Condition 2, live load plus impact on both arms, bridge as a con-

tinuous stnicture.

(c) The following combinations of these cases shall be used in determining

the maximum stresses:

Case I alone, plus 20 percent.

Case I with Case III.

Case I with Case V.

Case II with Case IV.

Case II with Case V.

(d) The stress sheet shall show the stresses in the different members of each

of the foregoing cases, together with the combinations which give the greatest

positive and negative stresses in each member.

6..3.13.2 End Lift Reactions

( a ) The end lifting machinery of swing bridges shall be proportioned to exert

an uplift equal to the maximum negative end reaction of the live load and impact

plus 50 percent of their sum.

(b) The end bearings shall be proportioned for the maximum i^ositive end

reaction including impact.

(c) The center wedges and supjwrts shall be proportioned for tlie reaction

of the live load and impact.

6.3.1.3.3 Rollers

( a ) The rollers of rim bearing or combined rim and center bearing swing

bridges shall ];e proportioned for the dead load stresses when the bridge is svvinging,

and for the dead and live load and impact stresses when the bridge is closed.

(b) In computing the load on the rollers, the rim girder shall be considered

a.s distributing the load uniformly over a distance equal to twice the depth of tlie

girder out to out of flanges. This distance shall be taken as symmetrical about the

vertical through the point of application of the concentrated load,

6.3.13.4 End Lift Machinery

(a) In designing the machinery parts for the end lifts of swing bridges, the

method specified for the machinery actuating the moving span shall be used.

6.3.14 Special for Bascule Bridges

6.3.14.1 Stress Combinations

(a) The stresses in trusses or girders of bascule bridges shall be calculated

for the bridge in the following conditions:
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Condition 1—Bridge open in any position.

Condition 2—Bridge closed.

Condition 3—Bridge closed, with counterweights independently supported.

(b) The computation of stresses shall be divided into the following cases:

Case I—Condition 1, dead load.

Case II—Condition 2, dead load.

Case III—Condition 3, dead load.

Case IV—Condition 2 or 3, live load plus impact.

(c) The following combinations of these cases shall be used in determining

the maximum stresses:

Case I alone, plus 20 percent.

Case II with Case IV.

Case III with Case IV.

(d) The stress sheet shall show the stresses in the different members for each

of the foregoing cases, together with the combinations which give the greatest

positive and negative stresses in each member.

(e) In the proportioning of members, unit stresses 25 percent greater than the

basic allowable unit stresses may be used for the combination of Case III with Case

IV. Members subject to reversal of stress under this combination of cases or in

consideration of this combination with any other combination shall he proportioned

for the maximum tensile and compressive stresses without consideration of fatigue.

6.3.15 Special for Vertical Lift Bridges

6.3.15.1 Stress Combinations

(a) The stresses in trusses or girders of vertical-lift bridges shall be calculated

for the bridge in the following conditions:

Condition 1—Bridge open.

Condition 2—Bridge closed.

Condition 3—Bridge closed, with counterweights independently supported.

(b) The computation of stresses shall be divided into the following cases:

Case I—Condition 1, dead load.

Case II—Condition 2, dead load.

Case III—Condition 3, dead load.

Case IV—Condition 2 or 3, live load plus impact.

(c) The following combinations of these cases shall be used in determining

the maximum stresses:

Case I alone, plus 20 percent.

Case II with Case IV.

Case III with Case IV.

(d) The stress sheet shall show the stresses in the different members for each

of the foregoing cases, together with the combinations which give the greatest posi-

tive and negative stresses in each member.

(e) In the proportioning of members, unit stresses 25 percent greater than

the normal allowable unit stresses may be used for the combination of Case III

with Case IV. Members subject to reversal of stress under this combination of cases
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or in consideration of this combination with any other combination shall be propor-

tioned for the maximum tensile and compressive stresses without consideration ot

fatigue.

6.3.15.2 Wire Ropes

(a) The total unit tension in counterweight ropes shall not exceed 2/9 ot the

specified unit ultimate strength of the rope, nor shall the unit tension from the direct

load only exceed Ji of the specified ultimate strength. For operating ropes, the

corresponding limits shall be 3/10 and 1/6.

6.3.15.3 Bending Stress and Permissible Load Over Sheave

(a) If a wire rope is bent over a sheave, the bending stress and permissible

load on the rope shall be calculated as follows:

Let P = permissible load on rope, in pounds.

K = unit stress due to bending in extreme fiber of largest individual wire.

E= modulus of elasticity 28,500,000.

c= cross-sectional area of rope in square inches.

d= diameter of largest wire in inches.

D= diameter of sheave, center to center of rope, in inches (See Art.

6.3.15.4)

S =: greatest unit tension allowable.

L — angle of helical wire with axis of strand.

B = angle of helical strand with axis of rope.

c r= diameter of rope.

0.8 Ed cos'L co^B i

Then K — p ^-

F= a(s-0.8
^'''°--„^-'"'''

) =. (S- ^^) 2.

For rope having 6 strands of 19 equal wires, each,

P= ,(s-W»«ffl£) 3-

assuming a= -r^

For haulage rope, 6 strands of 7 wires each, rf = -g-

Values of P shall not exceed the values in Art. 6.3.15.2.

6.3.15.4 Small Sheave Over Short Arc

(a) If a rope is in contact with a small .sheave over a .short arc (50 deg or

less), the actual radius of curvature of the rope may be greater dian that of the

sheave.

Let R = the actual radius of cur\ature of the rope.

B = the angle bet^veen the directions of the rope.

W=:pull on individual wire (equals P divided by the number of wires

if all wires are of equal diameters).

ff /~E
ThcnR=

4 25sine_y W
2

(b) If R is greater than the radius of the .sheave, 2R should bo nscd in place

of D in formulas 1., 2. and 3. of Art. 6.3.15..3.
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6.4 BASIC ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES

6.4.1 Structural Parts

(a) Structural parts shall he proportioned liy the requirements of Art. 6.1.1 (a).

6.4.2 Machinery Parts

(a) The following allowable unit stresses in pounds per square inch shall be

used for machineiy and similar parts:

Fixed
Material Tension Compression Bearing Shear

Structural Carbon Steel, ASTM A 36 12,000 12,000—55- 16,000 6,000

Forged Carbon Steel, ASTM A 235, Class E,

Except for Keys 15,000 15,000—65 - 18,000 7,500

Forged Carbon Steel, ASTM A 235, Class E,
for Keys 15,000 7,500

Forged Alloy Steel, ASTM A 237, Class A 16,000 16,000—70^ 21,000 8,000

Rolled Steel 15,000 15,000—65- 7,500
f

Cast Steel, ASTM A 27, Grade 65-35 9,000 10,000—45- 13,000 5,000
r

Cast Iron, ASTM A 48, Class 25 2,000 10,000* * For struts whose
I— is 20 or less.
r

Bronze, ASTM B 22, Alloy D 7,000 7,000

(b) The following allowable unit stresses in pounds per square inch shall be

used for trunnions:

Rotation More Rotation 90 Fixed

Than 180 Deg Deg or Less Trunnions

ASTM A 235, Class E forged carbon steel . . 15,000 15,000 17,000
ASTM A 237, Class A forged alloy steel 16,000 20,000 22,000

(c) For stresses in rotating parts, and in frames, pedestals, and other units

which support rotating parts, the computed stresses shall be multiplied by the impact

factor K.

K= 1.0 for trunnions and for counterweight sheaves and their shafts.

K:= 1.0 + 0.03 V n for other parts where n =z rpm of rotating part.

(d) All of the unit stresses specified in this article provide appropriate safety

factors against static failure and against failure by fatigue with and without re-

versal of stresses. In the determination of the safety factor against fatigue failure,

provision was made for stress-raisers which would produce local stress concentra-

tions of 140 percent of the computed stress. For trunnions and counterweight sheave

shafts, this provides for the customary shoulders at the bearings having fillets of

reasonable radius; for gear arms it provides for the increase in stress near tlie hub;

for integral shafts and pinions it provides for the increase in stress at the faces

of the pinion; and for keyways it provides for one or two keys 120 deg apart, each

having a width not more than % and a depth not more than Va the shaft diameter. In

the absence of keyways or other stress-raisers in a shaft, the unit stress for torsion

and flexure in a shaft may be increased 20 percent.
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6.4.3 Bearing Pressures

(a) The following maximum bearing pressures on the diametral projected area,

in pounds per square inch, for rotating and sliding surfaces shall be used:

1. For intermittent motion and for speeds not exceeding 50 ft per min:
Pivots of swing bridges, hardened steel on ASTM B 22, AUoy A

bronze disks 3,000
Pivots of swing bridges, hardened steel on ASTM B 22, Alloy B

bronze disks 2,500
Trunnion bearings and counterweight sheave bearings, rolled or

forged steel on ASTM B 22, Alloy B bronze:
For loads while in motion 1,500

For loads while at rest 2,000
Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on ASTM B 22, Alloy C bronze 1,000

Wedges, cast steel on cast steel or structural steel 1,500

Acme screws which transmit motion, rolled or forged steel on ASTM
B 22, Alloy D bronze 1,500

2. For speeds exceeding 50 ft per min:
Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel, on ASTM B 22, Alloy C bronze 600
Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on babbitt metal 400
Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on cast iron 400
Thrust collars, rolled or forged steel on ASTM B 22, Alloy C bronze 200
Cross-head slides ( speed not exceeding 600 ft per min ) 50
Step bearing for vertical shafts

Hardened steel shaft end on ASTM B 22, Alloy B bronze 1,200

Hardened steel shaft end on ASTM B 22, Alloy C bronze 600

(b) The maximum pressures for the various bearings named in paragraph (a)

2 above also shall not exceed those specified in Art. 6.4.4.

(c) For slow-moving journals, as on trunnions, counterweight and deflector

sheave bearings, and operating drum bearings, the bearing area shall be taken as

the net area, the effective areas of oil grooves being deducted from the gross bearing

area.

(d) For crank pins and similar joints with alternating application and release

of pressure, the bearing values given above may be doubled.

6.4.4 Heating and Seizing

(a) To avoid heating and seizing at high speeds, the bearing pressures on

shaft journals, step bearings for vertical shafts, thrust collars, and Acme thread

ix)wer screws shall not exceed:

1. Shaft journals, roUed or forged steel on bronze P = h

—

^ o , , , , , ,
60,000

2. Step bearmgs, hardened steel on bronze p =^ t
—

n r^, „ „ , r J . .
50,000

3. Thrust collars, rolled or forged steel on bronze j) = -i

—

„ 1 r , , 1.
220,000

4. Acme screws, rolled or forged steel on bronze P ^ t—

"

;) =: pressure in pounds per scjuare inch of projected are<i.

n = number of revolutions per minute.

d ^ diameter of journal or step bearing, or mean diameter of collar or

screw in inches,

(b) For crank pins and similar joints with alternating application and release

of pressure, tlie bearing values given by tlie foregoing formulas may be doubled.
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( V ) Where pressures given by the foregoing fornmhis exceed those specified for

simihir parts in Section 6.4 the values in the latter article shall be issued.

(d) Tlie pressures given by the foregoing formulas shall not be exceeded under

the overload provisions of Art. 6.3.11.

6.4.5 Pressure on Rollers

(a) The permissible pressure in jiounds per linear inch of rollers shall be:

Dmmeters
Diameters from

Up To 25 Inches 25 To 125 Inches
For rollers in motion

Cast iron 200c/ 1,000 \M
Cast steel 400d 2,000 Vd
Rolled or forged carbon steel 400d 2,000 V d
Hardened steel, 53,000 min yield point in

tension HOOd 4,000 Vd
Hardened steel, 63,000 min yield point in

tension 1,000J 5,000 V d
For rollers at rest

Cast steel 690fZ 3,450 Vd
Rolled or forged carbon steel 6d0d 3,450 V d

( d =: diameter of roller in inches

)

(b) The foregoing values are for rollers and bearing surfaces of like mate-

rials. If the rollers and bearing surfaces are of unlike materials, the lower value

shall be used.

(c) For rollers of trunnion and counterweight sheave roller bearings, the per-

missible pressure in pounds per linear inch of roller shall be 3,000 d, where d is

the diameter of the roller in inches. One-fifth of the rollers shall be taken as effec-

tive in carrying the load.

6.4.6 Shafts

(a) Circular shafts, trunnions, and axles shall be proportioned by the follow-

ing formulas:

s= i^ ylF+T

where / =: unit extreme fiber stress in tension or compression.

S r= unit shear.

d =i diameter of shaft at the section considered.

M '= simple bending moment computed for the distance center to

center of bearings.

T =: simple twisting moment.

(b) For values of K and allowable unit stresses with and without keyways,

or other stress-raisers, see Art. 6.4.2.

6.4.7 Bolts in Tension

(a) Bolts in tension in machinery parts shall be designed by assuming the

efi^ective areas of the threaded portion to be:

A = A„ — (aX^D)
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where A ^ effective area of threaded portion in .square inches.

An := net area at root of thread in square inches.

a=net area of /2-inch bolt at root of thread in square inches.

D = nominal diameter of threaded portion in inches.

(b) This fonnula takes account of the fact that the initial stress in a M-inch

bolt, produced by screwing up the nut, frequently equals or exceeds the yield point

of the material.

(c) For American Standard coarse threads, this formula reduces to:

6.5 GENERAL DETAILS

6.5.1 Fits and Surface Finishes

(a) The following fits and surface finishes for machinery parts shall be in

accordance with USAS B4.1, Preferred Limits and Fits for Cylindrical Parts, and

USAS B46.1, Surface Texture. Surface finishes are given as the roughness height

in microinches; if additional limits are required for waviness and lay, they will be

specified by the engineer.

Part Fit Finish

Machinery base on steel — 250
Machinery base on masonry — 500
Shaft journals RC6 8
Journal bushing RC6 16

Spht bushing in base LCI 125
Solid bushing in base (to % inch wall) FNl 63
Solid bushing in base ( over Vi inch wall ) FN2 63
Hubs on shafts ( to 2 inch bore) FN2 32
Hubs on shafts ( over 2 inch bore ) FN2 63
Hubs on main trunnions FN3 63
Turned bolts in finished holes LC6 125
Sliding bearings RC6 32
Key and keyways FN2 63
Machinery parts in fixed contact — 125
Teeth of open spur gears:

Under 1 inch circular pitch 32
1 inch to 1/4 inch circular pitch 63
Over 1% inch circular pitch 125

(b) The above fits for cylindrical parts shall also apply to the major dimen-

sions of non-cylindrical parts.

6.5.2 Rail End Connections

( a ) Designs for rail end connections will be furnished by the engineer.

( b ) If the connections are of the sliding-rail lock type, the ends of the bridge

rails shall be fixed, cut square, and connected with the approach rails by shding

sleeves or joint bars, to carry the wheels over the openings between the rail ends.

The distance from the center of the track to the inside of the rail lock wheel tread

shall be not less than 2 ft 6 inches, and not more than 2 ft 6/2 inches, the heads of

the rails being planed off on the outside if necessary.

(c) If the connections are of the miter type, the two sections shall he lickl

p()siti\(ly in a transverse direction by guides, to prevent spreading at the miter

joint.

till, (ii-
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(d) Provisions shall be made so that the rail locks can be closed only when
the span is seated and the rail end sections properly engaged.

(e) The edges of all drilled holes in rail locks and in tlie rail ends adjacent

thereto shall be chamfered approximately 1/16 inch. All reentrant angles in these

appurtenances shall be filleted.

6.5.3 Air Buffers

(a) Air buffers to aid in seating tlie movable span shall be provided as else-

where herein specified.

(b) The inside diameter of the cylinder of the air buffer shall be not less

than 10 inches, and the travel of the piston not less than 24 inches.

(c) There shall be three cast iron packing rings for each piston.

(d) Each air buffer shall be provided with a needle valve and a check valve,

and these shall be suitable for sustaining for short intervals air pressures of 1000 psi

and temperatures of 800 deg F.

6.5.4 Counterweights

(a) Counterweights usually shall be of concrete, supported by a steel frame or,

preferably, inclosed in a steel box. Boxes shall be rigidly braced and stiffened to

prevent warping or bulging. All surfaces of the boxes in contact with the concrete

shall be provided with open holes (about 1 sq inch to each 10 sq ft of surface) to

permit escape of water from the box as the concrete dries out.

(b) Counterweights not inclosed in steel boxes shall be adequately reinforced.

(c) Counterweights shall be made so as to be adjusted easily for variations in

the weight of the span and in the unit weight of the concrete. Usually this shall

be done by adding or taking off properly located cast iron or concrete balance

blocks. Pockets shall be provided in the counterweights to house the balance blocks

necessary to care for not less than 3/2 percent underrun and 5 percent overrun in

the weight of the span. Each completed counterweight shall contain not less than

1 percent of its weight in balance blocks, aiTanged so as to be readily removable

for future adjustment. Additional blocks for future adjustment in the amount of 0.5

percent of the weight of the counterweight shall also be provided and shall be

stored at the site as directed by the engineer. All balance blocks shall be firmly

held in place so that they will not move during the operation of the bridge. Bal-

ance blocks for future adjustment shall be provided with recessed handles and shall

weigh not more than 100 lb. Balance blocks shall be furnished only as necessary

to meet the specified requirements for future adjustment and to secure the required

balance of tlae span and counterweights.

(d) Pockets in counterweights shall be provided with drain holes not less

than 2 inches in diameter. The pockets shall be covered. The cover, its fastenings

and frame shall be of metal. The cover shall be weatherproof.

6.5.5 Concrete

(a) Concrete, unless otherwise stipulated, shall conform to the requirements

of Chapter 8, shall be made with Type II cement, and shall be proportioned as

directed by the engineer, with not more than 6 gal of water per sack of cement.

Where heavy concrete is required for counterweights, the coarse aggregate shall be

trap rock, magnetic iron ore, or other heavy material, or the concrete may consist

of steel punchings or scrap metal, and mortar composed of 1 part of cement and 2

parts of fine aggregate. The maximum weight of heavy concrete shall be 315 lb
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per cu ft and preferably not more than 275 lb per eu ft. Heavy concrete shiill be

placed in layers and consolidated with vibrators or tampers. Methods of mixing and

placing shall be such as to give close control of the unit weight of the concrete

and uniformity of unit weight throughout the mass. Counterweights containing

punchings or scrap metal or iron ore aggregates shall be inclosed in steel boxes.

(b) Concrete counterweiglits of the rexolving type shall be poured continuously

if practicable.

(c) For ascertaining the weight of the concrete, test blocks having a volume

of not less than 4 cu ft for ordinary concrete, and 1 cu ft for heavy concrete, and

1 cu ft for the mortar for heavy concrete, shall be cast at least 30 days before

concreting is begun. Two test blocks of each kind shall be provided, and one

weighed immediately after casting and the other after it has seasoned,

6.5.6 Machinery Design

(a) The machinery shall be simple and substantial in design, and easily

erected, inspected, adjusted, painted, and taken apart. The fastenings shall be ade-

quate to hold the parts in place under all conditions of ser\'ice. If practicable,

each group of machinery .shall be mounted on a self-contained cast steel frame or

base; otherwise on a rigid structural steel support.

6.5.7 Location of Machinery

(a) The location of die machinery shall be such as to allow easy access, and

room for ample size of machinery parts.

6.5.8 Bearings

( a ) Bearings shall be placed close to the points of loading and located so that

the unit bearing pressure will be as nearly uniform as possible.

(b) Journal bearings shall be of the split type with one half recessed into the

other half. The length of a bearing shall be not less than its diameter. The base

half of bearings for gear trains and for mating gears and pinions shall be in one

piece. The caps of bearings shall be secured to the bases with turned bolts with

square heads recessed into the base and with double hexagonal nuts. The cap

bolts shall have a close body fit in the holes and the nuts shall bear on finished

bosses or spot-faced seats.

(c) Provision shall be made for the aligning of bearings during erection by

means of shims and for the adjustment of the caps by means of laminated liners or

other effective device, where it is obvious that such aligning and adjustment will be

necessary.

(d) Large bearings .shall be provided with effective means for cleaning with-

out dismantling the parts.

6.5.9 Linings

(a) Bearings carrying heavy loads shall have bronze linings; for other bear-

ings the hning may be bronze or babbitt metal. For split bearings, the lining shall

])e in halves and shall be provided with an effective de\ice to pre\ent its rotation

under load. The force tending to cause rotation shall be taken as 1/16 of the maxi-

mum load on the bearing and as acting at the outer circumference of the lining.

There shall be J4 inch clearance between the lining of the cap and the lining of

the base into whicli laminated liners .shall be placed. The inside longitudinal

comers of both halves shall be rounded or chamfered, except for a distance of

% inch from each end or shaft fillet tangent point.
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(h) Linings for solid bearings shall be in one piece and shall be pressed into

the bearing bore and eflectively held against rotation.

6.5.10 Step Bearings

(a) The bearing ends of vertical shafts running in step bearings .shall l)e of

hardened steel, and shall bear on bronze disks.

6.5.11 Roller Bearings for Heavy Loads

(a) Roller bearings shall be used, when so specified, to support the trunnions

of bascule bridges, the counterweight sheave shafts of vertical lift bridges, and

similar shafts carrying heavy loads. Each roller bearing shall be of a type, or shall

be so mounted, that the deflection of the shaft will produce no overloading of any

part of the bearing or housing. The bearing rollers shall be relatively short for their

diameter, shall be closely spaced in bronze cages, and shall run between hardened-

steel races, mounted in the housing and on the shaft. The bearing mountings on

each shaft shall be such that the shaft will be restrained from axial movement by

one mounting, and shall be free to move in the other mounting.

(b) Each roller bearing shall be mounted in an oil- and water-tight steel

housing, which shall be provided with means for replenishing the lubricant and

arranged for convenient access for thorough cleaning of the operating parts.

(c) Rollers and races shall be of special steel proposed by the manufacturer,

which shall have Rockwell C hardness not less than 58 for the rollers and not less

than 56 for the races. Bearings shall be made by a manufacturer of established

reputation who has had bearings of comparable size of the same materials and type

in successful service for at least 10 years.

6.5.12 Anti-Friction Bearings

(a) Anti-friction bearings shall be so sized that under the loads and resistances

specified in Section 6.3, and at the average running speed at which the bearing is

applied, the B-10 life shall be 40,000 hours. (B-10 life shall be as defined by the

Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association, AFBMA, and shall be the time

for which 90 percent of a group of identical bearings will survive under the given

loading condition).

(b) When separately mounted in pillow blocks the bearings shall be self-

aligning. Housings shall be cast steel, and shall be split on the center line. When
exposed to dirt or moisture, seals .shall be provided.

6.5.13 Speed Reducers

(a) Helical and herringbone gear speed reducers and increasers shall be manu-
factured in accordance with the requirements of the American Gear Manufacturers

Association (AGMA) and shall carry the AGMA symbol on the nameplate.

(b) Reducers shall be rated for a service factor of 1.0 as defined by the

AGMA based on the power requirements of Section 6.3. For electric motor drives,

the horsepower rating of the reducer shall not be less tlian the rated horsepower

of the motor.

(c) When anti-friction bearings are used, they shall have a B-10 life of 40,000

hours. Gear quality shall be Class 6 or 7 and backlash shall be in accordance with

AGMA standards based on center distance.

(d) Lubrication of the gears shall be automatic and continuous. Preferably,

fittings shall be provided for grease lubrication of the bearings. Provisions shall be
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made for filling, draining and \entilating the housings and a sight gage shall be

mounted on the unit to read the lubricant level.

6.5.14 Lubrication

(a) Provision shall be made for effective lubrication of sliding surfaces, and

of roller and ball bearings. Lubricating devices .shall be easily accessible.

(b) Each sliding bearing requiring lubrication .shall have a high-pressure grease

fitting, containing a small receiving ball or cone check valve, made of steel, that

will receive the grease and close against back pressure. These fittings shall be

connected to the linings of bearings by means of brass pipe, which shall be screwed

into the lining through a hole in the cap. If the bearings are not readily accessible,

the fittings shall be placed where they will be accessible, and shall be connected

to the bearings by means of brass pipe.

(c) Grease ducts shall be so located that the lubricant will tend to flow, by

gravity, toward the bearing surface. Grooves shall be provided, wherever necessary,

for the proper distribution of the lubricant.

(d) The grooves for trunnion bearings may be cut in either the shaft or the

lining. Such grooves shall be straight, parallel to the axis of the shaft, and for large

bearings no fewer than three; they sliall be so located that the entire bearing

surface will be swept by lubricant in one movement of opening or closing the

bridge, or in 90 deg rotation of the shaft, wliichever is less. Each such groove

shall be served with lubricant by a separate pressure fitting. The grooves shall be

of such size that a 5/16-inch diameter wire will lie wholly within the groove; their

bottoms shall be rounded to a !l-inch radius. The grooves shall be accessible for

cleaning with a wire.

(e) The grooves for counterweight sheave bearings may be in accordance

with the requirements of the foregoing paragraph, or they may be spiral grooves

cut in the lining and .served with pressure fittings. A cleanout hole shall be provided

in the bearing base and connected to the lowest point of the spiral grooves so that

the journal surface can be cleaned and the grooves flushed out.

(f) In disk bearings, straight grooves shall be cut in the upper of the two

nibbing surfaces in contact. The grooves shall be not less than J4 inch wide and
deep, and the corners shall be rounded to a radius not less than half the width of

the groove. The corners at the bottom of the grooves shall be filleted so there shall

be no sharp corners.

(g) Small bearings with light bearing pressures and slow or intermittent mo-

tion, and not readily accessible, may be lubricated with self-lubricating bushings.

Bushings shall be of a character which will not be injured by the application of

oil, and the bearings shall be provided with oil holes for emergency lubrication,

and oil holes to be fitted with readily removable screw plugs.

(h) Hand-operated grease guns having a capacity of 12 oz sliall be proNided

to service all lubrication fittings. There shall also be provided portable loaders of

25-lb capacity and a loader for u.se with 100-lb grease drums. All necessary adapters

sliall be provided for the equipment.

(i) Two guns shall be fumi.shed for each swing and bascule .span, and three

guns for each lift .span. One portable loader and one drum loader sliall be furnished

for each movable bridge.
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6.5.15 Shafts

(a) For shafts supporting their own weight only, the unsupported length of the

shaft shall not exceed L = 80 V (/", in which L = length of sliaft between bearings

in inches, d = diameter of shaft in inches.

(b) Shafts likely to be thrown out of line by the deflection of the supporting

structure shall be made in non-continuous lengths, and the arrangement preferably

shall be such that only angxdar misalignment need be cared for by the couplings,

offset misalignment being cared for by a floating shaft. Each length of shaft prefer-

ably shall rest in not more than two bearings.

(c) Shafts shall be proportioned so that the angular deflections will not exceed

the following limits:

1. For ordinary service, as in the operating gear trains, 1 deg in a length

equal to 20' times the diameter of the shaft.

2. For special cases where more positive action is desirable, as in shafts

driving end-lifting devices, 0.08 deg per lin ft of shaft.

(d) Line shafts connecting the machinery at the center of the bridge with

that at the ends shall be designed to run at fairly high speed, the speed reduction

being made in the niachinery at the end. The maximum speed of line shafts shall

not exceed 2/3 of the critical speed of any section of the shaft.

(a) Shafts transmitting power for the operation of the bridge, and shafts 4 ft

or more in length forming part of the operating machinery of rail locks and bridge

locks, shall be not less than 2/2 inches in diameter.

(f) Journals on cold-rolled shafting shall not be turned down. Pinions may be

forged integral with their shafts.

6.5.16 Shaft Couplings

(a) So far as practicable, all couplings used in connection with the machinery

shall be standard manufactured couplings. The couplings shall be close to the

bearings.

(b) Couplings between machinery units shall preferably be of the gear type,

providing for angular misalignment or for both angular and offset misalignment.

(c) Couplings connecting machinery shafts to electric motor or internal com-

bustion engine shafts shall be flexible couplings, transmitting the torque through

metal parts and providing for both misalignment and shock.

(d) Machinery shafts so supported and assembled as to avoid any misalign-

ment between the shafts may be connected by flange couplings. The bolt heads and

nuts shall be seated in recesses or protected by flanges. The couplings shall be

cylindrical.

(e) All couplings shall have pressed fits on their shafts and shall be keyed to

the shafts. The couplings shall in all cases be fitted to their shafts in the shop, the

couplings after manufacture being shipped to the manufacturers of the shafts as

necessary to accomplish this result.

6.5.17 Longitudinal Thrust

(a) Wheels and similar parts shall be securely fastened, to prevent longitudinal

movement, by set screws through the hub, or by clamps around the shaft. Provi-

sion shall be made to hold bevel gears and worm wheels against movement along

the shaft. The axial thrust from bevel gears shall be taken by the shaft bearing

with a loose bronze washer between the gear hub and the face of the bearing, or

with an equivalent means to carry the thrust load to the bearing.
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6.5.18 Collars

(a) Collars shall be provided wherever neeassary to prevent the shaft from

moving lengthwise. There shall be at least two set screws, 120 deg apart, in each

collar. The set screws shall have cone points, and the shafts shall be counterbored

for the set screws. The edges of the holes shall be peened over the set screws after

the collars are adjusted. If a shaft or trunnion receives a longitudinal force, there

shall be a thrust bearing to prevent longitudinal movement.

6.5.19 Gear Teeth

(a) Gear teeth, unless specifically stipulated otherwise, shall be machine cut,

shall be of the involute type, and shall have a pressure angle of 20 deg. Gears in

general shall have straight spur teeth of full depth. For special applications, stub

teeth may be used. For tooth speeds over 1200 ft per niin, and for tooth speeds

o\er 500 ft per min, where quiet operation is desired, herringbone gears preferably

shall be used. Herringbone gear.s shall be assembled in a common frame, shall be

fully enclosed in metal housing, and shall run in oil; they shall be assembled so

that one gear of each pair of mating gears may have a slight axial movement to

permit operation at the correct location relative to the other gear. Unless otherwise

stipulated, all gear teeth shall be cut from solid rims.

(b) For full-depth spur gear teeth, the addendum shall be not more than

0.3183 of the circular pitch and the tooth thickness measured on the pitch circle

shall be 0.495 of the circular pitch. For stub teeth, the addendum shall be not

more than 0.2546 of the circular pitch.

(c) The face width of a spur gear shall be not less than IM times the circular

pitch. The face width of a bevel gear shall be not more than 1/3 of the slant height

of the pitch cone, nor more than 3 times the circular i^itch at the middle section

of the tooth.

(d) The circular pitch of .spur gears, other than motor pinions, tran.smitting

power for moving the span, shall be not less than 1 inch. The circular pitch for main

rack teeth shall be not less than VA inches.

(e) Pinions shall have not less than 15 teeth. Rack pinions preferably shall

have not less than 17 teeth. Motor pinions preferably shall have not less than 19

teeth.

(f) Herringbone gear teeth shall be cut to the same normal profile as spur

gear teeth. The helical angle shall be not less than 23 deg and not more than 30

deg. The net width of face, measured parallel to the a.xLs of the bore, shall be not

less than 3 times the circular pitch nor more than VA times the pitch diameter of

the pinion.

6.5.20 Strength of Gear Teeth

(a) In the design of spur gears, bevel gears, and lierringbone gears, the load

shall be taken as applied to only one tooth.

(b) Th(! tooth profile for spur, bevel and lierringbone gears shall be the 20

deg, full depth or stub, inNolute and shall be of the proportions stated in Art.

6.5.19.

(c) The allowable load on gear teeth shall conform to the following formulas:

1. Spur Gears and Bevel Clears

For fnll-deptli involute teeth:

W^psf (^0.154- -.-jfiocr+V
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For stub involute teeth:

600

600 + V

2. rieiringbone teeth, full depth

1200

w = „,(o.™-^^)^

W = 0.7 ,«/( 0.154-^)jJ„^^
where W = allowable tooth load, in jDounds.

j) = circular pitch, in inches.

s^ permissible unit stress, in pounds per square inch.

f= effective face width, in inches.

u z= number of teeth in gear.

V '^ velocity of pitch circle, in feet per minute.

(d) The effective face width for spur and bevel gears shall be the full face

width up to 3 times the circular pitch; for greater face widths, the effective width

shall be 3 times the circular pitch but not less than /2 the full width.

(e) The effective face width for herringbone gears shall be the net active

width of face measured parallel to the axis of the bore.

(f) For calculating the strength of bevel gear teeth, the middle section of the

tooth shall be taken. The number of teeth "ii" in the above formulas for bevel

gear teeth shall be the formative number which, for the pinion, is determined as

follows:

=-/'+(^)
where np =: actual number of teeth in pinion.

ng r= actual number of teeth in gear.

(g) The permissible stresses in pounds per square inch for cut gear teeth of

all types shall be:

Bronze 9,000
Cast steel 16,000
Class CI forged carbon steel 20,000
Class E forged carbon steel 22,500
Forged alloy steels 60 percent of yield point

in tension, but not more
than 1/3 of ultimate
strength in tension.

( h ) The permissible stress in pounds per square inch for machine molded

teeth shall be:

Cast steel 8,000

(i) For racks and their pinions and for all other mating gears and pinions

which are not supported in and shop-assembled in a common frame, the pennis-

sible unit stresses shall be decreased 20 percent.

6.5.21 Worm Gearing

(a) Except for the end lifts and center wedges of swing bridges, worm gear-

ing preferably shall not be used for transmitting power. In calculating the strength

of worm gear teeth, the load transmitted shall be taken as equally di.stributed be-

tween two teeth.
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(b) Worm near it'ducers for traiiMiiittiiiu power, except for end lifts of swing

bridges, preferably shall be eomniereial units whieh shall be selected on the basis

of their rating under the American Gear Manufacturers Association recommended

practice. The helix angle of the worm shall be not less than 20 deg. The worms
shall be heat-treated alloy steel forgings and the gear shall be bronze. The thread

of the worm shall be groimd and polished, and the teeth of the gear shall be

accurately cut to the correct profile. The worm and gear-thrust loads shall be taken

by anti-friction bearings, mounted in water and oil-tight housings. The unit shall

be mounted in a cast-iron or cast-steel housing and the lubrication shall be con-

tinuous while in operation.

(c) Worm gear units, that are used for end lifts and center wedges of swing

bridges, shall be self-locking.

6.5.22 Screw Gearing and Cams
(a) Except for end lifts and center wedges of swing bridges, screw gearing

preferably shall not be used for transmitting power.

(b) Screws and nuts for transmitting power shall be cvit with 29-deg general-

purpose Acme thread. Anti-friction bearings shall be provided to carry all thrust

loads. The unit shall be mounted in an oil and watertight housing and provided

with continuous lubrication. The screw and nut shall be made of dissimilar metals,

preferably steel and bronze.

(c) Cams and similar devices transmitting power by line or point contact shall

not be used.

6.5.23 Hubs
(a) If practicable, the length of all wheel hubs shall be not less than the

diameter of the bore, and for gear wheels also not less than 1.25 times the width

of the teeth. The thickness of the hub, preferably, shall be not less than 0.4 of

the diameter of the bore.

(b) Unless otherwise specified, all hubs shall have pressed fits on their sliafts,

and shall be provided with keys designed to carry the total torque to be transmitted

to the shaft.

(c) Bascule trunnion hubs that are to fit tightly into structural parts shall

have shrink fits therein, and shall be secured against rotation by keys or bolts.

6.5.24 Keys and Keyways

(a) Keys for securing machinery parts to shafts shall be parallel-faced, square

or flat. Tapered keys may be used to meet special requirements. All keys shall be

fitted into keyways sunk into the hub and shaft. Preferably, the keyways in the

shaft shall have closed ends, which shall be milled to a semi-circle equal to the

width of the key. Keyways shall not extend into any bearing.

(b) Keys that are not .set into clo.sed-end keyways shall be held by .safety set

screws, or other effective means; in vertical .shafts, collars clamped about the .shafts,

or similar devices, shall be used.

(c) In hubs of spoked wheels, the keyways shall be located in the centers of

the spokes. If two keys are required, tliey shall be placed 120 deg apart.

(d) All keys shall have a width not greater than I* of the shaft diameter and
the thickness of Hat keys shall be approximately % of their width; the dimensions

shall be such that the allowed unit stresses in .shear and bearing will not be
exceeded.
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6.5.25 Capacity of Keys

(a) The foregoing requirements for keys and keyways are for machinery parts,

whose use is intended to develop the full torsional strength of the shaft. For minor

parts, the keys and keyways shall be proportioned for that size of shaft whose

torsional strength would be developed by such parts.

(b) For trunnions and similar parts which are designed chiefly for bending

and bearing, the keys and keyways shall be proportioned simply to hold the tnm-

nion from rotating. The force tending to cause rotation shall be taken as 1/5 of

the load on the trunnion, and as acting at the circumference of the trunnion.

6.5.26 Bolts and Nuts

(a) All bolts for connecting machinery parts to each other or to supporting

steelwork shall have turned shanks, cut threads, and semi-finished, washer-faced,

hexagonal heads and nuts. The finished shanks shall be 1/16 inch larger in diameter

than the diameter of the tliread which shall detennine the head and nut dimensions.

(b) The dimensions of all bolt heads and nuts shall be in accordance with

the heavy series, and the threads shall be in accordance with the coarse thread

series of the American Standards.

(c) All bolt heads and nuts shall bear on seats square with the axis of tlie

bolt. On castings, except where recessed, the bearing shall be on finished bosses

or spot-faced seats. Bolt heads which are recessed in castings shall be square.

(d) All nuts shall be secured by effective locks. If double nuts are used, both

nuts shall be of standard thickness.

6.5.27 Set Screws

(a) Set screws shall not be used for transmitting torsion; they may be used

for holding keys or light parts in place. They shall be safety-type headless set

screws with cone points, set in counterbored seats. Unless otherwise ordered, they

shall be secured in position by peening over the holes, or by welding.

6.5.28 Tap Bolts and Stud Bolts

(a) Tap bolts and stud bolts shall be used only by special permission of the

engineer.

6.5.29 Springs

(a) Springs preferably shall not be used to actuate any moving part. For

electric parts, preference will be given to those having the fewest springs.

6.5.30 Equalizers

(a) The net section back of the pin hole in equalizing levers shall be not less

than the required net section in tension to carry the load on the pin. The net sec-

tion through the pin hole shall be not less than 140 percent of the required net

section in tension.

6.5.31 Covers

(a) Dust covers shall be provided wherever necessary to protect the sliding

and rotating surfaces and prevent dust from mixing with the lubricant.

(b) Safety gear guards shall be provided for all gears in the machinery houses.

(c) If gears or sheaves are located where falling objects may foul them, they

shall be protected by metal covers easily removed.

(d) Counterweight sheave rims shall be covered to protect them from the

weather.
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6.5.32 Safety Guards

(a) Safety guards for the protection of persons shall be installed. All safety

regulations shall be observed.

6.5.33 Drain Holes

(a) At places where water is likely to collect, there shall be tliaiii liulcs not

less than 1 inch in diameter.

6.5.34 Compressed Air Devices

(a) Mechanical devices using power transmitted by compressed air may be

used for the operation of center wedges, and lifts, centering devices, and sliding

rail locks.

6.5.35 Special for Swing Bridges

6.5.35.1 Center Bearing

. (a) Center-bearing swing bridges shall be so designed that when the bridge

is swinging, the entire weight of the moving span is carried on a center pivot, and

when the bridge is closed, the trusses rest at the center on wedges. Adjustment for

height shall be provided.

6.5.35.2 Rim Bearing

(a) The load on the rim girder of a rim-bearing or combined rim- and center-

bearing swing bridge shall be distributed eeiually among the bearing points. The

bearing points shall be spaced equally around the rim girder.

(b) Rigid struts shall connect the rim girder to a center pivot, firmly anchored

to the pier. A strut shall be attached to the rim girder at each bearing point, and

at intermediate points when required. No fewer than eight struts shall be used in

any case.

(c) The rim girder shall be so designed that the load will be properly dis-

tributed over the rollers. For calculating stresses in the girder, the loads shall be

assumed to be distributed equally to all rollers. The span length shall be taken as

the dexeloped length of the girder between adjacent bearing points. This part of

the girder shall be considered fixed at both ends. The girder shall be designed in

accordance with the requirements for plate girders.

(d) The lower track shall be strong enough to distribute the load on the

rollers uniformly over the masonry.

6.5.35.3 Combined Bearing

(a) In a combined rim and center-bearing swing bridge, a definite portion

of the load, not less than 15 percent, shall be carried to the center by radial

girders attached rigidly to the center and to the rim.

6.5.35.4 Shear Over Center

(a) In swing bridges having a center truss panel, this panel siial! be so de-

signed that shear will not be carried past the center. The web members of such

panel shall be strong enough, however, to make the bridge secure against longi-

tudinal wind pressure when it is open.

6.5.35.5 Air Buffers

(a) Power-operated skew bridges shall be equipped with air buflCrs to aid in

stopping the span smoothly. One air buller shall be provided at each end of tiie

bridge.
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6.5.35.6 End Lift and Center Wedges
(a) The end lifting apparatus of swing bridges shall be arranged to center

the bridge accurately when closed, unless a separate device is used to center the

bridge. The end-lift and center wedges shall be so designed that the action of the

moving load cannot cause displacement of the end supports and wedges in case of

failure or disconnection of the mechanism which actuates the end lift. The end
lifting apparatus and center wedges shall be so designed as to permit adjustment.

The center and end wedges may be operated by the same mechanism.

6.5.35.7 Rim Girders

(a) Rim girders shall be provided with stiffeners, with fillers on both sides of

the web at points of concentrated loading. These stiffeners shall fit close against

both flanges. The distance between adjacent intermediate stiffeners shall not ex-

ceed 2 ft. On rim girders exceeding 5 ft in deptli, alternate intermediate stiffeners

may extend only /2 the depth of the girder, unless required to be of full depth to

stiffen the web. The thickness of the outstanding legs of stiffener angles shall be

not less than /s of their width. The tread plate for the rollers shall be securely

fastened to the rim girder and shall be from 2 to 3 inches thick, depending on the

weight of die bridge. The rim girder flange angles shall be not smaller than 6

inches by 4 inches by % inch.

6.5.35.8 Center Pivots

(a) Center pivots shall consist of disk bearings, upon which the span revolves,

and supporting pedestals. Disk bearings shall consist of two disks, one of phosphor

bronze and one of hardened steel.

(b) Center pivots shall be so designed that the disks may be taken out and

replaced while the bridge is closed, without interfering with the operation of trains

over the bridge. The disks shall be so anchored that sliding will take place only at

the surface of contact of the disks.

6.5.35.9 Balance Wheels
(a) For power-operated center-bearing bridges, no fewer than eight wheels,

running on a circular track, shall be provided to limit the tilting of the bridge

and to carry the wind pressure to the track while the bridge is swinging. The
balance wheel bearings shall be adjustable for height, preferably by shims between

the superstructure and the seats of the bearings. For short, single-track, hand-

operated bridges, four wheels may be used.

(b) When wheels are not cast integral with tlieir axles, diey shall have pressed

fits thereon. The axles shall rotate in bronze-lined bearings, which shall be provided

with means for lubrication.

6.5.35.10 Rack and Track

(a) The rack and track of swing bridges shall be made in sections, preferably

not less than 6 ft long. The track shall be deep enough to insure good distribution

of the balance wheel or roller loads to the masonry, but in no case shall the depth

for rim-bearing bridges be less dian 4 inches. If a cast track is used and the loads

are light, as in center-bearing bridges, the rack and track segments preferably shall

be cast in one piece. In rim-bearing bridges, the rack shall be cast separate from

the track, so that the parts may be easily removed for repairs. The joints in the

rack and track shall be staggered. The track shall be anchored to the masonry by

bolts not less than VA inches in diameter, extending at least 12 inches into the
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masonry, and set in portland cement mortar or grout. Tlie track of hand-operated,

center-bearing bridges shall have an ample number of anchor bolts so that the

mortar or grout in which they are ^et will not be crushed by the tractive force

developed when turning the bridge. When center-bearing bridges are operated by

mechanical power, the track shall be anchored down by bolts, and the tractive

force developed when turning the bridge shall be taken by lugs extending from the

bottom of the track downward into the masonry and set in cement mortar, grout

or concrete.

6.5.35.11 Main Pinion Shaft Bearings

(a) When two rack pinions are used they shall be placed diametrically oppo-

site, and when four pinions are used, they shall be placed in pairs which shall be

diametrically opposite.

( b ) Each main pinion shaft shall be supported in a double bearing, which

shall be cast in one piece and provided with bolted caps, split linings, and liners,

to permit easy remo\al of the pinion shaft, and to provide adjustment for wear. A
bronze thrust collar shall be provided at the top bearing to carry the weight of the

pinion, shaft and gear. Means shall be provided for holding the pinion against move-

ment along the shaft. The double bearing shall be of ample strength for the maxi-

mum pinion load and shall be adequately braced and attached to the rim girder or

superstructure.

(c) Sufficient shims shall be provided between the bearing base and the steel-

work to care for any necessary adjustment in position of the bearing. If practicable,

the bearings shall be shipped assembled to the steelwork, with the shims in place.

6.5.35.12 Equalizing Devices

(a) In power-operated swing spans there shall be no fewer than two rack

pinions. The shafts of these pinions shall be connected by mechanical devices

which will equalize tlie turning forces at the pinions, unless such equalization is

provided by other means acceptable to the engineer.

6.5.36 Special for Bascule Bridges

6.5.36.1 Rail End Connections

(a) If the rail end connections are of tlic sliding-lock type, the sliding locks

at the heel end of the bridge shall be on the approach.

6.5.36.2 Centering Devices

(a) The bridges shall be equipped with self-centering devices at the toe end.

Transverse centering shall be accomplished by a device preferably located on the

center line of the bridge, as near the track level as practicable, with a clearance

not to exceed 1/16 inch.

6.5.36.3 Locking Devices

(a) There shall be a locking device at the end for each girder or truss to

force down and hold down the toe end to its seats.

6.5.36.4 Air Buffers

(a) Power-operated bridges shall be equipped with air buffers to aid in seat-

ing the .span smoothly. For single-track bridges having girders or trusses not more

than 10 ft center to center, there shall be one air buffer at the toe end of the

bridge. For all other bridges, there shall be two air buffers at the toe end of the

bridge.
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6.5.36.5 Segmental Girders and Track Girders

(a) The flanges of segmental and track girders of rolling-lift bridges shall be

symmetrical about the central planes of the webs. The central planes of the webs

of the segmental girders shall coincide with the central planes of the webs of the

track girders. Tlie freads attached to the segmental girders and track girders shall

be steel castings, steel forgings or rolled steel plates, and shall not be considered

as part of the flanges of these girders.

(b) The permissible load per linear inch of line bearing between treads for

.segments having a diameter of 120 inches or more shall not exceed

( 12.0,10 +80D)-'^-^y
in which D is the diameter of the segment in inches, and P is the yield point

strength of the material in tension in pounds per square inch.

(c) The thickness of solid tread plates shall be not less than 3 inches plus

0.004 D. The effective length of line bearing for solid tread plates shall not exceed

the thickness of the web of the segmental or track girder, including the effective

thickness of the side plates, plus 1.6 times the thickness of the tread plate. The
edge of the web and the backs of the flange angles shall be machined so as to

bear continuously on the tread.

(d) The unit bearing of the tread plates on the web plate shall not exceed

one-half the yield point of the material in tension. In calculating the unit bearing,

the length of the area in bearing shall be taken as twice the least thickness of

the tread and the width as the thickness of the web plus the effective thickness of

the side plates. Flange angles shall not be considered as transmitting any load from

the web to the treads, and the bearing value of side plates shall not exceed the

strength of those rivets connecting them to the web which are included between

diverging lines in the plane of the web that intersect in the line contact between

the treads and that make an angle with the normal to the rolling surfaces at that

point whose tangent is 0.8. The load, as used in this paragraph, shall be the weight

of the structure, no addition being made for rolling impact.

(e) Tread plates may be flange-and-web castings. The edge tliickness of the

rolling flange shall be not less than 3 inches and the flange thickness at the face

of the web of the casting shall be such that the unit bearing on the web of the

casting shall not exceed one-half the yield point of the material in tension, the

length of bearing being taken as twice the depth from the rolling face to the

plane under consideration.

( f ) Solid tread plates on segmental girders shall have a radius slightly smaller

than the segmental girders in order to facilitate the securing of tight contact with

the girders throughout their length when drawn up with the attaching bolts.

(g) When not otherwise stipulated on the plans, all tread plates shall be made
as long as practicable. When tread plates are made in segments, the faces of the

tread plates at the joints between the segments shall be in planes at right angles

to the rolling surface and preferably at an angle of 45 to 60 deg with the longi-

tudinal center line of the tread plate.

(h) Those portions of the segmental and track girders, which are in contact

when the bridge is closed, shall be designed for the sum of the dead load, the live

load, and an impact equal to the live load. Under this loading, the permissible line

loading given herein may be increased 50 percent.
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(i) The segmental and track girders shall be fully reinforced with stifiFeners

and diaphragms.

6.5.36.6 Location of Machinery

(a) The machinery shall preferably be located on the stationary part of the

bridge.

6.5.36.7 Equalizing Devices

(a) There shall be mechanical devices on bascule bridges to equalize the

forces at the two rack pinions, unless such equalization is provided by other means

acceptable to the engineer.

6.5.37 Special for Vertical Lift Bridges

6.5.37.1 Centering Devices

(a) Bridges shall be equipped with self-centering devices at each end. Trans-

verse centering shall be accomplished by devices located on the center line of

bridge, as near the track level as practicable, with a clearance not to exceed 1/16

inch. For truss bridges these centering devices shall be supplemented by close

transverse centering of the unloaded chords, to be accomplished by special center-

ing devices or by the span guides.

6.5.37.2 Locking Devices

(a) Bridges shall be equipped with locking devices to hold the span down to

its seats after it has been forced down to its seats by the operating machinery. At

each end there shall be a locking device on the center line of bridge for single

track bridges, and a locking device at each outside girder or trass for multiple track

bridges.

6.5.37.3 Span Guides

(a) The lift span and its counterweights shall be held in position transversely

and longitudinally during their movement by means of guides engaging guide

flanges on the towers. Truss spans shall have trartsverse guides at both top and
bottom chords. The guides may be of either the sliding or the rolling type. The
ends of guide flanges shall be planed smooth. The guides shall be adjustable, and
shall preferably be set to provide a normal nmning clearance of % inch, except for

the span guides for the seated position of the span where the clearance shall not

exceed Ys inch.

6.5.37.4 Air Buffers

(a) Power-operated bridges shall be equipped with air buff^ers to aid in seat-

ing the span smoothly. For single-track bridges having girders or trusses not more
than 10 ft center to center, there shall be an air bufter at each end of the bridge.

For all other bridges there .shall be two air buffers at each end of the bridge.

(b) Power-operated bridges shall also be equipped with air buffers to aid in

stopping the moving span and counterweights without damage to the structure, jn

the event that the span is accidentally raised above the prescribed limit.

6.5.37.5 Counterweights

(a) The balance-block pockets shall be placed as near tlie ends of the counter-

weights as practicable, in order to aid in .securing the required balance between the

hft span and the counterweights at each of tlie four comers of the span.
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6.5.37.6 Clearance Below Counterweights

(a) The counterweights shall clear the track rails by not less than 5 ft when
the span is fully open. In computing this clearance the counterweight ropes shall

be assumed to stretch 1 percent of their length.

6.5.37.7 Equalizing Devices

(a) On vertical-lift spans operated through pinions engaging racks on the

counterweight sheave.s, there shall be devices to equalize the forces at the rack

pinions when two counterweight sheaves and two pinions are used at a comer of

the span. Equalizing pinions shall not be used between pinions at opposite sides

of the span; but adjusting devices shall be provided between such pinions, to per-

mit leveling of the span.

6.5.37.8 Counterweight Sheaves

(a) For main counterweight ropes, the pitch diameter of the sheave, center

to center of ropes, shall be not less than 72 times the diameter of the rope, and
preferably not less than 80 times. For auxiliary counterweight ropes, the pitch

diameter of the sheave shall be not less than 60 times the diameter of the rope.

(b) Counterweight sheaves shall have shrink fits on their shafts, and shall be

secured by driving-fit dowels set in holes drilled after the sheave is shrunk on the

shaft.

(c) The shape of the grooves shall conform as closely as feasible to the rope

section so that while the ropes shall run freely in the grooves, the sides of the

grooves shall prevent the ropes from flattening under static loads, as when sup-

porting counterweights. The distance center to center of grooves shall be not less

than /4 inch more than the diameter of the rope.

6.5.37.9 Operating Drvuns and Deflector Sheaves

(a) For operating ropes, the diameter of the drums and deflector sheaves

shall be not less than 45 times the diameter of the rope, and preferably not less

than 48 times, except for deflector sheaves with small angles of contact between

rope and sheave.

(b) Operating drums shall have pressed fits on their shafts, and in addition

shall have keys designed to carry tlie total torque to be transmitted to the shafts.

(c) The shape of the grooves on operating drums shall conform as closely as

feasible to the rope section. The distance center to center of grooves shall be not

less than }s inch more than the diameter of the rope.

(d) Deflector sheaves shall generally have the same diameter as the drums.

Intermediate deflector sheaves shall be provided as necessary to prevent rubbing

of the ropes on other parts and to avoid excessive sag of the ropes. When operat-

ing ropes have small angles of contact with deflector sheaves, the sheaves shall be

supported on roller or ball bearings and shall be designed as light as practicable to

insure easy turning and minimum rope slippage in starting and stopping.

(e) All deflector sheaves .shall have deep grooves to prevent displacement of

the ropes.

6.5.37.10 Built Sheaves

(a) In built sheaves, there shall be enough rivets connecting the flanges of the

cast rim with the web to carry into the web all of the load coming on the rim.

The rim shall be strengthened by transverse ribs, or shall be thick enough to carry

the load.
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6.5.37.11 Counten\'eight Ropes

(a) The connections of the counterweight ropes to the hft span and counter-

weights shall be so made as to permit ready replacement of any one rope without

disturbing the other ropes. Provision shall also be made for replacement of all the

ropes simultaneously, preferably by supporting the counterweights from the towers.

(b) On the lift span side, the counterweight ropes shall be separated sufficiently

to prevent objectionable slapping of the ropes against each other while the span is

in the closed position. This may be accomplished either by use of widely spaced

grooves on the sheaves, by using deviations of the ropes from a vertical plane, or

by other approved means.

(c) The transverse deviation of a counterweight rope from a vertical plane

through the center of the groove on the sheaves, shall preferably not exceed one-

lialf the spacing of the grooves, and shall be the same for all the ropes on a sheave.

In no case shall it exceed 1 in 40. The longitudinal deviation of a counterweight

rope leading from the sheave, measured from a vertical plane tangent to the pitch

diameter of the sheaxe, shall not exceed 1 in 30, and shall be the same for all the

ropes on a sheave. These deviations shall not be exceeded on the span side for the

lift span in its highest possible position, and on the counterweight side for the span

in the closed position.

( d ) The connections of all ropes shall be made in such manner as to give equal

loads on the several ropes of a group either by adjustment of the tension in the

ropes during erection, by fabrication of the ropes in the shop to the exact required

lengtlis without tolerance with provision for future adjustment of the tension if

required, or by use of equalizers.

(e) The connections of all ropes shall be so made that the center line of the

rope above the socket is at all times at right angles to the axis of the socket pin for

pin sockets and to the bearing face of the socket for block sockets. Rope deflector

castings or plates or equivalent devices shall be provided near the sockets, as neces-

sary, to accomplish this result.

6.5.37.12 Operating Ropes

(a) The transverse deviation of a rope from a plane through the groove of a

drum or sheave at right angles to the axis of the shaft of the drum or sheave shall

not exceed 1 in 30, and preferably shall not exceed 1 in 40.

(b) There shall be at least two full turns of the rope on the operating drum
when the span is in the fully open or closed position and, in addition, the end of

the rope shall be rigidly clamped to the dnim, the attachment being such as to avoid

sharp bends in the wires.

( c ) There shall be take-ups, consisting of turnbuckles or other devices, for

taking up slack in the ropes. The take-ups shall be such as to prevent any rotation

of the ropes about their axes. They shall l)e readily accessible for operation by

one man.

6.5.37.13 Balance Chains

Chains for balancing counterweight ropes shall be made of cast iron links,

connected by rust-resistant steel pins, placed in bored or reamed holes. The holes

shall be of uniform size, carefully located, and at right angles to the length of the

links. The chains shall hang freely in vertical planes without twists. The pins shall

be fitted with washers and round cotter bars.
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6.6 WIRE ROPES AND SOCKETS

6.6.1 Manufacturer

(a) Wire rope shall be made by a manufacturer whose facilities and experieDce

are approved by the engineer.

6.6.2 Diameter of Rope

(a) The diameter of counterweight ropes shall be not less than 1 inch, nor more

than 2/2 inches; of operating ropes not less than % inch.

(b) The actual diameter of a wire rope (the diameter of the circumscribed

circle) shall be measured uhen the rope is unstressed. The amount by which the

actual diameter of a rope may differ from the nominal diameter shall be not greater

than the following:

Nomiiml
Diam of Rope Oversize

Inches Undersize Inch

% to % 1/32
il to IVs 3/64

1t% to 11/2 1/16
Ifk to 21^ 3/32
2 1^5 to 21/2 1/8

6.6.3 Construction

(a) All wire ropes shall be made of improved plow steel wire. All operating

ropes shall be preformed wire rope.

(b) All wire ropes shall be of 6 X 25 filler wire construction with hard fiber

core. Each strand shall consist of 19 main wires and 6 filler wires fabricated in one

operation, with all wires interlocking. There shall be four sizes of wires in each

strand; 12 outer wires of one size, 6 filler wires of one size, 6 inner wires of one

size, and a core wire.

(c) Ropes shall be laid in accordance with the best practice. Every effort shall

be made to obtain ropes of uniform physical properties. The ropes shall be fabricated

in the greatest lengths practicable, and all similar ropes for any one bridge shall

be cut from ropes manufactured with one setting of one stranding machine and

one setting of one closing machine.

6.6.4 Lay
(a) All wire ropes, unless otherwise specified, shall be right regular lay, and

the maximum length of rope lay shall be as follows:

1. Operating ropes —6?* times nominal rope diameter.

2. Counterweight ropes—7/2 times nominal rope diameter.

(b) The lay of the wires in the strands shall be such as to make the wires

approximately parallel to the axis of the rope where they would come in contact

with a circular cylinder circumscribed on the rope.

6.6.5 Lubrication During Fabrication

(a) All hard-fiber centers shall be prelubricated by the cordage manufacturer.

All portions of wire ropes—fiber center, wires, and strands—shall be lubricated

during fabrication with a lubricant containing a rust inhibitor and approved by the

engineer.
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6.6.6 Splices

(a) \o splicing of the ropes or individual strands will be permitted. Wire splices

shall be securely and properly made by electric welding, and no two joints in any

one strand shall be closer than 25 ft apart, except for filler wires.

6.6.7 Wire—Physical Properties

(a) The wire from which wire ropes are made shall be tested in the presence

of an inspector designated by the engineer. Excepting that the filler wires may be

made to the manufacturer's standards, the physical properties of the bright

(uncoated) individual wires before fabricating into the rope shall be; as follows:

(b) The tensile strength shall be not less than the following:

Diam of Wire Tensile Strength

Inch Minimum, Psi Maxinntin, Psi

0.038-0.060 238,000 268,000
0.061-0.100 230,000 260,000
0.101-0.140 225,000 255,000
0.140-0.190 218,000 248,000

(c) The total ultimate elongation of the wires measured on a 10-inch gage

length, at the breaking strength of the wire, shall be not less than the following:

Diam of Wire Elongation

Inch Percent

0.038-0.060 IM

0.061-0.100 1%.

0.101-0.140 2

0.141-0.190 2)4

(d) In the foregoing tests, the specimens shall be at least 15 inches long and

free from bends and kinks.

(e) The test specimens of the wire shall be subjected to a torsion test in which

the distance between the jaws of the testing machine is 8 inches. The number of

complete successive turns of 360 deg in one direction through which an 8-inch-length

wire can be twisted around its longitudinal axis without breaking or showing any

signs of splitting or other defects shall be not less than the following:

Diam of Wire
Inch Number of Turns

0.0.38-0.060 2.3 divided by diam. of wire in inches

0.061-0.100 2.2 " " " " " "

0.101-0.140 2.1 " " " " " "

0.141-0.190 2.0 " " " " " "

(f) In this torsion test, one end of the wire is to be rotated with respect to the

other end of the wire at continuous uniform speed imti! breakage occurs. During

the test the applied tension shall be sufficient to straighten the wire. The .speed of

rotation shall not exceed 60 twists per minute. .Such tests siiall be carried out by a

mechanically driven device, such as a motor or belt drive, in order to secure opera-

tion at constant uniform speed.

(g) All of the tests specified above shall be made upon fair samples which

may be taken from either end of any coil of wire, and such samples shall be taken

from not less than 10 percent of the total number of coils.

(h) The tolerance limits on diameters of like-positioned wires in the strands

t)f the wire rope shall not exceed the following value:
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Total
Diameter Variation,

Wires, Inch Inch

0.038-0.060 0.002
0.061-0.100 0.0025
0.101-0.140 0.003
0.141-0.190 0.0035

6.6.8 Ultimate Strength

(a) In order to demonstrate the strength of the rope and its fastenings, test

pieces with a length between the sockets equal to not less than 25 rope diameters,

and preferably not less than 50 rope diameters, shall be cut, and shall have sockets,

selected at random from those to be used in filling the order, attached to their ends.

The number of test pieces shall be not less than two from each original length in

which the rope is fabricated and not more than 10 percent of the total number of

finished lengths of rope to be made for the order. The test pieces shall be taken

from both ends of the original lengths in which the rope is fabricated. A suitable

mark shall be placed around the rope near the end of the socket, so that any move-

ment of the latter can be readily detected. These test pieces are to be stressed to

destruction in a suitable testing machine, the first sample of each size being tested

with the machine running at its slowest speed. The sockets used for these tests shall

not be used in the structure. Under this stress, bright (uncoated) wire ropes shall

develop the minimum ultimate strength given in the following table:

Ultimate Strength of Improved Plow Steel Rope, 6 Strands "by 19 Wires

Approximate
Diam of Area Ultimate Strength

Rope in of Section Entire Rope
Inches " 0.4D- Psi Pounds

% 0.100 210,000 21,000
% 0.156 210,000 33,000
% 0.225 206,000 46,000
% 0.306 205,000 63,000

1 0.400 203,000 81,000
IVs 0.506 203,000 103,000
VA 0.625 201,000 126,000
1% 0.756 200,000 151,000
IM 0.900 199,000 179,000
15^ 1.056 198,000 209,000
1% 1.225 197,000 242,000
1% 1.406 196,000 275,000
2 1.600 195,000 312,000
2% 1.806 193,000 349,000
2J4 2.025 192,000 390,000
2% 2.256 191,000 432,000
2M 2.500 190,000 476,000

6.6.9 Rejection

(a) If the physical properties of the rope or of its individual wires fall below

those specified, the entire length from which the test pieces were taken shall be

replaced by the manufacturer with a new length, the physical qualities of which

conform to those specified.

6.6.10 Prestretching

(a) Each counterweight rope shall be prestretched using the following proce-

dure: (1) Tension the rope to 40 percent of its ultimate strength as given above
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and hold that load tor 5 minutes. (2) Reduce the load to 5 percent of the ultimate

strength. (3) Repeat this load-unload cycle two more times. (4) Release the load

completely.

6.6.11 Sockets

(a) All sockets with wire ropes shall be Clas.s CI forjjed steel, normalized, and

shall be forged, without welds, from solid steel. They shall be neatly finished to the

exact dimensions shown on the plans. All socket pins shall be Class CI normalized

steel forgings. In every case the dimensions of the sockets shall be such that no

part under tension shall be stressed higher than 48,000 psi when the rope is stressed

to its specified ultimate strength. The sockets shall be attached to the ropes by using

zinc of a quality not less than that defined for High Grade in the current Specifica-

tions for Slab Zinc (Spelter), ASTM B 6, using a reliable method that will not

permit the rope, when stressed to 80 percent of its specified ultimate strength under

the test specified in Art. 6.6.8 to slip more than 1/6 the nominal diameter of the

rope. If a greater moNement should occur, the method of attachment shall be

changed until a satisfactory one is found.

(b) The sockets shall be stronger than the rope with which they are used.

If a socket should break during the test specified in Art. 6.6.8, two others shall be

selected and attached to another piece of rope and the test repeated, and this process

shall be continued until the inspector is satisfied of their reliability, in which case

the lot shall be accepted. If, however, 10 percent or more of all the sockets tested

break at a load less than the specified minimum ultimate strength, the entire lot

shall be rejected, and new ones made of stronger material or to a heavier design,

shall be furnished.

( c ) Sockets shall be painted in the shop as specified for structural steel.

(d) Socket pinholes and pins shall be machined for an RC 8 fit in accordance

with USAS B4.1.

6.6.12 Facilities for Testing

(a) The manufacturer shall pro\ide proper facilities for making the tests, and

shall make, at his own expense, the tests required. Tests shall be made in the

presence of an inspector representing the engineer.

6.6.13 Length

(a) The length of each counterweight rope from inside of bearing to inside of

bearing of sockets shall be determined, and a metal tag having this length stamped

thereon shall be securely attached to the rope. While being measured, each rope

shall be twisted to the correct lay, it shall be .supported throughout its length in a

straight line at points not more than 25 ft apart, and it shall be under a tension of

12 percent of its ultimate strength. A variation from the required length of not more

than /4 inch in 100 ft will be allowed. For block sockets which provide for the direct

load on the rope to be transmitted by bearing on the front face of the socket, this

permissible variation from the required length shall be corrected in the shop by

permanently fastening steel .shims to the bearing face of one socket so that the

length from bearing face of one socket to bearing face of shim at the other socket

corresponds exactly to the required length. No shim shall be less than % inch thick.

(b) The contractor shall Ncrify the cxart lengths to winch tli<' ((iinitciwciuht

ropes shall be manufactured.
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(c) Each rope shall have a stripe painted on one side along its entire length

at the time the measurement of length is made, to assure the correct alignment

of the rope during the crtx'tion of the bridge.

(d) Ropes shall be suitably marked or tagged for identification during erection.

6.6.14 Operating Ropes

(a) Ends of operating ropes when not provided with sockets shall be seized

and shall have the wires composing the ropes welded together. This seizing shall

be removed prior to making the attachments of the ropes to the drums and take-up.s.

The lengths of operating ropes to be furnished shall be determined by the contractor.

6.6.15 Shipping

(a) All ropes shall be shipped on reels, the drum diameter of which is not less

than 25 times the diameter of the rope, unless permission to ship in coiLs is specified

in the order.

6.7 POWER EQUIPMENT
6.7.1 Kind of Power

(a) If the bridge is to be operated by mechanical power, the kind of power

to be used will be stipulated by the company. The internal combustion engine,

electric motor, or other prime mover that may be stipulated shall be of ample

capacity to move the bridge at the required speed. The type of prime mover and

the name of the manufacturer shall be given in the proposal if the design is made

by the contractor.

6.7.2 Man Powef

(a) If the bridge or parts thereof are to be operated by hand, the number of

men and the time of operation shall be calculated on the following basis:

1. The force which a man can exert continuously on a capstan lever is 40 lb

while walking at a speed of 160 ft per min.

2. The force which a man can exert continuously on a crank at a radius

of 15 inches is 30 lb with rotation at 15 rpm.

(b) For calculating the strength of the machinery parts, the force of one man
applied to a lever shall be assumed as 125 lb, and to a crank as 50 lb. Under these

loads, the normal unit stresses may be increased 50 percent.

6.7.3 Machines

(a) Machines which are of the usual manufactured types, such as gasoline

engines, electric motors, pumps, air compressors, etc., shall be tested for the specified

requirements to the satisfaction of the engineer, and shall be guaranteed by the

contractor to fulfill these requirements for one year.

6.7.4 Brakes for Span Operation

(a) Brakes shall be provided in accordance with the requirements of Art.

6.3.9. For electrically operated bridges, the motor brakes shall consist of one or

more electrically operated brakes for each main motor; the machinery brakes shall

also be electrically operated or, when so stipulated, they shall be operated by air,

by hand, or by foot. If specified, electrically operated machinery brakes shall be

provided with three steps of retarding torques.
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(b) Brakes for bridges operated by power other than electricity shall be oper-

ated by air, by hand, or by foot, or, when so stipulated, they shall be electrically

operated from an auxiliary electric generator.

6.7.5 Air Brakes

(a) If air brakes are used, they shall be controlled from the operator's house.

The air compressor shall be electrically operated, and shall be able to compress

11 cu ft of free air a minute against a tank pressure of 90 psi. The loss of pressure

through the valves of the compressor shall be not more than 1)2 lb in 10 min. The
pressure at the tank shall be maintained automatically between 60 lb and 90 lb.

(b) The air tank shall be cylindrical with a capacity of at least 10 cu ft. It shall

be built up of boiler plate with ri\eted joints, or shall have boiler plate sides welded

to pressure vessel heads, and shall be capable of withstanding without ruptiue a

pressure of 250 psi. It shall be equipped with an adjustable safety valve and blow-

out plug. It shall show no leaks when tested at a pressure of 160 psi.

(c) The brake cylinder shall have a spring release capable of placing the brake

in the released position automatically as soon as the air is exhausted. The cylinder

shall be not less than 6 inches in diameter with a stroke of not more tlian 6 inches.

(d) At a convenient place in the line carrying air to the brake cylinder, there

shall be a union with a choke which will introduce a period of at least 5 sec for

establishing the tank pressure in the cylinder.

(e) If the control of the air in the brake cylinder is remote and electrically

operated, the arrangement of the application and release magnets shall be such

that the brake will be applied in case of any power failure.

6.7.6 Hand Brakes and Foot Brakes

( a ) Hand brakes and foot brakes shall preferably be arranged so that the brake

is applied by means of a weight or spring, and released by hand or foot.

6.7.7 Audible Navigation Signals

(a) As an audible navigation signal, an air whistle, electric horns, electric

sirens, or other devices, shall be provided, as stipulated.

(b) Audible navigation signals shiill conform to the requirements of all legally

constituted bodies, agencies, or authorities having jurisdiction over the waterway,

and shall be installed to their satisfaction and approval.

(c) For electrically operated bridges, when not otherwise stipulated, there

shall be provided two electric sirens, each audible at a distance of 1500 ft under the

conditions surrounding the site and with the wind blowing in any direction, and
as an auxiliary two smaller electric sirens having approximately one-fourth the above
range. Sirens shall be installed in approved locations, pointing up and down stream

Push buttons for their control shall be provided on the control desk.

(d) When so stipulated a whistle shall be provided. The bell of the whistle

shall be not less than 3 inches in diameter and 9 inches long. If the whistle is oper-

ated by air, the compressor shall be power driven, the motor and compressor being

gear connected on one frame. The working parts shall be enclosed and self-

lubricating. The compressor shall have a piston displacement of from 25 cu ft to

30 cu ft a minute when working against a tank pressure of 90 psi. The compressor

shall be provided with an automatic governor and switch in order that the com-
pressor may start and stop automatically at any predetermined tank pressure.

(e) The air receiving tank shall be 36 inches in diameter and 8 ft long, or

of equal capacity. It shall be good for a working pressure of 125 psi. It shall be
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provided with pn's,suri' «aj.'e, pop \'alvc, and drain cock, and shall have standard

flanges bushed for 1 '2-inch pipe. The contractor shall furnish and install pipe, pipe

fittings and va]\cs; all to withstand a working prossmc of 125 psi.

6.7.8 Internal Combustion

6.7.8.1 Engine Torque for Span Operation

(a) The ratio of the rated engine torque to the maximum bridge starting torque

shall be not less than the following:

1. Four cylinders or more 1.33

2. Less than four cylinders 1.50

(b) The rated engine torque, as referred to above, shall mean the rated torque

of the engine at the speed to be used for opration, measured at the flywheel, with

all metal housing in place, and with radiator, fan, and all other power-consuming

accessories in place, and shall be taken at not more than 85 percent of the rated

torque of the stripped engine.

6.7.8.2 Engines

(a) Gasoline and other combustion engines shall be of die truck or marine

type and of the most substantial kind. The engines shall operate at a speed of not

more than 1800 rpm and preferably not more than 1400 rpm, and shall be equipped

with a governor to limit the maximum speed to the designated value. Unless other-

wise stipulated, the engine shall have not less than 4 cylinders. The engine shall be

tested by the manufacturer at his plant to demonstrate that it will develop the

rated torque as defined in Art. 6.7.8.1.

(b) The engine shall be equipped with reversing gears, preferably of the

helical type, and preferably in a separate gear unit, with a gear ratio of not less

than 2 to 1. Reversing shall be by means of approved friction clutch or clutches

on the countershaft operated by a lever or other approved device. The arrangement

shall be such that the machinery may be operated in either direction without

stopping the engine. The reversing-gear unit shall meet the requirements given in

Section 6.5.

(c) All engines having a rating of 20 hp or more shall be equipped with an

electric starter with generator and storage battery. Where electric current is avail-

able at the bridge, a battery charging unit shall also be provided. All engines having

a rating of 60 hp or less shall also be provided with a hand cranking device.

(d) Provision shall be made for effectively cooling the engine by means of a

radiator and fan. There shall also be provided a wrought iron exhaust pipe dis-

charging outside the engine room and fitted with an effective muffler.

(e) The fuel tank shall be located outside the engine room, below the level

of the intake. The tank shall be made of corrosion-resisting metal and shall be large

enough to hold fuel for 30 days of normal operation. It shall be protected from the

sun. It shall be equipped with an automatic gage to show the quantity of fuel in

the tank. The fuel pipe and fittings connecting the fuel tank and the engine shall

be of copper or brass, so arranged and supported as efl^ectively to provide for

temperature and vibration movements tending to produce fracture and leakage at

connections.

(f) A small control board containing throttle and choke controls, ignition

switch, starter button, and oil and temperature gages shall be provided at the

engine.
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(g) If the fuel is suitable, such as gasoline, the ignition shall be of the jump-

spark kind, for which the secondary coil is made up so that a low-voltage primary

current of not more than 24 v will be sufficient. For other fuel, the best device

available shall be used.

(h) The engine shall be enclosed in readily removable metal housing and, to-

gether with reversing gears and all other engine accessories, shall be mounted in

the shop on a rigid steel frame so as to form a complete engine unit ready for

installation.

( i ) There shall be provided in the engine room indicators to show the posi-

tion of the moving span and, if so stipulated, of the lifting and locking apparatus.

(j) Spare parts for engines shall be furnished as stipulated.

6.7.9 Electric

6.7.9.1 Basis of Specification Requirements

( a ) The specification requirements given herein are based on the use of either

direct-current or 60-cycle alternating-current motors, and on the use of rheostatie

control. When so stipulated, the bridge shall be operated with direct-current motors

using variable-voltage control or adjustable-voltage control; in such cases the speci-

fication requirements shall be modified as specified by the company.

(b) For the operation of a vertical-lift bridge, the specification requirements

are based on tlie use of one hoisting machine to operate the bridge, or on the use

of two hoisting machines mechanically connected. Some special requirements are

also given for tower-drive vertical-lift bridges which invohe the use of indeiJendent

hoisting machines at the ends of the span which are operated by alternating-

current motors electrically connected by means of synchronizing motors or syn-

chronizing controls to maintain the bridge in level position during operation. When
so stipulated, such independent hoisting machines shall be operated by direct-current

motors and the bridge maintained in level position during operation by means of

special synchronizing controls; in such cases the specification requirements shall be
modified as specified by the company.

6.7.9.2 General Requirements for Electrical Installation

( a ) The company will state the electric power service which is available and

will give the location of the service point at which such service shall be obtained.

The contractor shall provide the electrical installation complete from this service

point, including all ctjuipment, wiring, and cables, except as otherwise stipulated

by the company.

(b) The electrical equipment sliall conform to the Standardization Rules of

the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and of the National Electrical

Manufacturers Association.

(c) The National Electrical Code and local ordinances shall apply to the elec-

trical material, construction, and installation, except as provided otherwise herein.

(d) Insofar as practicable, all major items of electrical equipment throughout,

such as motors, control, etc., shall be products of the same manufacturer in order

to secure single responsibility and the most satisfactory service. All electrical equip-

ment shall be equal to the best grade of that particular type of equipment made
l)y the leading manufacturers of such equipment.

(e) The contractor shall provide all groiuuls uhieli ina> be retiuired for tlw

electrical equipment and .serviie.
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(f) In order to prevent deterioration due to corrcsion of parts of the electrical

installation other than electrical apparatus, all bolts, nuts, studs, pins, screws, termi-

nals, springs, and similar fastenings and fittings shall be, where practicable, of an

approved corrosion-resisting material, .such as brass or bronze, or of a material

treated in an approved manner to render it adequately resistant to corrosion. Hot-

dip galvanizing of materials in accordance with the Standard Specifications of the

American Society for Testing and Materials for such materials shall be considered

such approved treatment. Corrosion-preventive treatment of electrical apparatus

shall be as stipulated by the company to suit the condition of exposure.

(g) E.xcept as otherwise approved by the company, all metal parts of the

electrical equipment, including all conduits, shall be painted as specified for struc-

tural steel. For conduits and similar parts where it is not practicable or convenient

to apply paint in the shop, the shop coat of paint specified shall be applied in the

field, to be followed by the required field coats.

(h) The contractor shall take megohm readings on all circuits installed, and

shall furnish a complete report of the results obtained. Defective circuits shall be

replaced at the contractor's expense.

6,7.9.3 Working Drawings

(a) In addition to furnishing the data required in Art. 6.1.11, the contractor

shall make complete working drawings for the electrical equipment. The tracings,

or translucent copies thereof on cloth, shall become the property of the company

after they have been corrected to show the work as constructed. These drawings

shall include:

1. Complete wiring diagrams, giving sizes and numbers of all wires and

cables, and the make and capacity of all apparatus, including the sizes

of all resistances. Wiring diagrams shall include elementary diagrams

showing the general scheme of connections and tlie general connection

of detailed apparatus, and detail diagrams which shall also include the

wiring of the switchboards and the control desks. The wire number of

each wire and an individual device designation for each electrical device

or piece of apparatus shall be shown on the elementary diagram. This

device designation shall be used to identify each piece of apparatus on

all assembly or installation drawings.

2. Complete conduit diagrams, which shall show the size of each conduit

and the wire number and size of each wire therein, together with a

complete one-line schematic conduit diagram. These diagrams shall show

the exact location and method of support of all conduits, ducts, boxes

and expansion fittings, and each conduit shall be given an individual

conduit designation.

3. Installation diagrams giving locations of all cables, conduits, switch-

boards, control desks, resistances, switches, lamps, and all other apparatus.

4. Sectional drawings of all cables showing all component parts and their

dimensions, and the materials used.

5. Drawings showing the general construction and dimensions of all switch-

boards and the arrangement of all apparatus thereon.

6. Drawings showing the general construction and dimensions of the control

desks and the arrangement of all apj^aratus thereon.
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7. Certified dimension prints of all electrical apparatus.

8. Detailed construction drawings of all boxes, troughs, ducts, and raceways

other than conduit.

9. Complete curves for each span-driving motor showing the \ariation in

motor speed and motor currents with output torque, for each power point

on the controller and within the torque intervals determined by test as

specified in Art. 6.7.9.4.

(b) Special apparatus shall be designated by the manufacturer's name and

catalog reference.

6.7.9.4 Motor Tests

(a) One .span-driving motor of each size or type used shall be subjected to a

complete test in accordance with the latest requirements of the National Electrical

Manufacturers Association Standards for Motors and Generators.

(b) For alternating-current motors the tests shall also include the determina-

tion of the variation in speed and motor currents with motor torques from zero to

a dri\ing torque of 225 percent of full load. When stipulated by the company, the

speed-current-torque curve shall also be determined for overhauling torque. The

speed-current-torque relationship shall be determined for rotor shorted.

(c) For direct-current motors the speed-current-torque relationship shall be

determined for each power point on the controller from an overhauling torque of

100 percent of full load to a driving torque of 200 percent of full load.

(d) Unless otherwise stipulated by the company, each of tlie other span-driving

motors shall be subjected to a short commercial test. Should the results of this test

indicate characteristics differing materially from those of the motor on which the

complete test was made, the contractor shall be required, at his own expense, to

make the necessary alterations, and to run complete tests to demonstrate the final

characteristics.

(e) For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges with synchronizing motors, the syn-

chronizing motors shall be subject to the test requirements for span-driving motors

except that where synchronizing motors and drive motors are of the same size and

type, only the short commercial test shall be made.

(f) At the option of the company, certified complete test data of a motor of

identical design will be accepted in lieu of complete tests of the actual drive

motors to be installed.

(g) Each electric motor other tlian the span-dri\iiig motors shall be subjected

to a short commercial test.

(h) Except as otherwi.se approved by the company, all motor tests shall be

made in the presence of the company's inspector.

(i) The contractor shall furni.sh six certified copies of reports of the motor

tests and of all tests of other electrical parts which are required to be tested.

6.7.9.5 Motor Torque for Span Operation

(a) The locked-rotor and breakdown torques of a-c motors shall be those

specified by the National Electrical Manufacturer's Association.

(b) The torques of the motors shall be as follows:

1. One-motor installation:

The rated full-load torque of fhf motor .shall be not less than 80 percent
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of the maximum bridge-starling torque, and the maximum torque peaks

that occur when the bridge is accelerated to the required speed, using

the specified bridge control, shall preferably not exceed 180 percent of

the rated full-load torque of the motor.

2. Two-motor installation, with no provision for operation of the bridge

with a single motor:

The two motors jointly shall meet the requirements given in par. ( a ) for

one motor.

3. Two-motor installation, with provision for operation of the bridge with

one motor in not more than 1.5 times the times of openings specified in

Art. 6.3.6.

(c) When stipulated or approved by the company, the determination of the

size of motor may be for conditions less severe than the maximum conditions

specified in Art. 6.3.6.

(d) The maximum bridge-starting torque shall be determined in accordance

with the requirements of Art. 6.3.6.

6.7.9.6 Number of Motors

(a) If the total power necessary at the motor shaft to move the bridge under

Condition A, of Art. 6.3.6 at the required speed exceeds 50 hp, consideration shall

be given to the use of two span-driving motors, alike, with provision for operation

of the bridge by one motor.

(b) Except as otherwise stipulated by the company, the rail locks, the bridge

locks, the end lifts of a swing span, and the center wedges of a swing span, shall

be operated by one or more motors separate from and independent of the span-

driving motors.

6.7.9.7 Synchronizing Motors for Tower-Drive Vertical-Lift Bridges

(a) When synchronizing motors are used on tower-drive vertical-lift bridges

to maintain the bridge in level position during operation, the total full-load rated

torque of the synchronizing motors on each tower shall be not less than 50 percent

of the total full-load rated torque of the span-driving motors on each tower.

6.7.9.8 Speed of Motors

(a) The speed of span-driving motors .shall not exceed 900 rpm. The speed

of integral-horsepower motors for operation of rail locks, bridge locks and wedges

shall not exceed 1200 rpm. For gearmotors of 10 hp or less, fractional horsepower

motors and motor generator sets, the speed shall not exceed 1800 rpm.

6.7.9.9 Motors—General Requirements

(a) All motors shall be of the totally enclosed crane, hoist, or mill type, con-

structed as nearly weatherproof as practicable, except when the size required can

not be obtained, or unless otherwise authorized by the company. Motors whose

frames tilt during the operation of the bridge shall have ball or roller bearings.

Unless otherwise stipulated by the company, motor windings shall be impregnated

with a moisture-resisting compound to increase the resistance to excessive moisture.

Motors subject to atmospheric conditions shall be totally enclosed, non-ventilated,

waterproof. A drain hole shall be provided in the bottom of the frame and, where

feasible, heaters shall be built in.
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6.7.9.10 Direct-Current Motors

(a) Direct-current motors shall be series, compound, or shunt wound, as re-

quired by the perfomiance specified, and shall have comniutating poles. If the

motors are to be used for dynamic or regenerative braking, they shall perform that

function without injurious sparking or temperature rise. Span-driving motors shall

conform to the requirements of the Association of Iron and Steel Engineers stand-

ards for mill motors.

6.7.9.11 Alternating-Current Motors

(a) Alternating-current motors shall be induction motors, suitable for the serv-

ice characteristics .specified, and conforming to the requirements of the National

Electrical Manufacturer's Association. Span-driving motors preferably shall be of

the wound-rotor crane type; motors other than span-driving motors preferably .shall

be of the squirrel-cage type.

6.7.9.12 Heating Requirements for Motors

(a) All alternating-current span-driving motors and motors used directly or

indirectly in conjunction with the span-driving motors shall be capable of delivering

their rated output continuously for 30 min without exceeding 55 deg C rise in

temperature for Class A insulation or 75 deg C for Class B insulation.

(b) All mill-type direct-current motors shall be capable of delivering their

rated output continuously for 30 min without exceeding 75 deg C rise in tempera-

ture; for crane and hoist motors, the rise shall not exceed 55 deg C.

(c) Motors other than span-driving motors shall be rated on the basis of 15

min, provided that their running time during a single opening of the bridge does

not exceed 30 sec.

6.7.9.13 Gear Motors

(a) Gear motors shall preferably be provided with an extension of the high-

speed shaft to allow hand operation of the mechanism. All gears shall be lubricated

by immersion in the lubricant, and effective seals shall be provided to prevent the

lubricant from reaching the motor windings. Gear motors shall have not less than

a Class II rating as defined by the American Gear Manufacturer's Association and
shall carry an AGMA nameplate stating the horsepower, service rating and service

factor.

6.7.9.14 Electrically Operated Motor Brakes

(a) The brakes for the span-driving motors, designated in Art. 6.3.9 as the

"motor" brakes, shall be floor-mounted shoe brakes which are held in the set posi-

tion by springs with such force as to provide the retarding torques specified in Art.

6.3.9. Brake wheels for the motor brakes shall be mounted on the motor pinion

.shaft, or on a motor shaft extension.

(b) Brakes shall be designed for intermittent duty for the required retarding

torques. The brakes shall be designed to hold ofi^ when the current is on and to

apply automatically when the current is cut off. Brakes for the span operation shall

be provided with mechanical or electrical escapements, such that the brakes will

not be applied simultaneou.sly.

(c) The brakes .shall be equipped with a means for adjusting the torque and
shall be set in the shop for the specified torque. Each brake shall be provided

with a nameplate which shall state the torque rating of the brake, and the actual

torque setting when it differs from the nameplate rating. Shoe-type brakes shall
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be so designed that it is possible to adjust the brakes or replace the shoe linings

without changing the torque settings.

(d) Direct-current brakes shall be released by thrustor units or shunt-coil

solenoids. Shunt coils shall have discharge resistors so as to avoid high transient

voltage upon opening of the shunt-coil circuit.

(e) Alternating-current brakes shall be released by thru.stor units, or motor

operators if so stipulated. Thrustor motors exposed to the atmosphere shall be

totally enclosed non-ventilated with special weatherproof insulation and conduit

box.

( f ) For shoe-type brakes the releasing mechanism shall be capable of exerting

a force of not less than 130 percent of the force actually required to release tlie

brake when set at the specified torque setting, and at an ambient temperature of

about the minimum expected at the site of the bridge.

(g) The brakes for other motors shall be solenoid-released shoe-type brakes or

dry-type disk brakes. Brakes shall have an intermittent rating not less than the

full-load torque of the motors with which they are used.

(h) All brakes shall be of a construction which insures imiform wear, and

shall be provided with independent adjustments for adjusting lining wear, equalizing

clearance between friction surfaces, and adjusting the retarding torque. The brake

linings shall be of materials which are not affected by moisture. The solenoids,

thrustor units, and motor operators shall be moisture proof. All fittings shall be

corrosion resisting. Thrustors for shoe-type brakes shall be provided with year-

around oil.

(i) Shoe-type brakes shall be provided with a hand release lever permanently

attached to the brake mechanism and arranged so that one man can operate the

releases easily and rapidly. Means shall be provided for latching the lever in the

set and released positions. Disk-type brakes shall be provided with a hand release

which can be latched in the released position; the hand release shall automatically

reset whenever the brake is energized.

(j) When brakes are located outside of the machinery house, they shall be

of weatherproof construction or shall be provided with a weatherproof housing.

The housing shall be arranged to permit operation of the hand release lever from

without the housing.

(k) If installed on the moving span, the brakes .shall operate satisfactorily in

any position of the span.

(1) When stipulated by the company, brakes shall be provided with heating

elements to jirevent the accumulation of moisture and frost.

6.7.9.15 Electrically Operated Machinery Brakes

(a) The brakes for the span-operating machinery, designated in Art. 6.3.9 as

"machinery" brakes, shall meet the requirements for the "motor" brakes, except as

otherwise herein provided.

(b) The brake wheels for the machinery brakes shall be shipped to the manu-
facturer of the machinery who shall press them onto the shafts.

6.7.9.16 Design of Electrical Parts

(a) Electrical parts, including wiring, switches, circuit breakers, controllers,

contactors, and all other apparatus shall be designed for operation of the bridge

through successive cycles as specified in Art. 6.7.9.12, and the temperature rise for
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all such parts under such operation shall not exceed that for which the part is

nonnally rated according to the requirements of these specifications, including

those of Arts. 6.7.9.2 and 6.7.9.38.

( b ) The allowable drop at the motor terniinals shall not exceed 5 percent of

the supply voltage at the switchboard

6.7.9.17 Electrical Control

(a) Separate controllers shall be provided for the span-driving motors, the

rail lock motors, the bridge lock motors, and the wedge motors.

(b) \Vhen there are two main direct-current motors, the control shall be series,

parallel, or series-parallel as required, unless the current is furnished by a storage

battery, when the control shall be of the series-parallel type.

(c) When the rated horsepower of each span<lriving motor is more than 75,

die control shall be of the full magnetic type. When the rated horsepower of each

span-dri\ing motor is 75 or less, the control shall be of the full magnetic, or semi-

magnetic type, as stipulated by the company.

(d) For full magnetic control, all span-driving and span brake circuits shall

be energized by magnetic contactors which are opened and closed by control cir-

cuits wired through the master switch and operated by it. Speed control of span

operation shall be provided by accelerating contactors.

(e) For semi-magnetic control, the control shall be as specified for full mag-
netic control, except that the speed control of span operation shall be provided in

whole or in part by opening and closing the motor circuits directly by operation

of the master switch.

(f) Motor brakes shall be controlled through contacts on the master switches.

These contacts shall be so arranged that all motor brakes shall be held released

when power is applied to the span-driving motors.

(g) When two motor brakes are used on a hoisting machine, a point of con-

trol for each motor brake shall be provided for each direction of travel so that the

motor brakes may be applied separately.

(h) For tower-drive vertical lift bridges, two points of motor brake control

for each direction of travel shall be provided when two motor brakes are ased fo.

the hoisting machine in each tower.

(i) Electrically operated machinery brakes may be controlled through con-

tacts on the master switch, or by a separate switch.

(j) If the machinery brakes are controlled by the master switch, the contacts

shall be so arranged that all machinery brakes mu.st be held released when power
is applied to the span-driving motors, except when the seating switch is used, as

hereinafter described. The se(}uence of the master switch contacts shall be so ar-

ranged that the machinery brakes may be applied by the operator whenever the

span is coasting. One point of machinery brake control shall be pro\'ided for each

direction of travel for all maciiincry brakes on a hoisting machine.

(k) If the machinery briikcs are controlled by a separate switch, they shall

normally be set, and shall be so arranged, that they must be released by the

operator before starting the bridge. They shall be held in release during the entire

operation unless the operator desires to use them while coasting, or unless an
emergency condition ari.ses requiring brake power in excess of that ofi^ercd by the

motor brakes, when they may be applied instantly by the operator. This portion of

the cfiuipnient shall be designed so that if will not he injured if left in release in-
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definitely. When so stipulated, the brakes shall be provided with not less than

three steps of retarding torque to permit partial application of the brakes. The
machinery brake circuits shall be independent of the general interlocking system,

and may be an electrically operated interlocking device which will prevent the use

of the span-driving motors and the machinery brakes one against the other, except

by the use of the seating switch hereinafter described.

(1) A seating switch shall be provided for applying the niacliinery brakes with

power still on the motors, in order that the span may be drawn tightly to its seat

and held in that position. The seating switch shall be convenient to the operator

and shall be hand or foot operated.

(m) For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges one point of control for each direc-

tion of travel shall be provided for all machinery brakes. In addition, all machinery

brakes shall be applied automatically if the span should attain predetermined skew.

(n) Motors for rail locks, bridge locks, wedges, and other devices associated

with the movement of the span shall be controlled through magnetic contactors en-

ergized by control switches independent of the master switch.

6.7.9.18 Speed Control for Span-Driving Motors

(a) The controllers for all span-driving motors shall provide for speed control

of the motors. In general, not less than six steps of acceleration shall be provided.

These steps shall be such that the motor torque will differ as little as practicable

from the average torque required for uniform acceleration from zero speed to full

speed. The steps of acceleration shall be such that tlie bridge will start slowly and

will accelerate and decelerate smoothly and without excess torque when under the

smoothest friction conditions and without wind or other extraneous unbalanced

load; and will accelerate and decelerate similarly when the motors are carrying

their maximum loads. Separate resistors shall be provided for each motor.

6.7.9.19 Full Magnetic Control

(a) The following features apply to full magnetic control:

1. Master Switches

Master switches for the span-driving motors shall be cam-operated reversing

switches with a single handle, and provided witli necessary contacts and contact

fingers for operating the magnetic contactors. The contacts and wearing parts shall

be easily removable and replaceable. The controller shall provide for speed control

of the motors.

2. Parallel or Series-Parallel Operation

For parallel operation for alternating current, and for constant potential parallel

or series-parallel operation for direct current, there shall be separate reversing con-

tactors and separate resistors for each motor. When two motors are connected to

one hoisting machine, accelerating contactors shall be common to both motors,

unless otherwise stipulated by the company. For three-phase alternating current,

each phase shall have its own resistors, so designed as to give balanced current

in all three phases. Certain of the acceleration contactors shall be controlled by

acceleration relays, such that the torques specified in Art. 6.7.9.5 are not exceeded.

When common accelerating contactors are not used, the acceleration contactors shall

be so designed, or electrically or mechanically connected, that corresponding cir-

cuits in each motor control will be made simultaneously, and that in the event

of one motor being cut out, the control for the motor in service will operate

satisfactorily.
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3. Acceleration Relays

Adjusting plugs, screws, and nuts, including time-limit adjustments, shall be

easily accessible, to allow the relays to be adjusted for the proper timing intervals

between acceleration .steps. The contacts shall be removable without disturbing

the setting of the relays.

4. Reversing of Motors

Magnetic contactors of the shunt type for reversing the motors shall be in-

stalled, with a forward and a reverse pole for each motor conductor.

6.7.9.20 Semi-Magnetic Control

(a) For semi-magnetic control, a master switch of the drum type shall provide

for reversing the motors by contactors controlled by contacts on the master switch.

The accelerating contacts of the master switch shall carry the secondary current

at the step applied without exceeding a temperature rise of 30 deg C, and when

the motors are operating at full-load torque, or at stalled torque if it is less. Re-

versing contactors, and accelerating contactors used in conjunction with the accel-

erating contacts of the master switch, shall meet the requirements of Art. 6.7.9.27.

(b) For control of motors in parallel the switches shall be interconnected

so that all switches will be operated simultaneously by one handle. The controllers

shall be so arranged that the operation of one motor may be cut out without

affecting the operation of any other motor.

6.7.9.21 Resistances

(a) Resistors for motor control shall, unless otherwise stipulated, be non-

breakable, corrosion-resistant edgewise-wound or punched-grid resistor units. The

resistors for the span-operating motors, unless otherwise specified, shall be of a

capacity equal to National Electrical Manufacturers Association intermittent cycle

rating providing for 15 sec on out of each 45 sec. With the resistors there shall be

furnished a steel frame on which the units or sections shall be so mounted as to

be free from injurious vibration and to permit free circulation of air around them;

and so that any unit or part of a unit may be removed and replaced without

disturbing the others. The units shall be insulated from their supports.

(b) For wound-rotor motors with secondary resistance control, the controller

shall be so arranged that a small amount of resistance shall always be left in the

rotor circuits of each motor. This permanent resistance section shall be adjustable

after installation, and .shall be proportioned for continuous duty

6.7.9.22 Limit Switches

(a) For the bridge lock, rail lock, end lift, and wedge motors, limit switches

shall be provided which will stop the motors and set tlie brakes automatically at

each end of travel.

(b) For the movable span, limit switches shall be provided which will cut

off the current from the span-driving motors and set the brakes so as to stop the

span in the "nearly closed" and "nearly open" positions. It shall then be necessary

to return the controller handle to the "oH" position in order to by-pass the limit-

switch contacts and regain control of the .span to fully close or fully open the bridge

If so stipulated, relays shall be provided which will prevent the by-pass from func-

tioning until a predetermined time after the brakes have set. Additional limit-

switch contacts shall be provided to stop the span in the "full\- open" position,

Bui. 617
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and for swing bridges, if so stipulated, in the "fully closed" position. Unless

otherwise specified, the "nearly closed" and "nearly open" positions shall be taken

to be 6 ft from the "fully closed" and "fully open" positions.

(c) For vertical-lift and bascule bridges, fully seated switches shall be pro-

vided, which shall indicate to the operator that the bridge is fully closed.

(d) For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges, "skew" limit switches mechanically

connected to the machinery on the two towers, or equally effective switches of

other type, shall be provided which will cut off the current from the main motors

and set the brakes so as to stop the span whenever it is more than a prescribed

amount out of level.

(e) All limit switches exposed to the weather shall be water-tight, and all

exposed parts shall be corrosion resisting. Where plunger-type limit switches are

used for fully seated switches, they shall be weatherproof and shall be provided

with cast-iron enclosures and stainless-steel operating rods.

6.7.9.23 Interlocking

(a) The operating mechanisms of all movable bridges shall be so interlocked

that the operation of all devices can be performed only in the prescribed sequence.

(b) There shall be provided emergency switches which will free the various

motors from the prescribed interlocking in case of an emergency. These switches

shall be mounted on the control desk or on the main switchboard so as to be

within convenient reach of the operator. Each such emergency switch shall be

sealed in the "off" position.

(c) Auxiliary power units and main power units shall be interlocked to pre-

vent either from being operative while the other is in service.

(d) Motor and machinery brakes shall be provided with limit switches so

arranged that the bridge shall be inoperable whenever any brake or combination

of brakes shall be released by hand, such that the available braking torque left in

service would be insufficient to meet the requirements in Art. 6.3.9.

6.7.9.24 Switches

(a) A knife switch or circuit breaker shall be provided as a disconnect for

the supply feeder, with a pole for each ungrounded conductor. A similar switch,

or a circuit breaker capable of being operated as a switch, shall be provided as a

disconnect for each motor, light, signal or other circuit.

(b) Knife switches shall be designed to carry not more than 900 amp per

sq in of cross section. Knffe switches shall be of not less than 60 amp capacity.

Contact shall be maintained by spring pressure, and contact areas shall be silvered.

(c) Toggle and tumbler switches shall not be installed in circuits carrying

more than 6 amp. They shall be of not less than 20 amp capacity.

6.7.9.25 Circuit Breakers and Fuses

(a) An automatic circuit breaker shall be placed in the supply line. Wherever

practicable, circuit breakers, instead of fuses, shall also be used to provide short-

circuit protection for all other wiring circuits. There shall be such a protective

device in each motor, brake, light, signal, indicator, or other circuit. When fuses

are used, they shall be of a non-refillable type.

(b) All circuit breakers shall be air-break type for 600 v and less. For circuits

above 600 v, either air-break or oil-immersed circuit breakers shall be used as

required by the service conditions. Breakers shall have a pole for each wire feeding
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through the breaker, an overload device consisting of a thermal or magnetic ele-

ment for each pole, and a common triji. The circuit breaker for the supply line

shall also have an undervoltage release, and for alternating current, phase-failure

and phase-reversal protection, and shall have an interrupting capacity adequate

for the power line. Circuit breakers shall have inverse time limit characteristics

so that the tripping will be delayed on normal overloads but will occur instantane-

ously on abnormal values. The mechanism shall trip free from the handle so that

contacts can not be held closed against abnormal overloads or short circuits. The
breaker .shall have a quick-make and quick-break mechanism. Tripping attach-

ments shall be positive in action. Contacts shall be of the nonwelding type.

(c) Circuit breakers shall not be used for motor overload protection or for

limiting the travel of any mechanism.

6.7.9.26 Contact Areas

(a) Line contacts shall be avoided wherever practicable. The current per

square inch of contact area shall not exceed 50 amp for spring-held contact, or

100 amp for bolted or clamped contact.

6.7.9.27 Magnetic Contactors

(a) Magnetic contactors shall have an 8-hr rating not less than the current

through the contactor when the connected apparatus is operating at rated load.

Magnetic contactors shall be of the shunt type, and shall be quick-acting. All

contacts shall be well shielded to prevent arcing between them and other metal

parts near. Copper contacts shall have a wipe. The contactors shall have double-

break features or shall have magnetic blowouts or equivalent means for rapidly

quenching the arc. Contacts shall be designed so as to be readily accessible for

inspection and repair. The contactors shall have a minimum number of parts, and

all steel parts shall be corrosion resistant. No magnetic motor starters shall be of

less than 25-amp rating.

6.7.9.28 Overload Relays

(a) Overload relays, automatic or hand reset as specified, shall be used for

overload protection of all motors. They shall be of the thermal type or the mag-
netic type, and shall be inverse time relays, except for the span-driving motors.

(b) Unless other means are provided for limiting the maximum torque wliich

span-driving motors deliver, an instantaneous magnetic overcurrent relay shall be
provided in each motor circuit which shall de-energize all motors when the safe

torque is exceeded.

6.7.9.29 Shunt Coils

(a) If shunt coils are u.sed, in particular with brakes and magnetic contactors,

the insvdation shall be such as to withstand the induced voltage caused by cutting

ofl the current.

6.7.9.30 Instruments

(a) A line voltmeter, ammeters for span-driving motors, and a power bus

wattmeter, shall be provided and mounted on the control desk. A voltmeter switch

shall be provided which will allow the voltage between any two phases, and also

the voltage between any phase and ground, to be measured. Instruments shall be
of the rectangular illuminated type and shall be Hush-mounted and back-connected.
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6.7.9.31 Protection of Apparatus

(a) The electrical aiiparatu.s shall be protected from the weather and from

accumulations of dirt.

6.7.9.32 Cast Iron in Electrical Parts

(a) Cast iron, unless malleable, shall not be used in switches and small elec-

trical parts.

6.7.9.33 Position Indicators

(a) In order that the operator may know the position of the moving span at

all times, there shall be provided synchronous position indicators of the high-

accuracy type guaranteed within plus or minus 1 deg. The transmitters shall be

geared to the trunnion shafts, counterweight sheave shafts, or machinery shafts,

as is most suitable for the particular installation, and the receivers in the control

desk shall be geared to the indicators. The gearing shall be arranged so as to give

the greatest practicable accuracy in indication.

6.7.9.34 Indicating Lights

(a) There shall be furnished and installed on the control desk indicating

lights of suitable colors which will show to the operator the various positions of

the bridge, especially the fully closed, fully open, nearly closed, and nearly open

positions, and also the closed and open positions of the bridge locks, rail locks,

end lifts, and wedges. Indicating lights shall also be provided to show when each

span brake is released.

6.7.9.35 Control Desk

(a) The span shall be operated from a control desk on which there shall be

located the switches for the span-operating motors and for the lock, end lift and

wedge motors; seating switches; by-pass switches, instruments; position indicators;

indicating lights; and all other control devices and apparatus necessary or pertinent

to the proper operation and control of the span and its auxiliaries by the operator.

(b) The control desk shall be so located in the operator's house as to afford

the operator a clear view in all directions. The desk shall be of cabinet-type con-

struction with a horizontal front section about 36 inches above the floor and an

inclined rear instrument panel set at such a slope that the meters can be read from

average eye level without parallax and without reflection from the glass instrument

cover. The plan dimensions of the desk and the arrangement of equipment on the

desk shall be such that all control devices are widiin easy reach of the operator.

The top of the desk shall be of ebony asbestos compound not less than VA inches

thick or of a laminated phenolic compound not less than 1 inch thick, and of

equal physical and electrical strength. Edges shall be beveled and neatly finished.

Where stipulated by the company, the top of the desk may be of No. 10 U.S.

Standard gage stainless steel with a non-reflecting finish. The horizontal and

sloping sections of the top shall be accurately cut to insure a close fit.

(c) The desk frame shall be constructed of sheet steel of not less than No.

11 U.S. Standard gage. All corners and edges of the desk shall be rounded, and

the sheet steel shall be reinforced by flanging the metal into angle and channel

sections. All connecting sections shall be properly joined by either continuous seam

welding or spot welding to provide a rigid free-standing structure. All outside sur-

faces shall be smooth and without visible joints, seams or laps. The bottom of the

desk shall be left open. The supporting flange on the inside of the desk frame at
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the bottom sliall be provided with suitable holes for bolting the desk to the floor.

Suitable brackets and angles shall be provided on the inside of the de,sk to support

the top and the equipment mounted thereon.

(d) The control desk shall be provided with hinged doors on the front, and

with doors, removable panels, or fixed panels on the back and sides, as stipulated

by the company, to suit the retiuircnients of the installation. All doors shall have

flanged edges well rounded and shall be flush-mounted on concealed hinges. The

liinges shall incorporate jambs to limit the swing of the doors. The doors shall be

fitted with sturdy, three-point latches operated by flush-type, chromium-plated han-

dles. The doors shall be assembled accurately and shall have a clearance not ex-

ceeding /8 inch at any point.

(e) In the "off" position, master-switch handles shall be toward the front

of tlie desk. For bascule and swing bridges, the direction of rotation of each master

switch shall be such that when it is moved from the "off" position, the span, as seen

by the operator, will move in the same direction as th? master-switch handle. For

double-leaf bascule bridges, the switches shall rotate opposite. For vertical-lift

bridges, clockwise rotation shall raise the bridge.

(f) The seating switches, if foot-operated, may be supported to the outside

of the desk or may be set in a suitable recess at the bottom of the desk. If a foot

recess is used, it shall be rounded at the top to a D^-inch radius.

(g) All outgoing control connections from the desk shall be brought to suitably

marked barrier-type terminal boards supported on straps securely attached to the

desk frame. The terminal boards shall be so located that they do not interfere with

access to the inside of the desk through the doors. All wires shall be brought from

the temiinal boards to their respective terminals in a neat and orderly arrangement,

properly bunched and tied.

( h ) The desk when finished shall be given one coat of moisture-resisting primer

and one coat of filler on all surfaces. The outside surfaces shall be gi\ en a finished

coat of dull lacquer of a color to be stipulated by the company. The horizontal desk

top shall not be painted.

(i) The desk interior shall be suitably lighted and the Hghts controlled from a

switch on the desk.

(j) Each piece of equipment and each indicating light on the control desk shall

have a properly engraved metal or lamicoid nameplate showing white characters on

a black background.

6.7.9..36 Control Panels

(a) All knife switches, circuit breakers, contactors, relays, rectifiers, instrument

transformers, and other electrical apparatus for the control of the span and its

auxiliaries shall be mounted on one or more control panels located to suit the type

of drive .selected.

(b) Panell)oards shall bf of ebony asbestos cf)mpound not less than VA inches

thick or a laminated phenolic compound not less than 1 inch thick, and of equal

physical and electrical strength, with edges beveled and neatly finished. Where

stipulated by the company, sheet-steel panels, finished as specified in Art. 6.7.9.35

for the control desk, may be used for the control panels. The panels shall be mounted

on substantial steel pipe or angle supports. Apparatus mounted at the bottom of

the panel boards shall clear the floor by at least 6 inches. Except for front-connected

or wall-mounted panels, there shall bo a distance of at least 2?i ft between the wall
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and any of the live parts on the back of the panelboard. Open control panels shall

he installed in a separate room provided witli a lockalile door. Otherwise, control

panels shall be enclosed in a general-purpose sheet-metal enclosure.

(c) The control panels shall be designed and installed with a view to the safety

of the operator. The equipment shall be so arranged as to be easily reached and

operated and to give a neat and attractive appearance.

(d) Control panels shall be either back wired, or front wired. All interconnec-

tions shall be made by either copper bus bars or insulated cables of equivalent

current-carrying capacity. Bus bars shall be proportioned for a current density of

8i)0 amp per sq inch of net cross section, based on the summation of the nameplate

ratings of all simultaneously energized equipment connected to the bus. Bus bars

ancl cables shall have right-angle bends and shall run in horizontal and vertical

lines only. All wiring at lioards shall terminate in terminal sti'ips supported in a

substantial manner.

(e) Each piece of equipment on the board shall have a properly engraved

nameplate, as specified for the control desk.

6.7.9.37 Control Panel Enclosures

(a) Enclosures for panelboards shall, unless otherwise specified by the com-
pany, be general-purpose enclosures conforming to the requirements of the National

Electrical Manufacturers Association for Type 1 general-purpose enclosures. The
cabinet shall be provided with suitably arranged doors to give access to the front

of the board, and either doors or removable panels to give access to the back.

The cabinet, including doors and panels, shall be of sheet steel of not less than

No. 13 U.S. Standard gage, welded and flanged in a manner that will result in a

rigid free-standing structure, and shall be treated to resist corrosion, and finished

in the manner specified for the control desk.

6.7.9.38 Electric Wires and Cables

(a) All electric wires and cables shall conform to the requirements of Arts.

6.7.9.2 and 6.7.9.16. The quality of the wires and cables, and their insulation

and covering, shall conform to the requirements of the IPCEA-NEMA Standards

Publication, Rubl^er-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and Distribution

of Electrical Energy. When these requirements do not apply, they shall conform

to the Standard Specifications of the American Society for Testing and Materials.

(b) In general, imless otherwi.se stipulated, all wires external to the control

desk and control panels, shall be rubber-insulated, rubber-jacketed wires, and shall

be drawn into metal conduits. The insulation shall be of not lesser quality than

Synthetic Rubber, Moistiue-Resisting 60' C.

(c) Insulated wire for connections on the backs of control panels and in control

desks shall be thermoplastic insulated wire conforming to the Underwriters' Labora-

tories requirements for Type TW Wire, 600 v, heavy wall.

(d) Insulated wires for connections between the controller and the motor

resistance grids shall be all-asbestos switchboard wire, or .shall be thermoplastic-

insulated asbestos-covered wire conforming to the requirements of the Underwriters

Laboratories for Type TA Wire, 600 v.

(e) No wires smaller than No. 10 B & S gage shall be used except that No.

12 gage will be permitted for fixture drop for service lights, and No. 14 gage for

control desk and control panel wiring. All wires shall be stranded.
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(f) The ends of all wires No. 8 B & S iingc and smaller shall hive soldcrless

pressure-type terminals where they terminate at control panels, control desks, terminal

strips, lighting panels, junction boxes, and similar points. Similar connections for

larger wires shall terminate in pressure lugs or screw-type solderless connectors.

6.7.9.39 Tagging of Wires

(a) Wires shall be numbered and the number permanently marked on durabje

fiber tags, or on metal or plastic bands so that any wire may 1)e traced from terminal

to terminal.

6.7.9.40 Wire Splices

(a) Conductors shall preferably be continuous from terminal to terminal.

Where splices are necessary they shall be neatly and carefully made. They shall

be made mechanically and electrically secure before soldering. They shall be wrapped

with rubber tape and friction tape and painted with waterproof insulating varnish.

Splices shall not be inside a conduit.

6.7.9.41 Metal Conduits, Conduit Fittings, and Boxes

(a) Except as otherwise stipulated by the company, conduits shall be hot-dip-

galvanized, standard-weight wrought iron pipe not less than % inch in diameter,

conforming to ASTM A 72. Conduits shall be thoroughly plugged on the inside to

remove all fins, scale and other obstructions, and shall be reamed at each end

after threading.

(b) The size of a conduit shall be such that the total areas of the wires,

including insulation, shall not exceed the percentage of the area of the conduit

specified by the National Electrical Code. To lessen the inductive eff^ects, the phase

wires in alternating-current motor circuits shall be placed close together in one

conduit. The circuits for not more than three alternating-current motors shall be in

one conduit.

(c) Suitable condulets, pull boxes, ells, and other fittings shall be used witli

conduits. Junction boxes may be used where other fittings are not suitable. All

boxes, condulets and other fittings shall be of cast iron or malleable iron of sufficient

thickness to permit the conduit to be threaded into the fitting, and shall be gal-

vanized. All boxes and other fittings must be weatherproof tliroughout, in particular

at conduit connections, and be free from rough edges and rough surfaces. Large

l)oxes, for which cast iron or malleable iron is not practicable, may be built of steel

plates and angles not less than 3/16 inch thick, with all joints continuously welded.

All boxes shall be providetl with drain holes.

(d) Bends in conduits shall be used sparingly. The total angle of all l)ends

between junction boxes or condulets shall not exceed 180 deg. If the conduit is

bent, the radius of the bend to the center of the conduit shall be not less than 8

times the inside diameter of the conduit; this does not apply to factory ells. All

conduits shall have drain holes which shall be placed in tee-connections located

at the low ix)ints of the conduits. So far as possible, all conduits shall be run in lines

parallel and perpendicular to the principal lines of the house and structure. All

conduits shall be carefully rodded after placing, with a device that will insure that

the whole interior surface of the conduit is free and clear of obstruction. The

conduit shall be plugged with wooden plugs after being rodded.

(e) Conduits .shall be firmly clamped to the structure to prevent ratUing

and shall be so placed that dirt will not actiimulale around them. Supports shall be
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on not more than 6-ft centers. There shall be at least 1 inch clearance between

conduits, and at least 4 inch clearance between conduits and the supporting struc-

ture. Adequate provision for the movement of conduits shall be made wherever

conduits cross e.\pansion joints in the supporting structure.

6,7.9.42 Electrical Connections Between Fixed and Moving Parts

(a) Electrical connections for carrying current between fixed and moving parts

shall be made as stipulated or approved by the company for each particular installa-

tion, and may be by means of flexible cables, collector rings, sliding or rolling

trolleys, as generally indicated below, or by other suitable methods.

1. Flexible Cables

The conductors in flexible cables shall have extra-flexible stranding. In general,

the cables shall be connected to terminal strips in junction boxes at which the

wiring in conduits terminate. Short cables with relatively small movement of the

moving part with reference to the fixed part, such as cables extending from a fixed

pier to a fender not rigidly attached to the pier, shall be extra-flexible round portable

cable covered with a neoprene jacket or protected with corrosion-resistant metal

armor. Long cables with relatively large movement of the moving part with refer-

ence to the fixed part, such as vertical cables hanging in a loop between the end

of a vertical-lift span and a tower, shall be special, rubber-insulated flexible cables

covered witli a special neoprene jacket internally reinforced with strong cotton

twdne to aid in carrying the weight of the cable. Such cables shall be suspended

from segmental supports arranged to insure against any sharp bends in the cables

as the span moves.

2. Collector Rings

On swing bridges the connection between the fixed part and the swing span

may be made through shoes sliding on circular collector rings attached to tlie center

pivot. The collector rings shall be protected by a removable metal casing.

3. Sliding and Rolling Trolleys

(b) On vertical-lift bridges, the connection between the lift span and the

towers may be made through trolleys with sliding or rolling shoes moving along

vertical tracks supported on the towers. For sliding shoes, the track for each

conductor shall consist of a flat copper contact strip not less than M inch thick

supported continuously on a rolled steel section of adequate size and so supported

from the tower as to secure a rigid track during operation. For rolling shoes, the

track for each conductor shall consist of a grooved copper trolley wire supported

at close intervals on a continuous wood strip attached to a steel section. Means

shall be provided to put the trolley wire in tension so as to secure a rigid track

during operation. The rolling shoes shall be standard trolley wheels. Twin sliding

or roUing shoes shall be provided for each conductor in order to secure good

contact during ice and sleet conditions. The twin shoes shall be supported on a

trolley arm so designed as to hold the shoes against the track by a spring or by

gravity and to provide full contact between the shoes and the track under extreme

lateral and longitudinal movements of the span.

6.7.9.43 Electrical Connections Across the Navigable Channel

(a) Electrical connections for cturying current across the navigable channel

.shall be made as stipulated or approved by the company for each particular installa-

tion. They shall generally be made by means of submarine cables but may be made
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by overhead cables, particularly for vertical-lift bridges. The voltage, the number
of conductors each cable, the size and number of strands in each conductor, the

exact construction of the cable, and other data special to the location shall be as

specified by the company for each bridge. In general, each cable shall provide a

number of spare conductors. Installations shall conform to the general requirements

which follow.

1. Submarine Cables

Submarine cables shall be armored with spiral-wound galvanized-steel wire

armor and, if so stipulated, covered with a neoprene jacket. The individual wires

shall meet the requirements specified in Art. 6.7.9.38. Submarine cables may be

lead-covered but preferably shall be provided with conductor insulation suitable

for submarine use without the use of a lead sheath. Unless otherwise stipulated,

they shall be placed at least 5 ft below the lied of the channel. The cables shall

be long enough to provide ample slack.

2. Overhead Cables

Overhead cables shall be provided with a tough rubber jacket, resistant to

weather and to aging. The individual wires shall meet the requirements specified

in Art. 6.7.9.38.

Each cable shall be suspended from a messenger stiand at intervals of not

more than 18 in. The messenger strand shall be stnmg with such a sag as re-

quired to safely support the entire construction under various conditions of ice,

wind, and temperature, appropriate for the location of the bridge. All messenger

strands shall be of high-strength material and shall be adequately anchored to steel

framework at their ends. Messenger strands, cable hangers, and all accessories shall

be protected against corrosion in such manner as to insure a service life not less

than that of the overhead cable.

6.7.9.44 Service Lights

(a) A complete electric lighting system shall be installed for the operator's

house, machincn,' house, stairways, vertical-lift span tower tops, signals, machinery,

the end lifting and locking apparatus, and at all other points where periodic inspec-

tion or maintenance of e<iuipment is required. The system shall be designed and

proportioned for the electric lighting service available.

(b) All lamps shall be 75 w lamps unless otherwise specified. All fixtures fitted

with lamps smaller than 100 w shall be so equipped that lamps up to 100 w can

he used, and the sizes of conductors shall be based on the use of 100 w lamps.

(c) The lights in the operator's house shall be coiling lights which shall

have fixtures finished in polished brass or chromium, with globes not less than 12

inches in diameter fitted with 100 w lamps. In machinery houses, there shall be

fixed pendants of suitable length, with porcelain sockets and fire-enameled steel

dome reflectors. For exterior lighting, vapor-tight, fire-enameled, steel dome reflec-

tors, and weatherproof sockets shall be provided. Enameled steel reflectors shall

meet the requirements of the RLM Standards Institute.

(d) Convenience outlets shall be provided in each room of the operator's house;

in machinery houses; at the bridge lock, rail lock, and wedge machiner\-; at sub-

marine cable terminal cabinets; and at all locations where occasional inspection or

maintenance of equipment is required. They shall be of the twin-receptacle, 3-wire,

grounding type. Outlets exposed to the weather shall be weatherproof, and all

ex-posed parts shall be corrosion-resisting. There shall be furnished two extension
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cords, each about 30 ft long, which shall be heavy rubber-jacketed cord, with hand
lamps and guards fitted with a 100 w lamp and with a plug to fit the receptacles

specified above.

6.7.9.45 Navigation Lights

(a) Navigation liglits shall be provided in accordance with the requirements

of Art. 6.1.8.

(b) All navigation light units on the movable span and on fenders shall be

capable of withstanding shocks and rough treatment, and shall be completely

weatherproof. Unless otherwise specified, the bodies shall be bronze and the lenses

shall be fully gasketed. They shall be provided with shock-absorbing porcelain

sockets.

6.7.9.46 Circuits

(a) Circuits .shall be classified as follows:

1. Power circuits

Motors

Other

2. Control circuits

Span

Rail locks

Bridge locks

Wedges
Other

3. Lighting circuits

Navigation lights

Service lights

Convenience outlets

Other

(b) There shall be an independent circuit for each motor, each control

circuit, the navigation lights, each group of service lights, and each group of con-

venience outlets. The use of a common return wire will not be allowed. Each

circuit shall be protected and controlled by its own circuit breakers, fuses, and

switches, located on the pane]]:)oards or at an equally convenient point.

6.7.9.47 Spare Parts

(a) Tile contractor shall furnish the following spare parts as a part of the

electrical equipment:

1. Six fuses of each size and kind used.

2. One complete set of stationary and moving contacts for each size of each

device.

3. Twelve indicating light units, complete with lamps, fitted with caps of

the several colors used in the installation.

4. One coil for each size of magnetic contactor used.

5. One brake coil or thnistor motor for each size of brake used.

6. For each size of motor: one set of brushes, and one set of motor bear-

ings. For d-c motors: one armature complete with shaft and commutator,

one .series field coil, and one eommutating field coil. For a-c motors: one

rotor complete with .shaft and slip rings, and one complete set of stator

coils.
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6.8 WORKMANSHIP
6.8.1 Machinery Manufacture in General

(a) The machinery shall be manufactured, finished, assembled, and adjusted

in approved manner and according to the best machine shop practice. The limits

of accuracy, which are to be observed in machining the work and the allowances

for all metal fits, shall be placed on the contractor's working drawings. These

drawings shall show separately the working allowance for the journals and their

bearings, so that the total differences between journal and bearing diameters shall

be within the prescribed limits.

(b) Parts of the machinery in contact with other parts or with supports shall

be machined so as to provide even true bearings, and surfaces in sliding or rotating

contact with other surfaces shall be finished true to dimensions and highly

polished. Castings shall be clean and all fins and other irregularities shall be re-

moved so tliat they will have clean, smooth surfaces, suitable for this class of work.

Unfinished edges of flanges and ribs shall be neatly made with rounded corners. All

inside angles shall ha\e suitable fillets. Drainage holes of suitable sizes shall be

drilled so as to drain all places where water might collect.

(c) Finished rubbing surfaces shall be coated as soon as possible after being

accepted with an approved rust-inhibitive grease before removal from the shop.

Other surfaces shall be cleaned and painted in the shop as specified for structural

metal. All finished rubbing surfaces which are not assembled in the shop for ship-

ment shall be adequately protected during shipment by wrapping with burlap or

canvas which shall be secured by wooden bats securely wired together. All grease

holes shall be adequately plugged for shipment. Careful attention shall be given to

the protection of all machinery parts during shipment.

6.8.2 Racks

(a) When racks are built in segments, the segments shall be fitted together

accurately. Particular care shall be taken to have the pitch of the teeth at the

joints accurate. The periphery of rack teeth shall be planed. The pitch line shall

be scribed on both ends of the teeth.

(b) The backs of racks which bear on metal surfaces and the surfaces in

contact with them shall be planed.

6.8.3 Shafts

(a) All shafts shall be straight, true to gage, and turned or otherwise well

finished tliroughout their lengths. All shafts shall be made with fillets where abrupt

changes in section occur.

(b) All shafts more than 8 inches in diameter shall have a hole bored length-

wise through the center. The diameter of the hole shall be about 1/5 of the diameter

of the shaft.

6.8.4 Journals

(a) All shaft journals, including their shoulders, shall be accurately ma-

chined and polished. Particular care shall be taken to secure a high polish on the

journals of trunnion and counterweight sheave shafts.

(b) Unless otherwise specified, all machinery journals and those of trunnion

and counterweight sheave shafts shall have the corners at their ends rounded and,

except for cold-rolled shafts, shall be of slightly less diameter than the remainder

of the shaft.
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6.5.5 Linings

(a) Lininj^s shall he bored, finislu'd smooth, and scraped to a true fit so that

the journals will run without excess friction or heatinjf.

(b) The edges of oil grooves and the edges of linings shall be rounded.

6.8.6 Bearings

( a ) The rubbing and bearing surfaces and the joints between cap and base

of bearings shall be finished. The holes in cap and base shall be drilled. The holes

in bearings for bolts fastening them to their supports shall be drilled.

6.8.7 Couplings

(a) The faces of flange couplings shall be machined to fit.

6.8.8 Hubs
(a) The holes in all hubs including hubs of sheaves, drums, gears, pinions,

and all other wheels shall be bored concentric with the pitch circle or rolling

surface and, unless otherwise specified, so as to give a pressed or shrink fit on the

shaft. All such hubs shall be properly keyed to the shafts. If the hub performs

the function of a collar, the end next to the bearing shall be machined and polished.

6.8.9 Gears

(a) The teedi of gears, unless specifically stipulated otherwise, shall be ma-

chine cut. The periphery and the ends of teeth and gears shall be turned. The pitch

circle shall be scribed on both ends of the teeth.

6.8.10 Bevel Gears

(a) The teeth of bevel gears shall be cut by a planer having a rectilinear

motion in lines through the apex of the cone. Rotating milling cutters shall not be

used for making bevel gears.

6.8.11 Machine Molding

(a) Uncut teeth shall be machine molded.

6.8.12 Worms and Worm Wheels

(a) Threads on worms shall be machine cut and the teeth of worm wheels

shall fit the worm accurately with surface or line contact.

6.8.13 Keys and Keyways
(a) Keys shall be planed and keyways machine cut. The finish of the keys

and keyways shall be such as to give the key a driving fit on the sides. Tapered

keys shall bear on the top, bottom and sides; parallel-faced keys on the sides only.

6.8.14 Bolt Holes and Turned Bolts

( a ) Bolts for the connection of minor machinery parts, to each odier or to

their supports, may be unfinished bolts, the holes for which shall be drilled or

reamed not more than ^ inch larger in diameter than the bolts. All other bolts for

connection of machinery parts to each otlier or to their supports shall be turned

bolts having the shank iV inch larger in diameter than the direaded portion. The

turned bolts fastening trunnion and counterweight sheave bearings to their sup-

ports, and all turned bolts which carry .shear shall have a driving fit in their holes,

which shall be of the same diameter as the bolts. Other turned bolts shall have

holes sfe inch larger in diameter than the bolt.
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6.8.15 Assembling Machinery in Frames

(a) All shafts, Koars, pinions, and other parts supported by machinery frames

shall be assembled in the shop in their several frames, tested by operation, and

shipped to the field ready to be set in place. Each assembly shall be operated

continuously for a period of not less than 4 hr in the shop before shipment; the

speed of operation shall be not less than that of the assembly under normal bridge

operation.

6.8.16 Balancing of Gears

(a) In order to reduce the noi^e of operation to the minimum, the gears

sh:dl be assembled in the shop on their shafts with their keys in place, and each

shaft assembly shall be balanced for any position of rotation of the shaft. Gears

shall be so cast that compensation can be obtained after assembling.

6.8.17 Assembling Machinery on Structural Supports

(a) When so stipulated on the plans, machinery parts shall be assembled on

the supporting members in the shop. They shall be aligned and fitted, and holes in

the supports shall be drilled with the members in correct relative position. The
members shall be match-marked, both to the supports and to each other, and

erected in the field in the same relative positions.

(b) When the foregoing assembly is not stipulated, the holes in the machinery

parts shall be drilled in the shop and the holes in the supports shall be left blank

and drilled in the field after the machinery parts are assembled and aligned. If

any small size placement holes are provided to aid in field alignment of the ma-
chinery, they shall be reamed to fit the permanent bolts after all other holes have

been drilled and their bolts placed.

6.8.18 Grooves in Journals and Linings

(a) The lidjrication grooves in tlie surface of shaft journals and bearing

linings .shall be machine cut. Small inequalities may be removed by chipping and

filing. The grooves shall be smooth, including the rounded corners.

6.8.19 Air Buffers

(a) The workmanship on air buflers shall be so accurate that the weight of

the cylinder and its attachments will be sustained by the confined air for 6 min,

with a piston travel not more than that which occurs during the closure of the

bridge. The valves must be closed and the buffers balanced so that the whole

weight is carried by the piston rod.

6.8.20 Special for Swing Bridges

6.8.20.1 Rim Girders

(a) In the bottom lianges of the rim girders of rim-bearing swing spans, die

edges of the webs and side plates and the backs of the flange angles shall be so

planed that full bearing on the tread plates will be secured.

6.8.20.2 Rack and Track

(a) Track segments sliall he phiiicil on the top and holtom and at the ends.

Surfaces on which conical rollirs iiear shall be planed to the true bevel. The center

line shall be scribed on the surface.

(b) The rack and track shall be completely assembled in the shop to tlieir

correct center lines, fitted, drilled, and the parts match-marked.
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6.8.20.3 Bearings for Rack Pinion Shafts

( a ) The bearings for rack pinion shafts shall be bolted to the bracket sup-

porting them and bored while so fastened to insure perfect alignment.

6.8.20.4 Rollers

( a ) The faces and .sides of rollers and balance wheels shall be finished, the

corners rounded, and the center line of the rollers and balance wheels scribed on

the faces. The hubs shall be bored accurately and faced on both ends.

6.8.20.5 Pivots

(a) Pivot stands and center castings of swing bridges shall be finished and
fitted accurately. The base shall be faced truly at right angles to the axis and
shall be turned on the circumference concentric with the axis.

6.8.20.6 Disks

(a) Steel disks shall be fitted accurately, finished to gage, and ground accu-

rately to the final finish. The sliding surfaces of steel and phosphor-bronze disks

shall be polished. Disk centers shall be assembled, fitted accurately and match-

marked.

6.8.20.7 Assembling Centers

(a) For a rim-bearing swing span, tlie complete center, including rim girders,

center pivot, radial members, rack, track and rollers, shall be assembled, aligned,

fitted, drilled, and the parts match-marked in the shop.

6.8.21 Special for Bascule Bridges

6.8.21.1 Segmental Girders and Track Girders

(a) In rolling-lift bridges, the bottom flanges of segmental girders and top

flanges of track girders shall have the edges of the web and side plates and the

backs of the flange angles so planed that full bearing on the tread plates will be

secured. Flanges of the segmental girders shall be so accurately bent to the re-

quired radius that planing will not reduce their thickness more than Ys inch.

6.8.21.2 Racks

(a) When stipulated on the plans, all circular racks shall be assembled in

the shop on their supporting members, including all parts up to and including the

trunnion shaft or its supporting member, the parts then alined and adjusted so

that the pitch of the rack throughout its length is at the prescribed radius from

the center of the trunnion shaft, the holes drilled, and the parts match-marked.

If any temporary radial members are required to properly align the rack, they

shall be furnished and match-marked for use in erection.

6.8.21.3 Tread Plates

(a) In rolling-lift bridges, the top and bottom surfaces of the tread plates

shall be planed. When tread plates are built in segments, their ends shall be faced.

(b) Tread plates shall be assembled in the shop with their segmental girders

and track girders, aligned, fitted, drilled, and the parts match-marked.

6.8.21.4 Assembly of Trunnion Shafts and Bearings

(a) Each trunnion shaft shall be assembled in the shop with its bearings,

and the linings shall be scraped to a true fit with the journals.
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6.8.22 Special for Vertical Lift Bridges

6.8.22.1 Sheaves and Drums
(a) The grooves in sheaves and drums shall be turned. Particular care shall

be taken to secure uniformity of pitch diameter for all of the grooves of a counter-

weight sheave. The variation from the required diameter shall not exceed plus or

minus 0.01 inch.

(b) Built sheaves shall be assembled and permanently riveted before the

grooves are turned.

6.8.22.2 Assembly of Counterweight Sheave Shafts and Bearings

(a) Each counterweight sheave shaft .shall be assembled in the shop with its

bearings, and the linings shall be scraped to a true fit with the journals.

6.9 ERECTION
6.9.1 Erection of Machinery

(a) The installation and adjustment of all machinery shall be by competent

mechanics, experienced in this class of work. They shall be provided with all

necessary gages, straightedges, and other preci.sion instruments to insure accurate

installation.

(b) The final alignment and adjustment of machinery parts, whose relative

position is affected by the deflection or movement of the supports under full dead

load, or of the span under full dead load, shall not be made until such deflection

or movement has taken place.

(c) Machinery parts assembled in the shop on their supporting members, with

all holes for connections drilled in the shop, shall be erected according to the

match-marking diagrams. Machinery frames carrying machinery assemblies, indi-

vidual bearings, and other machinery parts, which have not been assembled with

their supports in the shop, shall be assembled in the field and adjusted to proper

elevation and alignment on the supporting steel parts, by the use of full-length

shims, the holes through the supporting steel parts for the connecting bolts to be

drilled while the parts are so assembled. If any small size placement holes are

provided to aid in field alignment of machinery, they shall be reamed to fit the

permanent bolts after all other holes have been drilled and their bolts placed.

(d) Careful attention shall be given to the protection of all machinery parts

during unloading and while stored before erection. Before erection, all finished

surfaces which were coated in the shop with a protective rust-inhibitive grease

shall have such grease thoroughly washed off with gasoline or benzine.

6.9.2 Erection of Trunnion Bearings and Counterweight Sheave Bearings

(a) Trunnion hearings and counterweight shea\e bearings shall be aligned

with the utmost accuracy. After they have been adjusted to proper elevation, align-

ment and position on the supporting steel parts, with due allowance for move-

ments of the bearings which may result from the dead load to be placed on the

bearings, by the use of full length shim-s, the holes through the supporting steel

parts for the connecting bolts shall be drilled through the holes in the bearings

which were previously drilled in the shop.

(b) The exact methods to be used in securing the required alignment of trun-

nion and counterweight sheave bearings shall be shown on the contractor's working

drawings.
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(c) For counterweight sheaves, before the ropes are placed over the sheave,

the bearings shall be lubricated and the sheave shall be turned to see that the

shaft turns freely in the bearings. If the shaft does not turn freely, the alignment of

the bearings must be corrected, as necessary, to accomplish this.

6.9.3 Protection of Parts

(a) Parts which are protected from the weather in the finished structure shall

be protected in the field during erection by housing or equivalent means. This

applies in particular to electrical parts.

(b) Wire ropes shall be housed and stored at least 18 inches above the

ground. The ropes shall be kept free from dirt, cinders, and sand.

6.9.4 Lubrication

(a) The contractor shall furnish at his own expense grease, oil, fuel and all

other things necessary for satisfactory operation of the movable span until it has

been accepted by the company, excepting only that for electric motor operated

spans the company will pay for electric current obtained from the power line.

Greases and oils must be suitable for the operating service and pressures and shall

meet the approval of the engineer.

(b) After the movable span is in operating condition, tlie contractor shall

thoroughly clean all counterweight ropes and operating ropes of foreign material

and shall furnish and apply hot, when weather conditions are suitably dry and

warm, one coat of approved wire rope dressing. The dressing shall not be applied

in an atmospheric temperature below 40' deg F.

6.9.5 Erection of Wire Ropes

(a) Wire ropes shall be carefully removed from reels and coils by revolving

them, and shall be so erected as to avoid any sharp kinks or bends. They shall not

be pulled through dirt.

(b) Operating ropes for vertical lift spans shall be adjusted to equal tensions

at the four corners of the span, and in such manner as to give only slight tension

in the slack side of the rope.

(c) Counterweight ropes, when not fabricated to exact lengths without any

variation, and when not connected by equalizers, shall be adjusted in the field so

as to secure equal loads on all of the ropes at a comer of the span. The stripe

painted on each rope in tlie shop shall be straight after the rope is erected.

6.9.6 Painting

( a ) Surfaces of machinery parts, except rubbing surfaces, shall be cleaned and

painted in the field as specified for structural metal.

(b) Exposed concrete surfaces of counterweights shall be coated with ap-

proved waterproofing material.

6.9.7 Counterweights

(a) The contractor shall prepare calculations showing the required dimensions

and weights of counterweights based on weights computed from the shop drawings

of structural steel and machinery, and on estimated unit weights of concrete, timber,

and other parts of the span. These calculations shall be submitted to the engineer,

in form, for verification. These calculations shall include summarized tabulations

showing, for each kind of material, the total quantity of the material, its estimated
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unit weight, and its total estimated weight. Before pouring the counterweights,

the contractor shall verify these estimated and computed weights by comparison

with shipping weights of steel, and by weighing suitable portions of non-metal

parts, and shall submit to the engineer, supplemental summarized tabulations based

on these actual weights.

(b) The contractor shall adjust and correct the counterweights, shall provide

the required balance blocks, and shall secure the required balance of the counter-

weights and span. Approval of any balance tabulations or of any materials or

processes, by the engineer, shall not relieve the contractor of the entire responsi-

bihty for securing such balance.

6.9.8 End Lifting Devices for Swing Spans

(a) The end hfting devices shall be adjusted to produce a lift equal to tlie

deflection caused by the negative end reaction of the live load and impact, plus 25

percent of their sum.

6.9.9 Channel Lights

( a ) During erection and in taking down the old span, the contractor shall

place and maintain navigation lights and signals, in accordance with the government

requirements for the protection of the falsework, as well as navigation.

6.9.10 Testing

(a) Before the main operating machinery is connected for transmitting

power, it shall be given an idle nm for 4 hr.

(b) When the entire installation is completed, the span, including all acces-

sories, shall be operated through not less than three complete cycles using normal

power, prime movers, and control; and through at least two cycles using auxiliary

or emergency power, prime movers, and control. During these nms, the entire

equipment shall be inspected to determine whether all features are in proper

working order and adjustment, and meet fully the requirements of the plans and

specifications. Should the tests show that any features are defective or inadequate,

or function improperly, the contractor shall make, at his own expense, any cor-

rections, adjustments, or replacements required.

6.9.11 Bridge Operator

(a) For a power-operated bridge, the contractor shall provide, at his own
expense, competent men to supervise the operation of the bridge for a period of 14

calendar days after the span is completely operable; and for an additional 14-day

period, he shall pro\ide one man. These men shall be competent to operate the

bridge, to supervise its operation, and to make any adjustments or corrections

that may be required in the mechanical or electrical equipment of the bridge. They

shall instruct and cjualify the employees of the company in the operation of the

bridge. Any adjustments or corrections required during the two 14-day periods

shall be at the expense of the contractor.
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7.1 GENERAL
7.1.1 Classification

(a) The clas-sification of a bridge with regard to sate carrying capacity is based

on the heaviest niosing load of specification type which may be operated over it

in regular service without subjecting it to severe stresses, vibration or wear of parts

as to impair its safety or serviceability. Loads in excess of design loads will, if con-

tinuously operated, shorten the useful life of the bridge.

(b) Iron and steel bridges shall be classified according tp their rated carrying

capacity as determined by Section 7.3.

7.1.2 Division of Subject

(a) The work of classifying bridges consists of three steps:

1. The determination of the capacity and rating of the bridges.

2. The determination in corresponding terms of the effect and rating of each

type and size of engine or other equipment used, in order that the terri-

torial operating limits of each class of equipment may be assigned.

3. The presentation of such data in fonn convenient for the operating per-

sonnel.

7.1.3 Rating of Bridges

(a) Plans and Records—Complete plans and records of each bridge, including

design live load, impact and material specifications shall be made and record plans

prepared.

(b) Bridge Sketches—For ready reference, a sketch, or line diagram, of each

bridge shall be prepared.

(c) Record of Bridge Material—The records shall show the material of which

each bridge is composed. If necessary, the character of the material shall be deter-

mined from small specimens obtained in the field.

(d) Assignment of Ratings—Each bridge shall be calculated on the basis of

the rating rules and specification loading in effect. The strength of each member,

including connections and other details, shall be determined and the capacity of

the bridge ascertained. The bridge shall then be given a rating corresponding to

the rating of its weakest member.

(e) Filing of Calculations—The calculations shall be made in permanent form

and filed for future reference.

(f) Bridge Lists—Lists of all bridges shall be prepared, arranged in territorial

groups, showing for each bridge the identifying number or name, location, lengths

and number of spans, type, number of tracks carried, material of which composed,
date built and capacity.

7.1.4 Rating of Equipment

(a) Line Diagrams of Engines—A line diagram of each engine shall be ob-

tained and filed for reference. Such diagram shall show the axle loads and wheel

spacing of the engine, double headed, or other equipment involved.

(b) Moments and Shears—The effect of each engine with its train load shall

be ascertained by calculating the bending moments and shears. The calculations

shall be such that the maximum loading effect on each member mkin be determined
or estimated.
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(c) Engine Rating—The rating of the engine for operating purposes shall be

expressed in terms of engine for which the bridges are rated, and for that span

length on which it produces its maximum effect.

(d) List of Engine Ratings—The rating of an engine may be lower on a par-

ticular bridge than its rating for operating purposes if its rating for the span length

of that bridge is lower than for the span length on whicli it produces its maximum
effect. For that reason a list of engines should be prepared, giving for each engine

its number, class, type, total weight, rating for ojierating purposes and rating for

each span length.

(e) Relation of Locuh to Specification Loading—For each span length for

which moments and shears are determined, the effect of the load in terms of

specification loading shall be obtained.

7.1.5 Form of Presentation

(a) Common Standard for Rating—Following the procedure outhned will result

in assigning to each bridge and to each engine a rating based on a common
standard.

(b) Cooper Series as the Common Standard—The long use of the Cooper

series as a standard of railroad bridge loading has already imparted to the oper-

ating personnel the significance of an operating condition involving engine loadings

expressed in such terms. For this reason the Cooper series is adopted as the common
standard.

(c) Form for Use of Operating Department—The ratings of the various lines

shall be shown by means of a diagrammatic map, or arranged geographically in a

table, or both; the rating of each engine shall be listed.

(d) Special Cases—Specinal conditions involving particular bridges on a line or

the operation of special engines in certain territories, may be covered by the use

of the asterisk or other symbols calling attention to exceptions to a general rule.

(e) Rating of Foreign Engines—Frequently questions are raised in regard to

the movement of foreign engines over a line. The approximate ratings of such

engines can usually be determined by comparison, if similar engines have previously

been rated.

7.2 STRENGTHENING
7.2.1 General

(a) The strengthening of existing bridges is usually occasioned by the neces-

sity for carrying heavier live loads than those for which they were designed. It may
also be required because of inadequate design (usually in the proportioning of

details) or as the result of localized deterioration.

(b) The decision as to whether a bridge is to be strengthened or replaced

should take into account the age of the structure, the metal of which the

various members are made, the fatigue effect of the live loads that have been oper-

ated over the structure, the comparative estimated costs, the added length of life

to be obtained for the strengthened bridge and the possible future increase in the

live load.

(c) In general, the strengthening of a span under traffic is undertaken only

to increase the strength of certain weak parts, rather than to strengthen the span

as a whole.
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7.2.1.1 Physical Condition

(a) The physical condition of the structure shall be determined by a detailed

inspection.

(b) The kind of metal of which the \arious members are made should be

known, together with their physical and chemical properties. Usually this may be

determined by examining the original drawings, specifications, or test records,

although in some cases it may be necessary to obtain specimens of the metal from

the structure.

7.2.1.2 Stresses

(a) The unit stresses permissible in the added material in strengthened mem-

bers, imder the load for which they are strengthened, shall be in accordance with

the specified design stresses in Parts 1 and 2.

(b) In adding metal to stringers, floorbeams or girders, the new material shall

be considered effective in carrying the live load only. Unless the dead-load stress

is removed temporarily from the members of trusses, viaducts, etc., or some means

is provided to introduce the proper dead-load stress in the new metal when it is

applied, the new material shall be considered effective in carrying the live load

only. Connections of adequate strength shall be provided for the added metal.

(c) When the added metal carries the live load only, the stresses in the remain-

ing portion of the original member which is carrying the total dead-load stress,

shall be investigated under the load for which the bridge is strengthened.

(d) Members on which work is to be done shall be investigated for any

decrease in strength resulting from the temporary removal of rivets, cover plates oi

other parts. When compression members are being reinforced, lacing bars or tie

plates shall be replaced before allowing traffic over the bridge. In some cases false-

work or temporary members may be required.

7.2.1.3 Eccentricity

(a) The added metal shall i^referably be applied so as to produce a balanced

section, eliminating or minimizing the effect of eccentricity on the strengthened

member. When a balanced section cannot be economically obtained, the eccentricity

of the member shall be taken into account in determining the resultant stresses.

7.2.1.4 Welding

(a) Electric arc welding may be employed subject to the approval of the

Engineer.

(b) In general welds and rivets shall not be assumed to act together.

(c) When welds are added to existing riveted connections, the welds shall be

designed to transmit the entire stress, except that in such members where the

existing material carries tlie entire dead-load stress, the welds shall be designed

to carr>- the entire live-load stress in the member. Where some of the e.\isting rivets

in a member are loose or defective, high-strength bolts properly installed may be

used to carry the dead-load stress, if they are installed prior to the welding.

(d) Welding shall be in accordance with the applicable sections of Parts 1

and 2, and may be used only where specifically permitted in the following articles.

7.2.2 Plate Girders or Rolled Beams

7.2.2.1 Reinforcing

(a) Reinforcing may be required in practically any part of plate girders.
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7.2.2.2 StifFeners

(a) The bearinjf stifleners may be reinforced by adding angles or plates, grind-

ing the bearing ends of the new parts to make them fit closely, or welding them
to the flanges.

(b) Intermediate stiffeners may be added by riveting or welding, but they

shall not be welded to the tension flange.

7.2.2.3 Flanges and Webs
(a) The flange section may be increased by adding cover plates or by replacing

the existing cover plate with a new cover plate providing adequate section. If the

exposed surfaces of old cover plates are rough or uneven from the effects of corro-

sion or tie wear, they shall be discarded and new plates provided. When more than

one cover plate must be renewed due to wear, etc., consideration should be given

to replacing the defective plates with one plate of adequate size. Cover plates added

to plate girders without existing cover plates shall be full length and connected to

the flange angles with continuous fillet welds, high-strength bolts, or rivets.

(b) Cover plates added to rolled sections shall be full length and shall be

connected by continuous fillet welds, high-strength bolts or rivets. Intermittent welds

shall not be used. If cover plates are welded, they shall be of sufficient thickness

to prevent buckling without intermediate fasteners.

( c ) In open-floor bridges where the ties rest directly on the flange angles, worn

or inadequate size flange angles may be renewed by bolting or riveting in place,

new flange angles of sufficient size. Cover plates may be added, where required

because of inadequate size flange angles, only when the surface to which they are

to be attached has not been severely reduced by corrosion.

( d ) Where the cost of removal and replacement of the deck is excessive, as in

ballasted-deck bridges, the flange section may be increased by adding full-length

longitudinal angles, plates, or channels just below the flange angles, first cutting off

the stiffener angles and then placing new stiffeners between the outstanding legs

of the old and new flange material.

(e) Where flange material is added, the flange riveting may be insufficient.

This shall be corrected by adding rivets or substituting larger rivets.

(f) Flange material may be fabricated in the shop, or subpunched in the

shop and reamed in the field. If it is impracticable to make accurate and complete

measurements of the rivet spacing, the holes may be drilled in the field. When
rivets are removed from two or more plies of material which are to remain in con-

tact, holes shall be filled with a bolt pulled up tight before any adjacent rivet is

removed.

( g ) If tlie web was not originally spliced to resist moment, it may be so spliced

by adding cover plates or side plates.

7.2.2.4 Initial Tension

(a) Initial tension may be put in a new bottom cover plate by welding one

end of the plate to the flange angles and then heating the plate until it is expanded

to some predetermined length. The other end then should be welded and the plate

allowed to cool, after which the welding should be completed.

7.2.2.5 Effective Span

(a) If the bridge seat is wide, the effective span may be shortened somewhat
by moving the bearings nearer to the edge of the seat and providing new end
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stiffener angles o\er them, if a thorough analysis of the abutments indicates that

excessive soil pressure or pile loadings will not be obtained.

7.2.2.6 Laterals

(a) Inadeciuate lateral systems, especially those composed of rods or bars, should

lie replaced with lateral members of the required strength and stiffness connected

with high-strength bolts or rivets.

7.2.2.7 Doubling Up Girders

(a) In strengthening deck plate girder bridges where there arc several iden-

tical spans, one method is to double up the spans, providing additional spans to

complete the bridge. When girders are so arranged, the spacing should be such as

to equalize the load on the girders, and to allow inspection, cleaning and painting

of the interior surfaces. An adequate system of laterals and cross frames shall be

provided.

7.2.2.8 Substitution

( a ) Where extensive strengthening is to be done on a number of identical

girder spans, one new span may be provided and substituted for one of the spans

which will then be removed and .strengthened. Each span in turn will be replaced

by a span that has been taken out and strengthened in this manner, until the entire

bridge has been strengthened.

7.2.3 Floor Systems

7.2.3.1 Stringers and Floorbeams

(a) Strengthening of riveted plate girder sections shall be in accordance with

applicable requirements of Parts 1 and 2.

(b) Stringer systems may be strengthened by adding cover plates to existing

stringers, by adding additional stringers or by replacement with a new section of

adequate strength. Wherever possible, additional or new stringers shall be standard

rolled sections without cover plates in preference to built-up sections. When addi-

tional stringers are used they shall be connected to the existing stringers so that

they will deflect together. The spacing of stringers shall be such as to allow inspec-

tion, cleaning and painting of the interior surfaces.

( c ) The webs of floorbeams are likely to be over-stressed at the ends, especially

in pin-connected truss spans where die ends have been recessed to clear the pin-

nuts and eyebars. This detail of the floorbeams shall be analyzed for both flange and
web stresses and adequate reinforcement provided.

7.2.3.2 End Connections

(a) The end connection of a stringer sometimes may be strengthened by using

Itmger connecting angles and more rivets, by reaming the holes and using larger

rivets, or by welding. Also, brackets may be placed under the ends of the stringers

to give additional support.

7.2.3.3 Lateral Connections

(a) Lateral plates attached to tlie tension Hange of short-span stringers and

floorbeams decrease their fatigue strength and the addition of sucli plates should be

avoided, particularly near point of maximum bending.

7.2.3.4 Substitution

(a) The procedure in .\rt. 7.2.2.8 may be followed in strengthening stringers

in through bridges.
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7.2.4 Trusses

( a ) The strengthening of trusses is more diflficult and requires considerably

more analysis of the connections and their details, than are required for the

strengthening of girders or floor systems. The connections often determine the

strength of the span.

7.2.4.1 Tension Members
(a) Tension members of pin-connected trusses often may be reinforced by

the addition of adjustable bars. These may be of several types, such as loop bars

or single bars attached to a loop or forging that fits over and bears on the pin. Care

must be taken, however, to form the portion of the bar or forging in contact with

the pin so that full bearing will be secured. This may be accomplished by providing

excess metal in this portion and boring the pin holes. Where a bar of uniform sec-

tion is bent around a pin, the cross section is likely to be reduced by the stretching

of the bar and a narrowing of the outer edge, for which allowance shall be made.

Where pin room is limited, bars sometimes are placed over the heads of existing

eyebars, but this method gives doubtful results, because the edges of the eyebar

heads are not finished to a true surface.

(b) Except where a single bar can be placed in the exact center of the pin,

two additional bars or members equally spaced from the center of the pin, shall be

used to strengthen each panel. The resultant stresses in the pins under the revised

loading condition, must be investigated to insure the validity of the structure.

(c) After the new members have been installed, the entire panel shall be

adjusted to properly distribute the dead load tension to all members. Eyebars or

rods that do not have adjustable provisions, shall be adjusted in accordance with

Section 8.2.

(d) Elongated eyebars may be adjusted in accordance with Section 8.2.

(e) Rolled or built-up sections may be effectively reinforced by the addition

of cover plates in the planes of the gusset plates, riveted or welded to the flange

of the member and butt welded to the gusset plates, providing the strength of the

gusset plate and its connections is adequate. Unless the dead-load stress in the

original member is relieved, new metal so added shall be considered effective in

carrying its portion of the live-load stress only.

(f) Floorbeam hangers are frequently highly stressed from a combination of

bending and direct axial tension. To reduce the possibility of fatigue cracking in

these highly stressed hangers, sharp copes or re-entrant cuts should be eliminated

or modified. The use of high-strength bolts at the top connection of the floorbeam

hangers to replace all rivets should also be considered to improve the load transfer

to the gusset plates.

7.2.4.2 Compression Members
( a ) The reinforcement of compression members requires careful investigation.

The chord members of many old bridges are unsymmetrical in section and function

as if eccentrically loaded. This condition may be corrected by adding metal in the

proper location. A small amount of metal placed in this way often will increase the

rating of the member considerably.

(b) The reinforcement of compression members requiring substantial increases

in the sectional area calls for special analysis, tlie solution depending on the type

of section, the details at or near the pins, and other conditions. Metal sometimes

may be added to the cover plate, usually between the existing lines of rivets. This
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should be balanced by placing additional metal on the lower flanges in the manner

described in the preceding paragraph. Full-length side plates may be added to the

web plates of the section, between the vertical legs of the upper and lower angles,

providing adequate means of transferring this stress into the connection or adjacent

member can be obtained. If the cover plate in the original design is so wide in

proportion to its thickness that it has little resistance to buckling, this may be cor-

rected by adding a cover plate connected by fasteners along the center line in

addition to the fasteners through the angles.

(c) One of the problems encountered in reinforcing compression members is

to introduce the dead-load stress into the additional material. If this is not done,

full value cannot be obtained from the new material. For instance, assuming that

the new material gets no dead-load stress, that the dead-load stress in the old

material is 10,000 psi, and that the total allowable stress is 26,000 psi, then the new

material will be carrying only 16,0GO psi stress from live load only. This is the maxi-

mum stress to which the new metal can be worked, since any higher stress would

cause overstress in the old metal. Several methods may be used to meet this con-

dition. The one most commonly employed in heavy reinforcing members is to cal-

culate the shortening necessary to produce the desired stress under dead load, and

then drill the holes in the old and the new members in such position that the new
members will be shortened by drifting before the sections are bolted or the rivets

are driven.

(d) Another method is used on upper chords and end posts. It is wholly dif-

ferent and can be used only for large members. The cover plates may be thin com-

pared with their unsupported width and it Ls desired to use a method that will bring

all of the old metal into full use. The reinforcement, in this case, is provided in the

form of a new central web with top and bottom flange angles, but is divided into

two segments, each occupying one-half of the panel length. The segments are

designed to receive a wedge between their adjacent ends. The segments are placed

inside the member with ends bearing against the pins and the wedge. To introduce

compression in the segments, the new material is first seated for proper bearing

against the pins or connections by pulling the wedge up tight by means of a large

bolt. The wedges are then slacked off and pulled up to a snug fit, after which all

the wedges in one chord are drawn up simultaneously a predetermined amount to

develop the desired dead-load stress in the new metal. The bolts holding the wedges

are left in place permanently. Tlie flanges of the new segment are riveted or bolted

to the top cover plate and to the lower lacing bars, thu.s making the new center

segment an integral part of the chord, carrying the same stress per square inch as

the old metal.

7.2.4.3 Adding a Center Truss

(a) The reinforcement of deck truss spans frequently is accomplished by the

addition of a center truss. In a single-track brige, this is comparatively simple, as

ample bracing may be applied to make the three trusses deflect alike. The center

truss should not be too stiff but should have the same deflection under load as the

old trusses. Otherwise excessively heavy cross bracing will be required or else exces-

sive stresses will be induced in the center truss before the outer trus.ses have

deflected eiiougii to stress the members up to their safe carrying capacity.

(b) The addition of a center truss in a double-track deck truss span that has

only two trusses, creates difficult problems. The tracks may be loaded either
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separately or simultaneously, and it is not economical to introduce enough bracing

between the trusses to make them act together. The floorbeams will be continuous

over the new truss. If the center truss is too stiff, the outer truss will have greater

deflection under a single-track load, and the outer rail will be low under load.

When both tracks are loaded, however, the center truss shall be strong enough to

carry its share of the load from both tracks. Thus the truss deflections and the

distribution of stresses through the floorbeams for various conditions of loading

shall be determined and a design chosen in which the difterent members will be

as nearly as possible under equal stress without introducing objectionable deflections

and poor riding track. The reinforcement should be designed in such a way that

in erection the new center truss may be swung under its own dead load before

making the final connections between the new and the old trusses.

7.2.4.4 Auxiliary Truss Supports

(a) Under certain favorable conditions, it is possible to shorten the effective

span length of a truss by the installation of auxiliary piers or bents at the first or

second interior panel points. However, since this converts a simple span truss to a

three-span continuous truss, introducing new and different stress characteristics, a

thorough analysis of the altered truss must be made. Members having insufficient

capacity must be strengthened to carry the revised loading prior to the installation

of the new supports.

7.2.4.5 Auxiliary Truss Members
(a) Girders, lattice trusses, ffoorbeams and stringers may be reinforced by

adding auxiliary truss members underneath to support them at various points.

7.2.5 Other Structures

(a) Viaduct towers and structures of other types not specifically mentioned

herein may be strengthened by tlie same methods as those here outlined for similar

conditions.

7.3 RATING

7.3.1 General

(a) Rating of existing bridges in terms of carrying capacity shall be determined

by the computation of stresses based on authentic records of the design, details,

materials, workmanship and physical condition, including data obtained by inspec-

tion (and tests if the records are not complete). If deemed advisable, field deter-

mination of stresses shall be made and the results given due consideration in the

final assignment of the carrying capacity. For a specific service the location and

behavior under load shall be taken into account.

7.3.2 Inspection

(a) An inspection of the bridge shall be made to determine:

1. Whether the actual sections and details conform to the drawings.

2. Any additions to the dead load not shown on the plan, such as heavier

deck or rail, walks, pipelines, conduits, signal devices, and wire supports.

3. The position of the track with respect to the center line of the bridge.

4. Any loss of metal due to corrosion and wear. This determination sliould

be made by caliper measurements after removal of scale.
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5. The physical condition, noting such dc-tects as unequal stress in tension

members, loose rixets, worn pins, crooked or damaged members, and

cracked parts; also the condition of braces intended to Hniit the slender-

ness ratio of compression members or flanges.

6. The condition of pin plates of tension members, especially those inside

other members.

7. The condition of slender tension members, such as eyebars, with special

reference to the effects of vibration of the member caused by passing

trains or by wind.

8. The condition of floorbeams and their connections to tiu.ss members, par-

ticularly where the connection has been shaped to clear cyebar heads or

the bottom chord.

9. The condition of stringer connection, especially for shallow stringers.

7.3.3 Loads and Forces

(a) Bridges shall be analyzed for the following loads and forces:

1. Dead load

2. Live load

3. Impact

4. Centrifugal force

5. Other lateral forces

6. Longitudinal force

7.3.3.1 Dead Load
(a) The dead load shall be the weight of the bridge including the deck and

track, together with that of any other fixed loads.

7.3.3.2 Live Load
(a) The live load shall be one of the Cooper E series or a load consisting

of a specific locomotive or other equipment, depending on the purpose for which
the rating is desired.

(b) If the live load is to be a specific locomotive and cars (or other equip-

ment), complete data shall be obtained, including the spacing of axles and the static

load on each axle.

7.3.3.3 Impact

(a) Impact shall be in accordance with tlie impact percentage equations; and
other provisions of Art. 1.3.5 except that under the following conditions, reductions

may be made in the second and third terms of such equations, but not in the first

term ^^-j .

1. For all lengths and types of spans, except truss spans, carrying locomotixes

with hammer blow, and for all lengths and types of spans carr>ing rolling

equipment without hammer blow, the values of the second and third terms

of the impact percentage equations shall reduce in a straight-line \aria-

tion from full values at 40 inpli to 0.2 of full values at 10 mph.

2. For all lengths of truss spans carrying locomotives with hammer blow,

the values of the second and third terms of the impact percentage equa-

tions for speeds less than synchronous .speed shall reduce in a straight-

line variation from full values at synchrcmnus speed to 0.2 of full vahies
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at 10 mph. Synchronism occurs when the locomotive speed in revolutions

per second of drivers equals the natural frequency of the span, in vibra-

tions por second, which is approximately

i/d
12

+ D

in which d and D are the central deflections in inches, respectively, for

dead load and for static live load placed in the position for maximum
moment.

7.3.3.4 Centrifugal Force

(a) Centrifugal force shall be as specified by Art. 1.3.6.

7.3.3.5 Wind
(a) The wind force shall be considered as a moving load in any horizontal

direction. On the train, it shall be taken at 200 lb per lin ft on one track applied

8 ft above the top of rail. On the bridge, it shall be taken at 20 lb per sq ft of the

following surfaces:

1. For girder spans, 1/2 times the vertical projection of the span.

2. For truss spans, the vertical projection of the span plus any portion of

the leeward trusses not shielded by the floor system.

3. For viaduct towers and bents, the vertical projections of all columns and

tower bracing.

This loading is predicated on the reasoning that when the wind velocity exceeds

70 mph a train will operate at reduced speed, if it operates at all.

(b) If considered justifiable by the engineer, the wind forces on a bridge and

the train may be reduced to not less than one-half of those required above.

7.3.3.6 Nosing of Locomotives

(a) For bracing systems or for longitudinal members entirely without a bracing

system, the lateral force to provide for the effect of the nosing of the locomotive

shall be a single moving force equal to 1/16 of the weight of one locomotive with-

out tender applied at the top of the rail in either lateral direction at the center of

either the leading or trailing truck. The resulting vertical effect shall be neglected.

7.3.3.7 Longitudinal Force

(a) Longitudinal force shall be as specified by Art. 1.3.12.

7.3.4 Stresses

7.3.4.1 Computation of Stresses

(a) The computation of stresses shall be made for the details as well as for

the main members, giving particular attention to:

1. The increased load carried by any truss, girder, or floor member due to

the eccentricity of the load. This applies to bridges on tangent where the

tracks are off center as well as to bridges on curves.

2. Spacing of web stiffeners, lacing and forked ends of compression mem-
bers, eccentricity of riveted joints and connections, unequal stress in

tension members, and secondary stresses,
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3. Pin plates of tension members. The following rules are given as a guide,

when the body of the member is carrying the hiniting stress:

a. The net section through the pin hole transverse to the axis of the mem-

ber should be 40 percent greater than the net section of the member.

b. The net section beyond the pin hole on any line parallel to the a.xis

of the member should be not less than three-fourths of the net section

of the member.

7.3.4.2 Reversal of Stress

(a) The total stresses to be used in rating members subject to reversal of stress

(whether axial, bending or .shearing) during the passage of live load shall be deter-

mined by taking the maximum stress of one sign and the maximum stress of the

opposite sign and increasing each by 50 percent of the smaller.

7.3.4.3 Permissible Stresses

(a) Permissible stresses shall be based on the minimum yield point of the

material as determined from tests or records. In the absence of tests and records,

the yield point shall be taken as 30,000 psi for open-hearth or bessemer steel, 25,000

psi for wrought iron, 45,000 psi for silicon steel and 50,000 psi for nickel steel.

(b) Permissible unit stresses resulting from the loads and forces described in

the preceding articles are the following, in which

Fy = yield point of material in pounds per square inch

K = 0.8 Fy for open-hearth steels; A 7 and A 36 steels in accordance with

ASTM Specifications; and wrought iron

K = 0.7 Fy for bessemer, silicon and high-strength steels

K =: 0.65 F.J for nickel steel

K — 0.7 Fy for weld metal

All other nomenclature is as defined in Arts. 1.4.1 and 1.3.14.1

Pounds per

Square Inch

Axial tension, net section K
Tension, in floorbeam hangers including bending, net

section:

Using rivets in end connections 0.75K

but not to exceed 21,600

Using high-strength bolts in end connections K
but not to exceed 28,800

Tension in extreme fibers of rolled shapes, girders and

built sections, subject to bending, net section K
Tension on A .325 and A 490 bolts including the ten-

sion resulting from prying action produced by defor-

mation of the connected parts, gross section 51,800

Axial compression, gross section:

For stifl"eners of plate girders and splice material . . K

For compression memlv^rs centrally loaded,

when k//r ^ .3388/ VT7 *^ _
when 3.388/ V F;< kl/r < 271 1 1/ VT, 1091fC - K VF> kl

38,000 r

when ]t//r^27111/VFy 147,000,000K

0..55Fy()t//r)''
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Pounds per
Square Inch

Compression in extreme fibers of I-type members sub-

jected to loading perpendicular to the web K

Compression in extreme fibers of welded built-up or

rolled beam flexural members symmetrical about the

principal axis in the plane of the web (other than

box-type flexural members), and compression in ex-

treme fibers of rolled channels, tlie larger of the

values computed by the following formulas ^ _ KB,, (l/r^)-

1.8 X 10"

/ K \ 10,500,000'
o"^ \ 0.55 F„ ) Id/A,
but not to exceed K

Compression in extreme fibers of riveted or bolted

built-up flexural members symmetrical about the

principal axis in the plane of the web (other than

box-type flexural members ) K " ^ '^''i')'

Compression in extreme fibers of box-type welded, ^-^ X 10

riveted or bolted flexural members symmetrical abouc

the principal axis midway between the webs and

whose proportions meet the provisions of Arts. 2.6.1

KF,
1.8 X 10"

Diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled beams at

sections where maximum shear and bending occur

simultaneously K

Tension in extreme fibers of pins, assuming loads con-

centrated at centers of bearing:

Open-hearth or bessemer steel, A 7 or A 36 steel,

wrought iron, silicon steel and nickel steel . . . . 2K
High-strength steels 1.8K

Note: If the members are packed close together on

the pin, the bending stress may be disregarded unless

the tension in the extreme fiber exceeds 60,000 psi for

A 7, A 36 or open-hearth steel, 50,000 psi for wrought

iron or bessemer steel or the ultimate strength of high-

strength steels.

Shear in webs of plate girders and rolled beams 0.75K

Shear in A 325 bolts 28,800

Shear in A 490 bolts 39,000

Shear in rivets:

A 141 and A 502 Crade 1 20,000

A 502 Grade 2 28,800

Note: The permissible values for shear shall be re-

duced 20 perceiU for countersunk rivets and floor con-

nection rivets.

" Applicable only for members with .solid rectangular flanges and for .standard I-beams.

and 2.6.2 K -
^
,^',\ ^„ (^-^y
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Pounds per

Sciuurc Inch

Shear in pins ().9K

Bearing:

Bearing on rivets, pins, outstanding legs of stiHen-

ers, and other steel parts in contact, may ba

disregarded luiless there is visible deformaton of

the parts in contact

Stresses in welds, based on material, details and pro-

cedures conforming to good practice, and on the use

of K of the base metal or of the weld metal, which-

ever is smaller:

Tension or compression in groo\e welds K

Shear in groove welds ().625K

Shear in fillet welds, regardless of direction of ap-

plied force 0.625*:

(c) Members subject to both axial compression and bending stresses shall be

proportioned to satisfy the following requirements:

When fo/F,. ^ 0.15

Fa F^, ^ F,,
^

When /„/F„ > 0.15

fjL + f"' + hi _- ^ 1.0

^"^ [^ " 288X10" {^) ]
^'"- [^ ~ 288^" (^) ]

and, in addition, at points braced in the planes of bending,

K ^ F„, ^ Fvs

(d) Members subject to both a.xial tension and bending stresses shall be pro-

portioned so that the total of the axial tensile stress and the bending tensile stresses

about both axes shall not exceed K. However, the compressive stress, if any, resulting

from combining the compressive stress with respect to either axis and the minimum

simultaneous axial tension stress shall not exceed the value permitted by the formula

of (b) above for compression in the extreme fibers of flexural members.

(e) Secondary stresses due to truss distortion usually need not be considered

in any member the width of which, measured parallel to the plane of distortion,

is less than 1/10 of its length. If the secondary stress exceeds 4000 psi for tension

members and 3000 psi for compression members, the excess shall be treated as

primary stress.

7.3.5 Action to Be Taken

If the stresses exceed those permissible under these rules, the .speed or the

loading shall be restricted .so that the permissible stresses will not be exceeded;

otherwise, the bridge .shall be placed on falsework until it is strengthened or re-

newed. When the permissible stresses are closely approached, or when the physical

condition of the main members or the details is not good, the bridge shall be kept

nndcr frequent inspection as long as it is continued in scr\ice.
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7.4 INSPECTION

7.4.1 General

(a) The inspection of steel bridges may be classed as periodic inspections,

annual inspections and special inspections. Periodic and annual inspections are

regular, scheduled inspections to insure the integrity of the structure and to note

any condition or change that requires further investigation or attention.

(b) Special inspections are detailed inspections made for the purpose of

obtaining accurate information required for re-calculating the capacity rating

and /or for determining required repairs.

7.4.2 Periodic Inspection

(a) The periodic inspection of steel bridges should be under the general

supervision of the division engineer or district engineer of structures in charge of

bridge maintenance. Each district or division should have one or more competent
bridge inspectors, for each maintenance unit, who are familiar with and have a

general knowledge of steel bridges.

(b) Inspection should be made at frequent, scheduled intervals depending on

the conditions, age of the structure and type of traffic.

(c) The inspector should maintain an accurate record of the physical condition

of each bridge on his territory, and note any changes to the substructure, super-

structure or surrounding conditions since the last inspection.

(d) Bridge inspectors should forward a daily report to the division engineer

or district engineer of structures, for his review and further handling on the form

provided, of each bridge inspected, noting in particular any bridges where changes

have occurred, and the nature of the changes. The report should state the condi-

tions found in each individual part, regardless of what may have been reported

previously.

(e) When the bridge inspector finds defects that, in his opinion, are of such

a nature as to make traffic at regular speed unsafe, he should take the necessary

steps to have the speed limited to that which he considers safe. Immediately after

the inspector has taken steps to protect traffic, he should notify tlie train dispatcher

by telegraph or telephone, also advising the division engineer, and other appropriate

officers, giving the safe speed limit and briefly describing the necessary repairs.

He should follow this immediately with a written report to the district engineer of

structures, giving in detail the defects found.

(f) The district engineer of structures should examine these inspection reports

and if any defects of a serious nature are reported he should take immediate steps

to have the necessary emergency repairs made. After the district engineer of struc-

tures has examined the inspection report, he should forward one copy to his

superior officer, calling attention to any defects which are not of an emergency

nature but are serious enough to warrant the attention of such officer.

7.4.3 Annual Inspection

(a) Inspection of all steel bridges should be made by the district engineer of

structures at least once a year. On completion of this inspection, he compiles a list

of the repair or renewal work required to maintain the bridges in safe operating

condition. The recommendations are reviewed by the bridge engineer for preparation

of the system bridge maintenance program.
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7.4.4 Special Detailed Inspections

(a) Special detailed inspections should be made, at the r«iuest of the district

engineer of structures, by an inspector of the system engineer of structures or

system bridge engineer. The inspection reports should be reviewed by the system

bridge engineer for his analysis and recommendations, including the preparation

of repair plans where required.

(b) Since the division or district bridge inspectors are not always qualified

technically to know the exact information reciuircd for stress analysis and may not

furnish the most needed infonnation, the special detailed inspection of steel bridges

should be made by an inspector from the system bridge office accompanied by the

local inspector. This is a definite advantage in securing the necessary information

for analysis and preparation of plans and erection procedures, etc. This also pro-

vides instruction and training of the district inspectors as to the important things

to look for during their periodic inspections.

7.4.5 Special Bridges

(a) In addition to the afore-listed general inspection procedures, it should he

noted tliat special structures such as drawbridges will require additional special

inspection procedures for items such as cables, electrical equipment, machinery,

mitre rails and shoes, etc., not normally associated with bridges in general.

7.4.6 Emergency Inspection

(a) In certain cases of emergency, where a structure has sustained any damage
which will affect the capacity of the structure, the system bridge engineer or his

representative will inspect the structure. He will assess the damages and make
recommendations as to the i^ossible restrictive operating conditions and emergency

repairs which should be undertaken immediately.

7.4.7 Special Conditions to Report

(a) The bridge inspector should report indications of overload or failure in

any part of the bridge. He should observe the behavior of the bridge during passage

of live load, if practicable, noting excessive vibration, deflection, movement at pier

connections and side sway. The following items should be covered in detail:

1. Track:

Surface of track on bridges and approaches.

Alignment of track and its location with reference to the steel structure,

at ends and center of each span.

Where track is out of line or surface, the report shall show the location,

amount, and probable causes.

2. Deck:

Size, spacing and minimum depth of ties.

Size and condition of guard timbers and guard rails.

Condition of walks and railings.

Condition of balkisted deck, and depth of ballast measured from base of

rail at each end of bridge.

Whether waterproofing is efl^ectixe or re(iuires repairs.

3. Anchors, Bearings and Bridge Seats:

Whether the superstructure is securely anchored to the masonrj'.

Whether expansion bearings are functioning properly.

Ilul. 617
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Whether bed plates, rollers, rockers, and pedestals are clean, in correct

position and have full bearing.

Whether bed plates are wearing into the masonry and, if so, how much.

4. Expansion:

Clearance between expansion ends and masonry or adjoining spans.

Approximate temperatine at the time of measurement.

Whether there is any apparent movement of the masoruy.

5. Straightness and Alignment of Members:

Condition of individual members as to bends and kinks.

Alignment of trusses, girders, floor members and towers.

Slackness of eyebars and adjustment of counters.

Parts damaged by blows from equipment, lading, or floating objects.

Location and extent of damage or condition, making sketch to show

parts damaged.

6. Cracks and Breaks:

Special attention should be given to die following locations:

Stringer connection angles, stringer and giider flange angles under the

bearings, hangers, pin plates, fillets of angles of flanges and posts,

end sections of lower chords or flanges over or near bearings, and

ends of cut-off cover plates.

Webs of floorbeams where bottom flange angles do not extend under end

connection angles.

Lateral bracing and cross frames, especially those of spans on curves.

Welds on lateral bracing and crossframes, stiffeners and other welded

details.

Where parts or welds to be examined for cracks or breaks are in dark

or poorly lighted places, examination should be made with flashlight

or other artificial light and with the aid of a mirror, if necessary.

7. Rivets, Bolts, Pins, Pin Holes and Nuts:

Location and number of rivets and bolts that are loose and of rivets that

have badly corroded heads, giving special attention to floor

connections.

Condition of pins and pin holes, as to movement and wear.

Pins should be observed under traffic if practicable, especially those at or

adjacent to center panels of trusses where counters are slack and at

hip vertical connections. The report shall give the location of the

pins observed, the amount of movement of the pins, and the wear of

pins and pin holes if it can be determined.

8. Corrosion:

Condition of members as to loss of section from corrosion, noting exact

location and extent of such action, with measurements of remaining

section if members are badly corroded, paying close attention to loss

of metal in girder and beam flanges and webs, and parts of lateral

bracing systems.

Distortion caused by rust between rivets and built-up members.

Damage from engine blast in spans over other tracks.

Pockets at bearing locations and bottom of liearing stiffeners.
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9. Paint and Cleanness:

Condition of paint, date of last painting, number of coats and kind of

paint, if stenciled on the bridge.

Whether spot painting or repainting is required.

Collection of dirt on steel surfaces.

7.4.8 Inspection Sketch for Identification of Members
(a) Typical sketches are shown herein of a through truss span (Fig. 1), a

through girder span (Fig. 2) and a deck girder span (Fig. 3), with names of

members shown, for the use of the inspector as guidance for correct identity and

location of parts or members described in his inspection report.

(b) The use of a sketch by the inspector during his inspection simplifies the

locating of each part and the preparation of his report, as well as making possible

a clear understanding of the report by the person reviewing it. Photographs shall

be used to show certain critical conditions and to amplify the value of the report.
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8.1 TURNTABLES
8.1.1 General

(a) Parts 1 through 6 are applicable to turntables except as modified by
Part 8, Section 8.1.

8.1.2 General Features of Design

8.1.2.1 Types of Turntables

(a) These provisions cover the following types of turntables:

1. Balanced

2. Continuous three-point support

(b) Tables shall be preferably of deck construction, but tliey may be made
with through girders or trusses.

8.1.2.2. Length

(a) The nominal length of the table is the overall length of tlie girders. The

length shall be preferably a multiple of 5 ft.

(b) The length shall be such that no part of the locomotive to be turned will

project beyond the ends of the table.

8.1.2.3 Clearances

(a) The clearances shall be in accordance with diagram prepared and sub-

mitted by the purchaser with infomiation to be given to bidders. If specification

is not submitted by the purchaser, the clearances shall not be less than those shown

in Fig. 1.
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(b) For the calculation of power requirements and the forces for turninfj or

braking, the position of the live load on three-point-support tables shall be the one

most unfavorable.

(c) The niaximiini speed at the circle rail shall be 200 ft per inin.

8.1.2.5 Locking Device

(a) A lockinji device system shall be provided, preferably at each end of the

table, which will hold the table in line with any approach track. The loikiny device

may or may not be connected to a signal.

8.1.3 Loads and Stresses

8.1.3.1 Loads

(a) The table shall be proportioned for the following loads and forces:

1. Dead load

2. Live load

3. Force required to start, rotate, and stop the table, including overcoming

inertia.

(b) The stresses from these loads and forces shall be shown separately on the

stress sheet.

8.1.3.2 Live Loads for Design

(a) The table shall be designed for the live load and length of table as speci-

fied by the purchaser in information to be given to bidder. Recommended live loads

for tables of various lengths are shown in Fig. 2. The live load specified shall be

placed on either one or botli arms of the table in such positions as will produce

maximum stresses in each component part of the table, maximum reactions on the

center pivot and end carriages, and maximum end uplift for continuous three-

point-support tables.

(b) The ends of the table, including main girders, end floorbeams, trucks,

and other parts aboxe the foundation similarly affected, shall be proportioned for

an axle load of 150,000 lb (in addition to the specified live load) placed in the

most effective position.

(c) The center pivot shall be proportioned for the specified li\e load plus 25

percent. The center cross girder assembly with its connections to the main girders,

down to and including the bearing of the cross girder on the top of the center

casting, shall be proi^ortioned for the specified live load plus 75 percent.

(d) In considering the loads to be turned on the table, the 150,0()0-lb load

and the 25 and 75 percent additions to the live load mentioned in the preceding two

paragraphs shall not be included.

8.1.4 Basic Allowable Unit Stresses and Deflection

8.1.4.1 Structural Parts

(a) .Structural parts shall be proportioned by tlie ri'(iuireineut.s ol Art. 8.1.1,

except for parts which determine the deileetion of balanced tables. Such parts shall

be so proportioned that the live-load deflection at the ends will not exceed M inch

for an 80-ft table; and for longer tables, )h inch more for eacb 10 ft of length in

excess of 80 ft.

(b) Three-point-.support tables shall be designed for a variation of 1 inch

either way in the relative elevations of the circle rail and the center support.
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(c) In three-point-support tables, vertical stiffness is not essential; rather a

degree of flexibility is desirable. Such tables shall be proportioned to provide posi-

tive reactions at all three supports, i.e., to avoid uplift, regardless of the position

of the H\e load.

8.1.5 General Details

8.1.5.1 Center Cross Girders

(a) The center cross girders shall be as deep as practicable, and their webs
shall be made to bear over the center, to minimize their deflection and insure uni-

form beiiring over the full leiif^tli of their contact on the center.

8.1.5.2 Bracing

(a) Horizontal bracing shall be provided to allow for turning tlie table by
means of power applied at either end. There shall be both top and bottom lateral

bracing systems where practicable. Balanced tables shall be braced to prevent

warp. The bracing shall be of such pattern that tlie center cross girders cannot be

stressed in torque.

(b) The tliickness of bracing material shall not be less than Vz inch.

8.1.5.3 Footwalks

(a) There shall be footwalks along botli sides of the track. On deck tables

they shall be protected by railings.

8.1.5.4 Collector Ring Support

(a) If the feed wires of an electrically operated table are over the pit, there

shall be a structural steel frame attached to the main girders to support the wires

and the collector ring over the center.

8.1.5.5 Protection of Parts

(a) The center, center cross girders, and machinery shall be protected

(preferably by metal housing) against the entry of water, cinders, dirt, etc.

(b) The tliickness of any full-length top coxer plate of deck girders, stringers,

floorbeams, and center cross girders shall be increased Ys inch over the computed
thickness. The section of other parts subject to excessive corrosion shall be in-

creased over the computed section.

8.1.5.6 Inspection

(a) Tables shall be so designed as to facilitate inspection and making
repairs. Jacking brackets on the steel superstructure, and also foundation.s in tlie

pit paving, shall be provided for raising the table off the center and the circle rail.

A pair of stiffciiers shall l)e provided on the outside of each main girder near one

end. Their outstanding legs shall be 3 inches apart and shall extend at least 1 inch

beyond the girder flange to provide non-slip sling position for lifting the end of

the table with a crane.

8.1.5.7 Center

(a) The center pivot shall be of the disk type.

(b) The point of apphcation of the load on the pivot shall be directly over

the center of the pivot. The rotating portion of the center pivot shall be eciuipped

with a saddle or pin to allow longitudinal rocking of the main girders. The center

cross girder assembly shall be secured to the center in such a way as to prexent

the tabic from b(;ing forced off the center by a blow of the locomotive wheels on
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the ends of the turntable rails, and when this force is resisted by a pin in a half-

round bearing, the pin shall be 4 inches in diameter or less. The whole center,

including the foundation, shall be constructed to resist any unbalanced lateral

lorce resulting from turning the table.

(c) The entire unit shall be as nearly dustproof and waterproof as practicable.

It shall be equipped with substantial and effective lubricating devices and be so

designed that it may be readily removed, taken apart, inspected, cleaned, repaired,

lubricated and replaced. Tliere shall be means of adjustment for height.

(d) The disk pivot shall be one disk of phosphor bronze or be comprised of

two disks, one of phosphor bronze and one of hardened steel, set in oil-tight

recesses. The disks shall be so secured that sliding will take place only at the

surfaces of a single disk or the contact surfaces between two disks.

(e) Sliding surfaces shall be finished accurately and polished.

8.1.5.8 End Trucks

(a) The end trucks shall be of substantial construction. They shall be braced

to hold the axles of the wheels in lines radiating from the center of rotation. The
end trucks shall be completely assembled in correct alignment on the main girders

and the correct length of braces determined. The braces then shall be connected.

The braces shall be of such design that small adjustments can be made in their

length, preferably by shims.

(b) Bolts connecting trucks to balanced tables shall be ASTM A 325.

(c) There shall be either two or four wheels at each end of the table. If

there are only two, they shall be placed outside the main girders and mounted
in a single truck frame connected rigidly to the main girders. If there are four

wheels, they shall be mounted in pairs in separate trucks so attached to the main

girders that the loads transmitted to the wheels will be equalized.

(d) Trucks having either traction equipment built in them or separate

tractors connected to them shall be adequately connected to the main girders to

transmit the traction force.

(e) There shall be means of adjustment for height.

8.1.5.9 Wheels and Axles

(a) Wheels shall be AAR multiple-wear wrought steel wheels or equal of as

large diameter as practicable, except that the treads shall not be flanged and the

webs preferably shall be straight. The wheels shall be bored for tight fit and

mounted on steel axles by heavy pressure. In addition, wheels used as drivers shall

be keyed to the axles. The wheels shall not be conical.

(b) Wheel material shall conform to ASTM A 504, Class C. The rims only

shall be heat treated. Axle material shall conform to ASTM A 236, Class G.

8.1.5.10 Bearing Boxes

(a) The bearing boxes shall be of cast or rolled steel with removable phosphor

bronze bushings or bearings, or otlier type as may be specified.

(b) Bearing boxes shall be compact, with hds which can be opened readily,

and of such construction as will provide for effective lubrication and prevent the

entrance of water and dirt.

(c) Bearing boxes of continuous three-point-bearing tables shall be preferably

equipped with roller bearings.
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8.1.5.11 Brakes

(a) A braking system shall be installed on the end trucks, and controls shall

be located in the operator's liouse.

8.1.5.12 Circle Rail

(a) The circle rail shall be of a section not less than the heaviest standard rail

used by die purclxaser and preferably not less than 132 lb per yd.

(b) There shall be provisions for adjustment of the elevation and the radius

of the circle rail and for drainage under it.

(c) All or most of the joints in the circle rail shall be preferably butt welded.

If bolted rail joints are used, they shall be such that they will not interfere witli

rail anchorage. The top of the circle rail shall be in a horizontal plane.

(d) The circle rail shall be preferably supported on steel beams embedded
in the concrete foundation or on bearing plates not less than 2 inches thick set

directly on the concrete foundation. If timber ties are used for supporting circle

rails, they shall be treated hardwood, sized to the same dimensions, and they shall

be held in povsition while the concrete is being placed. The circle rail shall be

securely anchored to its support to hold it in proper line and to prevent it from

creeping due to traction of the power operating equipment.

8.1.5.13 Radial Tracks

(a) A track layout with tangents extending from the face of the pit wall a

distance at least equal to the locomotive wheel base is desirable. Anything less

will result in side kick at the end of the table.

(b) Radial track rails ending at tlie circle wall shall not be less than 39 ft and

be anchored securely against longitudinal movement.

(c) The top of the rails of the radial tracks shall be at the same elevation

as the top of rails on the ends of the table with the end truck wheels bearing.

The ends of tiie rails in the radial tracks shall be held securely in line and eleva-

tion. Where wood supports are used over the circle wall under ends of radial tracks,

adequate steel bearing plates shall be provided.

(d) There shall be a clearance of % inch between the ends of the radial track

rails and the rails on the table.

8.1.5.14 Rails on the Table

(a) The rails on the table shall be held in line and elevation and anchored

to prevent longitudinal movement. The purchaser's heaviest standard rail and steel

tie plates may be used throughout, except at ends of table where there should

be larger steel bearing plates with sufficient depth to prevent bending.

(b) The rails at the ends of the table shall be preferably full length.

8.1.5.15 Pads

(a) Consideration shall be given to the use of pads at locations .subject to

impact from live loads and to improve rail bearing conditions for the rails on the

table, approach track rails, and circle rail.

8.1.5.16 Pit

(a) The bottom of the turntable pit preferably shall be paved. Ample clearance

for snow shall be provided Ijetween the steelwork of the talile and the paving. Suit-

able drainage shall be provided for the pit, and where conditions warrant there
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shall be an adequate drainage system back of the circle wall. An inspection pit

shall be provided in the circle wall, of sufficient size to permit removal of a truck.

(b) There shall be a clearance of not more than 3 inches between the circle

wall and the ends of the table.

8.2 METHOD OF SHORTENING OF EYEBARS
TO EQUALIZE THE STRESS

8.2.1 The detail of the clamp plates, rods and trammel used in the tightening

of loose eyebars is sliown in Fig. 3. The general procedure which shall be followed

in the flame shortening of the eyebars is as follows:

(a) Remove the paint from those areas where tlie clamp plates are to be
fastened and from the 12-inch length of bar to be heated, midway between the

upper and lower clamp plate areas.

(b) Bolt the clamp plates to the eyebar with the V-grooves on the center line

of the bar, allowing ample lengtla of tlii-ead on the clamp rods so tliat the nuts will

have plenty of room to turn when the eyebar is upset. Keep the nuts on the clamp

rods loose as the eyebar will expand during heating.

(c) Attach block and falls to inclined eyebars about 6 ft above clamp plates

to take possible sag out of the bar and to insure that no sag results after the eyebar

is heated. Do not put too much uplift on the bar.

(d) Provide a canvas shield to protect the heated area of the eyebar when
there is a strong wind.

(e) Measure the decrease in the length of the eyebar with trammel points by

placing punch marks or scratches on the bar above and below the clamp plates

before the bar is heated.

(f) Check tlie train line-up and allow about 1 hr between trains for tlie

heating, upsetting and cooling of the eyebar.

(g) Heat both sides of the bar for a length of 12 inches midway between the

upper and lower clamp plates simultaneously with two torches to cherry red, or a

temperature of 1600 to 1800' deg F. Apply the heat uniformly on both sides of the

bar, which can be done by moving the torches in the same direction as the heating

progresses. Use an Oxweld No. 150 tip, or one with equal flame, when oxygen with

acetylene or other suitable gas is used for the heating medium.

(h) Measure the temperature of the heated area with a pyrometer. The best

results have been obtained with an Alnor Pyrocon single-point contact pyrometer

registering up to 2000 deg F.

(i) When tlie 12-inch area is fully heated to 1600 or 1800 deg F, tighten the

nuts on the clamp rods simultaneously and the heated area will upset a very

small amount. Take considerable care, especially on large eyebars, to make sure

that the interior of the bar is fully heated. It is essential that the nuts on both

clamp rods are tightened the same amount. By a side push on the eyebar close to

the head, it can be determined if die heads are tight against the pins.

(]) The required amount of eyebar shortening, as measured by tlie trammel

points and punch marks, may he as little as 1/32 inch, or it may range up to 1/4

inches. It has been found from experience that less kinking of the eyebar will

result if the reduction in length is kept below }i inch for one heating.

(k) If the eyebar shows a tendency to buckle, place a 2- or 3-ft length of

8-inch steel channel on each side of the bar and cinch with heavy "C" clamps,

striking with a maul if necessary to straighten the bar.
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Fig. 3.
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(1) If it is desired to keep the initial or dead-load stress in the eyebar low,

quickly replace the No. 150 tips with No. 60 tips and keep a 3- or 4-inch length of

bar in the middle of the 12-inch heated area at a temperature of 1600 to 1800 dcg F
for 3 or 4 min. This short section of heated liar allows elongation in this area while

the remainder of the heated area is cooling and contracting.

If it is necessary to reduce the initial or dead-load stress in an eyebar after

the adjustment has been made and the eyebar has fully cooled, heat a shorter

length of the eyebar to 1600 or 1800 deg F with the clamps still in place and the

nuts on the clamp rods loose. The weight of the lower portion of the eyebar or the

pull on the pins when the eyebar is hot will again lengthen it and then cooling will

place a smaller initial tension in the bar.

(m) The eyel^ar may be spray cooled with water when tlie temperature of

the bar is below 1000 deg F.

(n) Traffic may be resumed over the bridge after the heated area has cooled to

300 deg F.

(o) The approximate dead-load stress in the eyebar may be determined by

measuring the frequency of vibration of the bar about its minor axis and applying

the results of Fig. 4.

(p) The frequency of vibration of the eyebar or the number of complete

oscillations per second can be measured in the following manner:

1. Remove the clamp plates and bolts.

2. Chp a sheet of paper or cardboard to a small piece of wood clamped to

the edge of the eyebar.

3. Vibrate the bar by hand about its weak axis.

4. Hold a pencil on the paper or cardboard and then draw the pencil length-

wise along the eyebar for a definite interval of time, say a 10-sec interval.

The pencil will then record the number of oscillations for this interval

of time.

"Note—For a comprehensive discussion of the flame shortening of eyehars, see

Proceedings, Vol. 48, 1947, pages 969 to 986, incl.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 1 8—Electricity

Report on Assignment 5

Illumination

Collaborating with Committee 6 and Mechanical Division, AAR

Bernard Anderhous (chairman, subcommittee), C. A. Bunker, A. C. Cayou, E. D.

Feak, H. T. Foy, R. E. Hauss, E. W. Koch, P. O. Lautz, F. B. McConnel,
A. B. Miller, W. O. Muller, E. L. Musolf, A. R. Espenmiller, R. L. Hen-
derson, R. W. Wertz.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with

respect to Section 5—Illumination, of the AAR Electrical Manual.

In Chapter 2—Lighting of Fixed Properties, page 2-1-1, change the title of

Part 1 to read: "Part 1—Outdoor Area Lighting in Railroad Yards."

Delete the material on page 2-1-1 under the heading "General," substituting

therefore the following rewritten version:

GENERAL

Adequate lighting of railroad yards, work tasks and areas, storage areas and

platforms is essential to promote safety to personnel, expedite operations, and reduce

pilferage and damage.

The purpose of this Chapter of the Manual is to present recommended illumina-

tion levels applicable to the varied tasks encountered on railroad properties and to

guide the lighting designer in the proper application of the hghting medium to

assure satisfactory visibility to all concerned. Included are descriptions of the visual

tasks encountered on railroad properties, design data, and pictorial illustrations of

typical lighting installations.

Recommended levels of illumination included herein were, in many cases, deter-

mined by scientific evaluation of the seeing tasks. For the most part. Manual mate-

rial presented in Chapter 2 is a joint effort of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

Outdoor Productive Areas Subcommittee of the Industrial Lighting Committee,

together with personnel from the AAR Engineering Division and AREA Committee

18—Electricity.

Railroad properties can be divided into general areas which have different see-

ing tasks within them. By considering each type of property separately, and further

breaking down each type into areas involving specialized seeing tasks, specific levels

of illumination can be recommended that cover most variations among individual

railroads. Refer to Table I for recommended illumination levels. Different levels

may be required if close-circuit television is utilized to aid in operations.

From time to time, in the pursuit of its responsibilities, the Illumination Sub-

committee of AREA Committee 18 will visit various railroad properties. When an

installation is viewed which the Subcommittee considers points to the best solution

of a particular lighting problem, such installations are written up and appear in
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the AREA Bulletins as informational reports. Review of past Bulletins may aflorcl

the designer added assistance.

Railroad and governmental regulations should be observed with respect to the

location of any lighting equipment above or adjacent to tracks.

Add the following new material as the last item in Chapter 2, Part 1, on page

2-1-5:

MISCELLANEOUS AREAS
General

Miscellaneous areas, such as parking lots, storage yards, driveways, etc., have

received adequate treatment in Illuminating Engineering Society publications. There

is nothing particularly unique to such design problems on railroads. The designer is

cautioned to carefully evaluate the seeing task before approaching the recommenda-

tions embodied in those publications. Special attention must be directed to the

observance of brightness ratios between adjacent areas.

Add tlie following as new Part 2 of Chapter 2, Section 5:

CHAPTER 2

LIGHTING OF FIXED PROPERTIES
PART 2—INDOOR AREA LIGHTING

The Illuminating Engineering Society has adequately covered this subject.

Railroad problems are not especially unique in this area. Designers are referred to

the latest lES publications for the seeing tasks involved.

Kc\ ise the- Chapter 2 portJDn ol the i able ol (Contents of Section 5 to read

as follows:

CHAPTER 2—LIGHTING OF FIXED PROPERTIES

Part 1—Outdoor Area Lighting in Raihoad Yards 2-1-1

Part 2—Indoor Area Lighting 2-2-1
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Report on Assignment 10

Wire, Cable and Insulating Materials

Collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR

F. T. Snider (cJiairman, subcommittee), D. W. Aiken, R. Burn, R. W. Ege, H. T.

FoY, R. C. Greene, P. O. Lautz, H. F. Nelson, A. C. Zagotta.

Last year your committee presented as information a Specification for Single

Conductor, Silicone Rubber Insulated, 0-300 Volt, 0-600 Volt Glass—Dacron

Braided, 125 C Cable or High Temperature Use in Locomotive and Car Equipment.

The specification was published in Bulletin 610, December 1967, pages 230-231.

The committee now recommends that this specification be adopted and pub-

lished in the AAR Electrical Manual with the following revisions: Change the word

"Dacron" in the title of the specification, and wherever it appears elsewhere in the

specification, to "polyester."

Also, change Art. 6—Finish, on page 231 of Bulletin 610 to read as follows:

6. Finish

The finish shall be a high-temperature and moisture-resisting impregnating

saturant, compatible with the insulation.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 20—Contract Forms

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. W. CoLBORG (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. D. Taylor, J. C. Britt,

J. K. Christensen, R. F. Correll, J. T. Evans, A. P. Fish, P. J. Freeman,
E. A. Graham, E. M. Hastings, R. W. Humphreys, F. M. Jones, D. F.

Lyons, R. M. Mason, C. G. Nelson, J. L. Perrier, D. R. Stewart, W. B.

Tittsworth, J. W. Wallenius, H. L. Zouck.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendation with

respect to Chapter 20 of the Manual:

Delete in its entirety the Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Freight Terminal

Facilities, pages 20-2-36 to 20-2^2, incl.

Your committee has extensively revised the following agreement forms now in

Chapter 20 of the Manual:

Form of Construction Contract

Form of Construction Contact for Minor Projects

Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Poles on Railway Lands

Form of Agreement Covering Parallel Occupancy of Railway Right-of-Way

Property by Electric Power Lines

Form of Lease for Industrial Sites

Form of Lease for Commercial Signs on Railway Property

The revised versions of these agreement forms are presented on following pages

as information only, for comments and criticism.
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FORM OF CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of ,

19 . . . . , by and between ,

a corporation organized and existing under the hiws of the State of ,

hereinafter called the Railway Company, and

, hereinafter called the Contractor.

WITNESSETH: That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements herein

contained, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments hereinafter

provided, it is mutually agreed as follows:

1. Description of Work

The Contractor shall fuiTiish all the materials, superintendence, labor, equip-

ment, tools, supplies, and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and exe-

cute, construct and finish, in an expeditious, substantial and workmanship manner,

satisfactory to the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company, the following described

Work:

in accordance with the plans and specifications as listed in the "Special Specifica-

tions" dated and the other requirements herein

described. The "Special Specifications" and the general and standard specifications

therein listed, herein collectively sometimes called specifications, plans as listed or

as provided for herein and the Contractor's proposal, are all essential parts of this

contract.

2. Period for Completion

The date of starting the Work shall be fixed in a written notice from the Engi-

neer to the Contractor, which notice shall be mailed to or served upon the Con-

tractor not less than days before the starting date fixed therein.

Time being of the essence of this agreement, the Conti-actor shall commence the

Work on or before the starting date fixed in said notice and complete the Work
as herein described within thereafter.

Upon written application of the Contractor the Chief Engineer may, for reasons

which in his opinion are beyond the Contractor's control, consent, in writing, to

an extension of said period.

If the Contractor fails to complete the Work within the period herein fixed

or so extended, the Contractor shall pay, or the Railway Company may deduct from

any sums due or to become due to the Contractor, the Railway Company's expenses

during the additional period required to complete the Work for engineering and

supervision employed directly on the Work, which shall be in addition to any dam-

ages to the Railway Company because of such failure.

3. Prices

In consideration of the completion of the Work described herein, and the fulfill-

ment of all stipulations of this contract to the satisfaction and acceptance of the

Chief Engineer, the said Railway Company shall pay, or cause to be paid, to the

Contractor, the amount due to tlie Contractor, based on the prices as listed in the

Contractor's proposal.
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4. Definitions

Except where it is clear by the context that another meaning is intended, the

following words and expressions shall be construed as follows:

The words "Railway Company" shall mean the party of the first part acting

formally through an officer appointed by and responsible to its Board of Directors.

The words "Chief Engineer" shall mean the Chief Engineer of the Railway

Company in person.

The word "Engineer" shall mean the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company,

acting personally or through duly authorized assistants.

The word "Work" shall mean all or any part of the matters covered by this

contract.

The word "Project" shall mean the entire undertaking to any part of which

this contract relates.

The word "Contractor" shall mean the party of the second part or his author-

ized representatives. If the Contractor is a corporation, the words "he," "him,"

"his," wherever they refer to the Contractor, shall be read as "it" or "its."

5. Independent Contractor

The Railway Company reserves no control whatsoever over the employment,

discharge, compensation of or services rendered by the Contractor's employees,

and it is the intention of the parties to tliis agreement that tlie Contractor shall

be and remain an Independent Contractor, and that nothing in this agreement

contained shall be construed as inconsistent with that status.

6. Laws and Ordinances

The Contractor shall comply with all laws, ordiiiance.s and regulations in any

way pertaining to the Work.

7. Unemployment and Retirement Legislation

The Contractor agrees to accept and hereby accepts, full and exclusive liability

for the payment of any and all contributions or taxes for unemployment insurance

or old age retirement benefits, pensions or annuities now or hereafter imposed by

the Government of the United States or of any State thereof, which are measured

by the wages, salaries, or other remunerations paid to persons employed by the

Contractor on the Work, and further agrees to comply with all administrative legis-

lation respecting the assumption of liability for the aforesaid contributions, and

further agrees to reimburse the Railway Company for any of the aforesaid taxes

or contributions which, by law, the Railway Company may be recjuired to pay.

8. Sales and Use Taxes

Unless otherwise provided in the Special Specifications, the Contractor shall

be responsible for and pay all sales and use taxes properly assessed under all

laws in effect at die time contract is awarded, against any materials, tools, supplies,

services and equipment furnished directly by the contractor and used in the carr>'-

ing out of the Work. An equitable adjustment of the cost to the Contractor will

be made by the Chief Engineer for any changes in such taxes during the progress

of the Work.
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9. Contractors Understanding

It is understood and agreed tliat the Contractor has, by careful examination,

satisfied himself as to the nature and location of the Work, the conformation of

the ground, the character, quality and quantity of the materials to be encountered,

the character of equipment and facilities needed preliminary to and during the

prosecution of the Work, the general and local conditions, and all other matters

which can in any way affect the Work. No oral agreement or conversation with any

officer, agent, or employee of the Railway Company, either before or after the

execution of this contract shall affect or modify any of the terms or obligations

herein contained.

10. Use of Company's Land

The Railway Company shall provide the land upon which the Work under

this contract is to be done, and will, so far as it can conveniently do so, permit

the Contractor to use so much of its land as is required for the erection of tem-

porary construction facilities and storage of materials, together with the right of

access to same, but beyond this, the Contractor shall provide, at his cost and

expense, any additional land required.

11. Use of Adjoining Property

Before entering upon or making use of any private property adjoining the

Work, the Contractor, at his expense, shall obtain and file with the Engineer, the

written permission of the owner of such property, and subsequent to vacation of

premises, shall furnish the Engineer a properly executed release from all damages.

12. Assignment of Contract

The Contractor shall not assign this contract or any part thereof without the

written consent of the Chief Engineer. Such consent shall not release or relieve the

Contractor from any of his obligations and liabilities under the contract.

13. Subcontractors

The Contractor shall submit for approval a list of Subcontractors showing the

work assigned to each, and no subcontract for any part of the Work shall be

awarded to any party not acceptable to the Engineer and approved by him. Such

approvals shall not release or relieve the Contractor from any of his obligations

and liabilities under this contract. Upon written request of the Chief Engineer,

the Contractor shall terminate the employment on this Work of any Subcontractor

who shall, in the opinion of said Chief Engineer, fail to perform the work under-

taken by him in a satisfactory manner and appropriate provisions to this effect

shall be incorporated in all subcontracts. The provisions of this contract shall be

incorporated, by reference, in all subcontracts and if so required by the Engineer,

the Contractor shall furnish to the Engineer written statement, properly endorsed

by the Subcontractor in question, that this has been done, before any Subcontractor

shall begin work.

14. Contractor's Risks

The Work covered by this contract shall be at the risk of the Contractor in

every respect, and he shall be responsible therefor until it is completed and ac-

cepted. This responsibility shall include damage to and loss of any material fur-

nished and delivered by the Railway Company for incorporation in the Work.
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15. Waiver

It is expressly understood and agreed that any waiver on the part of the Rail-

way Company or the Engineer, of any term, provision or eovenant of this contract,

shall not constitute a precedent, nor bind the Railway Company or the Engineer,

to a waiver of any succeeding breach of the same or any other of the terms, pro-

visions or covenants of this contract.

16. Adjustment of Disputes

It is agreed tliat the decision of the Chief Engineer shall be final and con-

clusive in any dispute which may arise between the parties to this agreement rela-

tive to or touching the same; and each of said parties do hereby waive any right

of action, suit or suits, or other remedy in law or otherwise, by virtue of the

covenants and provisions herein, so that the decision of Chief Engineer shall, in

the nature of an award, be final and conclusive on the rights and claims of said

parties.

17. Permits

Unless otherwise provided in the Special Specifications, the Contractor shall

procure at his own expense, and in due time, all permits and licenses, of any

description, necessary for the construction and completion of the Work. The Con-

tractor shall deliver to the Railway Company all certificates of inspection for any

part of the Work for which a certificate may be required.

18. Indemnity

The Contractor shall indemnify and .save harmless the Railway Company from

and against all losses and all claims, demands, payments, suits, actions, recoveries,

legal expenses, and judgments of every nature and description made, brought or

recovered against it, by reason of any act or omission of the said Contractor, his

agents or employees, in the execution of the work or in guarding the same, except

that the Contractor shall not be liable for any damages to real property or claims

therefor resulting from the carrying out the Work as provided in the plans or

described in the specifications where such damages or claims therefor do not

result from accident or from the negligence or carelessness of the Contractor, his

agents or employees.

19. Bond (Note: If Bond not required, use Section 40)

The Contractor, at its own cost and expense, shall procure and deliver to

Railway Company a Performance Bond and a Payment Bond, each in an amount

equal to the Agreement price, underwritten by such corporate surety and in such

fonii as shall be satisfactory to Railway Company'.

20. Insurance

The Contractor, at its own cost and expense, shall procure prior t() com-

mencement of any work under this agreement and shall maintain in full force and

effect until all work has been completed and accepted, insurance of the following

kinds and amounts, in such form and issued by such insurance compames as shall

be satisfactory to Railway Company.

(a) Workmen's Compensation Insurance which fully meets the rc(iiiir<--

ments of anv' WdikinciiN (lompcnsation Law in force at tlic place where
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the Work is to be performed, including the requirements of any Oc-

cupational Disease Law, and Employers' Liability Insurance with limits

of not less than $

NOTE: Following endorsements sliauld he attached where required:

(1) United States Longshoremen's and Harhor Workers' Com-

pensation Act Endorsement.

(2) Amendments to Coverage B Endorsement—Maritime (Mas-

ters or Members of the crews of vessels).

(b) Public Liability Insurance with limits for bodily injury, including

death, of not less than $ for one person and not less than

$ for all persons arising out of each occurrence, and limits

of not less than $ for damage to or destruction of prop-

erty, including the loss of use thereof, for each occurrence, and not

less than $ in the aggregate. Such insurance shall in-

clude coverage for contractual liability assumed by Contractor under

this agreement with specific reference made thereto.

NOTE: Exclusions in the above policy relating to blasting and other

explosions, collapse of property and damage to underground

property should be eliminated where these hazards exist.

(c) Contractor's Protective Liability Insurance (if one or more subcontrac-

tors are used) with limits of not less than those in (b) above.

NOTE: Subcontractors must furnish evidence of their Public Liability,

Automobile Liability and Workmen's Compensation Insurances.

(d) Automobile Liability Insurance covering all owned, non-owned and

hired vehicles of Contractor engaged in or about the Work with limits

of not less than diose in (b) above.

(e) Railroad Protective Liability Insurance with the Railway Company
named as "insured" and with limits of not less than those in (b) above.

NOTE: Tlve above coverage is OPTIONAL.

(f) Builder's Risk Insurance covering loss by the perils of fire, extended

coverage, and vandalism and malicious mischief, under a Completed

Value form, in the amount of the full value of the construction when
completed, with Railway Company, Contractor and all subcontractors

named as "insureds," and with losses payable to Railway Company,

Contractor and/or subcontractors as interest may appear.

NOTE: (1) May be broadened by substituting "all risks of loss" for the

named perils.

(2) Reciuirements to be deleted when not applicable or altered

when Railway Company furnishes the insurance.

Prior to commencement of any work under this agreement. Contractor shall

furnish to Railway Company the original of the Railroad Protective Liability In-

surance policy specified in (e) above (if required) and the original of the Builder's

Risk Insurance policy specified in (f) above (if required).

The Contractor shall also furnish to Railway Company certificates of insur-

ance as evidence of compliance with (a), (b), (c) and (d) above. All such
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insurances shall provide that same shall not be altered or cancelled without at

least days prior notice to Railway Company at

( address

)

It is understood and agreed by Contractor that the furnishing by it of the

above insurances and tlic acceptance of same by Railway Comi^any is not intended

to and shall not limit, affect or modify the obligations of the Contractor under any

provision of this agreement,

21. Superintendence

The Contractor shall give constant and efficient attention to the faitliful and

diligent prosecution of the Work and during its progress shall be represented at all

times at the site of the Work by a competent superintendent acceptable to the

Engineer.

22. Order and Discipline

The Contractor shall at all times enforce strict discipline and good order

among his employees. The Contractor, insofar as his authority extends, shall not

permit the sale, distribution or use of any alcoholic beverages or intoxicating liquors

upon or adjacent to tlie Work.

23. Notice—How Served

Any notice to be given by the Railway Company to the Contractor under this

contract shall be deemed to be served if the same be delivered to the person in

charge of the office used by the Contractor, or to his representative at or near the

Work, or deposited in the post office, postpaid, addressed to the Contractor at his

last known place of business.

24. Safety Requirements

The Contractor shall furnish and maintain, at his own cost and expense and

to the satisfaction of the Engineer, all requisite watchmen, lights, barricades, safe-

guards, fences and other facilities for the protection of the Work and the safety

of the general public and of employees of the Railway Company and of the Con-

tractor. Precaution shall be exercised at all times for the protection of persons and

property. The safety provisions of applicable laws, building and construction codes

shall be observed. Machinery and equipment and other hazards shall be guarded

in accordance with the safety provisions of the Manual of Accident Prevention in

Construction, published by the Associated General Contractors of America, to the

extent that .such provisions are not inconsistent with applicable law or regulation.

25. Timely Demand for Points and Instructions

The Contractor shall provide reasonable and necessary opportunities and facili-

ties for setting points and making measurements. He shall not proceed until he has

made timely demand upon the Engineer for, and has received from him, such

points and instructions as may be necessary a.s the Work progresses. The \\'ork

shall be done in strict conformity with such points and instructions.

26. Preservation of Stakes

The Contractor shall carefully preserve bench marks, reference points and

stakes, and in case of willful or careless destruction, he will be ciiarged with the
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resulting expense and shall be responsible for any mistakes that may be caused by
their unnecessary loss or disturbance.

27. Report Errors and Discrepancies

Before starting the Work, the Contractor shall examine and compare the plans

and specifications and shall report to the Engineer any errors or discrepancies found
therein. If the Contractor, in the course of the Work, finds any discrepancy between
the plans and the physical conditions of the locality or any applicable building

code or ordinance, or any errors or omissions in plans or in the layout as given by
said points and instructions, it shall be his duty to inform the Engineer immedi-
ately, and the Engineer shall promptly verify the same. Any work done after such
discovery, until authorized by the Engineer, will be done at the Contractor's risk.

28. Authority of Engineer

The Engineer is authorized to reject or condemn all work or material which
does not conform to this contract. If any tools or equipment are unsafe, defective

or inadequate for carrying out the Work, the Engineer may require the removal

of such equipment and Contractor shall, without delay, substitute satisfactory

equipment therefor.

29. Inspection

All work and material shall be at all times open to the inspection, acceptance

or rejection of the Engineer or his authorized representative. The Contractor shall

give the Engineer reasonable notice of starting any new work and shall provide

reasonable and necessary facilities for inspection even to the extent of taking out

portions of finished work; in case the work is found satisfactory, the cost of taking

out and replacement shall be paid by the Railway Company. No work shall be

done outside the agreed regular working hours without previous approval of tlie

Engineer.

30. Materials

Except by written permission of the Engineer in each case, only materials

produced or manufactured in the United States shall be used in the carrying out of

this Work. If so requested by the Engineer, the Contractor shall submit, for tenta-

tive approval (but subject to the provisions of Article 31 of this contract), a list

of all materials to be used in carrying out this Work, giving the names of the

dealers and manufacturers and the anticipated date of delivery.

31. Defective Work or Material

The Contractor shall remove, at his own expense, any work or material con-

demned by the Engineer, and shall rebuild or replace the same without extra

charge, and in default thereof the same may be done by the Railway Company
at the Contractor's expense, or, in case the Chief Engineer shall not consider the

defect of sufficient importance to require the Contractor to rebuild or replace the

imperfect work or material, he shall have power, and is hereby authorized, to

make an equitable deduction from the stipulated price.

Any omissions or failure on the part of the Engineer to disapprove or reject

any work or material shall not be construed to be an acceptance of any defective

work or material.
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32. Patented Devices

In case the Contractor shall make use of or employ any patented devices or

appliances either for carrying on the Work or in connection with the materials

supplied, whether the terms of the specifications require such to be used or not,

he shall satisfy all claims or charges for lease, privilege or royalty, and shall, at his

expense, defend the Railway Company against any and all claims or suits which

may arise from any infringements of patent rights, and indemnify and save harm-

less the Railway Company against any judgment of recovery as a result thereof,

and notwidistanding any approval of such devices, appliances or materials under

Sections 30 and 31 hereof.

33. Protection of Railroad Services and Facilities

The Contractor shall use special care and vigilance to avoid damage to the

trains, tracks or other facilities of the Railway Company and shall conduct his

work so as not to interfere with the movement of trains or other operations of the

Railway Company. The Contractor shall not proceed with any work which might

endanger or interfere with the movement of trains, operations or other facilities

imtil protection satisfactory to the Engineer has been provided. If, in the opinion

of the Engineer, trains, tracks, or other facilities are or may become endangered

by the operations of the Contractor, he shall immediately do such work as may be

ordered by the Engineer to restore safety and, upon failure of the Contractor to

carry out such orders immediately, the Railway Company may take whatever steps

are necessary to restore safe conditions. The cost and expense to the Railway Com-
pany of restoring safe conditions or of any damages to the trains, tracks or other

facilities caused by the Contractor's operations shall be charged against the Con-

tractor and paid by him or may be deducted from any amounts due, or which

become due him under this contract. The co.st of furnishing watchmen or flagmen

required for the protection of the Railway Company's facilities or operations shall

be borne as provided for in Special Specifications.

34. Change of Facilities of Others

If in the conduct of the Work any temporary changes or alterations in water,

oil or gas pipelines, sewers, drains, conduits, fences, trolley tracks, electric line or

power lines, telephone or telegraph or other wires, poles, etc., of others are neces-

sary, either for the convenience of the Contractor or for the performance of the

Work, the responsibility for making such changes will rest with the Contractor

unless otherwise provided elsewhere in this agreement; and he .shall arrange for

such changes to be made at his own expense.

If such changes are of a permanent character and made necessary solely by

the improvement itself and not incident to the performance of the Work, then, in

that case, such changes will be arranged for by the Company or others without

cost to the Contractor.

35. Rights of Various Interests

Where\er work being done by Railway Company forces or by other contractors

is contiguous to work covered by this contract, the respective rights of the various

interests involved shall be established by the Engineer, to secure the completion of

the various portions of the project in general harmony.
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36. Order of Completion; Use of Completed Portions

The Contractor shall complete any portion or portions of the Work in such

order of time as the Enjijineer may require. The Railway Company shall have the

right to take possession of and use any completed or partially completed portions

of the Work, notwithstanding the time for completing the entire Work or such

portions thereof may not have expired; but such taking possession and use shall

not be deemed an acceptance of the Work so taken or used or any part thereof.

If such prior use increases the cost of or delays the Work, the Contractor shall be
entitled to such extra compensation, or extension of time, or both, as the Chief

Engineer may determine.

37. Changes

The Railway Company shall have the right to make any changes that may be
hereafter determined upon, in the nature or dimensions of the Work, either before

or after its commencement, and such changes shall in no way affect or void the

obligations of this contract. If such changes make any change in the cost of the

Work, an equitable adjustment shall be made by the Chief Engineer to cover the

same, but the Contractor shall not claim compensation for anticipated profits. If

such changes appreciably affect the cost of the Work to the Contractor, he shall,

before proceeding with the Work, so notify the Engineer in writing, and the dif-

ference shall be equitably adjusted by the Chief Engineer.

If said changes so warrant, the Chief Engineer may at his option, require an

increase in the amount of coverage afforded by the Bond and Insurance under

Sections 19 and 20 hereof.

38. Extra Work

If, in the opinion of the Engineer, any work should be done or material

furnished which is not included, contemplated or classified in this contract, the

Contractor shall, upon the written order of tlie Engineer, do such extra work or

furnish such extra material. By agreement between the Contractor and the Engi-

neer, such extra work or material may be paid for on a lump-sum basis or on the

basis of unit prices, or other method as agreed upon by the Engineer and Contrac-

tor. No bill or claim for extra work or material shall be allowed or paid unless

done or furnished on written order from the Engineer. Bills or claims for extra

work shall be presented to the Engineer at the time of making the first monthly

estimate after such work or material has been done or furnished, and such bills or

claims must be accompanied by a copy of the Engineer's order covering such work

or material. Any such extra work done or material furnished under the provisions

of this paragraph shall be covered, governed and controlled by all the terms and

provisions of this contract, subject to such prices as may be agreed upon or fixed

by the Engineer. The Contractor shall furnish the Engineer reports in the number,

form and detail prescribed by the Engineer of all extra work done or material

furnished.

39. Suspension of Work

The Railway Company may at any time suspend the Work, or any part

thereof, by giving not less than days' written notice to the Contrac-

tor, and if such suspension appreciably affects tlie cost of the Work to the Contrac-

tor, the difference shall be equitably adjusted by the Chief Engineer. The Con-
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tractor shall not suspend the Work, nor any part thereof, without written authority

of the Engineer. The Work shall be resumed by the Contractor in

days after written notice from the Railway Company to the Contractor so to do
and the date fixed for completion shall be extended by a period equal to the period

of suspension. The Railway Company shall not be held liable for any damages or

loss of anticipated profits on account of the Work being suspended, or for any

work done during the interval of suspension.

40. Failure of Performance by Contractor (To be used if Bond not required)

If the Contractor, in the opinion of the Chief Engineer, shall at any time fail

to comply with the provisions of this contract, the Chief Engineer may, at his op-

tion, notify the Contractor, in writing, to remedy such failure. If the Contractor at

the end of days after such notice has failed to comply therewith, the

Railway Company may, at its option, terminate the employment of the Contractor

imder this agreement and relet the whole or any part of the unfinished work with-

out notice to the Contractor, or may take ijossession of the Contractor's materials

and equipment, located on the premises, and employ such forces as may be neces-

sary to finish all or any part of the Work. In case the whole or any part of the

Work is relet as provided herein, the Contractor shall be charged with tlie full

cost to the Railway Company of the work performed under the new contract and

shall be credited with the amount that the Railway Company would have paid the

Contractor for said Work under this contract. In case the Railway Company under-

takes the completion of the whole or any part of the Work, the Contractor shall

be charged with the direct cost thereof to the Railway Company, plus

per cent for overhead exj^ense and shall be credited with the amount that the

Railway Company woidd have paid tlie Contractor for said Work. In either case,

the Contractor shall receive no further payment until the Work is finished when,

if the amount credited to the Contractor exceeds the amount charged, the diflrerence

shall be paid by the Railway Company to the Contractor, or, if the amount charged

to the Contractor exceeds the amount credited, the Contractor shall pay the differ-

ence to the Railway Company, or the Railway Company may retain such diflPer-

ence from any amounts in its hands due or to become due the Contractor. The
options herein provided for the Chief Engineer and for the Railway Company
shall not be exclusive of, but in addition to, any otlier remedies.

41. Annulment Without Fault of Contractor

The Railway Company shall have the right at any time, for reasons which

appear good to it, to annul this contract upon giving written notice to the Con-

tractor, in which event the Contractor shall be entitled to the full amount of the

estimate for the work done by him under this contract up to the time of such

annuhnent, including the retained percentage. The Contractor shall be reimbursed

by the Railway Company for such expenditures as in the judgment of the Chief

Engineer are not otherwise compensated for, and as are retiuired in preparing

for and moving to and from the Work; die intent being that an equitable settle-

ment shall be made with the Contractor.

42. Removal of Equipment

Upon completion of the Work, or in case of annulment of this contract before

completion for any cause whatever, the Contractor, if notified to do so by the Rail-
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way Company, shall promptly remove any part or all of his equipment, material,

tools and supplies from the property of the Railway Company, failing which the

Railway Company shall have the right to move such equipment, material, tools, and

supplies at the expense of the Contractor.

43. Charges Against Contractor

The Railway ComjDany shall have the right to apply any sums due or to become

due to the Contractor under this contract in payment of any liabilities of the Con-

tractor, or of any Subcontractor, to the Railway Company for freight charges, rental

of equipment, furnishing labor, materials or supplies, or for any other charges

originating from this contract.

44. Withholding of Payment

If the Contractor fails to meet and pay all of his just obligations outstanding

for labor, materials or supplies at the time when an estimate for payment is due

him, or if any liens, claims or demands arismg out of or in connection with the

Work or its perfonnance shall be outstanding at the time any payment may be due

or is likely to be made thereafter, or if any claims arising out of or in connection

with the Contractor's operations under this contract are made against the Railway

Company by any other person than the Contractor, or, if in the opinion of the

Chief Engineer, the Contractor is not proceeding with the Work in accordance

with the provisions of this contract, the Railway Company shall have the right to

withhold out of any payments, final or otherwise, such sums as the Chief Engineer

may deem ample to protect it against delay or loss or to assure the payment of

just claims of third persons, and at its option, as agent for the Contractor, to ap-

ply such sums in such manner as the Chief Engineer may deem proper to secure

such protection or to satisfy such claims. Such application shall be deemed pay-

ments for the Contractor's account. The Engineer may withhold payment to the

Contractor on account of the failure of the Contractor to fully comply with any

requirement of this contract.

45. Quantities

The quantities of grading, masonry, and other items, exhibited to the Con-

tractor at the letting, are merely approximations; they furnish only general informa-

tion, and will in no way govern or aflFect the payments for the Work, which will

be based upon exact measurements and established facts.

46. Monthly Estimate

Except as herein otherwise provided, payments for work done under this con-

tract will be made monthly as the Work progresses. So long as the Work is prose-

cuted in accordance with tlie provisions of this contract, and with such progress

as may be satisfactory to the Engineer, the Engineer will, on or about the

day of each month, make an approximate estimate of the propor-

tionate value of the work done up to such time. The amount of the estimate, less

a retained amount of per cent and less previous payments, shall be

paid to the Contractor as soon thereafter as possible. The work and material in-

cluded in such monthly estimates shall be the property of the Railway Company,

but it is expressly agreed to by the parties hereto that no estimates given or pay-
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ments made under this contract, except the final payment, shall be conclusive evi-

dence of the performance of this contract, either wholly or in part, and that no

payment shall be construed to be an acceptance of defective work or improper

materials. The retained amount herein provided for will not become payable until

all the Work has been completed to the satisfaction and approval of the Engineer,

and until after the pa\nu'nt of all labor, material and other costs of construction

are proven to his satisfaction.

47. Cleaning Up

The Contractor shall, as directed by the Engineer, remove from the Railway

Company's property and from all public and pri\ate property, at his own expense,

all temporary structures, rubbish and waste materials resulting from his operations.

Floors of structures shall be left broom clean and all windows shall be washed on

both sides. Prior to final acceptance, all work done by the Contractor shall be

cleaned up and the premises occupied by the Work left in a neat and orderly

condition satisfactory to the Engineer.

48. Daily Reports and Accounting Information

If required by the Engineer, the Contractor shall furnish a daily statement of

labor and equipment, distributed as to each item of work performed, showing

hours worked and rates for the various classes of labor. At the completion of the

^^'ork, the Contractor shall furnish to the Engineer, a complete list of unit quanti-

ties, unit costs and such other information as may be required by the Railway

Company to comply with the accounting requirements of the Interstate Commerce

Commission. Contractor shall furnish Railway Company "as built" drawings of the

Work.

49. Acceptance

The Work shall be inspected for acceptance by the Railway Company prompdy

upon receipt of written notice that the Work is ready for such inspection.

50. Final Estimate

Upon the completion and acceptance of the Work, the Engineer will make a

final estimate of the value of the Work completed to his satisfaction and shall de-

termine the balance due the Contractor including the retained percentage and less

previous payments. The balance so determined shall be paid to the Contractor as

soon thereafter as practicable, provided, however, before such final payment shall

be made, the Contractor shall furnish, if requested by the Engineer, satisfactory-

evidence that all payrolls, bills for material and other indebtedness in connection

with the Work have been paid and that all liens, claims or suits for labor per-

formed or material furnished in connection with the Work co\ered by this contract

have been made. The Contractor expressly agrees to reimburse the Railway Com-

pany for any amounts that the latter may be compelled to pay in satisfying such

actions.

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal

representatives and successors of the parties respectively.

In Witness Whereof, The said Contractor and

Chief Engineer for and on behalf of the said Railway Company, have hereunto

set their hands as of the day and year first above written.
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(Name of Contractor)
Witness:

By ... .

(Title)

Witness:
^N^™^ of Railroad)

By
Chief Engineer
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FORM OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT FOR MINOR PROJECTS

THIS CONTRACT, made diis day of , 19 , by

and between , a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of

hereinafter called the Railway Company and

hereinafter called the Contractor.

WITNESSETH: That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements herein

contained, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments hereinafter

agreed to be made, it is mutually agreed as follows:

1. Description of Work

The Contractor shall furnish all of the materials, superintendence, labor, tools,

equipment and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and shall execute,

construct, and finish in an expeditious, substantial and workmanlike manner, to the

satisfaction and acceptance of the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company, all of

the work required for

in accordance with the plans dated , 19. . . ., and described

and the Specifications, dated , 19. . . ., all of which are incor-

porated herein and made a part hereof by reference.

The work coxered by this contract shall be commenced on or before the

day of , 19. ... , and shall be completed en or be-

fore the day of , 19

Extra work may be done under this contract if authorized in writing by the

Railway Company's Chief Engineer at lump sums, unit prices or cost plus terms as

mutually agreed upon between the Railway Company's Chief Engineer and the

Contractor.

2. Independent Contractol

The Contractor shall assume exclusive control over the employment, discharge,

compensation of and services to be rendered by his employees and in the selection

of methods and direction of the work and shall accept full responsibility for the

results obtained, being governed by the plans and specifications herein referred to,

or as the same may be changed under the provisions of Sections numbered 4 and

5 Iiereof. It is the intention of the parties to this contract that the Contractor shall

perform the work in the capacity of an independent contractor and that nodiing

contained in this contract shall be construed to be inconsistent with that status.

3. Contractor's Understanding

It is understood and agreed that the Contractor has, by careful examination,

satisfied himself as to the nature and location of the work, the conformation of the

ground, the character, rjuality and quantity of the materials to be encountered, the

character of equipment and facilities needed preliminary to and during the prose-

cution of the work, the general and local conditions, and all other matters which

can or may in any way affect the work under this contract. No verbal understand-
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inji, ajireement or conversation with any officer, agent or employee of the Railway

Company, either before or after the execution of this contract, shall affect, alter or

modify any of the terms or obligations herein contained.

The Contractor shall assume all risk, loss or damage from whatever cause to

the tools, implements, machinery or materials owned by the Contractor, or in his

possession while the same shall be on or near the premises where the said work is

to be undertaken and performed by the Contractor, and the Contractor shall pro-

tect, indemnify and save the Railway Company, its successors or assigns harmless

from any and all claims, demands or suits on account of or arising from any such

loss or damage.

4. Changes

The Railway Company shall have the right to make any changes that it may
deem necessary or desirable in the work to be undertaken, either before or after its

commencement, and such changes shall in no way affect or void the obHgations of

this contract. If such changes result in any change in the cost of the work, an

equitable adjustment shall be made by the Chief Engineer to cover the same, but

die Contractor shall not claim nor be entitled to, and hereby waives, compensation

for anticipated profits.

5. Inspection and Status of the Chief Engineer

The work shall be subject at all times to the inspection, acceptance or rejection

of the Chief Engineer or his duly authorized agents. It is mutually agreed that the

Chief Engineer shall in all cases determine the amount or quantity of the various

kinds of work and the quality of materials and workmanship to be paid for under

this contract, and he shall decide all questions which may arise relative to the

work covered by this contract. Any doubt as to the meaning of the specifications

and the drawings and any obscurity or discrepancy as to their wording and intent

will be determined by the Chief Engineer and his determinatiorLS shall be final

and binding on both parties to this contract. The Chief Engineer may amend or

correct any errors or omissions in the plans and specifications when such amend-

ments or corrections are necessary to make definite the intent indicated by a

reasonable interpretation of the requirements of the contract.

6. Permits

The Contractor shall, at his own expense, secure and keep in effect, all per-

mits, licenses and authorizations required by Federal, State, County or Municipal

authorities.

7. Unemployment, Social Security and Retirement Insurance

The Contractor agrees to pay the contributions measured by the wages of his

employees required to be made under the Unemployment Compensation Insurance,

Social Security and Retirement Laws or similar laws. State and Federal, applicable

to the work undertaken by the Contractor or his subcontractors, and to accept

exclusive liability for said contributions. The Contractor further agrees to protect,

indemnify and save harmless the Railway Company, its successors, or assigns from

any and all liability arising therefrom.
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8. Liability

The Contractor shall assume all lialiility for, and indemnify and save the

Railway Company, its successors or assigns, harmless from, any and all claims,

demands, and suits arising out of State or Federal Statutes, or at common law in

connection witli any injury to persons including death resulting therefrom or loss

of any damage to property, sustained by the parties to this contract or any of their

officers, agents or employees, or by third parties, arising out of, or occurring in

connection with, or in any way relating to, the work hereby undertaken by the

Contractor.

9. Bond

The Contractor, at his own cost and expense, shall procure and deliver to the

Railway Company a Performance bond and a Payment bond, each in an amoimt

equal to the contract price, underwritten by such Corporate Surety and in such

form as shall be satisfactory to the Railway Company.

10. Insurance

The Contractor, at his own cost and expense, shall procure prior to commence-

ment of any work under this Agreement and shall maintain in full force and effect

until all work has been completed and accepted, insurance of the following kinds

and amounts, in such form and issued by such insurance companies as shall be

satisfactory to tlie Railway Company.

(a) Workmen's Compensation insurance which fully meets the require-

ments of any Workmen's Compensation law in force at the place where

the work is to be performed, including the requirements of any Occupa-

tional Disease law, and Employers' Liability insurance with limits of

not less than $

NOTE: Following endorsements should be attached where required:

(1) United States Longshoremen's ami Harbor Workers' Com'
pensation Act Endorsement.

(2) Amendments to Coverage B Endorsement—Maritime (Mas-

ters or Members of the Crews of Vessels)

(b) Public Liability insurance with limits for bodily injury, including death,

of not less than $ for one person and not less than

$ for all persons arising out of each occurrence, and

limits of not less than $ for damage to or destruction of

property, including the loss of use thereof, for each occurrence, and

not less than $ in tlie aggregate. Such insurance shall

include coverage for contractual liability assumed by Contractor under

this agreement, with specific reference made thereto.

NOTE: Exclusions in the above policy relating to blasting atid other

explosions, collapse of property and damage to underground

property should be eliminated where these Imzards exist

(c) Contractors Protective Liability insurance (if one or more sub-contrac-

tors are used) with limits of not less than those in (b) above.

NOTE: Sub-contractors must furnish evidence of their Worknum's Com-

pensation, Public Liability and Autoinobile Liability insurance.
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(d) Automobile Liability insurance covering all owned, non-owned and

hired vehicles of Contractor engaged in or about the work with limits

of not less than those in (b) above.

(e) Railroad Protective Liability insurance with the Railway Company named

as "Insured" and with limits of not less than those in (b) above.

(f) Builder's Risk insurance covering loss by the perils of fire, extended

coverage, and vandalism and malicious mischief, under a Completed

Value form, in the amount of the full value of the construction when

completed, with the Railway Company, Contractor and all Sub-contrac-

tors named as "InsurecLs," and with losses payable to the Railway Com-

pany, Contractor and/or Sub-contractors, as interest may appear.

NOTE: (1) May he broadened by substituting "all lisks of loss" for the

iwmed perils.

(2) Requirement to he deleted when not applicable or altered

when the Raihvay Company furnishes the insurance.

Prior to commencement of any work under this Agreement, Contractor shall

furnish to the Railway Company the original of the Railroad Protective Liability

insurance policy specified in (e) above and the original of the Builder's Risk in-

surance policy specified in (f) above (if required).

The Contractor shall also furnish to the Railway Company certificates of insur-

ance as evidence of compliance with (a), (b), (c) and (d) above. All such in-

surances shall provide that same shall not be altered or cancelled without at least

days prior notice to the Railway Company at

It is understood and agreed by Contractor that his furnishing of the above

insurances and the acceptance of same by the Railway Company is not intended to

and shall not limit, affect or modify the obhgations of the Contractor under any

provision of this Agreement.

11. Watchmen and Work Train Service

The Railway Company will, without cost to the Contractor, furnish all flag-

man, watchman and pilot service which, in its opinion, is required to protect the

operation of its facilities. Any work train service required in connection with the

work covered by this contracf will be furnished by the Railway Company at the

expense of the Contractor.

12. Term of Payment

Note—Delete any of the following Suh-Sections that do not apply:

(a) The Contractor shall furnish all transportation, equipment, labor and

materials required in the performance of its undertakings hereunder for a lump

sum price of

which the Railway Company agrees to pay and the Contractor agrees to accept in

full payment for the work.

(b) The Contractor shall furnish all transportation, equipment, labor and

materials required in the performance of his undertakings hereunder according to

unit prices which are set up in Schedule "A" attached hereto, which sums the
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Railway Company agrees to pay and the Contractor agrees to accept in full pay-

ment for the work.

(c) For any extra work authorized under this contract on a cost pUis per-

centage basis, the Railway Company will pay to tlie Contractor the sum of the

actual net cost of items, as hereinafter specified, paid by tlie Contractor in ac-

cordance with provisions of this contract in tlie accomplishment of the work, plus

fixed percentages for overhead, profit and handling and supervision of subcontract

work.

( 1 ) Equipment Rental.

(2) Materials—The Material cost shall be the actual costs to the Con-

tractor of materials entering into the work covered by this contract,

as evidenced by the correct receipted bills rendered by the dealer

to the Contractor and approved by the Engineer.

Any trade discount, rcliate or commission granted to the Contrac-

tor or any eniploxees sliall be credited to the cost, except that casli

discounts for prompt payments are for the benefit of the Contractor.

The cost of materials and tools properly purchased for the work but

not actually incorporated therein shall be die net first cost less the

sale price or market value at the termination of the work, as ap-

proved by the Chief Engineer.

(3) Labor—The labor cost shall be the actual payroll costs for all labor

employed by the Contractor in connection with the work covered by

extra work order.

(4) Compensation and Liability Insurance—Actual cost of the insurance

to the Contractor.

(5) Overhead percent of item (3).

(6) Profit percent of the sum of items (2) to (5)

inclusive.

(7) Subcontracts—The cost of subcontracts shall be the actual cost shown

by original bills, rendered by the subcontractor to the Contractor and

approved by the Chief Engineer.

(8) Handling and supervision of subcontract work percent

of item ( 7 )

.

The Contractor shall, if requested to do so, give the Railway Company access

to his books and records for the purpose of verifying the bills for work done on a

cost plus percentage basis.

The Contractor, along with his bid or prior to the award of contract, .shall

furnish the Railway Company the following information.

(a) List of equipment and rate of pay for each item.

(b) Classification of labor and rate of pay for each classification.

(c) List of subcontractors.

(d) Percentage for overhead.

(e) Percentage for profit.

(f) Percentage for supervision and handling of subcontracts.

13. Monthly Payments

The Railway Company upon presentation of bill by the Contractor will mak<>

monthly payments on account of the (onlr.icl fi)r all work coinplctid less 10 pcidiit
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and all previous payments. Such payments shall in no case be taken as an acceptance

of the work or a release of the Contractor from responsibility therefor.

14. Final Payment

Before final payment is made, the Contractor shall submit evidence satisfactory

to tlie Chief Engineer that all payrolls, material bills, and other indebtedness of the

Contractor and his subcontractors connected with the work have been paid. After

completion of the work and acceptance by the Railway Company and upon presen-

tation of bill by the Contractor, the Railway Company will pay within 30 days all

monies due and owing to the Contractor for work done under this contract.

15. Suspension of Work

The Railway Company may at any time suspend the work, or any part thereof,

by giving not less than days' written notice to the Contractor,

and if such suspension appreciably affects the cost of the work to the Contractor,

the difference shall be equitably adjusted by the Chief Engineer. The Contractor

shall not suspend the work, nor any part thereof, without written authority of the

Engineer. The work shall be resumed by the Contractor in days after

written notice from the Railway Company to the Contractor so to do and the date

fixed for completion shall be extended by a period equal to the period of suspension.

The Railway Company shall not be held liable for any damages or loss of anticipated

profits on account of the work being suspended, or for any work done during the

interval of suspension.

This contract shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal repre-

sentatives and successors of the parties respectively.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

the day and year first above written.

Attest:

Railway Company

By
Secretary

Witness Contractor

By
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FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR JOINT USE OF POLES
ON RAILWAY LANDS

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of
,

19 . . . . , by and between Company,
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

, hereinafter called the Railway Company,
and Company, a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of ,

hereinafter called the Utility.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Utility desires to establish locations of joint poles and joint use

thereof and which are specifically marked on Exhibit "A" dated
,

which is hereto attached and made a part hereof, and

Whereas, the Railway Company agrees to such locations and use subject to

conditions hereinafter set forth:

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein stipulated

to be kept by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:

1. Ownership

The proportionate interest of each of the parties in the poles and the propor-

tion of the cost of construction and maintenance to be borne by each party shall

be as set forth in Exhibit "B" dated which

is attached hereto and made a part hereof.

2. Occupancy

The available space on each of the said poles shall be occupied by the parties

hereto in the manner shown on said Exhibit "A",

3. Specifications

Details of construction of said poles and the wires and fixtures thereto attached

and the character and voltage of electric currents employed shall be governed by

specifications set forth in the National Electric Safety Code and any amendments

thereto.

Each party shall take reasonable precaution to prc\ent interference to services

of the other party.

4. Replacement

Except in case of emergency no relocation or replacement shall be made of

any joint pole except upon due written notice gi\cn by the party responsible for its

maintenance to the other party occupying such pole. In emergency cases \erbal

notice shall be immediately gi\cn and confirmed in writing as soon as practicable.

5. Liability

Each party shall, at its own expense, place and maintain its cross-arms, fixtures

and wires and shall be responsible for the electric current employed by it in the

conduct of its business, for loss of or damage to property, including poles, wires

and fixtures maintained under this agreement, and for injury to or death of persons
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clue solely to the act or negligence of such party. Each party shall pay its fair

proportion of any such loss of or damage to property or injury to or death of persons

due in part to its act or negligence and in part to the act or negligence of the

other party.

6. Arbitration

In case any question arises under this agreement or concerning the subject-

matter thereof, upon which the parties hereto cannot agree, such question shall be

settled by a sole, disinterested arbitrator, to be selected jointly by the parties to

this agreement, and if they fail to select such arbitrator within days

after demand for arbitration is made by either party hereto, then such arbitrator

shall be appointed by the judge of the Court of

The expen.se of arbitration shall be

apportioned between the parties hereto, or wholly borne by either party, as deter-

mined by the arbitrator.

7. Custody and Maintenance

The poles included herein shall be in the custody of and maintained by the

party hereto, indicated in said Exhibit "B", and the other party occupying such

poles shall pay the proportion specified in said Exhibit "B" of the expense of

maintenance.

8. Rentals

The Utility shall pay to the Railway Company as rent for the use of the Rail-

way Company's property and right-of-way the sum of

Dollars per pole per year on the day of every

during the continuance of this agreement

including pro rata for a shorter period, a proportionate part of .said rent to be

refunded to the Utility in case of termination hereof by the Railway Company by

notice, as provided in Section 12 prior to the date to which rent shall have

been paid.

9. Taxes

In event a tax or other similar charge is assessed, the same shall be treated as

a maintenance expense.

Each party shall pay all taxes assessed again.st its crossarms, fixtures and wires

or against its property or rights.

10. Changes in Poles

The net expense of construction or maintenance caused by a change of any

pole with respect to size, character, location or otherwise, solely for the benefit

of one of the parties shall be borne solely by such party and it shall have sole use

of any additional space thus obtained. If any such change is for the benefit of both

of the parties, the net expense thereof shall be borne by the parties in proportion

to their respective benefit, and each shall have its fair share of the use of any

additional space so obtained.

11. Use by Third Party

The party maintaining any pole or poles may with the consent of the other

party hereto occupying said pole or poles, license the use of such poles by other
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parties, and a duplicate of each such license shall be filed with the other party

hereto. All such licenses shall specify the terms and conditions governing such use.

In case revenue is derived from the use of any pole or poles in such a licen.sc,

the party granting the license shall collect such revenue and shall pay to the other

party hereto its proportionate share thereof.

12. Discontinuance

If one of the parties hereto desires to discontinue the use of any pole jointly

owned hereunder, it shall give to the other party written notice of its intention so

to do; and shall, within days, remove its wires and fixtures

and transfer all of its interest in said pole to the other party if the other party

desires to continue its use. It shall thereupon be paid its fair proportion of the

original cost of the pole, less depreciation, less cost of removal, and shall be released

from all liability hereunder in connection with said pole except liabilities thereto-

fore incurred. If such wires and fixtures are not so removed, the other party hereto

may, at the expiration of said days, remove the same from such

pole at the sole cost and expense of the party discontinuing such use.

13. Term

This agreement shall take effect as of the day of ,

19 . . . ., and shall continue until terminated by days' written

notice given by eidier party to the other.

In event use of said poles is to be discontinued by both parties hereof, upon

termination hereof, each party shall, at its own expense, remove its crossarms, fix-

tures and wires from said poles, and said poles shall be removed by the party

responsible for the cost and maintenance thereof, as indicated in said Exhibit "B",

and the net cost of removal of said poles shall be borne by the parties in the

proportions applying to the cost of construction and maintenance as set forth in

said Exliibit "B".

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed tliis agreement in

, the day and year first above written.

Witness:

Secretary

Witness:

Secretary

Company

By

Company

By
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FORM OF AGREEMENT COVERING PARALLEL OCCUPANCY
OF RAILWAY RIGHT-OF-WAY PROPERTY BY

ELECTRIC POWER LINES

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of ,

19 . . . . , by and between ,

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

, hereinafter called the Railway Company;
and Company, a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of ,

hereinafter called the Power Company.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Power Company desires to construct, maintain and operate a

Power Line for the transmission of electrical energy over, across, along, parallel or

adjacent to property, tracks, wires and other facilities of the Railway Company,
as per Exhibit "A", dated , attached hereto and made
a part of this agreement; and

Whereas, the Railway Company is willing to grant permission to Power Com-
pany for the construction, operation and maintenance of said power line upon the

following terms, covenants, conditions and limitations;

Now, Therefore, it is mutually agreed as follows:

1. Permit

The Railway Company, insofar as it lawfully may, hereby permits die Power

Company, at its sole risk, cost and expense, to construct, maintain and operate the

Power Line over, across, along, parallel and adjacent to the facilities of the Railway

Company, including, but not limited to tracks, pole lines, signal and communication

lines, radio or other equipment and facilities of any other person, firm, corporation

or association which now or hereafter may occupy or be a lessee of the Railway

Company.

2. Public Authority

Before constructing the Power Line, die Power Company shall, at its sole cost

and expense, obtain all necessary authority therefor from all public authorities hav-

ing jurisdiction in the premises, and shall thereafter observe and comply with the

requirements of such public authorities and all local, state or federal applicable

laws and regulations.

3. Specifications

The Power Company shall construct and maintain the Power Line to conform

to the requirements of the National Electric Safety Code, and any and all amend-

ments thereto, and with any statute, order, rule or regulation of any public

authority having jurisdiction.

4. Construction, Operation and Maintenance

In the construction, operation and maintenance of its Power Line, the Power

Company shall use every precaution and all diligence to avoid interference with

the operations or facilities on the Railway Company's property as may belong to it

to any lessee thereof. In the event the construction, operation and maintenance
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of the Power Line shall, in the judgment of the Railway Company, necessitate any

changes in its tracks or any other facilities of the Railway Company or lessee

thereof, tlie Power Company shall reimburse the Railway Company, and/or its

lessee, in full the costs of any such changes.

5. Additions or Removals

In the event the Power Company shall at any time desire to make changes in

the physical or operational characteristics of the Power Line, it shall first obtain in

writing tlie approval of the Railway Company, and the Power Company agrees

that such changes shall be made at its sole risk, cost and expense and shall be

subject to all of the terms, covenants, conditions and limitations of this agreement.

Should the Power Company discontinue use of the Power Line, it shall i^romptly

remove same from the property of the Railway Company and restore such property

to a condition satisfactory to the Railway Company.

6. Protection

If the Railway Company deems it advisable during the progress of any work

of construction, maintenance, repair, renewal, alteration, or removal of the Power

Line, to place watchmen, flagmen, inspectors or supervisors, for the protection of

the operations of the Railway Company or the property of the Railway Company
or lessees thereof, the Railway Company shall have the right so to do at the sole

expense of the Power Company, but the Railway Company shall not be liable for

the failure so to do, or the failure or negligence of such watchmen, flagmen, inspec-

tors or supervisors. The providing of such employees and such other precautions

as may be taken shall not relieve the Power Company or its contractors or sub-

contractors from liability for the payment of damages caused by their operations,

and for the purpose diereof, such employees of the Railway Company shall be

considered as employees of the Power Company.

7. Relocation

In the event the Railway Company shall at any time deem it necessary ox

advisable to change existing facilities or to construct additional facilities, or to

require lessees to relocate or otherwise change their facilities, the Power Company
shall, within days after written notice from die Railway Com-

pany, at its own risk, cost and expense, alter its Power Line in a manner agreeable

to the Railway Company. All terms, conditions and specifications of tliis agreement

shall apply to the altered Power Line, as if originally constructed hereunder.

8. Indemnification

The Power Company hereby assumes and releases and agrees to indenmify,

protect and save harmless the Railway Company from and agaiast all loss of and

damage to any property whatsoever, including property of the parties hereto and

of all other persons whomsoever, and tlie loss of or interference with any use or

service thereof, and all loss and damage on account of injury to or death of any

person whomsoever, including employees and patrons of the parties hereto and all

other persons whomsoever, and all claims and liability for such loss and damage

and cost and expenses thereof, caused by or growing out of the operation of this

agreement, or the presence, construction, maintenance, use, repair, change or reloca-

tion and subsecjuent removal of the I'ower Line, whether caused b>' tho fault,

failure or negligence of the Railway Company or otherwise.
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9. Insurance

The Power Company, at its own cost and expense, shall procure prior to com-

mencement of this agreement, and shall maintain in full force and effect at all

times during the continuance of this agreement, insurance of the following kinds

and amounts, in such form and issued by such insurance companies as shall be

satisfactory to Railway Company:

(a) Workmen's Compensation Insurance which fully meets the requirements

of any Workmen's Compensation Law in force at the place where the

work is to be perfonned, including the requirements of any Occupa-
tional Disease Law, and Employers' Liability Insurance with limits of

not less than $

(b) Public Liability Insurance with limits for bodily injury, including

death, of not less than $ for one person and not less than

$ or all persons arising out of each occurrence, and limits of

not less than $ for damage to or destruction of property,

including the loss of use thereof, for each occurrence, and not less than

$ in the aggregate. Such insurance shall include coverage

for contractual Hability assumed by Power Company under the agree-

ment, with specific reference made thereto.

NOTE: Exclusions in the above policy relating to blasting and other ex-

plosions, collapse of property and damage to underground prop-

erty should be eliminated where these hazards exist.

(c) Railroad Protective Liability Insurance with the Railway Company
named as "Insured" and with limits of not less than those in (b) above.

NOTE: The above coverage is OPTIONAL.

Prior to commencement of this agreement. Power Company shall furnish to

Railway Company the original of the Railroad Protective Liability Insurance policy

specified in (c) above (if required).

The Power Company shall also furnish to Railway Company certificates of insur-

ance as evidence of compliance with (a) and (b) above. All such insurances shall

provide that same shall not be altered or cancelled without at least

days' prior notice to Railway Company at

( address

)

It is understood and agreed by Power Company that the furnishing by it of

the above insurances and the acceptance of same by Railway Company is not

intended to and shall not limit, affect or modify the obligations of the Power Com-
pany under any provision of this agreement.

10. Taxes

The Power Company agrees to pay all taxes, assessments, and charges on all

of its property located upon the right-of-way of the Railway Company.

11. Term

This agreement shall remain in full force and effect for a period of

years from date hereof; and from year to year thereafter; but may be terminated

at any time by the Power Company upon days' written notice to
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the Railway Company, but may be revoked by the Railway Company because of

failure by the Power Company to comply with any of the terms of this agreement.

12. Title

No warranty of title to any property is given hereunder and the permit herein

given to the Power Company is subject to all encumbrances, conditions, reserva-

tions or limitations upon or under which the Railway Company holds its property.

13. Fee and Rental

The Power Company shall pay to the Railway Company upon the execution

of this agreement a fee of Dollars toward the cost of preparation

of this agreement.

The Power Company .shall also pay to the Railway Company as rental the

siun of Dollars on the execution of this agreement to cover the

period from the effective date hereof to

and on or before the anniversary date each year thereafter, the sum of

Dollars per annum, in advance, for each and every year, or fraction thereof, during

which this agreement shall remain in full force and effect. Railway Company
reserves the right to adjust rental annually.

14. Assignment

This agreement, and all of the rights and obligations herein contained shall

inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the successors and assigns of the parties

hereto, but no assignment by the Power Company shall be made without the

written consent of the Railway Company having been first obtained.

15. Eminent Domain

If the wliole or any part of property of the Railway Company pertinent to the

permission herein granted shall be required for public purposes or taken under the

power of Eminent Domain, then in that event the Railway Company may terminate

this agreement in regard to the property so required and Power Company hereby

waives and releases unto the Railway Company any damages from the taking of

said property regardless of whether the consideration for the taking is negotiated

or determined by condemnation proceeding. This waiver and release of the Power

Company shall not apply to any damage to the impro\ements of the Power

Company.

In Witness Whekeof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

as of the day and year first abo\e written.

Witness: Company

By

Witness: Company

By
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FORM OF LEASE FOR INDUSTRIAL SITE

THIS LEASE, made this day of , 19 . . . .

,

by and between

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

hereinafter called the Railway Company and

hereinafter called

LESSEE.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Railway Company owns certain premises situated at or near

, County of , State

of , further described as follows :

in accordance with plat hereto attached, marked Exhibit "A" dated

, 19 . . .
.
, and made a part hereof, and

Whereas, tlie Lessee desires to lease said premises from the Railway Company
exclusively as a site for constructing and maintaining facilities for

, and

Whereas, The Railway Company is agreeable to such lease, construction and

maintenance thereon, subject to conditions herein set forth:

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein stipulated

to be kept by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:

1. Term

Lease shall be effective , 19 . . . . , and

shall extend to , 19 . . . . , unless sooner

terminated as hereinafter provided.

2. Rental

Lessee shall pay to Railway Company as rental for the use of the premises the

sum of $ per payable

in advance beginning , 19

Note: If the lease is for a single long term, then it is suggested that an escala-

tion clause be provided. If tlie lease is for a short term with the grant of renewal

terms, it is suggested that each renewal term he conditioned upon the Railway

Company and Lessee first mutually agreeing upon the rental rate for the ensuing

term.

3. Improvements

Lessee, shall within months of the effective date of this

lease, begin the construction of said facilities and complete same within

months of said date in accordance with plans and specifications submitted to and

approved by the of the Railway Company
in advance of construction. In event of destruction thereof in whole or in part. Lessee

shall within months thereafter commence the work of

rebuilding or repairing and complete same within months

of said date of destruction.
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4. Laws and Regulations

In using the premises and in constructing, maintaining, operating and using

the improvements thereon, Lessee shall comply with any and all requirements im-

posed by Federal or State statutes, or by ordinances, orders or regulations of any

governmental body having jurisdiction thereover, or by the Railway Company.

5. Explosives

No commodity of any explosive, dangerous or flammable nature shall be stored

in or upon said premises or improvements without the written consent of the Rail-

way Company.

6. Clearances

Lessee shall at all times keep a space of feet from the nearest

rail of any railroad track entirely clear of structures, material and obstructions of

every sort and shall observe an overhead clearance of not less than

feet above the top of rails.

7. Condition of Premises

Lessee shall at all times keep and maintain the premises and improvements in

such safe, sanitary and sightly condition as shall be satisfactory to the Railway

Company, and if Lessee fails or refuses within days after receipt

of any request by the Railway Company so to do, the Railway Company may at its

option, perform such work, and in such event Lessee shall within

days after the rendition of bill therefor reimburse the Railway Company for the

cost so incurred.

8. Taxes and Fees

The Lessee shall pay before the same become delinquent all taxes, licenses,

assessments and other charges which may, during the term of this lease, be assessed

or le\ied upon said premises, including improvements thereon, and upon the busi-

ness of the Lessee upon said premises, or against the Railway Company by reason

of occupation or use of said premises by the Lessee. Should State or local law

require, lessee shall rec^ord this lease and assume all costs in connection therewith.

9. Termination

Either party hereto may terminate this lease at any time, by giving to the

other party days written notice, stating therein the date that such

termination shall take place. Acceptance of rent in advance by the Railway Com-
pany shall not act as a waiver of right to ternunate this lease.

10. Notice

Any written notice given by the Railway Company to the Lessee shall be

deemed to be properly served if the same be delivered to the Lessee, or one of the

Lessee's agents, or if posted on said premises, or if mailed, postpaid, addressed to

the Lessee at the Lessee's last known address.

IL Refund

Rental paid in advance for a period extending beyond the termination of this

lease shall be refunded to the Lessee, unless such termination shall result from vio-
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lation or non-fulfillment of any of the terms of this lease by the Lessee, or abandon-

ment of said premises and improvements by the Le.ssee, in which case the amount

paid as rental shall be retained by the Railway Company.

12. Indemnification

The Lessee covenants and agrees to indemnify, protect and save harmless the

Railway Company from and against all loss of and damage to any property what-

soever, including property of the parties hereto and all other persons whomsoever,

and all loss and damage on account of injury to or death of any person whomso-

ever, including employees and patrons of the parties hereto and all other persons

whomsoever, and all claims and liability for such loss and damage and cost and

expense thereof, caused by or growing out of the occupancy or use of said prem-

ises by the Lessee, whether caused by the fault, failure or negligence of the Rail-

way Company or otherwise.

13. Proximity

It is understood the premises are in close proximity to the Railway Company's

remaining property and operations, and so involves the possibility of hazard to per-

sons and property on the premises resulting from the operations of the Railway

Company. In recognition of this, the Lessee indemnifies and holds harmless the

Railway Company from and against any and all claims for personal injury, death

or property damage involving persons and property upon the premises resulting

from the operations of the Railway Company.

14. Insurance

The Lessee, at his own cost and expense, shall procure prior to commencement
of this lease and shall maintain in full force and effect at all times during the con-

tinuance of this lease, insurance of the following kind and amounts, in such form

and issued by such insurance companies as shall be satisfactory to Railway

Company

:

Public Liability In.surance with limits for bodily injury, including death, of

not less than $ for one person and not less than $

for all persons arising out of each occurrence, and limits of not less than

•$. for damage to or destruction of property, including the

loss of use thereof, for each occurrence, and not less than $

in the aggregate. Such insurance shall include coverage for contractual

liability assumed by Lessee under this lease, with specific reference made
thereof.

'Note: Exclusionn in the abaoe policy relating to blasting and other explo-

sions, collapse of property and damage to underground propeiiy shoidd

be eliminated where these hazards exist.

Prior to commencement of this lease. Lessee shall furnish to Railway Company
certificate of insurance as evidence of compliance witli the above. Such insurance

shall provide that same shall not be altered or cancelled without at least

days prior notice to Railway Company at

(address)
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It is understood and agreed by Lessee that the furnishing by it of the above

insurance and the acceptance of same by Railway Company is not intended to and

shall not limit, affect or modify the obligations of the Lessee under any provision

of this lease.

15. Abandonment

The failure of the Lessee to occupy or use said premises and improvements

for the purpose herein stated for days at any one time shall be

deemed an abandonment thereof. An abandonment of said premises and improve-

ments shall, at the option of the Railway Company, operate as an absolute and

immediate termination of this lease without notice.

16. Removal of Improvements

Upon the termination of this lease in any manner herein provided. Lessee shall

forthwith surrender to the Railway Company the possession of said premises and

shall remo\e the improvements and restore the premises to substantially the state

in which they were prior to the construction of the improvements. In case the

Lessee shall fail, within days after the date of termination of this

lease, to make such removal or restoration, then the Railway Company may, at its

election, either remove said improvements and restore said premises to substantially

their fonner state at the sole cost of the Lessee, or may take and hold the said

improvements as its sole property.

17. Right of Inspection

The premises and improvements shall be open at all reasonable times for

inspection by the Railway Company or its agents.

18. Forfeiture

Any breach of any covenant, stipulation or condition herein contained to be

kept and performed by the Lessee, shall be sufficient cause for the immediate

termination of this lease.

19. Eminent Domain

If the whole or any part of the leased premises or the remaining property of

the Railway Company pertinent to the leased premises shall be required for public

purposes or taken under the power of eminent domain, then in that event, the Rail-

way Company may terminate this lease in regard to the property so required, and

Lessee hereby wai\es and releases unto the Railway Company any damages to the

taking of said property regardless of whether the consideration for the taking is nego-

tiated or determined by condenmation proceedings. This waiver and release of the

Lessee shall not apply to any damage to the improvements of the Lessee.

20. Successors and Assigns

This lease shall inure to and be binding upon the parties hereto, their succes-

sors and assigns, however this lease shall not be assigned or sublet in any manner

whatsoever, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the Railway

Company.
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In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto executed this lease in

as of the day and year first above written.

Witness Company

By

Witness Lessee

By

Note: Add acknowledgments if required by State law.
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FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR COMMERCIAL SIGNS ON
RAILWAY PROPERTY

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of , 19 ....

by and between , a corporation

organized and existing under tlie laws of the State of ,

hereinafter called the Railw ay Company, and ,

hereinafter called the Licensee:

WiTNESSEin : In consideration of the mutual covenants herein .stipulated to be

kept by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:

1. License

The Railway Company gives permission to the Licensee to construct, maintain

and use a commercial sign upon the property of the Railway Company, situated at

, subject to the requirements of the

Railway Company, together with the right of egress and ingress thereto, in common
with the Railway Company and others, all as shown on the plan and in the

specifications hereto attached and designated as Exhibit A, dated

, and made a part hereof.

2. Display Copy

The ijennission herein given is upon the express condition that any sign erected

and advertising displayed thereon during the term of this agreement shall be in

substance, form, kind and character satisfactory to and approved by the

of the Railway Company, and upon

any breach of this condition by said Licensee, such License shall terminate at once.

3. Permits and Taxes

Prior to the erection of said sign the Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense,

procure all necessary consents and pennits from all public authorities having juris-

diction, and shall pay all license fees and taxes, or increase of taxes, assessed against

or imposed on or by reason of said sign, and at all times during the continuance

hereof, shall comply with all rules, regulations and requirements of said authorities

and of the National Board of Fire Underwriters relative thereto.

4. Cost and Maintenance

The Licensee shall at its sole Cost and expense, and in a safe manner satisfac-

tory to the of the Railway Compan>

,

construct and maintain said sign and keep the land and structures appurtenant

thereto in a cleanly condition, free of litter and refuse matter occasioned by said

sign, at all times during the continuance of this agreement. This agreement does

not provide any implied right for utility services to said sign.

5. Changes of Structures

In the event alterations or changes in other structures should be required in

the opinion of the of the Railway Company,

due to said sign, said alterations, changes and subsequent maintenance of same

shall be at the sole cost and expense of the Licensee.
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6. Removal

Upon notice of termination of the license, the Licensee shall at its sole cost

and expense remove said sign and restore the Railway Company's property to its

former condition; and if the Licensee within days shall

fail so to do, said sign shall forthwith become the property of the Railway Com-
pany, and all right, title and interest therein of the Licensee shall terminate, or

the Railway Company may, at its option, remove said sign and restore the Railway

Company's property to its former condition at the sole cost and expense of the

Licensee, which cost and expense the Licensee shall pay upon demand.

7. Rentals

The Licensee shall pay as rental therefor $ per annum,
in advance for each year, or a fraction thereof.

S. Indemnification

The Licensee shall not in any way or at any time interfere with the operations

of the Railway Company; and Licensee agrees to indemnify, protect and save harm-

less the Railway Company from and against all loss of and damage to any property

whatsoever, including property of the parties hereto and of all other persons whom-
soever, and all loss and damage on account of injury to or death of any person

whomsoever, including employees and patrons of the parties hereto and all other

persons whomsoever, and all claims and liability for such loss and damage and

cost and expenses thereof, caused by or growing out of operations of this agree-

ment, or construction, maintenance, use or existance of said sign, whether caused

by the fault, failure or negligence of the Railway Company or otherwise.

9. Insurance

The Licensee, at its own cost and expense, shall procure prior to commence-

ment of this agreement and shall maintain in full force and effect at all times dur-

ing the continuance of this agreement, insurance of the following kinds and

amounts, in such form and issued by such insurance companies as shall be satis-

factory to the Railway Company:

(a) Workmen's Compensation insurance which fully meets the requirements

of any Workmen's Compensation law in force at the place where the

work is to be performed, including the requirements of any Occupa-

tional Disease Law, and Employers' Liability insurance with limits of

not less than $

(b) Public Liability insurance with limits for bodily injury, including

death, of not less than $ for one person and not

less than $ for all persons arising out of each occur-

rence, and limits of not less than $ for damage to or

destruction of property, including tlie loss of use thereof, for each

occurrence, and not less than $ in the aggregate.

Such insurance shall include coverage for contractual liability assumed

by the Licensee under this agreement, with specific reference made

thereto.

Prior to commencement of this agreement, Licensee shall furnish to Railway

Company certificates of insurance as evidence of compliance with (a) and (b)
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above. All such insurance shall provide that same shall not be altered or cancelled

without at least days prior notice to Rail\\a>' Company at

(address)

It is understood and agreed by Licensee that the furnishinj^ by it of the above

insurance and the acceptance of same by Railway Company is not intended to and

shall not limit, affect or modify the oblijjations of tlie Licensee under any provision

of this agreement.

10. Term
This agreement shall continue in force for years,

from the date first above written, unless terminated by either party giving to the

other days' written notice at the last known
address. Termination of this agreement shall not relieve the Licensee of any

liabilities, obligations or responsibilities incurred prior to said termination.

IL Successors and Assigns

This agreement shall inure to and be binding upon the parties hereto, their

successors and assigns; however, this agreement shall not be assigned, or in any

manner transferred in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the

Railway Company.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, the day and year first above written.

Company

Witness By

Licensee

Witness By

Report on Assignment 2

Form of Agreement for Handling Truck Trailers

and Containers at Terminals

J. D. Taylor (chairman, suhcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. F. Bruckner, R. F. Cor-
RELL, A. B. CosTic, J. T. Evans, E. A. Craham, R. C. Meckel, R. P. Hoir-
MAN, F. M. Jones, W. B. .Small, J. W. Wallenius.

Your connnittee recommends that the following new agreement form be

accepted as Manual material and be printed in Part 2, Chapter 20 of the Manual.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR HANDLING TRUCK TRAILERS
AND CONTAINERS AT TERMINALS

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of ,

19 . . . . , behveen , a corporation organized under

the laws of the state of , hereinafter
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called the "Railway Company", and

, hereinafter called

the "Contractor".

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Contractor is engaged in the business of transportation in and

about , by means
of motor trucks, trailers, and other suitable equipment, and

Whereas, the Railway Company proposes to establish a service for the handling

of trailers and containers on railroad cars and desires to obtain the services of the

Contractor in handhng the trailers and containers within the area of

, hereinafter sometimes referred to as

"Area", in accordance with the applicable tariffs of Railway Company, which serv-

ices the Contractor is wilhng to supply on the terms and conditions hereinafter

stated.

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions

herein stipulated to be kept by the parties hereto, it is hereby agreed as follows:

1. Description

The Railway Company shall provide suitable loading and unloading facilities,

and shall perform the necessary switching of cars at said facilities.

The Contractor, when notified by authorized representative of the Railway

Company, shall furnish all necessary labor, materials and equipment for the prompt
loading and unloading of trailers and containers onto and off of cars of the Railway

Company at said loading and unloading facilities; also, to pick up and deliver

loaded and empty trailers and containers of Railway Company in said Area as

directed by Railway Company.

2. Compensation

For the services rendered by the Contractor pursuant to tliis agreement, the

Railway Company shall pay the Contractor in accordance with Schedule "A", dated

, hereto attached and made a part

hereof.

Bills shall be rendered by the Contractor against the Railway Company on

or before the day of each month for compensation earned

during the previous calendar month and shall be supported by statements setting

forth the data upon which the amounts due are calculated in sufficient detail so

that tile bills can be checked. The Contractor shall, on request, furnish such infor-

mation as may be required by the Railway Company to determine the starting and

terminating time for periods in which service is performed. All payments due the

Contractor shall be made not later than the day of each month
for the business transacted during the next preceding calendar month. The books

and records of the Contractor shall be open to inspection by the Railway Company
at all reasonable times for the verification of Contractor's bills.

3. Receipts

The Contractor shall give receipts to shippers for all shipments received, fur-

nish the Railway Company with copies thereof, and shall take receipts, in duplicate,

from all consignees for shipments delivered and give a copy of such receipts to the
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Railway Company. Receipts shall be on forms prescribed by the Railway Company
and shall carry notations as to the apparent condition of the freight, trailers and

containers at the time of receipt or delivery if in other than good condition. Sub-

ject to instructions from the Railway Company, no deliveries of freight shipped on

order bills or on straight bills of lading subject to delivery orders shall be made
by the Contractor until after the original order bill of lading, or dehvery order,

properly endorsed, has been .surrendered to the Contractor. The Contractor shall

promptly deliver to the Railway Company all such original bills of lading and

delivery orders, properly endorsed, surrendered by any consignees on delivery of

any freight handled hereunder.

4. Collections

When requested so to do, the Contractor shall collect and pay to the Railway

Company's agent, on the same day collected if feasible, but in no event later than

noon of the next succeeding business day, all charges on inbound freight and all

charges from consignors on outbound freight billed prepaid and C.O.D. shipments.

The Contractor shall furnish receipts for any sums so collected on forms and in

the manner prescribed by the Railway Company. Should the Contractor be unable

to make such collections on inbound freight, the Contractor shall return the ship-

ment to the Railway Company at point designated by its agent, and receipt shall

be given to the Contractor therefor. All collections shall be made in cash unless

otherwise authorized in writing by the Railway Company. The Contractor in no

case shall be liable for the payment of checks or forms of payment other than cash

accepted by Contractor under such written authorization. In the event the Con-

tractor xdolates tlie provisions of this section, the Contractor shall be directly respon-

sible to the Railway Company for such freight charges, and the Railway Company

will in such case deduct such charges from any amounts due the Contractor

hereunder.

5. Liability

Contractor covenants and agrees to protect, indenmify, and hold harmless the

Railway Company from and against any and all loss, damage, cost, and expense,

including attorneys' fees, that may be suffered or incurred by the Railway Com-
pany or by any person or persons, firm, association, or corporation resulting from:

(a) Injury to or death of all persons, including employes of the parties

hereto, loss or destruction of or damage or delay to property, includ-

ing the property of and in the custody of the parties hereto, including

the conversion thereof, caused by or resulting in any manner from any

acts or omissions, negligent or otherwise, of Contractor or any of Con-

tractor's agents, servants, or employees in performing or failing to per-

form any of the services or duties on the part of the Contractor to be

performed hereunder;

(b) The issuance of any false or fraudulent bill of lading or delivery order,

or the giving or receiving of any false or fraudulent receipt or delivery

order for any freight or for freight charges by the Contractor or any

of the Contractor's agents or employees.

(c) Failure of the Contractor or any of the Contractor's agents or employees

to make collections and remittances to the Railway Company as pro-
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vided in this agreement, or to take up and deliver to the Railway Com-

pany order bills or delivery orders as provided in Section 3 and

(d) Theft, embezzlement, or defalcation on the part of the Contractor or

any of the Contractor's agents or employees.

6, Insurance

The Contractor, at its own cost and expense, shall procure prior to commence-

ment of any work under this agreement and shall maintain in full force and effect

at all times during the continuance of this agreement, insurance of the following

kinds and amounts, in such form and issued by such insurance companies as shall

be satisfactory to Railway Company:

(a) Workmen's Compensation insurance which fully meets the requirements

of any Workmen's Compensation law in force at the jDlace where the

work is to be performed, including the requirements of any Occupa-

tional Disease Law, and Employers' Liability insurance with limits of

not less than $

(b) Comprehensive General Liability insurance (including Automobile Li-

ability) with limits for bodily injury, including death, of not less than

$ for one person and not less than $

for all persons arising out of each occurrence, and limits of not less

than $ for damage to or destruction of property, includ-

ing the loss of use thereof, for each occurrence, and not less than

$ in the aggregate. Such insurance shall include cover-

age for contractual liability assumed by Contractor under this Agree-

ment, with specific reference made thereto, and shall also cover the

legal liability of Contractor and Railway Company when towing trail-

ers and containers which are not owned or hired by Contractor.

(c) Insurance covering physical damage to trailers and containers handled

under this Agreement which are not owned or hired by Contractor,

while in the care, custody and control of Contractor.

( d ) All Risks Cargo insurance with limits of not less tiian $ ,

any one trailer or container, covering liability of Contractor and Rail-

way Company for damage to contents of trailers and containers handled

under this Agreement while in care, custody and control of Contractor.

(e) Bond fully indemnifying Railway Company against theft, embezzle-

ment, or defalcation on the part of Contractor or any of Contractor's

agents or employees.

(f) Money & Securities (Broad Form) insurance with limits not less than

Prior to the commencement of any work under this Agreement, Contractor

shall furnish to Railway Company certificates of insurance as evidence of com-

pliance with the above requirements. All such insurances shall provide that same

shall not be altered or cancelled without at least days prior

notice to Railway Company at

( address

)
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It is understood and agreed by Contractor that the furnishing by it of the

above insurances and the acceptance of same by RaiKvay Company is not intended

to and shall not limit, affect or modify the obligations of Contractor under any

provision of this Agreement.

7. Independent Contractor

The Contractor shall employ and direct ail persons performing any service by

Contractor hereunder, and such persons shall be and remain the sole employees of

and subject to the control and direction of die Contractor and not the employees of

and subject to the direction and control of the Railway Company, it being the

intention of the parties hereto that the Contractor shall be and remain an inde-

pendent contractor and that nothing herein contained shall be construed as incon-

sistent with that status.

8. Laws and Permits

In the performance of the work hereunder, the Contractor shall comply with

all applicable Federal and state enactments with reference to Employers' Liability,

Workmen's Compensation, and Workmen's Insurance (and when requested by the

Railway Company, shall furnish proof of such compliance), and shall indemnify

and hold harmless the Railway Company from and against any and all loss, liability,

damages, claims, demands, costs, and expenses, of whatsoever nature, due to the

existence of such enactments or resulting from any claim of subrogation provided

in such enactments or otherwise. The Contractor shall also, at all times, comply

strictly with all other laws, rules, regulations and ordinances—state, Federal, or

municipal—applicable to operations and services to be performed by the Contractor

hereunder; and the Contractor expressly agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the

Railway Company from all liability for any failure or default on the part of the

Contractor in this behalf.

9. Term

This contract shall take effect as of , 1966,

and shall remain in effect thereafter until terminated by either party giNing not

less than written notice to the other party,

provided that the Railway Company may terminate this agreement at any time

immediately upon written notice to the

Contractor by reason of any legislation, order, or rule of any public authority.

Such termination shall not be construed as relieving either party hereto of any

obligation or liability incurred prior to such termination.

10. Waiver

A waiver of a breach of any of the terms or ccmditions hereof shall be limited

to the act or acts constituting such breach and shall not be construed as being a

continuing or permanent waiver of any such terms or conditions, all of which shall

be and remain in full force and effect as to any future acts or happenings, not-

withstanding any such waiver.

11. Assignment

This agreement, and all of the rights and obligations herein contained shall

inure to the benefit of, and in binding upon the .successors and a.ssigns of the jiartie-s
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hereto, but no assignment by the Contractor shall be made without the written

consent of the Railway Company having been first obtained.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be

executed on the day and year first hereinabove written.

Witness ( Railway Company

)

By

Witness ( Contractor)

By
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. B. Throckmorton (chairman, subcommittee), R. W. Pember, H. C. Minteer,

J. A. Caywood, M. H. Dick, J. K. Closter, L. A. Locgins, M. S. Reid, H. E.

Wilson.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with

respect to Part 2, Chapter 22 of the Manual.

Page 22-2-3

WEIGHT OF RAIL

Add new paragraph (f), reading as follows:

"(f) It should be remembered that labor is only one factor in the total eco-

nomic evaluation of rail. Other factors which must be considered in the selection of

the proper rail section are: The increase in capital cost of the heavier weight of rails

versus added service life; reduced maintenance costs; salvage; the welding of rail

in the shop and in the field into continuous strings; and all other factors which

affect the complete economic evaluation of a rail section."

VEGETATION CONTROL

Add to end of first paragraph on page 22-2-4, the words "and governmental

regulations" making the paragraph read in its entirety:

"The greatest economy in vegetation control is eff^ected by reducing to the

minimum the amount of manual labor through the use of (1) mechanical equip-

ment, (2) oil burners, (3) chemicals, or (4) oil, the relative economy of which

depends upon the character and density of the vegetation concerned, on local

conditions, and j^overnniental regulations."
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 28—Clearances

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

S. M. Dahl (chairman, subcommittee), J. E, Beran, J. A. Crawford, R. T. Dedow,
R. D. Erhardt, J. G. Greenlee, G. E. Henry, G. P. Huhlein, O. H. Jensen,
E. C. Lawson, G. W. Martyn, B. W. McCurdy, C. A. Meadows, E. E. Mills,

J. R. Moore, F. B. Persels, G. E. Peterson, R. G. Rankin, A. G. Richmond,
E. G. Smith, G. H. Stephenson, M. Van Kuiken, M. E. Vosseller, R. L.
Williams.

On pages 268 through 274 of Bulletin 610, December 1967, there were pub-

lished as information the Special Notes and Diagrams, Figs. 1 through 6, which

Committee 28 developed as a result of its review of Parts 1 and 2 of Chapter 28

of the Manual.

By an affirmative vote of more than two-thirds of its members. Committee 28 voted

to recommend that these Special Notes and Diagrams be adopted and printed in

the Manual in lieu of the present Special Notes in Part 1 and the present equivalent

Diagrams in Part 2 of Chapter 28; provided, however, that Fig. 3 shown on page

271 of Bulletin 610 be modified so as to delete the word^ "VARIES WITH TRACK
CENTERS" along the long radius line and substitute therefor "R=8'0" PLUS
TRACK CENTERS", and provided further that the note "See Special Notes, Page

28-1-1, Which Apply To This Figure", shall appear under each of the new Dia-

grams, Figs. 1 through 6, inch The present Diagram, Clearance Lines for Third Rail

Territory, page 28-2-8, is to be retained as is.
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail

Report on Assignment 6

Welding Secondhand Rail

\V. E. Roberts (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barlow, J. D. Case, L. S. Crane,
B. J. Gordon, C. R. Harrell, B. J. Johnson, W. J. Jones, H. F. Longhelt,
L. H. Martin, G. H. Maxwell, J. P. Morrissey, R. H. Paiterson, M. S.

Reid, R. p. Roden, V. R. Terrill, G. R. Thurston.

Last year your committee presented as information a report entitled, "Inspec-

tion and Classification of Secondhand Rail for Welding." This report may be found

in Bulletin 612, February 1968, pages 617 and 618.

By letter ballot the committee has approved the report for adoption and

publication in the Manual and recommends that it be placed in the Manual in

Chapiter 4, Part 2, immediately following the "Specifications for Fabrication of

Continuous Welded Rail."
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Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 11.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following .subjects:

L Revision of Manual.

Brief progress statement, presented as informati

2. Bibliography.

Progress report, submitted as information .

3. Office and drafting practices.

Progress report on "Functions of the Capital Expenditures and Prop-

erty Accounting Departments and Their liclationship to Other Hail-

road Departments within the Industry," submitted as information . . . page 442

4. Special studies.

No report for past year's activities.

Oiseussion on siibcommittc<- reports herein closes on January 2<), 19fi9.

439
lliil. «>I7

ion page 440

page 440
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5. Application of data processing.

Brief status report and brief progress report as information on two
studies underway page 447

6. Valuation and depreciation.

(a) Current developments in connection with regulatory bodies and

courts.

Progress report, presented as information page 448

( b ) ICC valuation orders and reports.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 448

(c) Development of depreciation data.

No report.

7. Revision and interpretations of ICC accounting classifications.

Progress report, presented as information page 448

The Committee on Engineering and Valuation Records,

J. Bert Byars, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 617, Part 2, December 1968.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. L. Manthey (chairman, subcommittee), G. R. Berquist, P. J. Beyer, Jr., C. J.

CosNER, N. Hammond, C. N. Harrub, M. J. Hebert, J. J. Hoolahan, M. F.
McCoRCLE, J. McKeague, G. L. Muchow, M. L. Myers, Jr., C. F. Olson,
F. A. Roberts, J. H. Robinson, R. S. Shaw, Jr., G. W. Smith, C. H. Stewart,
H. R. Williams, M. C. Wolf.

The annual reports of Committee II were reviewed for the years 1962—1967

for possible revisions that should be made in Chapter II of the Manual. It was
found from this review that no significant changes to the Manual are necessary

in 1968.

At the time Chapter 11 is revised, the data being developed by Subcommittee

5 (;n Machinery Records will be incorporated in Part 1 of the Manual.

Report on Assignment 2

Bibliography

M. W. BoNNOM (chairman, subcommittee), P. J. Beyer, Jr., H. C. Boley, C. R.
DoLAN, L. W. Howard, R. D. Igou, J. L. Manthey, J. J. O'Hara, C. F.

Olson, J. H. Robinson, M. C. Wolf.

Your committee submits the following report of progress, which presents addi-

tional references with annotations.
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GENERAL

Management Accounting, July 1968, pages 55-63. "Capital Budgeting and

Financing or Leasing Decisions."

An illustration of how a combination of capital budgeting (investment) deci-

sions and financing or leasing decisions must be kept separate or erroneous con-

clusions are apt to follow.

Progressive Engineering, March-April 1968, pages 28-34. "Progressive Engi-

neering Procedures Reduce Costs."

L&iN using Critical Path McUiod (CPM) to control scheduling of work and

keep complete tab on final costs. Development of new methods and equipment to

a.ssist railroads in rebuilding is progressing satisfactorily.

DEPRECIATION

Internal Revenue Bulletin No. 1968-26, June 24, 1968, 26 CFR 1.48-2: New
section 38 property Rev. Rul. 68-316.

An owner-lessor "reconstructed" a used machine and properly classified it as

"new section 38 property."

26 CFR 1.48-1: Definition of section 38 Rev. Rul. 68-297 property.

An explanation of why a coal transloading facility qualifies as "section 38

property."

The Journal of Accountancy, August 1968, pages 57-63. "A Computer Study

of Tax Depreciation Policy."

An examination of the benefits gained from early write-off of depreciable prop-

erty under guideline depreciation and analysis of reserve ratio computation.

TAXES

Railway Age, March 18, 1968, page 27, "N&W wins ta.x case in high court."

United States Supreme Court has condemned rigid use by States of the so-

called mileage formula for taxing railroad rolling stock, if such use leads to "a

grossly distorted result."

Internal Rsvenue Bulletin No. 1968-32, August 5, 1968, Page 11. Section 263—
Capital Expenditures.

The Revenue Service discusses the retirement and replacement method of

accounting for the cost of replacing wood cross ties with concrete cross ties.

The Valuation Consultant, Volume 5, No. 3, August 1969, "Preferential Assess-

ment of Agricultural Lands—Preservation or Discrimination."

A new concept in assessing property taxes that could mmv reasonably be

applied to railroad property.

OFFICE PROCEDURE

Rc])ro(lticti<^n Metlwds, April 1968, Volume 8, No. 4. page 6. "Annual Purchase

Agreements—Advantages and Pitfalls."

Techniques of having a vendor supply an agreed-upon (luantity of material

delivered on a use basis over a specified period of time.

Railway Age, April 29, 1968, pages 44-45. "Frisco Gets Flexibility in Computer

Operations."

A new .system permits switching to, and/or from, Telet>pe, IBM 10.50 and

Telex stations. Accuracy has been greatly improved, eliminates manual message

relay and lost messages.
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Reprographics, April 1968, pages 7-30. "Microfilm in Engineering."

Development of a fully integrated, flexible and economical documentation sys-

tem for engineering drawings by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company.

Dun's Review, August 1968, pages 40-42. "Needed: A Yardstick for Com-
puters."

An interview with John Dicbold. Questions and answers concerned with the

problem of who is determining what use should be made of computer time

—

managers of the company or technicians.

Modern Office Procedures, June 1968, pages 42-43. "An Unusual Case for a

Successful Microfilm System."

How an implant business equipment show, a video-taped training program,

and a push-button microfilm system saves over 2000 man-hours a year and $0.20

a print.

Reproduction Methods, July 1968, page 28.

Products and systems that were introduced at the 17th Annual Microfihn Asso-

ciation Convention held May 21-23 in Chicago. Information on the latest microfilm

printers, viewers, readers and various other units.

VALUATION

Engineering News Record, March 21, 1968, pages 77-127.

EN-R Indexes of Cost Trends 1913-68

Record Cost Rise Ahead in 1968

The Latest Trends in Building Cost Indexes

Building Equipment Cost Indexes

Heavy Construction Price Indexes

The Four M's of Construction: Machinery, Money, Manpower and Materials

Traffic World, July 27, 1968, page 90. "Rail Valuation Measure Cleared by

Senate Unit, Further Action Uncertain."

Enactment this year of legislation to eliminate or make optional certain prop-

erty value reporting by the carriers and the Interstate Commerce Commission

appeared uncertain.

Report on Assignment 3

Office and Drafting Practices

W. C. Kanan (chairman, suhconwiittee), P. J. Beyer, J. M. Bourne, J. B. Byars,
N. Hammond, P. Hendricksen, J. J. Hool.\han, J. W. Kelly, J. G. KmcHEN,
W. A. Krauska, J. L. Manthey, M. F. McCorcle, F. J. Merscher, M. L.

Myers, G. L. Muchow, B. F. Nauert, R. S. Shaw, C. H. Stewart.

Your committee submits as information the following report on the functions

of the Capital Expenditures and Property Accounting Department and their rela-

tionship to the other departments within the industry.

Subcommittee 3 of Committee 11 was given the assignment to canvass the

membership of Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation Records, to determine

"the functions performed and the records maintained."
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The conclusions reflected or procedures referred to herein cover data contributed

by 27 carrierii. It was the consensus of the committee that the report was compre-

hensive enough to be of interest to other departments within the industry

The property records are familiar to all railroad engineers and to most railroad

executives, but generally are not so well known to other railroad personnel.

The purpose of this report is to acquaint others with the functions of the

Property Record Department in the hope of assisting them in their work.

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT

I—AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE WORK

1. AFE

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in Valuation Order No. 3 and Supple-

ments, requires that investment (road and equipment) account records shall include

an AFE. The AFE becomes the starting point for all action involving changes to

physical property.

An AFE is made for each change in the railroad's property involving a pur-

chase, extension, addition, betterment, transfer of class of service or retirement from

service which, when signed by the highest approving officer, becomes the Authority

for Ex-penditure.

2. Detailed Estimate

Each request for AFE is accompanied by a detailed estimate, unless the pro-

posed change in the property is so small and so simple that it is deemed unneces-

sary to show the details of the estimate.

Twenty-seven railroads reported that their "Property Record Department," to

some extent, prepared the AFE and the accompanying estimates for land, trackage,

bridge, buildings, electrical, communications, signal, machinery and rolling stock.

3. Register of Authorities for Expenditure

As each project is authorized, the number, date, location description and esti-

mated cost is entered on the register form in the order of the numbers assigned.

The majority of the Railroad Property Record Departments maintain the AFE
register and also assign the AFE numbers.

4. AFE Bills and Interest Rental Statements

On those AFE projects where, upon completion of the project, bills for collec-

tion were required, the railroad Record Departments indicated they also prepared

bills and interest rental statements against industries, railroads and governmental

bodies. A part of this function also involves checking AFE bills and interest rental

statements from other railroads where capital and operating changes take place.

A majority of the roads reported that they are called upon to check new joint

facility arrangements as well as proposed contracts covering these facilities.

All of the roads reported that tliey are called upon from time to time to pre-

pare valuation statements for interest rental purposes.

5. AFE Requisitions

Several railroads indicated their department prepared requisitions ordering

material for AFE projects.

6. AFE Status Report

A monthly statement is prepared for management indicating the status or stage

of completion of each authorized AFE.
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More than lialf of the railroads iiidicalctl the status report was prepared and

maintained in their department.

7. Annual Capital Improvement Budget

More than half of the raihoads indicated tlieir department either assembled

or assisted in the preparation of its annual Capital Improvement Budget which is

the annual budget of additions and improvement work, for which AfE's will be

prepared. This budget indicates, separately, the cash expenditure, amounts charge-

able to capital account and incidental expenses chargeable to operating or other

accounts.

8. AFE's for Subsidiary Companies

Most of the railroads indicated that they prepared the AFE's for their sub-

sidiaries and maintained the underlying records.

II—PROPERTY RECORD MAINTENANCE

1. Roadway Completion Reports and Equipment Completion Reports

As soon after completion of each AFE project as possible, a report must be

made on a form prescribed by tlie ICC showing, in detail, the changes made to

the property, listing the units of property added and their costs and the units of

property retired and their costs and classified by accounts.

(a) Almost all of the railroads replying to this question indicated that their

department prepared the RCR and ECR.

(b) In reply to specific questions as to receipt of "as built" or "as retired"

inventories to prepare RCR's, carriers replied that their field engineers

furnished this information on the basis of "on the ground" check.

(c) The carriers reported that installed units are spread on account basis

and priced from spread of accounting documents. The retired units are

spread by accounts from original cost or current betterment.

2. Record of Property Changes

The "Record of Property Changes," on forms established by the ICC, prescribed

that the actual quantities of material and property installed or retired during the

course of a property change shall be transcribed from the RCR. The record , is

established according to owners of the property in which the change is made and

is arranged by the primary accounts of the "Uniform System of Accounts" pre-

scribed by the ICC for investment in road and equipment that are applicable to

each valuation section.

The RPC, which came into being as a result of ICC Order, has been main-

tained for about 50 years and is an important corporate record of each railroad.

It reflects the units and money from the basic inventory as well as the units and

money added or retired through the medium of AFE's from the date of the inven-

tory to present time.

The roads answering the questionnaire indicated they had the responsibility of

maintaining the RPC.

3. B.V. 588—Statement of Property Units Added and Retired and Their Costs

The ICC requires that each carrier file, annually, B.V. 588, which is a state-

ment of property units added and retired. The amounts shown on B.V. 588 are

taken from the RPC.
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The carriers answering the questionnaire indicated their department was

charged with the responsibihty of preparing this report.

4. Other Records Mainfained by Property Record Department

The carriers canvassed indicated they also keep the following record.s:

(a) Index of roadway bridges

(b) Roadway machines

( c ) Shop machinery and power plant machinery
(d) Track unit record by main track mile and track unit record by yard

track number
(e) Ballast record by main-track mile

(f) Rolling stock inventory

(g) Mileage record, separated by main and yard tracks and by states.

(h) Land valuation maps, correcting same to reflect all land transactions,

and assessments,

(i) Land register, furnishing deed numbers for all land transactions,

(j) Keep record, furnishing changes in depreciation base for income tax.

(k) Miscellaneous physical property unit record (Account 737) showing

additions to or retirements from this account.

(1) Improvements to leased property unit record (Account 732) showing

additions to or retirements from this account,

(m) Flasher light crossing protection by location.

Ill—INFORMATION FURNISHED TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS WITHIN THE INDUSTRY

One of the prime functions of the Capital Expenditure and Property Account-

ing Department is furnishing information from the property records to others within

the industry.

The following is a summary of the kind of information furnished:

1. Furnish values of property in connection with tax assessments made by the

various state taxing bodies for ad valorem tax purposes. Some states require that

mileage on all tracks be broken down by counties, townships, corporate limits,

schools, parks, library and fire protection districts, as well as detail of property

located in each taxing district.

2. Depreciation studies furnished Accounting and Income Tax Departments

for book and tax purposes.

3. Fire and accident reports on equipment or roadway property, including

accidents at highway crossings.

4. Furnish rolling stock equipment ledger values for retirements.

5. Furnish rolling stock equipment AFE charges upon request.

6. Check of proof of changes in live equipment for Railway Equipment

Register corrected according to ef|uipment historical records.

7. Furnish monthly report of changes in passenger and way car equipment.

8. Furnish monthly report of new cars built in company shops.

9. Post and maintain cost record for new and rebuilt car program in company
shops.

(a) Ecjuipment Trust

( 1 ) Furnishing certificate of acceptance

(2) Issue release of new or rebuilt cars

(3) Furnish certificate as to final cost
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10. Ktiinish iiiformation ix's^ardiny original cost, depreciated value, etc. to AAR
Bill Department when ear is destroyed on foreign line to permit preparation of bills.

11. Prepare and furnish statement of company owned automotive equipment.

12. Prepare and furnish smnmary of washout damage cost by location.

13. Make reports to various state railroad connnissions showing changes in

physical property.

14. Furnish Foini '"A" (Annual Report to the ICC) information, such as:

(a) Annual nu'leage report

(h) Weight of rail statement for main line

( c ) Tie statement

(d) Equipment changes

15. Furnish road and equipment information for annual report to stockholders.

16. Furnish information annually on road and equipment changes to various

periodicals such as Moody's Investors Service, Railway Age, Modern Railroads, etc.

17. Annual report to Rand McNally on lines built or abandoned.

18. Sales of Physical Property

( a ) Furnish book investment

(b) Furnish depreciated original cost or present day depreciated values.

(c) Economic study showing effect on the treasury and income taxes.

19. Furnish road and equipment valuation for commutation rate making pur-

poses.

20. Furnish statistical data from the property records for various purposes, to

cities, colleges, libraries, financial institutions, other corporations and historical

societies.

21. Furnisli information to other departments relative to improvements made
during the year.

22. Furnish information relative to line abandonments. In connection with ap-

plication to the ICC for abandomnent of branch lines, certain information must

accompany the application such as mileage, investment, salvage and cost of removal.

23. Furnish historical information from imderlying records to individuals and

organizations.

24. Furnish and maintain multi-level per diem/UMLER file on monthly basis.

25. Furnish adjusted basis for income tax purposes on land.

26. Prepare estimate of following year's equipment acquisitions and retirements

for projected income tax accruals.

27. Furnish information to various subcommittees of Railroad Advisory Com-
mittee in cooperation with Interstate Commerce Bureau of Accounting to determine

trend c;f prices and relati\e costs by accounts, for various items of railroad con-

struction.

28. Develop proposed rental rates on cciin'pnsent for General Managers' Asso-

ciation and for outside parties.

29. Develop depreciation rates for specific installations ( Short line items, mis-

cellaneous physical property).

30. Prepare inontlily joiunal entries for depreciation accruals.

31. Prepare econonnc studies to assist management in arriving at a decision as

to the desirability of making major equipment changes, entering special agreements,

policy changes, feasibility of abandonment of branch lines, estimate of profitability
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of new facility, analysis of alternate means for financing proposed acquisitions,

analysis of normalizing of current maintenance expenses. These studies include

study as to annual savings, effect on income taxes, ad valorem taxes and net treasury

effect.

GENERAL

As a matter of interest, 11 of the Capital Expenditures and Property Account-

ing Departments report to Accounting Officers, 15 to Engineering Officers and one

did not report to either accounting or engineering.

Report on Assignment 5

Application of Data Processing

L. F. Grabowski (co-chairman, subcommittee on accounting phases), H. C. Boley
(co-chairman, subcommittee on engineering phases), J. B. Byars, C. E. Bynane,
P. L. Conway, Jr., C. R. Dolan, R. L. Ealy, W. V. Eller, M. J. Hebert,
R. D. IGOU, W. C. Kanan, J. W. Kelly, W. H. Kiehl, J. G. Kirchen, W. A.
Krauska, M. F. McCorcle, F. J. Merscher, L. V. Milligan, J. M. Morgan,
B. F. Nauert, C. F. Olson, F. A. Roberts, G. S. Rogers, J. E. Stein, J. B.

Styles, E. G. Terrell, J. J. Weisbecker, H. R. Williams, M. C. Wolf.

DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES—AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE CHARGES

The major emphasis of the subcommittee is being shifted toward the develop-

ment of accumulation of data techniques and processing techniques on construction

project costs and associated physical units.

APPLICATION OF DATA PROCESSING TO ROADWAY MACHINES AND SHOP

AND POWER PLANT MACHINES, R&E ACCOUNTS 37, 44 AND 45

The special survey and report presented in Bulletin 610, December 1967, page

224, was expanded to include shop machinery and power plant machinery. The

revised data are not included in this report as Committee 11 plans to recommend

inclusion of the detailed report in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

COLLABORATION WITH THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The subcommittee is continuing its work with Committee 32—Systems Engi-

neering. Data processing activity developed in Assignment 5 is being reported to

Committee 32. Committee 32's comments and other developmental activities are

being reported to Conunittee 11 for il> iiifonnation and consideration.
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Report on Assignment 6

Valuation and Depreciation

C. E. Bynane (chairman, subcommittee), G. R. Berquist, W. M. Berryman, M. W.
BoNNOM, J. B. Byars, p. L. Conway, Jr., C. J. Cosner, R. L. Ealy, W. V.
Eller, L. F. Grabowski, J. E. Hebbron, M. J. Hebert, P. J. Hendricksen,
P. R. Holmes, L. W. Howard, N. J. Hull, Jr., R. D. Igou, J. W. Laurent,
J. G. Maher, J. L. Manthey, D. C. Maris, L. V. Milligan, C. F. Olson,
G. W. Smith, E. E. Strickland, J. B. Styles, E. G. Terrell, T. A. Valacak,
L. G. Weischedal, H. R. Williams.

(A) CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CONNECTION WITH REGULATORY BODIES AND COURTS

ICC Bureau of Accounts

The work of the ICC Bureau of Accounts with respect to valuation was princi-

pally in the area of railroad and pipeline indices and pipeline tentative and final

valuation reports.

During fiscal year 1968, the Commission, Accounting and Valuation Board, is-

sued tentative and final valuation reports for 70 pipeline carriers. The Commission

also released the Schedule of Annual Indices for pipeline carriers for the year 1967.

As stated in our prior report, all railroad and pipeline carriers subject to the

Commission depreciation orders have been placed on a five-year cyclical review basis.

During fiscal year 1968, the Commission Accounting and Valuation Board issued

32 pipeline, 43 railroad and 13 water carrier depreciation orders.

The total authorized personnel for the Section of Valuation and Depreciation

for the fiscal year 1969 is 19.

Railroad Advisory Committee on Equipment and Roadway Property

The Railroad Advisory Committee on Equipment and Roadway Property met

for its annual meeting in September 1968, with representatives in the Engineering

Branch of the Section of Valuation, to formulate prices for indices for year 1967.

The railroad indices are to be released by the Commission in the latter part of the

year.

(B) ICC VALUATION ORDERS AND REPORTS

The special Ad Hoc Committee appointed to review ICC Valuation Orders is

continuing its review of Valuation Order No. 3.

Report on Assignment 7

Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classifications

R. D. Igou (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Meyer, (assistant chairman, subcom-
mittee), R. O. Bassett, W. M. Berryman, M. W. Bonnom, J. M. Bourne,

P. L. Conway, Jr., C. R. Dolan, N. J. Hull, Jr., W. C. Kanan, J. W. Kelly,

J. G. Maher, D. C. Maris, J. W. McDonnell, G. L. Muchow, F. A. Roberts,

J. E. Stein, T. A. Valacak.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued by its order of September 12,

1967, under Docket No. 32153, published in the Federal Register on September
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15, 1967, amendments of the Uniform System of Aceounts for Railroatl Companies,

pertaining to the accomiting treatment of extraordinary and prior period items in

the determination of net income. These amendments were made effective retro-

active to January 1, 1967.

The ICC Bureau of Accounts issued Accounting Series Circular No. 137 dated

October 30, 1967, covering treatment of balance carried in account 80, Other

Elements of Investment, by reorganized railroad companies. Compliance with the

instructions of the circular was to be made on or before December 31, 1967.

The ICC Bureau of Accounts issued Accounting Series Circular No. 137,

Supplement No. 1, dated December 8, 1967, which stayed the efleetive date of

accounting described in Accounting Series Circular No. 137.

The ICC Bureau of Accounts issued Accounting Series Circular No. 138, dated

June 28, 1968, in order to provide uniform accounting for cost of Automatic Car

Identification (ACI) Labels. These instructions were made effective retroactive

to January 1, 1968.



Ground Rules for Discussion Section

As announced in the September-October 1968 issue of the AREA News, the

Board of Direction has approved the pubhcation of comments on the reports and

papers pubHshed in the six technical issues of the AREA Bulletin, by either

members or non-members.

These comments will be printed in a special discussion section located in the

back of the Bulletin and in accordance with the procedures outlined below. The
purpose of the new section is to stimulate greater interest in the published reports

and papers and to offer to those not involved in their preparation die opportunity

to present their thoughts on the different subjects, whether pro or con, based on

their knowledge and experience.

The September-October 1968 issue of the Bulletin, which is the first publica-

tion in Proceedings Volume 70 (1969), is the first in which papers and reports are

offered for open discussion. Therefore, for the information and guidance of all

concerned, here are the ground rules adopted by the Board for handling and
publishing comments on AREA published papers and reports:

• Letter containing comments must be addressed to executive secretary, be

received by the deadline published with paper, contain identification number of

paper or report, and be identified with writer's signature, typed or printed name,

title, company and full address, including zip code.

• Reader's comments will be forwarded to author or appropriate committee

for further comments or rebuttal.

• Both reader's comments and author's reply will be published at the same
time and in the earliest Bulletin having space available (at start of program, com-

ments received soon after publication may be published before deadUne).

• All comments must be in good taste, add to discussion on the subject of

paper or report, and be constructive in nature.

• Board Coimiiittee on Publications will be the review or mediation group

should some problem or sometliing questionable arise.

• After deadline, no further comments on a particular paper or report will

be accepted for publication, unless extenuating circumstances exist.

Identification number of papers open to discussion will be located near the

tide and must be used in comments to positively identify the paper to which they

refer. Comments on committee reports should refer to tlie proper committee and

assignment numbers.

Deadline for comments will be given in a footnote on the first page of the

paper or committee report, the latter covering all of the subcommittee reports of

that particular committee. In general, this deadline will be approximately 90 days

after date of issue. However, this will vary to some extent because the intervals

between issues of the Bulletin are not constant throughout the Association's publica-

tion year, which extends from September to July, inclusive.

The Board of Direction feels that, with the cooperation and interest of all

concerned, discussions on papers and reports published by the Association should

prove to be both stimulating and informative.
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Report of Committee 32—Systems Engineering

''L. P, Diamond,
Chairman

"W. R. BjOBKLUND,
Vice Chairman

"R. C. Gilbert,
Secretary

"W. E. DOWLING
"H. R. Williams
"G. L. Nichols
"R. G. WiLHELM

"J. R. BOYER
°Dh. H. N. Laden
"L. F. Grabowski
R. S. Allen
E. R. Andhlik
R. W. Bailey
S. H. Bahhiger
D. R. Bergmann
F. T. Berry
R. J. Berti
Edward Bond
W. E. Brakensiek
A. P. Campbell, Jh.

H. L. Chamberlain
R. D. Combs
J. E. COSKY
L. F. Currier
A. V. Dasburg
J. F. Davison
R. L. Dean
R. P. DeCamara
R. Dxrvonis
W. J. Drunsic
R. L. Ealy
F. C. Edmonds
E. H. Fisher
F. D. Free
A. J. Gellman
D. M. Harlan
D. E. Harmon

R. W. Holt
Mayer Horn
R. P. Howell
J. R. Iwinski
B. W. H. Jaeger
S. M. Jones
R. H. Knittel
M. W. Krug
A. S. Lang
R. H. Lee
A. D. M. Lewis
J. F. Lynch, Jr.

G. F. McGlumphy
W. J. Mariluch
A. B. Merritt, Jr.

H. L. Murphy
K. S. NiEMOND
B. F. Overbey
J. A. Penner
A. W. POLICH
B. H. Price, Jr.

T. H. Seep
R. A. Stane
J. J. Stark, Jr.

H. E. Storey
E. G. Talley
L. L. Tameling
T. W. TOAL
E. N. Wilson
T. D. WoFFORD, Jr.

Committee

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the
Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 32.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

L Define and illustrate systems engineering concepts, developing a

manual of specifications for their application to railway engineering.

Progress report, presented as information ptige 453

2. Document present computer assignments of all AREA committees

—

indicating their relationships in overall systems—witli identification of

potential for expansion.

Progress report, presented as information page 455

3. Develop specifications for engineering atlministrative systems .such as

PERT, CPM Time and Cost.

No report. The committee is working on a four-part program to im-

plement this assignment. Part I is a development of a CPM network

showing planned activities to accomplish the assignment. Part H in-

Discussion on subcommittee rcjiorts herein closes on January 20, 1969.
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volves organizational and educational requirements which implement

the administrative system. Part III develops specifications for computer

programs to handle CPM. Part IV presents a specific example illustra-

tive of the system.

4. Define and specify all elements in the engineer-computer interaction,

promoting simplified and expeditious computer usage by the engineer

in all his functions.

No report.

5. Promote computer usage by railway engineers through demonstrations,

seminars, and programs of instruction by leaders in the field.

No report. A demonstration of computer service via time sharing was

presented by the committee at the 1968 convention of tlie AREA.
Programs which computed the rating of heavy-duty vehicles over

bridges were run from remote terminals at the convention site on dis-

tant computers. Plans are being formulated for possible future AREA
workshops involving computer-assisted instruction. Work is underway

in arranging for talks on computerized clearances at the 1969 con-

vention.

6. Liaison with the AAR Data Systems Division for engineering applica-

tions, including study of the operation of its Computer Center at Wash-

ington, D. C.

No report. The mission of this assignment is considered accomplished.

Liaison has been established and is being maintained with tlie manage-

ment of the Data Systems Division of the AAR Management Systems

Department. They have attended a meeting of Committee 32. Many
members of this Committee hold memberships on the several Commit-

tees of the Data Systems Division and contribute to their work. Rec-

ommendation has been made, therefore, to discontinue this assignment

for reporting purposes.

7. Design and develop in full scope a clearance system for both excess

weight and dimensions of vehicles and loads,

(a) Specifying all the system elements involved and their logical inter-

relationships, and

(b) Coordinating the interests and requirements of all involved AREA-
AAR Engineering Division Committees with those of the AAR
Mechanical and Operating-Transportation Divisions and the AAR
Management Systems Department.

Progress report, presented as information page 456

8. Formulate a railway engineering data base suitable for computer proc-

essing, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 11, 16

and 22, the AAR Data Systems Division, and the Cost Analysis Organi-

zation of the AAR Economics and Finance Department:

(a) Specify the degree of detail for reporting maintenance of way

and structures costs.

(1)) Identify all significant cost-associated physical factors, such as

track and roadway construction and geometry, and structure
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design and construction, and specifying the necessary elements

in their file assembly.

(c) Assist in modeling, analysis and processing of available data.

No report. Assignment approval recently granted. Subcommittee

manning now completed. Work begun on reply to inquiry by JNR
New York office on related subject. Analysis is being made of data

presented during the 1968 High-Speeds Symposium in Vienna

regarding the influence of speed on the construction and mainte-

nance cost of railway lines.

The Committee on Systems Engineering,

L. P. Diamond, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 617, Part 2, December 1968.

Report on Assignment 1

Define and Illustrate Systems Engineering Concepts, Developing

a Manual of Specifications for Their Application

to Railway Engineering

W. E. DowLiNG (chairman, subcommittee), R. J. Berti, A. P. Campbell, A. V.
Dasberg, R. p. DeCamara, R. Dirvonis, W. J. Drunsic, E. H. Fisher, A. J.

Gellman, J. R. IwiNSKi, H. N. Laden, A. S. Lang, J. F. Lynch, G. F.

McGlumphy, H. L. Murphy, A. W. Polich, B. H. Price, E. N. Wilson.

Your committee submits the following material as information with the hope

of receiving suggestions and criticism that may serve as aids in developing tlie

objective of Assignment 1—the eventual adoption of Manual material on the appli-

cation of systems engineering concepts to railway engineering.

This report is concerned with the first part of tlie assignment and will suggest

a definition and make generalizations about the concepts of systems engineering.

Definition of Systems Engineering

Any definition of systems engineering is understandably open to many views,

but stated simply, systems engineering is simultaneously the art, the science and

the attitude whereby man gains the understanding and control to provide a scien-

tific basis for management decisions.

Systems engineering depends very considerably on the cohesion of ideas pro-

vided by some degree of mathematical representation. It involves the planning,

designing and arrangement of things and people into a system that will yield

significantly greater outputs. It is practiced professionally and intensely by a few

and practiced to some degree by everyone. Tlit- systems approach is never perfect,

never absolute, never final, but it always improves with use. Its main characteristic

is that it demonstrates that problems need not be solved in small pieces and that

the interactions between tlie pieces can be analyzed with considerable benefit.

Systems engineering provides a basis for the organized approach to complex prob-
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lems involving not only the technical and feasibility aspects of the project problem

but also can include the variable effects of social, political, economic, legal and

all other applicable considerations.

Concepts of Systems Engineering

Why does systems engineering permit such a wide scope of applicability

covering urban and rural questions, transportation, construction, and most social

and technological problems? Answers to this question must include an understand-

ing of die general approach of systems engineering.

Mathematics is the most important single tool of the systems engineer. Fortu-

nately the electronic computer was developed along with the systems approach to

problems. It is fortunate because the examination of all reasonable alternatives and

the search for satisfactory solutions requires repeated computation for the various

possible values of the variables subject to control. So closely identified were the

development of systems analysis and electronic computers tliat it is usual to define

systems analysis in terms of computer-based information systems. The qualitative

study of a complex system with hundreds of variables gives only limited informa-

tion. A piece-meal approach does not give the behavior of a complex system. The
whole problem must be examined quantitatively, and the behavior of all com-
ponents must be carefully investigated together. This is the systems approach made
possible by the mathematical skills of the engineer and the substantial contribution

of the electronic computer.

The most immediate task of a project assignment is to define reasonable ob-

jectives to be accomplished by the proposed systems analysis. A basic feature of

the systems approach is that a clear set of objectives must be developed early.

Comparing desired performance characteristics with actual performance should be

an early step in the problem identification process.

Problems in railroad transportation planning may be divided into three ma-

jor sections for problem analysis: problem identification, development of alternate

solutions and prediction of the performance of all alternatives for the purpose of

evaluation and choice.

Problem identification requires a continuous check of system analysis results

with many reused evaluations and performance modifications. This is basically an

engineering responsibility. However, because of the large amounts of information

necessary to monitor the performance of a transportation system problem, infonna-

tion technologists, statisticians and computer specialists are key members of the

systems analysis group.

The full understanding and efi^ective use of alternate solutions is a difficult

task. It is the responsibility of engineers—civil, mechanical and electrical—who
understand the complex relationships of performance, cost characteristics, vehicle

scheduling, etc., on the proposed facility.

The most complex phase of any railroad transportation problem is the predica-

tion of the performance of proposed alternatives. Predictions of all characteristics of

the involved properties as well as anticipated usage and performance of the various

elements are required in order to evaluate the alternatives and select one for

further study, analysis and, hopefully, implementation.

The question has often been asked whether systems engineering, particularly

in relation to engineering problems, is a distinct scientific approach or is it a

homogenous mixture of engineering design, cost accounting, economic analysis and
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other intellectual endoa\ors. In reality, systems engineering is thought of as an

organized application of all combinations of the above-named disciplines with the

objective of improving past approaches and developing solutions to new problems

and with a trend toward the development of mathematics as the common lan-

guage to be used for interdisciplinary systems—oriented research, design and

analysis.

Report on Assignment 2

Document Present Computer Assignments of All AREA
Committees

—

Indicating Their Relationships in

Overall Systems—with Identification of

Potential for Expansion

H. R. Williams (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Andrlik, R. W. Bailey, S. H.
Barriger, F. T. Berry, R. J. Berti, W. R. Bjorklund, E. Bond, L. F. Cur-
rier, J. F. Davison, L. P. Diamond, R. L. Ealy, F. C. Edmonds, L. F. Gra-
BOwsKi, D. M. Harlan, Mayer Horn, R. P. Howell, M. W. Krug, J. A.

Penner, T. H. Seep, L. L. Tameling, T. W. Toal, T. D. Wofford, Jr.

Your committee submits the following brief status report on our continuing

study of documenting the work of those AREA committees that have computer

assignments.

AREA COMMITTEE ACTIVITY

All AREA standing committees have been contacted. Of those responding,

ten indicated they had no computer studies or computer applications underway.

Two committees are actively pursuing computer assignments and one committee is

collaborating with Committee 32 in an active computer application.

Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation Records

This committee's assignment in computers is "Application of data processing"

and pertains to those studies in computer applications in the engineering and ac-

counting fields. In 1968, a computer application relating to the mechanization of

machine and machinery records was completed, as noted in Connnittee Us report

on Assignment 5 in this Bulletin.

Committee 16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation

This committee's computer assignment pertains to the potential application of

electronic computers to railway engineering and maintenance problems in research,

design, inventory, etc. Report on Committee 16's activity in 1968 is contained in

Bulletin 616, November 1968.

Committees 28 and 32, Collaboration on Clearances

See Committee 32's rc-porl on Assignment 7.
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Report on Assignment 7

Design and Develop in Full Scope a Clearance System for Both

Excess Weight and Dimensions of Vehicles and Loads,

(a) Specifying all the System Elements Involved and Their Logical

Inter-Relationships, and

(b) Coordinating the Interests and Requirements of all Involved
AREA—AAR Engineering Division Committees with those of the

AAR Mechanical and Operating Transportation Divisions and the

AAR Management Systems Department.

This subcommittee includes all the members of Committee 32. Their names

are printed on page 451 and are not repeated as part of this subcommittee report.

The subcommittee chairman is L. P. Diamond.

Your committee submits the following initial report as information. It is in-

tended to stimulate further development.

The data on computerization of clearances presented in the following are

subject to clarification and development as further investigation warrants. Their

purpose is to pinpoint critical elements of the problem. These elements were deter-

mined from a distillation of many comments from a representative cross section of

railway engineers.

It is recognized that engineering techniques for determining the propriety

and terms of accepting excess-weight vehicles and loads for railroad transportation

are different than those used for excess-dimension vehicles. However, on many rail-

roads, the same overall organization is responsible for final autliorization of the

movement of all such extraordinary vehicles and loads. Further, many loaded

vehicles exhibit weights and dimensions in excess of published allowances. Accord-

ingly, both excess-weight and excess-dimension loads are considered to come under

the "Clearances" determination. The computerized systems are to be designed to

meet the special requirements for each type.

HEAVY-WEIGHT LOAD CLEARANCE

The appropriate objective in the railroad operation of clearing heavily loaded

vehicles is to determine whether the vehicle and its load, offered for movement
over a specified route, will exceed the carrying capacity of the roadway and its

structures. There are three major components influencing this objective: (1) ca-

pacity rating of roadway structures, (2) rating of vehicles plus loads as to the

effect of their weight upon roadway structures, and (3) comparison of the ratings

of the loaded vehicles to the ratings of all roadway structures invoKed to deter-

mine whether or not the road can carry the load.

1. Rating of Roadway Structures

Rail, track, steel bridges, timber trestles, viaducts, reinforced concrete bridges,

and culverts are among the structures that govern the capacity of a roadway to

carry a heavy load. Most of these governing structures are bridges. In general, the

simpler types of construction predominate in the population of spans.

For purposes of computerization it is advantageous to have, as a minimum, a

file of lowest bridge ratings that govern each route. Where weight of rail in track
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is a limiting factor, the minimum file should reflect these details. Bridj;c ratings

should be computed on tlie basis of, or be convertible into, current, generally

accepted specifications. Present information indicates that such minimum files,

capable of being used in the bulk of heavy vehicle evaluations, are generally

available. For the remainder of these evaluations more elaborate files are useful.

Such files, complete in all details, include ratings for all bridge components in

bending and shear. However, much effort is required to assemble the input infor-

mation necessary to construct such files.

2. Rating of Heavy Loads

This is the principal component in meeting the objective of clearing heavy

\ehicles. For most requests for clearance of heavy vehicles, a simplified approach

and re\ie\v by experienced bridge personnel can yield adequate \ehicle ratings.

This approach e\aluates the maximum bending moment and shears of realistic

train configurations, including the heavy load moving over a simple span, simply

supported. Lengths of these spans conform to those found along the routes in

question. Conxersion of the maximum moment (and shear where applicable) to

a Cooper E equivalent will facilitate comparison to bridge ratings. Caution must

be exercised in using the simplified approach for heavy-load ratings. For those

cases in which the weakest point of an aging span is distant from the center, or

die limiting member of a multi-component bridge is far from the center, a detailed

stress analysis may be considered necessary. This is particularly so when the ratings

of load and span approach each other. A detailed stress analysis, combining live

load with wind stresses, should include all critical bridge members. Moments at

the point of maximum stress are the desired quantities. The most practical method

of such determination should be employed.

3. Comparison of Ratings

Ratings of a heavy load compared to the appropriate limiting ratings of struc-

tures along a route is the tool for determination of whether or not a heavy load

can be cleared for movement on a railroad. Two factors can modify die rating of a

hea\y load. First, the nature of the other cars following and leading the car to

be rated has an effect upon the heavy car rating. Judicious use of bufi^er cars

could enable acceptance of an otherwise doubtful heavy load. Second, slow-speed

orders can lower the rating of heavy loads. Accordingly, the factors of train con-

figuration and train speed should be permitted to influence heavy-load ratings

appropriately.

From the foregoing it appears advisable to develop heavy-weight clearance

computer systems of several degrees of complexity. The least complex would in-

clude minimum bridge files of the lowest bridge ratings in consistent terms. For

comparative vehicle ratings determination should be made of maximum bending

moments and end shears reviewed and revised by experienced bridge engineers

for applicability to governing bridges. For those railroads with sufficient resources

and information a more sophisticated system would include complete master bridge

files and capabilities for thorough stress analysis. Complete bridge files would be

built up assisted by programs that would rate or rerate bridges in currently speci-

fied Cooper E equivalents. These files would include rating of all members that

could be critical. Stress analysis capabilities would be built into the system to be

called upon when considered necessary by responsible bridge engineers.
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An orderly progression of use of programs of increasing orders of complexity

can be insured by compatibility of program modules. One major railroad has set

up a data base for all of their bridges in tabular form. This permits rerating of

spans according to any revised specification by simple manual or computer tech-

niques. Such an intermediate approach is helpful in making the transition, where
required, from the simplified, minimum program to the complete file and stress

capability options of the fully versatile processing program

HIGH-AND-WIDE LOAD CLEARANCE

The scope of this railroad function—determining whether dimensions of of-

fered load and vehicle will clear all impediments on a route—can be covered by
three broad categories. As a basis for further development these are: (1) file prepa-

ration and maintenance, (2) file printout, and (3) car clearance.

1

.

File Preparation and Maintenance

Input to this process describes route restrictions. These data are sorted to

route order and used to update the Master, Working, and History files. The Mas-
ter file contains digital descriptions of roadway clearances outlines and track cen-

ters. These outlines and track center distances are acquired and verified in analog

form by mechanical feeler or outline-photography clearance cars. The analog forms

are converted to digitized form by analog-to-digital computers. The detail of each

roadway cross section is preserved to a sufficient fineness of measurement. The
Working file adjusts the basic roadway outlines to reflect safety margins—horizon-

tal, vertical and track center. The History file succinctly records clearance actions

taken on all requests submitted and roadway actions affecting clearance. Changes

made to these files are to be printed for checking by the various departments. The
departmental checks are for quality control of the clearance operation and evalua-

tion of roadway realignment for increased traffic potential.

2. File Printout

Printouts in appropriate fonnat are made to satisfy requests from railroad depart-

ments or publications. Each of these printouts is edited so as to print out only

that information, from the detail available, consistent with the need to know by

the interrogator.

3. Car Clearance

This process takes the car data and, first, searches tlie History file for existing

up-to-date clearance requests. Roadway actions taken after clearance are also de-

tailed. If history is available to satisfy the request, results are printed from the file.

Otherwise, the data goes to the Clear Vehicle process and, after clearance is deter-

mined, the History file is updated and results are printed.

The Clear Vehicle process takes car and load data and sorts the Working file

by routes. Only a limited number of routes are considered per request. The vehicle

raw data is adjusted to standard format and compared to the dimensions of road-

way restrictions. When the restriction is on a cui-ve the vehicle dimensions are

compensated for overhang factors before comparison. The History file is updated

and results printed.

The Adjust Vehicle process takes raw vehicle data and determines the con-

stants needed to check clearance. The data is checked for consistency. All pertinent

dimensional aspects of the vehicle are used. The values needed for curves are cal-
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culated in terms of oflset per degree of curve. Eccentric protrusions from car or

load are considered with a calculation of their effect keyed to their location. Indi-

vidual vehicles or trains of vehicles can be processed.

Dimensional clearances are an important relatively higli-\olume operation. Cur-

rency and completeness of clearance outline and track centers Master files are an

economic advantage. Automatic data acquisition and computer processing facihtate

file construction and maintenance as well as evaluation of considerable detail. A
detailed, complete file and fully versatile processing program are well justified for

dimensional clearances.
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10. \\'iie, table and iiisulatiny luatt'iials, C()llal)()ratii)g with Mechanical

Division, AAR.
Process report, siil)niitt('(l as information page 489

11. Electric heatinjj;, collaborating with Connnittee fS and Mechanical Di-

vision, AAR.
No report.

13. Railway electrification, collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR.
Progre.ss report, submitted as information page 490

15. Relations with public >itilities, collaborating with Committee 20.

No report.

The Committee on Electhicity,

F. T. Snjdeh, Chairman

AREA Bulletin 617, Part 2, December 1968.

Report on Assignment 4/8

Power Supply, Mofors and Controls Collaborating

with Mechanical Division, AAR
L. A. West (chairman, subcommittee), G. D. Brown, N. P. Cain, R. F. Carter,

R. W. Ege, R. E. Hauss, T. F. Jelnick, P. O. Lautc, A. B. Miller, W. O.
Muller, E. L. Musolf, K. S. Niemond, J. G. Renfrow, B. A. Ross.

A. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR POWER SUPPLIES
SERVING RAILROAD COMPUTER SYSTEMS

This is the first report on this assignment and it is offered as information. A
questionnaire designed to obtain basic data for a study about the protection of

computers and their operation against high-speed voltage transients, momentary
voltage reductions, temporary and long duration interruptions, and types and char-

acteristics of auxiliary power supply equipment presently in use at railroad com-

puter installations, was sent to each railroad represented on our committee.

The data obtained as a result of the questionnaire will be used as the basis

for a report that will attempt to answer the following questions:

1. Where and in what ways do the railroads use computers (for example, Ac-

counting and billing; Current on line status of railroad from operating viewpoint;

Car accounting; Automatic yards, train control, etc.)?

2. What is the effect of an interruption of power service on each application

from both economic and time or data lost standpoints?

3. Is it possible to program the computer to reduce the consequences of a

power interruption with respect to each application?

4. Causes of service interruption to computers and their frequency which are

related to railway owned facilities, (flicker, motor dips, welding, etc.)

5. Causes of service interruption to computers and their frequency which arc

a result of the electric utility service, (switching, transients, line outages, voltage

dips, etc.)
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6. Steps which may liavc already been taken to solve computer service prob-

lems.

7. Which type of emergency power supply available is most suitable tor

standby service if this is recjuired? (In many eases standby i^ower must also in-

clude air conditioning, etc. if emergency oi5;'rations of several hours are antici-

pated )

.

B. CHOPPER CONTROL
This first report on this assignment is submitted as information. "Chopper

Control" is the name of a relatively new method for o]:)taining close control of

the armature voltage and current to a motor for speed control. The unit ased is

a static device comprised of capacitors, diodes, thyristors, induction coils, resistors,

etc., in contrast with the mechanical cam controlled resistance stepping conven-

tional traction motor control device.

Smooth control is obtained by actually turning the supply voltage on and oft

at a rapid rate and varying the ratio of "on time" to "off time". Any desired

average voltage or current can thus be obtained. Circuit devices and motor wind-

ings filter the current supplied to the motor.

Chopper control circuits are now being developed in this country as well as

in Europe. A recent test of a chopper control in this country, made on the BARTD
test track in San Francisco, successfully demonstrated the advantages and possi-

bilities that are inherent in this type of control. The test also served to pin point

several areas in which further development work is necessary. A Demonstration

Report covering the BARTD test is available from the Department of Transporta-

tion. The report presents a very comprehensive description of the theory, circuits,

equipment, design criteria, and the results of this test. In general, the test revealed

the following results:

1. It is feasible to control the power to the traction motors directly from the

1000 volt d-c line without the use of any resistors.

2. It is feasible to control the dynamic braking of the traction motors with

the same chopper as used in power.

3. The range of controllability of the chopper allows the power to the motors

to be increased or decreased at any time as desired (within jerk limit and

motor circuit limitations), whether in power or in brake.

4. The chopper control adapts readily to the "P" signal current analog inter-

face with automatic train operation, allowing speed maintaining with mini-

mum on-off operation of mechanical devices.

5. The chopper adapts readily to dynamic braking to zero resistance.

The Muskingum Electric Railroad in southeastern Ohio has two Class EV50
5000 HP electric locomotives using a chopper control system for fine control. This

control operates in series with four silicon diode rectifier units which are automati-

cally and sequentially cut in as the full output of the chopper suppK' unit Ls

reached. According to reports this control has been operating satisfactorily in tests

to date. More operating experience will be obtained wlicn the associated coal

handling facility is complete and placed into operation.

Your committee will watcii the divclopiiiciit of this new type of control and

report the progress that is being made.
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C. RECOMMENDATION OF A STANDARD WIRING PRACTICE THAT
WILL PROVIDE THE BEST PROTECTION FROM ELECTRICAL
SHOCK, TO MEN HANDLING PORTABLE TOOLS THAT

ARE POWERED FROM PORTABLE
ELECTRIC GENERATORS

This is the first progress report on the assif^nment indicated above and it is

submitted as information.

A growing awareness during the last few decades, has resulted in recognition

of a need to reduce the hazard of electrical shock to a person using a portable

electric tool. The electrical industry in the United States has recommended, where

conditions of maintenance and supervision assure tliat proper grounding will be

maintained, the grounding of the external metal parts of all portable tools by
means of a grounding conductor in the tool's portable cord. The grounding con-

ductor is attached to the metal frame of the tool, and to a grounding blade in the

attachment plug on the cord. The rationale being that the grounding wire, having

low resistance will prevent a dangerous voltage from developing on the metal frame

of the tool that would otherwise present a shock hazard to the individual holding

the faulty tool. The grounding conductor is connected to the grounding terminal

of a "grounding type" plug. With the plug inserted into a "grounding type" re-

ceptacle, the grounding conductor is connected to either the grounded metal race-

way system that serves as the electrical distribution system, or to a ground wire

that is run with the current carrying conductors in a cable made for that purpose.

The effectiveness of this means of providing protection against electrical shock

depends entirely upon the integrity of the grounding system. This means cords,

connectors, plugs and receptacles, and all cords for extension purposes must be

of the proper type. If there is a discontinuity of the grounding path anywhere in

the cords, plugs, connectors, or the distribution system, the protection is gone and

a shock hazard is present. With one exception, as explained later, there is little

doubt that a safe situation exists when the tool is properly grounded, and main-

tained in that condition. The policing of this situation to determine whether all

cords, connectors and plugs, are maintained properly, however, may be impractical

in all cases within a railroad environment.

It is not unusual to witness the use of a tool having a three conductor ground-

ing type plug on the end of the cord, with an adapter that enables the tool to be

used with conventional 2 wire extension corcls, having 2 blade plugs. Since this is

common practice, we are deceiving ourselves when we say that we have a safe

three wire grounded system for the use of single phase portable tools. Railroads

that find a way to maintain the integrity of the grounding system do have a rela-

tively safe environment for the use of portable electric tools; with the following

exception. If a person is holding an electric portable tool that is connected prop-

erly by the use of grounding type cords, plugs, receptacles etc., and the tool has

a metal outer covering, the person is then, by contact with the tool, substantially

at earth potential, regardless of whether he is standing in water or high on a

dry wooden platform. If he then comes in contact accidentally with a second source

of current, either by rubbing against a faulty insulated wire, or by any other

means, he will then be subjected to an electrical shock. Here is a case where the

use of a properly grounded portable tool actually contributes to the hazard by pro-

viding the path for fault current to pass through the user's body.

Another means of providing the needed protection from electrical shock has
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received growing acceptance in this country. That is, the use of "doublc-insuhitcd"

tools. The rationale in this case is to reduce the likelihood of a fault in the tool

to conduct an electrical potential to the person handling the drill. The term

"double insulation" refers to a tool that has ( 1 ) insulation that is necessary for

the proper functioning of the tool, involving insulation of current carrying parts

of the tool and (2) insulation that is of a protecti\e nature to the person handling

the tool. These two insulating barriers are completely separate and distinct. It is

claimed that the likelihood of lioth of these insulating barriers failing simultaneously

in such a way that they are not \ isually apparent, is remote.

The 1968 National Electrical Code recognizes as satisfactory, either the

grounding method or the double insulation method of providing protection from

electrical shock hazards, when using portable electric equipment connected by

cord and plug.

Where the source of electrical energy is not the electrical utility, but rather

a portable engine-driven electric generator placed on the ground along the right

of way, or mounted in a car or truck, the following statements describe this

situation.

a. There is probably no satisfactory way that would be practical in all cases

and under varying field conditions for the user to provide an earth groimd

for the winding of a portable generator.

b. Some generators are constructed so that the generator winding is bonded

to the generator frame, some are not. For those generators whose winding

is bonded to the generator frame, this bond, if we are going to depend

upon it for personal protection, must be maintained. It is doubtful that

this can be done under the various conditions of a railroad environment.

For those generators with windings not purposely bonded to the frame,

there is always the possibility of an accidental ground, that may go un-

detected for long periods of time.

One method of providing protection from electrical shock would be to provide

tools equipped with grounding type cords, plugs, and generator output receptacles.

The grounding terminal of the receptacle would be bonded to the generator

frame. This will provide reasonable protection to the user of the portable tool in

file event the generator winding should fault to the generator frame. This protec-

tion is only as good as the integrity of the system. If it is not properly maintained,

there will be no protection. It remains questionable if this is satisfactory for a

railroad environment.

Again in this situation the use of the double insulated tool provides another

approach to the problem. Here we place a great deal of trust in the ability of the

manufacturer to come up with a safe design, quality control of production, the

proper instructions for handling the tool in the field and the strength and en-

durance of the materials to maintain insulating and protective integrity.

It is the opinion of the committee at this time that the double insulated tool

approach is promising and while it is not now available in all types of tools it may
become the best solution to the problem. While this method is relatively new in

this country, it has been in use in European countries for over two decades. The
wiring method would be conventional two conductor cords, two blade plugs and

two conductor receptacles in the case of single phase tools, with no grounding

provision necessary. The generator winding could be bonded to the frame or it

could be left unbonded. The generator frame would not ha\e to be bonded to
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the frame necessarily. There would be no need to provido an eartli ground for

the system.

In the meantime, however, until the double insulated tool is more readily

available, we recommend compliance with the requirements of the National Electri-

cal Code with respect to equipment connected by cord and plug, paragraph 250-45,

substituting the generator frame for the earth ground. The grounding conductor

in the cord, the grounding blade on the plug, the grounding terminal in the

grounding-type receptacle at the generator, would be connected to the generator

frame.

A second recommendation which necessarily follows, is that a means be im-

plemented, whereby the proper supervisory people at the local level will be made
aware of the problem, and aware of the absolute necessity to maintain the ground-

ing system in excellent condition, in order to protect the workman from electrical

shock.

At the same time we recommend tliat the assignment be continued and the

committee observe the development of the double insulated tool as a possible

answer to the problem.

Report on Assignment 5

Illumination

Collaborating with Committee 6 and Mechanical Division, AAR

B. Anderhous (chairman, subcommittee), C. A. Bunker, A. C. Cayou, E. D. Peak,

H. T. FoY, R. E. Hauss, E. W. Koch, P. O. Lautz, F. B. McConnel, W. O.
MtTLLER, E. L. Musolf, R. L. Henderson, R. W. Werts, A. R. Espenmiller.

Your committee submits its report on Illumination in two parts. Part A is in-

cluded in Part I of the December Bulletin and the committee recommends that it

be adopted and pubHshed in the AAR Electrical Manual. Part B, the following re-

port, is a progress report presented as information.

PASSENGER STATION PLATFORM LIGHTING

The following is a report of the illumination at several high level platforms

on the Long Island Rail Road. At several of these platforms, light meter readings

were taken on the platform deck, at various distances from the light source. In

general, all are high level platforms with lighting of similar construction as shown

in Figs. 1 and 2. Each platform has a length of 840 ft and width of 8 ft covered

with blacktop.

Station I—Douglaston

At this particular station, the lighting consists of Luminaires at 32 ft spacing.

The light source is 12 ft above the platform deck. Each Luminaire has an injection

molded prismatic refractor with a 175 watt deluxe white mercury vapor lamp.

Footcandle readings were taken on the deck of the platform. The results are

shown in Fig. 5. As shown, the light on the platform is uneven, with undesirable

bright and dark areas.
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Fig. 3— Station 1.

Fig. 4—Station 1.
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Fig. 6—Station 2.

Fig. 7—Station 2.
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Fig. 9—Station 3.
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Station II—Carle Place

At this station the liglitins^ consists of Luniinaires mounted on 12 ft aluminum

poles, spaced on 32 ft centers. This places the li^ht source 13 ft above tiie deck

of the platform. Ivich liuht source is 175 watt deluxe white mercury vapor lamp,

and each Luminaire has a glass refractor providing an lES type II distribution.

Light meter readings were taken on the deck. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

It can be seen that the light is evenly distributed with no apparent dark or bright

areas.

Station III—New Hyde Park

This was one of the original stations to have new Luniinaires with 175 watt

deluxe white mercury vapor lamps. The Luminaire is mounted on a 12 ft wood

pole, placing the light source at 13 ft above the deck and spaced on 32 ft centers.

Light meter readings were taken on the deck and are shown in Fig. 11.

These Luminaires have a glass refractor providing an lES type one distribu-

tion. Here it may be seen that the light is not evenly distributed and dark areas

are very apparent.

As an added note, the glare is excessive and interferes with the train engineers

ability to see signals and crossings in close proximity to the station.

These Luminaires are being removed from the platforms and used on walk-

ways and stairways not in line with the platforms. It can be noted in Figs. 9 and

10 that the replacement has already been started, installing Luminaires as used at

station No. 2. These Luminaires are being installed because they have given the

most satisfactory results, which may be seen from the previous discussion.

In conclusion, there are other types of lighting which could be employed. How-

ever, the mercury vapor has given the most satisfactory results.

Although the Illuminating Engineering Society ( lES ) handbook recommends

a higher level of illumination, the LIRR accepted their consultant's recommenda-

tions of a minimum footcandle average of 4.5 and a minimum at any one point

of 2.5.

PIT LIGHTING

Diesel Locomotive Pits, Depressed Floor

The general lighting in this type of pit for servicing, inspection, maintenance,

and repairing of diesel locomotive units primarily is to permit employes to readily

move within the pit area under the locomotive units. Most of the work undertaken

in this type of pit will require local lighting, using portable cord lights or flash-

lights; but occasionally, supplementary lighting, using portable cord stand lights,

may be beneficial. For work involving moderate size items—such as when a man

in the pit assists in changing difficult brake shoes—the general pit lighting should

suffice. Illumination from the general pit lighting likely will not, and need not, be

uniform. However, variations in its level should not exceed a ratio of 3 to 1. The

illumination level on the floor of the pit and on the underparts of locomotive units

should be from a minimum of 5 to 20 footcandles.
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The supplemental li.uhtiuK outride this t\pe of pit, where there are permanent

platforms for access to locomotive units at their engine room floor or walkway level,

should be provided by permanently installed fluorescent luminaires. The design of

such luminaires should provide a wide light distribution parallel with the pit,

directed primarily toward a line 24 in above top of rail and secondarily toward the

floor. Reasonable head clearance must be maintained under the luminaires in spite

of the fact that they have to be mounted underneath platforms having inherently

restricted head room. Most of the work on trucks, etc, outside of the pit can be

performed without the need for local or additional portable supplmentary lighting,

if the permanently installed supplementary lighting is adequate. A minimum of 10

footcandles should be provided on the floor adjacent to the pit wall. An average

of 70 footcandles along a line 24. in above top of rail with a minimum of 35 foot-

candles along that line between luminaries; and a variation of not more than 3 to

1 between the highest and lowest level of illumination along that line, is

recommended.

Diesel Locomotive Pits, Non-Depressed Floor

The general lighting in this type of pit for servicing, inspection, maintenance,

and repairing of diesel locomotive units primarily is to permit employes to readily

move within the pit area under the locomotive units. Most of this work will require

local lighting using portable cord lights or flashlights. When repairs require several

men on one activity for a period of time, supplementary lighting using portable

cord stand lights may be advantageous. The general pit illumination likely will not,

and need not, be uniform. However, variations in its level .should not exceed a ratio

of 3 to 1. The illumination level on the floor of the pit and on the underparts of

locomotive units should be from a minimum of 5 to 20 footcandles.

Permanently installed supplementary lighting outside this type of pit usually is

not practicable. Local lighting using portable cord lights or flashlights may be

required for much of the work on tmcks and under the body of locomotive units in

these areas. When justified, portable fluorescent supplementary lighting, on mobile

supports, should be used. The general lighting should provide adequate illumination

on the floor surrounding the pit. Portable supplementary lighting should provide a

minimum of 50 footcandles on the task being performed, and the length of the light

source(s) should be sufficient to reduce shadowing to a reasonable minimum.

Figs. 1 to 4 inch indicate typical installations that will result in satisfactory

illumination if luminaires having distribution characteristics compatible with their

spacing and the other parameters involved are selected. Fig. 5 illustrates some instal-

lation techniques which the Committee felt were of sufficient interest to include in

the report.

Because of the need for portable electric tools inside and outside of pits, and
for portable cord lights in pits; installation of 120 volt receptacles, at appropriate

intervals to accommodate standard light and tool cord lengths, is recommended both

in and adjacent to such pits.

The areas above and below platforms in conjunction with depressed floor pits

and the areas adjacent to non-depressed floor pits essentially are similar to those in

garages and machine shops. Therefore, for general illumination levels in those areas,

designers are referred to recommendations of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

as shown on its current Li<ihtin<i Handbook and in supplementary publications,

including USA Std All-1965 entided Industrial Lighting.
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Car Inspection Pits

In one form of moving car inspection, the inspector is .seated on a revolving

chair in a pit between the rails. From this position he observed the underside of

cars. Illumination should be a minimum of 200 footcandles on both the horizontal

and the vertical planes of the parts being observed for defective conditions; and
higher levels of illumination, to 500 footcandles, are desirable. Lighting must be

arranged so the illumination falls on horizontal and vertical surfaces both as they

approach toward and as they recede from the inspector'.s vision. Figs. 6 and 7 illus-

trate a typical pit of this type in which 150 watt PAR-38 lamps provide the

illumination.

BELLEVUE YARD LIGHTING

One of the more prominent features of the Norfolk and Western Railway's

new automated computer-operated freight classification yard at Bellevue, Ohio is

its lighting. An excellent article and reference covering this lighting appears in

Volume 37-No. 1, 1968, issue of Light Magazitie. This magazine is published by

the Large Lamp Department, General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland,

Ohio and distributed through the Lamp Division Sales District Offices.

LONG LIFE LIGHT SOURCE FOR FEDERAL AVIATION AUTHORITY

TOWER LIGHTING REQUIREMENT

A longer life light source for F.A.A. tower lighting applications has recently

been developed. The benefits of extended life at such high elevations are obvious.

The characteristics of the new lamp, compared with the old, arc shown below:

Old New
Lamp 620PS40P 700PS40P
Lumens 11,200 11,200

Volts 115-120 110

Watts 620 700

Filament C7A C7A
Base Mogul prefocus Mogul prefocus

Bulb PS-40 PS-40

Life 3,000 6,000

Max. Overall Length 10 iV in 10,',; in

LAMPS FOR RAILROAD APPLICATIONS

General

Noteworthy impro\emcnts have been incorporated into lamps that are described

in AREA Bulletin 583, dated 1964. In addition, new light sources have been devel-

oped since the 1964 publication.

The following information and data cover the modified lamps and newly devel-

oped lamps that are being used or ha\e application in the railroad industry.

Improvements in Fluorescent Lamps

There have been improvements in practically all fluorescent lamps. Among
these improvements are longer life, better maintenance, improved color and higher

efficiency.
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One manufacturer has combined two 40-watt lamp types so that there is no

longer a need to select one lamp for higher light output and another for lower

power consumption. This 40-watt lamp can be operated on either a preheat or rapid

start circuit. The following depicts the features of tliis improved lamp.

Ordering

Abbrev.
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1500 ma T-12 All Weather Lamp

Ordering
Abbreviation
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Nominal
Length
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CnAHi 1

3000

2000

4 6 8

Burning Hours (lOOas)

.-J

L-

^ 1.496"

*-^-l

3.622" - .078'

+0"

22.441" -.393"

Mil. .306"

Mill .260"

A 40-watt U-shaped fluorescent lamp for application in modular ceilings and more
compact lighting fixtures.

PliHFOKMANCE Da rA

ORDERING
CODE
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Spectral Energy Distribution

— Tiem [ HOI j twin j Tn-*- ot
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for color rendering lijiht sourte.s (liyht sources to be used for color niatcliing and
color grading) with apparent color temperatures above SOOO^K.

In the international s> stem, the color rendering index ( R„ ) is used as a measure of

closeness to a specific reconstituted daylight standard which most closely resembles
the source being tested. In each case, the reference source is assigned a color ren-

dering index of 100 (fl„^100). As a family the chroma lamps are designed to

provide a color rendering index of 92 or above (ii„^92-f ). (For comparison pur-
poses, the daylight fluorescent has an Ra = 79 at 7000°K.)

It is expected tliat these lamps or combinations of C-55 and C-70 will meet the

current specification for color standards. In fields where color standards have not
been established, the chroma line is expected to play an important role in their

development.

CHROMA 55

Ra = 93 AT 5500 l: 300°K

X = .334 V = -343

CHROMA LINE LAMP DATA

CHROMA 70

= 94 AT 7000 ± 400°K

= .306 v = .316

ORDER CODE
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ciency, deluxe white mercury lamps are higher than either color-improved or clear

mercury lamps. They are nearly equal initially to white mercury. These deluxe

mercury lamps are available in eight wattages, from 50 to 1,000.

New Lamps—High Intensity Discharge

1. A 50-watt mercury lamp was developed for applications where long life,

color rendition, small size and ruggedness are the criteria. It screws into a medium
base lampholder (caution—a ballast is required with this lamp). The E-17 bulb is

2J8 in. in diameter and the maximum overall length is S's inches. The bulb is made
of weather-resistant glas.s. The initial lumens are 1550 as compared to 685 from a

50-watt incandescent lamp. The life is 10,000 hours.

2. A multi-vapor lamp may be described as an improved mercury lamp. Besides

mercury vapor, the lamp includes metallic vapors, such as thallium, iodide, indium

iodide and sodium iodide which improve color rendering and increase the efficiency

of the lamp. Anotlier advantage is the small light source size, which permits better

optical control. Color improvement is obtained by using metallic additives in the

arc tube instead of a phosphor coating on the outer bulb. In general, practical

applications are those installations requiring high initial efficiency, cool color, and

good light control.

3. Lucalox lamps are also a member of the high-intensity discharge family.

These lamps make use of alkali metal vapors to produce a characteristic "golden

white" light at very high efficiency. The vapors are maintained at very high tem-

peratures within a compact, ceramic arc tube. The color-rendering qualities of this

lamp are comparable to those of the warm white fluorescent lamp. Its whiteness

is similar to that of low-wattage incandescent lamps but with a somewhat warmer
look. These are the most efficient of the high-intensity discharge lamps. They are

available in 250 and 400 watts. The small size of the light source permits more
precise optical control in luminaires than the general line of mercury lamps. These

lamps can be used in many industrial applications, both indoors and outdoors.

FINISH
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New Developments

There have been many new dexclopmcnts and improvements in the conven-

tional line of incandescent lamps. The majority have application in the railroad

industry. Two were developed .specifically for .special railroatl applications.

Lamp 75PAR36/RS 100PAR46

Watts 75 100

Volts 75 60

Rated Life 500 800

CC6 CC2V
Filament " ( Special ) Shock Mount Shock Mount

Bulb PAR36 PAR46

Base Screw Terminal Screw Terminal

* The filament is shock mounted in three planes. This special shock mount was

developed for application on locomotives as a warning light.

Report on Assignment 10

Wire, Cable and Insulating Materials

Collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR

F. T. Snider (chaiman, subcommittee), D. W. Aiken, R. Bxjrn, A. G. Craig, Jr.,

R. W. EoE, R. C. Greene, P. O. Lautz, H. F. Nelson, A. G. Zacotta.

Your Committee submits the following report pertaining to wire, cable and

insulating materials. Item C has been submitted for manual material; all other items

are presented as information.

A. WIRE, CABLE AND INSULATING STANDARDS OF INTEREST TO THE RAILROAD INDUSTRY

Revisions have been made to numerous national standards during the past year

to keep them in accord with current practice.

Standards publication for Thermoplastic-insulated Wire and Cable for the

Transmission and Distribution of Electrical Energy, IPCEA Pub. No. S-61-402

(Second Edition)—NEMA Pub. WG.5-1968, was issued during 1968 and can be

obtained from either organization.

The National Electrical Code was revised and issued in September of 1968.

\ booklet describing the revisions made in the Code, titled "Analysis of 1968 Revi-

sion of National Electrical Code" is available from NEMA, Pub. No. 200-1968, at a

nominal cost. The August issue of Electrical Construction and Maintenance also

reviews these changes.

B. REPORT ON NEW TYPES OF WIRE, CABLE AND INSULATING MATERIALS

A High-strength silicone rubber compound for use as insulation and jacketing

compound is now available. It is a den.se, strong material and no outer covering

should be required.
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C. REVISION OF MANUAL

Specification for high temperature, siHcone, rubber insulated, braid covering

wire and cable for use in locomotive and car equipment.

In Part I of the December Bulletin, the committee recommended that this

specification be adopted and published in the AAR Electrical Manual.

Report on Assignment 13

Railway Electrification

Collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR

K. S. NiEMOND (chairman, subcommittee), L. W. Birch (vice chairman, subcom-
mittee), G. B. Adams, D. W. Aiken, R. J. Berti, W. F. Bowers, H. F. Brown,
K. A. Browne, A. B. Costic, E. Farrelly, B. C. Hallowell, W. M. Haynes,
Jr., E. W. Koch, C. F. Mulrenan, A. G. Raabe, B. A. Ross, E. B. Shew,
P. A. Smith, E. L. Tennyson, V. E. Wannag, R. W. Werts.

Increased interest in railway electrification during the past year has been respon-

sible for several changes in the assignments for this subcommittee. Because of many

inquiries and suggestions relative to the design of the overhead distribution system

and to a concrete example of high voltage, commercial frequency installation in

Ohio, greater emphasis is being placed on the design and the economics of high

voltage distribution. Also, substations are a part of the 1968 study, as is the im-

pedance bond. Since considerable time will be required to complete most of these

assignments, only a portion of our work will be provided in this report. However,

it will be noted that this report is broader in scope than previous reports and

includes expanded technical reporting.

Here are a few of the assignments:

1. Materials and methods for electrification.

2. Developments in the field of railway electrification—domestic and foreign.

3. Develop recommended standards for substations and substation equipment.

4. Develop recommended standards for third rail.

5. Provide electrical clearance for overhead, from live parts to ground for 12 kv

and 25 kv.

6. Provide information relative to the design of the 25 kv, 60 cycle distribution

system including:

a. Structures.

b. Wind and ice loading for structures, catenary, signal and communica-

tion systems.

c. Footings—side-bearing and gravity.

d. Structure spacings.

e. Catenary systems.

f. Messenger tensioners.

7. Speed of trains as a factor in economics.

8. Northeast Corridor.

9. Signal changes necessary for railway electrification.

10. Effect of 25-kv 60-cycle power on wayside circuits.
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11. Is it practical and economical to increase the catenar> \()lta«c alxne 25 kv?

12. Impact of the yas-turbine electric car on electrification.

Later the following subjects will be studied b>- this subcommittee:

a. Economics of railway electrification

b. Supply of \arying single-phase load from three-phase system-S

c. Financing

Developments in the Field of Electrification, Domestic and Foreign

L. W. Birch, Chairnian

RAILROADS, DOMESTIC

The construction of the 25 kv, 60 cycle, 15 mile single-track of the Muskingum

Electric Railroad in Ohio is about complete, Fig. 1. The railroad is designed to

haul coal from a strip mine to a power house of the American Electric Power Cor-

poration. Two electric locomotives of 5000 hp, each, will power the trains that will

replace truck haulage. These locomotives, designed for this system, are the first of

this kind in the United States, however two 22 kv, 25 cycle units were designed

and placed in operation on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad in 1926 on a

17 mile section near Detroit, Michigan.

Continuous tractive effort of the Muskingum locomotives is 82,300 lbs., with

11,700 lbs. for starting. Maximum speed is 70 mph, however, 50 mph is considered

maximum for the start of this operation.

Fig. 1—Muskingum Electric Kailruacl.
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British Rail Electrified Lines

Euston mainline electrification

Possible extension to present

electrified system

Other electrified lines

Fig. 2—British electrified lines.
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Traction power will be supplied by a simple catenary suspended from pipe

brackets attached to wood poles set at 200 ft intervals. All poles are jjuyed.

The trains will be automatically controlled, including loading, unloading and

the operation of the trains between terminals.

The world's largest drag line will remove the overburden at the mine. The
bucket capacity is 220 cu yd.

The Northeast Corridor multiple-unit trains, also the locomotive-hauled trains

will operate at 110 mph. Both nuiltiple-unit and locomotive trains will operate

between Boston and Washington. In addition, a gas-turbine train will operate

bet^veen Boston and New York, otherwise all equipment is electrically propelled.

A total of 20 new streamlined commuter cars has been added to the Penn

Central fleet for use on the commuter lines. The cars are 85 ft long, ten ft wide,

air-conditioned and electric-powered.

The Chicago & North Western Railway hiis ordered 20 suburban bi-level

coaches to bring its total number of bi-level units to 265.

FOREIGN

Exclusive to the American Railway Engineering Association from Engineering

in Britain Information Services.

British Railways' Southern Region has recently completed the electrification of

appro.ximately 85 mi of route from Brookwood, where existing suburban electrifica-

tion to the southwest of London formerly ended, to Southampton and Bournemouth

on the south coast, Fig. 2. The scheme was authorized in June 1964. Electric

services began in 1967.

A third-rail top-contact system is used, with supply to the track at a nominal

750-v dc.

Existing System

Trains from \\'aterloo Station, London, travel as far as Brookwood on the earlier

660-v dc system. Most of the existing mercury-arc rectifiers were retained, but at

four heavily-loaded substations they were replaced with naturally-air-cooled silicon

rectifiers, used with the existing transformers.

New Equipment

Beyond Brookwood, 19 new substations and 20 track paralleling huts ha\e

been built. These are prefabricated, double-skinned aluminum structures with an

interlca\ing layer of expanded polyurethane providing thermal insulation, mounted
on reinforced-concrete bases. They house a total of 40,000 kw of rectifiers.

A 33-kv, 50-c/s, 3-phase ac supply is obtained from three grid stations and

distributed to the sub-stations via a three-core, oil-filled aluminum cable laid, to-

gether with a multi-core pilot cable, in concrete troughing beside the track.

The first five sub-stations, feeding four-track line, are spaced at inter\als of

approximately 3]i mi. Each has a single 2000-kw rectifier and is laid out as shown
in Fig. 3. At these sites and one other, itse is made of 33-k\ swtichgear and some
dc switchgear ordered for an earlier scheme that was never implemented.

The remaining 13 sub-stations, feeding two-track line, each contain two rec-

tifier equipments—1000 kw or 1500 kw each depending on loading—and are spaced

up to 4.7 mi apart. This iiKrcas<-(l spacing, compared wifli conventional practice.
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Fig. 3—Rectifier station.

eliminated the need for three sub-stations and substantially reduced the cost of the

electrification. It was made possible by the use of track current relays in conjunction

with double-rectifier sub-stations.

A track parallelinj; ( t.p. ) hut placed mid-way between adjacent sub-stations

contains high-speed dc circuit-breakers to provide for sectionalizing of the con-

ductor rail if necessary.

Track current relays are located beside the track between the sub-station and

t.p. hut to protect the system from short-circuit faults occurring at a distance from

the sub-station, which would appear to the sub-station circuit-breakers to be a

permissible overload. Each relay consists of an iron circuit through which a track

jumper-cable passes: when a pre-determined current is exceeded, an armature is

attracted, closing contacts that will initiate tripping of the circuit-breakers at the

adjacent sub-station and t.p. hut.

Double-Unit Sub-Station Equipment—High-Voltage Switchgear

Each sub-station houses a compact, four-unit board of 33 kv, 750 mva, indoor-

type oil-immersed switchgear. This comprises one oil circuit-breaker (bus coupler)

and three fault-making, load-breaking oil switches ( two rectifiers, one incoming

feeder). Auxiliary supplies are obtained from plug-in transformers.

Feeder protection is by the overlapping-zone system and rectifier protection

is provided by overcurrent relays and earth-fault relays on the high voltage side.

In the event of a rectifier fault, the circuit-breakers in the sub-station and also the

two adjoining sub-stations will trip, thus isolating the fault. The location of tlie

fault is remotely indicated in the electrical control room, and healthy circuits can

therefore be reinstated immediately.

Auxiliary and signal supplies are fed through a medium-voltage ac distribution

board arranged so that automatic change-over from one transformer to the other

causes minimal interruption of supply.
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Fig. 4—Rectifier equipment.

Rectifier Equipment

Rectifier equipment is designed for 12-pulse operation and comprises an out-

door naturally-oil-cooled transformer and an indoor naturally-air-cooled .silicon

rectifier.

The transformer has a delta-connected 330-k\- primary, an eartii shiekl, and two

fully-interleaved secondary windings displaced by 30°, one star-connected and the

other delta-connected. This arrangement gives the same percentage reactance

between each secondary winding and the primary. Fittings include a gas-operated

alarm and trip relay. The connection from the high voltage switchgcar is by single-

core EPR (ethylene propylene rubber) cables whose sealing ends terminate in

.special 33-kv cable-chambers.

Each rectifier eciuipment. Fig. 4, comprises three separate, interchangeable

cubicles plus a control cubicle which can be mounted at either end. The diodes are

connected to form two bridges in series, with the positive bank of diodes and asso-

ciated heat-sinks situated in the upper section of each cubicle and the negative

bank in the lower .section. Finned aluminum extrusions serve as both heat-sinks

and busbars for each arm of the bridge. The reciuired number of parallel paths are

included, each with hole storage capacitors fitted. Eacli diode is individually fused,

with an indicator fuse in parallel to gi\e visual indication of fuse operation.

The control cubicle contains metering equipment and alarm and lockout relays.

It also houses the dc .surge protection etiuipment which comprises a resistor/

capacitor network, banks of non-linear resistors and gapped surge-divcrters with

explosive disconnects.
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Each rectifier was designed and tested for the following con-secutive load cycle:

First, one applied busbar short-circuit,

Then, Time Percent of full

(minutes) load current
15 193
15 282
1 321
15 193

180 65
0.66 517
0.25 580
1 100

Then, two applied busbar short-circuits.

Natural air flow for cooling the rectifiers is provided by means of adjustable

inlet ventilators fitted with nylon filter-pads, placed low down in the end walls of

the sub-station, and an adjustable outlet ventilator in the roof over each rectifier.

Mesh guards protect the diodes in their cubicles.

Direct-Current Switchgear

Each dc switchboard, Fig. 5, comprises a suite of enclosed cubicle-type units

with withdrawable and completely interchangeable floor mounted trucks. With the

Fig. 5—Direct current switchboard.
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tnick in the withdrawn position, full operational testing can be carried out, the

tester beinjj completely protected from li\e apparatus. At each end of the suite is a

positive contactor from one of the rectificr.s, fitted with reverse-current protection.

The front top section of the fi.xed housing carries all the control wiring.

The four track-feeder high-speed dc circuit-breakers have a continuous rating

of 3200 amps. Normal overload settings range from 7000 to 12,000 amps., and a

falling-voltage trip unit pro\ides protection against track faidts.

Auxiliary Plant

Included in each sub-station are: a 60-ah; 50-\ battery and charger; a super-

\isory control cabinet containing uni-selectors and relays for the remote control and

indication equipment; a pillar supplying electricity to outgoing signal circuits; a

telephone; and lighting, heating and test points. The sub-station is earth grounded

by means of a continuous copper strip with four 12-ft-electrodes driven into the

ground.

Electrical Control Room

The whole system of 19 sub-stations, 20 t.p. huts, 59 track current relays and

five 33-kv supply intake feeders is remotely controlled from and monitored at, a

single electrical control room at Eastleigh, near Southhampton. The super\isory

control system is electro-niechanically operated, using relays and selectors. A mimic

diagram over 42 ft long depicts, in various colors, all the main items of electrical

equipment, indicating the state of all switchgear,

British Railways' first comprehensive assessment of the results of the Euston

main-line electrification scheme, interconnecting England's four largest cities, indi-

cates that by 1970 it will be yielding an annual return on capital of at least 12

percent. Half of this will be attributable to reduced operating costs and half to

increased re\enuc from passengers. There may also be significant increases in freight

traffic due to electrification, but the present economic situation makes these almost

impossible to forecast.

The total cost of the Euston scheme was some $385 million which was itself

$96 million less than originally estimated owing to economies made as the work

proceeded. However, most of this expenditure was incurred on modernization that

was essential whetlier electric or diesel traction was adopted; the additional cost

of high voltage ac electrification as oppo.sed to die^elization was only $100 million.

The results so far achieved indicate that passenger revenue in 1970 will include

$100 million accruing from electrification iis against dicselization, and that the work-

ing costs of the electrified system will also be some $6 million lower.

Passenger Revenue

The first year's operation on the London-Manchester and London-Liverpool

routes, after full electric services were introduced in April 1966, produced an over-

all increase of 68 percent in passenger journeys and 43 percent in passenger revenue

—the discrepancy being explained by the intrcKluction of new cheap fares for off-

peak tra\el. And in the first 12 weeks of the second year, most encouragingly, there

were further increases of 13 percent in both traffic and revenue.

Journeys between London and Mancliester increased by 54 percent during the

first year and between London and Liverpool by 55 percent. The corresponding

increases in revenue were 40 percent and 38 percent respectively. Journeys between
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London and intermediate stations rose by amounts varyinji from 30 percent to 105

percent, and smaller increases of around 20 percent were noted on routes only partly

electrified, such as London-Chester and London-Preston. Some of the extra travelers

were won from other foniis of transport (notably the airlines, which before elec-

trification carried 25 percent of the London-Manchester traffic and 12 percent of

the London-Liverpool traffic), but more were entirely new travellers who had

previously made their business and social contacts by letter or by telephone.

On the Birmingham lines, which receivc-d full electric services in March 1967,

smaller increases were expected because the distances were shorter and most of the

existing traffic was carried by private car. This was borne out in practice, and on

the three main flows, London-Birmingham, Manchester-Birmingham and Liverpool-

Birmingham, passenger traffic had risen by 26 percent, 27 percent, and 35 percent

respectively after the first 20 weeks, and revenue by 12 percent, 14 percent and
22 percent. An over-all increase in passenger revenue of 16/2 percent in the first

full year's operation was forecast from these figures.

The total passenger revenue from all the electric lines in 1967 was forecast at

$55 million, or approximately 25 percent more than the revenue before electrifica-

tion, converted to 1967 values. Assuming even a 5 percent growth rate—and British

Railways expect to exceed that—the 1970 passenger revenue will then be about

$65 million, 1967 value, a total increase of $20.6 million and 46 percent.

Freighf Traffic

In their original estimates British Railways also forecast a $12 million increase

in freight revenue by 1970, resulting from the development of 'freightliner' services

and from more competitive pricing made possible by the heavier loadings, higher

speeds, greater reliability and lower operating costs of electric services. So far, how-
ever, these benefits have been largely off-set by a general falling-oft" in freight traffic

caused by the depressed state of the economy. Nevertheless British Railways are

confident that the pay-off on freight is merely deferred until economic conditions

improve. This pay-off will be augmented if the government's new Transport Bill

becomes law and diverts much long distance traffic from the roads to the railways.

Future Electrification

Even the incomplete results available so far make it quite clear that the project

is a success. The possibility of extending the present electrification northwards to

Scotland is already being studied, and the case for electrification is aided here by
the fact that, by higher utilization, some locomotive capacity can be made available

from the existing scheme. A decision on this extension will be made as soon as the

present curbs on public spending are relaxed.

With regard to other projects: At present, the British are making a case for

electrification against a background of a fleet of diesel locomotives adequate for

present needs. How much better will be future assessments when the alternative to

electrification is to buy diesels! When the Board is faced with replacing diesel

locomotives, extended electrification will become a far more attractive alternative.

In the future, electrification will look better still as labor becomes relatively

more expensive than materials. It also offers higher power-to-weight ratios in motive

power units; electric locomotives of 8000 hp or even more are both technically

feasible and regarded as sensible for future high performance freight trains. And
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Fig. 6—Catenary overhead system.

with electrification it is much easier to provide auxiliary power for better heating,

air-conditioning, power-operated door.s and so on. All of these factors will tend to

turn the scales in fa\()r of electrification on more and more routes.

Attractions

The main factor which has attracted passengers to the existing electrified serv-

ices is their speed and intensity. Times for the main inter-city journeys have been

reduced by amoimts ranging from 20 percent to 45 percent, and times for many
journeys to destinations beyond the electrified area have also been significantly

reduced. Businessmen can now make one-day return trips where formerly they had

to stay away over night. The intensity of the express services, unequalled in Europe,

is made possible solely by the low marginal cost of running electric services.

Maintenance Trains for Overhead Line Equipment

Special trains are used by the LoikKju Midland licgion of British MaiKvays for

maintaining the 1480 mi of 25 kv, ac oxerhead e(|uip;ncnt. Fig. 6, forming its elec-

trified main line network. The train based at Rugby, 80 mi from London, u.scd for

the maintenance of 283 mi of eriuipment, is typical. It is a conxersion of one of the

wiring trains used during the original installation of the overhead equipment, and
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Fig. 7—Work train platform. Fig. 8- -Contact wire location measuring
device.

consists of seven flat-roofed coaches which provide an extended working platform,

Fig. 7, flanked at each end by two drum-carrying vehicles.

The train contains everything necessary for both routine maintenance and

emergency repair of overhead line installations. It carries powerful flood-lights,

operated from a petrol-driven generator, for working in tunnels or at night. A mov-

able pantograph for checking the height and lateral position of the contact-wire, is

mounted on one of the coaches, Fig. 8. The drum at the ends of the train are each

loaded with 6000' ft of contact-wire and main and auxiliary catenary wires. The
interior of the coaches consists of stores containing every type of fitting and insu-

lator in use; workshops in which catenary brackets and hanger can be made up on

the spot; an office housing detailed track plans of the whole area covered by tlie

train; and a kitchen, a mess and a clothes-drying room for the crew of six.

25-Year Life for Contact-Wire

Experience on the Eastern Region of British Railways, where ac electrification

was introduced on 574 miles of mainly suburban track between 1959 and 1962,

indicates that the life of the contact-wire itself should exceed 25 years. On most

lines, wear is approximately 0.05 in per 10" pantograph passages, compared with

a figure of 0.35 in per 10" pantograph passages for the same lines when they were

electrified at 1500 v dc before conversion to ac, when, however, pollution from

steam locomotives undoubtedly accelerated wear.

The items which have required most frequent replacement are the hangers,

particularly tliose nearest to the supporting structure on lines using simple catenary

equipment. Under conditions of intensive traffic, these proved to have an average

life of 2/2 to 3 years. However, development of a flexible hanger is expected to

increase this figure to over ten years.
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The elimination of steam and reduction in diesel traction has greatly reduced

the need for insulator cleaning. In most areas, in.sulators are now left for an

indefinite period, except for those in stations, under bridges and in tunnels, which

are cleaned every two years. Only in central London area where their Ls heavy

pollution by cement dust from nearby plants, is more frequent cleaning required.

The cement-dust problem is minimized by treating insulators with silicone grease

sprayed from aerosol packs.

Another significant saving with ac traction is the complete elimination of icing

problems, whereas with 1500 v, ac operation it was necessary during frosty weather

to dispatch wire-sweeping trains cxery two hours to prevent ice formation.

NEW ELECTRIC STOCK FOR BRITISH RAILWAYS

High-speed push/pull working by powerful foor-coach dc units gives an accelerated

service between London and Bournemouth.

Electrification at 675-v dc between London and the south coast towns of

Southampton and Bournemouth was completed in July 1967, and the 108-mile jour-

ney between London and Bournemouth now takes 100 min compared with 120

min before.

To minimize operating costs and permit through-working to destinations beyond

Bournemouth, push/pull working is employed both on the new electrified line and

(with diesel traction) on the adjacent non-electrified section from Bournemouth to

Weymouth. The propulsion speed of 90 mph on the electrified section is the highest

used in ordinary service. This maximum speed was adopted after extensive safety

tests were conducted by the Southern Region of British Railways.

Express trains from London to Bournemouth consist of eight or twelve coaches,

with one 3200-hp four-coach tractor unit propelling four or eight trailer-coaches,

Fig. 9. A 1550-hp diesel-electric locomotive hauls the trailer-coaches on to Wey-

mouth, then propels them back to Bournemouth for re-attachment to the tractov

Fig. 9— Electric express train.
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unit, which hauls the train back to London. This express service is supplemented

by semi-fast services provided by conventional nniltiple-unit stock.

The new stock ordered for the Bournemouth electrification conipri.ses:

11 3200-hp four-coach tractor units, Type 4REP, for express services;

28 Four-coach trailer-units and 3 three-coach trailer units, non-powered, but

having driving cabs at both ends;

20 1040-hp four-coach units. Type 4 VEP, for semi-fast services.

In addition, tlie following locomotives are available:

49 1600/600-hp electro-diesel locomotives

10 2500/650-hp electro-diesel locomotives

19 1550-hp diesel-electric locomotives.

All of the listed locomotives incorporate provision for push/pull working, that

is, ( 1 ) a locomotive at the rear of a train can be remotely controlled, including

starting of the diesel engine, from the driving cab of a multiple-unit at the front;

and, (2) a driver in a locomotive at the front of a train can control an electric

multiple-unit remotely at the same time as controlling the locomotive's own power
unit directly. The electro-diesel locomotives are ordinary dc electric locomotives

carrying a small diesel engine for use on non-electrified lines as opposed to diesel-

electric locomotives which are conventional diesel locomotives with electric trans-

Type 4REP Tractor-Units

The 11 type 4REP tractor-units have a nominal 1 hour rating of 3200 hp, and
are capable of operating a 12-coach train between London and Southampton, a

distance of 80 miles, in 70 min. Each unit comprises a motor-coach with driving

cab at each end, with a buffet-coach and trailer-coach between them. Each motor-

coach has four self-ventilated traction motors arranged in permanent parallel pairs.

Conventional series and parallel groupings are used with a bridge transition, and
there are three stages of field-weakening. Camshafts driven by an air/oil engine

control the resistance notching and weak-field notching, 16 series and 7 parallel

notches being used.

There are a total of 16 radial current-collector shoes on each tractor unit, four

on each motor bogie. These are paralleled between the two motor-coaches by two

power bus-lines. In order to force current-sharing by the shoes and prevent one

shoe carrying most of the current when there is ice on the conductor-rail, the shoes

are divided into two groups, feeding divided traction circuits.

Traction Motors

Each traction motor has a continuous rating of 385 a, 675 v and 320 hp at

Class B temperature rise. It is a four-pole series-wound motor, suspended from the

axle on roller bearings. Cooling air is drawn from underneath the coach by a fan

on the armature shaft.

The method of field-weakening is the same as that employed on the 1600/600
hp electro-diesel locomotives. The traction motor field is diverted and not tapped,

there being an inductive reactor in series with steps of resistance. All are connected

in parallel across the field. Field-weakening is achieved by progressively eliminating

the steps of resistance. This method provides greater protection for the traction

motors when gaps in the conductor rail are encountered while the motors are in

weak field.
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Control Equipment

Although tlie motor-coach of the 4REP unit is the most powerful coach in

service on tlie Southern Region, considerable standardization with existing control

equipment has been achie\ed. The contact elements on the resistance camshaft are

those used for weak-field contiol on the 1600/600-hp electro-diesel locomotives,

while the weak-field camshaft is similar to that employed for resistance notching on

the 1040-hp type 4\'EP multiple-units. Both camshafts are driven by the air/oil

engine used on all the Region's multiple unit stock since 1957. The starting re-

sistances are of tlie edge-wound strip type, mounted on ceramic insulators and

naturally ventilated

All the power equipment is housed in under-car cases, above which is a cable

duct containing inter-case wiring. This simplifies the wiring procedure when the

coaches are being assembled, by eliminating many conduits.

Driver's Cab

To further simplify the coach builders' work, the manufacturer supplied com-

plete pre-fabricated driver's desks, in polyester/glass-fibre, housing all necessary

equipment. These had only to be lowered into place and connected to air-pipes

and control-cables. All driving cabs in this and other new stock are identical. Each

cab is provided with all the controls necessary for direct and remote operation of

both electric and diesel-electric power units. Control circuits are designed to oper-

ate at any voltage between 45 and 110-v dc and as a result, can accept inputs at

110 V from locomotives or at 70-v from multiple-units. All traction control is

effected over 27-way control lines whose functions have been standardized on the

Southern Region since 1951.

Each cab has three electric heaters, one, incorporated in the driver's foot-rest,

is of tlie type used for de-icing the leading edges of aeroplane wings.

Braking Equipment

Braking equipment is identical to that used on other recent multiple-unit stock,

and is fully compatible with all existing vehicles. The latest three-position brake-

controller is used. With this unit the same working sector of tlie handle is used to

control applications of either the electro-pneumatic brake or the automatic air-brake.

When the electro-pneumatic brake is being used, the automatic brake is locked out

of action by a magnet valve. Any loss of supply to the electro-pneumatic brake

during braking causes the magnet valve to become deenergized; an automatic brake

application of similar value to the previous electro-pneumatic application is then

made without any action by the dri\'er. The Tirake controller is self-lapping in both

modes of operation.

Auxiliary Equipment

All high tension and low tension current distribution is carried out from one

of the trailer-coaches. The high tension supply is taken from the power bus-lines

and fed, through main auxiliary-equipment fuses in a box mounted on the under-

frame, to an auxiliary equipment cabinet on this coach. This cabinet forms a parti-

tion between the guard's position and the luggage compartment and houses all the

fuses for the compressor, the motor/generator set, and all the heating circuits. The

motor/generator set, mounted on the underframe, produces a 70-v d-c output with
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a continuous rating of 10 kw, which is used for control circuits, lighting and battery

charging. The motor/generator output and battery arc protected by fuses, all other

low tension circuits are protected by miniature circuit-breakers.

The buffet-coaches in the tractor units have been converted from existing

locomotive hauled restaurant/buffet coaches. All the catering equipment is elec-

trically operated and supplied from a motor/generator set mounted on the under-

frame of the buffet-coach. This unit delivers a regulated 200-v, d-c output at a

rating of 18 kilowatts.

The four-coach trailer units are almost identical to the tractor units with

respect to auxiliary equipment: each comprising two outer vehicles with driving

cabs and two inner trailer-coaches one of which carries all the auxiliary supply

equipment. It is therefore possible to interchange coaches if desired. On the tractor

units the power buslines are fed directly from the collector shoes, but on trailer-

units they must be supplied from a powered vehicle, either a locomotive or a tractor-

unit, via a standard two-pole jumper mounted at headstock level.

Coach Heating and Lighting

Two slightly different heating control systems are used on the new stock.

Coaches of the open saloon type have a 500-w 675-v heater under each pair of

seats, making the total heating load 16 kw per coach. The output of the heaters is

varied inversely with ambient temperature by a control unit which has two probes

containing temperature-sensitive transistors: one measures ambient temperature, the

other measures the temperature of one of the heaters. This system compensates

automatically for variations in line voltage, an important feature since heat output

varies as the square of line voltage.

In compartmented stock, individual heat control is provided in each compart-

ment. An electronic temperature controller, adjustable by passengers from 45° to

80° F, switches a relay operated vacuum switch which feeds two 500-w heaters

mounted under the seats.

The coaches are lit by 40 w incandescent lamps fed at 70-v dc from the

EE704/5H motor/generator set. There is also a battery supply, controlled by static

time-delay relays, for use when no high tension supply is present: when units are

in sheds for cleaning, for example.

Type 4VEP Units

The 20 type 4VEP units built for semi-fast stopping duties differ from the

4REP tractor units in having only one motor-coach per unit. Each unit comprises

a trailer (with driving cab) at each end, with the motor-coach and a trailer housing

all the auxiliary supplies in between. The motor-coach has all four axles driven by

English electric type EE507/16F traction motors with a one-hour rating of 310 a

675 V and 260 hp. This gives the units a balancing speed of 72 mph, with a capabil-

ity of operating at 90 mph making it possible to include them in the same train

with 4REP tractor units.

Each traction motor has a continuous rating of 280-a 675-v and 235 hp at

Class B temperature rise. The motor is similar in general construction to the type

EE546/B motor of the 4REP units. Switching of the main starting resistance is

effected by the standard camshaft, driven by an air/oil engine, used previously on

two-motor units. To provide that contacts of this camshaft will not be overloaded

with the continuous duty or a four motor equipment, a separate group .switch has been
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added. This switch includes contacts to carry current continuously, that Ls, those

for full series or full parallel running.

The power equipment is identical to tiiat used on stock built in 1963 for the

London-Brighton line, while the main modifications to the control equipment have

been to eliminate the remote controlled electrically operated hand brake previously

used and to incorporate the new prc-fal)ricated dri\'cr's desk. A standard EE7()4/5H

motor/generator set mounted under the inner trailer-coach provides the usual 80 v

dc for control and lighting. Heating and lighting systems are identical to those of

the 4REP units.

OTHER FOREIGN RAILROAD ELECTRIFICATION PROJECTS

France

At the start of 1968 France had 5338 mi of railroad electrification. A total of

74 percent of all traffic is hauled over electrified main line. By the time steam is

eliminated electrified mileage will total 6200 and the percentage of traffic hauled

electrically will reach 80 percent. Both 1500-v dc and 25-kv 50 cycle are used on
the French distribution systems. Multi-voltage equipment, increased power and

standardization have been emphasized in French National Railways electric locomo-

tive design during 1968.

High speed operation has been promoted on many lines and it has been deter-

mined that existing catenary systems are satisfactory for speeds up to 100' mph.

For higher speeds the 1500-v overhead must be modified.

The all-purpose electric locomotive has two gear ratios. Used originally on the

16,500 Class B-B for 25-kv a-c lines and ultimately on the six-axle design in the

Fig. 10—Modern 6-axlc French locomotive.
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40,100 Class for locomotives which hauled Trans-Europe Express (TEE) trains.

The same system was adopted for the new C-C locomotive now in the process of

construction.

Dual-voltaj^e locomotives are now common in France when both ac and dc

are utilized. Many of these locomotives operate on all four major systems of western

Europe.

Since 1957 four-axle designs have been considered adequate for all traffic

requirements on a-c lines. A similar position was reached regarding dc locomotives

on d-c lines two years earlier, but with an increasing number of a-c lines, points

of contact with the older d-c lines increased and the dual-voltage locomotives were

selected. Increased speeds and train weights were responsible for the six-axle dual-

voltage design. A very modern design is the CC-40,100, Fig. 10.

Japan

Japan inaugurated service of d-c/a-c multiple-unit tiains over 388 miles

of track between Shin-Osaka and Hakata. These trains operate as all-sleeper

service but the same coaches are converted for day use on the 428-mile run between

Oita and Osaka.

In Central Jokkaido, the northernmost major island of Japan the railroad be-

tween Otaru and Asahikawa is being electrified at 20-kv 50-cycle. An a-c locomo-

tive and four a-c rail cars are now in use for trial runs. Both are designed to be

cold-proof and snow-proof for use in the cold climate, where temperatures reach

a minimum of — 23 degrees F and there is a maximum annual snowfall of 33 in.

The new Tokaido line is not equipped with wayside signals. It was originally

proposed to use automatic train operation but this was not installed. Cab signalling

using audio frequency track circuits was selected. Continuous supervision of speed

is a feature of this equipment. Brakes are applied automatically if the engineer does

not respond to restrictive signals displayed on the panel. Top speed on the Tokaido

line is 131 mph. Signalling permits a 5 min headway. On the San Yo Line, an

extension to the Tokaido Line, the top speed will be 161 mph.

Holland

Electrification between Venlo and Cologne was started in May 1968. A new

series of two-coach electric, multiple-units has been delivered to the Netherlands

Railways.

South Africa

South Africa is inviting tenders for as many as 100 3000 v dc electric loco-

motives, delivery to start in 1969 and completion scheduled for 1970.

Spain

Most of the electrified mileage in Spain is energized at 3000-v dc. However,

1500-v dc is used in two sections in the northern and southern ends of the principal

mainline between Madrid and the French frontier. A total of 16 dual-voltage loco-

motives of Japanese design are in operation on the two sections.

The electrification of the section from Venta de Bailor to Miranda de Ebro was

completed this summer. This will provide an electrified line from Madrid to the

French frontier. The voltage is 3000 v dc from Venta de Bafior to Burgos and 1500 v

dc from Burgos to Hendaye.
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Norway

The Norwegian State Railways has received the first of 20 electric locomotives

which will be used on heavy passenger and freight trains. They are of Co-Co wheel

arrangement and have an hourly rating of 6900 hp at 46 mph. Passenger locomotives

are geared for 75 mph.

Electrification of the Norwegian State Railways has now been conii)letcd to

Haniar, the recent extension was for a distance of 106 miles. Tlie overhead is

energized with 15-kv, 16% cycle power. Simple catenary supported by concrete

structures was used in exposed sections while wood poles were used elsewhere.

When the present electrification plan is completed a total of 1517 miles, 57

percent, of Norwegian State Railways will be electrified.

Recently, six silicon-rectifier locomotives were delivered to the Railways, for

use between Nar\'ik and the Swedish frontier.

Sweden

The Swedish State Railways accepted delivery of 20 new electric locomotives

in 1967 and an additional 40 are to be delivered during 1968.

Germany

Work began last Fall on 160 route miles of electrification. Maximum speed on

the German Federal Railways has been increased from 77 to 100 mph.

Work will begin on the electrification of the Black Forest Railway between

Offenburg and Konstant/. when the province makes the financial grant.

Electrification of the Gevelsberg, Nord-Hagen-Eckesey section was completed

this year also the line from Venlo to Cologne was electrically operated from the

start of the summer schedule.

India

Tenders were received for 208 miles of 25-kv a-c electrification of tlie Baroda-

Sabarmi and 217 miles of track on the Bombay Central-Bulsar section of the

\^'estem Railway.

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia has ordered a number of 25-kv 50-cycle electric silicon rectifier

locomotives for the State Railways. The locomotives have a one-hour rating of

5550 hp.

Hungary

Electrification of the line from Budapest to Miskolc and Nyiregyhaza on tlie

Hungarian State Railways is responsible for the introduction of the Tokay Express

which takes two hours and 56 minutes to cover 175 jniles, one hour less than

required before electrification.

Electrification work is in progress on the 33-mile line between Nyiregyhaza

and the U.S.S.R. frontier at Zahony.
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Italy

The Italian State Railways is building a 3000-v dc sub-station to furnish trac-

tion ener^'y to the 11.5 mile Alpennine Tunnel. The sub-station, equipped with one
3600-k\\ silicon rectifier, will be built on the surface and furnish electrical energy
to tlic tunnel through a 1600 ft shait drilled at a 45-degree angle.

When the Alpennine Tunnel was opened in 1934 sub-stations were located at

25-niile intervals. Increasing train loads and higher speeds have reduced the spacings

to 15-18 miles.

The Italian State Railways is adding four 3000-v d-c locomotives for additional

service between Milan and Rome with a sustained running at 100 mph.

A locomotive that helped start electrification in Italy in 1910 wa.s recently

moved to the National Museum of Transport at Barretts Station, St. Louis, Mo.

RAPID TRANSIT, DOMESTIC

Progress in the area of rapid transit, during the past year, is reviewed in the

following outline:

Cleveland

The 3.9-mile extension, Fig. 11, to Cleveland's rapid transit system to Cleveland

Hopkins Airport, began operation during November 1968 with 20 new cars added
to the rapid transit fleet to cover the additional route length. Compound catenary

consisting of a 750,000 CM messenger, 250,000 CM intermediate cable and a 6/0
contact wire is supported on steel structures located at 200-foot intervals.

The new cars are 70 ft long with a maximum speed of 60 mph. Four 100-hp

motors are installed on each car.

In addition to, and coinciding with, the opening of the airport rapid transit,

a new catenary system and two new 1500-kw silicon rectifier stations was placed

in service on the Shaker Heights rapid transit system to greatly modernize that

system.

Son Francisco Bay Area

The Bay Area Rapid Transit system's Diablo test track program included the

comparison of a-c to d-c distribution voltage, collection equipment, types of third

rail and insulation of the third rail from ground. Selections were made as follows:

a. The third rail voltage to be 1000-v dc throughout the 75-mile system.

b. Mechanically, the current collector must witLstand substantial horizontal,

vertical and cyclic motion on the vehicle trucks without loss of contact with

the third rail. Demand on the collector to be 250 amps with a total weight

of 40 lb.

c. The third rail will consist of an aluminum-steel I-beam, the running surface

to consist of steel.

d. The insulators are to be wet-ware porcelain and will be spaced at 10-ft

intervals. Minimum leakage distance, 8-in.

BART trains are capable of 80-mph and will operate both underground and on

the surface. The third rail equipment will be the .same on both locations. Earth-

quake resistance has been included in all designs of track and structures, for both

underground and under the San Francisco Bay, as well as on the surface operation.
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Pig. 11—Kiecling catenary hangers, Cleveland transit s>stiin.
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New York

New York plans to spend $2.9 billion to expand the city's subway system. The
plans include:

a. High-speed express for Queen Boulevard Subway, and an extension to

Northeastern and Southeastern Queens.

b. New Second Avenue Subway.
c. New express line in The Bronx.

d. Sixty-Third Street Crowntown Subway.
e. Extension of Nostrand Avenue Subway.
f. Extension of New Avenue line.

g. Purchase of about 500 high-speed, air-conditioned subway cars.

h. Modernization of New Haven and Penn Central commuter service and

the Manhattan portion of the Erie Lackawanna Railroad.

i. Rehabilitation of tlie Staten Island rapid transit.

j. Modernization of the Long Island Rail Road and construction of a con-

nection with Kennedy Airport.

k. Quick completion of four-track East River Tunnel to provide expanded

transit and Long Island Rail Road services.

The above is phase one to be completed in ten years. Phase two, with an

indefinite date for completion, includes:

a. Extensions to subways.

b. Modernization and extension of the Long Island Rail Road ar.d Penn

Central.

c. New railroad station between Penn Central and New Haven.

New York will study thermo-electric devices for cooling subway cars.

Boston

A total of 76 new cars will operate in Boston in the near future for senice

on the city's South Shore route. These cars will accelerate at 2.5 mphyps and have

a top speed of 70 mph. There will be 26 two-car units and 24 single cars.

Washington, D.C.

On March 1 the Board of Directors of the Washington Metropolitan Area

Transit Authority unanimously adopted the plan to build 97.2 miles of transit for

the national capital region. The plan includes 38.4 miles of high-speed transit in

the District of Columbia, 29.7 miles in Maryland and 29.1 miles in Virginia.

Chicago

Chicago has started construction of 1.1 miles of new subway between Logan

Square and the Kennedy Expressway. This will provide a link for the 5-mile exten-

sion of rapid transit in the Kennedy median strip. Construction of the Kennedy

rapid transit route is being handled simultaneously with the 10-mile rapid transit

extension in the Dan Ryan Expressway.

Also, Chicago is iDlanning two new downtown subways, one to replace the

elevated looj) and the other, a downtown distribution system. Chicago has ordered

150 rapid transit cars for its new lines.
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Philadelphia—Linwood

The first of the new rapid transit cars built for the Delaware Port Authority

has been delivered. The route will be opened early in 1969.

RAPID TRANSIT, FOREIGN

Toronto

Two extensions to the Bloor-Danforth Subway were placed in operation May

11, 1968. Including the original Yonge Street Subway, there are now 21 route

miles of subway in Toronto.

Traction power for the two extensions is similar to that used on the Bloor-

Danforth line. All sub-stations use silicon rectifiers of the outdoor type.

Extensive use of acoustic material was continued in the two extensions. Also,

at Victoria Park and Warden stations the track has been equipped with lead

isolated track beds to reduce vibration.

Planning and engineering work are progressing on the extension of the Yonge

Street (first subway) Subway.

The Toronto system is 600-v dc, third rail.

Montreal

Montreal Metro, 12.9 miles in length, is modeled to a great extent after the

Paris Metro, particularly in the use of rubber-tired wheels. Trial operation started

on October 17, 1966. These troubles have developed:

1. The rubber tires generate considerable heat, in fact the heat generated

exceeds the amount for which the original ventilation was designed. Rubber tires

increase the train resistance and add 10-25 percent to the power consumption

depending on operating characteristics of the route.

2. Noise le\'els were high. Principal noise sources were the current collectors

and the dri\e gears. The current collectors slide on steel rails and have required

several modifications to reduce noise. Incidentally, two fires broke out around the

collectors during test. Shields have been fitted around the collectors to protect

the tires and reduce noise.

This system is not to be confused with the rapid transit that was built for

EXPO 67 with cars equipped with steel wheels.

British

The use of steel wheels on steel duo-rails is recommended in the plans for

Manchester rapid transit.

Rolling stock for London Transport's Victoria subway system is being pro-

duced in four-car units consisting of motor-trailcr-trailer-motor. The normal train

will consist of eight cars.

As a preliminary to adopting a standard design for high-density, inner sub-

urban trains, British liailways has decided to build 12 prototype cars which will

1)0 placed in service on the Southern Region lines of Waterloo and possibly on

other regions. Construction of the vehicles is expected to start in late 1968.
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Germany

The Hamburg Underground Railway is operating two trains automatically

that are controlled from one center. Presently, no passengers are caiTJed and the

two trains operate at intervals between scheduled trains on the 3.4-mile route.

These new trains use "electrical sighting" which means all requirements of future

express train operation, including tight train schedules, through electrically secured

braking distances and central supervision, are realized in a single system.

Munich Transport Authority is operating the first of its two-coach under-

ground system between Studentenstadt and Dietlindenstram stations. These new
trains are equipped with automatic train operation.

Two new underground railways are now under construction in Munich: one

is the rapid transit U-Bahn being built by the Munich Transportation Authority

and the other is the mainline V-Bahn being built by the German Federal Railway

to link the eastern and western suburban lines. The first line will be ready in

1971 for the Olympic Games in 1972.

Electrical energy will be obtained from a third rail at 750-v dc, although

climatic conditions are severe. Climatic conditions are more unfavorable than in

Stockholm but no worse than in New York. For the first line, however, energy may
be furnished from an overhead supply.

Rolling stock will consist initially of 100 cars in two-car units which can be

coupled into 2, 4 or 6-car trains. Maximum speed will be 50 mph with an accelera-

tion rate of one mphp.s and braking, 1.4 mphps.

The Berlin Transport Authority ordered a prototype two-car set for its tunnel

lines in 1955. Later, sets were designed with lighter weight trucks and body parts.

Considerable decrease in weight per passenger, from 295 lbs. to 187 lbs., was

secured. The 750-v dc motors, two per car, have a one-hour rating of 180 hp at

200 amps.

Holland

On February 10 Rotterdam's first 3.75 miles of subway were opened to traffic.

A total of 27 coaches will equip this line. Owing to water seepage the subway

was cut deep and channels opened in the sand. When the channels filled with

watei", prefabricated sections were floated into place and ultimately sunk on foot-

ings. Pre-built stations were handled in the same manner.

Trains will be formed, up to four two-car articulate sets, each set with accom-

modations for 276 passengers.

Sweden

Stockholm has been receiving delivery on an order for 90 two-car, 15 kv

sets for suburban services. These cars are designed to run in multiple up to five

sets, carrying about 1000 passengers.

Russia

The U.S.S.R. is planning to build a subway in Tashkent; population, one-

million. Tashkent was heavily damaged by an earthquake in 1966. As a conse-

quence all tunnels and stations will be quake proof.
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Czechoslovakia

The north-south subway under construction in Praj^ue is clue to open in 1971.

Lij;ht steel cars weighing about 25 tons will run initially in four-car trains.

Mexico

The first section of the Mexico City subway will open in June 1969, and the

entire 20 miles will be completed in 1970. This city is another which has had to

cope with earthquake problems affecting underground tunnels.

Trains will consist of 6 or 9 coaches and will ha\e a nia.ximuni speed of

50 niph.

A Survey of Western European AC Electrified Railway Supply

Substation and Catenary System Techniques and Standards*

B. A. Ross

American Electric Power Service Corp.

In the last 20 years the mileage of electrically operated railways has increased

threefold with the majority of this increase occurring in Europe, the USSR, Japan,

India, and Soutli Africa. Planned increases should raise world mileage from today's

57,000 to appro.ximately 100,000 route miles by 1975. Increased interest in future

United States railroad electrification is evidenced by the Edison Electric Institute's

establishment of an Electrification Committee, the joint Utility-Railroad electrifica-

tion study of the New York Central's New York-Cleveland line, the construction

of the commercial frequency 60-cps 25 kv Muskingum Electric Railroad by the

American Electric Power System and preliminary electrification studies by rail-

roads and power companies in the western United States.

Because of the extensive mileages electrified since 1955 at connnercial fre-

quency, 50-60 cps, a major portion of tlie recent advances in railway electrifica-

tion engineering and construction techniques has been related to Western European

and British electrification work. This paper presents a survey of Western Euroijean-

British practice: in utility supply of railway loads at commercial frequency; railway

supply substation design and facilities; catenary system design and maintenance;

telecommunication and radio interference experience and suppression techniques;

and construction time and cost breakdown data.

The techniques presented are confined to those which are believed adaptable

for use on railroad supply systems operated at 25 kv commercial frequency. Basic

data and experience on the French and British 25 kv 50-cps and the German and

Swedish 15-16 kv 161i-cps systems are outlined. Since it is believed that most

future United States electrifications will be on single or double track lines catenary

system designs outlined arc those applica])lc to single or double track installations

only.

UTILITY SUPPLY TO 50 CYCLE LOADS

Great Britain (CEGB)

1. Railway not allowed to operate 25 kv s>stem in parallel witli power trans-

mission system.

" Kxtracts from a paper presented by Mr. Hoss at a joint meeting ol the Transportation

Division, ASME; and The Land Transportation Section, IEEE.
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2. Specify phase -to which substations will he conuected in order to obtain

maximum load balance.

3. Maximum allowed unbalance between phiuse voltages is 5 percent.

4. Would not consider overbuilding catenary with transmission lines because
of (a) effects on railway for conductor or insulator failure and (b) difficulty oi

maintaining transmission lines.

5. Have Computer Program, which includes negative sequence system repre-

sentation, for the study of railway loads.

6. Railway rate bills on simultaneous peak demand in Mw rather than on

individual station peaks. Also Mwhr.

7. No harmonic problems on power system have been encountered. Coidd

be a problem where extensive cable systems are served at same point as railway

load.

8. Locomotives are not built to feed power back into power system when
coasting or slowing down. (No back feed).

9. Most RR supply points have a three-phiise fault of approximately 3000 mva.

10. Railway load has odd harmonic content which approximates 1/n relation-

ship. (That is, fundamental 100 amp., 3rd 33 amp, 5th 20 amp, etc.). This is

based on several tests that have been carried out.

11. Railway load power factor is 0.88.

12. Railway loads are served at 132 kv except for a few 66 kv buses in the

London area which have a high short circuit mva. There will be two 275/25 kv sta-

tions if electrification is extended from Liverpool to Scotland.

France (EDF)

1. Railway substations are operated in parallel with EDF whenever possible.

2. While nearly all stations have voltage unbalance of less than 5 percent, this

is not the maximum tolerable limit. During outages of power system facilities or

short duration peak load periods unbalances of as high as 10 percent may be

accepted.

3. Do not specify phase to which railway will connect when installing new
substations.

4. Where a possibility of 25 kv catenary system flow through between sub-

stations exists because of transmission system angle relationship, the railway either

changes phases or installs relaying to trip station if backfeed occurs.

5. Many stations are supplied at 63 kv in some cases from buses having

3-phase faults of less than 500 mva.

6. Do not believe that the brief periods of railway peak demand, which are

of 5 to 10 minute duration and occur only a few times each day, will do damage

to any equipment of either EDF or other customers. This is particularly true on

lines where the service is mostly freight.

7. Tests show parallel operation usually reduces voltage unbalance.

8. Have had voltage dip problems where heavily loaded freight trains, which

are taking full power on grades or while accelerating, cross the isolating section

between substations not in parallel. This is another reason French favor parallel

operation.

9. Railway favors parallel operation bcca'ose it reduces catenary currents and

voltage drops and permits stations to be spaced farther apart.
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Society for the Electrification of Railways at 50 Cycles

1. Substation generally should not be opcratecl in parallel on 25 kv side.

Adjacent stations on a severe grade might be paralleled if analysis shows that the

power system can tolerate the unbalance and that no power system angle problem

exists.

2. Voltage unbalance should not be allowed to exceed 5 percent. Motor dam-

age is not immediate and will not be evident until motors in a given area begin

to fail to say 20 years instead of 30.

SUBSTATIONS

High Side Switching

Great Britain

Usually try to serve RR load from existing station bus. If not manual switching

is adequate because railway is designed to operate with one station out of service.

Transformers have high side MOAB switch.

France

Same as Great Britain except transformers have high side circuit breakers.

Railway does not depend on power system to protect transformer. Catenary system

is designed to allow trains to operate with station out of service.

Transformers

Great Britain

Most transfonners are 15 mva size and are installed two to a substation. Do
not use Scott connected transformers, LTC transformers, or station 25 kv regula-

tors. Railway transformer is subjected to far more frequent short circuits than a

power system transformer. Protected by four-cycle circuit breakers. To quote one

British engineer "tlie transformer must be mechanically strong and able to stand

endless short circuits of 10-15 cycle duration. The only comparable duty I know
of is arc furnace supply." The transformers used have especially braced windings.

The railway frequently places up to 50 percent overload on the transformer but

these are usually of short duration. Transformers have fixed taps ± 5 percent in

2/2 percent steps.

France

• Size: two sizes in use today are 10 and 15 mva.

• Impedance: 8 percent or 9 percent

• Overload Capability: 50 percent for 15 min.; 100 percent for 5 min.

• Fixed taps ± 5 percent in 2.5 percent steps.

• Use a 25 kv voltage regulator where required. 4800 (± 2400 v) in 16 steps

of 300 V. Steps of greater tiian 300 v produce surges which might damage the

locomotives.

• The 1.5 mva transformer weighs about 25 tons and is designed to be moved
by motor truck. Every station has two transformers.

• The railway does not maintain spare transformers.

• Because of the large number of faults "the transformers should be of robust

In Great Britain CEGB owns 132 kv bus, 132/25 kv transformer, and Iransformir 25 kv
OCB. In France SNFC owns entire station.
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design" to quote the Chief Enj^ineer of Substations of SNCF. I'^ault rate may be

as high as 1000 faults per year in a 10 to 15 km catenary section. The 25 lev

breakers reclose automatically after 15 sec. and this clears approximately 98 per-

cent of these faults.

Gekmany
• Use 10 niva, 110/15 k\-, 16% cycle transformers.

• Transformers are subjected to one ihort circuit fault every five days.

• Transformer has gas pressure and winding temperature relays for protection.

Sweden

• Transfonners must be strongly constructed to stand frequent faults.

• In exceptional cases over 1000 faults per year have occurred on one sec-

tion of catenary. A rough estimate is four to six faults per km per year.

• Standard size is 10 mva.

• Transformer is mounted on a railroad car.

• In a few cases have put reactors in series to limit short circuit currents

and mechanical stresses.

Provide Information Relative to the Design of the

Distribution System

R. J. Berti, Chairman

Low Side Switching (15 or 25 kv)

Great Britain (25 kv)

Use a double bus station arrangement with normally open bus tie breaker and

circuit breaker on each catenary section.

France

Use a single low side bus with low side breakers built into each transformer

in newest stations. All catenary sections are switches by minimum oil devices called

interrupters which can interrupt load current, but not fault current. After one open

and reclose ( 15 sec. ) the breaker operates in three cycles then ten cycles later

the interrupter on the faulted line opens then the breaker recloses.

Germany

Similar to Great Britain.

Pole spacings (Straight Track):

Great Britain: 207 feet; max. 240 feet.

France: 207 feet

Germany: 262 feet

Sweden: 197 feet

The German pole is, because of the greater .spacing, heavier and their over-

all system is more expensive than the others. The DB believes that, since a ma-

jority of maintenance expense and faults occur at the poles, the additional expense

is. justified because of the 20-25 percent reduction in the number of poles, insu-

lators, etc.
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Fig. 12—British catenary and structure.

Poles

The following t>pe.s of poles are used: (all countries used steel poles with hot

zinc hath or galvanized coating for protection).

Great Britain—H type girder

France —H type girder (French Type "HE")
Germany —Lattive pole standard length (welded)

Sweden —Prefabricated welded pole (not lattice)

The German pol(> is bolted to the foimdation by four bolts. The French,

British and Swedish poles are concreted into tlie foundation. The Swedish pole

consists of two channel beams with welded fillets. Tlie poles are mass produced

to a standard design at a central location. After as.sembly they arc dipped in a liot

zinc bath.

The Portuguese State Railways also use galvanized steel pole similar to the

British and French "H" type girder. The Portuguese poles are pre-drilled for the

support fittings which are bolted on at erection. This pre-drilling is to insure

rust-proofing of all pole fittings.

The Swiss Hailways have used portal construction for double track lines in

most recent projects. This Ls probably because of the desirability of standardizing

the design with the already existing electrification. On recent single track electrifi-

cations a galvanized steel beam pole sinular to the British-French "H" beam has

been used.
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FRENCH-BRITISH SWEDISH GERMAN
Fig. 13—British catenary pole footings.

The Austrian State Railway has used reinforced concrete poles extensively on

recent electrification projects. These concrete poles, which are a tapered square

cross section design, are precast at a central location and shipped to the erection

site. All fittings are held in place by galvanized steel clamps, thereby eliminating

any requirement for external extensions of the basic pole reinforcing steel.

Other type poles have been considered including spun concrete, spun steel,

and wood. Wood is too expensive to use as a pole except in Sweden. The Swedish

Railways tried wood during World War II, but believe that the warping, tendency

to bend in the direction of prevailing wind, and erection problems make the steel

poles a better solution.

Maintenance

Annual maintenance costs are running about 3 to 4 percent of the cost of

the catenary system. Contact wear is about ii mm" per year in France and 0.40 in

per 10" pantograph passes in Great Britain. All railroad administrations estimate

a 40-50 year contact wire life except at certain junctions or station approaches.

In France there are some very heavy traffic junctions and station entrance tracks

where contact wire replacement is required every 10 to 12 years.

The manpower required for maintenance and the overall cost is significantly

influenced by the amount of time that railway operation can be curtailed to permit

access to the catenary. In Great Britain most of the work is done at night and on

the weekend. Because of work time limitations, manpower requirements in tlie

maintenance organization are about 0.1 man per km of catenary. Maintenance

equipment consists of small self-propelled railroad cars or large motor trucks plus

ladders for normal work and wire trains for heavy work. The German Railway

uses rail cars almost entirely while the French and British use 4 to 6-ton motor

trucks. Every railroad administration operates one or two inspection cars. These

cars which are similar to a railroad passenger car mount special pantographs and

equipment to determine places where catenary system is exceeding design eleva-

tion variations during high speed operation. After points are determined crews
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Fig. 14—British catenary hangers.
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are sent to correct the condition. All catenary is inspected by these cars about once

every two years, and more frequently on certain heavy traffic lines.

None of the European Railroad administration maintain catenary "hot". French

engineers stated that they had seen Russians maintain 25 kv hot, but believed that

hot maintenance offered little advantage, because trains cannot be run in the sec-

tion in either situation unless some type of oflF-track device was used.

Current Connecfion

A high conductivity flexible current connection is made between the contact

wire and the messenger about every 600 to 700 ft. This is a 30 to 40 mm" flexible

copper wire.

Hangers'

1. Size 4-5 mm diameter (0.2 in.)

2. Fittings and hangers must avoid electrolytic effects at joints.

3. Material: Coi^per —Sweden

Bronze —France, Germany, Switzerland

Cadmium Copper—Great Britain

4. Three Types: Three types of hangers are used as illustrated in Fig. 14.

These types are indicated as A, B and C. Type "C" has tlie disadvantage

in the opinion of French and BritLsh engineers of: ( 1 ) causing "hard

spots" in the catenary, (2) transmitting vertical forces in compression and

(3) possible failure because of wind load lateral forces with ice on contact

wire.

' Life of hangers function of corrosion and metal fatigue. Fitting and hanger hfc should
match contact wire ( 50 years )

.
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Contact and Messenger Wire

Contact and me.ss(Miycr wire sizes used are indicated on the accompanying

tabic.

Tests carried out by the French as well as other railway administrations indi-

cate that the maximum permissible current densities in contact (trolley) and

messenger wires are 4.7 amps per sq. mm for copper and 2.2 amps per sq. mm for

steel. In practice 4 amps per sq. mm for copper and 2 amps per sq. mm for steel

have been adopted as maximum continuous permissible loadings. An overload of

50 percent can be allowed for a period of up to three min.

Fault condition tests indicate that the standard French Railways' 107 sq. mm
contact wire will rupture by fusion in 0.25 sec if subjected to a 6400 amp fault

and 0.50 sec for a 3000 amp fault. Both of these times are well in excess of clear-

ing times of the 3-4 cycle circuit breakers used for catenary system protection.

Insulators

The British, French and German Railways use a strut type insulator.

The Swedish Railways use a pin type insulator, but would change to a strut

type if they were to carry out a large scale future electrification. The great majority

of the insulators used by all railway administrations are porcelain. The Germans

insulate to a higher level in high contamination areas in parts of the Ruhr and

elsewhere. The Germans also use silicon grease coating and spray cleaning in some

areas.

Ccnintrtj

Austria

Czechoslovakia (50 cps'

France ( 50 cps

)

Germany
Great Britain ( 50 cps

)

Indian Railways (50 cp.s

Portugal (50 cps)

Sweden
Switzerland Normal

USSR (50 cps)

Pcnn Central (USA;

CATENARY CONDUCTOR SIZE*

Messenger

70 mnr 19 strand

copper coated steel

70' mnr steel or

95 mm" copper coated
steel

65 mm" Tin Bronze
(60%)

50 mm- Bronze (63%)

67 mm" Cadmium
Copper

65 mm" Cadmium
Copper

65 mm" Bronze

50 mm" Copper

50 mm" Copper Coated
Steel

197 mnr Copper Coated
Steel

70 mnr Copper Coated
Steel

198 mm" Copperweld

Contact Wire
100 mm" Cadmium

Copper

100 mm" Copper

107 mm" Copper

100 mm" Copper

107 mm" Cadmium
Copper

107 mm" Cadmium
Copper

107 mm" Copper

100 mm" Copper

107 mm- Copper

150 mm- Copper

100 mm" Copper

150-168 mm- Bronze

" Extracted from a paper by B. A. Ross, American Electric Power Service Corp., presented
iit an lEEE-ASME joint meeting held in Chicago, Illinois on March 27-28, 1968.
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Clearances

Tlu' iioniKil tlt'ar;iii(.c'.s used b\' the British Railways tor 25 k\ arc 11 in static

and 8 in pas.sin,u, with a pcrniissiblc minimum of 8 in static and (i in passing.

Design Storm

The catenary is designed to stand a side wind of 65 to 80 mph or a force

of about 17 psi. Ice loading is not included in Great Britain, France or Germany.

Swedish design allows for 0.4 of ice on catenary with design wind loading.

Construction Time

The construction time for a major electrification project of several hundred

miles was in every country from three to four years. About one year of this time

represents preliminary engineering studies.

Pantograph Design

The design and performance of tlie pantograph has a very important influence

on the catenary system performance. The pantograph design directly affects the

contact wire wear, and dynamic performance of the catenary—two major factors

in the maintenance costs.

Telecommunication and Radio Interference

\V. M. Haynes, Chairman

The problem of interference with telephone cables paralleling the catenary

system has been encountered to a significant extent in Great Britain and Sweden.

On the telephone system in a majority of cases only the long distance cables are

involved as local service circuits are not of sufficient length to present induced

voltage problems in most cases. There are two alternatives available, either the use

of neutralizing transformers in the telephone system or the use of booster trans-

formers and ground current return conductors by the railroad. In Great Britain,

Sweden, and to a lesser extent in Germany, tlic booster transformer system is

employed.

The system in use has a separate insulated return conductor which is suspended

from the catenary system masts. The 1:1 booster transformers induce a current in

this conductor equal to the catenary system current. The insulated conductor is

linked to the rails at frequent intervals and as a result exerts a draining or "sucking"

effect on the ground return current. The booster transfonner-return conductor

system will give a reduction of some 20:1 in ground return current. If left alone

some 50 percent of the traction current will return by other routes than through

the track.

The booster transformers are placed roughly 2 miles apart and ha\e a con-

tinuous rating of 300 amps with 5 min rating of 600 amps. The use of the booster

transformer system increases catenary \oltagc drop because each transformer repre-
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sents additional impedance and is a load of from 100 to 150 kva. A booster trans-

former costs about $5,000.

The extensive use of booster transformers witli return conductors is limited to

Great Britain, Norway and Sweden. In Norway and Sweden the poor earth con-

ductivity has been the major factor dictating the need for booster transformers

and return feeder installations. In Great Britain booster transformers were required

for the London-Liverpool-Manchester electrification but have not been used on

tile more recent Manchester-Stokes electrification. The use of booster transformers

has not been necessary with the French 50 cps electrification.

The iLse of screening for critical cables or neutralizing transformers on the

telephone system is receiving increasing recognition as the most economic solution

for traction tele-communication problems. This correction technique has received

general application in Austria, France, Germany and Switzerland.

Radio and TV interference problems have not been encountered. In Great

Britain the average for the past 6 years has been 68 complaints per year out of

75,000 per year total and all of these have been in areas of very low signal

strength.

COST BREAKDOWN AND CONSTRUCTION TIME

Estimated installed cost of European catenary facilities on a single track mile

basis ranged from $18,000 to $33,000 (including correction in some cases for work
trains, contractor profit, and engineering charges) as follows:

Railway Percent ii.sing $18,000 as base

A 110
B 113
C 125
D 156
E 183

In the area of percentage cost breakdown between labor and material, data ob-

tained for three of the state railways was as follows:

Percentage Range
Item of Total Cost

Engineering Studies 3— 6
Material 40-53
Erection Labor & Supervision 25-44
Stores-Overhead-Profit 21-32

The estimated construction time required for a major electrification project of

200 to 400 track miles of catenary system varied between 40' and 48 months, of

the estimated time in all cases appro.ximately 12 months were for necessary engi-

neering studies after the decision is made to electrify. In some cases these studies

are made as part of the electrification evaluation study with a corresponding reduc-

tion in construction time.

Yard and terminal electrification costs per track mile are the same as mainline

costs with the savings in catenary complexity (in many cases a simple trolley can

be used because of low operating .speeds) being balanced by the increased number

of switches and complex track work.
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Speed of Trains

W. V. Bo^\ I US, Cliainuiin

There are three areas of hind transportation where service can become more

c()mpetiti\e with the automobile, plane, bus and truck by increasing the speeds

of the respective transportation units between terminals. These are:

• Commuter service.

• Inti-r-city passenj^er trains.

• Inter-city freight trains.

As metropolitan traffic increases and highways become more congested, the

fast commuter train is more acceptable.

High-speed trains over medium length inter-city lines can compete with the

airplane. The Northeast Corridor operation between Boston and \Vashington will

help decide the choice. Trains will operate at 110 mph and will be capable of

greater speeds if considered advisable.

Decreased running time between terminals is a factor in gaining freight hauls,

particularly to the manufacturer, the fruitgrower and to the utilities.

In England high-speed service is attracting more passengers. (Fig. 15). On the

Midland Division (electrified) passenger riding has increased from 50 to 70 per-

cent. In France, the 1967 increases for trains running 75 mph amounted to 16.8

percent. For trains exceeding 120 mph the increase was 110 percent. All over

Europe increased speed has been accompanied with increased riding.

Here are some of the top speeds now in operation on many sections of tlie

foreign roads:

Electric

England 100 mph
Japan (freight) 75

Japan (proposed 157) 130
Germany 125
Northeast Corridor (proposed) 110
Penn-Central 160 (test)

Denmark 100
Canadian National 140 (proposed)

Pantograph (English test) 150

The fjuestion to be resolved today is whether speeds faster than 150-200 mph

are wanted or can be obtained without considerable technological change. Prob-

lems include:

• Signaling

• Track

• E<inipment

• Hight-of-way protection

• Safe-guarding trains

• Distribution system

• Air resistance—Italian tests .show as much as .57 percent increase at 136

mpli over 87 mph.

• Additional power to haul train
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Fig. 15—British train. Maximum speed, 100 mph.

Additional structure comments:

Black Iron vs. Galvanized: All European railroad administrations use gal-

vanized structures rather than black iron. No utility in this country to the knowledge

of engineers in our transmission line engineering group has used black iron for

structures in the last 25-50 years. However, it is recommended tliat both corten

steel and aluminum be considered as well as galvanized.

One Piece vs. Latticed: It would appear tliat with the high cost of fabrica-

tion in this country that the rolled "H" section (one piece) will prove cheaper.

Consideration should also be given to the double channel with fillets which is

standard design of Swedish and Norwegian State Railways and is also widely

used in the USSR and elsewhere. It is believed that this design is more likely to

represent a savings over the "H" section than the latticed.

Pre-Stressed Concrete: Used extensively by Austrian State Railway. Techni-

cal paper (in German) covering details is available. However, this paper does not

give cost comparisons or installed cost data.

Wood: On the Muskingum Electric Railway 35 ft Class IV poles are being

used. The poles will be guyed. The guyed pole may not be acceptable for normal

railroad rights-of-way in which case some type of concrete foundation will be

required.

Self-Supporting vs. Guyed Columns: The eflFect of guys on movement of

motor vehicles and off track equipment along railroad would appear to make their

use questionable.

FROM ANOTHER SOURCE

Wood: Contrary to Europe, the Western United States has a large supply of

wood poles.

Lines that have used wood poles appear to have had a very satisfactory expe-
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rience with them. However, in bracket type construction, guy wires would appar-

ently be essential with a wood pole.

If guyed wood poles are cheaper than otiicr cciuipnunt, tliis would appear to

be a strong argument in their favor.

Western power companies use wootl c.\tcnsi\tly and wood pole lines in use

in excess of 25 years appear to gi\e little or no troul)l(' and to be in excellent

condition.

Impedance Bonds

J). W. Aiken, Chainruin

Investigation of tlic possi])ility of a less expensive impedance bond has led to

the following conclusions:

The cost of impedance bonds depends on ( 1 ) the tractive power current and

frequency, (2) requirements and the frequency of the signal track circuit; and

(3) the competition generated from suppliers.

As electrified railroads require very few impedance bonds for maintenance, the

competition and cost reductions would primarily apply to extensions of electrified

territory or to conversion from diesel to electrified operation.

There are se\eral new signal systems in various stages of development and

installation which use relatively small or no impedance bonds. This appears to be

the most realistic method of reducing bond costs. These systems use electronic type

track circuits of audio frequency range, thus permitting a one turn impedance bond

transformer which is a high impedance at the audio frequencies and a low im-

pedance at the power frequencies. Existing impedance bonds for 25 and 100 Hz
track circuits require about ten turns of heavy copper strips compared to the one

turn for audio frequencies.

Some roads may be reluctant to change to electronic track circuits; therefore,

reduced bond costs would be limited to competitive bidding of large quantities

of bonds based on a specification winch meets the physical and electrical require-

ments of the road.

Aluminum Towers, Cables and Fittings

L. W. Biik:h, Chairnidu

Following W'orld War 1 the Canadian Pacific Hailvvay electrified a section of

line using aluminum messenger cable, steel reinforced. (Pig. 16.) This line was in

operation about 40 years. In 1925-26 the Canadian National Railways electrified

three sections totaling 17 route miles, also a large coach yard in Montreal. All

sections were equipped with aluminum messenger cable (ACSR) and galvanized

iron hangers. ( Fig. 17. ) The aluminum cable was protected from abrasion by the

lifting hangers with .sheet aluminum sleeves. Inspection indicates that the Montreal

section totaling 10 route miles is in excellent condition today after 42 years of

service. C;al\anized, latticed steel structures .support the catenary. N'oltage is

3000-v dc.

Aluminum is close to zinc in the electromotive .series. No bi-metallic deleriora-

tion is noticeable where aluminum cables and galvanized iron fittings are in contact

as indicated by many miles of railway, transmit and mining applications.

In addition to the Canadian aluminum messenger installations the Chicago
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Fig. 20—Contact rail system—BARTD.

Soutli Shore and South Bend Raihoad has installed many aluniinuni beams for

supporting catenary in the vicinity of the Calumet River. (Fig. 18.) Povi^er com-

panies ha\"e erected aluminum sections, on steel towers also complete tower units

in Ohio. (Fig. 19.)

The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System will be equipped with

an aluminum steel third rail throughout its entire length. (Fig. 20.)

Many overhead fittings, including suspension clamps, feeder taps and hanger

parts, have been made with aluminum and have been in use over a long period

of time. Aluminum is also alloyed with copper to produce a high-strength contact

wire splicer. Aluminum is not used for contact wire.

Provide Information Relative to the Design of the

Distribution System

R. J. Berti, Chairman

Is It Practical and Economical to Increase Catenary
Voltages Beyond 25 KV, a-c?

E. B. Shew, Chairman

Comments on Higher Catenary Voltages

It appears that if the extremely heavy trains being considered by some rail-

roads today are placed in operation, three, and in a few cases more, 8000 hp loco-

motives will be required and 25 kv will be most e.xpensivc. Factors increasing 25 kv

costs include (1) the close substation .spacing needed, and (2) the very large con-

ducting cross section which will be required on the catenary to give acceptable volt-
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age levels and in the case of catenary conductor to prevent overheating and possible

annealinjj in tlie immediate vicinity of the multiple unit locomotives when they

are at full demand ( 24,{jOO-30,000 ) . If 25 kv is used, quite large structures and

brackets will be required as well as a much larger trolley and messenger.

A possible solution to the problem of two different railroad operating voltages

would be to use 20 kv in parts of the railroad network where train operating

requirements or civil engineering costs associated with the requisite clearance pre-

clude the use of 40 kv. This use of 20 and 40 kv would permit the development

of series-parallel locomotive transformers, which would permit locomotives to op-

erate in either voltage zone by a simple switching operation. It is believed that

such a transformer would be much less complex than a 40 and 25 kv transformer.

Advantages of 40 over 25 kv are the ability to deliver 2.5 times as far with

the same voltage drop using the same conductor as 25 k\' or the use of a substan-

tially smaller catenary.

Any catenary system installed today will, assuming a 40-50 year life, be in

active service until the period 2010-2025 and must be capable of meeting the

motive power demands of the trains of the early 21 century. The future impli-

cations alone would appear to make a strong argument for the higher 40 kv

voltage as opposed to 25 kv. If the railroad indushy has .sufficient faith in its

own future to electrify, it also should, it is believed, see the traffic potential and

power demands required to justify 40 kv catenary. This is a generalization but

perhaps the planning groups of some of our larger railroads could help provide

data as to the train speeds and tonnages anticipated in the period 1980-2000.

The mounting of a 40 kv circuit breaker on the locomotive will, it is under-

stood, present some problems. It is believed that this problem together with the

development of a suitable locomotive transformer is one that is not insurmountable.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM WESTERN RAILROAD "A"

The advantages of 40 kv over 2.5 kv for the western railroads are readily

discernible, and we currently are more concerned about the relative merits of 50

kv vs 40 kv.

Locomotives in any case must be dual-voltage to permit inter-penetration be-

tween various railroad systems.

Undoubtedly 25 kv will be accepted as a standard by most eastern railroads

which have frequent power supply points available, and are plagued by numerous

clearance restrictiorrs resulting from their greater urbanization.

The problem at hand i.s, shall we go 40/25 kv or 50/25 kv?

The General Electric Company informs us that 8000 rhp locomotives can

be built at the following relative costs:

25 kv = 100%

50/25 kv — 105%

40/25 kv = 106%

Since 40/25 kv locomotives will cost more than 50/25 kv locomotives it

would seem that 50 kv should be the obvious choice over 40 kv. We are con-

fronted with the fact, however, that while 40 kv is the phase to neutral voltage

for 69 kv, there is no standard voltage class of switchgear readily and economi-

cally available for operation at 50 kv to ground. The prospect of .stretching stand-

ard 40 kv switchgear to 50 kv application is being considered.
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FROM WESTERN RAILROAD "B"

Forty k\ seems to be a clc^sirahle \olta^e to study in addition for the follow-

rcasons

:

1. This is a standard 69 kv to ground enabling standard switchgear, circuit

breakers, etc. to be used at their normal rating.

2. Forty kv with American loads would enable the same basic catenary de-

signs adopted in Europe to be used \yith basically the same sub-station

.spacings.

3. The use of 25 kv would result in extremely short sub-station spacings,

po&sibly short enough to raise prices to such a point as to render any

electrification study uneconomical.

4. Voltages higher than 40 kv would appear to bring in troubles with corona

and other difficulties, plus increased telephone interference. This does not

appear to be a serious problem until 40 kv is passed.

5. The increased ground clearance necessary at 40 kv, over 25 kv, amounts to

5 in on each side of the contact wire. In areas of multiple overpasses and

tunnels this could be a problem; however, if work must be done to adjust

clearances for 25 kv, the additional cost to provide the extra clearance might

well be justified by the reduction in general electrification costs.

General Electrification Economics

E. L. Tennyson, Cliairman

The prime factor is revenue. In both freight and passenger service, because of

the abilit>' of electric trains to operate faster, smaller consist schedules may attract

traffic that is not attracted by conventional railroad operation. For example, a pas-

senger train can be operated for about $1.50 per train mile, or 40 percent less than

with diesel locomotives. Signal shunting and engine problems on self-propelled diesel

cars have never been fully solved. With low cost operation, revenue sources can be

sought that would be uneconomical with present locomotive operation.

Labor is the second largest factor in electrification economy. No fireman is

required on multiple unit electric trains which can carry mail, express and LCL
as well as passengers. The fireman costs 25 cents or more per train mile, or 10

percent of a minimum total. On short turn around service, additional train crews

can sometimes be saved by virtue of the faster turn around and running time. One

crew in every six on a given line can be saved. Winter hostlers can also be

eliminated as there is no overnight operation to maintain in cold weather.

Equipment is the third area of saving. Locomotives can be eliminated entirely

in passenger service. In freight service LCL traias can be run without locomoti\es,

utilizing multiple-imit baggage type cars. Witli high electric performance and high

horsepower locomotives, fewer locomotive units are required initially, with fevve;

replacements as the electric units last longer.

Fuel costs are not likely to change greatly, but may rise or fall depending upon

the region. Fuel costs are a very small part of the cost of operation.

Maintenance of way will increase with catenary, but this cost should not add

more than 15 percent to maintenance accounts which are only 17 percent of total

costs. The o\erall increase in this category is thus only 2.7 percent.
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A generalized or typified example for a 100 mile di\i.sion might work out as

follows

:

Conventional
diesel Electric

Passenger Revenue' $ 365,000 $ 456,000
Freight Revenue^' 3,635,000 3,835,000

Total Annual Division Revenue $4,000,000 S4,291,0C0
Maintenance Way and Structures" 700,000 800,000
Maintenance of Ecjuipmcnt' 700,000 700,000
Power or FueP 100,000 107,000
Transportation" 500,000 510,000
General and Miscellaneous 300,000 300,000

Total Annual Division Expenses $2,300,000 $2,417,000
Taxes and Fixed Charges 460,000 483,400

Grand Total $2,760,000 $2,900,400

Net Income $1,240,000 $1,390,600

Operating Ratio 57.5% 56.3%
Per Diem Charges $ 120,000 $ 105,000
Annual Electrification Gain—Average Density* $ 165,600

* This gain will increase rapidly as traffic density is increased above the average of 110
loaded cars per day and two passenger tram round tiips shown here.

1 One more romid trip with less costly operation.
- Add fast LCL service with multiple unit cars.
2 Add catenary costs.
' Lower cost per unit but added units for LCL service.
^ Added cost for higher service level.
* Lower cost per train mile without passenger firemen but added round trip.
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Modernization of Long Island Rail Road—Electrification

A. G. RAAbE, chairman

The Long Island Rail Road 600-v dc third rail electrification system will

undergo both extension and a major modernization of existing facilities in the next

few years. Extension of electrification on seven route miles of double-track from

Mineola to Hicksville on the m;iin line and nine miles of double and single track

line from Hicksville to Huntington en the Port JeHerson branch will serve seven

stations, generating about 18,000 passenger trips per day.

In January 1966, the New York State Metropolitan Transportation Authority

purchased the Long Island Rail Road and began the development of a moderniza-

tion program intended to drastically .speed up train schedules and replace antiquated

rolling stock and facilities. A major element in the program was the acquisition of

new light-weight, air-conditioned multiple-unit electric cars featuring new exterior

and interior design including improved seats to provide more comfort, centrally

controlled side doors located at the quarter-points for faster loading, high-

acceleration and braking rates, and a top speed of 100 mph. The Budd Company
is now building the first of 620 cars of married pair configuration. Upon completion

of delivery of all cars on order by August 1970, all LIRR electric cars will be air-

conditioned and of post-WW II corrstruction. Maxiinuin accelerating current for

each car will be approximately 1500 amps.

The high accelerating currents and higher sustained spieds of the new cars,

and the projected increased traffic density have resulted in a major program to

in(-derni/.e and supplement present substation faeihti«'s.

There are now .37 substations within the 105 route miles presently electrified.

I lie substations range from 1000 kw to 3000 kw in size and include rotary eon-
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vertors as well as both tank-type and silicon-diode rectifiers. The modernization

calls for replacing all rotary convertors and installing sufficient additional new
silicon-rectifier substations to provide a future total of 73 substations in the presently

electrified territory. All substations, including the 10 on the 16 route mile exten-

sion, are to be controlled remotely from a power directors' board to be located at

Jamaica.

Individual substations on principal routes will generally consist of two similar

transformer-rectifier units each with an independent utility feeder. Units will range

from 1500 kw to 4000 kw each. Bids were received on August 1, 1968 for 20 ( 10

subs) units for the Penn Station Area, a portion of the main line and the entire

Port Washington branch, in total, covering 20 route miles.

The project is estimated to cost about $49 milHon and is being financed by the

Federal Urban Transportation Administration Grant Program, the New York State

Transportation Bond Issue Program and MTA funds. Prime program responsibility

lies with MTA with consulting engineering design by a joint venture of Parsons

Brinckerhoff and Gibbs & Hill. The Long Island Rail Road is performing certain

design, construction, and accounting services and has provided a project manager
and small staff to coordinate the work done by the railroad as well as construction

contractors.

Further extension of electrification will be made for a distance of 5 miles from

Huntington to Northport on the Port Jeflierson branch and 7 miles from Hicksville

to Pinelawn on the main line. These further extensions are part of a $1.6 billion

program for rail and transit improvements. This program has recently received

general approval by the New York State Legislature.

Currenf Developments and the Future of the Gas Turbine

for Railroad Suburban Service*

K. S. NiEMOND, Chairman

The only work in the world with gas turbines propelling railroad passenger

equipment primarily for suburban service involved tlie Tri-State Transportation

Commission's GT-1, run in 1966 and 1967 on tlie Reading and on the Long Island

Rail Road. Nevertheless, there are at least implications with regard to suburban

service in six other projects of which something is known.

Through the courtesy of the United Aircraft Corporation I am privileged to

present the following statement on their Turbo-Trains.

"This train incorporates many proven aircraft and rail car systems with many
innovations into a completely new design for railroad passenger equipment. The
turbo-train was designed specifically to provide higher speed and better passenger

comfort on any normally maintained railroad.

The train is bidirectional, with a complete gas-turbine propulsion system located

under a passenger dome in the lead and trailing car of each train, which may be
from three to seven cars long.

Extensive streamlining has been used to gain better performance at higher

speeds. Train weight has been reduced significantly with all-aluminum construction,

" Abstract of a iiapcr ijresented by Mr. Donald W. Adams at a joint meeting of the Trans-
portation Division, Metropolitan Section, ASME; and the Land Transportation Section, IEEE at

New York City, N.Y. on January 30, 1968.
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and a high power-to-weight ratio is maintained at a rehitively low horsepower

level.

The turbo-train is currently in a testing and development stage, with revenue

passenger service expected in 1968. The Ignited States Department of Transporta-

tion will lease two three-car trains, with 148 scats each, from United Aircraft for a

period of two years. The New Haven Railroad wUl operate these trains under con-

tract with the Government, and United Aircraft will remain responsible for main-

tenance and servicing. Turbo-train service between Boston and New York will be

scheduled for three hours 15 min with four intermediate stops, which is one full hr

less than the best existing schedule. The top operating speed presently planned for

revenue service will be 110 mph. United Aircraft is also building 5 seven-car turbo-

trains, with 325 passenger capacity each, for the Canadian National Railways. The
Canadian National Railways' new turbo service will be operated between Montreal

and Toronto on a three hr 59 min nonstop schedule, which is one hr less than the

existing Rapido schedule. This schedule will be achieved without a great increase in

top speed, but with a significant increase in curve speed made possible by a pen-

dulous suspension system and better acceleration. The top speed, 95 mph, will be

increased and further schedule reductions will evolve as track and signal systems

are improxed.

The turbo-train has been designed primarily for inter-city service, and United

Aircraft expects that its primary market will be between cities which are 100 to

400 miles apart. In its present configuration, the %rbo-Train might also find applica-

tion in high-speed service between airports and the downtown area of major cities.

United Aircraft is also confident that turbine powered vehicles, possibly adaptations

of the turbo-train, will find wide application in commuter-rapid transit service. For

this type service they envision turbine-electric vehicles which will run on turbine

power in the suburbs and switch to electric power in densely populated areas and
subway.s."

Similar activities have been going on in Europe. Rolls-Royce Limited is study-

ing an eight-car train powered by a 1500-hp, free turbine engine at each end driv-

ing a truck under the articulated connection between the two end cars through a

cardan shaft. The train is expected to weigh 250 Briti.sh tons and have a speed

of 130 mph. There are also two other trains under consideration in Britain, one

with conventional cars to run at 125 mph and the other with power-operated tilting

car bodies to operate at 150 mph. These too would be powered by engines dirough

mechanical transmissions. All these British projects contemplate the use of diesel

fuel. All are intended for inter-city service.

The French have been experimenting with a two-car train winch has been run

at 144 mph. It is definitely an experimental arrangement whereby a 1G80 hp free

shaft turbine has been installed in the body of which had been the trailer car of the

set while the original 440 hp diesel engine remained in the power car. The turbine

drives through a reduction and reversing gearbox which is shaft-connected to both

axles of the truck immediately below tlie turbine. Normally the diesel engine pro-

vides the power for low speed operation and the turbine is brought in manually

to attain higher speeds. The test program, however, contemplates tiubine propul-

sion at low speeds ultimately. One of the objectives of the Frencli tests is to explore

the behavior of the turbine when burning standard diesel fuel. The train weighs

about 71 tons.

The Russians have been active, too, although an effort through the So\ iet Em-
bassy to learn the status of this project has so far been unsuccessful, but we have

a promise that they will try to obtain some information for us. We do know that

they have been experimenting with a 350 hp turbine driving a three-phase alterna-

tor in a 50-ton car to attain a speed of 100 mph. The East German magazine

Srhicnenfarhz, in its August, 1967 issue, referred to ".
. . the gas turbine rail cars
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now undergoing development in the U.S.S.R.", as though more than one car was

contemplated. Apparently speed is varied by varying turbine speed since the maga-

zine refers to ".
. . two induction traction motors."

Now, to the subject of tlie gas turbine in suburban service, with some qual-

ifications, the essence of the author's opinion is that the gas turbine can be devel-

oped into a practical prime mover for suburban equipment, having sufficient reli-

ability and economy of operation and maintenance as to make it an acceptable

transportation tool.

This is not to say that last year's test car should be fitted with a normal com-

plement of seats and put in service for it could not. It was quickly apparent as

operation got under way that the combination of off-the-shelf sub-assemblies that

made up the drive systems were going to need considerable attention and de\'elop-

ment to keep them operative. The turbines, tlie transmissions and the control sys-

tems all had troubles which even the really devoted efforts of the service personnel

from the suppliers could not keep from interfering with the tests. As the extended

test period ended, neither turbine was operative.

But between troubles the car had done some important things conspicuously

well beyond any doubt. It has accelerated at a rate comparable with that expected

of the new MCTA cars for the Long Island Rail Road. It had not aggravated the

passengers and bystanders with its turbine noise—in fact the turbines were the least

of its noise problems. It had not produced objectionable fumes or smoke. Engine-

men had found it easy to get used to and the track and signal people found it

completely unobjectionable. Finally, while it was fussy about its fuel and took a

lot of refueling, it was not so ridiculously poor in fuel economy as to bar its con-

sideration forever. As will be seen, there is reason for hope, even in this area of

inherent disability

Reviewing briefly the nature of the car, it was about the usual lengtli, 85 ft,

and made principally of stainless steel. The general pattern has appeared in the

City of Philadelphia's Silverliners that operate on the Pennsylvania and the Reading

railroads. As altered it is 12 ft 2 in high, somewhat lower than a standard coach,

and has absolutely flat, vertical ends which imply tliat its top speed would have

been substantially higher had there been any streamlining whatsoever. With instru-

ments and crew at the time of the test it weighed about 94,000 lbs.

The Airesearch Manufacturing Company, a division of Garrett Corporation,

and Twin Disc Incorporated had collaborated with the Budd Company to convert

the original towed vehicle into a self-propelled one with minimum delay. For the

purpose two industrial gas turbines rated at 465 hp each at an ambient tem-

perature of 80° F were used. They were to burn Type A aviation jet fuel. The

combination of horsepower rating and liquid fuel represented an innovation although

there had been considerable experience with the turbine at about that rating burn-

ing gas in power generation service. At any rate, it was essentially an oft-the-shelf

product. The rated speed of the single shaft is 39,780 rpm, and the accessory gear

case output shaft speed is 4,366 rpm. A 75-kva alternator was mounted on each

power take-off gear case for car lighting, heating, compressor operation, etc.

Two power transmission packages each consisting essentially of a torgue con-

verter unit which contained a modulated clutch; and a two-speed reversing gear

box, slightly altered for the special purpose. These are basically earth-mover trans-

missions. The final drives were supphed by Safety Electrical Equipment Corporation.
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In operation, the engineman called for power in any one of three steps each

available in either of the two gears, the steps representing approximately 50 percent,

75 percent, and 100 percent of full power. He did this by directing the torque

converter unit to apply more pressure to the hydraulically actuated modulated clutch

plates. The turbine control responded to the resulting drop in shaft speed by opening

the fuel control valve further until rated speed was again attained. The control

system was so arranged that clutch pressure could not pull down turbine shaft

speed unduly.

The initial acceptance tests were made on the Reading Company's New York

Branch in late August of 1966. The car attained an acceptable si^eed of 67 mph on

one turbine and its braking rate was far higher than required by the specifications

but none of the other acceptance requirements were met at that time. However

it was decided to send the car to the test site on the Long Island Rail Road.

All acceptance objectives were ultimately attained in the course of or interspersed

with the regular test program. Its prescribed acceleration rate with one turbine

was 0.9 mphps for 30 sec and it actually did 1.0 on September 10. It attained

an acceleration rate with two turbines of 1.97 mphps for 30 sec versus the required

1.54 and ran at a top speed in excess of 96 mph versus the specified 93 mph.

The acceleration rates cited previously are some indication of the car's ability

to provide the "brisk" type of suburban service that saves the commuter's time and

makes him feel tliat the carrier is really trying. Just how these rates fit into the

overall picture for railroad train accelerations as we know and contemplate them

is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Fig. 1 has four curves, including the speed-time

performance of the Long Island's 1955 MU cars and the GT-1 as it actually ran

when at its best with two turbines operating. There is a little grade effect in this

but it is not significant. Also shown is the predicted performance of a train of si.x

of the new electric cars on order for the MCTA. The gas turbine car as run com-

pares very respectably. In an attempt to put the square-ended GT-1 running by

itself on an equal footing with the six cars with, presumably, some aerodynamically

favorable shaping at the ends, the "as-run" data corrected by removal of the wind

resistance tenn as it appears in the original Davis formula was plotted. This is

sometliing of an unwarranted extrapolation since the aerodynamic coefficients for

both cars are unknown and it is not intended to claim that the GT-1 could actually

perform better than the electric cars actually will. Rather, it is intended to indicate

that even a primitive version of the turbo-mechanical system is well within the

range of acceleration performance expected of modem equipment.

As will appear later, there was a substantial fuel consumption penalty associ-

ated with operating with two turbines, and it therefore appeared desirable to make
another comparison which appears on Fig. 2. A great deal of modern conunuter

service at Chicago and San Francisco is rendered by single diesel units propelling

trains of gallery cars. Also, the State of New Jersey is planning to inaugurate a

scr\ice on the Erie Lackawanna using 3300-3600-hp diesel units hauling 45-ton

coaches (single level). Comparing the actual performance of the GT-1 with one

turbine operating with the predicted performance of a six-car New Jersey train.

It is e\ident that, if the commuter can be made happy with the latter's per-

formance, which is in itself superior to most rush hour Chicago trains, he will

have no cause for complaint at the acceleration of a gas turbine car employing

only one turbine of about the rating of those on the GT-1. This has .several inipli-

cations. One is that fuel consumiJtion would be approximately halved. Another is
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that if wo can jjet the transmission efficiency up from its present 73.5 percent to

somethinj^ like 85 percent the gas turbine car with one of its test turbines should

have a \'ery acceptable performance. A third implication is that a 600-hp turbine

could obviously compete strongly with almost anything in sight. So I believe that

we need pay no schedule penalty for leaving the straight electric propulsion sys-

tem as we push out onto the non-electrified lines.

This same question arises as we consider braking rates. Again our standard

of comparison can be the new MTA cars and this time we find that the GT-1, while

fully respectable among most modern cars with its service brake rate of 2.19 mphps,

is definitely inferior to the MTA cars which, by virtue of their combination of

dynamic and air brakes, will retard on dry rail at 3.0 mphps from 50 mph. This

is not to say that the brakes on the GT-1 could not be set to produce such a rate.

Initially, they were, but obviously all the energy must then appear in the friction

surfaces in the form of heat, and these surfaces, whether disc or wheel, have

their limitations as heat sinks. The answer could lie either in a hydraulic-dynamic

brake as found, for instance, on European diesel locomotives, or in a conventional

electro-dynamic brake which would be part of a turbo-electric propulsion system.

In other words, turbine-driven cars can have optimum brake rates.

Fig. 3 is shown to illustrate what the speed-distance curve looks like for the

GT-1 operating eastward out of Bethpage to Ronkonkoma at either full accelera-

tion or full service braking under an arbitrary 75-mph speed limit. The flat tops

of the curves indicate how much of the distance would be traversed at maximum
speed. In this case it will be 40 percent, but the presence of two cases where the

inter-station distance did not permit attainment of full speed illustrates how impor-

tant it will be to appraise the intended service before setting a gear ratio in future

applications of the turbo-mechanical system.

One of the areas involving fundamental economics is fuel consumption,

and obviously it is a very complicated one if we consider all the aspects of

the question. Running with a single turbine in simulated suburban service, the

GT-1 made 0.86 mpg of fuel and, with two turbines, 0.46 mpg. Some of both

consumption figures can be charged to au.xiliary power generation and dwell time

at stations but no amount of reasonable modification to eliminate these factors

—

which in any case must be met—can bring them close to the Long Island Rail

Road's overall average for their rail diesel cars over a 10-month period, 2.14 mpg.

At this point we must consider what the turbine can do that the diesel can-

not do in moving people. We have to consider to what e.xtent the turbine can be

improved for better thermal efficiency. We would like to know if the turbine can

be maintained for substantially less than the diesel. We cannot know this last

from these tests. We can again contemplate realistically a transmission designed

for the specific purpose which will radically increase transmission efficiency and

thus improve fuel economy but at its best it cannot begin to close the gap. A sub-

stantially higher turbine inlet temperature could and so could a practical regenera-

tor but these are in the future.

In the whole area of public acceptability, disregarding for the moment a

probable public desire for reasonable reliability, the GT-1 was an impressive suc-

cess. Everyone that rode it liked the ride quality and this was borne out by an

instrumented comparison with some of the present equipment operating over the

same track where the shock counts were of the order of 67 to 158 and 9 to 68 in

favor of the GT-1. Extensive measurements with fairly sophisticated sound level
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instruments proved that the noise level both within and outside the car was not

only well in line with existing equipment but that the auxiliaries such as the oil-

cooling fans and ventilating blower were contributing a disproportionate amount

of the noise and it is certain that these can be radically improved. When only

the turbines were running, the car passenger space was quieter than the average

jet airplane's cabin.

Vibration was not a problem and no measurements of vibration level aside

from ride quality were taken. The car's exhaust is breatliable for extended periods

without ill effects, a rather conspicuous contrast to the exhaust of other self-powered

prime movers.

The railroad's track and signal people had no complaints and not long after

the test work started extra board enginemen were permitted to operate the car

with no difficulty being encountered. About the only item involving the propulsion

system that required any judgment was when to shift gears. This was done with

toggle switches at the control station, generally at about 55 mph. The switches

could be flipped without notching back on the controller—the transmission clutches

being relieved of power transmittal automatically during the change. The shift

resulted in a short interruption of power from the affected turbine, maybe as

long as five sec, but undoubtedly could be made almost instantaneous.

The big gap in our knowledge following these tests is ultimately in the eco-

nomic sphere. We have no idea what it would cost to keep cars of this type opera-

tive. This is because of the mechanical and electrical trouble encountered. At this

point we can think optimistically of what the jet engine did for aircraft power

system maintenance costs and there is nothing in the test results that proves the

same thing cannot be true for a shift from a diesel car to a turbine car. On the

other hand, until the capability is demonstrated, experience with railroad equip-

ment requires that we keep an open mind. I hope by reviewing some of the prin-

cipal difficulties encountered I can help you to form your own opinions.

Not even the most optimistic would have expected to put together these drive

systems and have them function perfectly immediately but I doubt if anyone con-

templated the virtually total destruction of both turbines, the repeated rupture of

oil-cooling elements, or the necessity for a major increase in the size of the modu-

lated clutches. All of these and more were encountered, and all of the significant

ones analyzed for causes with impressively productive results but the test period

ended before the efficacy of all the remedial measures could be determined.

The turbines had their troubles. The compressor and oil seals were still leak-

ing when the test program ended and some jokesters said that this resulted in an

ungoverned fuel supply but it is hard to believe that a proper seal cannot be found.

One turbine disintegrated when the wheels mounted on the main shaft came loose

due to shaft stretch. As I have said before the combination of output and liquid

fuel was pretty much an innovation with these machines, and it developed that

the main shaft was overheating, a condition which the manufacturer believes has

been overcome by providing some circulation of relatively cool air at appropriate

spots. Neither of these conditions had anything to do with railroading.

However, the epidemic of quill shaft failures, seven of them, looked typical

of the works of the railroad gremlin. The quill shafts run within the power unit

at turbine speed. They may be said to transmit the full turbine torque. Their

failures in torsion were sufficiently baffling as to prompt the interested suppliers

to run a special test following conclusion of the test program. For the special test
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a great deal of additional instrumentation was provided including a strain gauge

on the torque converter input shaft which almost immediately pinpointed the

trouble. The drive train between the turbine and the torque converter was be-

having as a torsion spring with a natural frequency of 46 cps. As the modulated

clutch approached a locked-up condition, it tended to cycle between static and

sliding friction at a nearly synchronous rate. The resulting harmonic wind-up

appeared on the quill shafts as an oscillating torque of approximately 30,000 in-

Ib whereas the shafts were designed for a maximum of 9,000. Fatigue failure

ensued, and no wonder. The suppliers believe the problem correctable with the

present apparatus.

It turned out that fluctuations in the oil pressure in the modulated clutch

hydraulic pressure system was implicated in another conspicuous failure area, that

of the oil cooling radiator cores. They had plenty of static pressure strength but

static pressure wasn't what they were getting and they failed due to fatigue. We
can't blame that on the railroad environment

The other catastrophic turbine failure had a simple cause. Parts of two fuel

nozzles were too hard. They broke due to corrosion fatigue and the concentrated

fuel streams burned through the combustion chamber into tlie turbine wheels.

Clutch trouble appeared early, within a month. The "A" system modulated

clutch burned out. At the time the difficulty was ascribed to contaminants in the

oil hne, blocking the flow of cooling oil, or to a too-permissive by-pass valve.

Later, however, it was decided to increase the clutch plate size from 8 to lO/s

inches. I am unable to say whether there is any connection between the event

and the decision or whether there was any connection with the quill shaft trouble.

When the clutches were disassembled they showed no sign whatever of distress

or faulty action.

A little later the "B" system forward motion, low gear clutch pack burned

out. The modulated clutch and its control were arranged to relieve these clutches

of operating under load but it appeared in this case there had been repeated

malfunctions of the modulated clutch pressure application cylinder, apparently due

to a restriction in the oil supply due to debris in an orifice. The modulated clutch

had remained partially engaged during gear changing operations and the power

flow through the damaged clutch was too much for it

There were many more troubles, most of them not so serious, but none, other

than the relays, that have any reasonable relationship to the railroad environment

as such.

What we don't know is how many more problems would ha\e appeared if

the test program had continued. The most hours by any turbine prior to destruction

was 873, with 834 start-ups during that period. In less than 11 months that the

car had been on Long Island, it had operated 108 days for an average of 158

miles per day, or a total of about 17,000 miles. There is much left to learn.

The turbo-mechanical system has demonstrated good capabilities under ad-

verse circumstances. It would seem to deserve a chance with a more adequate

approach, one involving design for the specific problem and time to work out the

bugs. The turbo-electric system has an immediate attraction in an area where

railroads run under rivers and cities. If we really need the turbine's capabilities, we
must be prepared to make a real effort to realize them.
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Upgrading Timher Bridges?

%can help your timber bridges
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Leave 'em alone
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AREA Publications—Price List

The following include some of the Association publications available from the

secretary's office on order. Prices shown are for Members only. Prices for non-
members can be obtained from Association Headquarters.

Member
Price

Manual of Recommended Practice, complete in 2 volumes, including binders

( first copy) $25.00

Extra binders, each 5.00

Annual Supplements (first copy) varies

Separate Chapters

1—Roadway and Ballast 2.00

3—^Ties 50

4—Rail 1.00

5—Track 1.00

6—Buildings 2.00

7—^V\''ood Bridges and Trestles 1.25

8—Masonry 1.25

9—Highways 75

11—Engineering and Valuation Records 1.50

13—^Enviroimiental Engineering (formerly Water, Oil and Sanitation

Services ) 1.25

14—^Yards and Tenninals 1.25

15—Iron and Steel Structures 1.25

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 1.00

17—Wood Preservation 75

18—Electricity (AAR Electrical Manual, $23.00 Complete with binder.

Separate Sections available, prices on request)

20—Contract Forms 1.50

22—Economics of Railway Labor 75

25—^Waterways and Harbors 50

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 75

28—Clearances 50

29—^Waterproofing 50

Flexible-cover, loose-leaf binder for separate chapters, each 50

Portfolio of Trackwork Plans—138 plans, 8 sheets of specifications, 5 sheets

definitions of terms, complete with leatherette cover 15.00

Instructions for Care and Safe Operation of Welding and Grinding Equip-

ment—23 pages, flexible cover 30

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges (fixed spans)—70 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges—^73 pages, punched sheets 1.00

Structural Fatigue and Steel Railroad Bridges—Proceedings of AREA Semi-

nar, 156 pages, flexible cover 2.00
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Committee

(E) Memher Emeritus.
Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman

and secretar>', are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the

Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 28.

To the American Railway Eufiineerinfi Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Re\ision of Manual.

No report. The Special Notes and the Diagrams previously published

in Bulletin 610, December 1967, on pages 268 through 274, have been,

with an editorial change in Fig. 3, recommended to the Association for

adoption and publication in the Manual in lieu of the present Parts 1

and 2 of Ghapter 28. This recommendation may be found in Part 1 of

Bulletin 617.

2. Gompilation of the railroad clearance requirements of the various states.

No report. A chart showing the clearance requirements of the various

states, brought up to date as of January 15, 1967, was published in

Bulletin 610, December 1967, following page 274. There have been no

changes in the existing requirements. However, Illinois is considering a

revision to the clearances for high freight platforms and West Virginia

is proposing regulations which \\\\\ apply to the clearances for all new

construction.

Discussion on subcommitt^'e reports herein cU>s>'s on January 20, 19fi9.
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3. New methods and electronic devices for recording measurements of

clearances of structures along right-of-way and overall dimensions of

cars and loads in yards and at interchange points, looking to the pos-

sible use of a computer program for routing high and wide load.s.

No report. A progress report, submitted as information, was published

in Bulletin 610, December 1967, page 275. There has been no addi-

tional data of significant importance obtained since then which would

merit another progress report at this time.

4. A study of the restrictions that the clearance personnel in the engineer-

ing departments of the various railroads furnish their transportation

and/or operating departments for the handling of loads of excessive

sizes and weights.

Progress report, submitted as information page 547

5. Clearance allowances to provide for vertical and horizontal movements

of equipment due to lateral play, wear and spring deflection, collaborat-

ing as necessary or desirable with the Mechanical Division, AAR.

No report. The data obtained in the April 1965 test runs using high-

cube box cars has not yet been released. During the past year no

further tests of this or similar nature were made.

6. Feasibility of formulating a more complete method, for use of Trans-

portation Departments, in reporting loads of excessive dimensions to

minimize necessity for requesting additional information, collaborating

as necessary or desirable with the Mechanical Division, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 553

7. Investigate the feasibility and cost of developing equipment and a con-

tract arrangement to be made available to any railroad desiring to

make a clearance survey of its system.

No report. This is a new subject and the information so far received

from the initial group of inquiries is not sufficient to permit making a

progress report at this time.

8. Extend "Table for Computing Curve Offsets on Overhanging Loads",

now in the Manual, to accommodate longer loads and longer truck cen-

ters, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committee 32.

No report. Work on this new subject is being progressed and it is hoped

that a report can he made next year.

The Committee on Clearances,

J. A. Crawford, Chairman

AREA Bulk-tin 617, Part 2, December 1968.
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Report on Assignment 4

A Study of the Restrictions that the Clearance Personnel in the

Engineering Departments of the Various Railroads
Furnish their Transportation and/or Operating

Departments for the Handling of Loads of

Excessive Sizes and Weights

G. P. HuHLEiN (chainnan, subcommittee), G. J. Adams, D. H. Brown, J. A. Craw-
ford, E. F. Ghecco, J. C. HoBBS, C. A. Hughes, C. F. Intlekofer, O. H.
Jensen', R. J. Jones, J. L. Kampwikth, E. C. Lawson, B. W. McCurdy,
J. R. Moore, L. R. Morris, M. D. Murphy, E. J. Peters, M. L. Power,
R. T. Pritchett, R. C. Rankin, A. G. Richmond, E. C. Smith, M. E. Vossel-
LER, E. W. Wotipka.

Your committee submits as information the following report, which is based

upon the 34 replies received from a questionnaire sent to the chief engineering

officers of Class I Railroads.

The questionnaire was divided into four parts, as follows:

1. General Information—Questions to determine the type of operation each

railroad employs and the duties of clearance engineers.

2. Weight Restrictions—Questions to determine the various restrictions that

pertain only to exces.si\'ely heavy loads.

3. General Restrictions—Questions to determine those restrictions that ac-

company most high and wide loads.

4. Special Restrictions—Questions to determine the restrictions for those

loads that require extra care and attention.

The findings of each part are summarized below with appropriate comments.

GENERAL INFORMATION

This portion of the report summarizes replies to ten questions:

1. Does your engineering department employ on engineer to check each high-

wide load for routing over your system, advising the transportation department of

restrictions for safe movement?

Ninety percent of the railroads stated that an engineer in the engineering

department checks high-wide loads exceeding the published clearances. lIowe\er,

several roads now have an engineer in the transportation department to deternuiie

restrictions. In most cases, the clearance engineer is located in the bridge deiiart-

ment. One road designates the division engineer to advise the chief dispatcher of

restrictions. Another road uses a computer as an aid to calculate clearances for

high-wide loads.

2. Are the duties of your clearance engineer centered on nuiintaining up-to-

date data concerning close structures along the right-of-way, with this information

being presented to the transportation department for decision as to whether the

shipment can be shipped safely, and hating tr(in.s])ortation personnel impose all

restrictions':'

On 90 percent of the railroads, clearance data are niaintaiMcd in tlic olliec of

the chief engineer and all restrictions are made known to the transportation depart-
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ment for disposition. Three roads maintain data about dose structures along the

right-of-way in the engineering department and furnish the information to the

transportation department, where the restrictions are determined.

3. If excessive weight is tlie only consideration^ does your trannportation de-

partment aSk the chief engineer if a lieavy load can he handled over all bridges

along a certain router'

All roads indicated that their transportation departments ask the chief engi-

neer about moving all loads that exceed the published clearances for handhng loads

over bridges. On some roads the transportation departments ask for approval before

moving a heavy load over track.

4. Are all shipments falling within the outline of Plate "C" cleared withaut

restrictions?

Seventy-five percent of the roads polled answered "y^s" except in those loca-

tions shown in Railway Line Clearances. However, some roads stated that while no

restrictions were placed on main-line movements, branch-line movements were re-

stricted. One road mentioned its concern about car lengths. A load on a short car

is cleared but the movement of a long car is restricted because of track curs'ature.

5. Are most restrictions given as "must not", so that alternate routes must he

taken?

Seventy-five percent of the roads answered "no", for in some instances, where

a load will clear on one track but not on another, restrictions are given as, must

not occupy a specific track at the structure. For preliminary route planning, the

transportation department is given the specific locations where a load must not be

handled, thereby leaving selection of the final route up to the transportation de-

partment, with the engineering department determining the necessary restrictions.

One railroad had very few alternate routes, so a load is either accepted or rejected.

6. Do most restrictions give the exact route over specified tracks and at specified

speeds?

Seventy percent of the responding raihoads give the exact route at specified

speeds. One road does not always specify the speed but advises "handle carefully."

Speed is specified only when close structure clearance, e.xcessive weight on rail

and/or bridges, or high center of gravity are involved. Without speed restrictions,

a shipment is moved at timetable speeds.

7. What are the minimum overhead and side clearances at timetable speeds?

Overhead

6 roads 3 inches 2 roads 8 inches

7 roads 4 inches 1 road 10 inches

14 roads 6 inches 2 roads 12 inches

1 road 7 inches

One road requires 3 inches for closed cars and 6 inches for open cars. Another

road requires 3 inches in all except electrified areas, where 6 inches Ls required.

Side

5 roads 3 inches 3 roads 9 inches

2 roads 4 inches 1 road 11 inches

9 roads 6 inches 5 road.s 12 inches

3 roads 8 inches
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One road requires 3 inches miniiuiun side clearance for closed cars and 6 inches

for open cars. Another road requires 3 inches plus 3/16 inch per foot above top

of rail.

Some railroads place such side-clearance restrictions as: 6 inches to fixed struc-

tures but 12 inches to moving trains, after correcting for curvature and supereleva-

tion. The practices of other roads with respect to side clearances vary, depending

on curvature.

8. What arc the minhntim overhead and side clearances for s}>ecial loads at

reduced speeds of 5 to 10 inph?

Overhead

4 roads 1 inch 6 roads 4 inches

8 roads 2 inches 1 road 5 inches

1 road 2/2 inches 5 roads 6 inches

8 roads 3 inches

One road requires 1 inch minimum overhead clearance except imder 11,000-volt

trolley wire, where a minimum of 5 inches is required.

Sjde

3 roads 1 inch

1 road 1/2 inch

4 roads 2 inches

1 road 2/2 inches

9. What is the maxinunn height of center of gravity above top of rail allowed

at timetable speeds?

1 road 70 inches 4 roads 98 inches

3 roads 84 inches 6 roads 100 inches

2 roads 90 inches 1 road 104 inches

1 road 93 inches 1 road 108 inches

6 roads 96 inches 3 roads 110 inches

Other replies were: 84 inches for open loads but 98 inches for closed cars; and

89 inches inclusive on the main line but 84 inches on branch lines. One road had no

maximum while another stated the maxinunn depended on the type of car and the

territory.

10. What w the niaxiintitn hciglit of center of g avitij above top of rail allowed

(It reduced speeds?

1 road 90 inches 4 roads 110 Indies

1 road 100 inches 1 road 115 inches

1 road 103 inches 3 roads 120 inches

2 roads 108 inches

One road uses a maximum of 110 inches with a speed 10 mph below timetable

speeds and 30 mph for loads over 110 inches. The majority of the roads stated that

a maximum height could not be given because of the differences in types of loads

and territories. If over 100 inches, the speed is limited to equilibrium speed on

10
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curves with instructions that the load not be stopped on superelevated curves, which

would cause the resultant from the center of gravity to fall outside the middle third

of the track gage, toward the inside of the curve. At equilibrium speed, the resultant

of forces theoretically intersects the center line of track and is perpendicular to the

plane of the top of rails; therefore, no restriction in height of center of gravity is

necessary.

WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS

This portion of the report discusses restrictions on hea\y loads. The most com-

mon restrictions are as follows:

J. The gross weight of the axle car and lading shall not exceed

Ih or the gross weight on rails at either

axle truck shall not exceed lb and the load shall be so

placed as to give equal loads to both rails.

Fifty-five percent of the railroads use this restriction, adding that all loads are

equal on all axles and on both rails. Those roads that do not use this restriction

indicated that only in unusual cases are such details given.

lA. The gross weight of the (each) axle car and lading shall

not exceed Ih or the gross weight on rails at the

axle truck on the heavy end shall not exceed lb and the load

shall be so placed as to give equal loads to both rails.

Forty four percent use this restriction as stated. Others use only the gross

weight when issuing this restriction.

2. In handling in the train, the axle car shall be placed between

two light cars, neither of which shall exceed lb gross weight.

This restriction is used by 90 percent of the railroads polled.

2A. In handling in the train, the axle car shall be placed between

two lightweight cars neither of which shall exceed lb and this group

of three cars shall be separated from any engine or any other car exceeding

lb.

2B. In handling in the train, two lightweight cars shall be placed before and

two lightweight cars shall be placed behind this (these) axle cat

(double or triple load). The gross weight of each lightweight car shall not exceed

lb. This group of cars shall be separated from

any engine or any car exceeding lb gross weight by at least

cars.

Sixty-three percent of the railroads polled used the above two restrictions, but

some do not state these restrictions exactly the same as worded above.

3. Special load may not move over Track No (Track is of

light weight rail or poor surface).

Fifty percent of the railroads issue this restriction. One road stated that loads

of 263,000 lb on four-axle cars required no restrictions on 100-lb rail or heavier and

may be moved over rail lighter than 100 lb at 15 mph. Loads in excess of 263,000

lb are prohibited on rail lighter than 100 lb.
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4. Special load may nut move on Bridge No (Weight of load /•;

too great for bridge structure).

Sixty-one percent of the roads use this restriction l)ut others had no reason for

this restriction because sucli a shipment is rejected and moved over another route.

5. Speed restricted to mph over Bridge No

6. Speed restricted to niph over bridges between

and

These restrictions are used by all railroads, with the exception that several do

not use No. 6. One road stated that if the speed is restricted over several bridges,

the bridges are outlined,

GENERAL RESTRICTIONS

The following are the general restrictions inost used by the railroad.s that com-

pleted the survey. It should be noted that some of these restrictions are not used

by some railroads due to the fact that these roads do not have passenger service

or tunnels.

Percentage

of Roads

Using

General Restriction Restriction

1

.

Speed of shipment never to exceed mph 97

2. All adjacent tracks must be cleared of cars before this shipment can be

handled 91

3. Give careful handling in yards and terminals. Move slowly and care-

fully through turnouts and crossovers and only when adjacent tracks

are clear of trains and equipment 85

4. Load must be exactly centered on the car and checks made at terminal

points enroute 73

5. Permit no meeting or passing of any loads wider than

on any adjacent track and no meeting or passing of any train or ecjuip-

ment on any curved track 73

6. Permit no meeting or passing of anv trains or equipment on anv cur\ed

track ' 71

7. Shipment must not be stopped on any curved track, except in an emer-

gency, because of high center of gravity 71

8. Load must not be handled on Track No. at 71

9. Load must be handled on Track No at

only, and at mph 68

10. Must not move through crossover or turnout when any equipment is

on adjacent track 68

11. Restrict speed to mph through Tunnel No.

62

12. Train handling shipment when passing or being pas.sed on adjacent

tracks must be stopped, other train proceed at restricted speed until

train pas.ses wide load 62

13. Must not be on an adjacent track when any equipment is ino\ ing

through a crossover or turnout 53

I
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Percentage

of Roads

General Restriction Restriction

14. Give careful handling past all sheds. Handle via the outside track past

station shed ( s ) at 50

15. Shipment must not be handled over curves, when cars or other equip-

ment are on adjoininj^ side tracks which are closer than ft

from the center line of the main track to the center hue of the side

track 47

16. Shipment must be moved only (East or West) through Tunnel No.

or on Track No 41

17. Shipment shall not be set out on curved side track which is closer

than ft from the center line of the main track to the

center line of the side track 38

18. At no place shall the width of a load on adjacent tracks exceed the

width of its equipment 35

19. Load must not pass passenger type car E7

and E8 engines on curves between MP and MP 23

SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS

The following are the special restrictions most used by the roads polled. Some
roads answered "no" to Restriction No. 5 since they do not operate any hump yards.

Several roads commented on Restriction No. 4 by stating that a notice of shipment

be furnished the general superintendent of transportation rather than the chief

engineer.

Percentage

of Roads

Using

Special Restriction Restriction

1. Shipment to be moved during daylight hours only 74

2. Trainmaster must accompany shipment for strict compliance with all

restrictions 71

3. Move on local freights only 68

4. Advance notice of date of shipment must be furnished to the chief

engineer 65

5. Shipment to be kept oft hump tracks 58

6. B&B Supervisor must follow shipment and inspect all bridges, reporting

any damage to the chief engineer 29
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Report on Assignment 6

Feasibility of Formulating a More Complete Method for Use of

Transportation Departments, in Reporting Loads of

Excessive Dimensions to Minimize Necessity for

Requesting Additional Information

Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with the

Mechanical Division, AAR

J. E. Beran (chnirman suhcommittee), G. J. Adams, D. H. Brown, J. A. Craw-
ford, S. M. D-\HL, R. T. Dedow, M, E. Dust, R. D. Erhardt, J. H. Fitz-

PATRiCK, E. F. Grecco, W. T. Hammond, G. E. Henry, J. C. Hobbs, G. P.

HuHLEiN, J. L. Kampwirth, A. J. KozAK, B. W. McCuRDY, J. R. Moore, M. D.
Murphy, R. T. Phitchett, J. L. Trotman, W. S. Tustin, M. Van Kuiken,

M. E. VossELLER, R. L. Williams.

Your committee submits as information the following "Instructions Regarding

Information to Be Reported for An Excess Dimension Load or Miscellaneous Rail-

road Equipment Involving Clearances, Weight and High Center of Gravity," includ-

ing a drawing entitled "Pertinent Information and Suggested Form to Be Used for

Reporting Loads Which Exceed Line Clearances." The instructions and the drawing

have been approved by the Committee on Loading Rules, Mechanical Division,

AAR.

Your committee plans to recommend the instructions and accompanying draw-

ing next year for adoption and publication in Chapter 28 of the Manual.

The Committee on Car Service, Operating-Transportation Division, AAR, is

liopeful that arrangements can be made to publish the instructions and drawing in

Railway Line Clearances.

INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING INFORMATION TO BE REPORTED FOR AN
EXCESS DIMENSION LOAD OR MISCELLANEOUS RAILROAD
EQUIPMENT INVOLVING CLEARANCES, WEIGHT AND HIGH

CENTER OF GRAVITY

With the increasing number of movements of loads involving excessive dimen-

sions and the desirability of expediting these movements, it is essential that a com-

plete description and accurate dimensions of such a load be furnished to tlie Trans-

portation Department of each railroad over which the load is routed. The Trans-

portation Department may then arrange to have clearances checked and promptly

issue the necessary instructions for the movement and protection of the load.

Excessive dimension loads, often referred to as high-wide loads, are loads whose

measurements exceed published clearance limits shown in the current issue of

Railway Line Clearances.

An excessive dimension load may be one of the following:

A. SINGLE LOAD—A load on an open-top car that is within the end sills

of the car.

B. SINGLE LOAD WITH SINGLE OR DOUBLE END OVERHANG—

A

load on an open-top car having overhang beyond the end sill at one or

both ends of the car and protected by an idler car.

Bui. 617
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C. DOl'BLE LOAD—Load on open-top cars requiring the use of two cars

and supported by a pivoted bolster or hearing piece on each car.

D. TRIPLE LOAD—Load on open-top cars requiring the use of three cars

with pivoted bolster or bearing piece supporting load on the outside cars

and the center car acting as an idler.

E. EQUIPMENT MOVING ON ITS OWN WHEELS— L<)conioti\es, cranes,

etc.

F. MISCELLANEOUS—Damaged railroad cars and hopper or gondola cars

with spread sides.

G. LOADS AND RAIL EQUIPMENT INVOLVING HIGH CENTER OF
GRAVITY AND/OR WEIGHT IN EXCESS OF PUBLISHED LIMITS
—In addition to clearances it is sometimes necessary to protect move-

ments of loads or rail equipment with regard to its weight and/or high

center of gravity.

INFORMATION TO BE REPORTED FOR AN EXCESS DIMENSION LOAD
OR MISCELLANEOUS RAILROAD EQUIPMENT INVOLVING
CLEARANCES, WEIGHT AND HIGH CENTER OF GRAVITY

1. Reporting—General

Complete billing information to be reported as follows for all loads:

(a) Proposed type of car to be used and car initial and number if available.

(b) Type of load or equipment with complete details and accurate measure-

ments as set forth under following sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

(c) Destination, including name and address of consignee.

( d ) Complete routing.

2. Reporting—Single Load

Report the following:

(a) Proposed type of car to be used and car initial and number if available.

(b) Length of car coupled ("CL"), length over end sills ("C") and distance

between truck centers ( "D" ).

(c) Length of load ("L").

(d) All changes in width and height, giving maximum width and height

above top of rail for each change in width.

( See Engineering Division, AAR, Drawing 28-6 for details regarding measur-

ing and reporting excess dimension loads.

)

3. Reporting—Single Load with Single or Double End Overhang

Report the following:

(a) Proposed type of cars to be used and car initials and numbers if avail-

able.

(b) Length of car coupled ("CL", "CL/', "CL,-,"), length over end sills

("C", "Cl", "Cs") and distance between truck centers for load car

("D").

(c) Length of load ("L").

(d) Length of overhang (or overhangs) beyond truck center ("O", "Oi",

"O.").
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(e) All changes in width and height, giving maximum width and height

above top of rail for each change in width. This information to be given

for the overhang (or overhangs) as well as for main part of load.

( See Engineering Di\ision, AAR, Drawing 28-6 for details regarchng measur-

ing and reporting excess dimension loads.

)

4. Reporting—Double or Triple Load

Report the following:

(a) Proposed type of cars to be used and car initials and numbers if avail-

able.

(b) Length of car coupled ("CL", "CLi", "CLs"), length over end sills

("C", "Ci", "C-") and distance between truck centers ("D", "Di").

(c) Length of load ("L").

(d) Distance from center to center of load bolsters ("B").

(e) Length of overhangs ("Oi", "O/').

(f) Distance from center of load bolster to nearest truck center ("Ti", "Tz").

(g) All changes in width and height, giving maximum width and height

above top of rail for each change in width. This information to be given

for the overhangs and for main part of load between bolsters.

(See Engineering Division, AAR, Drawing 28-6 for details regarding measur-

ing and reporting excess dimension loads.)

5. Equipment Moving on Its Own Wheels—Locomotives, Cranes, etc.

Report the following:

(a) Owner's number and designation or manufacturer of equipment and

type or model number.

(b) Clearance dimensions. (For cranes the length of boom overhang from

nearest truck center, also widths and heights above top of rail for

boom.

)

(c) Length over pulling faces of couplers. (For cranes, also overall length

including boom).

(d) Distance center to center of trucks and distance from center of truck

to pulling face of coupler at each end.

(e) Number of axles, axle spacing, size of journals, type of bearings (friction

or roller).

(f) Gross weight on rails. If not equally distributed, report weight dis-

tribution on each axle.

(g) If traction gears disengaged. If not, report speed limit for moNcment
with gears engaged

(h) Builder's or shippers .speed restrictions, if any, for mo\ement of equip-

ment.

(i) If equipment has all required safety appliances. If not, wliith appliances

it does not have.

(j) If equipment has air brakes or is piped for straight (train line) air,

also if equipped with hand brake,

(k) Condition of equipment if not new.

(1) Any unusual features, such as rotary couplers, arch bar trucks, etc.
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6. Miscellaneous

For damaged cars or cars with spread sides report the following:

(a) Railroad car initial and number (if car with spread sides). If damaged
car is loaded on flat car, give initial and number of flat car under load.

(b) Length of car coupled, length over end sills and distance between truck

centers.

(c) All changes in width and height giving maximum width and height

above top of rail for each change in width.

( See Engineering Division, AAR, Drawing 28-6 for details regarding meas-

uring and reporting excess dimension loads.)

7. Loads and Rail Equipment Involving High Center of Gravity and/or Weight

in Excess of Published Limits

Report the following:

(a) Proposed type of car to be used and car initial and number if available.

(b) Coupled length, number of axles, axle spacing, distance center to center

of trucks, also distance center to center of span bolsters of car where

applicable.

(c) Gross weight on rail (car and lading). If weight is not equally dis-

tributed, report weight distribution on each axle. Also report length of

load base or bearing on car floor. For double and triple load shipments,

report weight on each load bolster.

( d ) Wheel diameter.

(e) Estimated height of center of gravity above top of rail for car and lading

combined. (When center of gravity height exceeds the limit governing

for any of the railroads participating in movement.

)

( See Engineering Division, AAR, Drawing 28-6 for details regarding meas-

uring and reporting excess dimension loads.

)

Date Issued November 20, 1968
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neering Division, .\.\R, Committee 25.

To the American Raihcaij Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Current policies, practices and developments dealing with flood control,

water conservation, waterways and water navigation projects.

Progress report, submitted as information page 558

3. Bibliography relating to benefits and costs to railroads of water resource

projects in the area of flood control, storage, drainage and navigation.

No report.

6. Planning, construction and maintenance of rail-water transfer facilities.

No report.

7. Relati\e merits and economics of construction materials used in water-

front facilities, collaborating with Committees 7, 8, and 15.

No report.

The Committee on Waterways and IIarrors,

J. C. Fenno, Cliairman.

AREA Bulletin 617, Part 2, December 1968.
Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes January 20, 1969.
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Report on Assignment 2

Current Policies, Practices and Developments Dealing with Flood

Control, Water Conservation, Waterways and
Water Navigation Projects

G. E. Anderson (chairman, subcommittee), J. M. Bates, G. R. Gollieh, J. H.
FiTZPATRiCK, R. V. Gilbert, C. E. Gilley, H. M. Gresham, R. T. Hagger-
STROM, C. E. Helmle, a. O. Kruse, E. S. Laws, J. P. Layer, A. C. Parker,
M. S. Patterson, J- F. Piper, A. L. Sams, C. A. Still, R. F. Weir.

Your committee submits, for information only, tbe following report on the Water
Resources Planning Act of 1965 and the present comprehensive river basin planning

program. The last report of your committee that discussed the policies and proce-

dures for comprehensive investigations of water resource projects was presented in

Bulletin 532, November 1956, pages 498-512. Part IV of that report listed the

various legislative actions which gave rise to 1 ) the rapid expansion of the Corps

of Engineers' responsibilities in water resources planning and 2) the comprehensive

approach to multiple-purpose river basin planning. These acts included the Rivers

and Harbors Acts of 1925 and 1927, which culminated in the famous "308" reports

of the Corps of Engineers. These were the first reports of a comprehensive nature

concerning most of the rivers of the United States. They have formed the founda-

tion for many of the multiple-purpose river basin developments in the United States.

The present comprehensive river basin planning program will likewise (and to an

even greater extent) influence the future development of our nation's water and

related land resources.

The Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, in essence, is an act to better

organize, coordinate and support comprehensive water and related land resources

planning. Both the provisions of this act and the pertinent details of the present

comprehensive river basin planning program are considered by your committee to

be of importance to the railroad industry. Experience has shown that water resource

projects often have far reaching effects on the location, construction, operation and

maintenance of our American railways.

One of the most important aspects of the present comprehensive river basin

planning program is the opportunity for active participation by state water resource

planning representatives. This participation was intended to be on an equal part-

nership basis with the Federal Agency reprsentatives. The partnership concept is

considered essential if the comprehensive multiple-purpose river basin planning is

to include proper recognition and consideration of the needs and desires of the

States, local governments and private enterprise. While railroad personnel are gen-

erally quite familiar with the survey type study by a single agency which usually

relates to but one project or purpose, it is quite likely that few in the railroad

industry are aware of the present comprehensive river basin planning studies and

their importance. The comprehensive river basin studies are of great importance

since they will determine the future needs and priorities for water resource project

survey studies. They also should afford a good opportunity for an unbiased

consideration of the views of all interested groups including private industry.

Your committee has made arrangements to obtain a speaker for the 68th

Annual AREA Convention who can present an up-to-date report on (a) the cur-
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rent status of the nationwide comprehensive river basin planning program, (b) tlic

recently created National Water Commission and (c) the Water Resource Coun-

cil's recently released first assessment report on The Nation's Water Resources.

THE WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACT AND THE
PRESENT COMPREHENSIVE RIVER BASIN

PLANNING PROGRAM

70-617-1

INTRODUCTION

Both the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965^ and the present compre-

hensive river basin planning program are largely the result of the recommenda-

tions of the United States Senate Select Committee on National Water Resources.

This Committee, composed of 17 members of the Senate, held hearings in 1959

and 1960 throughout the nation and issued a series of printed hearings and

reports inquiring into all aspects of water resource activities in the United States."

These reports together with the Committee's own report' constitute a monumental

addition to the literature on national water resources and have become of great

historical significance in the planning program for our nation's water (and related

land) resources. \\'ith respect to water resources planning, the Committee's summary
report recommended:

a. The Federal Government, in cooperation with the states, prepare and

maintain up-to-date plans for comprehensive water development and

management for all river basins of the United States. (The Committee

also suggested the executive branch submit plans to Congress for imder-

taking and completing such studies in all basins by 1970.

)

b. The Federal Government establish a 10-year xerogram of grants to the

States for water resource planning. (To stimulate more active participa-

tion by the states, and in undertaking water development and manage-

ment projects.)

c. Preparation by the Federal Government of a periodic assessment of

water supply-demand relationships in the several rixer basins of the

United States.

I. WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACT

A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE DELAY IN ENACTMENT

The e,\ecuti\c branch of the government was prompt to endorse the report

of the Senate Select Committee on National Water Resources. In his F"ebruary 23,

1961, Message on National Resources, President John F. Kennedy urged the estab-

lishment of river basin planning connnissions for all major river basins in which

Note—Discussion opt-n until January 20, i9fi9.
' Public Law 89-80, 89th ConKriss. S.21, July 22. 1965.
- "HcarinRs on Water Hcsourci-s", Sok-ct Connnittco on Xational lU-soruct-s Acti\ itics

ConKress, Parts 1-23, October 7, 1959 throuch May 26. 1960 and "Water Heso\irces Activities

in the United States", Committee Prints Nos. 1-32, .Select Connnitlee on National Water He-
sources, 86th Congress, .VuKust. 1959 thrnu«h Aumist, 1960.

2 Senate Report 29, 87th Congress, 1st session, Januar>' 30, 1961.
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adequate coordinated plans were not already in existence. On July 13, 1961, Presi-

dent Kennedy transmitted to Congress the original proposal for a water resources

planning act. Various organizations strongly opposed that section of the bill which
would authorize the creation of river basin commissions with state representatives

serving as equal partners with Federal agency representatives. Because of this

opposition, enactment of the water resources planning bill as Public Law 89-80
dated July 22, 1965, was delayed over four years. During this period, many
comprehensive river basin planning studies for major basins or sub-basins were
authorized by Congress with a single Federal agency having the responsibility

for the conduct of the studies. This single agency responsibility approach to river

basin planning continues to be desired by certain pressure groups.

B. WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL

1. Member Agencies and Their Wafer Resources Program Functions

The Water Resources Council, created by Title I of the Act, is composed of

the Secretaries of Agriculture; the Army; Health, Education, and Welfare; the

Interior; and Transportation; and the Chainnan of the Federal Power Commis-
sion. Now included by regulation as Associate Members are the Secretary of Com-
merce and the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, and as Observer

is the Director of the Bureau of tlie Budget. The Chairman of the Council is

designated by the President. The present Chairman is Secretary of the Interior

Stewart L. Udall. The Council Members meet regularly every three months and

on the call of the Chairman. Each member has representatives who function with

the Council's Executive Director in the conduct of the Council's business between

meetings of the Members themselves.

The Member Agencies of the Council coordinate their efforts in preparing

comprehensive river basin plans as well as in carrying out their other water re-

source program functions described in a Water Resources Council paper^ as follows:

a. "The Department of Agriculture is involved in many aspects of water

and related land resources, including such things as conservation on

forest service lands; watershed treatment and management; small water-

shed projects for flood prevention, water supply, irrigation, drainage,

recreation, and fish and wildlife; credit, cost sharing, and technical as-

sistance to farmers for installation of soil and water conservation prac-

tices and to rural bodies for water supply and sewerage facilities; and

supporting research."

b. "The Department of the Army develops plans for beach protection, flood

control, navigation, and multiple-purpose projects. It constructs, oper-

ates, and maintains project facilities. It regulates the use of navigable

waters of the United States with respect to dredging and obstructions

to navigation. And it provides State and local interests with flood-plain

information."

c. "The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is concerned with

the public health aspects of community water supplies, recreational wa-

ter use, marine food supplies, vector-borne disease transmission, and

other health-endangering conditions which may arise from water re-

* "United States Situation Paper" submitted by the Water Resources Council for the Inter-

national Conference on "Water for Peace", Washington, D. C, May 23—31, 1967.
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source use and development. It also constructs water supply and sani-

tation facilities to serve American Indian and Alaskan native commu-

nities."

d. "The Department of the Interior has broad responsibilities in water and

related land resource use and development. These include water resources

research and data collection, water quality standards and pollution con-

trol, desalination, conservation and development on public and Indian

lands, studies of outdoor recreation and scenic rivers, commercial and

sports fisheries and wildlife, hydroelectric power marketing, weather modi-

fication, and development of irrigation and multipurpose water resource

projects."

e. "The Department of Transportation is involved with the navigation,

marine safety, vessel pollution, and highway and bridge aspects of water

resources development."

f. "The Federal Power Commission makes studies of the power phases of

river basin development and licenses and regulates non-Federal hydro-

electric power plants."

g. "The Department of Commerce conducts hydrometeorological, including

weather modification, and coastal studies; provides ri\'er and flood fore-

ca.st and warning services; performs business and industrial water re-

quirement analyses; makes projections of economic acti\ity; takes censuses

of a broad range of water uses; and conducts supporting research."

h. "The Department of Housing and Urban Development is concerned pri-

marily with the municipal and urban aspects of water and related land

resources, including flood insurance and urban hydrology. It makes finan-

cial grants to States for water supply and sewer facilities and for com-

prehensive plans for public facilities, including water and sewer facilities."

2. Purpose and Functions of the Council

The "Rules and Regulations"^ which establish the Council's organization state:

"It is the purpose of the Water Resources Council to effectuate the policy of

the United States in the Water Resources Planning Act to encourage the conserva-

tion, development, and utilization of water and related land resources of the United

States on a comprehensive and coordinated basis by the Federal Government,

States, localities, and private enterprise with the cooperation of all affected Federal

agencies. States, local governments, individuals, corporations, business enterprises,

and others concerned, within the limitations set forth in section 3 of the Act (42

U.S.C. 1962-1)."

The functions or duties of the Council as stated in the Act are as follows:

a. "The Council .shall maintain a continuing study and prepare an assess-

ment biennially, or at such less frequent intervals as the Council may
determine, of the adequacy of supplies of water necessary to meet the

water requirements in each water resource region in the United States

and the national interest therein."

b. "The Council .shall maintain a continuing study of the relation of re-

gional or river basin plans and programs to the requirements of larger

regions of the Nation and of the adequacy of administrative and statu-

'^ Federal Rcnixicr. Vol. .31, No. 224, Nov. 18, 1966. I'art II.
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tory means for the coordination of the water and related land resources

policies and programs of the several Federal agencies," "appraise the

adequacy of existing and proi^oscd policies and programs to meet such

recjuirements," and "make recommendations to the President with respect

to Federal policies and programs."

c. "The Council shall establish, after such consultation with other interested

entities, both Federal and non-Federal, as the Council may find appro-

priate, and with the approval of the President, principles, standards and

procedures for Federal participants in the preparation of comprehensive

regional or river basin plans and for the formulation and exaluation of

Federal water and related land resources projects."

d. "Upon receipt of a plan or re\'ision thereof from any river basin com-

mission" . . . "the Council shall review the plan or revision with re-

gard to . .

( 1 ) the efficiency of such plan or revision in achieving oiDtinuun use of

the water and related land resources in the area involved;

(2) the effect of the plan on the achievement of other programs for the

development of agricultural, urban, energy, industrial, recreational,

fish and wildlife, and other resources of the entire Nation; and

(3) the contributions which such plan or revision will make in obtaining

the Nation's economics and social goals."

e. Based on its review of plans submitted by river basin commissions, "the

Council shall . . .

( 1 ) formulate such recommendations as it deems desirable in the na-

tional interest; and

(2) transmit its recommendations, together with the plan or revision of

the river basin commission and the views, comments, and recom-

mendations with respect to such plan or revision submitted by any

Federal agency, Governor, interstate commission, or United States

section of an international commission, to the President for his re-

view and transmitted to the Congress with his recommendations in

regard to authorization of Federal projects."

f. The Council carries out its responsibilities with regard to the creation,

operation, and termination of Federal-State regional river basin com-

missions under Title II of the Act. The Council also carries out Federal

responsibilities with regard to the several inter-agency field committees,

such as the Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee, which it inherited

upon termination of the Interagency Committee on Water Resources.

g. The Council carries out its responsibilities under Title III of the Act

regarding the allotment of financial grants to States to assist them in

developing and participating in comprehensive water and related land

resources planning.

h. The Council co!)rdinates schedules, budgets, and programs of Federal

agencies in comprehensive interagency regional or river basin planning.

3. Organization of the Council

In addition to the Council Members, the Coinicil organization provides for a

permanent staff, various Coimcil committees and other appropriate subordinate

groups.
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a. Council Staff: The Executive Director is the principal executive ofiRcer

for the Council and liead of the staff. He directs the Staff in its service

to the Council and the Council Chairman in the performance of their

functions. He is Chairman of the member agency representatives in

Council meetings. The Deputy Director furnishes general professional

and administrative advice and assistance to the Executive Director, over-

sees and assists in the work of the entire staff and acts for the Executive

Director in his absence. There are three Assistant Directors. One for

planning and research advisor, one for policy and legal advisor and one

for state grants. Tlie Council staff also includes additional professional

personnel.

b. Council Committees and Other Subordinate CJroups: The Council may
establish administrative, technical and consultative committees. Subcom-
mittees and Task Forces; Hearing Panels; and other appropriate sub-

ordinate groups to aid in the performance of its work. Three administra-

tive committees—for Policy, Planning and State Crants—have been

established. Each is chaired by the appropriate Assistant Director of the

Staff. The Council's teclinical committees, so far, are the old technical

subcommittees of the Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources that

was abolished in April 1966. These technical committees cover the fields

of economics, hydrology, sedimentation and vector control. By consultative

committees is meant committees of persons from outside the Federal

Government; and, to date, none have been established. The six field

committees operating under the former Inter-Agency Committee on Wa-
ter Resources also came under the Council in April 1966.

C. RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS

1. Establishment of Commissions

a. .\uth()rit>- and Criteria for Establishment

Title II of the Act authorizes the President to establish a Federal-

State river basin commission for any river basin or group of basins.

However, he may act only upon the request of the Council or of the

Governor of a State lying partially or wholly within the basin or basins

in question, provided there is concurrence by at least half of the States

involved. Requests for establishment of a commission should be sup-

ported by statements describing:"

( 1 ) The need for an adequate Federal-State planning and coordinating

agency for the area;

(2) The boundaries of the proposed commission area;

(3) The problems prompting the request and an as.sessment of their

urgency;

(4) Any interstate problems of the proposed commission area.

Each refiuest or concurrence by a State shall include assurance that

the state will participate in the conmiission, if formed, and share in the

financing of the commLssion's operation. A commission shall terminate by
written agreement of a majority of the Governors of the State compris-

ing the commission, or by Presidential order upon the recommenda-
tion of the Council.

•' I'fdiial Hruislrr. Vol. .U, NO. 71, April 13, 19fi7. p. 59 JO.
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b. Commissions Established to Date

Four river basin commissions have been estabhshed to date covering

New England, the Great Lakes, the Pacific Northwest and the Souris-

Red-Rainy River Basin.s. Each was established and their Chairman ap-

pointed by the President in 1967 and had the unanimous support of all

the Governors concerned. The Pacific Northwest River Basins Commis-
sion was established first and displaced the Columbia Basin Inter-Agency

Committee. The Great Lakes Basin Commission and the Souris-Red-Rainy

River Basins Commission operates in areas where no "interagency com-

mittee" had ever operated. The New England River Basins Commission

displaced the Northeastern Resources Committee, the "interagency com-

mittee" for New England, that had been functioning for some 15 years.

2. Membership of Commissions

Each commission is composed of a chairman appointed by the President who
can hold no other Federal post while serving as chairman; a member from each

Federal department or independent agency judged by the President to have a

substantial interest; a member from each State lying wholly or partially within the

area to be covered by the commission; and a member from any interstate compact

commission having jurisdiction over waters of the area. When deemed appropriate

by the President, one member may be included from the United States section of

an international commission concerned with part or all of the same area.

State members are appointed in accordance with State law or, if there is no

applicable provision of State law, by the Governor. Federal members are to be

appointed by department secretaries or independent agency heads.

3. Objectives and Duties of Commissions

The basic objective of a commission is to encourage the conservation, develop-

ment and utilization of water and related land resources in its area on a compre-

hensive and coordinated basis by the Federal Government, States, localities and

private enterprise with the cooperation of all affected Federal Agencies, States,

local governments, individuals, corporations, business enterprises and others con-

cerned.

The act designates the commission as the principal agency for coordination of

all plans—Federal, State, interstate, local and nongovernmental—for development

of the resources of the drainage basin under its jurisdiction. The commission is

directed to prepare and keep up to date a "comprehensive, coordinated, joint plan

for Federal, State, interstate, local and nongovernmental development of water and

related resources," and this plan is to include an evaluation of all "reasonable

alternative means of achieving optimum development." The commission is to rec-

ommend long-range priorities for studies and construction and is to "foster and

undertake" whatever studies are necessary to prepare its comprehensive plan.

Finally, after obtaining comments from all agencies concerned, the commission is

to submit its comprehensive plan to the Governors of the States represented on

the commission and to the Water Resources Council.

4. Organization of Commissions

Each river basin commission shall organize for the performance of its func-

tions within ninety days after the President shall have declared the establishment

of such commission. Each commission has its own staff who are Federal-State
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public officials—neither Federal nor State. The chairman, who is appointed by the

President, shall, with the concurrence of the vice chairman appoint the personnel

employed by the commission. In accordance with the policies and guidelines estab-

lished by the commission, the chairman is responsible for the supervision of per-

sonnel employed by the commission, the assignment of duties and responsibilities

among such personnel and the use and expenditure of funds available to the com-

mission. The chairman represents the Federal Government in Federal-State relations

on the commission and acts as chairman and coordinating officer of the Federal

members.

State members of each commission elect a vice chairman. He also serves as

chairman and coordinating officer of the State members of the Commission and

represents the State governments in Federal-State relations on the commission.

The member States and the Federal Government share equally in the financial

support of the staff.

5. Commission Consensus Procedure

With respect to the operation of each commission, the Act states:

"In the work of the commission every reasonable endeavor shall be made to

arrive at a consensus of all member.s on all issues; but failing this, full opportunity
shall be afforded each member for the presentation and report of individual views:

Provided, That at any time tlie commission fails to act by reason of absence of

consensus, the position of the chairman, acting in behalf of the Federal members,
and the \ice chairman, acting upon instructions of the State mejnbers, .shall be set

fortli in the record: Provided further, That the chairman, in consultation with the

vice chairman, shall have the final authority, in the absence of an applicable bylaw
adopted by the commission or in the absence of a consensus, to fix the times and
places for meetings, to set deadlines for the submission of annual or other reports,

to establish subcommittees, and to decide such other procedural questions as may
be necessary for the commission to perform its functions."

The Act recognizes that meaningful collaboration in planning requires con-

sensus. In the hope of promoting it, the Act establishes an arrangement resembling

that of a Congressional conference committee, in which decisions are not reached

by majority vote of the members, but by agreement between the two sides or

groups. Neither the Federal Government nor the States can compel the other to

act, and coordinated action is dependent upon agreement. In the case of failure

to reach consensus, full opportunity is to be afforded each member to present his

\iews and have them recorded. Also, the commission is directed, in another provi-

sion of the Act, to include in its comprehensive plans an evaluation of all reason-

able alternatives. With these provisions a commission, failed to agree, can agree

to disagree, can continue its activities in the hope of reaching consensus, and

can refer technically feasible alternatives for legislative decision at the appropriate

level of government.

D. FINANCIAL GRANTS TO STATES

1. Provisions and Purpose of Title III

Title III of the Act authorizes $5,000,000.00 to be appropriated each year to

the Council for ten successive years "for grants to States to assist them in de\'elop-

ing and participating in the development of comprehensive water and related land

resources plans." These grants are intended to encourage increased:

a. State participation in Federal-State comprehensive water and related land

resources planning;
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b. State preparation of plans in light of regional and national plans and
programs for the development and use of a State's water and related land

resources; and

0. State training of personnel, where necessary, to develop additional techni-

cal planning capacity.

2. Basis and Criteria for Allotment of Funds

In accordance with the Council's regulations,'' of the funds to be allotted each

fiscal year for grants to States, 15 percent shall be allotted to the States on the

basis of population, 15 percent on the basis of land area, 30 percent on the basis

of the reciprocal of its per capita income, and 40 percent according to the need
for comprehensive water and related land resources planning programs in each

state, as determined by the Council. The criteria for determining each State's need
include the following:'

a. "Crucial nature or immediacy of water resource problems."

b. "Importance of the contribution of a State to Federal or Federal-State

planning of water and related land resource use and development in the

region."

c. "Specific opportunity for a State to make a substantial advance in com-

prehensive water and related land resources planning."

d. "Ability of a State to provide non-Federal funds over the amount neces-

sary to match the (Federal) allotment. . .
."

From each State's allotment for any fiscal year the Council shall pay to such

State an amount which is not more than 50' percent of the cost of carrying out its

State water resources planning program.

3. Approval, Annual Report and Review of State Programs

Any State may submit to the Water Resources Council a proposed compre-

hensive water resources planning program, and the Council is directed to approve

the program if it meets certain criteria for State programs as set forth in the act.

On or before August 1 of each year, each State shall make an annual report to

the Council on its approved planning program, providing financial and other in-

formation on the progress or completion during the preceding fiscal year of all

components of the planning activity. The Council makes an annual review to deter-

mine if the State programs comply with the requirements. If the Council, after

reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing to a State agency, finds non-

compliance, no further payments are made unless and until the Council is subse-

quently satisfied that sufficient adjustments have been made in the design and op-

eration of the jorogram.

II. PRESENT COMPREHENSIVE RIVER BASIN PLANNING PROGRAM

A. REASONS FOR COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING PROGRAM

The six basic reasons for comprehensive planning of a river basin or a group

of related river basins as viewed by the Executive Director of the Water Resources

Council are as follows:^

I

" "Partnership in Comprehensive River Basin Planning", address by Henry P. Caulfield, Jr.

at the Joint Annual Banquet of the Nebraska State Irrigation Association and the Nebraska
Reclamation Association, Lincoln, Nebraska, October 5, IQet. Published by the Water Resources
Council.
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a. "First, comprehensive water and related land resource planning; of a

river, or a rej^ional grouping of river basins, provides the best way of

inducing regional growth of population and economic activity, where

water resource development is the key to growth generally."

b. "Second, comprehensive planning is the best way of assuring that de-

velopment of water and related land resources will keep pace and ade-

(luately support regional growth of population and economic activity.

"

"Throughout the country comprehensive planning of water and re-

lated land resources aims to provide adequately for, and fully support,

projected population and economic growth."

c. "Third, tht- comprehensive approach to planning enables development of

a plan, or alternative plans, over bigger geographic areas such as the

Missouri basin. This larger area enables a wider array of possible solu-

tions to local water problems to be considered in planning."

d. "The fourth reason—is based upon the fact that proposed uses of water

and related land resources in a ri\er basin normally involve two general

consequences:

(a) Conflicts of use: (1) the same resource cannot usually be used

in the .same place and at the same time in two or more different ways;

and (2) the consequences of acts of commission or omi.ssion in one place

(e.g., in flood control) can have substantial effects over a large part, or

throughout, a river basin.

(b) Opportunities for complementary action: Many times you can

develop the use of resources for two or more purposes jointly with wide-

spread benefits at less costs than if these purposes were fulfilled

separately."

"These two general consequences are at the heart of much disagree-

ment over the u.se and development of water and related land resources,

but also of the incentive that there is to work together upon common
plans. The river basin planning approach enables the people of the basin

to—gain as fully as possible, and most efficiently for themselves and the

Nation, whatever advantages may be present for complementary action

—

by building, for example, a system of large reservoirs for irrigation, naviga-

tion, power, flood control, and other multiple-purposes. This approach also

tends to reduce conflict in the use of resources: by bringing under study

a wider array of alternatives to meet various needs for use of resources,

and thus satisfy more needs than a narrow project approach; and by the

opportunity it affords for mitigating adverse consequences of dcvclopmrnt

over a wider area."

e. "A fifth rea.son is that individual project plans can be put within the

framev\ork of systematic analysis of an area and, if justified thereby, gain

in credibility as feasible in the public interest. They can, if justifiable, be

shown to fit into the basin plan to meet projected needs. The basin plan

can also show, singly or colle-ctively, the benefits of such projects as well

as any potential damaging consecjuences to other resource uses within a

basin that would need to be minimized or mitigated."

f. "This reason leads to the sixth: Tliat a rixcr basin plan properly prepared

and presented to the public enables better communications and public
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discussion of proposed future uses of water resources within a basin or

region. Focused and supported by clear-cut and unequivocal analysis,

broadly based upon a basin or region, such plan assists in communicat-

ing to the Congress and thus helps it decide what is in the public interest

in water and related land resource development."

B. TYPES OF WATER RESOURCE PLANNING STUDIES

The Council's definition" for the four types of water resource planning studies

and the logical order for these studies are presented.

1. Framework Studies (Type 1)

"These are studies of a region coordinated by a river basin commission or

other Federal interagency-State coordinating organization that provide economic

projections of economic development, translation of such projections into demands
for water and related land resource uses, hydrologic projections of water avail-

ability, both as to quantity and quality, and projections of related land resource

availability, so as to outline the characteristics of projected water and related land

resources problems and the general approaches that appear appropriate for their

solution. Such framework studies would provide general guides to future water

resource development. In addition to indicating which regions, or subbasins within

them have water problems calling for prompt detailed planning efforts as well as

those where no such problems are current or looming, such studies will provide a

substantial contribution of fact and analysis to subsequent detailed plan formula-

tion. It is expected that type I studies eventually will be available for all regions

of the Nation on an updated basis."

2. River Basin Studies (Type 2)

"These are studies of feasibility or survey scope for individual river basins,

tributary basins, or sub-regions. They are used for areas with complex problems

needing concerted multi-agency action for their solution. For areas not previously

covered by type 1 studies, they encompass the features of the type 1 study, plus

the refinements and details of the feasibility or survey scope study. In cases where

the type 2 study area has been covered by type 1 studies, pertinent features of the

latter are summarized as needed for continuation into feasibility or survey scope

studies. Type 2 studies are coordinated by a river basin commission or other Fed-

eral interagency-State coordinating organization. Such studies define or evaluate

projects and programs in sufficient detail to comprise a basis for authorization or

implementation of those projects to be initiated in the next 10 to 15 years. Appro-

priate supplemental authorization reports carrying out the recommendations of

these studies will be prepared and processed. . .
."

3. Specific Project or Single Purpose Studies (Type 3) ^
"These are studies of feasibility grade or survey scope of narrower geographic

or analytic compass than type 1 or 2 studies. They are undertaken by a single

agency for project or program authorization, with cooperation, as necessary, of other

Federal agencies and States. They usually relate to a specific project or program

proposal for preservation or development of water and related land resources. The

* Addition to Part I of the October 1967 "Guidelines for Framework Studies". (This addi-

tion was adopted by the Water Resources Coimcil on Augvtst 14, 1968.)
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report on these studies should state the relationship of the proposed programs and

projects to the comprehensive iDlan for the river basin or region or, if no compre-

hensi\e plan has been completed, the relationship to probable later development

needed or to be undertaken in the basin or region."

4. Cooperative State Studies (Type 4)

"These are State or local political subdivision sponsored surveys of water and

related land resources for all or a part of a State in which one or more Federal

agencies are participating." Many States are developing State-wide plans for use

and management of their water resources. These studies help to furnish the infor-

mation needed by a State water resource planning agency in developing State

programs and policies and for establishing priorities for project development. They

generally are on subbasins and are more intensive than type 1 studies.

The Department of Agriculture, in particular, is cooperating in many type 4

studies. Information about the agricultural, rural and upstream aspects of water

and related land resources is needed by the states and also by the Department of

Agriculture in connection with administration of its P. L. 566 watershed program.

Development of such information on a joint cooperative basis serves both needs

and contributes to coordinated upstream and downstream water and related land

resource development.

5. Logical Order for the Four Types of Studies

The logical order for comprehensive water resources planning, from a national

viewpoint, starts with the preparation of the nationwide type 1 framework studies.

The areas which the type 1 studies indicate need more detail study would then

be covered by type 2 or type 4 studies. These studies would identify projects that

should be constructed in the near future (10-15 years) and give rise to the type

3 studies which lead to the authorization of specific projects or programs. All of

the many type 2 studies which were initiated before enactment of the Water Re-

sources Planning Act of 1965 have been, or are currently being, completed; how-

ever, the Water Resources Council adopted the policy that no additional type 2

studies will be initiated until the type 1 studies have been completed.

C. BACKGROUND INFORMATION DETAILS ON FRAMEWORK STUDIES

1. Development of Framework Studies

In response to recommendations made by the Senate Select Committee on

National Water Resources, President Kennedy, in a special message to Congress

in February 1961, committed his administration to the goal of preparing plans by

1970 for comprehensive development of the water resources for each major river

basin in the United States. The four Federal agencies who would make up the

Water Resources Council coordinated their budgets and developed, as the initial

step in carrying out this conunitment, a program of 18 studies whose geographic

areas or regions would essentially encompass the Nation. These studies are referred

to as framework studies or type 1 studies. They constitute a major segment of the

present nationwide comprehensive river bitsin study program. The 20 water re-

source regions which are currently proposed for typo 1 studies are shown in Fig. 1.
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2. Need for Framework Studies on a Nationwide Basis

The reasons why type 1 studies arc needed on a nationwide basis, according?

to tlie Deputy Director of the Water Resources Council, are as follows:"

a. "All studies made uithin a basin need to be tied together. Without

establishing a relationship between the various studies that are made,

there is no assurance that regional solutions are being reached and that

the interworking and interrelationships of the proposed sub-basins' de-

velopments are being realized. A framework plan can be used to show

these interrelationships, including those of individual project plans to the

larger regional needs, and gain thereby credibility and feasibility for

specific projects as being in the public interest."

b. "The collective effect of potential watershed developments under Public

Law 566 and downstream flood control improvements, as well as recrea-

tional features that are adjuncts of these projects, are viewed and evalu-

ated from a regional standpoint. This process identifies the subbasins

which require more detailed study and provides a basis for priorities in

conducting comprehensive detailed planning studies."

c. "A framework plan, because of the area covered and the method used

in its preparation, will usually capture widespread attention of the pub-

lic. Public discussion and development of understanding and sound local

opinion on the interrelatedness of resources problems and suggested solu-

tions usually result because of the many groups involved."

d. "The framework plan when completed on a nationwide basis will pro-

vide the basic information needed for an adequate national assessment

and a foundation upon which this national assessment can be expanded

and updated. The updated national assessment, in turn, can be used to

keep the framework plan current. Also, completion of framework studies

will make it possible for the Council to carry out its statutory injunction

to maintain a continuing study of the relation of regional or river basin

plans and programs to the requirements of larger regions of the Nation

and to appraise the adequacy of e.xisting and proposed policies and pro-

grams to meet such requirements."

e. "The planning, programming, and budgeting system now being instituted

to facilitate the efficient scheduling of public works expenditures within

a limited Federal budget will be aided by completion of the nationwide

type 1 program."

f. "Framework plans should be useful to the Congress in meeting the Na-

tion's projected needs for water and related land resources by indicating

the merits of more detailed studies of sub-basins and of specific projects

Detailed plans for individual projects will be strengthened when it can

be shown that they are part of a well-conceived regional planning pro-

gram. The nationwide viewpoint provided by the completed framework

program .should bring into focus the priorities of de\(lopment and

urgency of .solutions to problems."

-jompr „ .,, _,. ^ ^
Conft-rence of State and Federal Water Officials, Denver, Colorado, Septeml>cr 6-8, 1967.
j'lililislu'd li\' the Water Re.sources Ccuncil.
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3. Major Elements of Framework Studies

The six major cleiiinits of tiamework studies as established by the Water Re-

sources Council arc as follows:

a. Study and Projection of Economic Development

Under the auspices of the Council, and with funds made available

through the Departments of the Army, the Interior and Agriculture, the

Office of Business Economics in the Department of Commerce in col-

laboration with the Economic Research Science of the Department of

Agriculture is preparing a nationwide study of economic projections by
river basins. These projections are largely based on extrapolation of past

trends on a basis consistent for the country as a whole and will include

population and growth in major economic sectors to the years 1980, 2000

and 2020. Before these projections are adopted for any basin, they are

reviewed in the field study. If necessary, they are revised to take account

of special field knowledge of prospective regional economic development.

A data bank has been prepared which will make it possible to assemble

data and projections for subbasins or subregions.

The economic base study and projections for the Upper Mississippi

River and Ohio River framework studies, which were initiated prior to

the nationwide Federal program of economic projections, are based on

information developed by private economic consultants.

b. Translation of Economic Projections Into Needs For Water and Related

Land Resources

Translating projected economic activity to water use requirements

is a technically difficult step and is a responsibility of the field planners.

In addition to the economic projections made for employment, income

and output for major economic sectors, information is needed on effi-

ciency of water use in different economic sectors, on costs of substitutes,

and on other factors that affect rates of water use in relation to eco-

nomic activity. The various water resource development needs to be

analyzed include those for power, water supply, flow regulation, pollution

abatement, recreation, fish and wildlife conservation, fiood control, navi-

gation, and irrigation. The Council has some work underway to develop

improved methods for making this translation, both in terms of water

demand and pollution loading.

c. Hydrologic Projections of Water Availability Both as to Quantity and

Quality

This work is also done by field stafl in the appropriate agencies.

Advances in recent years in synthetic hydrology and the use of mathe-

matical models and computers has provided substantial improvements in

this work.

d. Appraisals of the Availability and Characteristics of Related Load Re-

sources

ThLs involves soil classification surveys in relation to potential agri-

cultural use, including irrigation development capabilities. Also included

are urban land changes, soil erosion studies, land for outdoor recreation

and wildlife needs, greenbelts, and other potential land uses.

e. Outline of the Characteristics of Projected Water and Related Land Re-

sources Problems
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After the foregoing data has been collected and evaluated, the criti-

cal problem areas should appear and the characteristics of these problems

can be determined. Usually these problems cannot be defined until the

study is in its later stages,

f. Outline of Alternatixe Approaches for the Solution of These Problems

Analysis of the appropriateness of alternative approaches will be

based on general knowledge of development opportunities and costs,

reasoned approximations, available data, and judgment of experienced

planners. The analysis will indicate basins, subbasins or parts of basins

that have problems and possible solutions for them. It will also indicate

areas where no problems are current or projected.

4. Council Guidelines for Framework Studies

The Water Resources Council has developed guidelines'" to "obtain a reason-

able degree of uniformity and consistency in the management and procedures fol-

lowed in the regional framework studies— ." The various items which are covered

in detail in the Council guidelines include the following:

a. General Guidelines for Framework Studies

Lists the major elements and scope of framework studies. Indicates

the study area is to be broken into subregions, defined by hydrologically

consistent areas, and major problem areas, such as a major metropolitan

area or a major water-deficient area. The water resource relationship

between logical subregions of the study area is to be established, but

interregional water relationships are not to be investigated in framework

studies except where natural hydrologic connections are involved.

b. Water Resource Council Responsibilities and Functions

Defines the responsibilities and functions of the Council in the

coordination and accomplishment of the nationwide program of frame-

work studies. Provides for a Plan of Study which is to be prepared by

the field coordination group during the first study year. Requires brief

quarterly status reports and a complete annual status report be prepared

by each field coordination group. A format for the annual status report

is shown.

c. Content and Form of Framework Reports

The reports for eacli framework study will consist of a main report

and a series of appendix (or attachment) reports. The main report will

be a concise summary of information, data and findings reported in ap-

pendices or attachments. It will be composed of a number of parts or

chapters covering the following subjects indicated in a typical report

outline: summary, table of contents, introduction, description of the re-

gion, regional economy, current status of resource development and plan-

ning and use, water and related land resources availability, problems and

needs, development program, discussion, implementation, conclusions and

recommendations.

An appendix or attachment report is to be prepared on each specific

subinvestigation or area of interest pursued as a pertinent feature of the

overall study. The typical subjects that may be covered in these sub-

study reports are: history of the study; aesthetic and cultural values;

agriculture, irrigation and land drainage; climate and meteorology; eco-

0 "Guidelines for Framework Studies," published by the Water Resources Council, October
1967. 41 paRes.
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noinic base study and projections; fish and wildlife; flood problems and

control; geology and ground water; hydrology; land use and manage-

ment; mineral resources use and management; municipal and industrial

water supply; navigation; present and future water supply requirements;

power; recreation; sedimentation and erosion; water laws and policies for

Federal, State and local levels; water quality and pollution; and water

resources development program formulation and alternatives, including a

discussion of program effects.

d. Submission and Review Procedures

Each of the participating agency representatives will be given the

opportunity, through field level reviews and letter reports thereon, to

support the field level report by endorsement, with or without qualifica-

tions, within a 45-day period after completion. At the end of this period

tlie chairman of the coordinating group will transmit a complete set of

the report documents, including the field level comments, to the Execu-

tive Director of the Water Resources Council. The Member Agencies of

the Council will then make an "in-house" review and, at a date agreed

upon, submit drafts of their comments to other Member Agencies. If a

Member Agency wishes to discuss the comments of any other agency, the

matter will be brought before the Council.

Upon completion of any formal Council discussion and report revi-

sions, the State Governors and other interested Federal agencies are con-

tacted by letter and given ninety days for comments and appearance

before the Council. The State and other agency comments are reviewed,

discussed and appended to the report. The finalized comments of the

Council Members are appended to the report which is then forwarded to

the Bureau of the Budget for its views and comments. On receipt of the

views and comments of the Bureau of the Budget, the Council submits

the report to the President with recommendations that it be transmitted

to the Congress in partial or full response to study authorizations.

e. Administration Guidelines for Framework Studies

The administration guidehnes are intended to accomplish the fol-

lowing:

( 1 ) Indicate the requirements for study authorization and discuss agency

participation;

(2) Explain measures for the coordination of planning activities at field

level;

(3) Provide for the preparation of annual coordinated budgets for fund-

ing agency activities;

(4) Establish overall planning procedures to be followed at field level;

(5) Define procedures for the preparation and review of reports at field

level;

(6) Provide for study and report publicity, including the preparation

and use of brochures and public releases.

Similar guidelines for submission and review of reports on type 2 river basin

studies have also been established" by the Water Resources Council.

""Guidelines for Submission and Review of Coordinated Comprehensive (Type 2) River

Basin Reports", distributed May 17, 1967 by the Water Resources Council for use by Member
Agencies.
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D. OTHER FEDERAL INTERAGENCY—STATE COORDINATING ORGANIZATIONS

In addition to the River Basin Commission type orRanization, wliich may be

established under the pro\isions of Title II of the Water Resources Planning Act,

there are two other types of organizations being used in the preparation of Type 1

water resource planning studies.

1 . Ad Hoc Coordinating Committees

A single Federal agency, and in all cases the Corps of Engineers, has the basic

responsibility for developing a comprehensive plan of improving the water and

related land resources in type I studies for the Ohio River, Upper Mississippi River,

and North Atlantic water resource regions. These studies were authorized by Con-

gressional directive prior to the enactment of the Water Resources Planning Act.

After the Water Resources Council came into existence it assigned responsibility for

leadership in the conduct of these studies to the Ohio River, North Central, and

North Atlantic Divisions of the Corps of Engineers respectively with the understand-

ing that an ad hoc Coordinating Committee for Federal and State representatives

would be formed in connection with each study.

The Coordinating Committee members consist of an representative from each

of six Federal Agencies (Department of Agriculture; the Army; Commerce; Health,

Education and Welfare; the Interior; and the Federal Power Commission) and one

representative from each State that is all or partially included within the water

resource region. The Federal agency members are designated by the head of that

agency and the State representatives are appointed by each State Governor. The

State representatives are usually considered by the Corps of Engineers to be the

official contact with local interests and to identify their needs or desires. The Corps

of Engineers' Division Engineer represents the Department of the Army and serves

as permanent chairman of the Coordinating Committee. Although the Department

of Transportation is a full member of the Water Resources Council and is repre-

sented on the River Basin Commissions established to date in regions involving

navigation, it has yet to be represented on any of the ad hoc Coordinating Com-

mittees. In the case of the Ohio Riser and Upper Mississippi River regions, the

na\igation needs constitute a major portion of the type 1 study. The Coordinating

Comnnttee meetings are usually held every six months or more often towards the

end of the study and are "open meetings to which the public is invited and encour-

aged to attend by advance publicity"." To widen the opportunity for public

attendance, the meetings are held in different locations throughout the study areas.

The organization used in carrying out the studies is adapted to the particular

region and States involved. Consequently, the organization of task forces and woik

groups under each Coordinating Committee is not necessarily uniform. Early in

the type 1 study for the Upper Mississippi River water resource region, the fol-

lowing eight Advisory Committees were establi.shed: Agriculture, Economics, Fish

& Wildlife, Flood Control & Navigation, Hydrology & Sedimentation, Power, Water

Supply & (Quality Control and Recreation. The membership of these Advisory Com-

mittees is made up of the working staff of Federal and State agencies primarily

in\()l\ed in each functional item. Federal agency personnel have chaired Advisory

Committees, but at the same time full participation has been requested by knowl-

'i "Federal View of Interagency River Basin Planning" by Burnham H. Doclge^ Journal
: the Waterways and Harbors Division, Proceedinfis of the American Society of Civil Knuinet-rs,

\.)1. 94, No. WW3, August 1968.
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edgeablc persons representing each of the seven states of the basin. A unique

organizational feature in the North Athintic region type 1 study is a Board of Con-

sultants composed of six outstanding non-governmental experts in a variety of dis-

ciplines related to water resources planning. "The Board meets with the study

participants about twice a year to exercise a broad external overview of their

activities."" Each Coordinating Committee has many task forces and/or work

groups, each of which is usually responsible for the preparation of an appendix or

attachment report on a particular subject.

2. River Basin Inter-Agency Committees

The coordination and programming of State and Federal activities in water

and related land resources development through river basin interagency commit-

tees dates back to March 1945 when the Missouri Basin Inter-Agency Committee

( MBIAC ) was established by action of the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Com-

mittee. The MBIAC was established as a voluntary committee, originally composed

of representatives of the Departments of Agriculture, the Army, Commerce, and

the Interior, the Federal Power Commission and five Missoui;^ Valley State gov-

ernors. State representation was rotated among the ten states that lie partly or

entirely within the Missouri Basin with only five being represented at any one time.

Today, the governors of all ten states are members of the MBIAC and the number

of Federal agency members has increased to seven with the addition of a represen-

tative from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and from the Depart-

ment of Labor. The Chairmanship of the MBIAC rotates annually among the Fed-

eral Agencies having membership on the committee. During die past 24 years the

MBIAC has met a total of 155 times. These meetings have been open to the public

and have been held in 67 different locations.

In addition to the MBIAC, the five other Inter-Agency Committees which

operated under the Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources are as follows;

Columbia Basin, Northeast Resources, Arkansas-White-Red Basin, Pacific Soutii-

west, and Southeast Basins. When the Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources

was abolished in April 1966, the six Inter-Agency Committees came under the Water
Resources Council. The Columbia Basin and Northeast Resources Inter-Agency

Committees have subsequently been replaced by River Basin Commissions. The
Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee (PSIAC) continues to function and has

the following four type 1 studies under its jurisdiction: Upper Colorado, Lower
Colorado, Great Basin and California Regions. In addition, the PSIAC has the

responsibility of preparing a Soutliwest summary report. The PSIAC has a Coor-

dinated Planning Subcommittee chaired by the representative of the Federal Power
Commission to provide overall direction of tlie four studies and prepare the sum-

mary report. Coordination study groups have been formed for each of the four

regions, and they will have the responsibility for preparing its regional framework
plan under the guidance of the Coordinated Planning Subcommittee.

The MBIAC is responsible for the preparation of the type 1 study for the Mis-

rouri River Basin region and uses a Standing Committee on comprehensive basin

planning to handle the overall direction of the study. The representative of the

Corps of Engineers is the permanent cliairman of the Standing Committee, and

iiienibership includes all State and Federal agencies on the MBIAC. Work Groups

and Task Forces were established early in the type 1 study to prepare material for
I

i
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appcndiccii and the main report and to formulate the framework plan. The five

Work Groups, each of which has five to nine Task Forces, are as follows: Economic

Study, Needs, Hydrologic, Land Availability, and Resource Development. The Work
Groups come under an Executive Group which, in turn, has six Task Forces and

reports to the Standing Committee. Federal Agency personnel have chaired the

Executive Group, all of the Work Groups, and all but three of the Task Forces.

Both State Agency and Federal Agency personnel have served on all M'ork Groups

and most of the Task Forces.
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Conimitice

(E) Members Emeritus.
Those whose names arc shown ui boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, arc the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engi-
neering Division, AAR, Committee 27.

To the American Railwaij Engineering Association:

Your conunittee reports on the following subjects:

L Revision of Manual.

The committee has reviewed the material in Chapter 27 of the Man-
ual, and it was the consensus that no changes are necessary at this

time.

la. Revision of Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of

Maintenance of Way Eciuipment.

The committee is in the final stages of compiling the corrected hand-

book. \o report is presented at this time.

2. Improvements to be made to existing work e<iuipment

Progress report, presented as information pagi- 580

Discussion ou subcommittee reports herein closes or. January 20, 1969.

579
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3. Switch heaters and other devices or machines for removing snow from

switches.

Progress report, presented as information paye 582

4. Selection, instaHation and maintenance of road-rail attachmcnt.s.

Final report, presented as information page 585

6. Track lining equipment.

Assignment terminated by vote of committee.

7. Rail laying equipment.

Assignment terminated by vote of committee.

The Committee on Maintenance ok Way Work Equipment,

R. M. Johnson, Chainium.

AREA Bulletin 617, Part 2, December 1968.

Report on Assignment 2

Improvements to Be Made to Existing Work Equipment

E. EsKENGREN (chairman, subcommittee), J. V. Adams, W. P. Clark, L. E. Conner,

J. W. CuMMiNGS, C. D. Deal, James Desko, H. F. Dully, K. E. Henderson,
R. A. Hostetter, C. Q. Jeffords, H. D. Jordan, R. W. Patton, T. R. Rigsby,

M. M. Stansbury, F. E. Yockey.

Your committee submits as information the following report pertaining to

improvements to be made to existing work equipment.

Multi-Tool Automatic Tampers

( 1 ) Use steel sleeves in vibrator carrier brackets and swivel bracket body as

wearing surfaces for bushings to prevent wear damage to castings.

(2) Increase diameter of lift rods from 1/4 to 1/2 inches. Where lift rod receives

taper, undercut taper to thread depth with a fillet at the thread to eliminate critical

angle where present rods break due to fatigue.

(3) Use ASTM equivalent steel ground and polished for guide rods instead

of chrome-plated rods to increase service life.

(4) Use locking material on locknuts on long vibrator shaft and short vibrator

shaft to prevent locknuts from working loose in service.

(5) Increase size of hydraulic oil cooler and fan.

(6) Modify hydraulic system to increase line and valve size so that oil velocity

will be 12 ft per sec.

(7) Offer option of heavy-duty vise permanently mounted on machine to

facilitate hydraulic hose replacement in the field. Redesign machine to eliminate or

reduce rear counterweight.

(8) Equip hydraulic system with a supply line magnetic-type strainer and a

proper return line full-flow filter with condition indicator as standard equipment.

(9) Provide larger tool and supply box capacity.
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Tie Saw

( 1 ) Tie saw mast should be made of suitalilc alloy heat-treated steel with

better top support to reduce field failure.

(2) Modify butt pusher foot to reduce tra\el in butt pusher piston by 1 inch

to eliminate the failure of the gland nut by providing oil cushion at end of stroke.

(3) Power set-off assembly should be redesigned to eliminate drive train

problem.

(4) Redesign and strengthen main frame at base of mast and at point where

center frame meets rear cross frame.

(5) Modify hydraulic system to increase line and valve size so that oil velocity

will be 12 ft per sec.

(6) Engine oil cooler and coolant radiator mounting bracket and shroud

should be redesigned for greater strength.

(7) Cab or top supports should be strengthened.

(8) Reinforce butt pusher frame.

(9) Fasten deck cover plate to frame with capscrews so that it can be removed

easily to provide access to main hydraulic valve bank immediately beneath the deck.

Ballast Regulators

( 1 ) Strengthen front plows.

(2) Reinforce plow frame at the bottom around the plow frame cylinder.

(3) Seal openings around doors and in floor of cab to reduce dust in the cab

when brooming.
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Report on Assignment 3

Switch Heaters and Other Devices or Machines for Removing
Snow from Switches

J. W. Risk (chairman, stthcommittee), J. S. Collins, D. E. Cowell, H. F. Dully,
V. L. Emal, W. Lenco, H. F. Longhelt, A. W. Munt, J. P. Pohcher, E. A.

Stewart, E. H. Taylor, J. P. Titus, F. E. Yockey, G. L. Zipperian.

Your committee submits as information the following report on switch heaters.

Previous reports on the subject may be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953,

page 686; Vol. 67, 1986, page 254; Vol. 68, 1967, page 255; and Vol. 69, 1968,

page 330.

Ten prototype propane switch heaters of a fully enclosed, in-track type,

manufactured in accordance with a design developed by the National Research

Council of Canada, the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Canadian National Rail-

ways, were installed on 22-ft power switches on the CPR Schreiber Division during

the 1967-68 winter season (see general layout, oil fired switch heater shield housing

Fig. 1; general layout, propane gas fired switch heater, Fig. 2; and photos, Figs. 3,

4, and 5). In this design, two separate burner tubes 18 ft long are positioned

adjacent to the switch point, the forward end being 18 in. in advance. The primary

burners are located in the fifth tie crib starting from jjoint of switch and separate

burner nozzles supply hot gases to each tie crib. These gases are distributed by air

pressure generated by a /s-hp blower fan. The burner tubes are ouclosed with

moveable shields while the centre of the switch is enclosed with stationary shield

housing and plywood decking. The crib ends are sealed with baflfte plates which

overlap the base of the stock rails. Flame-treated canvas covers, mounted on metal

cover plates with quick couplers, cover the point detector rod, lock rod, and throw

rod between the stock rail and switch machine. Deflectors are mounted at the heel

and point of the switch to protect against damage to the switch heater appur-

tenances by ice accumulation falling from trains as well as dragging brake rigging.

Due to limitations in electric power in the test area, the units were equipped

with a /8-hp fan motor requiring appro.ximately 2 amps at 115 volts and separate

12-volt d-c power supply with rectifiers for ignition and snow detector operation.

The tests indicate satisfactory results using the enclosed switch concept.

Because of late installation and the absence of heavy snowfalls, the results are not

considered conclusive. During the 1968-69 winter season various other test installa-

tions will be made throughout the Railway System in order to gather additional

data on the performance of the switch heater under various climatic conditions.

Tests are presently being conducted on other aspects of switch heater opera-

tions, such as various fuels, different methods of developing and deploying heat

patterns and snow detection. A portable cold chamber is being constructed to house

a 39-ft power switch and the development of a switch heater for further tests will

be undertaken.

Results will be made known in future reports of this committee.
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Fig. 3—Shield at open point, propane gas fired switch heater.
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Fig. 4—Shield at closed point, propane gas fired switch heater.

Fig. 5—Movable shield (center stationary shield removed), propane gas

fired switch heater.
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Reporf on Assignment 4

Selection, Installation and Maintenance of Road-Rail

Attachments

J. O. Elliott (chairman, subcommittee), R. W. Bailey, L. W. Cantwell, J. S.

Collins, J. W. Cummings, R. A. Hostetter, Joseph Kelly, W. F. Kohl,
William Lenco, G. J. Lyon, J. P. Porcher, E. A. Stewart, G. L. Zipperian.

Your committee .submits the following report as information.

American railroads are now using approximately 5,000 highway-railway units

on their properties. Assuming advancement in guide wheel engineering is made in

the near future, it is anticipated the number of guide wheel attachments will

increase by at least 25 percent in the next five years.

Although rail guide wheels are manufactured by several companies, a majority

of the units in service were manufactured by one of the two concerns which sell

their products nationally. The greatest volume of guide wheel attachments consists

of those manufactured for adaption to an automobile or small truck with a 7500-lb

gross vehicle weight or less. A relatively small number of attachments for big trucks

are considered by their respective manufacturers to be standard attachments; but

the manufacturers have found it necessary to custom-make attachments for applica-

tion to specialized, large truck equipment. The two major guide wheel attachment

manufacturers both offer a standard production model for use on vehicles up to

40,000 lb gross vehicle weight.

This report does not dwell on the various types or sizes offered as standard

models as much as on speed, load, load distribution, vehicle weight, and vehicle

weight distribution.

Among the railroads using guide wheel attachments, opinions as to the various

types and sizes needed vary so greatly that one might be led to propose that infor-

mation and engineering progress concerning road-rail attachments be reported on

regularly; very little conclusive evidence exists today as to which base unit and

road-rail attachment are most desirable.

Selecting the proper foundation unit—the automotive equipment—with which

the road-rail attachment is to be u.sed is of utmost importance for minimum main-

tenance. The automotive unit is to the railway guide wheel attachment user as the

foundation is to a house. The end-of-frame design is of utmost importance as are

tread width, frame height, type of suspension, and under body void space. This

matter is presently being pursued by at least one railway organization in an endeavor

to persuade manufacturers to offer one model for sale as a railway unit. This might

permit standardizing the adaption of guide wheel attachments to a passenger car-

rying inspection unit, to a model in a pickup class and to a model in the 20,000-lb

gvw cla.ss.

The adaption of a road-rail attachment to an automotive or truck vehicle has

been performed with many variations although, from a technical or engineering

standpoint, the shorter the wheel base for the road-rail attachment, the better.

The lighter the dead weight of the road-rail attachment, the better the operating

efiBciency of the base unit. The stronger Uie road-rail attachment is constructed,

the lessor it will suffer damage if a derailment or road accident occurs.

Excessive speed of operation represents one of the principal reasons for the

high maintenance cost of nationally marketed guide wheel attachments on highway
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vehicles. Railroads must rigidly enforce rules concerning speed of highway-rail units

operating on track. Speeds of 35-40 mph are considered a maximum for units now

in service on most railroads.

Improper distribution of weight is the second cardinal sin in using road—rail

attachments. Acceptable weights on guide wheels are given by the manufacturers

and these weights must not be exceeded to insure safe and economical operation.

To repeat, excessive speed and weight problems are the principal reasons for

failure to get maximum safety and economical usage out of the road-rail attach-

ments being marketed today. The violation of speed restrictions, many times by

railway supervisors and principally in the passenger carrying inspection type units,

causes most of the bearing failures, spindle failures, and tread deterioration. Too

many people fail to recognize that the wheel, spindle, and bearing sizes are no

larger than those of a standard inspection motor car. The base unit, however, a

standard automotive unit, is powered by wheels with a considerably larger circum-

ference and well capable of traveling at 50, 60, or 70 mph without overheating.

They could easily propel the guide wheels at relative speeds well in excess of

100 mph. How many of our speed violators would ride a standard inspection motor

car over the average American railroad at speeds in excess of 100 mph?

Excessive weight and improper weight distribution are causing dissatisfaction

in the use of road-rail attachments, yet the effect of these factors is seldom fully

explained to the user. Weight and its distribution are usually given the least

thought when pickup type automotive units equipped with guide wheel attach-

ments are being operated. How can we guarantee railway maintenance and inspec-

tion personnel will not load a keg of spikes on one side of a pickup and a sack of

feathers on the other side? Weight loaded in the bed of a truck is carried to the

springs or suspension, thence to the frame and thence directly to the road-rail

attachment which is hooked to the frame of the automotive unit. To obtain mini-

mum trouble and maximum working efficiency from a road-rail attachment, the

weight must be carried equally on each side of the vehicle and as nearly equal as

possible on all four guide wheels.

Maintenance requirements are very low when guide wheel attachments are

applied in such a manner that they do not protrude in the front or rear of the base

vehicle.

Inspection of highway—railway units varies considerably on the different rail-

roads, but the general consensus is to check daily the air pressure of automotive

tires and give the guide wheel attachment a general visual inspection to insure that

it had not been struck while the unit was being used as a highway vehicle. Guide

wheel attachment wheels and bearings should be inspected bi-monthly or every

500 rail miles, whichever comes first. One railroad requires a complete attachment

inspection every 60 days, plus attachment wheel and bearing inspection every 500

rail miles.

Highway-railway units of some kind are now an integral part of American

and foreign railroads, but both the individual railroads and the manufacturers have

a long way to go before it can be said that we have economical and trouble-free

road-rail attachments. But the problems of speed and weight are solvable by the

railroads, and all indications are that road-rail attachments that will meet the

demands of railway users will be available in the future.
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I5i\ision, AAR, Committee 24.

To the American Raihcatj Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

L Stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway managements of

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of

colleges and universities, and

(b) the- necessity of providing adequate means for recruiting such

graduates and of retaining them in the service.

No report.

2. Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in

the science of transportation and its importance in the national eco-

nomic structure by

(a) cooperating with and contributing to the activities of student

organizations in colleges and universities, and

(b) presenting to students and their counselors a positive approach
to the attractive and interesting features of the railroad industry

and the advantages of choosing railroading as a career.

Progress report, presented as information page 588

.Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes Jainiary 20, 19fi9.
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3. The cooperative system of education, including summer employment
in railway service.

Progress report, presented as information page 591

4. Revise the brochure, "The Railroad Industry—A Challenge and Oppor-
tunity for Engineering Graduates."

No report.

5. Ways in which railroads can cooperate with universities in developing

research, including the revising of "Suggested Topics for Theses on

Railroad Subjects."

No report.

6. Procedures for orienting and developing newly employed engineering

personnel.

No report.

7. Stimulate in college and university faculty members an interest in rail-

road problems and practices and in AREA membership, including

maintaining active liaison on a regular basis with such persons after

they become AREA members.

No report.

8. Current changes in engineering education and their implications

regarding employment of future graduates by the railroad industry.

No report.

The Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities,

R. H. Beeder, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 617, Part 2, December 1968.

Report on Assignment 2

Stimulate aimong college and university students a greater

interest in the science of transportation and its importance in

the national economic structure by

a) cooperating with and contributing to the activities of student

organizations in colleges and universities, and

b) presenting to students and their counselors a positive approach
to the attractive and interesting features of the railroad industry

and the advantages of choosing railroading as a career.

R. H. Lee (chairman, subcommittee), T. M. Adams, R. H. Beeder, J. H. Brown,
J. B. Clark, B. M. Davidson, J. T. Evans, C. L. Heimbach, C. J. Henry,
L. J. Hoffman, E. Y. Huang, T. D. Kern, W. S. Kerr, J. W. Laurent, B. B.

Lewis, J. F. Pearce, V. J. Roggeveen, T. G. Schultz, P. S. Settle, Jr., R. M.
Soberman.

Subcommittee 2 of Committee 24 reports on the following talks given by rail-

road personnel to student organizations during the past year.
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R. S. Spenski, Personnel Department, Southern, discussed "The Modern Rail-

roads" at an ASCE Student Cliapter nicotine at Clenison University in October 1967

( attendance—65 )

.

D. P. Bell, Personnel Department, Southern, talked on "The Modern Railroads"

to the ASCE Student Chapter at Auburn University in April 1968 (attendance

G. J. Lyon, assistant to chief engineer. Southern Pacific, discussed "Construc-

tion on the Palmdale—Colton Cutoff" at a San Jose State College ASCE Student

Chapter meeting on November 30, 1967. Opportunities for graduate engineers with

the railroad were also described (attendance—35)

H. M. Williamson, chief engineer system. Southern Pacific, showed motion

pictures of the Palmdale-Colton cutoff and Japan's Tokaido line for the San Diego

State College ASCE Student Chapter. This program was a part of the ASCE Na-

tional Transportation Meeting on February 20, 1968 (attendance—20 students).

Mr. Williamson presented a similar program on March 8, 1968 to the Stanford

University ASCE Student Chapter (attendance—30).

N. Derby, assistant soils engineer, Southern Pacific, discussed the "Palmdale-

Colton Cutoff Construction" at a joint ASCE meeting in Tucson, Ariz., on March

20, 1968. Fifteen members of the ASCE Student Chapter at the University of Ari-

zona attended, in addition to members of the Tucson ASCE Branch.

C. R. Madeley, supervising engineer. Southern Pacific discussed "The Railroad

and the Engineer" at Beaumont, Tex., on February 24, 1968. The ASCE Student

Chapter at Lamar Tech. was host (attendance—31).

The following presentations were made at the University of Illinois during the

year:

R. D. TiMPANY, assistant vice president, Penn Central, "New Directions

in Modern Railroading," September 27, 1967. "Empire Service," February

28, 1968.

L. K. SiLLCOx, honorary vice chairman, New York Airbrake Company,

"Railway Service Revelations," March 20, 1968.

F. Reickert, partner, Hazelet and Erdal, "Railroads and Consulting

Engineers: The L & N Crossing at Bay St. Louis, Miss.," May 8, 1968.

R. H. Beeder, chief engineer system, Santa Fe, "Recent Engineering

Projects on the Santa Fe," May 15, 1968.

A. L. Sams, vice president and chief engineer, Illinois Central, presented "The

Civil Engineer and the Railroad Industry" to the sophomore seminar at Purdue

University on March 13, 1968 (attendance—120).

The Penn Central carried out an intensive program of college contact, with

presentations by the following PC men:

R. D. TiMPANY, a.ssistant vice president, film
—

"A Decade of Progress"

and discussion on new developments in railroading—University of Illinois,

September 27, 1967 ( attendance—50

)

J. H. HiLUENBiDDLE, director—industrial engineering, "How Raihoads

Utilize Industrial Engineers," Texas Tech., October 19, 1967 (attendance

—

57).

C. T. PoPMA, assistant vice president—engineering, "Construction of the

A. E. Perlman Yard," Cooper Union, October 31, 1967 (attendance—30).
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J. M. GiLMOHE, chief regional engineer, "Construction of the A. E.

Peihnan Yard," Geneva College, November 6, 1967 (attendance—35).

R. W. Shea, manager of organization planning, "New Developments in

Marketing, Equipment and Technical Research," Chuksoii College, Novem-
ber 10, 1968 (attendance—15).

D. J. DkBoer, market research, "The Role of Logistics in the Railroad

Maikcting Eflort," University of Michigan, November 29, 1967 (attendance

-20).

C. C. Yespelkis, senior civil engineer, "Construction of A. E. Perlman

Yard," Bradley University, December 6, 1967 (attendance—35).

J. H. HiLDENUiDDLE, director of industrial engineering, "Railroad In-

dustrial Engineering," University of Pittsburgh, January 25, 1968 (attendance

—70).

C. T. PoPMA, assistant vice president—engineering, "Construction of

A. E. Perlman Yard," University of Michigan, February 14, 1968 (attendance

—30).

B. Cole, vice president, "The Penn Central Merger," University of

Pennsylvania, March 5, 1968 (attendance—65).

J. M. Gilmore, chief regional engineer, "Construction of A. E. Perlman

Yard," University of Toledo, March 14, 1968 (attendance—25).

H. L. Chamberlain, assistant engineer, "Cooper's Loading and Design

of Welded Railroad Bridges," Tufts University, May 3, 1968 (attendance

—35).

J. W. Diffenderfer, assistant vice president—special services, Penn Central, dis-

cussed "Engineering Aspects of High-Speed Rail Service in the Northeast Corridor"

at the following Universities:

Bucknell University, December 5, 1967 (attendance—70)

Drexel Institute of Technology, April 9, 1968 (attendance—100)

Lafayette College, April 29, 1968 (attendance—150)

Many of the speakers distributed copies of the AREA Engineer Recruiting

Brochure entitled "The Railroad Industry—A Challenge and Opportunity for Engi-

neering Graduate" to supplement their presentations.

On June 2, 1967, twenty-four student members of the ASCE chapter at Cali-

fornia State Polytechnic participated in a field trip along the Southern Pacific's

Palmdale-Colton Cutoff.

Approximately 100 senior civil engineers at Purdue University made an inspec-

tion trip of Santa Fe's Corwith Yard in October 1967

The Illinois Central provided an on-track display of railroad equipment for

the March 1968 Engineering Open House at the University of Illinois.

Two copies of the updated AREA Pictorial Railroad Exhibit are now available

for distribution.

During the past year the Exhibit was used by:

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad during week of November 9-16, 1967.

George Washington University for display during National Engineers'

Week, February 19-24, 1968.

North Carolina State University, March 22-23, 1968, for display during

the Annual Engineer's Fair.

I
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During the 1967-1968 academic year, 46 Student Affiliates of AREA were en-

rolled at 21 different campuses. Since 1960, a total of 236 students have been Stu-

dent Affiliates from 59 imiversities in the United States and Canada.

Report on Assignment 3

The Cooperative System of Education, Including

Summer Employment in Railway Service

W. A. Oliver (chairman, subcommittee), T. M. Adams, W. S. Autrey, George
Baylor, R. H. Beedeh, T. P Cunningham, R. J. Fisher, L. C. Gilbert,

C. J. Henry, Claude Johnston, Jr., T. D. Kern, R. H. Lee, B. B. Lewis,

R. B. Rice, V. J. Roggeveen, J. A. Rust, D. O. Van Strien, J. B. Babcock.

Committee 24 became actively interested in the summer employment of engi-

neering students by the railroads in 1948-49 but it was 1959 before the present

program was begun. The program consists essentially of sending a questionnaire

concerning their summer employment needs to the chief engineering and mainte-

nance officers of the United States, Canada and Mexico. The replies are tabulated

by the subcommittee and sent to the office of the Association's executive manager

where they are reproduced and sent to the deans and department heads of some

125 engineering colleges with the request that they bring these opportunities for

summer employment with the railroads to the attention of their students.

As would be expected the engineering colleges have been very cooperative, and

requests for a continuation of the program and favorable comments have been

consistently received.

There has in general been about a 50 percent return of the questionniuie

from the railroads, sometimes more, sometimes less, and not all of these offer sum-

mer employment through this Committee 24 project. But the return has been large

enough and encouraging enough that the committee has continued the assignment

from year to year. Because of the earlier activity with the summer employment

of engineering students on the part of industry generally, Committee 24 plans to

initiate its program two or three months earlier than heretofore in 1969.

The following tabulation presents the results obtained from the 1968 question-

naire. These are compared with the results of the 1967 questionnaire return. Some

figures are also included which were obtained in an attempt to measure the results

of this summer employment program.

1968 Summer Employment Program

Ntimljcr of
Railroatls

Offering employment through Committee 24 21

Offering emplo\nient but not through Committee 24 19

No employment available in 1968 29

Total return of questionnaire 69
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1967 Summer Employment Program

Number of

Railroads

Offering eiiiployiiient through Committee 24 25
Offering employment but not through Committee 24 29
No employment available in 1967 18

Total return of questionnaire 72

The following figures are only an indication of the total number that could

have been reported and were obtained from the 1968 questionnaires:

Engineering and other college students employed during the summer
of 1967 , 2279

Number of repeats from the summer of 1966 577
Numbers from those employed during summer months who have
become permanent employees 85

Committee 24 takes this opportunity to thank the railroads for the support

they have given this project and requests their continuing cooperation.



What's Wrong with Railroad Recruiting,

and How to Improve it*

70-67 7-2

By W. W. HAY

Professor of Railway Civil Engineering

University of Illinois

The opportunity to .speak before this regional meeting of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association is appreciated. The opportunity of speaking on the

particular subject of railroad recruitment of engineering graduates is also appreci-

ated. It is an appropriate subject for consideration in light of the meeting of Com-

mittee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, that was held yesterday in this

same building.

In our technological-managerial society, adequate recruitment is \ital to the

de\'elopment if not even to the survival of tlie railroad industry. Railroads are faced

with strong competition from highway, airway, waterway and pipeline carriers, most

of these witli federal financial support. The railroads must secure the very best

talent available to produce the new ideas and methods that will enable them to

compete effectively, ^^'hat the railroad industry will be twenty years from now is

being determined in large part by the men you hire today, that is, by the success

or failure of your recruiting efforts. Recruitment should command your intense inter-

est. Most of you are familiar with the great importance attached to the annual draft

of college players by the professional football, basketball and baseball teams. With-

out that effort, the teams grow old, stale and ineffective. The recruitment of college

graduates by railroads should receive the same serious concern and effort and for

much the same reasons. Because of the great many that go on to managerial and

executive ranks, including presidencies and vice presidencies, the recruitment of

engineers carries an especial responsibility and significance.

The title of my talk, "What's Wrong with Railroad Recruiting Methods?" Ls

perhaps a leading, if not even a misleading question. It implies tliat there is some-

thing wrong with the recruiting methods tliat railroads have used. It further implies

that the railroads have not been getting enough men through their recruiting efforts.

The latter is probably true but the former is not necessarily so. This aspect of the

manpower situation is not unique with railroads. There is hardly an industry today

that recruits as many engineers as it wants, a simple reflection of demand out-

stripping supply. There is, in fact, reason to believe that railroads are already getting

their fair share of a limited supply.

The problem with the railroads, however, seems to go deeper than limited sup-

ply. There has been a continuing decline over the years in tlie relative numbers of

students entering the railway industry compared with those entering other lines of

work. A number of those with a railroad interest find an outlet for that interest by

going with a contractor or consulting firm that engages in railroad undertakings.

Evidence of the railroads' need for trained engineers is found in the number of

advertisements appearing in the industry's journals and in new.spapers. These indi-

cate vacancies at many levels.

There is another factor worthy of mention—the quality of student tliat is re-

cruited. Obviou.sly if you are looking for someone to handle a nm-of-the-mill rou-

\i»le— nisciission oi)i-n until January 20, 19ft9.

* Address presented at the \orthe;i tern ReKJonal Meeting of the Auicrieau Kailw.iv Kiini-

neerinu Association, Boston, Mass., November 12. 1968.
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tine assignment, you need not be too particular. If, however, you are hiring a future

chief engineer, a director of planning, a general manager or a president you will

want the cream of the crop. Cream too is limited in quantity. From my own
inquiries and observations, I find that most of the students hired by railroads are

those with B.S. degrees. This is at a time when the trend Ls for the better students

to continue on to graduate school to earn at least a Master's and often a doctoral

degree. At Illinois, over 30 percent of our graduates go on to graduate studies,

and there is strong evidence that between 40 and 50 percent will be in graduate

school within the next three to live years. Since a 4.0 or "B" average is usually

required for admission to graduate studies in civil engineering, it can be seen that

a large proportion of the better students, academically speaking, are to be found

there. It should also be noted that the report of the Goals in Engineering Com-
mittee of the American Society for Engineering Education has recommended the

Master's degree as the terminal degree for engineers. Admittedly this report is

highly controversial, but it represents the thinking and trend in a wide area of

education. The railroads, in selecting new engineers for eventual promotion to

managerial and executive positions, might well ponder the implications of this

trend. One implication is that the Master's degree is becoming the practical equiva-

lent of the Bachelor's degree of a few years ago.

The recruitment today of students with an advanced degree poses certain

problems for the railroads. Rightly or wrongly, these men are likely to feel they are

prepared for positions with some degree of responsibility or technological specializa-

tion and may resent a lengthy period of training or routine apprenticeship. They

want challenge and responsibility. They serve best where they can be used in their

area of disciplinary specialization. There are a limited number of such opportunities

on a railroad. Some men can go into a research department and perform admirably,

but they are then often lost to advancement through line positions. There are only

so many soils engineers, hydraulics experts and structural designers and industrial

engineers needed in an organization. Nevertheless, the desirability of having a few

such men in the company should be considered along with the need to hire only

such numbers as can be kept occupied with their technological specialty and moving

in the lines of promotion. As mergers occur and railroads grow larger the ability

to support more specialized talent and the number of positions requiring advanced

preparation are likely to increase.

If one concedes that railroads are not getting the quantity of engineers they

desire, the question of "why" becomes pertinent. There is no reason to indict rail-

road recruiting methods. From what I have observed, from reports from my students

and from the observations of the University of Illinois Engineering College Place-

ment Office, it can be said that the mechanics and spirit of actual recruiting proce-

dures are handled as well by most railroads as by any other industry, or better.

Recruiting has become a highly organized procedure. Recruiters must apply for

positions on the recruiting calendar many months in advance. Railroads have had

to adapt to this and to other procedures in order to fit into the pattern that the

larger schools have found necessary in order to cope with the large numbers of

recruiters and students that are involved. The railroads also seem to be making a

special effort in most instances to do an outstanding job by sending talented and

outgoing interviewers, arranging visits to their properties and endeavoring to match

prevailing pay scales. For this you are to be congratulated. There are, naturally,

a few examples of inept recruiting. Later, I will comment on the mechanics of

J
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recruiting. First, however, attention should be given to certain obstacles faced by

the railroads and their recruiters.

As the mule skinner said in beating his charge over the head with a club, "Be-

fore you can reason with a mule you have to attract its attention." Students

definitely are not mules but their attention and interest also must be secured before

the recruiter's efforts can be put forth. Specifically, tliis means inducing the student

to seek or to sign up for an interview. There are always a few students to whom
railroading is already an accepted way of life and who think of their professional

future in no other terms. The majority of students must, however, be sold on the

idea that railroading has a real future to offer.

Here one encounters the old bugaboo of "public image." Unfortunately, that

image is often as clouded in the students' minds as in the minds of the general

public. This may be hard for you to realize who are in active, day-to-day contact

with your profession. You know what a railroad is and of the excellent job being

done in modernizing the plant and hauling the nation's freight. You know of the

opportunities railroad employment offers—its challenges, its color, its oiiportunities

for responsibility and advancement. The average college student may have no such

understanding. Unfair as it may be, the student is quite likely to equate the railroad

opportunity with his concept of railroad passenger service. He is aware of the deficits

claimed for this service, of the disappearance of passenger trains, and he may have

had some less than satisfactory experiences himself with the services that remains.

Added to this are reports of low earnings and the publicity given in press and

television to derailments and other difficulties of the rail carriers.

Students look for a growth industry in which to plan their careers. The elec-

tronics and computer industries, for example, often experience growth rates of 100

or 200 percent over the space of a few years. Such phenomenal rates give promise

to the prospective employee of rapid advancement. He is usually totally unaware

that rapid advancement may also await him with a railroad. He just isn't interested

enough at this point to make an inquiry. He also believe his ad\ancement will be

restricted by union and seniority regulations, that he will be an old man before

he reaches anything approaching a position of responsibility. These idciis might be

considered amusing did they not keep the students from initiating a contact with

the recruiting officer.

Not all of the unfavorable image is the fault of the railroads. The Federal Aid

Highway Acts, going back to 1916 but especially beginning with the Act of 1944

and its subsequent revisions along with other federal acts, played a significant role

in publicizing a favorable image of the railroads' competitors on the campuses of

the nation. The Highway Acts, for example, allocated VA percent of Federal fuel

tax money to highway research and development. Eventually some of this money

found its way to engineering campuses through sponsored research that engage<l

the time and interest of students and faculty. Further, because of the love of the

individual for his car and because airplanes have been devoted largely to carrying

passengers, the term "transportation" has come to mean "passenger tran-sportation,"

with the needs for freight transport and the accomplishments in that area often

overlooked. College faculties are by no means anti-railroad but it is only natural

that their classroom presentations would more often include examples from the are;is

of their research activity. Textbooks on route surveying and route engineering have

been written almost entirely in terms of highway problems and geometries. There is

today the beginning of a swing away from such emphasis on highways. The change

will not necessariK- benefit the railroads, however. F"ederal funds for NASA research
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and the channehng of funds to universities by the office of High Speed Ground
Transportation are causing some students and stafl to skip completely over the

railroad solutions in an eager cfrort to climh on the bandwagon of future transpor-

tation systems.

What the railroad recruiter needs to combat these trends is a railroad presence

on the campus. Here he encounters the problem that few faculty members or stu-

dents are engaged in railroad-oriented studies whereas they may be doing a lot for

highways, airways and exotic systems. The amount of railroad research supporting

graduate studies and the number of fellowships and scholarships made available by
railroads for graduate and undergraduate study are few in numbers and dollars.

By contrast, one might look briefly at what is being done by the highway

groups, primarily in the way of research financed by public funds. All universities

are regularly circularized by the Highway Research Boards with lists of projects for

which research proposals are sought. There is also at the University of Illinois, for

example, the Illinois Cooperative Research Program sponsored by the Illinois De-

partment of Highways. Research in the sum of $342,000 is in progress during this

current fiscal year spread over 20 projects. One purpose of the Program is to

encourage study and research by students for later use by and in the Illinois

Department of Highways. There are one to three graduate students working on
each of these projects, a total of 20 to 60 students each year, whose graduate

studies are entirely financed by the Highway Department with public funds. An-
other 40-odd undergraduate students are working part time at hourly rates of pay

on these and other programs. Since 1955, 20 undergraduate students have each

received an annual $1,000 scholarship during their four years of undergraduate

study, a total of $4,000 per man or $80,000 total. These scholarships were donated

by the Illinois Association of General Contractors.

There are, additionally, funds from the Automobile Manufacturers Association

and from General Motors available from time to time for scholarships, fellowships

and research in highway and highway traffic areas. Finally, I can add one more
example as told to me by a former colleague who had moved to the state univer-

sity of another state. Each year he has available from the highway department of

his state seventy-five $1,500 scholarships to award to students interested in high-

way engineering and traffic. In addition to the foregoing, there can be added the

sums of money spent on non-transportation research with its accompanying support

of faculty and graduate students. It takes a lot of "image" to offset that kind of

competition.

A fair question to ask at this point is, 'What can be done to improve the situa-

tion?" First of all, I want to say that there is no need for discouragement. I find

the students willing if not even eager to be told about railroads. They are respon-

sive to the new developments and challenges once these have been brought to their

attention. The broad aspects of the railroad image must be solved by the industry

in its entirety. Happily, a more positive attitude is beginning to develop with public

emphasis on new developments such as high-speed trains, Rent-A-Train and Land
Bridge concepts, and the extended advertising now being conducted on TV, radio

and in publications. Right now railroads would receive a tremendous boost if they

could pull off a successful demonstration of their Northeast Corridor trains. The
impact of new developments is beginning to trickle in from other sources. Two
weeks ago we had on the campus a speaker who was a power expert and talked

about the design and construction of power plants. Incidental to that he spoke

at some length on the great contribution the unit coal trains are making to power
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production. He even showed some descriptive sUdes on this subject. The student

reaction was highly fa\orable.

One thing I urge upon the railroads is to develop a "presence" on the cam-

puses. In view of what has been said about highway and other research, I suppose

1 should suggest a massive infusion of research money. This would no doubt be

good, but I recognize the unlikelihood of such a development in the foreseeable

future. I have been pleasantly surprised, however, by the impression created through,

what is by comparison with government-financed efforts, a modest railroad-supported

research program. Wc are very grateful at Illinois for the support extended to stu-

dents and research by se\cral railroads and suppliers. The railroad image has been

kept alive through this effort. The participating students are enthusiastic and

spread the word among others. The active forward-looking interest of the spon-

soring railroads is noted by students and faculty. Representatives who come to

discuss the progress of the research meet the participants in an informal and friendly

contact that establishes a rapport, understanding and confidence.

As an outcome, directly or indirectly, of these research efforts, each year two

or three men accept positions with railroads—and the research has turned out well,

too. There is no reason why a railroad could not look on $8,000 to $12,000 a year

for sponsored research or a fellowship as an investment in the creation of a favor-

able public image and, more importantly, as an investment in the future manpower

of the company.

Whether or not a research program is established, it could be helpful to estab-

lish a beachhead through a close relation with one or more of the faculty. The

railroad's image at the University of Illinois has been maintained in part by the

interest and knowledge of the dozen or so members of the Civil Engineering Faculty

who are members of AREA. There should be more faculty members from more

schools in the AREA. There are many ways in which faculty interest can be secured.

Recruiters or others \isiting the campus should take the opportunity of calling on

one or more of the staff. Accepting invitations to speak to the students or to pro-

fessional groups, bringing faculty members into the railroad organization for sum-

mer employment, advising the deans, department heads, and sometimes indi\idual

faculty when graduates of their schools receive notable promotions a fiord additional

opportunities. Hiring students for summer employment reacts favorably with student

and faculty both. Here an effort should be made to have the summer employee

perform a type of work that will challenge his engineering abilities. One railroad

assigned to a summer employee a little research problem. He had to assemble

data and write an engineering report. The railroad accepted his recommendations,

and the student went back to his campus eager to return to the railroad for penna-

nent employment.

These and additional suggestions have been put forth by AREA Committee

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, which has been working on this

problem for many years. It has produced reports and suggestions that are well

worth your review. These have included efforts that are well within the scope of

most railroad engineering departments to perform.

The one point I wish to emphasize strongly out of all thus far said is that

the creation of interest and a suitable image on the campuses is not a one-shot

affair satisfied by two visits annually to the schools by a team of recruiters. It is a

year-roimd task that must be carried on come high or low budget.

Assuming that the student has had his interest aroused and become receptive

to a possible interview, what procedures and techniques will be helpful? This
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should be a matter of personal interest to many of you since it is not unusual for

a chief engineer to do his own recruiting. This is the way it should he if recruiting

has the importance attaclu-d to it earlier in this presentation.

As a point of beginning, the recruiter should know what lie wants and what
he has to sell. The railroad's needs for the next year in terms of specific categories

should be evaluated. No more students should be hired than can be kept advanc-

ing at the railroad's normal rate. The recruiter should be familiar with any training

program and with the usual lines of advancement and types of work to be per-

formed in each position. These are matters of great interest to the student. He
wants to know what he will be doing. Since he is probably looking for opportunity

and challenge (if he is the kind of man you want), these opportunities sliould be

stressed in the presentation if such is truthfully possible. It will only work to the

railroad's detriment to promise more than can be delivered. Not long ago I asked

a student what the interviewer from a certain railroad had to offer regarding the

specific work he would be doing and its location. Replied the student, "He didn't

seem to know how the company intended to use me or to what kind of work I

would be assigned." This type of approach hardly needs comment.

Railroads should not recruit engineering graduates for positions that call only

for the services of a technician. The technical institutes are training men that will

fill those jobs adequately and, probably, with a higher degree of contentment and

permanence. A man who is placed in a job not suited to his talents cannot give

the employer his best performance and is not likely to remain with the company.

The recruiter cannot be faulted for being impressed with die "A" student.

There may not be enough of these to go around. Often, too, the "A" student will

fit into a research and development group but not into line work. There are many
good prospects to be found among the "B" and "C" students. Such men may
have developed more slowly than their classmates or may have been burdened

with responsibilities or campus activities that didn't permit them to devote the

necessary time to their studies. Yet these very non-academic activities may have

developed certain qualities that are at least as useful as academic ability. One
recruiter has said that he first looks for students with a reasonable degree of aca-

demic performance then, from among these, he selects men who have demonstrated

a special ability to cope with situations and emergencies—the student who has had

to work his way through school, the one who has supported a widowed mother, or

one who has managed a business undertaking on the side or in other ways showed

an ability and willingness to go beyond normal requirements of the classroom or

to overcome unusual obstacles. It is often possible to get a better evaluation of

the students by talking to their instructors and advisors than simply by scanning

a transcript of record.

Regularity in recruiting is also important. Regardless of how few men may

be required, there is value in being seen on the campus and displaying an interest

in the employment of engineering graduates.

The presentation and interview should be well thought out in advance but

not formalized to the point where there is too much form and no warmth or

flexibility. Going through a form sheet and checking off a set of fixed questions is

a risky business and can chill the proceedings. Every effort should be made to

retain a cordial atmosphere and win the student's confidence. He will then talk

more freely and bring out the questions and points of personality that are significant.

If possible, arrange to address student chapters or other student groups a

week or so prior to the interviews.

Recruiting brochures are helpful in telling many facts in a short time. The
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interview can then be directed to matters more specifically related to the individual

being interviewed. AREA's Committee 24 has for many years published an excel-

lent brochure presenting the industry-wide story of railroad employment. This

publication, re\ised from time to time, has received favorable comment from the

publishing world. It has been used on the inside covers of one railroad's own bro-

chure. For these rea.sons, Committee 24 is proud of its efllorts. This brochure may
not, however, be sufficient. The specific nature of opportunities and employment
on the individual road in question should be presented. I have been impressed

with a brochure produced first by the New York Central in pre-PC days and now
used by the Pcnn Central. Here are set forth the various types of jobs, the detailed

tasks that each position in\ol\es and the possible cities in which the employee

might be situated.

The type of individual sent on the recruiting mission is also important. He
represents the railroad to the student. While the recruiter is sizing up the student,

he in turn is being critically examined by the student. There is some argument as

to whether an engineer or a personnel man should conduct the interview. The
personnel man represents efficiency for the railroad and can usually satisfy the

student's questions regarding the railroad as a whole and the details of salary, wage
deductions, retirement and other fringe benefits. All too often he does not have

the desired familiarity with the details of the specific work which the engineering

graduate will be doing.

The presence of the chief engineer or the equivalent officer from another

department gives the student a feeling of importance and confidence that he will

no" be lost in the shuffle once he does go to work. Perhaps the two, personnel

officer and chief engineer, should go out together. In any event, the interviewer

should be definite and specific about the terms and conditions of employment. He
need not, probably should not, make an offer at the time of the interview, but

he should leave the student with a clear picture of what comes next—a letter

with an ofi^er or a regret or an invitation to visit the company properties for an

additional interview and possible offer. The interviewer must possess warmth and

enthusiasm. A "dead-fish" approach will secure few employees. He should be firm

as regards what the company expects from its employees but not arrogant or "hard-

boiled." Once the interview is terminated, the company should be prompt to

follow up and take whatever next steps are indicated. The offer or refusal should

be made as promptly as possible. The student may be considering other offers and
a delay in your reply may cause him either to lose out elsewhere or take a second

or third preference offer when yours might have been his first choice.

When he visits the property be sure the student's coming is anticipated and

he is given the proper welcome. There is an instance where a student made a

lecjuested visit to a railroad only to find the man who had invited him was out

on the road and had neglected to inform anyone of the impending visit. This was

embarrassing both for the student and for those in the offices who had to greet

him without exactly knowing why.

The giving of tests, psychological and otherwi.se, is of debatable value. Some
students will laugh them olf. Others have consideretl such tests an affront and

have refused to take them, preferring to lose the job rather than to submit to what

they consider an indignity. My own feeling on tins matter is that the antagonism

created by such testing probably isn't worth the gain to the employer. The u.sc

of a battery of tests that take all day is consuming time that might better be spent

in introducing the prospect to the organization with wliicli he will later be at w ork.
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You may wonder why I have waited this long to mention salary. Salary is

by no means unimportant, but neither is it of first importance. A recent survey

made to determine what things are important to students in selecting a job oppor-

tunity placed salary in fourth place behind opportunity for advancement, location

and type of work. The graduate wants to use the engineering he has spent four

years in learning. The average monthly salary secured by June civil engineering

graduates at the University of Illinois in 1968 was $751.54, the range was $819.00

to $621.00. In general, those with Master's degrees will receive $50 to $100 more;

doctorates average $1500 more but are .subject to negotiations. Railroads need not

always offer top salaries, although that certainly helps, but they must obviou.sly

be within range of the top. Railroads are not only competing with each other but

with all other industries in the country, for a limited supply of engineers.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In these past few minutes I have tried to bring to you a few points of major

significance that affect railroad recruitment.

First: The recruitinent of engineering and other graduates is a matter of prime

importance to the railroads. Sufficient high-quality personnel must be secured if

railroads are to survive. These personnel must be carefully and skillfully selected

and attracted to the company. The railroads generally have been doing a good job

with their on-campus recruiting.

Second: A major obstacle to recruitment is the unfavorable public image the

industry presents to the public. On the campus, this image may suffer from the

absence of a railroad presence in terms of involved faculty, course work, scholar-

ships and fellowships, and research. The presence of all of these in terms of com-

peting modes—highway, airway and exotic systems is all too obvious. The railroad

must establish its presence.

Third: Even a little effort toward support of student effort and research can

produce salutory results. This could well be financed as a combined public

relations-recruitment effort and paid for accordingly.

Fourth: Recruitment and the improvement of the railroads' on-campus image

must be a year-round effort.

Fifth: A railroad intent on recruiting should endeavor to secure the special

interest and cooperation of one or more faculty members who can speak on campus

to the students for the railroads and can advise students as to the railroads' true

image and opportunities. More faculty members are needed in the AREA. You

will find most of us more than willing to lend a helping hand.

Six; The work of AREA Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universi-

ties, should be reviewed for the many useful and practical suggestions therein

contained for recruiting and improving the railroads' on-campus image. The pub-

lication of this committee, "Student Recruiting Guide," which first appeared in

Bulletin 548 of Vol. 60 of the AREA Proceedings for 1959 and is now in pamphlet

form contains a wealth of information on the practical mechanics of recruiting.

Gentlemen, if anything I have said here has been of any help or encourage-

ment it has, believe me, been my pleasure. You have good opportunities to offer

on your railroads. We have good students who will want jobs. I hope sincerely

the two can be brought together.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

\()UT committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Manual revision submitted for adoption, covering the Technical and

Material Specifications for Railway Buildings, Sections 1 through 19,

were published in Part 1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

It is the intention of your committee to continue the revision of the

Manual by upgrading the design criteria for specific types of railroad

facilities.

2. Buildings, platforms, ramps, paving, lighting and other facilities for

piggyback terminals.

This is an expanding field, and it i.s difficult to formulate standards

because of growth and constant change. A progress report will be

published in 1969.

3. Design criteria for railway office planning.

Final report, presented as information page 602

4. Design criteria for railway train and engine crew facilities.

This assignment has been completed. During preparation of the report,

Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes May 1, 1969.

601
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the material was found to be such that standards could not be devel-

oped, and the information, wliile timely, was thought to be relevant

only to the members of Committee 6. Report will not be published

in the Bulletin.

5. Computer uses for railway building design, collaborating as necessary

or desirable with Committee 32.

The application of computers as outlined in the assignment is still in

the developmental stages. Your committee expects this to be an active

assignment for some time. A progress report will be presented during

1969.

The Committee on Buildings,

W. C. Humphreys, Chairman

AREA BuUetin 618, Januarj' 1969.

Report on Assignment 3

Design Criteria For Railway Office Planning

R. J. Martens (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Armstrong, J. D. Giallombardo,
H. R. Helker, S. B. Holt, G. R. Hunt, W. K. McFarling, J. S. Smith.

Your committee submits this final report as information. Guide lines and stand-

ards included may be useful to architects in planning and designing the various

types of office buildings required for railroad operation.

GENERAL

There are many determining factors that must be considered when designing

railroad office buildings. Prior to construction, every facet of the building's use and
ultimate designation should be thoroughly investigated as there are many elements

contributing to the final design for each building.

As railroad office buildings are used for various purposes, the use to which a

particular building will be put, is of course, the primary requisite. Headquarters or

division office buildings, yard offices, shop or store offices, freight and passenger

station offices, computer offices, telegraph or dispatcher's offices and control towers

are the basic office buildings with which architects are concerned.

After the office building has been classified according to type, the floor area

required should next be considered. To determine the required floor areas it is

necessary to consider the number of employes and departments, the number of pri-

vate ofiBces and the size of the general office area for each department, stairways,

elevators, corridors, mechanical and electrical equipment rooms, toilet rooms, jan-

itor's closets, conference rooms, lounges, food service area, public area, storage and
record rooms. All must be evaluated. The delivery, service, mail room and special

equipment requirements should be carefully considered when determining the floor

area of the building.

With the usual furniture, not including special cabinets, machines, or com-
puters, the following general guide to floor area requirements is recommended:
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Private Offices

1. Executive 250 to 350 sq ft

2. Other 120 to 200 sq ft

General Offices

1. 2 to 5 people 150 sq ft per person

2. More than 5 people 100 sq ft per person

The location (urban, industrial or railroad yard) and space available for the

building will also be important factors in the design of the overall structure; and

value per square foot of site must be determined. Local codes, fire and sanitary

regulations and soil conditions must be taken into consideration, and, where ap-

plicable, followed. Parking requirements for personnel and visitor parking, land-

scaping (required by local code per square foot of area) delivery area and drain-

age should be elements incorporated into the design.

Future building expansion should be considered. This can be determined by

using the rate of increase in volume of work handled in the past several years

as a guide.

From the requisites, previously outlined, the total floor and site area, number

of stories for present use, and the number of stories required, must be incorporated

in the original design.

Attention should be given to the permanency of the structure, appearance,

maintenance requirements, local codes and ordinances, climatic conditions and bud-

get. Permanency will influence the type of structure, for example, a monumental

type building would not be feasible where one of a temporary nature is required.

The evaluation of appearance and maintenance of the structure will dictate the

types of materials to be used. While each community of any significant size has its

own codes and ordinances, a small community will probably make use of national

codes. The climatic conditions at the building site will have an important bearing

on the design of the building. The cost per square foot should be closely regarded

in the final selection and design of the office building.

EXTERIOR DESIGN

The type of basic construction will be influenced by the size and type of

building. Small offices, in an industrial or railroad yard location, would use

appropriate construction elements such as masonry, with metal, masonry or wood
walls; prefabricated metal buildings; portable prefabricated buildings; or buildings

with wood framing. Both large and small building.s could incorporate aesthetic

components into the structure—such as steel frames with masonry or panel type

exterior walls, poured-in-place or prestre.s.sed concrete framing with masonry or

panel-type exterior walls, or prefabricated metal buildings witli additives of masonry
or stone trim.

The building designer must use his own judgment in making the final decision

for the type of construction desired as there can be no iiard-and-fast rule to govern.

A careful study of the principle use, location and cost will be a factor in the selec-

tion of the structural system and the exterior and interior finishes.
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INTERIOR DESIGN

An office buildinji is a compk-x made up of many units. It is, therefore, wise

to base the floor plan on a modular design. The architect should study many mod-
ular and bay sizes in order to make the space fit the requirements. He should also

study the effect different modules would have on the installation costs for lighting

and heating. Future rearrangement of interior partitions will be simplified since

windows, lighting and air conditioning will not be affected by partition rearrange-

ment. A center core design which includes mechanical rooms, stairways, elevators

and toilet rooms will leave the office area open for arranging offices and planning

for the most economical use of floor area. The interior design of the building will

be dependent upon the purpose for which the building will be used and budget

requirements. There are many versatile materials available and the responsibility

for their selection for appearance, maintenance and practicability will fall upon the

designer.

FLOOR SYSTEMS

With the growing trend to install movable interior partitions in today's modern
office buildings and with the absence of partitions in large general office areas, it is

important that an economical and practical method be devised to provide outlets

in the floors under desks for electric power and communications cables. A system

of metallic ducts and junction boxes can be installed in cast-in-place concrete

floors to provide for the installation of service fittings at frequent intervals along

the runs of ducts. These fittings can be installed, removed or relocated as furniture

and equipment layouts change. Other types of floor construction, using hollow metal

or precast concrete with voids, can be used to install an underfloor duct system.

Underfloor duct systems have the obvious advantage of eliminating unsightly

and sometimes dangerous extension cords or surface mounted wire mouldings. The
ducts may be installed in single, double or triple runs as needed for electric power,

telephone or intercommunication wiring, and junction boxes have access covers

flush in the floor so that wiring connections and circuit changes may be readily

made. Cable raceways in the floor for communications equipment will also ease

future equipment rearrangement as previously described.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT AREAS

In the event a new building is being designed to house special equipment,

such as computers, communications equipment, PBX or any other pieces of special-

ized machinery, the requirements for this equipment must be analyzed and provi-

sions made early in the planning stage of the building.

With the advent of automation, new elements of design must be considered.

Floor strength, vibration control, double floor system, air-conditioning with close

attention paid to humidity control, acoustics, illumination, electric power and tape

storage are items the designer must carefully consider.

In large rooms where computers are installed, it is generally desirable to install

a double floor system for the many large cables connecting the various machines.

These elevated floors are manufactured in square panels and supported several

inches above the existing floor on metal pedestals. The panels are usually about 24

inches square and can be easily lifted out, when necessary, to install floor fittings.
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Computer machines require very close temperature, humidity and dust control.

The equipment is heavy, placing concentrated loads on building floors. The archi-

tect working to develop an office system should obtain detailed information from

companies that produce the units and consultants who specialize in this field to

solve specific design problems.

FIRE PROTECTION

Fire protection should be incorporated early into the design and planning of

the structure. Local and national codes should be observed.

PARTITION

Mo\able partitions are particularly practical. Future expansion and rearrange-

ment can be made quickly and economically with partitions of this type in the

office areas, and they are a\ailable in various styles, heights, materials and finishes.

Core areas should be constructed of a permanent type partition such as masonry

with or without plaster, or other permanent finish; metal or wood studs with plaster

or plasterboard would fulfill safety and privacy requirements if conditions warrant.

SOUND CONTROL

Sound control is an important factor to be considered in the design of office

buildings. Acoustic ceilings, either glued or suspended, will alleviate noise problems,

and they are available in metal or fiber. Most manufacturers offer a fiber tile with

plastic coating. This has many desirable features when considering future main-

tenance. Repainting many times can reduce the efficiency of the acoustic qualities

of the ceiling; this could be eliminated with the plastic coated tile. Acoustic ceiling

systems that incorporate lighting, ventilating and acoustical qualities are also avail-

able from various manufacturers. Special care must be exercised in the design of

suspended ceilings and partitions to overcome the transmission of sound from office

to office.

FLOOR COVERING

The proper selection of floor covering will be governed by the specific area in

which it will be used. Heavy traffic areas, such as lobbies and corridors, recjuire a

substantial ma'.crial, such as terrazzo, ceramic or quarry tile and resilient type floor

covering. Resilient floor covering would be suitable for general offices. Pri\atc offices,

according to the prominence of the executive, should have carpeting or resilient

covering. Toilet rooms should have an impervious and easily cleanable surface.

Ceramic or quarry tile would be suitable for toilet rooms u.sed by a large number

of people. Resilient floor covering could be used for small toilet rooms, if local

codes permit.

WALL FINISHES

Appearance and required maintenance of wall finishes will deterniiiK' tlic t\pe

of materials to be applied. Lobby and corridor walls influence public opinion,

therefore, attractive, easily cared for materials should be used. Vinyl or plastic wall
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covering, marble, ceramic tile or paint would be appropriate. In general, office wall

surfaces should be painted, but, private offices may be designed with wood panel-

ing, special wall coverings or paint, as conditions warrant. Sanitary re(iuirements in

toilet rooms can be met with ceramic tile, plastic faced wall covering, enamel, or

epoxy materials.

COLOR

Color, texture, light and other decorating aspects, when used with discretion,

comprise tliat extra ingredient that sets apart the extraordinary building from the

commonplace. A creative hand, thoughtfully applied, will reap boundless rewards

in distinguishing the railway office building. Too often decorating consists of drab

paint and matching drab furnishings. Such an atmosphere is not conducive to

creative thinking or pleasant associations.

The proper use of color and texture when decorating can enhance architectural

features. Color and texture can stretch space, or minimize it, and can make various

areas seem more or less important than others. Colors can be used to unify, enliven,

enlarge, present focal points, add .sparkling accents or richness, define traffic patterns,

contrast or highlight.

The goal of good decorating is to produce an attractive, pleasant environment.

Colors should be carefully selected, keeping in mind the scale and purpose of the

building. It has long been known that colors can establish moods, so colors should

be balanced to make areas congenial and easy to live with.

Colored or textured floor surfaces can provide imaginative, or warm, quiet,

comfortable underfooting, as well as serve the purposes mentioned earlier. New
techniques in the design and manufacture of floor coverings have great possibilities.

Color brings a sense of movement and life to any building, and good use of it

carries an invitation to enter a step further, for this is a good place to be.

FURNITURE

Furnishing the office building with new furniture will require a survey of

departmental and individual requirements. Modular desk units offer more surface

working area, and can have more storage area than conventional units. Five-drawer

files or conserv-a-files reduce floor area needed for filing units.

The public or reception area of the building should have a directory placed

in a prominent position. Lounge furniture should be comfortable and of durable,

and attractive design. Ashtrays in the lounge area and sand urns in the corridors

will aid in protecting floor finishes.

TOILET ROOMS

The size of toilet rooms will be governed by the number of fixtures desired or

required by code for the number of people occupying the building. Accessories in

the toilet rooms should be considered, for example, soap and towel dispensers, used

towel receptacles, shelves and mirrors. Some local codes require a lounge area with

couch in the women's toilet room. Space should be allowed for this element.
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ELEVATORS

Office buildings of more than two stories should have an elevator, not only

tor passengers, but one equipped for conveying equipment and supplies. If the

building size can only qualify the installation of a combination passenger and

freight elevator, consideration .should be given to an adequate hatchway in the cab

roof for transportation of unwieldy equipment.

SITE PLANNING

The practice of providing space for automobile parking for the personnel work-

ing in the ofBce building and for visitors is now required in most large communities

by ordinance and if not specifically set forth by law, the architect, as a matter of

good practice, should carefully consider this requirement.

The number of parking spaces is generally governed by either the number of

persons occupying the office building or the square foot area of the structure. The

design of the parking areas depends upon the site available for this use and there

are many standard details available in texts on the subject.

Landscaping generally becomes a part of the parking layout. The architect

should determine from local ordinances if landscaping is required and what percent

of the site area must be landscaped. If there are no landscaping requirements by

law, it is now generally considered good practice to pro\ide some planting around

the building or parking areas.

The vegetation used in landscaping should be easy to grow in the climate

involved and not too costly to maintain.

MECHANICAL

To provide for the comfort and efficiency of the occupants of offices, it is desir-

able in all climates that offices be heated in the winter sea.son and cooled with

mechanical refrigeration equipment in the summer season. The selection of the most

suitable equipment will vary and will be determined by several factors. Some of

these factors that must be considered are sizes and particulars of .spaces to be con-

ditioned, extremes of temperatures, availability and relative costs of fuels and elec-

tric power, initial costs and operating costs.

Some of the more common systems used to heat small offices are steam radia-

tion, hot water radiation, baseboard convectors, forced v\'arm air systems and radiant

heating.

Cooling of smaller office spaces can be economically accomplished by the

inst;dlation package type air conditioning units incorporating air cooled or water

cooled condensers, cooling tower.s or evaporatixe condensers. This type of cooling

system may economically be used to provide 25 to 40 tons of refrigeration.

Steam or electric resistance coils may be added to air handling units to pro\ ide

heat and ventilation in the winter time. The heat pump system can be installed

where winter design temperatures are above 35° F. When cooling individual .small

rooms or offices that may be separated by unconditioned space, the window type

units can be utilized.

P\)r the larger one-story and multi-story building there are four basic heating

and air conditioning systems that are widely u.sed twlay.

1. The double duct system with controlled mixing boxes imder windows and /or
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in the ceiling lends itself to good zone control and adapts well to modular parti-

tioning. This system is supplied by a single high-pressure fan to two sets of coils

connected in parallel. One coil cools the air and the other heats the air. These in

turn feed two parallel ducts, one cold and one hot, into mixing boxes located as

above. The mixing boxes contain dampers ( or valves ) positioned by a thermostat

to deliver air at the proper temperature required for the area. Most of these boxes

have volume adjustments so that more or less air can be supplied to any given area.

2. The fan-coil system consists of fan-coil units generally located under windows

or in the ceiling supplying recirculated air through a coil, or coils, one of which is

supplied with chilled water and the other supplied with steam or hot water. The
temperature and velocity of the water is controlled to provide the proper tempera-

ture of air delivered to maintain the desired temperature in the space. This system

is used in conjunction with a single duct system supplying fresh air to all zones

including the cooling and heating of the interior zones.

2a. Fan-coil units have fresh air intakes through the outside wall so that a

separate fre.sh air system is not required for the peripheral zones.

3. The induction systems consist of metal cabinets under windows, sometimes

in a continuous metal sill construction. Generally the units are placed under each

window and are supplied with primary air of about 15 to 20 percent of the total

air to be circulated. The primary air is filtered, humidified or dehumidified as nec-

essary, cooled or heated for the different seasons and delivered at considerable pres-

sure to the units where by means of ejector nozzles, the primary air aspirates, or

induces several times its volume of air flow from the room into the units, mixes

with it and delivers the mixture back into the room. The aspirated air passes through

a finned coil where it is heated or cooled as required. Generally the flow of water

is controlled by a room thermostat to maintain the selected temperature. The water

can be supplied by two or three pipes from cold to hot water systems to the difter-

ent zones to compensate for sunshine, wind and outdoor temperature effects.

4. Radiant cooling and heating consists of coiLs located in ceiling and/or walls

through which cold or hot water is circulated. In summer the water is about 15

degrees cooler than room temperature to absorb the heat of the room. In high

humidity areas the temperature of the cold water cannot be lowered below the

dewpoint as condensation will develop on the ceilings. A separate fan system, sup-

plying filtered air humidified or dehumidified as neces.sary and cooled or heated for

the diflerent seasons, is required to maintain proper ventilation and odor control.

Summary

It is impossible to establish a set of rules for the selection of an air condition-

ing system to be used in any given case. Some factors to be considered are: physical

properties of the rooms to be conditioned, the quality of results considered

appropriate, the relative importance of initial versus operating costs and whether
or not the space can be modified to accommodate a desirable system.

A few important factors can be .stated for the larger buildings.

• The peripheral systems are always convenient and are economical for nar-

row buildings or wings where nearly all useable space is within 15 to 20 ft of the

windows; especially if the space is subdivided into small private rooms and par-

ticularly if windows are large.
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• Among peripheral systems the induction-type units concentrate tlie equip-

ment and eliminate much wiring. The fan-coil unit allows fresh air to be delivered

separately where this is convenient. For high buildings the overall costs are often

lower \\'ith induction units.

• Radiant cooling and heating units may be considered where their appear-

ance and other details are acceptable. The climate should be dry with little or no

dehumidification required.

• Where large interior spaces must be cooled the double duct system may be

used, and is especially desirable where zoning can be accomplished with the use

of one system.

Which of the systems is best and which is most economical in a particular

building will depend upon the conditions encountered in each case.

LIGHTING & POWER

As previously stated, the architect should study many modular and bay sizes

which definitely affect the design of the lighting system. The present day need to

quickly rearrange office space and partitions requires that the lighting be planned to

facilitate rearrangement without disturbing the basic lighting system. Many approved

systems in use today obtain adequate office illumination, for example, suspended

luminous ceiling, surface mounted fixtures, flush trofters in suspended ceilings, com-

bination luminous ceilings with air conditioning and flush mounted troffers includ-

ing air conditioning outlets.

The architect, with the help of an electrical engineer, must make a tliorough

study of the lighting requirements for the various offices and the work to be per-

formed within the building. He must also take his lighting budget into considera-

tion as well as the type of construction. From these factors he must determine the

type of system most appropriate.

It is generally considered good practice to install decorative luminous ceilings

in e.xecutive and public areas. A modular system of recessed or surface mounted

troffers is installed in general office areas.

The architect nuist also give consideration to lighting of the building exterior,

walkwa\s and parking lots. The amount and type of ligliting will be deternn'ned

h>' the location and use of the building.

Railroad operations are becoming closely connected with rapidly expanding

communications systems. Therefore, the architect must give consideration in the

design of the building for amply sized conduits or cellular flooring for present and

future expansion of the power distribution system and lighting requirements.

The design of the electrical system of the building is governed by local and

national codes which must be strictlv adhered to.



Ground Rules for Discussion Section

As announced in the September-October 1968 issue of the AREA News, the

Board of Direction has approved the publication of comments on the reports and

papers pubhshed in the six technical issues of the AREA Bulletin, by either

members or non-members.

These comments will be printed in a special discussion section located in the

back of the Bulletin and in accordance with the procedures oudined below. The

purpose of the new section is to stimulate greater interest in the published reports

and papers and to offer to those not involved in their preparation the opportunity

to present their thoughts on the different subjects, whether pro or con, based on

their knowledge and experience.

The September-October 1968 issue of the Bulletin, which is the first publica-

tion in Proceedings Volume 70 (1969), is the first in which papers and reports are

offered for open discussion. Therefore, for the information and guidance of all

concerned, here are the ground rules adopted by the Board for handling and

publishing comments on AREA published papers and reports:

• Letter containing comments must be addressed to executive secretary, be

received by the deadline published with paper, contain identification number of

paper or report, and be identified with writer's signature, typed or printed name,

tide, company and full address, including zip code.

• Reader's comments will be forwarded to author or appropriate committee

for further comments or rebuttal.

• Both reader's comments and author's reply will be published at the same

time and in the earliest Bulletin having space available (at start of program, com-

ments received soon after publication may be published before deadline).

• All comments must be in good taste, add to discussion on the subject of

paper or report, and be constructive in nature.

• Board Committee on Publications will be the review or mediation group

should some problem or something questionable arise.

• After deadline, no further comments on a particular paper or report will

be accepted for publication, unless extenuating circumstances exist.

Identification number of papers open to discussion will be located near the

title and must be used in comments to positively identify the paper to which they

refer. Comments on committee reports should refer to the proper committee and

assignment numbers.

Deadline for comments will be given in a footnote on the first page of the

paper or committee report, the latter covering all of the subcommittee reports of

that particular committee. In general, this deadline will be approximately 90 days

after date of issue. However, this will vary to some extent because the intervals

between issues of the Bulletin are not constant throughout the Association's publica-

tion year, which extends from September to July, inclusive.

The Board of Direction feels that, with the cooperation and interest of all

concerned, discussions on papers and reports published by the Association should

prove to be both stimulating and informative.
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Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

"*D. V. Sartore,
Chairman

°W. A. Thompson, Jr.,
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Committee

t Died July 25, 1968.
( E ) Member Emeritus.

. ,

Those whose names are shown in holdtace, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and
secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated b> asterisks cemstitute the

Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 7.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Recommendations for revision of the Manual have been published in

Bulletin 617, Part 1, December 1968.

2. Gradinji rules and classification of lumber for railway u.ses; specifica-

tions for structural timber, collaborating with other organizations

interested.

Subcommittee 2 has been in the process of revising grading rules

and classification of lumber, and specifications for structural timber

during the past two years. Due to recent changes in grading rules

by the industry's regional agencies, material already revised will

have to be revised again to reflect these changes. It is anticipated

these revisions can be completed soon.

3. Specifications for design of wood bridges and trestles.

No report.

4. Methods of fireproofing wcmhI bridges and trestles, including fire-

retardant paints.

Your subcommittee continues to kxik for new de\elopments in this

field, but there have been none in the past year worth> of reporting.

Note—Disoission on subcommittee reports herein tloMs on M;i\ 1. 19fi9.
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5. Design of stinctiiral yluetl laminated wood l:)ridges and trestles.

No report.

6. Evaluation ot cost of \ari()us sizes of brid.ue timbers.

Your subcommittee has contacted some of the railroads to determine

the most commonly used sizes of bridge timbers, and has prepared

a form from which it plans to obtain comparative costs for e\'aluation.

7. Repeated loading of timber structures.

Under this assignment tests are in progress at the AA1\ Research

Center to determine the strength of 24 glued laminated timber string-

ers in static and repeated loading. The stringers in this series are

fabricated to develop in particular the effects of slope of grain and

of preservative treatment on strength values. It is expected the tests

will be completed to permit analysis of results and submission of a

report to the Association at its next convention.

9. Study of in-place preservative treatment of timber trestles.

Progress report, presented as information page 614

10. Non-destructive testing of wood.

Your subcommittee has tested two devices and is keeping abreast of

developments on this subject.

The Committee on Wood BRmcEs and Trestles,

D. y. Sartore, CJjainiHiii.

AREA Bulletin 618, January 1969.
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dgugcne IL. JSangs

1918=1968

Eugene L. Bangs, general bridge inspector for the Chicago & North Western

Railway, died on July 25, 1968. He is survived by his wife, Adeleen (nee Gilbert),

a brother and a sister.

Mr. Bangs was bom in Dows, Iowa on February 19, 1918. He .studied engi-

neering at Ellsworth Junior College in Iowa Falls, Iowa, and at Iowa State Univer-

sity, Ames, Iowa, receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

in 1941. After graduation, he worked for the Chicago & North Western as a tape-

man and rodman at Huron, S. Dak., and Chicago until his entry into the U. S.

Army in 1942. He was discharged in 1946 after serving in combat in the European

Theater, including the "Battle of the Bulge." He returned to the North Western

and served successively an draftsman, instrumentman and assistant general bridge

inspector. In 1956, he was promoted to general bridge inspector, which position

he held at the time of his death.

Mr. Bangs joined the AREA in 1959, and had ser\ed on Committee 7—Wood
Bridges and Trestles, since 1963 and on Committee 8—Masonry, since 1967. He
was also a member of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association, the

Maintenance-of-\\'ay Club of Chicago, and the Presbyterian Church, and a life

member of the Memorial Union, Iowa State University. He had a special interest

in the Heart Fund and Boys Town organizations and ga\e whole-heartedly of his

time and means to their support.

Mr. Bangs was an active and valued AREA committee member; his engineer-

ing training and experience as a bridge inspector were of great benefit to the com-

mittees in carr>'ing out their work. His many friends and associates will long

remember his eagerness to assist and his pleasant personality.
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Report on Assignment 9

Study of In-Place Preservative Treatment of Timber Trestles

D. L. W^ALKEH (cliainiuin, suhcomtnittee), E. L. Bangs, N. D. Bryant, J. W. Cham-
bers, B. E. Daniels, D. J. Engle, E. S. Gordon, J. A. Gustafson, J. E.
HuTTO, A. C. Jones, L. C. Jones, B. J. King, J. W. N. Mays, D. H. McKibben,
C. H. Newlin, J. J. RiuGEWAY, F. E. Schneider, G. N. Sells, W. S. Stokely,

J. W. Storer, I. W. Thomas, W. A. Thomson.

As a follow up to its report presented in Bulletin 611, January 1968, your

conunittee presents as information the following resume of a proposed AAR Engi-

neering Research Division report to be entitled "Quantitative Analysis of In-Place

Treatment." This report will contain the chemical results of laboratory analysis of

various piling specimens removed from pile trestles after in-place treatment with

penta preservative. It will also include some tentative conclusions. As previously

reported, some of the piling had been treated just prior to removal from a bridge

and some had been treated as long ago as 11 years prior to removal. Other specimens

had been treated for a period somewhere between these limits prior to removal.

Following the prescribed method of analysis referred to in our report of Janu-

ary 1968, the preservative retained in the wood was found to be well above the

threshold of decay.

At this point a discussion of how much penta is required to stop (and hold)

decay is in order. The smallest amount that will stop decay we will call the "thres-

hold value." Obviously, as long as this amount of preservative is present in the wood,

the wood will not decay. This is not a set amount for bridge piling since the vari-

ables of moisture, temperature, soil, type of wood, types of fungus, and oxygen

must be taken into account. Therefore, a value to be called threshold value must

be defined. This has been done in the soil block test under ideal conditions for

decay as described in ASTM Standard D 1413. In the U. S. Forest Products Labora-

tory report titled "Studies of the Methodology of Soil Block Testing" (No. 2114,

June 1968), there are given threshold retention values for nine white rot fungi and

eight brown rot fungi. Of these 17 species, the maximum retention required to stop

decay under the severe soil block test conditions is 0.20 lb of penta per cubic foot

and the minimum is 0.03 lb. The generally accepted range of penta threshold in a

practical field application (ground contact) is 0.15-0.20 lb of penta per cubic foot

of wood. However, several documented investigations have revealed that modified

conditions without leaching and weathering produce threshold values in the 0.11-

0.13 lb per cu ft range. This range is sometimes considered adequate for wood
which is protected from leaching but is otherwise subject to severe decay conditions

—^such as internal decay in piling.

The AAR Research Center's study has revealed that penta preservative is

retained in sound wood adjacent to internal voids in bridge members treated by

the in-place treating method and that it is retained in sufficient quantities to stop

decay. Coupling this information to already existing knowledge of ciuantities neces-

sary to prevent decay, the committee concludes that in-place treatment of timber

trestle members will increase their life expectancy.

The complete, detailed AAR Engineering Research Division report on this

subject will be published at a later date.
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Conirtiittee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman and vice chairman,

are the subcommittee chainnen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engmeennj!
Division, A.\R, Committee 8.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

L Revision of Manual.

Manual revisions recommended for adoption were published in Bulle-

tin 617, Decemlier 1968, Part I.

2. Design of masonry structures, collaborating as necessary or desirable

with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 15, 28 and 30.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 616

.3. Foundations and earth pressures, collaborating as necessary or desirable

with Committees 1, 6, 7, 15 and 30.

Progress report, presented as information page 616

6. Prestressed concrete for railway structures, collaborating as necessary

or desirable with Committee 6.

Manual revisions recommended for adoption were publisiicd in Bulletin

617, December 1968, Part 1.

Xote—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes on May 1, 1969.

615
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8. Waterproofing for railway structures, collabnratintj; as necessary or

desirable witli Committees 6, 7 and 15.

Manual revisions recommended for adoption were puhlislied in Bulle-

tin 617, December 1968, Part 1.

Ad hoc assijjnment on concrete and masonry inspection.

Brief progress report, presented as information paue 625

The Committee on Masonhy,

R. J. Brueske, Chairman

AREA Bulletin 618, January 1969

€ugene %. JSangs

1918=1968

Eugene L. Bangs, general bridge inspector for the Chicago & North Western

Railway, and a member of Committee 8—Masonry, since 1967, died on July 25,

1968, at the age of 50. He is survived by his wife, Adeleen, a brother and a sister.

Mr. Bangs was also a member of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles,

and the report of that committee printed in this issue of the Bulletin include.s a

more extended memoir in his honor. The members of Committee 8 concur in the

sentiments of appreciation and loss therein expressed.

Report on Assignment 2

Design of Masonry Structures

F. A. Kempe, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Brakensiek, M. J. Crespo,
E. J. Daily, Roy A. Dorsch, H. B. Lewis, F. A. Russ, Jr., J. H. Sawyer, Jr.,

E. ScROGGiE, A. Tedesko, F. H. Vines, J. W. Weber, G. A. Wolf.

Your committee expects to publish a new pole specification next year. It is

also currently revising clearance diagrams.

Report on Assignment 3

Foundations and Earth Pressures

G. W. Cooke (cixairman, subcommittee), M. T. Davisson, B. M. Dornblatt, D. H.
DowE, J. A. Erskine, R. J. Hallawell, E. F. Manley, David Novick, M. P.

Schinuler, G. R. Shay, S. A. Stutes, W. C. Teng.

Your committee has presented for adoption and publication in the Manual new
Specifications for Design of Flexible Sheet Pile Bulkheads. These specifications are

printed in full in Part 1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

Your committee presents as infonnation only, pending their completion, the

following new specifications for embedment of poles.
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EMBEDMENT OF POLES
1. Introduction

In certain types of construction, poles are subjected to unbalanced overturning

forces. The most common usage of these types of construction are transmission lines

and sign poles. Under certain conditions piles such as soldier piles for the protec-

tion of excavations, capped pile abutments where the piling also acts as a backwall,

and stabilization piles for embankment slopes can be analyzed as poles. This spec-

ification is intended to offer a design procedure which will determine the required

embedment.

Sexeral indeterminate factors will affect the design, and the designer should

take these factors into account when analyzing his loads and final design, i.e.,

cyclical nature of the loads which will leave a void around the pole and allow

infiltration of water, plumbness of the pole, variation of the soil strata, variation

in the soil at different locations, and the indeterminate nature of some of the loading

conditions.

2. Determination of the Factors Influencing Embedment

The design of the particular installation will be determined by man> different

factors. In all cases, however, the requirements can be reduced to:

a. External Loads—The height of the pole above the ground surface; the ver-

tical load and its eccentricity; the magnitude, direction, and location of the hori-

zontal load; and the frequency and cyclical nature of the loads.

b. Soi7 Characteristics-—The type of soil; the unit weight of the soil; the angle

of internal friction of granular soils; the cohesion of the soil; location of the water

table; and any variation in the soil due to stratification. (See Chapter 1, Part 1 for

testing procedure.)

3. Placement of Pole

a. Encasement: A material such as concrete which is poured directly into a

hole and results in composite action between the pole and the encasement shall be

considered as having the properties of the composite section.

b. Backfill: The backfill material may be the same as the soil removed during

exca\'ation and shall be firmly tamped around the pole. If the backfill is of a differ-

ent material, the designer shall consider the affect of the backfill in his design.

He shall consider such factors as size of the hole, type of backfill, and type of

virgin ground.

4. Determination of the Bequired Embedment

When a pole set directly into the earth is dependent upon the horizontal sub-

grade reaction of the supporting soil for its stability, and has therefore not been

stayed by external supports, the following design procedure is recommended to

determine the required embedment of the pole. The design is considered complete

when the size of the pole (and/or its encasement), the depth of embedment, and

the moments and shears acting on the pole ha\e been determined. This prcxedure

will insure that the soil Ls not overstres.sed. The designer will then need to chtxk

the stresses in the pole in order to determine that they are within the allowables

for the material used.

nul. 618
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Nomenclature

P = Vertical load on the pole acting at

an eccentricity e and a distance /)

above Kri^de.

Q = He-sultant of all horizontal loads

acting on the pole at a height ///,

above grade.

D = Depth of embedment.

// = Height of pole above grade.

Do = Distance below the ground surface

to a point where the horizontal

deflection is zero.

B = Width of the pole and/or encase-

ment resisting the horizontal load

at the point under coiiiiideration.

M = Net overturning moment at the

ground surface.

EI = Average flexural stiflness of the

pole and/or encasement below

grade.

Pa = Maximum positive subgrade reac-

tion.

/n = Maximum negative subgrade reac-

tion.

n* =^ Soil modulus for granular soils.

K = Soil modulus for cohesive soils.

For = Critical vertical load on the pole.

y = The lateral deflection of the pole

at the groundline.

X = Distance from the ground surface,

positive downward.

w =. Unit weight of the soil.

c = Cohesion of the soil.

The following equations may be used to determine the required depth of em-

bedment and width of the pole.

a. Granular Soils

Equation 1

JX _ QD ' 4 12

2 pD ^
where a =:

36P(1 + //)

D
n, D'

(See Table 2)

Equation 2

3 p r ^' 1
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Equation 3

p„ ^ -jT„ B i
"

I tf N,, determine N., at x = "

( See Fig. 1

)

K-->]

Equation 4

3 Q

Equation 5

Ph ^ - c ,

.

H D II' Nr, determine N,, at .r = D ( See Fig. 1

)

r .o.

Equation 6

y- ^3 where T= [ ^—1^' (See Table 2)

Equations 7

B.A/.,„„. = M + 0.890D ^^ 0.667

a

y = 3Q[o) /"" ^-[o f;
-i]

b. Cohesive Soils
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Equation 13

^ ^ 3 where R= [—T^t^3 where R= f^J*' (See Table 1)

Equations 14

B.M.„.„, = M + 0.80 PD I ^-0.535
J

Por=P/b

y = 2.15 C[§^]/K d[i.87 ^ - l]

c. Procedure

( 1 ) Determine all loads acting on the pole and assume a desired pole

and/or encasement diameter B. Estimate the depth D as the maximum
allowable for the assumed pole cross section, as determined by Equa-

tions 6 or 13.

(2) Fig. 2 can be used to assist in the design for poles embedded in granu-

lar soils.

(3) Use a factor of safety of three for permanent loads and two for tem-

porary loads.

(4) Carry through several trial designs until the depth chosen corresponds

to tile allowable soil stresses, as shown in the following examples. (In

Equations 2, 4, 9, and 11 the fourdi significant figure is important in

the denominator).

(5) Where the vertical load is large, the pole shall be investigated as a

friction pile. In this investigation the top 2 ft of the embeded portion

of the pole shall be neglected unless the horizontal load is quite small

and the eccentricity of the vertical load is nominal.

d. Example A—Granular Soils

Soil: Granular and dry with = 35°

Unit weight := u; = 110 Ib/cu ft

Medium dense: rik = i
::=: 52.5 lb/in'

Loading: P — 5 kips, H = 20 ft, e = 12 inches

Q = 2 kips, Hk = 25 ft

Factor of safety ^= F.S. z= 3

Trial Design: It is desired to have a timber pole with a width B = 18 inches,

with a modulus of elasticity = E ^ 1.6(10)* psi

M = 25(2) + 1(5) = 55 kip-ft

£7=1.6(10)''
[ ''^gl^' ] =8.245 (10)"

Equation 6

r=
I

-^^52 5^^
I*

= 44.0 and D,„<.,^ 3(44.0) = 132 inches = 11 ft

Try d=ll ft
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Equation 1

55 _3 a_

^^2(11)4 11^0.685 neglect "a" for all trial

D ^ r 55
I

.

J
solutions, and check only

2 L2(11)J
"^

final design.

Equation 2

^^^nmli^) (0-3425)^"= 2.327 kips/ft <

Equation 3

^,= 11.5 for x = 0.3425(11) =3.77 ft

x/B = 3.77/1.50 = 2.5

Pa^ 4" (1-5) (3.77) (110) (11.5)71000= 2.38 kips/ft <
o

Equation 4

Po =
11(0^0275)

(0.685-1.000) = - 6.25 kips/ft <

Equation 5

iV, = 16.5 for x/B — 7.33

P6^- ]. (1.5) (11) (110) (16.5)/ 1000 = — 9.88 kips/ft

A check using the value of "a" in equation 1, will give no change.

Equation 7 B.M.„,„ = 55.00 + 0.89 (0.685-0.677)"^ (2) (11) = 56.69
kip-ft

{/ = 3 (2000) ( 0.685 )/52.5 (132) (132) (0.0275) =
0.17 inches

Per = 5000/0.0044 = 1130 kips

36(5000) (l+fj)
^""^ ^=

(52.5) (132) (132) (132) ^ ^'^^^

e. Example B—Cohesive Soils

Soil: Cohesive and dry with ^=0°, (/„ =: 2 tnn.s/sq ft

Unit weight =110 lb/ cu ft

c= 1 ton/sq ft and use K = 1400 psi (Sec Table 1)

Loading: Same as previous example

Trial Design: It is desired to use an 18-inch pole with E = 1.6(10)" psi

M = 55 kip-ft, and EI= 8.245 ( 10)" psi

Equation 13

R= [-8:245(10)1-11^49 3

Dma. = 3(49.3) = 147.9= 12.3 ft

After several trials it was decided to try D z= 7.5 ft.

Equation 8

D - 1.87 (3.67)4-1 - "'^^
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Equation 11

^"' = 7.5 [Ls'Tfoili)-!] (- "-^^^^ = - '''^^ ^'^''^' ^

Equation 12

p,= g (1.5)(2)(6.9) = — 6.90 kips/ft ^

Equation 9

;>,. = ry';,/r!nn,i^ ( 0.554 )""' = 4.89 kips/ft <-

Eciuation 10

7.5(0.038)

1

1.5) (2) (3.8) =3.80 kips/ft ^

for .r = 0. 13 ( 0.554 ) ( 7.5 ) = 0.53 ft

N. = 3.8 (See Fi«. 1)

Try D = 9 f t.

Not satisfied

Equation 8

55

IX _ (2)(9)
D

+ 0.683

Equation 9

P" = TT,

1.87(3.05) + 1

1.377(2)

0.556

Equation 10

9.0 ( 0.041

:

(0.556) "^ = 3.80 kips/ft -<-

p„^ g- (1.5)(2)(3.9) = 3.90 kips/ft <

Ph will obviously be satisfactory for this increased depth.

Equation 14 B.A/. „,„.,: = 55.00 + 0.80(9) (2) (0.021)"^" = 55.60 kip-ft

y = 2.15(2000) (0.556)7(1400) (108) (0.041) = 0.39
inches
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TABlf -/ TASlf -Z

/?eco/n/?7enc/e<f yo/c/e

of "a " /b/- C/q/S
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CONSTANTS USED IN CALCULATIONS

B • 18 in.

TV MRy CONSTANTS

For B ^ 34 in Rec/uce Obhiined
yolue of D 'by / ft:

IV '100 pcf For )V = 70 pcf Increase Obloined
value of'D'by I ft

w • 120 pcf... No change in value

n^ 20 lb/in ^ For I}/, to lb//n^.. Increase Obtained
yolue of"D"by 1 ft

For Of, = JO Ib/in^.. Reduce Obtained
value of'0"by (ft

FS ' 2 For FS-S Increase Obtained
value of "O" by / ft

GQANULAR SO/IS

14
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Ad Hoc Assignment

Concrete and Masonry Inspection

T. L. Fuller (chairman, subcommittee), E. Blewitt, W. E. Brakensiek, R. J.

Brueske, J. W. DeValle, J. R. Iwinski, L. Lange, Jr., H. B. Lewis, G. F.

Leyh, J. E. Peterson, L. F. Spaine, G. R. Vanderpool, J. W. Weber, J. M.
U^iLLiAMs, J. R. Williams, W. R. Wilson.

Your committee is preparing instiiictions for inspecting concrete and masonry

and expects to be able to recommend the instructions for adoption and inclusion

in the Manual in 1970.





ETTIBOME

MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOB$ ALL JOBS!

ROOTS AND LOADS TIES

LAYING WELDED RAIL

CUTS MAINTENANCE CO S T S

12 fMl CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• VA Cu. Yd. Bucket

• Tote Hook
• 18' Boom Extension

• Fork Tie Baler

• Track Cleaning Bucket

• Back Hoe
• Clamshell

• Back Filler Blade
• Pull Drag Bucket

• 4 Cu. Yd. Snow Bucket

• Pile Hammer

Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydroulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD,

141 W. JACKSON

DIVISION

CHICAGO 4, III

9' WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET

80 Years of Service

fo the Railroad Industry
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Assure lower maintenance costs, better performance with

Texaco

Railroad Lubricants

and Systematic
Engineering

Service

New York • Atlanta • Chicago • Minneapolis • St. Louis • San Francisco



Advertisement 626-3

Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

Hubbard Tool Division
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY

Newark Pittsburgh Chicago

Unit Rail Anchor

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY

PITTSBURGH, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.



62&-4 Advertisement

';>!

• IMPROVED FAIR Rail A
• MOD FAIR Rail Anchor

• XL-1 FAIR Rail Anchors

• Anchor Renewal Servic

• FAIR-FLEX Concrete Tl

• Standard Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise Joints

• Insulation

• Rail and Flange Lubricators

erslble Switch Point Protectors

IN CANADA:
I" PORTEC, LIMITED
t;' ^^ ,.

PRODUCTS OF PROGRESS

PORTEC inc
Pj.lway Products Division, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 60604



LEVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

in ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

.ELEcrnomo
heference

, FEELER
detects position
of track In spiral
or curve at every
tie and leeda
Information to

"Auto-Control"

UNER UNIT

WORKINO
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lining, levelling

and tamping.
It done.

RECEIVER
BUQQY
"Auto-Conirol"
conlinuoualy
positions
receivers
electronically lo

9atl8lY Ideal curve
requiroments and
establishes
re<)ulred amount
0/ track

correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

# Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

# Automatic, continuous operation for t>oth tangent and
curve tracl<.*

# No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

# No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place

simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping
tools.

# With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct

alignment.

•Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for

existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

Head Office & Plant— 2401 Ed-
mund Rd., West Columbia, S. C.

29169 • 803/794-9160
Plant— 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine (Montreal), Que., Canada
• 514/637-5531

Parts Depot— 1902 University

Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55115 •

612/645-5055

Sales, Service & Parts— Tamper
(Australia) Pty. Ltd., 34 Mcin-
tosh St., Airport West, G.P.O.
Melbourne, Victoria 3042, Aus-
tralia • 379-8441



626-6 Advertisement

WOODINGS-VERONATOOLWORKSn9w Pioneer Manufacturers

of

fflGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

w



AREA Publications—Price List

The following include some of the Association publications available from the

secretary's office on order. Prices shown are for Members only. Prices for non-
members can be obtained from Association Headquarters.

Member
Price

Manual of Recommended Practice, complete in 2 volumes, including binders

(first copy) $25.00

Extra binders, each 5.00

Annual Supplements (first copy) varies

Separate Chapters

1—Roadway and Ballast 2,00

3—Ties 50

4—RaU 1.00

5—Track 1.00

6—Buildings 2.00

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 1.25

8—Masonry 1.25

9—Highways 75

11—Engineering and Valuation Records 1.50

13—Environmental Engineering (formerly Water, Oil and Sanitation

Services ) 1.25

14—^Yards and Terminals 1.25

15—Iron and Steel Structures 1.25

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 1.00

17—Wood Preservation 75

18—Electricity (AAR Electrical Manual, $23.00 Complete with binder.

Separate Sections available, prices on request)

20—Contract Forms 1.50

22—Economics of Railway Labor 75

25—^Waterways and Harbors 50

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 75

28—Clearances 50

29—Waterproofing 50

Flexible-cover, loose-leaf binder for separate chapters, each 50

Portfolio of Trackwork Plans—138 plans, 8 sheets of specifications, 5 sheets

definitions of terms, complete with leatherette cover 15.00

Instructions for Care and Safe Operation of Welding and Grinding Equip-

ment—23 pages, flexible cover 30

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges (fixed spans)—70 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges—^73 pages, punched sheets 1.00

Structiu-al Fatigue and Steel Railroad Bridges—Proceedings of AREA Semi-

nar, 158 pages, flexible cover 2.00

626-7
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THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.



Report of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

'D. L. NoRD, Chairman

'M. L. KOEHLER,

Vice Chairman

J. M. Hayes, Secretary

'D. V. Messman

J. G. Clark
°M. O. Woxland
*R. I. SiMKINS

H. T. Alexander
H. A. Balke
D. S. Bechly
L. S. Beedle

A. B. Belkielu, Jr.

J. Behger
E. S. Birkenwald (E;
H. F. BOBER
E. Bond
E. T. Bond, Jr.

T. J. Boyle
J. C. Bridgefarmer
H. L. Chamberlain
J. S. Cooper
A. C CUDWORTH
L. F. Currier
A. C. Danks
J. W. Davidson
R. P. Davis (E)
H. E. Dearing
W. E. DOWLING
J. L. DURKEE
X. E. Ekrem
J. J. FlALA
G. F. Fox
E. F. Garland
G. K. GiLLAN
G. W. Haffey
J. W. Hartmann
R. A. Hartselle
A. Redefine
G. E. Henry
W. C. Howe
E. A. Johnson
E. \V. KlECKERS
K. H. Lenzen
Shu-t 'ien Li

T. J. Mearsheimer
J. MiCHALOS
W. G. Mitchell
R. F. MOLINE
G. E. Morris, Jr.

W. H. MUNSE
G. P. Nagtegaal
R. D. Nordstrom
R. A. Peteritas
A. L. PlEPMEIER

J. H. Powers
W. E. ROBEY
D. D. Rosen
G. W. Salmon
W. W. Sanders, Jr.

M. Schifal.\cqua
A. E. Schmidt
G. R. Shay
H. Solarte
A. P. Sousa

J. E. South
R. D. Spellman
J. E. Stallmeyer
J. D. Tapp, Jr.

W. M. Thatcher
D. O. Van Strien
R. N. Wagnon
H. T. Welty (E)
R. H. Wengenroth
W. Wilbur
A. J. Wood

Comtnittee

(E) Member Emeritus. . i.
•

Those whose names are shown in bold face, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman

and secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the

Engineering Division, AAR, Committee 15.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Revisions of specifications submitted for adoption have been published

in Part 1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

3. Protection of steel surfaces.

Report entitled "Corrosion of Deck Plates After 10 Years of Exposure"

was published in Bulletin 615, September-October 1968, pages U
through 21.

7. Bibliography and technical explanation of various requirements in the

AREA specifications relating to iron and steel structures.

Brief progress report, submitted as information page 628

Note—Discussion on subcommittee reports herein closes on May 1, 1969.

627
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628 Iron and Steel Structures

8. Specifications for coini^iatcd structural steel plate pipe, pipe-arches

and arches.

Your committee is reviewing the present specifications to determine

if any revisions would be desirable.

10. Continuous welded rail on bridges, collaborating as necessary or

desirable with Committee 31.

Accumulation of data continues, but there is no information for

presentation at this time.

The Committee on Iron and Steel Stkuctuhes,

D. L. NoRD, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 618, January 1969.

Report on Assignment 7

Bibliography and Technical Explanation of Various Requirements

in AREA Specifications Relating to Iron and Steel Structures

J. G. Clark (chairman, subcommittee), H. T. Alexander, L. S. Beedle, T. J.

Boyle, J. L. Durkee, J. M. Hayes, J. J. Fiala, G. F. Fox, A. Hedefine, D. V.
Messman, G. T. Nagtegaal, M. Schifalacqua, J. D. Tapp, R. H. Wengen-
ROTH, W. Wilbur.

Your committee is preparing a complete revision of the present Manual mate-

rial on this subject, which will become Part 9, Commentary and Bibliography, of

the new Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. The committee expects to have

Part 9 completed so that it can be submitted for adoption and publication in the

Manual next year.



Welded Railway Bridges*

70-6 J 8-

7

By M. L. KOEHLER

Engineer—Structures

Penn Central Company

^ou inij^ht ask the question, "Why should railroads be interested in Welded

Kailway Bridges?" The answer would be that a well designed welded bridge is

usually the most economical bridge the railroads can use.

Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures, of the American Railway Engineering

Association has submitted for adoption a completely revised Specification for Steel

Railway Bridges. This new specification will permit the engineer to use the many

new processes and materials that have become available, through research by the

various technical societies, to produce modern, economical structures. It should be

noted that the AREA and many other technical societies play an important part in

keeping their members informed of new developments and current trends. In fact,

these organizations are largely responsible for the continuing education of many

engineers.

One of the mast important revisions of the Committee 15 specifications is the

inclusion therein of specifications for welded railway bridges. The current AREA
specifications do not contain special provisions for welded railway bridges. Welded

bridges have been used extensively on our state highways and by a few railroads

for several years, and it is hoped that the new specification will promote a greater

use of welded bridge spans on all the railroads.

As a result of the research by technical societies, the designer today has avail-

able weldable grade structural steels ideally suited for welded structures, plus auto-

mated welding processes, that permit an unrestricted choice of design. Designing

the all-welded structure offers many possibilities to the bridge engineer, for many

of the old rigid rules of design dictated by the physical process of assembly of

riveted structures can be discarded. By proper consideration of the available mate-

rial, simplified details and connections, physical process of assembly and shop prac-

tices, the o\erall cost of a project can be reduced.

Before the design of a new structure is undertaken, the bridge engineer must

review the existing conditions at the site and the requirements to ascertain the type

of structure that he will recommend for installation at a particular location.

The data to be obtained at the site, preferably by a field survey, should

include:

• All required elevations and dimensions of the structure to clearly define

the field conditions.

• The physical condition of the mascmry of an existing structure or founda-

tion conditions, including test borings.

• Any proposed change in number of tracks.

• Increased clearances over streets, or increased waterway openings for

stream flow, tliat may be desired or re(iuired.

Note—Discussion open until May 1, 1969.
" Address pristnted before the Northeastern Regional Meeting of the American Railway

Kngineering Association, Boston, Mass., November 12, 1968.
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• Special conditions that should be considered, such as plans of governing

agencies to widen streets under multiple span structures.

The economic considerations which may affect the final choice of the particular

type of structure to be used, after a review of the field conditions has been made,

could be as follows:

• Requirements to maintain traffic during construction.

• Single span versus multiple spans with supports.

• Study of special design types to obtain the most economical structure.

The material most commonly used for welded structures is ASTM Specification

A 36 structural steel. When high-strength low-alloy structural steel is desired, A 441

or A 588 may be used.

A 588 is a new specification for high-strength low-alloy structural steel with

an atmospheric corrosion resistance approximately four times that of structural car-

bon steel. This material is frequently used for deck plates of ballasted-deck bridges.

High-strength steel should not be used where the number of loading cycles may

be critical in fatigue, such as in floor systems and hangers, since the fatigue strength

of tlie high-strength steel is about the same as A 36 steel

The A 36 structural steel should be specified to be sihcon-killed fine-grain

practice for use in flange plates of thickness over 1 inch for welded girders. Welds

connecting the girder flange to the web should be made with automatic submerged

arc weld providing a full penetration weld for deck girder spans.

The fabrication and erection problems should be considered by the designer

to insure that the most economical procedure is used.

The economical selection of material may require the following considerations:

• Flange plates for welded girders should be selected in normally rolled

sizes to avoid "extras" and to prevent delays for special rollings.

• Flange splices should be eliminated where possible or held to a minimum.

The cost of a flange plate butt weld usually is far in excess of the savings

in cost of the material eliminated.

• Common sizes or thicknesses should be used to the maximum extent for a

particular project.

• Stock size material should be used when possible.

The shop details should be simplified as much as possible, observing the

following:

• Welds for assembly of girders should be fully accessible, easy to make.

• Minimum amount of handling and turning of the structure during fabrica-

tion should be required.

• Maximum use should be made of economical welding positions, i.e., down
welding.

• Minimum number of different lengths of each size of material should be

used.

• Maximum use of each welding detail should be employed.
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With the prevalent high cost of field labor, tlie designer must consider the

elimination of field work:

• Spans should be fully assembled in the shop whenever possible.

• Field assembly, where required, should make maximum use of high-

strength bolts.

• Shop-assembled spans should be fully painted in the shop.

Although most of the structural fabricators can produce welded fabrication,

it is important to select a fabricator with a fully equipped shop and thoroughly

qualified personnel to do the work in a satisfactory manner. Prior to contracting the

work, a visit to the fabricator's plant should be made to determine if it is satisfac-

torily equipped to handle the work in the required manner and also to check the

quality of his work. All shop welding operators should be qualified and evidence

of their qualification should be available for inspection. The shop must be expe-

rienced in making allowance for weld shrinkage in laying out and assembling parts.

Girders should not be trimmed to required length until the welding is completed.

Good shop inspection is most important to insure proper welding and fit of

parts. The tolerances should be early specified and fabricated work must be within

the tolerances to be acceptable. This is an important item since some fabricators are

not experienced in keeping distortion to a minimum, especially when welding a new

type of span.

TYPES OF BRIDGE SPANS

With tlie reliable electric arc welding process and the available fully weldable

steels, the bridge engineer is no longer restricted in his choice of design. Totally

new concepts of design are available; their innovation is all it takes to obtain

economical structures.

The bridge spans described and illustrated below were designed and erected

by Penn Central people:

Beam Spans

Slide 1 shows a two-span continuous beam bridge fabricated by welding. The

bridge is 66 ft 6 inches long and the beams are 33 inches wide flange at 220 lb.

These structures are easily fabricated, with a minimum amount of shop work.

They may be obtained from a large number of the smaller fabricators at competitive

prices. For simple spans of 36 ft or less, without complications, they cannot be

excelled for economy. By use of properly designed steel H-pile bents, multiple spans

can be used to build a steel trestle span. All fully assembled spans have four coats

of paint applied in the shop. Where conditions arc suitable for continuous spans,

further economy can be obtained.

Welded Deck Girders

Slide 2 shows welded deck girder spans constructed entirely from plates. They

have a standardized cross frame and lateral system. Shop fabrication is simplified,

handling of the structure during fabrication is minimized. The number of pieces to

be assembled and the number of different size pieces used is reduced. The girders

usually can be fully assembled and given four coats of paint in the shop, reducing

field work.

Slide 3 shows details of lateral connection to web and stiHener of the girder.

The connection is a full butt weld and eliminates the large connection plate common
in riveted girders. The connection details are designed to minimize future mainte-
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nance. Draftinj; time is j,'reatly reduced. By use of a unifomi top flange plate,

resulting from an economical approach in selecting the plate size, tie dapping is

uinform, providing simplified field erection.

Through girder spans, when required by existing conditions, can he made with

all-welded girders using the same basic principles of the deck girder spans. How-

e\er, due to the large amount of field labor recjuired in assembly, it is presently

more economical to use a floor system designed for installation with high-strength

bolts.

Welded Box Girder Spans

Slide 4 shows a welded bo.x girder span being moved to erection site.

Constructed entirely from plates, this bridge uses full-width top and bottom

flange plates, two web plates and full-depth diaphragms. Basically, the entire struc-

ture is designed as a unit, and the top and bottom full-width flange plates and the

diaphragms fulfill the functions of the cross bracing and lateral bracing system of

the deck girder design. This structure contains many of the advantages previously

given for the welded deck girders. Alternate stiffeners are eliminated by the

diaphragms.

Slide 5—This welded box gutler span, 122 ft long and weighing 110 tons, is

constructed entirely from plates.

Slide 6 shows the span being lifted into position by two wreck derricks.

Slide 7, a side view of the span, which clearly shows the clean appearance

obtained. Obviously the maintenance should be greatly reduced on spans of this

type.

Slide 8 type shows the solid top deck plate to which every third tie is fastened

with hook bolts.

Special Orthotropic Type Span

Truly a product of need and innovation, the orthotropic or multi-web type of

structure was developed to provide a single-span bridge which provided maximum
under-clearance with a minimum track raise and no side clearance restrictions. This

type of span is shown in slide 9. The design is unique in that the top plate serves

a number of functions: as the top flange of the three main girders, the top flange

of the diaphragms, the deck plate and the lateral bracing system.

Slide 10 is an end view of multiple web type span.

Slide 11—The span is easily lifted by wreck derricks for installation. The span

shown weighs 73 tons. Note the shallow depth relative to the length of 65 ft.

Slide 12 shows a new span prepared for installation. The deck timber Ls in

place.

These spans are designed for pemiissible live-load deflection, permitting use of

larger span-to-depth ratios, i.e., thinner spans. The resultant unit stresses are not

critical when so designed.

The costs of maintaining traffic can be minimized or eliminated when these

spans are used to replace through girder bridges with a floor system and common
center girders. Field erection costs are less than replacing through girder bridges

in kind.

When required, side plates can be added to the deck plate to retain ballast,

for ballasted roadbed construction.

If required, the spans can be designed as continuous structures where ratio

of span lengths is satisfactory.
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Intermediate stifFeners can be eliminated by iisinjj slij^htly thicker web, thus

prcducinu a saving in the fabrication and welding of stideners.

Slide 12A shows an orthotropic section as the floor system in a through girder

d"sign. This portion of the bridge had sufficient capacity for E 72 loading at

30 mph.

Slide 12B—When high-strength bolted coiniections were made to side girders

the bridge attained its design strength for maximum speed.

Slide 12C—This design permitted the use of shallower girders recjuired for

proper clearance with close track centers.

Slide 13—View of lifting lugs welded to the deck at each end of the spans.

Slide 14—Another view of the lifting lugs, which provide a quick, positive

means of connecting. They also provide correct balance and load distribution for

safe handling in shop and during erectioa

Slide 15—A single-span orthotropic type span replaces old former three-span

structure, easily maintaining all clearance requirements.

Slide 16—All-weld;'d transfer ])ridge 100 ft long. The welded design simplified

the shallow depth portion of girders at the outer end of bridge.

Slide 17—An orthotropic type span with ballasted deck over a city street in

Philadelphia. This span is 91 ft 6 inches long and 6 ft 8 inches in depth. Note the

position of the old girders of bridge being replaced. The old floor system was re-

moved and the new span placed without removing the old girders. The girders were

removed later and the side plates and ballast installed.

Standard Steel Trestles

1. Development of Design

Slide 18 is a view of the standard steel trestle, 36-ft spans on H-pile bents,

which was first conceived as an emergency steel trestle, using remodeled fit girders

or new welded spans, for quick replacement of bridges damaged by wrecks or

floods. Based on experience gained in using this design over .several years, the

emergency steel trestle plan was completely revised and re-issued as a standard

steel trestle span. The plan was further revised in 1966 to include a greater num-

ber of span lengths. The plan was issued in half-size prints along with instructions

for use as emergency steel trestles.

2. Emergency Spans

Based on cost data and field experience gained in installing standard types of

steel trestles, it was decided to order and stock at our material storage yard, a

nominal amount of material for emergency use. Currently on hand, ready for im-

mediate use, is sufficient material to construct 140 ft of bridge. This includes the

necessary steel H-piling, pile caps, steel beam spans ( four 35-ft sections ) high-

strength bolts and ties. Should a particular emergency require a greater length of

bridge than 140 ft, the additional material can be obtained from local suppliers

and be undergoing fabrication while the stored material is being installed.

3. Specified Matcruil RcddiJtj AvtiiUihle

All material used in the design of the steel trestle is standard rolled shapes

and .sections. This material is commonly stocked by steel warehouses. Plans pro\ idt-

a choice of .section sizes that may be u.sed for the beam span portion for most span

lengths, providing alternates in case of emergency. Plans show minimum strength
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or size of members required. In an emergency, field personnel can easily detennine

if a readily available similar member can be substituted.

Slide 19 shows an old timber trestle to be replaced. Drift easily collects against

the timber bents, creating a fire hazard and potential washout. The same location

after replacement with a steel trestle is shown on slide 20. The longer .spans pro-

vide improved waterway and eliminate drift problems.

Slide 21 is a view of the steel trestle showing the concrete protective enca.se-

ment on H-piles at ground line to minimize future maintenance.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the fact diat a structure has been designed for welded fabrica-

tion does not always guarantee a satisfactory or economical structure. It is regret-

table that even today many engineers think in terms of riveted structure practices

when they design all-welded structures. A structure must be designed with proper

material, details and welding procedures, then the fabrication must be strictly done

in accordance with the plans.

Usefulness, economy, reliability and reduced future maintenance can be ob-

tained by proper design with welding.
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Slide 1—Two-Span continuous beam bridge fabricated by welding.

Slide 2—Welded deck girder spans constructed entirely from plates. They have a

standardized cross frame and lateral system.

llul. 618
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Slide 3—Details of lateral connection to web and stifFener of the girder.

Slide 4—Welded box girder span being moved to erection site.
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Slide 5—This welded girder span, 122 ft long and weighing 110 tons,

is constructed entirely from plates.

Slide 6—The span is being lifted into position by two wreck derricks.
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Slide 7—This side view of the span
clearly shows the clean appearance
obtained.

Slide 8—This view shows the solid

lop deck plates to which every third tie

is fastened with hook bolts.
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Slide 9—A multiple-web or orthotropic type span.
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Slide 10—End view of multiple-web type span.
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Slide 11—The span is easily lifted by wreck derricks for installation. The span
shown weighs 73 tons. Note the shallow depth relative to the length of 65 ft.

i

Slide 12—New span prepared for installation. Deck timber is in place.
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Slide 12A—Shows an orthotropic section as the floor system in a through
girder design.

Slide 12B—When hiKh-strennth bolted coniieclions wore made to side girders, the
bridge attained its design strength for maximum speed.
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Slide 12C—This design permitted the use of shallower girders required
for proper clearance with close track centers.

i
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Slide 13—View of lifting lugs welded to the deck al tacli eiul ol tlic >|jaii.

Slide 14—Another view of the lifting lugs, which provide quick, positive
means of connection. They also provide correct halance and load distribution for

safe handling in shop and during erection.
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Slide 15—A single span orthotropic type span replaces former three-span structure,

easily maintaining all clearance requirements.

ABUTMENT

LONGlTUDtNAL SECTION

Slide 16—All-welded transfer bridge 100 ft long. The welded design simplified

the shallow depth portion of girders at the outer end of bridge.
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Slide 17—An orthotropic type span with ballasted deck over a cit) street

Philadelphia. This span is 91 ft 6 inches long and 6 ft 8 inches in depth.

Slide IS—Standard steel trestle, .'Ui-lt spans on Il-pile bents.
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Slide 19—Old timber trestle to

be replaced.

Slide 20—The same location after replacement with a steel trestle.
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Slide 21—View of the steel trestle showing the concrete protective encasement
on H-piles at ground line to minimize future maintenance.
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Report on Assignment 1

Steel

Collaborating with Committee 15

D. S. Bechly (chairman, subcommittee), L. N. Bigelow, E. S. Birkenwald, G. F.

Dalquist, O. J. Duffy, L. R. Kubacki, K. H. Lenzen, J. F. Marsh, James
MicHALOs, W. H. MuNSE, A. L. PiEPMEiR, M. J. Plumb, C. a. Roberts, C. R.

Sanders, W. W. Sanders, Jr., H. Solarte, J. E. South, M. E. Weller.

The AAR Research Center staff has completed a prehminary report on the

testing of a 200-ft tru^is span on the BurHngton Lines near Sumner, Mo., as part

of a study in determining hve-load and impact stresses in trusses of modern design.

Furthermore, the staff has prepared a prehminary report on the frequency of oc-

currence of maximum stresses in stringers and ffoorbeams of a Chicago & North

Western Railway bridge subjected to unit train loading near Geneva, 111.

Revisions to both reports have been requested by the committee before distri-

bution is made in early 1969.

Report on Assignment 4

Electronic Computers

Collaborating with Committees 15, 16 and 32

E. R. Andrlek (chairman, subcommittee), A. J. S. Carr, J. W. Davidson, N. E.

Ekrem, D. J. Engle, R. J. Fisher, A. D. M. Lewis, D. F. Lyons, C. H. New-
LiN, M. Noyszewski, E. N. Wilson, D. R. Wright.

During 1968 two computer programs for railway truss bridges were prepared

under the guidance of this committee. The programs are written in FORTRAN by

Professor E. N. Wilson, a member of Committee 30, with funds provided by the

Research Department, Association of American Railroads.

One program is a modification of the truss stress analysis program produced

last year, now prepared specifically for the more common types of trusses, namely,

simply supported and symmetric Pratt, Howe and Warren trusses. The use of this

program simplifies input, reduces running time on the computer and requires less

computer storage.

The other program is for rating railway truss bridges. From input specifying

the dead loading, truss geometry, type of member materials and the area and

L/r of members, the program calculates member capacities and Cooper ratings at

full speed and at three reduced speeds according to AREA rating rules and per-

missible stresses. As in the other programs, the truss may be simply supported or

continuous and may have counter diagonals or be internally indeterminate.

The Truss Programs and the Moving Load Program are available from the

AAR at a nominal charge. The committee plans next to develop a program for

analysis and rating of girder spans.
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A. E. Lewis
\V. D. LOVELL
J. K. Lynch
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> Died July 30, 1968.
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4. Drainage and culverts.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption were published in

Part 1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

5. Specifications for pipelines for conveying flammable and nonflammable

substances, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 15

and 20.

Progress report, submitted as information page 654

6. Roadway: formation and protection.

(a) Roadbed stabilization.

(b) Special treatments for subgrade improvement.

(c) Hydraulic fills, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Com-
mittee 25.

Progress report, submitted as information page 655

7. Tunnels.

(a) Ventilation.

(b) Methods used to increase clearance, collaborating as necessary

or desirable with Committee 28.

(c) Methods of open cutting.

Study in progress. No report.

8. Fences.

Study in progress to revise Manual material but no report.

9. Roadway signs.

(a) Reflectorized and luminous roadway signs, collaborating as

necessary or desirable with Committees 5 and 9, and with the

Communication and Signal Section, AAR.

No report.

10. Ballast.

(a) Tests.

( b ) Special types of ballast.

Progress report, submitted as information page 656

11. Control of vegetation, collaborating as necessary or desirable with

Communication and Signal Section, AAR.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption were published in

Part 1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

The Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

C. E. Webb, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 619, February 1969.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

L. J. Deno (chairman, subcoiiiuiittec), R. D. Baldwin, M. W. Cox, \V. M. Dowdy,
E. E. Fakkis, G. F. Nigh, F. L. Pkckoveh, E. L. Robinson, Jr., J. B. Wacken-
HUT, N. E. Whitney, Jr., D. H. Yazell.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption were published in Part 1 of

Bulletin 617, December 1968. The specifications for prefabricated corruj?ated steel

pipe iind pipe-arches for culverts and underdrains printed therein is intended to

completely replace the present Manual material on pages 1-4-6 through 1^4-12.

The tabulation entitled "Types and Characteristics of Herbicides Commonly Used
on Railroads" is to be added to the material on Railroad Vegetation Control, Part 9,

Chapter 1.

Report on Assignment 2

Physical Properties of Earth Materials

F. L. Peckover (chairman, subcommittee), H. F. Davenport, W. P. Eshbaugh,
J. B. Farris, W. G. Murph\', J. E. Newby.

Revision of Chapter 1, Part 1—Roadway, of the Manual (to be renamed Road-

bed) is proposed. The present material in the Manual on this subject has been

assembled and revised over many years and is not in logical sequence. It has been

decided to redraft Part 1 completely rather than to attempt a step-by-step rear-

rangement.

A framework for the revision has been drawn up with the aim of showing
the choice of metiiods and evaluating the judgment factors involved in dealing

with specific problems in designing new branch lines and in maintaining or

upgrading existing lines.

Committee members who are well qualified in particular aspects of this subject

have been invited to contribute to the revision. Drafts of Sections on Exploration

and Testing, and Design will be prepared first, followed by Sections on Construc-

tion and Maintenance.

Report on Assignment 3

Natural Waterways: Prevention of Erosion

N. E. Whitney, Jr. (chairnum, subcommittee), M. L. Atkins, H. E. Bartlett,
G. W. Becker, G. W. Deulin, J. S. Felton, S. W. Sweet, M. Van Kuhcen,
S. S. Vinton.

Your committee is reviewing the present Manual material on runoff formulas

and size of waterway openings. This was last done in 1961, and the conmiittee

suggests that members review the information report on this subject starting on

page 686 in Bulletin 563, February 1961 (Proceedings Vol. 62). The committee

proposes to update this report and present it as Manual material in the near future.
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lour comniittee would like to recommend a puhiieation on this subject: Vni-

vcrsity of Illinois- En^,iiic'ciin^. Experiment Station Bulletin No. 462, "Hydrolojiic

Determination of Waterway Areas for the Design of Drainage Structures in Small

Drainage Basins," by Professor Ven Te Chow, price $1.50. This publication is of

general interest because of its historical review of various formulas and its complete

bibliography.

Report on Assignment 5

Specifications for Pipelines for Conveying Flammable
and Non-Flammable Substances

Collaborating with Committees 15 and 20

E. E. Fahris (chairman, subcommittee), R. H. Beedeh, C. R. Bercjm.^n, C. B. Harkis,
H. L. Van Horn, M. E. V().sseller, A. J. Wecmann.

Your committee submits the following report as information.

1. In line with the recommendation of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Struc-

tures, to increase the live load for bridge design from Cooper E 72 to E 80, which

has been adopted and published in Chapter 15 of the Manual, this subcommittee

is now reviewing specific proposals for revisions of Chapter 1 Manual material so

as to recommend live load planning based on the Cooper E 80 loading.

2. The proposed revisions being studied also recommend that all pipelines car-

rying flammable materials meet a single standard for stress requirements—adequate

to handle liquid petroleum gas needs, for example.

There have been several instances where pipelines approved for one material

and pressure have been found actually to be carrying another material at consid-

erably higher pressure, without action having been taken by the pipeline company
to secure railroad approval of the changed stresses and products.

Railroads are not equipped to monitor pipeline usage, nor should they be

expected to do so. They can, however, be expected to protect themselves by requir-

ing design criteria adequate to meet such changes in usage, and to resist proposals

for lower safety factors based on population density indexes ( USAS B 31.8-1967,

Par. 841 )—which are assumptions at best.

It must be remembered that complying with retjuests for stronger construction

would result in improving the pipeline installation and would not impose a hazard

on the pipeline operation, whereas not making such demands means the automatic

assumption of additional, predictable, risks to railroad operation, with no com-

pensating benefit.

Several instances of severe damage to railroad equipment and track have resulted

from rupture of lines located several hundred feet from track. Hanging clouds of

escaped liquid petroleum gas in valleys ( a typical railroad installation ) have erupted

into an inferno several miles long when ignited.

3. The Research Council on Pipeline Crossings of Railroads and Highways

(American Society of Civil Engineers, Pipeline Divsion) has made distribution of

the Battelle Memorial Institute's summary report, entitled "Experimental Evaluation

of Simulated, Uncased Pipeline Crossings of Railroads and Highways," dated April

15, 1968, and is meeting to consider it. (Your subcommittee has a representative
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on this council, but there have been no joint meetuigs since 1965, pending this

report. ) The report is based, in j^ootl measure, on tests performed by the Association

of American Railroads Research Center since 1964.

Report on Assignment 6

Roadway: Formation and Protection

(a) Roadbed Stabilization

(b) Special Treatments for Subgrade Improvement
(c) Hydraulic Fills

G. F. Nigh (chairman, .suhcommittee), D. L. Bloem, S. F. Blhmeistku, 1. P. (jkjk,

H. K. EcGLESTON, J. F. F'avcosh, E. M. Hardin, H. O. Ihkland, E. C. Jokdan,

A. E. Lewis, \V. C. Mvhphy, J. E. \ewby, S. R. Fettit, W. J. Sponseller.

Your committee submits tlie followinj^ as information.

Study is in progress on Assignments (a), Roadbed Stabilization, and (b),

Special Treatments for Subgrade Improvement, but has been curtailed due to loss

of AAR Research Center personnel.

In connection with Assignment (c). Hydraulic Fills, your committee has

reviewed specifications for such work with the intention of preparing specifications

suitable for use b\' railroads. Howe\er, it was later decided, in view of the geo-

graphical limitations for use of hydraulic fills on railroads and the relative newness

of the method for building anything except levees, that the following information

report concerning the possibility' of its iLse would be more appropriate at this time.

HYDRAULIC FILLS FOR USE BY RAILROADS

Hydraulic fills have a limited use on railroad property; however, under certain

conditions, the hydraulic method may be the most economical method of construct-

ing a fill for railroad purposes—either to support tracks or to provide industrial

land for railroad use. Where such fill might be desired in the pro.\iinit> of necessary

dredging operations, the economy might be cjuite considerable.

Hydraulic fills have been used effectively by the U. S. Corps of Engineers aiul

by .several state highway departments. In general, fills for railroad purposes may

require less density' than is used in hydraulic fills for levees. A mechanical com-

position of not less than 95 percent by weight passing a Ai-inch sieve and not more

than 10 percent by weight passing a U. S. Standard Sieve Xo. 200 is satisfactory-

for most hydraulic fills that would be constructed for railroads.

While placing hydraulic fill material for an embankment, free outlets should

be provided to conduct waste water away from the embankment. A retaining dike

transverse to the alignment of fill should be constructed immediateh- Ix-yond each

outlet and not breached until tlu- discharge pipe approaches tlic dike.

If it becomes nece.ssary to stockpile hydraulic fill material for subscviuent

rehandling and placing, it should be placed and compacted the same as ain other

borrow material of similar texture.

Hydraulic fill materials can be measured for payment by the ciil)j( yard by

the average-end-area method from cross sections of the area to Ix' filled taken imme-

diately prior to the filling operations and from the theoretical grades, side slopes
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and crown widths intended. This payment can compensate for the contractor's cost

of furnishing plant, labor and incidentals necessary to place the fill, including water

for moisture control for rehandling and placing hydraulic materials.

Report on Assignment 10

Ballast

E. L. RoiuNSON (cliaiivian, subcommittee), R. H. Beeuer, D. L. Bloem, H. K.

Eggleston, G. E. Ellis, W. D. Lovell, W. C. McCormick, F. P. Nichols,
R. H. Peterson, N. B. Roberts, E. L. Woods.

Your committee submits the following as infoniiation.

An extensive investigation is now being conducted at the AAR Research Cen-

ter at the request and expense of the Department of Transportation to compare

the action, under static and repeated loads, of regular ballast and ballast bound
with a rubber-like material applied as an emulsion.

For this investigation a 9-ft-long section of track was built between wooden
bulkheads centered under an Amsler hydraulic jack. The track consists of two 132-lb

rails 6 ft long on four 14-inch tie plates fastened to two 7-inch by 9-inch by 8-ft

6-inch oak ties at 20-inch centers. The ties bear on 12 inches of compacted quartzite

ballast supported on 3 ft of loamy sand subgrade compacted to 95 percent of its

standard proctor density. After the test track panel is positioned on the 12-inch

balla.'*t, the cribs are filled with ballast to the tops of the ties and the section

dressed to conform to the recommendations in Chapter 1—Roadway and Ballast,

of the Manual.

The instrumentation is planned to secure the following data under static and

repeated loads:

1. The pressure of the ballast on the subgrade at ten different locations under

and between the ties.

2. The vertical accelerate of the subgrade under the two ties.

3. The settlement of the subgrade at three locations between the ties.

4. The settlement of the ballast directly under the ties at locations under

the rails and center of track.

5. The settlement of the top of the ends of the ties, under the tie plates

and top of ties at center line of track.

6. The vertical acceleration of the ties at the center line of track.

7. The settlement of the rails over the ties.

8. The resistance of the track against lateral movement with various mag-

nitudes of vertical loads on the rails.

The test variables are the type of ballast (either treated or untreated); the rate

of dynamic loading ( either 250 load applications per minute, representative of a

train speed of 120 mph, or 500 load applications per minute, representative of a

train speed of 240 mph); and intensity of loading (either 25,000 lb on the two

ties, representative of axle loads of 31,000 lb, or 50,000 lb, representative of 62,000'-

Ib axle loads). Each variable will be investigated under a total of 3,000,000 appli-

cations of the dynamic loads with instrument recordings every 500,OOC cycles.
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Upon completion of a test involving one of the variables, the loading beam,

and the track panel of rails, tie plates and ties are removed. All the ballast and the

top 6 inches of the subgrade are removed. The next 6 inches of the snbgrade is then

scarified and recompacted to the specified density. The top 6 inches of the sub-

grade is replaced and compacted and tlie pressure cells, settlement gages and

accelerometers are accurately placed on the subgrade. Six inches of ballast is placed

on the subgrade and compacted by hand tampers. The next 6 inclies of ballast

is then placed and tamped. The track section with new ties is placed on the ballast

and then the cribs are filled with ballast and tamped. This procedure is repeated

eight times to secure the necessary data on the variables involved.

The final report to the Department of Transportation will include a complete

description with drawings and photographs of the test procedure and suitable tables

and graphs to show the test results, followed by a statement of indicated

conclusions.



Ground Rules for Discussion Section

As announced in the September-October 1968 issue of the AREA News, the

Board of Direction has approved the pubHcation of comments on the reports and

papers published in the six technical issues of the AREA Bulletin, by either

members or non-nicmbers.

These comments will be printed in a special discussion section located in the

back of the Bulletin and in accordance with the procedures oudined below. The
purpose of the new section is to stimulate greater interest in the published reports

and papers and to offer to those not involved in their preparation the opportunity

to present their thoughts on the different subjects, whether pro or con, based on

their knowledge and experience.

The September-October 1968 issue of the Bulletin, which is the first publica-

tion in Proceedings Volume 70 (1969), is the first in which papers and reports are

offered for open discussion. Therefore, for the information and guidance of all

concerned, here are the ground rules adopted by tlie Board for handling and

publishing comments on AREA published papers and reports:

• Letter containing comments must be addressed to executive secretary, be

received by the deadline published with paper, contain identification number of

paper or report, and be identified with writer's signature, typed or printed name,

title, company and full address, including zip code.

• Reader's c-omments will be forwarded to author or appropriate committee

for further comments or rebuttal.

• Both reader's comments and author's reply will be published at the same

time and in the earliest Bulletin having space available (at start of program, com-

ments received soon after publication may be published before deadhne).

• All comments must be in good taste, add to discussion on the subject of

paper or report, and be constructive in nature.

• Board Committee on Publications will be the review or mediation group

should some problem or sometliing questionable arise.

• After deadline, no further comments on a particular paper or report will

be accepted for publication, unless extenuating circumstances exist.

Identification number of papers open to discussion will be located near the

title and must be used in comments to positively identify the paper to which they

refer. Comments on committee reports should refer to the proper committee and

assignment numbers.

Deadline for comments will be given in a footnote on the first page of the

paper or committee report, the latter covering all of the subcommittee reports of

that particular committee. In general, this deadline will be appro.vimately 90 days

after date of issue. However, this will vary to some extent because the intervals

between issues of the Bulletin are not constant throughout the Association's publica-

tion year, which extends from September to July, inclusive.

The Board of Direction feels that, with the cooperation and interest of all

concerned, discussions on papers and reports published by the Association should

prove to be both stimulating and informative.
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Report of Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

'K. C. Edscorn,
Chairman
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G. H. Nash
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"O. W. Smith
R. B. Smith
G. H. Way
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F. M. Whitmore
J. L. Williams
H. K. Wyant
C. W. York

Committee

( E ) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, \ice chairman and
secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the

Engineerinc Division, AAR, Committee 3.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Brief progress statement, submitted as information page 660

2. Cross and switch ties.

(a) Keep up to date specifications for cross and switch ties.

No report.

(b) Extent of adherence to .specifications for cro.ss and switch ties as

observed on field inspections.

Progress report, submitted as information page 661

(c) Possible revision of cross tie design and/or .spacing, collaborating

with Committee 5.

Progress report, submitted as information page 661

3. Wood Preservatives.

(a) Keep up to date specifications for preservatives.

Brief progress statement, submitted as information page 661

( b ) New preservatives.

Brief progress statement, submitfcd as information page 661

Note—Di.scussion on subcommittee reports heroin closes on May 1, 1969

659
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4. Preservative treatment of forest products.

(a) Keep up to date .specifications for treatment.

Brief proj^ress .statement, submitted as inioimatiun page 662

(b) Methods of conditioning prior to treatment.

No report.

(e) Advi.sability of preparing specifications to cover care and handling

of forest products before and after treatment.

No report.

5. Sei^vice records of forest products.

(a) Annual tie renewal statistics as furnished by the Economics and

Finance Department, AAR.
Progress report, submitted as information page 662

(b) Marine organisms.

Progress report, submitted as information page 662

(c) Service test records of forest products used in railroad construc-

tion and maintenance.

Progress reports on termite control investigation and B&O tie test,

presented as information page 664

6. Collaborate with AAR Research Department and other organizations

in research and other matters of mutual interest.

No report.

The Committee on Ties and Wood Preservation,

K. C. Edscorn, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 619, Febiuar\' 1969

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

F. J. Fudge (chairman, suhcommittee), W. F. Arksey, K. C. Edscorn, D. E.
Embling, W. E. Fuhr, R. P. Hughes, M. A. Lane, O. W. Smith, R. B. Smith,

J. L. Williams.

Chapter 3 of the Manual has been reviewed and no changes are recommended
at this time.
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Report on Assignment 2

Cross and Switch Ties

E. M. CuMMiNGs (chairman, sitbcommiitee), H. C. Archdeacon, W. F. Arksey,
C. P. Bird, G. B. Boggs, P. D. Brentlinger, K. C. Edscorn, F. J. Fudge,

J. K. Gloster, F. F. Hornig, W. R. Jacobson, M. A. Lane, T. F. Maloney,
G. H. Nash, R. C. Weller, C. W. York.

(B) EXTENT OF ADHERENCE TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS AND SWITCH TIES

AS OBSERVED ON FIELD INSPECTIONS

In May 1968, eleven members of Committee 3 inspected cross and switch

ties at two treating plants, one located in Newport, Del., and the other in Fulton,

Va. Both plants were found to have good housekeeping practices and gootl drainage.

Tie stacking was generally good.

Ties inspected at both plants were mostly white or red oak; some, however,

were of mixed hardwoods. One plant had some pine ties. The quality of the ties

was found to be good, inspection having been performed at the loading point. One
plant dowelled all No. 3-A, No. 4 and No. 5 ties while green and used C-irons on

all No. Vs and No. 2's. The other plant dowelled ties selectively. At one location

the ties were incised green as they were unloaded.

The size specification in effect closely followed AREA recommendations and

adherence thereto was found to be good. Ties were branded to indicate size.

(C) POSSIBLE REVISION OF CROSS TIE DESIGN AND/OR SPACING

During the past year your committee conducted a survey to gather opinions

on increased tie spacing. Of the roads returning the questionnaire which the com-

mittee sent out, more tlian 50 percent indicated that they either favored no increased

tie spacing or at least favored no specification to cover any Increases. Several indi-

cated they desired to await the outcome of the tie test being conducted on the

Chicago & North Western Railway under the co-.sponsorship of the Railway Tic

Association and the Association of American Railroads. In view of these opinions

it Ls felt that this subject should be held in abeyance for further study at a later

date.

Report on Assignment 3

Wood Preservatives

(chairman, stihcammiltec), W. 1". .\hksi:v, A. B. Baker, R. G. Bhohauc;h,
C. A. Burdell, D. L. Davies, R. F. Dreitzler, K. C. Edscorn, W. R. Jacob-
son, L. M. .Nichols, T. H. Patrick, O. VV. Smith, H. K. W'vant, R. G.
Zietlow.

(A) KEEP UP TO DATE SPECIFICATIONS FOR PRESERVATIVES

All specifications for preservatives in Chapter 17 of the .Manual arc up to date.

(B) NEW PRESERVATIVES

No new preservatives ha\c come to the attention of the connnittee since its

last report.
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Report on Assignment 4

Preservative Treatment of Forest Products

L. C. CoLMSTEH {cluiinuan, suhcoinniittce), W. F. Ahksey, C^ W. Bke.nton, C. A.
BuHDELL, R. E. Case, D. L. Dames, R. F. Dheitzlek, K. C. Ei)sc:okn, T. H.
Pahuck, R. R. Smith, F. M. Whitmore, R. C. Zietlow.

(A) KEEP UP TO DATE SPECIFICATIONS FOR TREATMENT

Duiinu; the past year there have been no changes in the specifications for treat-

ment of forest products.

\our committee is reviewing proposed revisions to the Specifications for Pres-

sure Treatment of Wood to Make It Fire Resistant, Chapter 17 of the Manual, and
if the revisions are approved by the committee, they will be sul:)mitted for adoption

next year.

Report on Assignment 5

Service Records of Forest Products

J. T. Slocomb (chairman, suhcommittee), W. F. Arksey, A. B. B.\keh, M. J.

Crespo, E. C. Edscorn, F. J. Fudge, R. P. Hughes, H. C. Martin, \\. B.

Radkey, J. L. Williams.

(A) ANNUAL TIE RENEWAL STATISTICS AS FURNISHED BY THE ECONOMICS
AND FINANCE DEPARTMENT, AAR

The annual statistics compiled by the Economics and Finance Department,

AAR, providing information on cross tie renewals and average cost data for 1967,

were published in Bulletin 614, June-July 1968.

(B) MARINE ORGANISMS

Under this assignment your committee submits as information excerpts from

two papers presented before the 1968 annual meeting of the American Wood
Preservers' Association, as follows:

° Throughout much of the present century, economic factors coupled with lack

of information and the shortcomings of inspection methods, led to the treatment of

many marine piling with creosotes that were deficient in resistance to leaching and

toxicity to limnoria. Freciuently, inadequate retentions contributed to the generally

poor performance of creosoted piling in the warmer harbors. It is believed that

with strict attention to oil finality and retention, creosoted piling can be produced

which will econonu'cally serve in many harbors that present only a moderate lim-

noria hazard. Where conditions are highly favorably both to the propagation o[

limnoria and the depletion or degradation of creosote, some form of supplemental)'

protection is needed. Tests by a number of investigators are in progress to com-
pare the effectiveness and economy of three approaches to supplementary protec-

tion—mechanical barriers in the form of shields and wrapping, pretreatments with

waterborne copper compounds, and toxic chemicals as additives to creosote.

* Excerpt from paper entitled "Further TliouKhLs Regarding Variable Performance of Creo-
soted Marine Piling," by R. H. Baeschler, Wood Preservation Specialist, Forest Products Laliora-
tor>'. Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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""The Port of Los Angeles has been active for more than 25 years in an

attempt to solve the problem of marine borer attack on creosoted wootl piles. Our
earl\- studies were spent in tryinj? to fortify creosote by various mearts. While this

produced a measure of technical success, it was economically unfeasible at that

time and our efforts were diverted to other methods of pile protection.

The most obvious start was to devise some sort of pile barrier tliat could be

economically installed on existing piles in-place.

Pile barrier research in Los Angeles began in tlie early 20's but was abandoned

within a few years because of the limited number and the cost of application of

the then available jacketing materials. Renewed interest began with the availability

of .synthetic elastomers such as neoprene, polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl

chloride, etc. In the late 30's our research was centered on obtaining jacketing

material wliich was:

L Reasonably inexpensive.

2. Stable in seawater.

3. Not affected by either creosote or petroleum.

4. Not appreciably affected by actintic light.

5. High in tear strength, adequately resistant to abrasion, impact, etc.

6. Immune or re!ati\cly immune to attack by marine borers.

The experiments which followed narrowed our choice of plastic materials down
to only two. These were polyvinyl chloride and polyethelene. The former had one

disadvantage in that its resistance to creosote was not all that could be desired,

while the light stability of polyethelene was not perfect. We ultimately used both

materials . . .

Poly\inyl Chloride—This has proved to be the most economical of all of the

jacketing materials. It has successfully weathered severe storms without being

pierced or torn by floating debris ( individual pieces ranging in weight up to several

tons), and to date not one of the thousands of wrappers installed at the Port of

Los Angeles has required any maintenance whatsoever after 3 to 27 years of service.

About the only drawback to the use of polyvinyl chloride has been where

these wrappers have been u-sed on piles where fresh creosote has been in evidence.

This problem has been easily overcome by the use of an inexpensive underjacket

of thin polyethelene which is completely resistant to creo.sote.

[Connnent—Mr. \\'akeman reports this cost should not exceed S6.()() per lineal

foot.]

"' Excerpt from paper eiititletl "Ilflp Stamp Out Limnoria," 1)\ C. .\I. Wakeman, Testinu
EiiBinet-r, Port of Los .AiiKelcs, W'iiminsU';", C;ilif.
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(C) SERVICE TEST RECORDS OF FOREST PRODUCTS USED IN RAILROAD

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Under this assignment your committee presents as information ( 1 ) tlie inter-

esting results of a 37-year-old Baltimore & Ohio Railroad test on red oak ties treated

with straight creosote and oak and other hardwood ties treated with creosote-

petroleum; and (2) a report on the AAR Termite Stake Test after 124 months

of exposure.

Tie Test

Hills—Loveland, Ohio
Ties Inserted—January 1930

Report after 37 years

Purpose

Both No. 1 creosote oil and creosote-petroleum 60/40 have been recognized

as satisfactory preservatives for railroad cross ties. The creosote-petroleum mixture

is about one-third less expensive than straight creosote.

The test at Loveland, Ohio was set up to demonstrate the relative values of

( 1 ) three different retentions of No. 1 creosote oil or red oak, and ( 2 ) creosote-

petroleum on oaks and various mixed hardwoods.

The test would further show some effect of grade—uphill pull and downhill

run.

Design

In the year 1930, it was decided to eliminate a 5-deg curve by opening up

a cut across a meander of O'Bannon Creek between Hills and Loveland, Ohio. The
situation was ideal for establishing a tie test series in that all of the ties were to

be inserted new.

Some 5200 day No. 4 and No. 5 cross ties were separated by species and

pressure treated with No. 1 creosote oil and creosote-petroleum 60/40. These ties

were then identified with nails and moved to Loveland for insertion on new slag

ballast.

Distillation analyses of the preservatives and the treating sheets were carefully

prepared and made a part of the test pennanent records.

Results

Traffic has averaged 10 million gross tons per year.

Table 1 shows the results as observed in the spring of 1966.
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Table 1

IlLtLi - Lovdlancl I Le. I e^i - T^66

Species
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Termite Stake Test—Report After 124 Months of Exposure

Purpose of the Test—This is a 15-year investigation to determine the most
effective preserx'ative in retarding decay and termite attack. iTie test involves 13

well known preservati\es at three levels of retention on three species of wood (oak,

fir, and pine). Wood .samples are 2 x 4 x 18 inch stakes .set into the jj;r()und for

half of their length in a humid forest .setting near Gainesville, F'lorida. In this

situation, any one of the three .species will either rot or be consumed by termites

in one to four years without treatment.

A field inspection of the test .specimens was made in February 1968. Those in

attendance were F. J. Fudge, a member of Committee 3, Dr. J. B. Huffman of the

University of Florida, and E. |. Ruble and I. A. Eaton, both of the AAR research

staff.

AAR Report No. ER-84 gives a complete account of the entire test after 124

months of exposure.

Although it is early in the investigation for definite results, trends are devel-

oping which are interesting to note. The accompanying chart attempts to sum-
marize the important results to date. A cross indicates that a grouping of stak&s

( same species, retention and preservative ) has an average performance index of
"75" or better at 100 months of exposure. This means that the average stake in the

grouping show.s only superficial decay and/or slight termite attack. Although the

entire test is 124 months old, the creosote-tars and creosote-petroleums have only

been in place 100 months. In order to compare performance, the latter number
of months had to be used.
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Drawing information from the chart:

• Chroniated zinc chloride and tanahth are not holdinj? at tliis liiiih level of

performance on any one of the three species at any retention.

Oak

• None of the preservatives are holdinji at the "75" level or better at low

retentions.

• Only creosote and pentachlorophenol are holding at this le\el at niediviin

retentions.

• Even at hij^h retentions, only creosote, penta, copper napthanate, celcure

and greensalt are performing at this high level.

• The common cross tie preservatives, creo-coal tars and creosote-petroleum.s,

are not performing at the "75" level at any one of the three retentions—low,

medium, or high.

Fir

• E\en at the lowest retention, creosote, creosote-tar, creosote-petroleum and

chemonite are performing at high le\el.

• At average retentions, all preservatives here under test are holding at "75"

or better except penta, chromated zinc chloride and tanalith.

• At liigh retentions, all preservative here under test are performing adniin-

ably, except the two mentioned previously—zinc chloride and tanalith.

Pine

• In the low retentions, only creosote and creo-tar (60-40) are performing at

this high level.

• At average retentions, creosote, creo-tar, creo-petroleum, chemonite and

copper napthanate are sharing outstanding performance.

• At high retentions, all of the preservatives are doing exceptionall) well

except zinc chloride and tanalith.
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3. lk"\isi()n of Portfolio of Tiackwork Plans and Specifications, col-

laborating with the AAR Mechanical Di\ision and Conimuin'cations

and Signal Section.

Revi.sions to Plan 10^62, sheet 4, No. 10 Spring Rail Frog, as recom-

mended by the committee, were published in Part 1 of Bulletin 617,

December 1968.

4. Track design, collaborating with Committees 1, 3 and 4.

(b) Tie plates including pads under plates.

Manual revisions as recommended by ihe committee were published

in Part 1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

5. Turnout and crossing design, collaborating with Conunittees 1, 3

and 4.

( a ) Proper use of various types of turnout and cro.ssing frogs related

to speed, tonnage, etc.

Progress report, submitted as information page 671

(b) Review guard rails opposite frogs related to speed, longer turn-

outs, longer cars, etc.

Progress report, submitted as information page 671

{ c ) Re-evaluate explosive hardening of frogs to determine procedures

and economics.

Progress report, submitted as information page 671

(d) Evaluate prestressed concrete crossing support.

Progress report, submitted as information page 673

(e) Improvements to manganese insert frog design.

Progress report, submitted as information page 673

6. Track construction, collaborating with Committees 1, 3, 4 and 22.

( a ) Procedure and specifications for, and economics to be derived

from, buikhng track by the panel method.

Progress report, submitted as information page 673

7. Track maintenance, collaborating with Committees 1, 3, 4, 22 and 31.

No report.

8. Criteria for track geometry design as related to modern equipment,

collaborating with other AREA technical committees and with the

Engineering, Mechanical and Operating-Transportation Divisions, AAR.

(a) Special requirements of track construction and maintenance due

to operation of equipment with high centers of gravity.

No report.

Special subject: "Develop the minimum tangent distance between

reverse points of various degrees of curves to permit negotiation

of these curves by 89 ft in box cars having 68 ft in truck

centers."

Progress report, submitted as information page 678

The Committee on Track,

C. E. Peterson, Chainnan.

AREA Biillotin 619, Fcbmaiy 1969.
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Report on Assignment 2

Track Tools

Collaborating with Purchases and Materials Management
Division, AAR

T. L. BiccAK (chairman, subcoinmittcc), L. D. Fheeman, A. D. DeMoss, T. D.
Mason, M. P. Mooke, C. W. Morrison, T. C. Netherton, C;. Pehko, C. E.

Peterson, W. P. Pope, R. P. Roden, R. N. Schmidt, V. M. Schwing, J. F.

Smith, A. C. Trimble, J. J. Vereen

Your committee is making a study of rail thermometers. Information is being

gathered as to types being used by various roads. It is hoped that from this infor-

mation a thermometer can be designed that will be satisfactorx- to all roads.

Report on Assignment 5

Turnout and Crossing Design

Collaborating with Committees 1, 3 and 4

C. I. McConaughy (chairman, subcommittee), E. H. Batchelder, T. L. Bic;gar.
"

E. H. Blank, W. G. Crone, A. G. Ellefson, R. C. King, G. G. Knupp, R. E.
KusTO.v, G. H. M.\xwell, M. P. Moore, K. C. Muller, G. H. Perkins, G. E.

Peterson, W. P. Pope. A. J. Schavet, \'. M. Schwing, K. H. von Kampen,
J. F. Warrenfells, I. V. Wiley.

(A) PROPER USE OF VARIOUS TYPES OF TURNOUT AND CROSSING FROGS

RELATED TO SPEED, TONNAGE, ETC.

The study on proper use of the various types of crossing frogs, related to speed,

tonnage, etc., is being progressed. The problem of correlating present usage and

practice with suggested recommendations has resulted in the need for further rex'iew

and study. When the study is completed, Plan No. 700-55, AREA Crossing Designs

and Recommended Practices, will be re\icwed and revised as appropriate.

(B) REVIEW GUARD RAILS OPPOSITE FROGS AS RELATED TO SPEED,

LONGER TURNOUTS, LONGER CARS, ETC.

The stud> of guard rails for turnouts is being progressed to develop a longer

taper approach. This was suggested by the Wheel and A.xle Committee of the AAR
Mechanical Division as the result of Mr. C .M. Magee's study of turning wheels for

wear, without remounting, and its effect on the track structure. \\^ith the increased

^pceds the taper approach is too sharp.

Sketches were developed to show how the practice of turning wide-Hanuc

wheels to narrow flange wheels without remounting and then wearing them to

condemning limits affects the track structure. The.se sketches will be presented for

a joint study to determine if a satisfactory solution can be developed. It is possible

that the conditions indicated on the sketches contril)ute to the wheel flange wear.
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(C) RE-EVALUATE EXPLOSIVE HARDENING OF FROGS TO DETERMINE

PROCEDURES AND ECONOMICS

The method of explosion haideninj^ has been approved, and a report on the

procedures and economics of explosive hardening of manganese trackwork is given

below as information.

Introduction

llistorti—Work-hardening austenitic manganese steel by hammer or pressing

involves flowing of cold metal under pressure. Such work-hardening has been per-

formed for over 40 years. A comparatively new process, velocity or explosive hard-

ening, came into the picture in 1957. It was developed by one of the leading manu-

facturers of manganese trackwork in collaboration with an explosives manufacturer.

What is explosive hardening':'—Explosive hardening is using flexil)le sheet

explosive to work-harden manganese steel. Important diflFerences from hammer or

press hardening are that metal flow is much less, depth of hardening is greater, and

surfaces such as sides of flangeways can be hardened the same as running surfaces.

What are optimum surface and depth hardnesses and weight of explosive mate-

rial required?—Experience dictates that a surface hardness of 375 and a graduated

depth of 1)4 inches are optimum. This is obtained by using three shots of 2 grams

per square inch of explosive.

Procedure

Explosive hardening must be performed in an isolated area where the noise of

the detonation is not objectionable. Castings to be hardened are supported on a

deep sand base. A trained man and helper, together with a competent supervisor,

are the minimum necessary personnel.

Surfaces to be hardened must be clean, dry and smooth. These surfaces are

coated with an adhesive. Explosive sheets should be precut by template using a

linoleum knife and a non-metallic surface. The explosive sheet, 2 grams per square

inch (0.83 inch thick) is glued to the casting. Overlaps must be avoided and air

bubbles worked out. Bridging over flangeways is done with scrap pieces of ex-

plosive. An electric detonator cap is fastened to one end with masking tape and the

leads attached to a suitable blasting machine. If three shots are to be made, this

procedure must be repeated two more times.

Note: Depression of metal for three 2-gram shots will he approximately 0.023

inch.

Economics

Quotes from a report on one railroad's experience with explosive hardening:

• Three new frogs, explosive hardened, have been in service for over six

years with no welding and only minimal grinding required.

• Tliree new frogs, unhardened, have required welding and grinding annually

for over six years.

• On this and other evidence, it is our intention to have all future crossing

frogs for main track explosive-hardened.

A large railroad indicates that the life of a No. 20 frog up to the time welding

repair is needed is prolonged in a 2 to 1 ratio by explosive hardening. In the first

year, displacement or metal flow of hardened frogs is half that of unhardened frogs.

This road has ourchased hardened frogs for crossings for several years and indica-
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tions are that the hardened frogs will last at least twice as long as non-hardened

frogs.

Below is given the actual cost of hardening a No. 10, 132-lb RE self-guarded

frog, including cost of material (three 2-gram shots), labor cost, and a 100 percent

overhead charge:

21 lb explosive $105.00
adhesive 1.94

solvent 0.54

3 caps 2.25

Labor and 100^ overhead 46.44

Total $156.17

The wording of Paragraph 401 of the specifications. Appendix "A" of the

Trackwork Portfolio, is being revised to include explosive hardening and correct

some of the present wording. These revisions will be submitted next year for

approval.

(D) EVALUATE PRESTRESSED CONCRETE CROSSING SUPPORT

The concrete crossing support under test was removed from service in 1968

and a final report on its perfomiance will be submitted later.

(E) IMPROVEMENTS TO MANGANESE STEEL INSERT FROG DESIGN

Our study on improvements in design of manganese steel insert frogs is being

progressed, but due to various obstacles there is very little to add to the report

published in Bulletin 612 of February 1968, Volume 69 of the Proceedings. How-
ever, it develops that the flangeways of the railbomid frogs are being worn by the

back side of the wheel flanges.

The current specifications, Sections 408 and 409, Imperfections and Welding,

of the Trackwork Portfolio, were reviewed for possible change in method of repair

of manganese casting defects. However, it was considered that the present specifica-

tions were adequate.

AREA Plans 791-55, 792A-59 and 792B-15, Practical Gages and Flangeways,

are being reviewed by Mr. G. M. Magee's office to determine if they can be sim-

plified or combined. The reference to the steam locomotive should be eliminated

and the new series of diesels added.

Report on Assignment 6

Track Construction

C. L. Gatton (chairman, .subcommittee), C. D. Archibald, W. E. Billingsley,

J. P. Collins, R. V. Danckemond, C. D. Davis, L. VV. Green, E. J. Lisy,

C. A. Peebles, G. Perko, C. E. Peterson, J. A. Pollard, R. D. Simpson,
G. R. Sproles, V M. ScirwiNG, J. J. Vereen.

A. PROCEDURE AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR, AND ECONOMIES TO BE DERIVED FROM,

BUILDING TRACK BY THE PANEL METHOD

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the gatliering of

information pertaining to the building of track and turnouts by the panel method.
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III Auj^ust 1965 a (iiu'stionnaire was st'iit to 47 railroads uonceniinj^ tlieir use

of the panel method lor track and turnout construction. Twenty-one railroads indi-

cated they had panelled track and 10 had panelled turnouts. In Noveinlier 1967

an additional l)rii'f (juestionnaire was sent to 24 railroads.

During the first week of April 1968 a small task force of this committee visited

three railroad locations and two manufacturers to observe some of the current

acti\ity in the area of panellinj^ of track and turnouts.

The following is a detailed report of the task force's observations:

Penn Central—Selkirk, N. Y. (Alfred E. Perlman Yard)

The Penn Central in the construction of its yard at Selkirk ( near Albany, \. Y.

)

used track panels in the body of each yard except ( 1 ) wliere welded rail was used,

and ( 2 ) o\ er the hump and through interlocking plants. Rails remained with joints

opposite except in running tracks where the joints were staggered in the conven-

tional manner.

Track panels were constructed on two parallel tracks using 440 ft of each track

(a total of 880 ft of panelling space). A roadway approximately 25 ft wide allowed

access to both tracks as well as distribution of small material such as spikes, tie

plates, splices and anchors.

Outside each panel bed a service track was provided for use by on -track

equipment. Ties were unloaded and stacked perpendicular to the track to the out-

side of these service tracks. A tie handler was used to move tie^s from stock pile to

panel bed. The service track was also used to rmload rail directly from gondola cars

to panel bed by an on-track crane.

The panel bed consisted of a standard yard track with an additional rail place<l

on the ends of the ties along each side for the length to be used for panelling. To
these outside rails several attachments were made. Short pieces of 1-inch rod were

welded across the ball of the additional rails at tie spacing intervals. Every tliird

such rod on the roadway side only extended out to the end of tie and up approxi-

mately 3 inches and supported a 1-inch rod running parallel to the bed to provide

a stop and line for ties. Each of the support rods were braced with a rod extending

to the base of the rail.

A plate was welded in the web of the outside rails extending outwardl)' to

provide a cradle support for a 4-inch air line running the full length of the panel

beds. Quick-couple air outlets were provided along the bottom of the line at about

25-ft centers. The air line furnished power for air drills and portable spikers. It

further provided a fidcrum for nipping ties as they were spiked.

In the track panels being constructed, two-thirds of the ties were new and

(me-third were secondhand of good quality. Rail of 105-, 119-, 127- and 136-lli

weight was used. Approximately 30 panels were produced in each 8-hr da\- using

a 14-man gang.

The track panels were transported from panel bed to location of laying by

flat-betl trailers when the roadbed was solid enough to avoid l^ogging down. Gon-

dolas were used when the roadbed was soft.

Panel track was laid using an on-track (25 ton) crane and a 10-man gang. An
average of 80 panels were laid per 8-hr day.

Turnouts, Nos. 8 and 10, were panelled at Selkirk each into one piece and

handled from the panel bed to storage and storage to location with the use of a

-special turnout carrier designed, built and owned by the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

and leased to the Penn Central.
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The turnout panel htcl (.onsistecl ot two rails laid alonji each .side of the Ix-d

spacetl to accommodate the lonj^cst switch tie. Short sections ot channel were welded

at tie spacinji intervals along the inside of the base of each rail. Kvery fifth chan-

nel extended the full distance across the panel bed. Additional short channel sup-

ports were installed through the center of the bed to support short ties at the ends

as well as throujili the frog area.

Material was handled from gondolas and stock from a service track along each

side using two on-track cranes. Drilling of ties and spiking was done with air tools

as when assembling the track panels.

Penn Central estimates installing a complete turnout re(piires from 40 to 45

man-hours plus the use of a crane and turnout carrier. A total of 1 1 men were used

in the panelling and laying of turnouts.

In addition to the force for panelled track and tiunouts a small gang consisting

of a foreman and 3 men was used to handle material. This gang sorts material

into drums in such a fashion that 3 drums constitute all of the small material

needed for a complete turnout.

A general foreman directed the overall panelling operations.

Southern Railway Panelling Operations

The Southern Railway has developed and operates at Atlanta, Ga., a very

highU' mechanized panelling operation. Both track panels and turnouts are manu-

factiired and transported in special cars to the laying site. The special transporting

cars are so designed as to permit the laying of single track in new construction and

the laying of turnouts in both new construction and replacement.

Panelling operations are strategically located close to the Southern's rail weld-

ing plant. After welded rail is laid the released rail is loaded on rail train in jointed

strings and returned to Atlanta, where it is disjointed and all salvable material

reclassified. Rail suitable for welding is meclianically conveyed through a cropping

plant and thence to the welding plant. Rail not suitalile for welding but suitable

for >ard, siding or industry tracks is cropped, drilled and fed by conveyor in pairs

of equal length to the track panelling plant.

Track is panelled on a conveyor. Ties are fed on to the conveyor at one end

and as they proce«l across the conveyor, tie plates are placed. The conveyor is

stopped, then rail is applied and spikes are driven by overhead-suspended air drivers.

As each panel is completed, it is moved out the end of the panel bed and stacked

three panels high. The three panels are then moved laterally in line with special

panel cars for loading. Spikes and tie plates are fed to the panel bed by conveyor

to hoppers conveniently located to men placing plates and starting spikes. Both

new and secondhand ties are used in panels; however, new and secondhand ties are

not mixetl in the same panels. Splices are spiked to the end tie on full-length panels

or hung on the ends of the rail of shorter (cropped) rails.

Special track panel cars have been designed to handle 9 to 10 panels per car

deiXMiding upon the weight of rail used. The cars are loaded through the ends,

three panels at a time. Each car is equipped with a powered floor con\ eyor ( chain

)

as well as a lifting device to raise panels to the top of the car. Several cars may be

spotted, coupled, on the loading track and panels conxcyed through all cars to the

last one until it is fully loaded.

A special master panel car is included at the unloading end of each group of

cars leaving the plant. The master car has a boom which moves out the end of the

master car at the top. The Ixiom is capable of supporting and lowering each panel
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in place as it is convc-yctl out of the master car or from other panel cars behind

the master throu^ii the master ear for laying. As each panel is laid it is coupled

to the previous panel and the cars are winclied back over the new panel. An end-

loader is used to bump each panel into rough alignment as they are laid.

No. 8 and No. 10 turnouts are also panelled at Atlant^i on a concrete slab bed.

The turnouts are laid out complete on the bed and fully spiked (four spikes per

plate) on new switch ties and fully anchoretl. Ties are nipped on the concrete bed

by using fire hose laid the length of outside rails with air pressure applied. The

turnouts are picked up in two sections, i.e., frog section and switch section.

The frog section is loaded on a special car, the floor of which is in a flat posi-

tion for loading. The car is equipped with an engine providing power to tilt the

car bed about 70° for travel, as well as other operations of the car. After loading,

the bed is tilted with the straight side down for transporting.

The switch section is also loaded on a special car wdth self power. The switch

section is transported in a flat position.

Both the frog and switch cars are moved in revenue trains, with no clearance

or speed restrictions, to any point on the Southern's system.

Turnouts are laid either in new construction or replacement. For replacement

the present turnout is cut in track at the same lengths as the new turnout. The

switch car is winched to a position over the present switch. The bed of the car is

raised at the switch point end and the table of the car is extended toward the frog

of the turnout. The new switch section is slid off the car on top of the present frog

section. The switch car is then winched ahead and the present switch section is

pulled up on the switch car. An end-loader then dresses the roadbed level to bottom

of switch ties. The new switch section is then winched into place and coupled at

the switch end, and all rails aligned at the toe end. The frog section is similarly

unloaded on the new switch section and the old frog section loaded on the frog car.

The frog area is then ckessed with the end-loader to bottom of tie and the frog

section winched into place. After coupling all joints, ballast is placed and rough

dressed by the end loader. The entire operation requires approximately 4 hr, using

one foreman, two laborers and one machine operator. No work train is required.

Southern Railway estimated at the time the panelHng operations were author-

ized that approximately a 20 percent reduction in track labor cost would be realized.

Penn Central—Detroit, Mich.

A permanent type panelling operation for both track panels and turnouts has

been set up in a three-bay former shop building in Detroit, Mich. The purpose of

the operation is to manufacture track panels and turnouts for use in maintenance

of yard tracks, primarily in the Detroit area. The operation utilizes the inherent

advantages of the abandoned shop such as overhead cranes in each bay, a dry all-

weather operation and in-shop tracks for delivery of material.

One side bay of the building is used for unloading and stock piling cross and

switch ties from gons, utilizing an overhead crane. The other side bay of the build-

ing is used for storage and classifying of small track parts. Parts for turnouts are

grouped into sets for use in making panelled turnouts at one end of the center bay.

The fabrication of the turnout is similar to the operation at Selkirk except that the

turnout is loaded in three sections vertically in gons.

Rail is handled outside one end of the building. The rail passes through a saw

house where it is cropped if necessary. Rail is cropped in pairs if it is to be used

for panel track and to proper length if it is to be used for turnouts. Just inside
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the main buildinji both ends of each rail are drilled uith a three-sprindle drill. Rail

is conveyed by a powered roller conveyor to both the turnout bed and panel

operation.

Track panels are assemliled on a powered dual-chain continuous conveyor

approximately 30 inches high with a bed length of approximately 120 ft. The two

chains, located at gage and moving at a rate of about 6 ft per niin, have dogs

exactly opposite each other at tie spacing intervals. Ties are stacked on a rack at

one end by the use of an elevated tie handler capable of handling about six ties

at a time. Ties are fed on to the chain conveyor from the rack. As the ties travel

along the conveyor, a man on each side places a tie plate on his side of each tie.

A second man on each side sets the outside rail-holding spike in pre-bored holes.

Plates and spikes are fed from hoppers suspended over the panel bed. Full utiliza-

tion is made of secondhand plates and spikes. A gage-side rail spike is laid at the

end of the tie for later driving. Spikes are set using about a 4-\b, short handled

mall. As the ties with plates and one spike set travel to aliout the middle of the

con\eyor, the conveyor is stopped momentarily and tlie rail is placed. Rail is fed

from the powered roller conveyor to a rack perpendicular to the bed. A special

overhead, light electric crane is designed to pick up two rails and place them at

gage. After tlie rails are placed, two men widi malls s;t the inside spikes and check

the gage. An on-track two-rail spiking machine, operating on the panel just com-

pleted and the one being completed, drives all spikes to complete the panel. The

panels as completed are restored from the bed by the overhead crane in the center

liay of the building and loaded either on to the panel carrier (truck) or stock piled.

Due to the restricted length of the panel bed, anchors are not presently applied as

the panels are constructed but are applied in the field.

In addition to the work being done by many railroads in the area of panelling

of track and turnouts, at least two manufacturers are currently supplying railroads,

on a limited basis, pre-panelled switch sections. In each case the ties are supplied

by the railroad to the manufacturer and the completed switch section, built to the

railroad's specification, is furnished, less head lilock ties, but with stock rails

attached. The completed switch sections are shipped on flat cars stacked three high

and secured to the car in such a manner that no clearance or speed restrictions are

necessary.

One manufacturer is currently furnishing to certain railroads prepackaged

switches. The packages contain the points, plates, blocking, rods, switch stand, clips

and bolts necessary for a complete switch. The packages are so interlocked and

fastened together that they can be handled as a unit for loading and unloading.

Prepackaged switches are shipped as many as 12 to a gondola car.

One manufacturer is faliricating complete turnouts for one railroad. The turn-

outs are loaded in special turnout cars in three sections for transporting in regular

freight movement.

Your committee is continuing its study of this assignment, collaborating with

the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor.
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Report on Assignment 8

Criteria for Track Geometry Design as Related

to Modern Equipment

L. W. C.KEEN (chainmni, subcomiiiittcc), VV. R. Bjokklund, J. K. Bowman, J. J.

Eash, a. B. Hillman, Jh., B. J. Johnson, R. A. Kelso, L. T. Klauueh, B. E.

Pearson, C. E. Peterson, B. Post, J. M. Salmon, Jr., V. M. Schwing, W. J.

Wanamaker, L. Jentoft.

The Following special subject has been assigned to Sulicommittee 8.

De\elop the Minimum Tangent Distance Between Reverse Points ok \'aiuous

Degrees of Curves to Permit Negotiation of These Curves by 89 kt

in Box Cars Having 68 ft in Truck Centers

A recent report by the AAR Research Center had this to say about the subject:

"Tracking of Long Cars (Applied Research ir Investigation):

The study on operation of long cars continued, with an in\e.stigation ot the

limiting reverse curvature that long cars can negotiate when coupled together. A
track and car model system was developed which provides information on the

coupler angles of two long cars negotiating a reverse curve ranging from 10 to 15

deg curvature. The study included the application of a tangent section between
the reverse curves' and an analysis of the length of tangent required to reduce the

coupler angle to the limiting dimensions existing within the coupler pocket. This

study has special application where industry tracks are being built for the operation

of long cars or where industry tracks are to be modified to provide for the operation

of long cars."

This matter is being studied further l^y the AAR Research Center and further

reports will be made by Subcommittee 8.
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Those whose names are shown in l«)lclfacf, in addition to the chairman, \ice chairman ami
secretary, are the suhcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Eniii-

neering Division, AAR, Committee 31.

To the American Railway Engineerin^i Association:

Your committee reports on the followinj^ subjects:

1. Fabrication.

Part 1—AAR Investigation of Service and Detected Butt \\'elded Rail

Joint Failures, presented as information pa^e 681

Part 2—Results of Rolling Load Tests of Butt Welded Rail joints,

presented as information page 699

Part 3—Butt Weld Failures, presented as information page 712

2. Laying.

Statistics on Track Miles of CWR Laid by ^'ears, presented as infor-

mation page 713

3. Fa.stenings.

Progress report on IriNcstigation of .Anchorage for Continuous Welded
Rail, presented as information page 714

Progress report on Transpo.sing Continuous Welded Rail, presented as

information page 715

Note—Discussion on .Subcommittee reports herein closes on May 1, 1969.
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5. Layout of fixed and portable welding plants.

A report on this assignment will he presented next year.

6. Welding secondhand rail.

Report on Inspection and Classification of Secondhand Hail for Weld-

in{4 was presented for adoption and publication in the Manual in Part

1 of Bulletin 617, December 1968.

7. Field welding.

A report on this assignment will be presented next year.

The Committee on Continuous Weloed Rail,

B. J. Johnson, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 619, February 1969.

Curtis Mfjeelcr Hato

1930=1968

Curtis Wheeler Law, Jr., of 545 Williamsburg Lane, Odenton, Md., died on

April 17, 1968, at the age of 38. He was engineer in charge of rail technology in

the U. S. Department of Transportation's Office of High Speed Ground Transpor-

tation, Washington, D. C. Before taking his government job in March 1966, he was
project manager in the Planning Department of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway-

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. He joined B&O in June 1960, as a junior engineer. He
became senior assistant engineer May 6, 1961, and was promoted to resident engi-

neer March 5, 1962. On August 25, 1962, he became engineer material expenditures.

Mr. Law was born in Schenectady, N. Y. and was raised in Schuylerville, N. Y.

He attended Peeksville Military Academy in Peeksville, N. Y., and received a Bache-

lor of Science degree in Civil Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, N. Y. He served in the Navy from 1950 to 1954. He was very interested in

the Boy Scout movement and was a leader of Boy Scout Troop 713 in Odenton.

He is survived by his wife, Carole (nee McAtee); three sons, Stephen, Michael

and Matthew; two daughters, Diane and Katherine; his inotlier, Mrs. Ester Phillips

Law of District Heights, Md.; his father, Curtis W. Law, Sr.; and a sister. Miss

Helen Law, of Red Lands, Calif. He was buried in Schuylerville, N. Y., Saturday,

April 20, 1968.
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Report on Assignment 1

Fabrication

A. H. Galbraith (chairman, suhconxTnittee), S. H. Barlow, R. M. Brown, J. E.
Campbell, B. J. Goiujon, C. W. Grater, B. J. Johnson, K. H. Kannowski,
G. G. Knupp, H. F. Longhelt, L. H. Martin, A. S. McRae, C. E. Morgan,
S. H. Poore, B. R. Phusak.

Your committee has been investigating "Non-de.structive Testing of Welds" and

expects to present a report on the subject next year.

The current report on Assignment 1 is presented in three parts. Part 1 is a

report on the AAR Research Center's investigation of service and detected butt

welded rail joint failures conducted during die period from October 1, 1967, to

September 30, 1968. Part 2 presents the results of rolling-load tests of butt welded

rail joints carried out at the AAR Research Center between October 1, 1967, and

September 30, 1968. Part 3 presents statistics on butt weld failures.

PART 1

INVESTIGATION OF SERVICE AND DETECTED BUTT WELDED RAIL JOINT FAILURES

Between October 1, 1967 and September 30, 1968, eight service failures and

three detected failures in butt welded rail joints were investigated by the metal-

lurgical laboratory of the Association of American Railroads Research Center. A
summary of these failures can be found in Table 1. On completion of each of

these metallurgical in\ estigations, a report was sent to the railroad submitting

the failure, to all members of the Continuous Welded Rail Committee and to the

.\merican Iron and Steel Institute, Technical Committee on Railroad Materials, to

be forwarded to the manufacturer producing the rail. The investigations were con-

ducted under the general direction of Michael J. Wisnowski, metallurgical engineer,

AAR Research Center, who also prepared this report.

Investigation 136—26, conducted at the request of the Seaboard Coast Line

Railroad, involved an Orgotherm thermite welded rail joint diat failed in service.

The rails used in tlie fabrication of this joint were 115-lb RE sections rolled in Octo-

ber 1965 and had identification designations 27A773-F-13 and 22A734-B-27. The
fractured faces of the failed joint can be seen in Fig. 1. A visual examination dis-

closed the presence of a gas pocket in the weld metal and a gouge that was intro-

duced while grinding the weld collar. A close-up view of this grinding gouge can

be seen in Fig. 2. It was noted that there was a bearing between the tie plate and

the fliush metal fin, as indicated by the bright, polished surface on the bottom of

the base. This can be seen in Fig. 3. A photomicrograph of a specimen that was

cut through the gouged area. Fig. 4, shows a layer of martensite on the surface

and a large amount of alumina particles in the weld metal. From this investigation

this failed thermite weld was found to have ( 1 ) an excessive amount of alumina

in the weld metal which weakens the weld .structure, (2) an eccentric loading due

to a bearing between the tie plate and flash metal fin and (3) areas of high stress

concentration resulting from the formation of martensite and the presence of a gas

pocket. The failure could have been caused by any one of these factors.

Investigation 136-28, conducted at the refjuest of the Northern Pacific Railway,

involved an electric flash butt welded joint that failed in service. The rails used in

the fabrication of this joint were 115-lb RE sections rolled by the United States

Steel Corporation's Gary Works in December 1965 having identification designations
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fi5i^881-C-7 and 65L881-D-8. A side view of the failed joint can he seen in Kig. 5.

The weld failure that occurred through the weld junction was noted to have very

little metal upsetting in the fillet between the head-web and no upsetting in the

fillet between the web-base and top of base. A view of the ba.se, Fig. 6, also showed

that there was no metal upsetting under the end of the base. An e.xamination of

the fractured faces. Fig. 7, showed a coarse grain structure wliich indicates that

this weld had a weak bond. The failure can be attributed to tliis weak bond which

is the result of an insufficient upsetting of the weld metal during the welding

operation.

Investigation 136-32, conducted at the request of the Great Northern Railway,

involved an electric flash butt welded joint that failed in service. The rails used in

the fabrication of this joint were 115-lb RE .sections rolled by the United States

.Steel Corporation'.s Gary Works in 1958 having identification designations 818716-

C-7 and 599431-B-ll. An examination of the fractured faces. Fig. 8, showed that

this was a brittle fracture originating from a di.scolored area at the bottom of the

base. The fractured surface of a section that was cut from this rail base was surface

ground and etched with a 10 percent nital solution. This surface ground section

which shows the metal adjacent to the fracture origin, Fig. 9, disclosed the presence

of an electrode burn. This failure could be attributed to this electrode burn.

Inxestigation 136-33, conducted at the request of Seaboard Coast Line Rail-

road, involved an o.xyacetylene pressure butt welded rail joint that failed in service.

The rails used in the fabrication of this joint were 115-lb RE sections rolled by the

United States Steel Corporation's T.C.&I. Mill in April 1961 having identification

designations 839858-B and 819441-A. An examination of the fractured faces, Fig.

10, showed that this was a brittle fracture originating from an area at the bottom

of the base. A microscope examination made on a specimen cut through the origin

of this fracture revealed the presence of torn metal. A photomicrograph showing

this torn metal at the fracture origin can be seen in Fig. 11. This torn metal could

be the result of moving the welded rail too .soon after welding while the weld metal

was still in a plastic state or the result of non-uniform heating such as from clogged

orifices in the heating head. This failure could be attributed to the presence of this

torn metal.

Investigation 136-36A, B, C and D, conducted at the request of the Spokane,

Pordand & Seatde Railway, involved three sei-vice (36A, B and C) and one detected

(36D) electric flash butt welded rail joint failures. The rails used in the fabrication

of these joints were 115-lb RE sections rolled by the CF&l Steel Corporation in

Ma\' and June 1965. The rails of each joint were identified as follows:

Specimen A. CHW0571-A-8 to CHW5177-A-13

Specimen B. CHW0561-A-5 to CHW0561-A-4

Specimen C. CHX9798-C-22 to CHX9820-B-10

Specimen D. CHW0561-A-13 to CHW0565-A-10

A photograph sho\\ ing the fractured faces of the three service failures can be seen

in Figs. 12, 15 and 18. The fine grain area on the weld interface of specimen 136-

36A, Fig. 12, and the line on the weld interface of specimen 136-36B, Fig. 15, indi-

cates that a piped rail is present. Its presence was verified by etching transverse

sections cut from the rail on each side of the welds in a hot 50 percent aqueous
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solution of hydrochloric acid. These macro etched sections are shown in Fi^s. 13,

14, 16 and 17. An examination of the fractured faces of specimen 136-36C, Fig. 18,

showed a black area in the web which is an entrapment introduced during the

welding process. A photomicrograph .showing this entrapment at the weld interface

can be seen in Fig. 19. Fig. 20 is a side view of specimen 136-36D. This welded
rail joint had an indication of a foreign object in the weld which was detected with

an Audigagc while field testing. Later this section was tested in the laboratory with

an ultrasonic scope and found to have two indications in the web. Longitudinal

sections were cut in a horizontal plane through the areas having these indications

and macro etched. These macro etched sections. Fig. 21, show that one rail had
a pipe that veered toward the surface of the weld upset. A microphotograph show-

ing the microstructure near the weld interface of specimen 136-36D, Fig. 22, dis-

closed the presence of cementite outlining the grain boundaries and several large

stringer type inclusicns. From the results of this investigation, service failures 136-

36A and B could be attributed to a piped rail. Service failure 136-36C occurred as

a result of an oxide entrapment at the weld interface that was introduced during

the welding process. The indications detected in failure 136-36D with tlie AucUgage
and later \erified in the laboratory with ultrasonics could be attributed to a

piped rail.

Investigation 136-37, conducted at the request of the Seaboard Coast Line

Railroad, involved an oxyacetylene pressure butt welded rail joint that failed in

sen'ice. The rails used in the fabrication of this joint were 115-lb RE sections rolled

by the United States Steel Corporation's T.C.&I. Mill in January 1954 having iden-

tification designations 890477-C and 890477-D. A side view of the failed joint can

be seen in Fig. 23. It can be noled that the weld upset was removed with a cutting

torch as indicated by the slag adhering to the base metal. An examination of this

failed weld showed that this fracture originated from a point marked with an arrow

in Fig. 23. A microscopic examination of a specimen cut from the origin of this

fracture. Fig. 24, showed that the .slag ( molten metal and oxide ) from cutting the

weld upset with a cutting torch fused into the rail metal. It is believed that this

fusing of slag into the rail metal acted as a point of high stress concentration under

load from which this failure propagated.

Investigation 137-4A and B, conducted at the request of the Chicago & North

\\'estem Railv\'ay, involved two electric flash butt welded joints that had ultrasonic

defect indications. The rails u.sed in the fabrication of these joints were 112-lb RE
sections. With the intention of exposing this internal defect, specimen 4A was sub-

jected to a drop test. This specimen placed head down on supports 4 ft apart with-

stood one blow of the tup from a height of 20 ft and broke through the weld on

the second blow from the same height. The fractured faces of this failed joint can

be seen in Fig. 25. An examination of the fractured faces showed the presence of a

needle-like grain structure outlining the rail head and a sliver-like area which has

a fine grain appearance in the web. A close-up view of this sliver like area is shown

in Fig. 26. A microscopic examination of a specimen cut from the sliver like area.

Fig. 27, shows a large amount of ferrite in this area. Specimen 4B was tested with

the Krautkramer ultrasonic equipment and showed no evidence of an internal dis-

continuity. From this investigation no infernal breaks were found in the.se specimens

that could account for the ultrasonic indications. It is possible tliat the.se indications

were the result of a difference in grain structure such as the needle-liki" grains

foimd in .specimen 4A. A difference in grain structure can be deti'ctcd if thi- ultra-

sonic equipment is operated in a high sensitivit}' range.

Iliil. HI1»
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Fig. 1—Investigation 136—26—Fractured faces of an Orgothemi thermite
welded rail joint that failed in service. The presence of a gas pocket in the weld
metal ( location A ) and a gouge introduced from grinding the collar ( location B

)

can be noted.

Fig. 2—Investigation 136-26—Close-

up view of the gouge that was intro-

duced while grinding the weld collar.
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1 iii. 3

—

linestigatioii l.)()-2()— Base \ lew of the failed Orgotherm thermite

welded rail joint shown in Fig. 1. The bright, polished surfaces noted on the flash

metal fin ( left side of weld in the above photograph ) indicates that there was a

bearing between the tie plate and this flash metal fin.

Fig. 4—Investigation i;}6-26—Photomicrograph of a specimen cut through the

gouged area. The presence of a transformed (layer of martensite) metal can be

noted on the surface. .41so noted is that this weld metal contained a large number
of alumina particles. Etchant, .3 percent nital; magnification, lOOX-
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Fig. 5—Investigation 136-28— Side
view of an electric flash butt welded
joint that failed in service. It can be
noted that this failure occurred through

the weld junction. Also noted is that

there was very little metal upsetting in

the fillet between the head-web and no
upsetting in the fillet between the web-
base and top of base.

Fig. 6—Investigation 136-28—Base
view of the failed joint shown in Fig. 5.

It can be noted that there was no up-

setting under the end of this base.
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Fig. 7—Investigation 136-28—Fractured faces of the failed electric flash butt

welded joint shown in Fig. 5. These fractured faces were noted to have a coarse

grain structure. An examination of the fractured faces, which in this case were the

weld interfaces, indicates that this weld had a weak bond.

-(^-

Fig. 8—Investigation I.36-.32—PVactured faces of ;» tailed ikctric flash butt
welded joint that failed in service. The origin of the fracture, discolored area at

the bottom of the base from where the chevron pattern generates, is marked in the
above photograph.
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136-32

Fig. 9—Investigation 136-32—Photo-
graph of a transverse section that was
cut from the end of the rail base adja-

cent to the fractured face. This section,

etched in a 10 percent nital solution,

shows an electrode bum.

Fig. 10—Investigation 136-33—Fractured faces of a failed oxyacetylene pres-

sure butt welded rail joint that failed in service. The bright and crystalline appear-
ance of these surfaces indicate that this is a brittle fracture. A visual examination
of the fractured surfaces showed that the chevron pattern points toward the area

marked in the above photograph.
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Fig. 11—Investigation 136-33—Photomicrograph showing the presence of torn

metal at the origin (origin being the point from which the chevron pattern gener-

ated) of this brittle fracture. This view shows the vertical plane of a specimen that

was cut through the fracture origin, perpendicular to the base and parallel to the

edge of the rail. Unetched; magnification, lOOX.

Fig. 12—Investigation 136-36A—F"ractured faces of a failed electric flash butt

welded joint that failed in service. The silky (fine grain) area noted on the weld

interface (lower portion of web in the above photograph) is indicative of a piped

rail.
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Fig. 13 (left) and Fig. 14 (right)—Photographs of transverse sections cut

from the rails on each side of electric flash butt welded rail joint 136-36A and
etched in a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. These rails were
found to have the following internal conditions: Fig. 13 (east rail), heat No.
CHW0571-A-8, pipe and segregation. Fig. 14 (west rail), heat No. CHW5177-A-
13, segregation.

Fig. 15—Investigation 136-36B—Fractured faces of a failed electric flash butt

welded joint that failed in service. The line noted on the weld interface (upper

portion of web in the above photograph) is indicative of a piped rail.
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Fig. 16 (left) and Fig. 17 (right)—Photographs of transverse sections cut,

from the rails on each side of electric flash butt welded rail joint 136-36B and
etched in a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. These rails were
found to have the following internal conditions: Fig. 16 (east rail), heat No.
CHW0561-A-5, pipe and segregation. Fig. 17 (west rail), heat No. CHW0561-A-4,
segregation.

Fig. IS—Investigation 136-3fiC—Fractured faces of a failed elethic Hash luill

welded rail joint that failed in service. The black area noted in the web is an
entrapment introduced during the welding process.
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Fig. 19—Investigation 136-36C—Photomicrograph of a specimen cut longi-

tudinal to the rail in a vertical plane through the oxide entrapment noted on the
face of specimen 136-36C shown in Fig. 18. The white line noted on the left in

the above photograph represents the oxide entrapment at the weld interface.
Etchant, 3 percent nital; magnification, lOOX.

Fig. 20—Investigation 136-36D—Side view of an electric flash butt welded
rail joint that gave an indication of a foreign object in the weld when it was field

tested with an Audigage. Later this section was bench tested in the laboratory with
an ultrasonic scope and gave indications of two spots (white spots on the weld
upset) in the web.
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Fig. 21—Investigation 136-360—Pho-
tograph showing sections cut from the
web of specimen 136-36D, longitudinal
to the rail in a horizontal plane, through
the white areas noted on the weld up-
set in Fig. 20. These sections, etched in

u I

* ..^^ percent aqueous solution of
hydrochloric acid, were noted to have a
pipe in the west rail that veered toward
the surface of the weld upset.

near th^: ;;7:''.'V''V^^'*'"",
!'^^»--^^'P-l'''»t'>'"'tr<>«>aph showing the .nicn.slnaturc-

aith hnff n '"• •^^:-
?J}."o'.J!5:'^^'T"' ^".^ ^''^"^ '•'•-' ''««""^ indlcatl..., „f electric

Sr. n t 7 "^ T'^
136-36D, shows the presence of cementite outlining the

S'TS^uol^Sx!' '"^'^ ^^""^^^ *^p^ •"^'"^•^"^- E^^''-'*' ^'•^^'"- ^-•--
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Fig. 23—Investigation 136-37—Side view of an oxyacetylene pressure butt

welded joint that failed in service. This weld upset was removed with a cutting

torch as indicated by the slag (molten metal and oxides from cutting) adhering
to the base (rail) metal. After rough cutting with the cutting torch, this weld upset
was ground with a grinding wheel. This fracture originated from the point marked
with an arrow.

Fig. 24—Investigation 136-37—Photomicrograph of a specimen cut from the
origin of this fracture. It can be noted that the slag (dross) from cutting the weld
upset with a cutting torch fused into the rail metal. Etchant, 3 percent nital; mag-
nification, 60X.
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Fig. 25—Investiuatioii 137-4A and B—Fractured faces ol tkctilt Hash butt

welded rail joint 137-4A that failed as a result of being subjected to a drop test.

A visual examination showed the presence of a needle-like grain structure outlining
the rail head. Also noted was a sliver-like area in the web, marked with an arrow
in the above photograph, which has a fine grain appearance. There was no evidence
of an internal discontinuity on these fractured faces to which the ultrasonic indi-

cation could be attributed.

Fig. 26—Investigation 1.37-4A and B
—Close-up view of the sliver-like area
shown in Fig. 25.
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Fig. 27—Investigation 137-4A and B—Photomicrograph showing the micro
structure of a specimen cut from the sliver-like area in the web. It can be noted
that a large amount of ferrite was found to be present in this area. Etchant, 3 per-

cent nital; magniBcation, lOOX.
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PART 2

RESULTS OF ROLLING-LOAD TESTS OF BUTT WELDED RAIL JOINTS

This work was conducted under the general direction of Michael J. W'isnow-

ski, metallurgical engineer, AAR Research Center, who also prepared this report.

Between October 1, 1967 and September 30, 1968, fifteen butt welded rail

joints were tested on the rolling-load machines at the Association of American

Railroads Research Center. These joints were made by the oxyacetylene and ther-

mite (Orgotherm, Thermex Metallurgical Inc. and Boutet) welding processes. Dur-

ing this period there were no slow bend tests conducted on butt welded rail joints.

The rolling-load te^ts were made on a 12-inch-stroke rolling-load machine. A
diagram showing the loading arrangement for this machine can be found in Fig. 1.

This cantilever arrangement subjects the head of the welded rail to repeated load-

ings from zero to a maximum tension stress. The applied wheel load for the rolling-

load tests is dependent upon the rail section being tested. In this type of testing,

2,000,000 cycles of repeated loadings without failure is corusidered a run-out. A
summary of the rolling-load tests can be found in Table 1.

Investigation 230 (samples A, B and C) was conducted to evaluate oxyace-

tylene pressure butt welded joints made with a new type of welding head. For this

investigation three 112-lb RE (secondhand) oxyacetylene pressure butt welded

joints prepared by the Illinois Central Railroad were submitted for fatigue testing

in the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load machine. From tliis testing joints 230A and C
failed after 33,500 and 10,500 cycles of repeated loadings, respectively, and joint

230B withstood the 2,000,000 cycle minimum requirement without failure. Figs. 2

and 3 are photographs showing the fractured faces of these two failed joints. These

failures can be attributed to the lack of fusion at the weld interface.

Investigation 231 (samples A, B and C) was conducted to evaluate thermite

welded rail joints made by the Boutet process. For this investigation three thermite

welded rail joints made from 136-lb RE rail sections were submitted by the Denver

& Rio Grande \\'estem Railroad for fatigue testing in the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load

machine. Prior to this testing, the joints were X-rayed to determine die internal

quality of the weld deposit. The X-ray examination disclosed the presence of shrink-

age cracks, scatter porosity, gaseous cavities and a large void. In the rolling-load

tests, all three of these joints withstood the 2,000,000 cycles minimum requirement

without failure. From the X-ray examination it was noted that joint 231C had

defects that might be expected to develop into a progressive fracture. The fact that

this did not occur is probably due to the shape or geometry of the defect, which

is such that a high stress concentration was not produced.

Investigation 232 ( .samples A through J ) , conducted at the recjuest of the New
York Central System, involving rolling-load testing of ten Orgotherm thermite welded

rail joints that had defects in the weld metal deposit. These defects were disclosed

by a radiographic examination made previously by the New York Central's CoUin-

wood laboratory. All ten of these thennite welded rail joints, made from 136-lb RE
.sections, were subjected to a fatigue test in the 12-inch-str()ke rolling-load machine.

Joints 2.32A, E, F, H, and J failed after being subjected to ],429,700; 471,000;

1,848,300; 1,694,800 and 1,409,600 cycles of repeated loadings, respt'cti\ (•:>. Joints

232B, C, D, C". and I withstood the 2,0()0,00() cycle minimum rctjuirement witliout

failure. Photographs showing the fractured faces of these failed joints arc shown

(Text coutiuncd on pane 703)
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in Figs. 4 through 8. A \ isual examination of the fractured faces indicates that these

failures originated from what appears to be an oxide entrapment in flu- weld metal

deposit.

Investigation 233 (sample A) was conducted to evaluate a thermite welded

rail joint made by the Thermex Metallurgical Inc. process. For this investigation

a thermite welded rail joint made from a lOO-lb RE section was submitted by the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad for fatigue testing in the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load

machine. This joint failed after being subjected to 242,.300 cycles of repeated load-

ings. The fractured faces of this failure can be seen in Fig. 9. This fatigue failure

originated in the center of the head at the weld interface between the rail and weld

metal deposit. A photomacrograph of a longitudinal section cut in a vertical plane

through the center of the rail specimen and etched in a hot 50 percent aqueous

solution of hydrochloric acid can be seen in Fig. 10. This etched section shows the

rail, heat-affected area and tliermite weld metal. The presence of a non-metallic

inclusion and shrinkage crack in the thermite weld metal can be noted. A pho-

tomicrograph showing the microstructure at the origin of this failure can be seen

in Fig. 11. It can be noted that a large entrapment is present at the origin of this

failure. This failure was attributed to the presence of this entrapment.

Fig. 1—Diagram showing the loading arrangement for the 12-inch-stroke

rolling-load machine.
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Fig. 4—Fractured faces of an Orgotherm thermite welded joint, specimen
232 A, that failed after being subjected to 1,429,700 cycles of repeated loadings

in the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load machine under a 59,500-lb wheel load. This joint

broke through the weld metal deposit from what appears to be an oxide entrap-

ment located in the head.
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Fig. 5—Fractured faces of an Orgotherm thermite welded joint, specimen
232 E, that failed after being subjected to 471,000 cycles of repeated loadings in

the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load machine under a 59,500-lb wheel load. This fatigue

failure originated in the fillet between the head and web (origin marked in above
photograph with an arrow) from what appears to be a layer of oxidized material

on the surface of the weld collar.
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Fig. 6—Fractured faces of an Orgotherm thermite welded joint, specimen
232 F, that failed after being subjected to 1,848,300 cycles of repeated loadings in

the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load machine under a 59,300-lb wheel load. This failure

originated from the surface of the weld collar (origin marked with an arrow in

above photograph ) from what appears to be an oxide entrapment.
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Fig. 7—Fractured faces of an Orgotherm thermite welded joint, specimen
232 H, that failed after being subjected to 1,094,800 cycles of repeated loadings

in the 12-inch-stroke rolling-load machine under a 59,500-lb wheel load. This fail-

une originated from what appears to be an oxide entrapment in the weld metal

deposit. A close-up view of this entrapment, located on the side of the rail head,

is shown in the insert.
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Fig. 9—Fractured faces of a Thermex Metallurgical thermite welded joint,

specimen 233 A, that failed after being subjected to 242,300 cycles of repeated
loading in the 12-inch-stroke rolling load machine under a 40,000-lb wheel load.

This fatigue failure originated in the center of the head (at the weld interface

between rail and weld metal deposit) from what appears to be an oxide entrapment.

Fig. 10—Photomacrograph of a longi-

tudinal section cut in a vertical plane
through the center of rail specimen
233 A (Fig. 9). This section etched in

a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of

hydrochloric acid shows the rail, heat-

affected area and thermite weld metal.
The presence of a non-metallic inclu-

sion and shrinkage crack in the thermite
weld metal can be noted. This failure

originated from the point marked in the
photograph with an arrow.
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Fig. II—Photomicrograph showing the microstructure at the origin of this

failure. It can be noted that a large entrapment is present at the origin. Etchant,
2 percent nital; magnification, lOOX.
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PART 3

BUTT WELD FAILURES

In 1962, it was decided diat it would be desirable to liave a record of failures

in the different types of butt welds. Accordingly, Form 402E was prepared to

dt'Nelop the desired information. Table 1 shows the accumulated failures to Decem-

ber 31, 1967. This table is a summary of Form 402E which shows the failures by

railroads and weight of rail, and a more detailed analysLs can be made later if

desired. For the present it appears that the data shown in this table will give the

information desired. It will be noted from Table 1 that on the basis of failures per

100 weld years, the failure rate for the oxyacetylene pressure butt welds is slightly

higher than for the electric flash pressure butt welds for new rail ( 0.0072 to 0.0046

)

but this can be considered low. It should be noted, however, that the average

service period of the oxyacetylene pressure butt welds is 48 percent longer than

that of the electric flash pressure butt weld. For relay rail, the performance of the

electric flash pressure weld is somewhat better than that of the oxyacetylene pressure

weld. The performance is quite good for both types, however, because the highest

failure rate of 0.0251 for the oxyacetylene pressure weld on relay rail would only

be equivalent to about one failure in 15 miles of track per year.

The failure rate in thermite welds is substantially higher than that for either of

the two pressure processes. The failure rate shown for thermite welds of new rail

is equivalent to one failure in 188 welds per year.

TABLE 1

ACCUMULATED BUTT WELD FAILURES TO DECEMBER 31, 1967
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Report on Assignment 2

Laying

O. E. Fort (chairman, stibcommittee), W. D. Almy, R. M. Brown, E. M. Cum-
MINGS, E. ESKENGREN, G. R. FULLEH, B. J. GORDON, J. W. HaRPER, J. T.

HiNER, J. C. HUNSBEHGER, T. B. HUTCHESON, H. W. JENKINS, B. J. JOHNSON,
M. S. Reid, C. ^^^ Wagner, E. H. waring.

Your committee submits as information the following statistics on the number
of track miles of C\\'R laid, by years, since 1933.

Tr.\ck Miles of Continuous W'elded Rail Lau) by Years, 1933-1968

1933 0.10
1934. _ 0.95
193.j_- 4.06
1930 1.52
1937 31.23
1939 6.04
1942 5.48
1943 6.29
1944 12.88
1945. - 4.81
1946 3.91
1947 ^ 18.70
1948.

_

29.93
1949 - 33.05
1950.. ^ . 50.25
1951 37.25
1952 40.00
1953 80.00
19.54 87.00

Oxy-
acetylene

1955 194.50
1956 372.33
1957 390.47
1958 148.11
1959 378.05
1960 299.42
1961 94.13
1962 310.59
1963 497.52
1964 580. 7(i

1965 700.59
1900 746.01
1907 784.28
1968 643.10

Electric
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Report on Assignment 3

Fastenings

R. E. Fhame (chairman, mhcommittee), C. M. Bowman, J. E. Campbell, J. D.
Cask, O. E. Foht, R. G. Garland, B. J. Gordon, J. W. Harper, F. E. Huddle-
STON, B. J. Johnson, G. G. Knupp, J. A. MacNab, C. R. Mehriman, R. H.
Patterson, R. P. Roden, T. C. Shedd.

PROGRESS REPORT ON INVESTIGATION OF ANCHORAGE FOR CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL

Continuing:; tlic work described in the committee report for last year, additional

measurements were taken on the test section on the Illinois Central Railroad during

the winter of 1987-1968. Of particular interest and value were measurements

obtained at a temperature of 20 deg below zero. Using a hydraulic rail puller, the

test rail joint was removed at this temperature and the holding, or joint restraining,

force obtained by readings from the hydraulic rail puller. The force exerted by the

puller was released in increments and corresponding readings taken of the joint gap

opening. At the same time measurements were obtained of forces applied by the

rail anchors to nearby ties. Continuous records were also obtained of rail tempera-

ture and joint gap openmg on the chart recorder which recorded continuously for

a seven-day period.

A second installation was established on the Chicago & North Western Railway

near Des Plaines, 111., on one track of a heavy traffic density freight line. All new
115 RE continuous welded rail had been layed and the track re-ballasted with

crushed quartzite rock ballast. The same type recorder that was used on the Illinois

Central test was installed at one joint connecting two full-length welded strings

of rail. During the summer, measurements were obtained at high temperatures of

the forces transmitted between abutting rail ends, and records have been obtained

of the change in joint gap opening with change in rail temperature with different

amounts of bolt tension. Also, a series of readings were taken at a few ties to

determine the relation between rail anchor force applied to the tie and tie move-

ment in the ballast.

During extremely low temperatures of the winter of 1968-1969 it is proposed

to release the joint to obtain data on the joint gap opening with different amounts

of joint restraint as applied with the hydraulic rail puller and also to obtain meas-

urements of the relation between applied rail anchor force and tie movement with

ballast conditions as they are in sub-zero temperature.

It is contemplated that the Research Center stall will have these data com-

pleted, analyzed and prepared for inclusion in the next committee report.
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Report on Assignment 4

Maintenance

J. R. Rymer (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almy, C. M. Bowman, E. M. Cum-
MiNGs, R. E. Dove, E. Eskengren, R. G. Garland, B. J. Gordon, R. E. Gor-
sucH, J. T. HiNER, H. W. Jenkins, B. J. Johnson, G. H. Maxwell, C. R. Mer-
RiMAN, B. R. Prusak, F. L. Rees, M. S. Wakely, E. H. Waring, C. E.

Weller.

Your committee submits the following report on transposing continuous welded

rail, as information only.

TRANSPOSING CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL

The increased use of continuous welded rail requires that new methods be

established to transpose curve-worn rail. For the benefit of those who have not had

experience in transposing continuous welded rail, a suggested procedure, organ-

ization and equipment requirement are listed on page 716.

This procedure requires a total gang consist of one foreman, eight trackmen,

five machine operators, one welder and one welder helper. Additional manpower
will be required if ballast conditions require cribbing for applying of rail anchors.

Revision in manpower will also be required if rail strings are bolted instead of

field welded or if insulated joints, road crossings, bridges or other local conditions

exist.

Normally, transposing is done by local basic maintenance forces. The procedure

outlined above was, therefore, set up on a small gang basis and utilized standard

equipment.

This organization can transpose from ]i to Ja track miles per day, depending on

traffic and local conditions.
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Transposing Continuous Welded Rail

Step
No.



MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

DO£S UL JOBS!

LAYING WELDED RAIL

CUTS MAINTENANCE COSTS

12 MST CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
Forks

1'/4 Cu. Yd. Bucket

Tote Hook
18' Boom Extension

Fork Tie Baler

Track Cleaning Bucket

Bock Hoe
Clamshell

Back Filler Blade

Pull Drag Bucket

4 Cu. Yd. Snow Bucket

Pile Hammer
Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydroulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD

141 W JACKSON

DIVISION

CHICAGO 4, ILL

9' WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET'

80 Years of Service

fo the Railroad Industry
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Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

Hubbard Tool Division
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY, INC.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Chicago, m.

Unit Rail Anchor

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ACNHOR COMPANY, INC. W

PITTSBURGH, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.



Advertisement

KEEPING TRACK
IS OUR BUSINESS!

' RAIL WELDING
SYSTEMS

• WELDED RAIL LAYING
SYSTEM

• WELDED RAIL TRANSPORT

^ ORGOTHERM INC. SALES

©1967 CHEMETRON CORPORATION

mSy'^:'"^-^-^:--

NCG -SCOPE STRUCTURE
CLEARANCE RECORDERS

NATIONAL aUNDER GAS
DIVISION OF CHEMETRON CORPORATION

RAILROAD EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES DEPARTMENT
840 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

/CHEMETRON/
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WOODINGS-VERONATOOLWORKS
W Pioneer Manufacturers

of

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
cmd

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

w
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Assure lower maintenance costs, better performance with

Texaco

Railroad Lubricants

and Systematic

Engineering

Service

Semes)
New York • Atlanta • Chicago • Minneapolis • St. Louis • San Francisco
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THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.



.EVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

n ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

.ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

, FEELER
detfcis position
ot track in spiral
or curve at every
tie and feeds
inlormation to

"Auto-Control"

X^A

WORKING
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lining, levelling

and lamping^
la done.

RECEIVER
BUQQy
"Auto-Control"
cenlinuouely
positions
receivers
electronically to

salisly ideal curve
requirennenis and
establishes
required emount
ol track

correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

• Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

• Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and
curve track.*

• No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

• No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place
simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping
tools.

• With the Autoliner, It is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct

alignment.

•Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for

existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

Head Office & Plant— 2401 Ed-
mund Rd., West Columbia, S. C.

29169 • 803/794-9160

Plant— 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine (Montreal), Que., Canada
• 514/637-5531

Paris Depot— 1902 University

Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55115 •

612/645-5055

Sales, Service & Parts— Tamper
(Australia) Pty. Ltd., 34 Mcin-
tosh St., Airport West, G.P.O.
Melbourne, Victoria 3042, Aus-

tralia • 379-8441
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mm
Proved for over 6 years

in millions of installations

CHANNELOCVail anchor...

one-piece construction

from a solid bar of

true-tempered steel

H
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Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretar>', are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Enei-

neerinjr Division, AAR, Committee 4.

To the American Railway Engineerin'^ Association:

Your committee reports on the following subject.s:

1. Revision of Manual.

Recommended revisions to Chapter 4 were publislied in Part 1 of

Bulletin 617, December 1968.

2. Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars

on Research and other matters of mutual interest.

Appendi.x 2a—Report on in\estigation of failures in control-cooled

rail page 718

3. Rail failure statistics, covering (a) all failures; (b) transverse fissures;

(c) performance of control-cooled rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 734

4. Rail end batter: causes and remedies.

\o report.

5. Rail chemistry.

.\o report.

.\\]te—Discussion on Sul>connnittee reports herein clos

717

>n .May 1. 19fi9.
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6. Joint bars: design, specifications, service tests, including insulated

joints cincl compromise joints.

No report.

7. Metallurgical effect of rail cropping methods.

No report.

8. Causes of shelly spots and head checks in rail: methods for their

prevention.

Appendix 8a—Summary of heat-treated and alloy rail senice test

installation on curves with shelly histories page 755

Appendi.v 8b—Shelly rail investigation—results of rolling-load tests

at the AAR Research Center page 772

9. Standardization of rail sections.

Progress report, presented as information page 781

10. Effect of heavy wheel loads on rail.

No report.

The Committee on Rail,

C. C. Herrick, Cl}(iinnan.

AREA Bulletin 619, February 1969.

Report on Assignment 2

Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint

Bars in Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest

C. C. Herrick (chairman, subcommittee), J. R. Clark, L. S. Crane, W. J. Cruse,
D. T. Faries, O. E. Fort, W. T. Hammond, T. R. Hutcheson, A. R. Merritt,
Jr., H. M. Williamson.

Your committee presents, iis Appendix 2a, report on investigation of failures

in control-cooled rail conducted at the AAR Research Center by Michael J. Wis-

novvski, metallurgical engineer, under the direction of R. Ryrne, research director,

and G. M. Magee, assistant vice president-research.

Appendix 2a

Investigation of Failures in Control-Cooled Rail

Retween October 1, 1967 and September 30, 1968, six service failures and

one detected failure in control-cooled rail were investigated by the metalhugical

laboratory of the Association of American Railroads Research Center. A summar\-

of these failures can be found in Table 1. On completion of these metallurgical

investigations, reports were sent to the railroads submitting the specimen.s, to all

members of Committee 4—Rail, and to the American Iron and Steel Institute,

Technical Committee on Railroad Materials, to be forwarded to the manufacturer

producing the rail. These investigations were made under the general direction of

Michael J. Wisnowski, metallurgical engineer, AAR Research Center, who also

prepared this report.

Investigation 1.35-23, conducted at the request of the Seaboard Coast Line

Railroad, involved a rail that failed in service. This rail was identified as a 132-lb

RE section rolled by the Rethlehem Steel Corporation's Steelton Mill in April 1948
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from heat number 87199, rail letter A. Fig. 1 is a photograph showing the fractured

faces of this rail, which indicates the presence of a fatigue ring development. It was

noted that the fatigue ring development started on the field side of the rail head

from where a bootleg connection was previously affi.xed and later remo\ed. The

head portion from one of the fractured faces was partially surface ground at the

origin of the failure and etched in a 10 percent nital solution. It was noted from

this etched section, Fig. 2, that the metal adjacent to the origin of the fracture

shows the presence of a layer of copper and rnartensite on thi' side of the rail head

where the bootleg connection had been affixed. This fatigue failure could be

attributed to this layer of copper and niartensite which acts as a point of high stress

concentration under load.

Investigation 135-26 conducted at the request of the Erie Lackawanna Rail-

way, involved a secondhand rail that failed in service. This rail, which was in a con-

tinuous welded string, was identified as a 131-lb RE section rolled by the Bethlehem

Steel Corporation's Lackawanna Mill in 1939 from heat number 83062, rail letter A,

ingot number 8. This rail broke in the area of a welded engine bum under the first

train passing over it after it had been relaid as continuous welded rail. Fig. 3 is a

photograph of tiie fractured faces, showing a fatigue ring dexelopment in the head.

Fig. 4 is a photograph of a transverse section cut adjacent to the fractured face

and etched in a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. This etched

section showed that the head of this rail had been welded and that an unusual

amount of heat had been introduced during the welding operation, as indicated

by a heat pattern that extends into the lower portion of the web. Also shown in

this transverse section is a lack of fusion between the weld deposit and the rail head.

.\n examination of this etched section under a microscope at a magnification of 25X
showed a wire-mesh pattern, which indicates that the metal had been burned,

(see inserts affi.xed to Fig. 4). A microscopic examination was made on a specimen

cut longitudinal to the rail in a vertical plane through the origin of ihe fatigue ring

lievelopment. The cross sectional view of the fatigue ring. Fig. 5, shows a decar-

burized layer on the surface, which indicates that the transverse fissure was present

before the engine bum was welded. The photomicrograph. Fig. 6, shows a layer

of decarburized metal between the weld metal deposit and rail. Factors such as

excessive heating, indication of burnt metal and a decarburized layer indicate tliat

the welding Wiis done with a strong oxidizing fiame. The facts that the rail broke

under the first train passing over it after relaying and that a decarburized layer was

found on the surface of the fatigue ring de\elopment indicate that the fatigue ring

was present before the rail was welded into a continuous string. This failure could

be attributed to an improperly welded engine burn.

Investigation 135-35, conducted at the request of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, invoked a rail that failed in service. This rail was identified as a 13()-lb HF
section rolled by the Algoma Mill in October 1956 from heat ninnber 24479, rail

letter C, ingot number 5. Fig. 7 is a photograph showing the fractured faces of

this rail, a fatigue failure. A section cut longitudinal to the rail in a horizontal

plane through the head was etched in a hot 50 percent aciucous solution of hydro-

chloric acid and is shown in P'ig. 8. This macroetched specimen revealed the pres-

ence of shatter cracks to which this fatigue failure was attributed.

Investigation 13.5-36, conducted at the request of the Illinois Central liiihoad,

concerns a serxice failure that was involved in a derailment. The rail was identified

as a 115-lb RE section rolled in 19.51. An examination of the fractured face, Fig. 9,
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showed that this was a brittle tracture with no evidence of the fracture origin. A
transverse section cut from tlie rail close to the fractured face, Fig. 10, and etched

ill a hot 50' percent aqueous st)lution of hydrochloric acid shows that this rail was

of sound steel quality. The facts that this wtus a brittle fracture with no evidence

of an origin and that the rail was of acceptable steel quality indicate that this

failure may have resulted from a high impact force.

Investigation 135-37, conducted at the request of the Missouri Pacific Railroad,

concerns a service failure that was involved in a derailment. TliLs rail was identified

as a 131-lh RE section rolled in June 1939. An examination of the fractured surfaces.

Fig. 11, shows that this was a brittle fracture and that a chevron pattern points

to the edge of the base. It is beheved that this base was sheared off as a result

of the derailment. A transverse section was cut from this rail, close to the fractured

face, and macro etched. This macro etched transverse section. Fig. 12, shows that

the rail was of sound steel quality. A section cut longitudinal to the rail in a hori-

zontal plane through the liead was also macro etched. This macro etched longi-

tudinal section, Fig. 13, shows no evidence of shatter cracks or hot torn steel. A
microscopic examination of the metal at the point from which the chevron pattern

originated showed no evidence of a defect to which this failure could be attributed.

The facts that the steel quality is sound and acceptable and that the fractured faces

had a crystalline appearance such as that from sudden rupture, would indicate that

this failure was the result of an impact force of unusually high magnitude.

Investigation 135-38, conducted at die request of the Seaboard Coast Line

Railroad, involved a rail that failed in service. This rail was identified as a 132-lb

section rolled by the United States Steel Corporation's T.C.&I mill in November
1956 from heat number 884003, rail letter F. Fig. 14 is a photograph showing the

fractured faces of this rail. A visual examination of the fractured faces disclosed

a fatigue ring development which originated at the point marked in Fig. 14 with

an arrow. A transverse section was cut from the rail close to the fractured face and

macro etched. This macro etched transverse section. Fig. 15, shows that the rail

head was welded and that there was a lack of fusion between the weld deposit

and rail metal. It can be noted in a photomicrograph of a specimen that was cut

through the origin of the failure. Fig. 16, that an entrapment was present between

the weld deposit and rail metal. From this investigation this failure could l^e

attributed to an improperly welded engine bum.

Investigation 241 was conducted at the request of the Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul & Pacific Railroad Company to determine the cause of what was stated to

be long corrugations in rail. It was pointed out that this railroad has a considerable

number of rails having these long corrugations in track. The rail submitted for

in\'estigation was identified as a 115-lb RE section rolled by the United States Steel

Corporation's Gary Works in June 1951 from heat number 604206, rail letter F,

ingot number 19. With the use of a straightedge held along the center line of the

head and base, it was found that this rail was bent. It was also noted diat the rail

head was crushed at the midlength position. A profile bar was then used to measure

the extent of bending and crushing. Profile readings taken along the head showed
a 0.091-inch dip at midlength. The profile readings obtained from the base showed
a 0.047 inch dip. Contour tracings were taken at both ends and near the midlength

(area of greatest crushing) of this rail specimen. A comparison of these contour

tracings shows considerable crushing at the midlength position. Transverse sections

cut from both ends and the midlength position were macro etched in a hot 50 per-
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cent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. These etched sections showed the rail

to be of sound .steel quality. Fig. 17 is a photograph showing the macro etched trans-

\er.se .section cut from the midlcngth position. A hardness survey was made on the

transverse slices from both ends and the midlength position of this rail specimen.

The hardness checks were taken at iV.-inch intcrxals in the center and gage comer

of the rail head. Hardness readings obtained from the transverse section cut from

one end are shown in Fig. 18. It can be noted that these readings in the center of

the head range from 235 to 172 B.H.N. To determine whether there is a chemistry

variation between the mean location and soft area (approximately % inch below

the surface) a check chemical analysis was made of these two areas. It was found

that the carbon content of the soft area was 0.13 points below the ladle analysis

lower limit of 0.67 percent for 115-lb rail, which would appear to explain the

crushing of the head that developed. This large carbon variation between the mean
location and soft area is the result of negative segregation. From this investigation

we can expect ncgati\e segregation to have an influence on rail stiffness and hard-

ness, resulting in bending and crushing.

(Table and figures presented on foUcncing pages)

Kill. iitU
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Fig. 1—Investigation 135-23—Fractured faces of a 132-lb RE rail that failed

in service on the Seaboard Coast Line Railroad. This failure was attributed to a

fatigue ring development which originated from the side of the rail head where
a bootleg connection had been affixed.

Fig. 2—Investigation 135-23—Pho-
tograph showing the fractured face

(head portion) that was partially sur-

face ground at the origin of the failure.

This specimen, which shows the metal
adjacent to the origin, was found to

have a thin layer of copper deposit and
martensite on the side of the rail head
where the bootleg connection had been
affixed. Etchant—10 percent nital.
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Fig. 3—Investigation 135-26—Fractured faces of a 131-Ib RE rail that failed

in service on the Erie Lackawanna Railway. It can be noted that this was a fatigue
failure as indicated by the presence of a transverse fissure ( fatigue ring develop-
ment) in the head.
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Fig. 4—Investigation 135-26—Photograph of a transverse section that was
cut adjacent to the fractured face from one of the rails shown in Fig. 3. It can be
noted that the head of this rail had been welded and that an unusual amount
of heat was introduced during the welding operation, as indicated by a heat pattern

that extends into the lower portion of the web. Also shown is a lack of fusion

between the weld deposit and rail head. Inserts—Photomacrographs showing a wire
mesh pattern in the metal which indicates that this metal was burnt. Etchant,
hot .50 percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. Magnification of inserts, 25 X-
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Fig. 5—Investigation 135-26—Pho-
tomicrograph of a section cut longitudi-

nal to the rail in a vertical plane
through the origin of the fatigue ring

development. This cross sectional view
shows a decarburized layer on the sur-

face of the fatigue ring. The presence
of the decarburized layer indicates that

this transverse fissure was present prior

to welding. Etchant, 3 percent nital;

magnification, 100 X-

Fig. 6—Investigation 135-26—Another photomicrograph of the specimen in

Fig. 5, showing the area between the weld metal deposit and rail. A layer of decar-

burized metal can be noted between the weld metal deposit and rail metal. Etchant,
3 percent nital; magnification, lOOX-
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Fig. 7—Investigation 135-35—Fractured faces of a 130-lb H.F. rail that failed

in ser\ice on the Canadian Pacific Railway. It can be noted that this was a fatigue

failure, as indicated by the transverse fissure { fatigue ring development ) in the

head. The arrow in this photograph points to the origin of the fatigue ring

development.

Fig. 8—Investigation l.)o-.)o—Photograph of a longitudinal section that was
cut from the head of this failed rail and etched in a hot 50 percent a(|ueous solu-

tion of hydrochloric acid. Note the presence of shatter cracks.
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Fig. 9—Investigation 135-36—Frac-

tured face of a failed 115-lb RE rail that

was involved in a derailment on the
Illinois Central Railroad. The bright

and crystalline appearance of the sur-

face indicates that this was a brittle

fracture. Further examination of the
fractured face showed no evidence of

the fracture origin.

Fig. 10—Investigation 135-36—Pho-
tograph of a transverse section cut from
the rail shown in Fig. 9 ( close to frac-

tured face) and etched in a hot 50 per-

cent aqueous solution of hydrochloric
acid. This transverse slice, noted to

have scattered center porosity, can be
considered to be acceptable steel quality.
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Fig. 11—Investigation 135-37—Fractured faces of a failed 131-lb RE rail

that was involved in a derailment on the Missouri Pacific Railroad. A visual ex-

amination of these surfaces showed that the failure was a brittle fracture. Also

noted was that a chevron pattern points to the edge of the base that is believed

to have been sheared off as a result of the derailment.
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Fig. 12

—

Investigation 135-37

—

Photograph of a transverse section from
the rail shown in Fig. 11 (close to the

fractured face ) and etched in a hot 50
percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric

acid. It can be noted that this rail is of

sound steel quality.

Fig. 13—Investigation 135-37—Pho-
tomacrograph of a section cut longitudi-

nal to the rail in a horizontal plane

through the head. This section, etched in

a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of hy-

drochloric acid, shows no evidence of

shatter cracks or hot torn steel. The pres-

ence of finely dispersed nonmetallic in-

clusions and several segregation streaks

can be noted, but these nonmetallic in-

clusions and segregation streaks can be
considered normal for rail steel.
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Fig. 14—Investigation 135-38—Fractured faces of a 132-lb rail that failed

in service on the Seaboard Coast Line Railroad. This fatigue failure, indicated by
the fatigue ring development, originated at the point marked with an arrow.

Fig. 15— Investigation 135-38

—

Photograph of a transverse section cut

from the rail shown in Fig. 14 (close

to the fractured face) and etched in a

hot 50 percent aqueous solution of

hydrochloric acid. A lack of fusion be-

tween the weld deposit and rail metal
can be noted.

Fig. 16

—

Investigation 135-38—

•

Photomicrograph of a specimen cut
through the origin of this failure. It can
be noted that an entrapment is present

between the weld deposit and rail metal.

Etchant, 3 percent nital; magnification,

lOOX.
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241-3
Fie 17—Investigation 241—This 115-lb RE rail was submitted by the Chicago,

Milwaukee St Paul & Pacific Railroad to determine the cause of head crushing

Th!r't±:;erse sh^e tas cut through the area of ^-atest crushmg and e ched

in a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. The results ot a cnecK

Ihemical analysS and a hardness survey showed that this rail has an excessive

negative segregation.
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Report on Assignment 3

Rail Failure Statistics Covering (a) All Failures, (b) Transverse

Fissures, (c) Performance of Control-Cooled Rail

D. T. Faries (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barlow, B. Brjstow, R. F. Bush,
R. D. Claborn, L. S. Crane, R. E. Gorsuch, C. E. R. Haight, W. T. Ham-
mond, C. C. Herrick, H. W. Jenkins, A. V. Johnston, C. E. Morgan, C. F.
Parvin, F. VV. Potter, D. H. Shoemaker, H. F. Smith, W. A. Smith, Emil
SzAKS, C. E. Weller.

These statistics are based on the rail failures reported to December 31, 1967,

and are submitted as information. They include the service and detected failures

reported by 45 railroads on all of their main track mileage, which constitutes

approximately 90 percent of the main track of Class I railroads in the United States.

This report is a technical service of the Association of American Railroads Research

Department, G. M. Magee, assistant vice president—research, and was prepared
by M. J. Wisnowski, metallurgical engineer, under the direction of R. Byrne,

research director.

Although there have been some changes in the mileage reported upon due to

various reasons as explained in the footnote to Table 1, nevertheless the amount
of change is relatively small compared to the total mileage reported and does not,

therefore, materially detract from the value of these statistics.

The accompanying tables and diagrams indicate the extent of control of the

transverse fissure problem that has been obtained by the use of control-cooled rail

and detector car testing, give data on the quality of each year's rollings for the

various mills, and show the types of failures that are occurring on the various rail-

roads as related to the mill producing the rail. Also included are data reported on

all failures in rail of all ages and sections.

Transverse Fissure Failures

Data on service transverse fissure failures and detected transverse defects are

given in Table 1 and Fig. 1. Table 1 shows this information for individual roads

for the 10-year period 1958 to 1967, inch It can be noted that there was a large

increase in the total number of service failures for 1967 as compared with 1966

—

578 failures compared to 424. A small increase in failures was reported by the Bal-

timore & Ohio (61 to 67), Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (17 to 23) and the

Pennsylvania Railroad (69 to 76). A substantial increase in failures was reported

by the Atlantic Coast Line (7 to 34), Chicago & Eastern Illinois (5 to 17), Erie

Lackawanna (1 to 11) and the New York Central System (15 to 113). Substantial

reductions were shown by the Norfolk & Western (8 to 0) and the Southern Pacific

(47 to 27).

Although there were more railroads reporting increases in their 1967 detected

failures, an overall decrease in detected transverse defects was noted. The total

number of detected transverse defects decreased from 27,600 in 1966 to 25,935 in

1967, a difference of 1,665. Substantial increases were reported by the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe (1651 to 2004); Canadian National (2115 to 2786); Canadian

Pacific (779 to 1163); Monon (72 to 362); Missouri-Kansas-Texas (1491 to 1830);

and the Reading (104 to 215). Substantial decreases were reported by the Chesa-

peiike & Ohio System (700 to 259); Chicago & Eastern Illinois (512 to 117); Illinois

Central (848 to 588); Louisville & Nashville (1373 to 1040); Norfolk & Western
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(2514 to 1396); Pennsylvania (1354 to 906); Southern Pacific (1640 to 1364) and
Western Maryland (355 to 105).

The number of track miles tested by detector cars according to data recei\ed

iu,m reporting roads decreased from 221,783 in 1966 to 212,563 in 1967 as indicated

in the following table, part of which is due to the reduction in number of roads

reporting:

No. of Track Miles
year Roach Tested hij

Tested Reporting Detector Cars

1958 54 216,731
1959 53 212,833
1960 53 206,731
1961 48 193,516
1962 50 206,291
1963 46 199,401
1964 47 215,865
1965 45 215,932
1966 47 221,783
1967 45 212,563

The complete story on service and detected failures is gi\en in P'ig. 1. The sig-

nificance of this figure was explained in detail in a previous report and can be

found in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 61, page 845. Lines "C" and "D" were dis-

continued in 1958 because they had served their purpose. The most important

line, "A" in Fig. 1, is for service transverse fissures and shows the improvement that

has been effected since 1943 by the use of control-cooled rail and detector car

testing.

Mill Performance

The number of .service and detected rail failures that occur during the first five

years of service has been considered to be a good criterion of mill performance and

the quality of rail as manufactured. Fig. 2 shows these failures for rollings from

1908 to 1967, incl. An explanation of the large decrease in number of failures

throughout this period was given in the Noxember 1962 report, and can be found

in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 64, page 509. It is gratifying to note that the num-
ber of failures is continuing at the low level established in the 1955 rollings.

Fig. 3 shows the control-cooled rail failure rates cumulatively for the rollings

from 1957 to 1966, inch, by the different mills. In making comparison between

mills as reflected in this figure, it is important to recognize that because of service

conditions on roads served by the various mills, these failure data should not be

taken as necessarily indicative of the rail quality. A detailed explanation of tlu'

reasons for the difference in failure rates for the different mills and different years

rollings was given in the 1963 report for rollings up to and including the 1960

rollings. A comparison between this year's and last year's charts shows a decrease

in the 1964 failure rate (13.9 to 9.6) for rails rolled by the Algoma Mill. This high

failure rate was originally attributed to 82 failures reported under "Other Head"

by the Canadian Pacific in 100-lb RE HF sections. Tlie.se failures were of the

crushed-head type. The decrease in this year's rate can be attributed to the addition

of only three "Other Head" failures whereas the mile years were increased b\' a

third. The large Algoma 1966 failure rate (8.4) is due to 24 failures reported by

the Canadian Pacific (19 failures) and Canadian National (5 failures), of whi( Ii
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19 wfR' hast' f'ailuii's in 115-11) RE rail. An increase wtts shown in the 1959 failure

rate (4.4 to 8.4) for rails rolled by the Dominion Mill. This increase can be

attributed to the increa.se in failures reported under "Other Head" by the Canadian

National in lOO-lb RA (28 failures), 115-lb RE (61 failures) and 132-lb RE (13

failures) sections. The relatively lar^e 1966 Lackawanna Mill failure rate (4.4) is

attributed to 4 failures reported under "Broken" by the Erie Lackawanna in L32-lb

RE sections. Becau.se of the small number of mile years in relation to the amount
of failures, this failure rate appears hijj;h. A decrease in the 1965 Steelton's failure

rate (7.3 to 3.6) is due to the doubling in mile years with no additi(mal failures.

This high failure rate was originally attributed to 9 failures reported by the Balti-

more & Ohio in 122-lb CB sections (1 CF&DF, 6 web in joint, 2 web other) and
2 failures reported by the Penn.sylvania in 140-lb RE section (1 VSH and 1 broken).

This failure rate (7.3) appeared high because of the small number of mile years

in relation to the amount of failures.

Table 2 shows the tons of new rail rolled for the reporting roads by year.s.

It will be noted that there was an increase in the 1966 rollings compared to those

for the past eight years. The amount of 635,207 net tons does not represent all of

the 1966 rollings for these roads because rollings for any railroad from one mill

of less than 500 ton.s are not included.

Fig. 4 and Table 3 from which the figure is derived show not only the effect

of years of service on rail failures, but also a comparison of the reduction in failure

rates effected with the new rail sections introduced in 1947.

Table 4 shows the total amount of track miles of rail (all sections in rollings

between 1957 and 1966) segregated by mill and railroad. Also shown in this table

is the total number of failures (excluding EBF's) and the engine burn failures that

occurred on each railroad in 1967 in these rollings.

Types of Failure

Table 5 .shows the accumulated service and detected failures per 100 track

miles in the rollings from 1957 to 1966, inch, that have occurred to December 31,

1967, by types of failure and by mills. Compared to last year's data, the failure per

100 track miles for the CF and DF cla.ssification decreased from 1.52 to 1.34 and

increased for all types, from 4.37 to 4.83. Web-in-joint failures comprise 23.5 percent

of all failures, other head 32.3 percent and CF and DF 27.8 percent. The web-in-

joint type of failure is considered to be due to design or operating conditions rather

than rail quality. Both the other head and CF and DF type failures are believed

to be associated with design, operating conditions and steel quality. The large num-

ber of CF's and DF's from Colorado's rollings occurred on the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, Denver & Rio Grande Western, Southern Pacific, and Union Pacific rail-

roads, and are due to the heavy traffic and curvature on these roads.. A large num-

ber of "Other Head" failures in the Algoma and Dominion mill rollings were

reported by the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific railroads. These failures

are believed to be of the crushed-head type. The large number of web-in-joint

failures in the Algoma, Colorado, and Dominion rollings are evidently due to design

as relatively few of this type of failure have been reported for the new sections

shown in Table 5a.

The extent to which the "New Rail Sections" adopted in 1947 have iiffected

the number of failures of each type is indicated in the following tabulation, which

shows the accumulated failures in the "Old Sections" in the 1938 to 1947 rollings.
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incl., which were mostly control-cooled rail; in the 1957 to 1966 rollings, incl.,

which include mostly new but some of the old sections; and in the 1957 to 1966

rollings, inch, which include the new sections only as .shown in Table 5a.
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W'itli respect to the tailures per l(-() traek mile years for each of the \arious

new sections as shown in Table 5a, the relatively hitih failine rate for the 133 PS

is clue to the larjie number of CF's and DF's resulting from service conditions on

the Union Pacific.

Table 6 shows the accumulated failures in the rollint^s from 1957 to 1966,

iiicl., by mills, roads, and types of failure. The data shown in this table are par-

ticularly helpful in determining whether rail failures reported are due to mill quality

or .service conditions. It is interesting to note that 90 percent of the total failures

have occurred on si.\ railroads. The number of CF's and DF's on the Union Pacific

lias been greatly reduced over the number reported several years ago.

Table 7 shows the service and detected failures in the rail web within joint bar

limits. Comparing these results with those reported last year, it will be noted diat

the number of joints reported inspected with defect-detecting instruments decreased

from 42,106,014 in 1966 to 33,151,106 in 1967. There was an 18 percent increase

in the number of detected web failures from 27,068 in 1966 to 32,860 in 1967 and

an increase in the number of service web failures from 15,292 in 1966 to 16,226 in

1967, or 6 percent. The total number of detected and service failures of thLs type

reported in 1967 was 49,G86. It is evident that the detection of web failures is an

important part of the rail failure problem.

Professor R. E. Cramer at the University of Illinois e.xamined rail failures sub-

mitted each year by the railroads which were thought to be transverse fissures until

his retirement October 1, 1963. Since then this work hits been continued at the

AAR Research Center. These are reported again in Table 8. Only one additional

transverse fissure failure in control-cooled rail was reported in 1967. This failure

was attributed to shatter cracks due to improper cooling. It should be pointed out

that no transverse fissures have developed as a result of hot torn steel, shatter cracks

and inclusions since 1955, 1956 and 1951, respectively. This shows that good qualit>'

control and mill practice have been follovv'ed in the manufacture of this rail.

Table 9 presents a sampling of the welded engine bmns and failures on a few

railroads that have a record of these failures. The number of failed welded engine

burns of 51 during 1967 is an increase over the 21 reported during 1966. This

number is relatively small compared to the 1,217,352 engine burns reported welded.

From the number of roads involved these figures indicate the practice of welding

engine burns is showing good service performance. This confirms the extensive

laboratory tests made several years ago which indicated that although a welded

engine burn was more likely to develop a failure than an unburned rail, it was less

likely to develop a failure than an engine burn which had not been welded. The

use of care and a good procedure in welding engine burns are, of course, important

factors in obtaining good service performance.

All Rail Failures

In 1961, the Rail Committee decided that it would be helpful to initiate a

report of all rail failures in main track in order to determine whether the trend

towards increasing wheel loads was resulting in an increase in total rail failures,

and if .so to what extent. Data were compiled for the year 1967 with respect to

rail section, type of failure, service or detected, and track miles as reported on form

402B and are shown in Table 10. The number of track miles reported increased

from 214,600 in 1966 to 215,922 in 1967. The total number of failures, including
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engine burn fractures, increased from 122,588 in 1966 to 138,572 in 1967. So far,

as will be noted in the following tabulation, there does not seem to be any significant

increase in the number of rail failures on a track mile basis.

Failures Per Track Mile
All 100 Lh

Year Sections ami Less

1962 0.52 0.68

1963 0.54 0.70

1964 0.65 0.80

1965 0.55 0.72

1966 0.57 0.73

1967 0.64 0.84

see
YEiR FAILED

AMNUAL MHVICE BAIL FAILURES DUE TO TRANSVERSE FISSURES AND TO DETECTED TRANSVERSE DEFECTS AS REPORTED BY ALL
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TABLE 2

TONS OF RAILS AND TRACK MILES OF EACH YEAR'S ROLLINGS 1957 - 1966, INCL.

REPORTED BY 44 RAILROADS

Year
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TABLE 4- TRACK MILES AND I9G7 FAILUHES. ALL TYPES, IN KOLLINGS 1957 TO 1966. INCL.

OPEN HEARTH AND BASIC OXYGEN CONTROL COOLED KAIL ONLY

TRACK MILES BY MILL
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TABLE 6

ACCUMULATED FAILURES OF ALL TYPES FOR OH AND BO CONTROL COOLED RAIL ONLV.
IN ROLUNGS 1957 TO 1966. INCL. , ACCUMULATED TO DECEMBER 31. 1967.

SERVICE AND DETECTED. SEGREGATED BY ROADS AND MILLS

ROADS
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TABLE 6 - CONTINUED

ROADS
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TABLE 7

RAIL FAILURES IN THE WEB WITHIN THE JOINT BAR LIMITS FOUND IN 1967

ON RAIL OF 100 LB AND ALL HEAVIER SECTIONS
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TABLE 9

WELDED ENGINE BURNS AND FAILURES
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TABLE 10

ANNUAL REPORT OF RAIL FAILURES, SERVICE AND DETECTED, OCCURRING FROM
JANUARY I, 1967 TO DECEMBER 31, 1967, INCLUSIVE, IN RAIL OF ALL AGES AND SECTIONS

SECTION AND
LB. PER YD.
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Report on Assignment 8

Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail;

Methods for Their Prevention

C F. Parvin (chaiimmi, mbcommittee), W. D. Almy, J. B. Clark, A. N. Brauek,
B. Bristow, R. F. Bush, L. S. Chane, P. K. Cruckshank, W. J. Cruse, A. H.

DeRosa, F. L. Etchison, D. T. Faries, R. E. Gorsuch, V. E. Hali,, \\ . 'I'.

Hammond, C. J. Henry, C. C. Herhick, K. H. Kannowski, A. B. MERHirr,
Jr., B. R. Meyers, C. E. Morgan, B. J. Murphy, G. L. P. Plow, J. M. Ran-
kin, R. B. Rhode, Emil Szaks, E. H. Waring, C. E. VVeller, H. M. Wil-
liamson.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

During the past year work on tliis ;ussignment has been conducted at the AAR
Research Center by Michael J. Wisnowski, metallurgical engineer, under the direc-

tion of R. Byrne, research director, and G. M. Magee, assistant vice president

—

research. The assignment continues in two phases. One is the investigation of heat-

treated rail and alloy-rail service test installations on curves with histories of shell-

ing. The report on this phase is presented below as Appendix 8a. The other phase

is the laboratoiy investigation involving rolling-load and slow-bend tests. Report on

the laboratory investigation is included as Appendix 8b (see page 772).

Appendix 8a

Summary of Heat-Treated and Alloy Rail Service Test Installations

on Curves with Shelly Histories—1968

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

This work was under tiie general direction of Michael J. Wisnowski. metal-

lurgical engineer, AAR Research Center, who also prepared this report.

c;reat northern railway

Service Test of Rails Rolled from Continuously Cast Blooms

Continuously cast bl(M)nis approximately 9.5 inches scjuare were produced

from a 35-ton electric furnace heat by the Fives Gille Company of Gail, Franct-.

The blooms, of 0.66 carlx)n and 0.75 manganese steel, were rolled into rails at

Huttenwerk Rheinhausen, Germany on October 10, 196L in .section S49M ((ier-

man), approximately 98.57 lb per yd. After considerable testing at the AAR Re-

search Center and the University of Illinois, four of these rails ( 39 ft in length

)

were installed on October 13, 1964 by the Great Northern in the No. I lead track

at the east end of its Alloue/, Wis. yard. They are situated in the higii sid<- of a

7°30' cur\'e, with 13^ inches superelevation, and are joined with four-hole 90-lb

GN joint bars. The end rails are joined by machined four-hole compromise joint

bars to 110-lb GN rails (1937). All bolt holes in the rails were drilled in the field.

On July 23, 1968 after carrying 25,655,584 gross tons of traffic, tomiage figured

to Mav 31, 1968, these rails were inspected. Mcxlerate curve wear, light head checks
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and lijiht flakin.u were noted on each of the four rails. The three west rails were

marked by liulit wheel burns. Otherwise the installation appeared normal. There

wius little or no evidence of lubrication on the rails.

Contour tracings were made at a point 10 ft from the west or recei\inK end

of each rail and are shown in Fig.l.

Considerably more service will be re<iuircd l)efore an>' conchisions can be

drawn on the relative merits of such rails.

FIGURE 1

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
100 LB. RAIL GERMAN SECTION S-49M

ROLLED FROM CONTINUOUSLY CAST BLOOMS
PLACED OCTOBER 13, 1964 IN LEAD NO. 1, ALLOUEZ

YARD ON A 7°30' CURVE WITH SUPERELEVATION - 1-3/4'

AT SUPERIOR. WISCONSIN

HIGH RAIL ONLY INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68

Gage Gage

Gage 56-1/2" Gage 56-5/8'

Gage Gage

Gage 56-3/4" Gage 56-1/2'

Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 25,655,584

* These values represent percent of head wear compared to original contour.
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Service Test of 115 RE Fully Heat-Treated Rails (Curve 20)

This installation of 115 RE fully licat-tieatcd rails on tliL- (Jrcat Xortlurn Hail-

way orc-carryinjf tracks, east of (>arlton, Minn., was extensively described in the

AREA Proceedings, Volume 57, pages 837-850 and Volume 63, pages 540-543.

The 88 fully heat-treated raik were installed in both the high and low sides

of the 4° cune No. 20 on February 7, 1951. On May 17, 1961, 65 of the rails

were transposed after 384,000,000 gross tons of traffic. During this same period

two sets of ordinary rails were worn out in the high side ot tlic comparati\'e 4'^

curve No. 22.

ApproxiniateK 142 million gross tons of traffii' Iia\c passctl oxer tlii' rails from

the time of the transposition to May 31, 1968, bringing tlic total gross tons carried

to 526,659,961.

The present condition of each of the heat-treated rails now in the high side

of curve No. 20 is shown in the accompanying tabulation. At the time of the June

1965 in.spection a small shell was noted in two rails. Three additional shells were

found in one of these rails and three other rails were noted to contain small shells

at the time of the 1966 inspection. Small shells were obser\ed in six additional

rails at the time of tlie 1967 inspection, and in five more rails at the time of this

in.spection, bringing the total to 16 rails containing shells. Eleven rails contained

gage corner flaking in some degree, two rails showed only head checks and 13

remained clear of gage corner developments. The low side rails appeared in good

condition.

The curve oiler appeared to be functioning propenly and all rails were well

lubricated.

Contour tracings were made on both liigli and low side rails and are .shown

in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.

Rails were installed on February 7, 1951. High-side rails No. 7 through 38

were moved to the low side of curve, and were replaced by low-side rails in

direct transposition on May 17, 1961. Rails numbered 1 to 6 and 39 to 43 were

not transposed. The condition of the high-side rails at the time of this Jidy 23,

1968 in.spection (C) is shown along with the June 21, 1967 (B) and the June 21,

1966 (A) observations in the following tabulation. Asterisks indicate rails on which

contours were taken 10 ft from the receiving end, and rail contours taken directly

opposite on low rail are indicated by brackets, with gage measurement shown.

(Text confinticd on pane 764}
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Rail No.

1

Identity

B9

H14
Replaced with

standard Illinois

rail as indicated

Fl
(curve oiler rail)

*F8 56-3/f

(H12) 56-3/f

56-3/f

G4

Remarks

(A) Clear - not transposed

(B) Clear - not transposed

(C) Clear - not transposed

(A) 1114 rail moved into low

side of curve to replace

rail E3 which cracked

through build-up weld into

2nd bolt hole.

Clear
Clear

(B

(C

*B13 .56-3/4"
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Identity Remarks

C12 (A) Medium flaking throughout with

shell at 12' from leaving end

Also 3 possible shells

(B) Medium flaking with shell 12'

from leaving end. Possible 6

additional shells at mid-rail

(C) Medium flaking with shell 12'

from leaving end. Additional

shells from mid-length toward
leaving end

C5 (A) Very light flaking

(B) Very light flaking

(C) Numerous possible shell areas

*E9 56-3/4" (A) Light intermittent flaking

(F3) 56-3/8" (B) Medium intermittent flaking

56-3/4" (C) Light flaking

E3 removed from low side and replaced by H14

(A) Mfdium flaking leaving half

(B) Medium flaking leaving half and

light flaking receiving half

(C) Light flaking throughout

•G14 56-3/4"

(B3) 56-3/4"
56-3/4"

(.\) Very light flaking

(B) Light flaking

(C) Light flaking

(A) \'ery light flaking

(B) Very light flaking with 2

medium flaking areas

(C) Flaking with 4 shells leaving half

(A) Light flaking leaving half

(B) Light flaking throughout

(C) Light flaking throughout

G12 (A)\Few medium flaking spots

throughout

(B) Few medium flaking spots

throughout

(C) Few medium flaking spots

thrriughout

G13 (A) Head checks
(B) Light flaking

(C) Light flaking

E14 (A) Medium to heavy flaking in

receiving half

(B) Heavy flaking with 2 shells 10'

from leaving end

(C) Intermittent small shells

throughout

*H3 56-3/4" (A) Very light intermittent flaking

(BIO) 56-3/4" (B) 2 shells 5' and ir from
56-3/4" receiving end

(C) 2 shells 5' and W from
receiving end

C9 (A) Head checks throughout
(B) Clear
(C) Clear

(.\) Light flaking and head checks
throughout

(B) 1 shell 30" from receiving end
Medium flaking areas receiving
1/3

(C) Light flaking with one shell
30" from receiving end
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jentitv Remarks

Bll (A) Medium flaking

(B) Medium nakmc and 5 scattered

small shells

(C) Nimicrous small shells

^'ES 56-3/4" (A) Very light flaking and head

(D6) 56-3/4" chocks
56-3/4" (H) 3 possible shell areas - joint

bar area receiving end and 9'

to 12' from leaving end

(C) 3 possible shell areas - joint

bar area receivmg end and 9'

to 12' from leaving end

>»H6 56-7/8'

(C7) 56-3'4'

56-3/4"

56-3M'
56-3/4'

(A) Light flaking - welded end OK
(B) Medium flaking

(C) Medium flaking

(A) W.elded end chipped slightly.

Light flaking. Possible shell

5' from leaving end

(B) 1 shell 5' from leaving end and

several possible shells

(C) 3 shells - 5', 8'. 12' from
leaving end

(A) Head checks
(B) Light intermittent flaking

(C) Light mtermittent flaking

(A) Three small shells. Surface

about as noted above

(B) Eight small shells -mid-rail

(C) Eight small shells mid-rail

(A) Light flaking receiving end

(B) Shell 4" from receiving end.

Medium flaking throughout

(C) 1 shell 15' from receiving end

(A) Medium to heavy flaking

(B) Medium to heavy flaking

(C) Medium to heavy flaking

(A) Medium flaking center of length

(B) Medium flaking center of length

(C) Medium flaking center of length

(A) Head checks

(B) Head checks

(C) Head checks

(A) Head checks

(B) Head checks

(C) Head checks

(A) Clear - not transposed

(B) Clear - not transposed

(C) Clear - not transposed

(A) Shell 6' from receiving end

(Tangent track)

(B) Shell 5' from receiving end

(C) Shell 5' from receiving end

(A) Clear - not transposed

(B) Clear - not transposed

(C) Clear - not transposed

(A) Clear - not transposed

(B) Clear - not transposed

(C) Clear - not transposed

(A) Clear - not transposed

(B) Clear - not transposed

(C) Clear - not transposed
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FIGURE 2

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (FULLY HEAT TREATED)

DIVISION Mesabi
Laid Feb. 7, 1951

INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68

Transposed May 17, 1961

Near Carlton, Minn.

Gage

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/8"

4.2%
89521 - FIO
LOW RAIL

Gage

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4% Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4"

Tonnage to August 24, 1961 - 394,225,777 G.T.
Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 526,659,961 G.T.
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FIGURE 3

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (FULLY HEAT TREATED)

DIVISION Mesabi INSPECTION DATE 7-23-67

Laid Feb, 7, 1951 Transposed May 17, 1961

Near Carlton, Minn.

-Gage

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4"

-Gage

3.0%
89521 - G14
HIGH RAIL

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4'

Gage
5.0%

89521 - H3
HIGH RAIL

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4"

Tonnage to August 24, 1961 - 394,225,777 G.T.
Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 526,659,961 G.T.
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FIGURE 4

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (FULLY HEAT TREATED)

DIVISION Mesabi
Laid Feb. 7, 1951

INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68
Transposed May 17, 1961

/ 8. 0%
' 89521 - D6

LOW RAIL

Near Csu'lton, Minn.

Gage
3.2%

89521 - E8
HIGH RAIL

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4"

9.9%
89521 - C7
LOW RAIL

Gage
8.2%

89521 - H6
HIGH RAIL

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 57"

7.4%
89521 - G3
LOW RAIL

Gage
4.0%

89521 - B5
HIGH RAIL

M. P. 33, CURVE NO. 20, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4'

Tonnage to August 24, 1961 - 394,225,777 G.T.
Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 526,659,961 G.T.
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Service Test of 115 RE Fully Heaf-Treated 78-Ft Electric Flash Butt WelcJed and 39-Ft

Columbium-Treated Rails (Curve 22)

An inspection of the 78-ft electric flash butt welded fully heat-treated and

39-ft Columbium-treated rails installed on the Great Northern Railway's ore-carrying

track, east of Carlton, Minn., was made on July 23, 1968. The 115-lb RE Colum-

bium-treated rail was extensively described in the AREA Proceedings, Volume 63,

pages 533-535.

Following removal of the second set of regular non-heat-treated rails from the

4° curve No. 22 which were being compared with the fully heat-treated rails in

the 4° No. 20 curve, curve No. 22 was laid with Columbium-treated and 78-it butt

welded fully heat-treated rails on May 17, 1961.

Starting in the spiral at the west end of the curve, 8 rails of steel bearing

different amounts of Columbium were installed in the high side and 7 rails in the

low side of the curve. The section 1150 Columbium rails were produced by CFiVI,

from steel bearing Ji lb, /2 lb and 1 lb Columbium per ton.

One 78 ft flash butt welded fully heat-treated rail preceded and 16 followed

the Columbium-treated rails in both the high and low sides of this curve. The

fully heat treated rails were produced at Steelton and were flash welded into 78 ft

lengths by the Great Northern ("NCG).

The accompanying tabulation shows the original track lineup of the rails and

notes the conditions observed at the time of the June 21, 1966 inspection (A), the

June 21, 1967 inspection (B), and the current 1968 inspection (C). It will be

noted that the 78-ft fully heat-treated rail preceding the Columbium treated rails

in both the high and low sides of the curve was each lost in a derailment in 1964.

By the time of this inspection both the Columbium-treated and fully heat-

treated rails had carried approximately 132,434,184 gross tons of traffic. Three of

the high-side Columbium rails have been removed on account of service develop-

ments and four of the five remaining in the high side of the cui-ve have developed

from six to numerous small shells each. Only the first Columbium rail in the

receiving end of the curve (/Vlb/ton Cb) showed no evidence of shelling at the

time of this inspection. It would appear that the rails having the greater amounts

of Columbium have less resistance to these service developments. Further service

will be required to obtain an accurate analysis of this action.

In the meantime, the 78-ft flash butt welded fully heat-treated rails appeared

satisfactory. No gage corner service developments were noted and wear and metal

flow appeared to be at a minimum. There appeared to be evidence that since the

1965 inspection, head checks had developed in the gage corner of the head of .some

of the rails in the mid-portion of the curve, but have since worn away. The gage

corner of all the fully heat-treated rails appeared smooth at the time of this inspec-

tion. The weld areas showed no evidence of additional flow and the welds were not

obvious from a cursory examination of the rail. Only slight flow was in evidence

in the low side rails with no indication of chipping or crushing.

Contour tracings were made on rails indicated with an asterisk in the fol-

lowing tabulation. These tracings are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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Section 115 RE - 78 ft. Flash Butt Welded Fully Heat-Treated Rails -

Steelton (CT) - Rolled 12/1960

Section 1150 - 39 ft. Columbium-Treated Rails - CF«;I (Cb) - Rolled

3/1960

(A) 6/21/66 Inspection, (B) 6/21/67 Inspection, (C) 7/23/68 Inspection

Starting in tangent - West to East

High (north) Rail Low (south) Rail

78' CT48366-F7/48326-B14 78' CT82175-E12/48327-E13
(lost in derailment 1964) (lost in derailment 1964)

39' 12143-E7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb) 39' 12143-C7C ( 1/4 lb/ton Cb)
*(A) Clear. Moderateflow. Gage 56-1/2" * (A) Moderate flow. Gage

56-1/2"

'MB) Clear. Moderateflow. Gage 56- 1/2" =:= (B) Moderate flow. Gage
56-7/16"

*(C) Clear. Moderateflow. Gage 56-1/2" * (C) Moderate flow. Gage
56-1/2"

39' 12143-F8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb) 39' 12143-D7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb)
"•(A) 2 shells- 18" and 6' * (A) Moderate flow. Gage

from leaving end. 56-5/8"

Moderate flow. Gage 56-5/8"
*(B) 4 shells:18", 3', 5' 6' from ' (B) Moderate flow. Gage

lea\-ing end. 2 suspicious 56-5/8"

areas 7' to 8'. Gage 56-1/2"

*(C) 6 shells as above including * (C) Moderate flow. Gage
suspicious areas. Moderate flow. 56-5/8"
Gage 56-9/16"

39' 12143-E8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb) 39' 12143-C8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb)
'MA).Heavy flaking 18" receiving end. '- (A) Moderate flow. Slight

1 large and 7 small shells in burns 12' and 3' from
receivmg 30'. Gage 56-5/8" leaving end. Gage 56-5/8"

(B) Removed April 1967 a/c detected '- (B) Moderate flow. Burns
detail fracture. still noted. Gage56-7/l6"

(C) Same as (B) '= (C) Moderate flow. 1966

Burns still apparent.

Gage 56-7/16"

(Tahiilation contituicd on next pane)
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39' 12143-E9C (1 lb/ton Cb)
(A) Used Inland rail replaced

Columbium rail in 1965 due
to detector car indication.

Badly shelled prior to re-
moval.
Same as (A)(B)

(C) Same as (A)

39' 12143-F9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

*(A)7 small shells. Medium flaking

leaving half. Gage 56-5/8"

*(B)9 small shells plus several

suspicious areas. Medium
flaking. Gage 56-5/8"

*(C)Numerous small shells and flaking

throughout. Gage 56-5/8"

39' 12143-A9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

*(A) Moderate flow and wear.
10 large and numerous small
shells throughout. Gage 56-5/i

(B) Removed but date unknown

(C)Same as (B)

39' 12143-C9C (1 lb/ton Cb)
*(A) Moderate flow. Gage

56-5/8"

*(B) Moderate flow. Gage
56-7/16"

*(C) Moderate flow. Slightly

broken head surface due
to flow. Gage 56-5/8"

39' 12143-D9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

*(A) Moderate flow. Gage
56-5/8"

*(B) Moderate flow. Gage
56-3/4". Slight wheel
slip marks leaving half.

*(C) Slip marks gone. Con-
siderable flow and

associated head chipping

throughout. Gage 56-3/4'

39' 12143-A8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb)

*(A) Moderate flow. Gage
56-3/4"

*(B) Moderate flow. Gage
56-5/8". Slight wheel
slip marks receiving 5'.

''=(C) Chipping from crushing
head throughout. Gage
56-3/4"

39' 12143-D8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb)

*(A) Flaking and 3 small shells

middle third. Gage 56-5/8"

*(B)3 shells plus numerous suspicious

spots. Gage 56-3/4"

''=(C)Numerous small shells ami flaking

throughout. Gage 56-3/4"

39' 12143-A7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb)

*(A) Flaking receiving joint bar area.

Shell 15' from receiving end and
1' from leaving end. Gage 56-3/4"

''•(B)Shell 15' from receiving end and 1'

from leaving end plus numerous
possible shells. Gage 56-3/4"

39' 12143-F7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb)

*(A) Moderate flow.

*(B) Moderate flow. Gage
56-3/4"

''-(C) Crushing areas through-

out. Gage 56-7/8"

<CT82175-Fl/48327-K12
(A) (See Below)

(B) (See Below)

(TahuUition continued on next page)
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*(C) Shell 15' from receiving end and *(C) (See Below)
1' and 3' from leaving end plus

numerous possible shells.

Considerable checking and flaking.

Gage 56-3/4"

78'=''CT82175-F12/48326-G15 78' CT32 175-E6/82 175-B17

(A) (See Below)
(B) (See Below)

*(C) (See Below) Gage 56-7/8"

78' CT82175-D8/48326-B17 78' CT82 175-G 10-48326-E 15

78' CT48326-F9/48326-D12 78' CT82 17 5-G 13 /48327-Cl 3

78' CT82175-B5/48326-D15 ' 78' *CT48326- E8/48326-F 12

78' *CT82175-D9/48326-Fll Gage 56-5/8" 78' CT48326-G7/48327-G20

78' CT82175-E4/48326-D10 78' CT88325-D19 /82 175-F 17

78' CT48326-H7/48326-H13 78' CT88326- F 19 /48326-F15

78' CT82175-G4/48326-C15 78' CT48326-F19/48327-F12

70' CT82175-C1/48326-H11 78 *CT82 175-G 1

1

/48326- D14

78' *CT82175-F7/43326-U17 Gage 56-5/8" 78' CT82 175-G 1/48327 -D12

78' CT82175-H4/48326-G11 78' CT82 175-E 1 /48326-C 17

78' CT82175-H14/82175-F18 78' CT82 175-B8/48326-F 17

78' CT48326-G10/48326-B11 78' CT82 175-B3

/

48326-E 12

78' CT82175-D13/48326-H12
(last rail in spiral) 78' CT48326-C7 /48326-E 13

78' CT82175-E7/82175-F15 78' CT82 175-F4/ 82 175-G16

78' CT82175-G6/48326-C14
= Contour tracings taken 10' from receiving end. The fully heat treated

rails showed very little flow in the high and low rails, markedly less

than the columbium rails at the time of each inspection. Evidence of

head checks, which are now worn away, was noted in the gage corner of

the high rails m the middle of the curve.
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FIGURE 5

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (COLUMBIUM ADDED)

DIVISION Mesabi INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68

Laid May 19, 1961

Near Carlton, Minn.

Gage

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-1/2"

2.

12143 - F8c
1/2 lb /ton Cb
HIGH RAIL Gage

1.2%
12143 - C7c
1/4 lb/ton Cb
LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-1/2"

Gage

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-5/8'

Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 132, 434, 184 G. T.
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FIGURE 6

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (COLUMBIUM ADDED)

DIVISION Mesabi INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68

Laid May 19, 1961

Neair Carlton, Minn.

Gage

3.0%
12143 - C8c
1/2 lb /ton Cb
LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-7/16"

4.2%
12143 - F9c
1 lb/ton Cb
HIGH RAIL Gage-

3.4%
12143 - C9c
1 lb/ton Cb
LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4% Superelevation 3", Gage 56-5/8"

Gage

3.2%
12143 - D9c
1 lb/ton Cb
LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22. DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4"

Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 132,434, 184 G. T.
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FIGURE 7

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (COLUMBIUM ADDED)

DIVISION Mesabi INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68
Laid May 19, 1961

Near Carlton, Minn.

3.4%
12143 - D8.C

1/2 lb/ton Cb
HIGH RAIL Gage

3.2%
12143 - ASc
1/2 lb/ton Cb
LOW RAIL

M.P. 34, CURVE NO, 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/4"

Gage

1.8%
12143 - F7c
1/4 lb /ton Cb
LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-3/(4"

Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 132,434, 184 G.T,
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FIGURE 8

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
RAIL SECTION RE 115 LB. (78 FT. FULLY HEAT TREATED)

DIVISION Mesabi INSPECTION DATE 7-23-68

Laid May 17, 1961

Near Carlton, Minn.

2.4%
CT82175 - F12
HIGH RAIL Gage

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4", Superelevation 3", Gage 56-7/8"

1.6%
CT82175 - D9
HIGH RAIL -Gage

0.6%
CT48326 - E?

LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-5/8"

Gage

1.0%
CT82175 - Gil
LOW RAIL

M. P. 34, CURVE NO. 22, DEGREE 4°, Superelevation 3", Gage 56-5/8"

Tonnage to May 31, 1968 - 132,434, 184 G. T.
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Appendix 8b

Shelly Rail Investigation—Results of Rolling-Load

and Slow-Bend Tests

Acknowledgment: This work was done under the general direction ot Micliael

J. Wisnowski, metallurgical engineer, AAU Research Department, who also prepared

this report.

A rail problem of major concern to the railroad industry is the resistance of

rail to shelling. Two methods presently employed for improving this property are

the addition of alloying elements and the heat treating of rail. The cradle-type

rolling-load tests conducted at tlie Association of American Railroads Research

Center are designed to evaluate these methods of improving the resistance to shell-

ing. Rolling-load test results obtained from these cradle-type machines for the pe-

riod between October 1, 1967 and September 30, 1968 are shown in Table 1.

The S-17 series was initiated at the request of the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road Company to evaluate rail that was flame hardened by Linde at its Pueblo,

Colo., plant. A transverse section cut from the end of specimen S-17-1 was etched

with a 10 percent nital solution and found to have a hardened area of % inch

depth. This etched transverse section along with the hardness checks taken at

iV-inch intervals in the center and corner of the rail head can be seen in Fig. 1.

The S-18 series was initiated at the request of the Denver & Rio Grande West-

ern Railroad to evaluate rail that was Hame hardened by the CF&I Steel Corpora-

tion. A transverse section cut from the end of specimen S-18-1 was etched with a

10 percent nital solution and found to have a hardened area of M inch depth. This

etched transverse section along with the hardness checks taken at iV-inch intervals

in the center and comer of the rail head can be seen in Fig. 2.

The S-19 series was initiated at the request of the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road to evaluate rail that was flame hardened by Linde at its Bessemer, Ala.,

plant. A transverse section cut from the end of specimen S-19-1 was etched with

a 10 percent nital solution and found to have a hardened area of }i inch depth.

This etched transverse section along with the hardness checks taken at ^-inch

intervals in the center and corner of the rail head can be seen in Fig. 3.

The S-20 series was initiated at the request of the Penn Central Company to

evaluate rails made by the U.S. Steel Corporation from an electric furnace heat that

was vacuum degassed and teemed into hot top and open top ingots. The primary

purpose of this investigation is to determine whether vacuum degassing could be

substituted for the present control-cooling practice to eliminate shatter cracks. If

successful this may be the advent of a rail longer than the standard 39-ft length.

Transverse sections cut from the A rails of both the hot top and open top ingots

were macro etched in a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. These

macro etched transverse sections along with a hardness survey can be seen in Figs.

4 and 5. Slow bend tests were made on rails taken from the top and bottom of

both the hot top and open top ingots. The results of these slow bend tests can be

found in Table 2.
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TABLE 1

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLLING LOAD TESTS
AAR Research Center, (October 1 , 19G7 to September 30, 1968)

Spec.

No.
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLLING LOAD TESTS

AAR Research Center, (October 1, 1967 to September 30, 1968)

Spec.

No.
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-a.HX Vc

Fig. 1—View of a 136-lb CF&I rail that was flame hardened by Linde at its

Pueblo Colo, plant for the L&N. This section, cut from the end of specimen S-17-1
was etched with a 10 percent nital solution and found to have a hardened area
of 3/8 inch depth. The hardness checks shown in the above photograph were taken
at 1/6-inch intervals with a Rockwell Hardness tester using the "C" scale and con-
verted to BHN readings. This specimen developed a shell after being subjected to

1,203,800 cycles in the cradle-type rolling-load machine.
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Fiji. -— \ icvN ol a i;>(>-li) C.IM rail that was (lame harcU-ned 1)> llic CI i^l Steel

Corp. for the D&HGW. This section cut from the end of specimen S-IS-I was
etched witli a 10 percent nital solution aiid found to ha\e a hardened area of 1/2

inch depth. The hardness cliecks shown in the above photograph were taken at

l/l(j-inch intervals with a Rockwell Hardness tester using the "C," scale and con-

verted to BFIN readings. This specimen developed a shell after being subjected

to 2,068,700 cycles in the cradle-type rolling-load machine.
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b.«.M.
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zv

\

27f

2BH\
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\28i

Fig. 4—View of a 140-lb RE rail that was made by the U. S. Steel Corp. for

the Penn Central from an electric furnace heat that was vacuum degassed and
teemed into a hot top ingot. This transverse section cut from the top ( A rail ) of

this hot top ingot (No. 6), was etched in a hot 50 percent aqueous solution of

hydrochloric acid. The hardness checks shown in the above photograph were
obtained with a Brinell Hardness tester and reported in BHN readings. This speci-

men ( S-20-4 ) ran 5,00,200 cycles in the cradle-type rolling-load machine without
developing a shell.
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26i zrs

Fig. 5—View ot a 140-lb RE rail that was made by the U. S. Steel Corp. for

the Penn Central from an electric furnace heat that was vacuum degassed and
teemed into an open top (big end down) ingot. This transverse section, cut from
the top (A rail) of this open top ingot (No. 7), was etched in a hot 50 percent

aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. The hardness checks shown in the above
photograph were obtained with a Brinell Hardness tester and reported in BHN
readings. This specimen (S-20-3) ran 1,067,600 cycles in the cradle-type rolling-

load machine without developing a shell.
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Report on Assignment 9

Standardization of Rail Sections

E. H. \\'aring (chainnaih stihcommittec), S. H. Barlow, A. N. Bhaueh, B. Bhis-

Tow, R. D. Clabohn, J. B. Clark, M. W. Clark, O. E. Fort, C. E. R.

Haight, C. J. Henry, C. C. Hlrrick, B. R. Meyers, C. E. Morgan, G. L. P.

Plow, R. C. Postels, J. M. Rankin, I. A. Reiner, D. H. Shoemaker, H. F.

Smith.

During the past year your committee secured from Canadian and U. S. rail

mills a summary of the tonnage rolled in each rail section during 1967. A tabula-

tion of that information is presented below.

R.\il Rolled by Weight and Sections

Weight

140*

136
136*

133
132*

131

130
130
130

129
122
119*
115*

112
106*

105
105

10(1

100
100*

100

100

100

90*

90
85
85
80

AREA

NYC_.
AREA.

AREA.
AREA.
AREA

AREA.
REHF.
PS

CB&Q.
CB
CF&I..
AREA.
AREA.
CF&I
Dudlev
DL .:

ARA-B...
AR.\-A
AREA
PS
ASCE
REHF

AR.\-A
ASCE
ASCE. .

CPR.
ASCE.

TOTAL.

Section

19 67
Tom Rolled % of Total

48,563

22,236
122,534

36,445
157,009
2,951

3,700
2,471

754

18,055
15,052
49,948

250,049
2,35()

673
800

1,000

15,004
76,864
9,893

552
5,462
7,406

19,782
3,724
9,173
8,996
6,292

897,744

5.41

2.48
13.65

4.06
17.50
0.33

0.41
0.28
0.08

2.01
1.68
5.56

27.86
0.26
0.07
0.09
0.11

1.67

8.56
1.10
0.06
0.61
0.83

2.20
0.41
1.02
1.00
0.70

100.00

•Sections listed on page 4-M-2 of the ARE.\ Manual as those to which it is recom-
mended that purchases of new rail be limiteil.
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It is noted that 652,451 tons or 73.35 percent of tlie total rail rolled in 1967
were in the secHons to uhich it is recommended that purchases of new rail be
limited.

This report is submitted as information.
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Study to Determine the Most Economical Method of Disposal

of Ties Removed from Track'

Discussion by W. E. Billingsley'

W. E. Billingsley, M. AREA—The report of Coniniittee 22 on the most eco-

nomical method to dispose of scrap cross ties is a constructive contribution toward

the solution of a growing problem confronting every railroad. The systematic col-

lection of uniform and valid cost data is the initial step toward controlling these

costs. To be useful, the costs must apply to the specific railroad and more particu-

larly to divisions or other discrete operating units in the system. The costs must be

differentiated as to the methods of disposal and the divisions on which these costs

occur. The result will be a matrix indicating variations in costs witliin disposal

methods as well as variations in costs between methods. This presents the second

important consideration for economical disposal and one which was not touched

upon by the report of the Committee.

Through managerial expertise it is possible to supplement economies made

available through physical processes. After the data has been accumulated and

reduced to a meaningful form, some rational process of assignment of disposal

methods must be made in order that an optimum minimum cost of disposal for (he

system as a whole may be realized. This is not necessarily synonymous with each

division minimizing costs. However, the problem entails the simultaneous handling

of a multitude of variables. One way that thus may be done is by applying quan-

titative decision procedures available through the simplex method of linear pro-

gramming.

The simplex method is based upon more involved mathematical concepts, but

fortunately has been reduced to a rote procedure that facilitates application. Beyond

a dozen or so variables even the rote procedure invites the use of a computer.

Canned programs are available that require only the plugging in of variables and

parameters.

While tile writer was employed by the Seaboard Air Line Railroad se\eral

years ago, a mobile cro.ss tie grinder was designed and built in an attempt to reduce

costs of disposal. After the grinder was put into operation, costs information on its

operation was collected in detail. Using tliis data and somewhat superficial data

that had been collected on costs of disposal by other methods, a hypothetical prob-

lem has been formulated requiring the di.sposal of 400,000 cross ties per year. I

offer this simple problem as a presentation of the simplex method ( in particular,

the transportation technique) of linear progranmiing as a way of determining a

logical and operational assignment of disposal methods to attain an optimum eco-

nomic solution.

For this particular problem approximatel)' 40(),()(jO ties are meclumically re-

moved in three pieces from the track. The three methods of disposal are: a) grind-

ing on site, b) burning on site, and c) hauling to a remote location for burning.

Five operating divisions are involved. Their respective (luantities of ties for disposal

and historical unit costs of disposal are shown below in the Cost Matrix. The tie

grinder has an annual capacity of 92,000 ties. About 5 percent of the total ties are

necessarily hauled away from the site for burning. The remaining ties that are not

ground are burned on the site.

' Bulletin 616, .\oveniber 1968, Report iin .\ssiKiimciit .'5 of Committee 22—Economics of

Railway Labor.

-Plant engineer, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, .\. C. 27.514.
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Cost Matrix:*

A. ( liindiiiji

li. Buniiiif;
(". Hauliiif:

Tott.l tics

/
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92,000 X $0,293 = $ 20,956
308,000 X $0,348= 107,184

400,000 cross ties @ $134,210 using cum-nt system
400,000 cross ties @ 1 15,640 using simplex method

Apparent savings of $ 18,570 by simplex method

There are several points for contention in tlie example. It is hypothetical, since

certain quantities were necessarily assumed. This may be overcome by a precise

collection of data. There are points that need clarification, but the short space cur-

tails such elaboration. The intent has been to show that management methods are

as important as technological methods in arriving at the most economic .system of

disposal. Management may either augment or negate savings made possible by

physical processes. It is important to have an operational awareness of the manage-

ment techniques available so that they may be utilized to supplement savings from

functional activities.

Comment by Committee 22 on Mr. Billingsley's Discussion

In reviewing the discussion by Mr. Billingsley, Committee 22 wishes to add

the following observation, namely, that the cost figures cannot be relied on to be

accurate in dollars and cents due to the continual rising of wage scales. It is sug-

gested if anyone desires to develop this subject further along the Hnes of Mr. Bil-

lingsley's thinking, that the costs be expressed in man-hours rather than in money,

which would give a better basis for comparison.



The Water Resources Planning Act and the Present

Comprehensive River Basin Planning Program'

Discussion by Irving K. Fox"

Irving K. Fox—The followinj? arc my comments on AREA Paper No. 70-617-1:

The Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 was designed to improve and

strengthen the framework for making decisions about water resources programs in

the United States. The forementioned paper appears to be an accurate description

of the Act and the status of comprehensive river biLsin planning in this country.

The Act seeks to achieve its objectives through ( 1 ) improved procechires for coordi-

nating and representing the various interests in river basin programs, { 2 ) strengthen-

ing the role of the .states by providing federal support for state planning, and

(3) a periodic assessment of the national water resources situation.

The first national assessment has been made and the groundwork has lii-cn

laid for improving the methodology for conducting future assessments. Thi.s is cer-

tainly a major step forward by the Federal Government because it is now evident

that periodically the American people will have an overview of the national water

situation. This has long been needed and the Water Resources Council deserves

connnendation for its accomplishment.

The efforts to strengthen .state participation in water resources planning arc

also commendable, because since the canal era, the state role has been weak. Hope-

fully, with a more powerful professional staff studying water resources problems

at the state level, new perspectives will be brought to water resources needs and

opportunities. It is my impression that state level planning is being strengthened.

So far, I am not aware of any assessment of the extent to which this advance can

be attributed to the W^^ter Resources Planning Act.

There can be little doubt that the existence of the Water Resources Council

with a full-time staff and the Water Resources Commissions chaired by a Presidential

appointee have improved the communication among and the participation by the

various interests. The basic question diat remains is whether tlie \arious interests

affected by water resources investment decisions are in fact adequately represented.

The present system of cost sharing for water resources projects places a tremendous

premium upon organizing for effective political action by the beneficiaries of water

projects. I still have some doubt that the existing system of representation gives an

adequate voice to interests adversely affected by large scale, federally financed

water resources investments. It now appears that the national budget will be con-

.strained for some time to come. Are the competitors for federal funds, especially

those seeking financing for education, welfare, and urban improvement adequately

represented when decisions about large scale water projects are considered?

Di^cujsion by William C. Walton

WiLLiAXf C. Walton—I recently read the article "The Water Resources Plan-

ning Act and the Present Comprehensive River Basin Phmning Program" which

appeared in American Railway Engineering A.ssociation Bulletin 617 (Part 2 of 2

'Bulletin 617 (Part 2), December 1968, Repcirt on Assiunnicnt 2 of Committee 25

—

Waterways and Harbors (AREA Paper 70-617-1).
- .\ssociate Director and Professor of Regional Planning, The Universit> of Wisconsin Water

Resources Center.
•' Director, Water Resources Research Center, University of Minnesota; Water Resources

Planning Director, Minnesota State Planning Agency; \'ice Chairman, .Sonris-Red-Rainy River
Basins Commission; Minnesota's member of Great Lakes Basin Commission and I'ppcr Missis-
sippi River Comprehensive Basin Study Coordinating Committee; and Minnesota's alternate
member of Missouri Basin Inter-.\}:ency Comni ttee.
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parts), Proceeding Vol. 70, December, 1968. The article i.s well written and hope-

tully will .stimulate much additional interest on the part of your Association in

Federal-State rej^ional water and related land resources planninj^ activities.

Your attention is directed to Sec. 2—Statement of Policy of Public Law 89-80

.i^iven below:

'In Older to meet the rapidly expanding demands for water throughout the

Nation, it is hereby declared to be the policy of the Congress to encourage the

ccn,servation, development, and utilization of water and related land resources of

the United States on a comprehensive and coordinated basis by the Federal Govern-
ment, States, localities, and private enterpri.se with the cooperation of all affected

Federal Agencies, States, local governments, individuals, corporations, business

enterpri.ses, and others concerned."

The Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Commission and the Great Lakes Basin

CommLssion are attempting to insure active participation in Commission activities

of local governments, individuals, corporations, business enterprises, and others con-

cerned. I suggest that the railway industry should be more fully concerned with

regional water and related land resource planning; it may be appropriate for your

association to contact the Chairmen of these Commissions and other Federal-State

regional planning water and related land resources organizations and seek ways

and means of participating in the preparation of plans.

The Minnesota State Planning Agency is preparing a framework of statewide
water and related land resources plans. It is desirable that the railway industry
have a voice in the preparation of these plans.

I hope my comments will help to stimulate additional railway industry interest

in participating in water and related land resources planning particularly in the

establishment of future water transportation needs.

Comments by Committee 25 on Professor Fox's and Professor Walton's Discussions

Your committee is grateful for the interesting and informative discussions which

were submitted. Professor Fox's views regarding the progress on the three ways
in which the Water Resources Planning Act seeks to accomplish its objective are

appreciated. His profound and concise evaluation of the status of comprehensive

river basin planning constitutes a valuable addition to the report. For Professor

Fox the basic question that remains is whether the various interests affected by
water resource investment decisions are adequately represented. In preparing its

report, your committee assumed inadequate representation in some cases may be

due to a lack of information regarding the improved planning procedures and the

participation opportunities which they afford.

Professor Walton essentially confined his comments to the question of railroad

indiLstry participation in both State and Federal-State regional water resources plan-

ning. The fact that Professor Walton is a State Water Resources Planning Director

and a member or alternate member of four Federal-State regional planning organ-

izations gives added significance to his suggestion that the railroad industry should

be more fully concerned with water resources planning. While Professor Walton

considers it desirable that the railroad industry have a voice in water resources

planning, particularly in the establishment of future water transportation needs,

there are other aspects of water resources planning which are of direct interest

to railroad engineers. The thousands of miles of American railroads that parallel

our rivers and cross their broad valleys are too often "sitting ducks" when major

floods occur. Since some railroad engineers contend that certain types of river con-
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trol structiiies ha\e resulted in progressively higher flood crests, they should wel-

come the opportunity of having a voice in establishing water resource planning

needs and the specific type of development which can best fulfill these needs.

Your comnnttee appreciates the comments that the report is well written and

appears to present an accurate description of the Act and the status of the present

river basin planning program. The Water Resources Council was most helpful in

furnishing reference material requested by your committee. For a comprehensive

presentation of the history and development of national planning for river basin

development an excellent reference is ASCE Proceedings Paper No. 3188 by Theo-

dore M. Schad on "Prospective on National Water Resources" printed in the ASCE
Journal of the Hydraulics Division, Vol. 88, No. HY4, July 1962, p. 17-41. Material

for the introduction and section I-A of the committee report was obtained from

this paper.





ECONOMICAL TRACK DRAINAGE

•II.[Q^V^ Ballast Cleaning

One ol the SPENO Ballast Clunlnf mactiines.

The transformation In

drainage conditions shown

in these photos was

accomplished with a

SPENO Ballast Cleaning

Machine . . . Time Tested

— and Proved — Year

after Year on the railroads

of the Nation.

For just a few pennies

per track foot you can

have good track drainage

that saves maintenance

dollars.

Write or telephone for a Ballast

Cleaning program for your railroad.

M E M B E F

RRI

FRANK SPENO RAILROAD BALLAST CLEANIN6 co., inc

Claric St., Eat« Syrai

Ph. 31 S 437 2547

306 N. Coyuga St., Ilhaco, N.Y.

Ph. 607 272 3313
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Montreal 3. Quebec, Canada Phone: S14 849 8131
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American Railway Engineering Association

Sixty-Eighth Annual Convention

Engineering Division

Association of American Railroads

1969 Annual Meeting

March 10-12, 1969

Pick—Congress Hotel, Chicago

PROGRAM
Monday, March 10

Opening Session—Gold Room—9:30 am to 12:00 noon

Invocation—Dr. Kenneth Hildebrand, Pastor, Central Church of Chicago.

Recognition of speakers table guests.

Presidential Address—Hal E. Wilson, Assistant Chief Engineer System, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Report of Treasurer—Arthur B. Hillman, Jr., Chief Engineer, Belt Railway Com-
pany of Chicago.

Report of Executive Manager—Earl W. Hodgkins.

Greetings from the Railway Engineering-Maintenance Suppliers Association

—

George W. Christiansen, President.

Keynote Address—Hoist with His Own Petard, by Thomas M. Goodfellow, Presi-

dent, Association of American Railroads.

Address—The Railroad Labor Picture, by John P. Hiltz, Jr., Chairman, National

Railway Labor Conference.

Address—Permanent Way Work—A Progress Report (illustrated), by Arthur N.

Rutland, Chief Engineer Way and Works (Retired), British Railways Board.

General Session—Gold Room— 1:00 pm fo 5:00 pm

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

18—Electricity (1:00) 617 (Part 1)

617 (Part 2)

Address—Construction and Operation of the Automatic Mus-

kingum Railroad (illustrated), by B. A. Ross, Head, Regional

Planning Section, American Electric Power Service Company.
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Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

20—Contraet Forms ( 1 :5()) 616

617 (Part 1)

1 1—Engineering and Valuation Records (2:00) 617 (Part 2)

14—Yards and Terminals (2:15) 616

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation (2:35) 616

Address—Meaningful Service Management, by Dr. L. K. Sillcox,

Honorary Vice Chairman of the Board, New York Air Brake

Company.

24—Cooperative Relations widi Universities (3:10) 617 (Part 2)

22—Economics of Railway Labor (3:25) 616

617 (Part 1)

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment (3:40) 617 ( Part 2 )

9—Highways (3:55) 616
617 Part 1

)

Address—Engineering, Statistics and Economics—The Interdis-

ciplinary Approach to Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Safety

(illustrated), by H. A. Richards, Associate Research Econ-

omist, Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A & M Uni-

versity.

Tuesday, March 1

1

General Session—Gold Room—9:00 am to 1 1 :45 am

32—Systems Engineering (9:00) 617 (Part 2)

30—Impact and Bridge Stresses (9:00) 618

28—Clearances (9:00) 617 (Part 1

)

617 (Part 2)

Symposium—Computerized Procedures for Clearing High-Wide

and Heavy Loads and Solving Bridge Problems (sponsored

jointly by Committees 28, 30 and 32).

Speakers

Dr. E. N. Wilson, Professor of Civil Engineering, New York University, on the

Committee 30—AAR Computer Program for Clearing Heavy Loads and

Rating Bridges.

T. L. Fuller, Engineer of Bridges, Southern Pacific Company, on the SP—McDon-

nell Automation Company Computer Program for Clearing Heavy Loads and

Analyzing Bridge Components.
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Dr. W. D. Glauz, Head, Analysis and Applied Matlicniatics Section, Enginetrinj^

Science Division, Midwest Research Institute, on the MRI Computer Program

for Clearing High-Wide Loads.

VV. C. Crabaugh, Jr., Valuation Engineer, Kansas City Sonlheni Railway, on the

KCS's Use of the MRI Program.

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

13—Environmental Engineering ( 10:50) fil6

Address—Air Pollution and the Railroads, by W. H. Megonnell,

Assistant Surgeon General, Public Health Service; Assistant

Commissioner for Standards and Compliance, National Air

Pollution Control Administration, U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare.

Annual Luncheon—Great Hall—12:00 noon

Presentation of those at speakers' table.

Presentation of those at chairmen's table.

Announcement of results of election of officers.

Address—J. S. Reed, President and Chief Executi\e Officer, Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe Railway.

General Session—Gold Room—2:00 pm to 5:00 pm

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

2.5—Waterways and Harbors (2:00) 617 (Part 2)

Address—National Water Resources Planning (illustrated), by

H. P. Caulfield, Jr., Executive Director, U. S. Water Re-

sources Council (background information published in Com-

mittee 25's report in Bulletin 617 (Part 2), December 1968).

7_Wood Bridges and Trestles (2:50) 618

617 (Part 1)

6—Buildings (3:05) 618
617 (Part 1)

8—Masonry (3:25) 618

617 (Part 1)

.3—Ties and Wood Preservation (3:40) 619

1.5—Iron and Steel Structures (4:00) 618
617 (I'art 1)

Address—The Rating of Railroad Bridges, by M. L. Koehler,

Engineer-Structures, Pcnn Central Company.
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Wednesday, March 12

General Session—Gold Room—9:00 am to 12:00 noon

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

4—Rail (9:00) 619

617 (Part 1)

Panel Discussion—C&N\^' Wajj;es War Against Train Accidents.

Speakers (all staff members of the Chicago and North West-

ern's Train Accident Program of the Loss and Damage Pre-

vention Department)

T. L. Waugh (Moderator), Manager

R. P. Hoffman, Analyst—Engineering

J. D. McKerr, Analyst—Mechanical

C. W. Ingram, Analyst—Operation

1—Roadway and Ballast (10:15) 619

617 (Part 1)

31—Continuous Welded Rail ( 10:35) 619

617 (Part 1)

5—Track (11:10) 619

617 (Part 1)

Address—Progress Toward Scientific Design and Analysis of Track

(illustrated), by E. J. Ward, Chief, Engineering, Research

and Development Division, Office of High Speed Ground

Transportation, U. S. Department of Transportation.

Closing Business Session—12:00 noon to 12:30 pm

Installation of 0£Bcers.

Adjournment.
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Nominating Committee, 1969 Election

Past Presidents

L. A. LoGGiNs, Chairman

Retired Chief Engr., T. & L. Lines,

S. P. Co.

F. R. WOOLFORD
Retired Chief Engr., \V. P. RR.

R. H. Beeder

Chief Engr. Sys., A. T. & S. F. Ry.

A. V. Johnston

Chief Engr., C. N. Rys.

T. B. HUTCHESON
Asst. V. Pres., Engrg. & M. of W.,

S. C. L. RR.

Elected Members

R. W. Pember ( South

)

Asst. Chief Engr., L. & N. RR.

John Fo.\ (Canada)

Asst. Engr. of Track, C. P. Ry.

C. C. Herrick (East)

Engr. of Track Stds., P. C. Co.

B. J. WoRLEY (West)

V. Pres.—Chief Engr., C. M. St. P

& P. RR.

O. E. Fort (At Large)

Chief Engr., St. L.-S. F. Ry.

The foregoing committee formulated its official slate of nominations at a meeting

in Chicago on September 9, 1968, which nominations uere presented to letter bal-

lot vote of the membership with the January-February 1969 issue of the AREA
News.

Committee of Tellers—1969 Election

The following committee was appointed to canvass the liallots for officers and

directors and for members of the Nominating Committee, the count being made

on March 11, 1969.

R. E. Pearson, Chairman W. R. Hyma

R. W. Tipper, Vice Chairman J. L. KAMPwmTH

J. E. Reran R. E. Kuston

R. E. Dennis G. W. Mahn, Jr.

D. G. Elack D. J. Moody

F. J. Farish D. L. Nord

A. H. Galbraith L. L. Rekuch

C. E. GiLLEY F. H. Smith

R. F. Spars

W. S. Stokely

W. S. TUINSTRA

C. L. Waterbury

N. E. Whitney

J. J. Williams
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Successful Candidates in 1969 Election

For President:

H. M. Williamson, Chief Engineer, System, Southern Pacific Company, San

Francisco, Calif.

For Senior Vice President:*

J. B. CLAitK, Chief Engineer, Louisville ik Nashville Railroad, Louisville, Ky.

For Junior Vice President:

E. Q. Johnson, Chief Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway, Roanoke, Va.

For Directors:

East:

R. F. Bush, Chief Engineer, Erie Lackawanna Railway, Cleveland, Ohio

West:

A. W. Carlson, Chief Engineer, Western Pacific Railroad, San Francisco, Calif.

E. T. Franzen, Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

Canada:

C. W. Wagner, Industrial Engineering Officer, Canadian National Railways,

Montreal, Que., Can.

For Members of the 1969 Nominating Committee:

East:

W. T. Hammond, Engineer of Standards, Penn Central Company, Philadelphia,

Pa.

South:

J. K. Glosteh, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Louisville 6c Nashville Railroad,

Louisville, Ky.

West:

R. E. Frame, Chief Engineer, Texas and Louisiana Lines, Southern Pacific

Company, Houston, Tex.

Canada:

H. J. Kay, Regional Engineer, Canadian National Railways, Montreal, Que.,

Can.

At Large:

M. W. Clark, Chief Engineer, Seaboard Coast Line Railroad, Jacksonville, Fla.

* Under the provisions of the Constitution, J. B. Clark advances automatically from junior

vice president to senior vice president.
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Address of President H. E. Wilson*

Members of the American Railway Engineering Association, ladies and guests

—

Following past practice I will sumniari/c sonic of the more important activities

and accomplishments of your Association during the past year.

We have had a good year in many respects but not from a financial stand-

point. For the calendar year 1968 we had a deficit due principally to about a 30

percent increase in printing costs. Mr. A. B. Hillman, Jr., chief engineer of the

Belt Railway of Chicago, and treasurer of your association, will give you the details

of our financial status.

Although we recruited many new members the past yciir, on January 1, 1969,

our membership level was 15 less than February 1, 1968. I am at a loss to explain

the drop in membership.

As I mentioned in one of the issues of the AREA News it hits been my desire

to make this a truly "American" Association, and I have written to many railroad

engineers in Mexico and Central and South America, inviting them to become mem-

bers. In addition, I have written similar letters to our opposite numbers in Europe

and the Philippines. I hope our membership can be increased, and the addition of

railroad men from other countries would be a credit to our Association.

Your Association voted affirmatively on four constitutional amendments during

the year.

1. Raised annual dues by $5.00.

2. Granted Life Membership automatically to past presidents upon retirement.

3. Designated executive officer of AREA as Executive Manager to more

nearly describe the duties the Board of Direction expects him to perform.

4. Removed requirement to read minutes of last annual convention at next

convention.

The annual dues were last raised in 1949. Increased printing costs and in-

creased costs in general made it mandatory that we increase our revenue, and it

was necessary to increase the annual dues to accomplish this. The sales price of

the publications was also increased, and the sale of these publications has been good.

It is felt removing the requirement to read the minutes of the preceding an-

nual convention will eliminate the need to publish verbatim minutes of the annual

conventions. This will reduce the size of the June-July Convention Proceedings

Bulletin by publishing only those matters of historical and technical significance.

This will reduce the cost of this issue and make it more functional.

In 1965 the Board of Direction authorized a Regional AREA Meeting to be

held in the fall as an experiment. The first Regional Meeting was held at Portland,

Ore., on October 13, 1965. This pilot meeting under the very able chairmanship

of Director Harry M. Williamson, chief Engineer, system. Southern Pacific, and

now senior vice president of your Association, was a huge success. The Regional

Meeting was so successful the Board of Direction voted to hold one each fall. The

second one was at Jacksonville, F\a., the third at Dallas, Tex., and the fourth at

Boston, Mass. The next Regional Meeting is planned for next October and will be

held in Los Angeles.

' .Assistant Chief Engineer System, .Atchison, T()p<-ka & Santa Ft' R;xilwa>

.
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The AREA has participated as a cooperating organization in five of the six

American Society of Civil Engineers National Meeting on Transportation Engineer-

ing. The 1968 meeting was held in San Diego in February, and Vice President

Harry M. Williamson presided at the AREA portion of the program. This was
reported by President Hutcheson in March last year. Agreement has now been
made for the AREA to be a cooperative organization at all future ASCE Trans-

portation Engineering Meetings and they will be held in July each year. Director

J. F. Piper is the AREA representative on the Program Committee for a meeting

in Washington, D.C. next July, and Director C. T. Popma is the representative at

the meeting in Boston in July 1970. It is interesting to note that the man designated

by ASCE as the "Father of American Civil Engineering" was a railroad builder

of note during the 19th century.

During the past year the Board of Direction continued its practice of being

officially represented at at least one meeting of each technical committee each year.

I have attended as many committee meetings as possible and am gratified at the

good work being done by our committees. At this point I wish to urge AREA mem-
bers to participate in committee work. You will profit from it and enjoy it.

The Board of Direction is now in the process of reviewing committee organiza-

tion in an effort to streamline our organization and hopefully to increase efficiency.

On May 10 this country will celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the driving

of the Gold Spike at Promontory, Utah, which provided the United States with a

railroad system extending from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean.

There will be no exhibit this year but I wish to take this opportmiity to thank

the officers and directors of the Railway Engineering-Maintenance Suppliers Asso-

ciation for their assistance and cooperation with our Association. This organiza-

tion has, over the years, made some notable contributions to our industry.

The AREA is closely related to the Engineering Division of the AAR, and

the railroad members of the AREA Board of Direction also serve as the Engineer-

ing Division General Committee. Since this event is also the Annual Meeting of

the Engineering Division, 1 feel I should mention some of the activities of this

organization during the past year. For brevity's sake I will not elaborate on them

as I believe all of these items have been covered in \'arious issues of the AREA
News.

The General Committee developed a procedure to keep the division's xoling

members from each Member Road informed on matters being handled b\' the

General Committee. This procedure was initiated last fall.

The Special AAR Railroad Bridge Safety Committee, under the Chairmanship

of Past Engineering Division Chairman T. B. Hutcheson, reviewed railroad bridge

inspection, rating and maintenance practices in cooperation with the White House

Task Force on Bridge Safety, which was organized by President L. B. Johnson

following collapse of a highway bridge over the Ohio River at Point Pleasant, W. Va.

The final report was issued in December.

The General Committee finalized a report to AAR Board of Directors on de-

railments and recommended the formation of an ad hoc Engineering Division Task

Force to investigate the problem in detail and develop recommendations to reduce

train accidents attributable to roadway and track components.

The General Committee is also handling an increasing number of matters

connected with fixed-property engineering and maintenance of way and structures

of industry-wide significance.
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The AAR Research Center located here in Chicago works under the able

direction of G. M. Magee, assistant vice president-research, and Robert Byrne,

director of research, and they are continuing a practice of long-standing coopera-

tion with and assistance to the Engineering Division and AREA. They deserve our

sincere appreciation and thanks.

I particularly wish to thank the officers and directors of your Association. They

have been cooperative and helpful during the past year. The Board Committee

chairmen and members have worked hard and long, and I am grateful for their help.

We are pleased and honored to have a few beautiful and charming ladies

with us this morning. You and the other ladies are welcome to attend any of our

business sessions, and I extend a special invitation to you to be present at our

closing business session, which is scheduled to begin at noon on Wednesday.

I wish to thank my wife Gilberte for her patience and understanding. I am
sure Gil, with the able assistance of Ruth and Earl Hodgkins and others, has

arranged an entertaining program for the ladies.

These conventions proceed so orderly that I am sure many of you take th in

for granted. Our conventions are so well planned a sharp observer would no doul^t

assume they are planned and implemented by experts—and believe me they defi-

nitely are, as each of our past presidents know.s. Our conventions do not just hap-

pen, there are many, many hours of planning by our professional headquarters

staff, headed by Executive Manager Earl Hodgkins, and by the chairmen of our

technical committees, particularly those sponsoring special features.

The detailed plans, arrangements and scheduling are made by the head-

quarters staff. The implementation of them is handled by our General Convention

Arrangements Committee, under the leadership of Manager Bruce Miller, Assistant

Manager Ed Gehrke, and President's Representative Vic Hall. This relatively small

group of men do a tremendous job in guiding the convention smoothly through

the four days of activities. They well deserve a vote of tlianks and our appreciation

for a job well done year in and year out.

It is unbelievable the amount of work and detail handled by our small com-

petent headquarters staff, only seven people to handle both the AREA and the En-

gineering Division. I have never seen so many deadlines as they continually work

under. But Mr. Hodgkins and his staff seem to simply take the pressure for granted

and plan their work accordingly.

If it had not been for them, I do not know what I would have done during

my presidential year. They have my wholehearted appreciation and sincere thanks,

and they merit the support and understanding of the entire membership, all 3400

of us.

I want to say a few words about the railroad industry:

I am optimistic about its future. With a constantly growing population, I am
confident the railroad industry will grow. The young engineers now entering rail-

road employment have a great future to look forward to and I am sure they will

have a great deal to do with the impro\ements that are bound to take place in the

industry. Such improvements will bring about better service and greater economies.

Finally, I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the privilege and honor

of serving as President of your Association. I have enjoyed the experience \ery

much and I thank you for the wonderful opportunity. It has been a rewarding

experience.
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Remarks of Executive Manager E. W. Hodgkins

President Wilson, President Goodfellow, members and guests

—

The year 1969 is particularly notable for railway civil engineers. First and

foremost, it is the l(X)th anniversary of the completion of a railroad line between

the Atlantic Coast and the Pacific Coast. A line located, planned and constructed

by civil engineers.

In addition, the American Railway Engineering Association celebrates the

70th anniversary of its founding by farsighted men with a vision of greater service

to the expanding railroad industry by united and concerted action. The basic op-

erational structure they devised has endured to the present day and is possibly

still the strongest and most efficient ba.sis for serving the fixed-property engineering

and maintenance of way and structures end of railroading and for training young

engineers. But don't think the Association has stagnated by adhering to the original

basic plan. It has not. Committees have come and gone, as the need for them be-

came apparent and was satisfied. The same fluidity exists today, as President Wilson

has pointed out.

Today the AREA has slightly over 3400 members of all grades, 20 percent

living within 300 miles of Chicago, has nearly 1250 members participating in the

work of the 23 standing technical committees and has built an international repu-

tation of excellence in railway engineering. Yesterday the Board of Direction ap-

proved as submitted or with relatively minor revisions all of the Recommendations
submitted by 12 committees for updating the Manual of Recommended Practice

for Railway Engineering and Portfolio of Trackwork Plans. The material required

437 pages in Part I of the December Bulletin and referred to anotlier 250 or so

pages in the January 1968 Structural Bulletin. It included a complete new Chapter
15—Iron and Steel Structures, including the widely used bridge specifications; the

first section of a complete revision to Committee 6—Buildings; and important design

data for Chapter 8—Masonry.

This year also is the 50th anniversary of the relationship between the AREA
and the Association of American Railroads, then known as the American Railroad

Association. At that time the AREA became the Construction and Maintenance

Section of the Engineering Division. In 1961, the AREA became the entire Engi-

neering Division with no subordinate sections. In 1967, a formal Plan of Organiza-

tion and Rules of Order were adopted which provided the AAR with an integral

Engineering Division utilizing the functional structure and key personnel of the

AREA to accomplish its objectives and work on behalf of the railroad industry.

The document designates that the Vice President of the AAR Operations and

Maintenance Department shall appoint each year to the General Committee of the

Engineering Division those members of the AREA Board of Direction who are in

the active service of AAR Member Roads. In addition, it specifies that the techni-

cal committees of the AREA shall serve in a similar capacity in the Engineering

Division but is limited to the officers and subcommittee chairmen of AREA com-

mittees to the extent that they also are in the active service of AAR Member Roads.

Furthermore, that the headquarters staff of the AREA shall serve in the same

capacity in the Engineering Division, with the salaries shared 50-50 by each or-

ganization. This amounts to about 80 percent of the Engineering Division's current

budget, but only about 35 percent of the AREA budget.

The Rules of Order also set up a procedure whereby matters requiring the
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establishment ot an industry position on fixed-property matters tan be submitted

to the voting representative on each AAR Member Road. A weighted voting power

is utilized, based upon miles of road for line-haul railroads and nules of track for

switching and terminal railroads.

I think it important for each of you to know that the AREA depends on its

membership dues for nearly 60 percent of its operating funds. The remainder comes

from sale of publications, advertising in the Bulletin and interest from investments

made years ago in better times. The AREA is self-sustaining and is not .subsidized

by anyone or any other organization. As I said earlier, the AAR does pay one-half

of the .salaries of the joint headquarters staff. But, particularly after last year, I

can assure you and the AAR that this is no gift, but is pay for services rendered

continuously throughout the year on behalf of the AAR and its Engineering Division.

In closing I want to mention two additional matters:

1. The dates for the 1970 AREA Convention and Engineering Division Annual

Meeting have been changed from March 2.3, 24 and 25, in Holy Week, to a week

earlier, March 16, 17 and 18. An announcement on this will be published in the

May-June AREA News.

2. The demonstration of the computer program for bridges, .sponsored jointly

by Committees 30—Impact and Bridge stresses, and 32—Systems Engineering,

will be conducted today at 1:00 pm, 3:00 pm and 5:00 pm in the Francis I Room
adjacent to this room. The times for the Tuesday and Wednesday demonstrations

will be announced tomorrow morning during the Symposium and ha\e been printed

on a flyer, which is available at the registration desks.

I sincerely solicit the comments, suggestions and constructive criticism of all

.\REA members. This is your Association and it will continue to be great, and even

become greater, by the united action of all of us. We of the staff seek your coopera-

tion and desire only to be of service to the Association and the railroad industry,

which went a long way to make the United States and Canada the great countries

they have become.

The slogan used during the 5Cth .\nniver.sary Year, now 20 \(;us bcliind us,

lias never been more appropriate than it is today . . .

"A Past of Achie\ement—A Future of Opportunity."

Remarks of R. R. Manion*

I appreciate very much the opportunity to be with >()u again. I shall stand

before you very briefly, as I haven't been given a license to u.se very much time this

morning. But I do want to .say a few things. I am encouraged when I think about

the fact that with the kind of education you fellows got, you entered tlie kind of

business you did enter, and have remained in this business. This indicates to jue

that you are not only willing to accept, but are ecjual to, great challenges. I think

that in the last few years our industry, particularly yoiu- segment of it and the

related mechanical segment, has been encountering greatly increasing challenges.

During the past year I feel that the Engineering Division, particularly the

members of the Ceneral Committee, have gained an increa.sed understanding of the

magnitude, depth and urgency of some of the.se challenges. The AREA and its

• Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Deijartment, .A.ssociation of .\merican Railroads.
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committees and the Engineering Division General Committee in its participation in

your committee work have had a scholarly kind of an approach to our work over

many, many years, and I think many fine things have come out of it. But, I think

now we ha\'e to gear ourselves up soniev\'hat difTercntly.

Some of the challenges we face are pretty immediate. We are beginning to get

indications that sorne of our standards, some of our approaches, some of our basic

philosophies about things, not only need review but revision. And I am pleased to

tell you that in the meeting of the General Committee I sat in on yes'^erday there

was motion. Something is about to happen. Action is going to be taken. New ap-

proaches to things are going to be under way. And I look forward to seeing you

fellows put your shoulders to the wheel and help develop methods of moving to

meet the new challenges.

Hoist with His Own Petard*

By THOMAS M. GOODFELLOW

President, Association of American Railroads

The AREA News Convention Issue, circulated a couple of weeks ago, gave a

title for my remarks
—

"Hoist with His Own Petard"—and called it provocative.

That means the title needs explaining.

Shakespeare's Hamlet said: "For tis the sport to have the enginer . . . Hoist

with his own petard." The "engineer" referred to by Shakespeare was a sapper

—

an explosives expert. A petard was a bomb or a mine. So—translated—the famous

quote means: It's great fun to have an engineer blown up by a mine he created

himself.

It may be great fun. But we who are engineers for the railroad industry should

guard against being hoist by our own petards—blown up by our booby traps. It's

my intention here today to point my finger at some potential bobby traps, as I .see

them.

I'm aware keynoters don't have to be definitive. They just set the mood. Raise

dust. Stir up the animals. Ask a lot of questions. And leave the answers to experts

who follow. That role suits me just fine.

In keeping with my announced theme, I'm going to ask four basic questions:

( 1 ) What could blow up? ( 2 ) What are the petards, the explosives—the causes?

(3) What are the solutions? And (4) What's the use?

As I go along, I'll try to keep within the framework of your specialized inter-

ests as indicated by your program which, by the way, strikes me as an impressive

array of talent dealing with significant subject matter.

I'd guess most of you could answer my first question: What could blow up?

Let me rattle off a half dozen possibilities that relate to your professional responsi-

bilities: (1) Inflation. (2) Safety. (3) Freight service. (4) Nationalization. (5)

Talent. And (6) technology.

If these can blow up in our faces, what are the explosive elements—the petards

—

that could hoist us? If the answer had to be one word, that word would be lags.

The Convention's Kevnote Address.
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As conscientious, responsible railroad men, are we blind to what's right under

our noses? Are we so immersed in our weaknesses we don't really see them? Oh,

sure, we're aware of the superficial aspects of the problems—but are we sensitive

to the deeper meanings?

Most of us are aware of the lag between railroad expenses and railroad re\-

enues. And we can understand this lag somewhat because we experience it in our

personal li\es.

The number of train accidents in 1968 rose 5 percent over 1967. The lag

between what is and what could be in safety records is—or should be—a major

concern of every man in this room and those who work for you.

We have an explosive lag between freight service as wanted by shippers, and

as performed. You've seen the stories. Here are a couple of headlines: "400-Mile

Shipment Takes 19 Days." "Shippers Attack Freight Service Deterioration." "Doom
of Railroads Seen in Cargo Jets Operating in '70's."

There's a lag bet\veen transportation demands of today and tomorrow, and

transportation policy that belongs to a long-gone yesterday. But this lag—largely

unknown and Utde understood by the general public—does not minimize the threat

of nationalization vAth all its evils, overt and hidden.

The threat of nationalization has little to do with freight service, which the

general public doesn't see and mosdy fails to appreciate. The threat grows out of

public impatience witii the so-called passenger problem. Of course, we know from

experience this impatient public wouldn't ride trains even if passenger service were

good and plentiful.

Going now to still another lag: Many experts outside the railroad industr\-

—

and some inside—have been eager to tell us we have a serious gap between our

needs for new management and engineering talent and the number of such people

we actiially hire.

Of the six major lags I hsted earlier, none is more fundemental to railroad

survival than the lag between known technology and its application in our industry.

Now, I repeat, a keynoter can get away with introducing problems and stirring

up the animals. I've already done that. So, technically, I could retreat. But I couldn't

do that. I must say a few words about .solutions. Not in specific terms. I'll leave

that to .specialists you've got on your roster.

I read the other day—^in the Norfolk & Western Magazine, I believe—diat

today's automobile, if manufactured with 1910 tools under 1910 conditions, would

cost $70,000. I don't pretend to be an economist but I believe one point here is

that the cost of manpower and materials has gone up just a bit in 60 years. Gal-

loping inflation is scaring the daylights out of a lot of our thoughtful people—in

government and out.

Returning to other major lags in the railroad industry, I behe\e harmonious

application of technological advances is the key factor. For example, if track struc-

tures don't keep pace with advances in rolhng stock, doesn't that have a negative

bearing on safety, efficiency of freight service and other major considerations V\c

been discussing?

That's basic technology, of course. But whether it's basic or exotic, the public

thinks railroads arc behind the times. One of the more thoughtfid and important

observers of the transportation scene—and one not unfriendly to railroads—has

said: "A major task for railroads is the defeat of the widely held notion that rail-

roads ignore or resist new technology."
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The AAR's advertising—radio, TV^ and maj^azines—has I)een helping to "defeat

tlie notion." But raihoads haven't been able to do all they want to do. The core

of the problem is money. Railroads have needed money to buy new hardware

—

money to hire talent the new hardware would require—money to implement teeh-

nolojfy present staff knows how to handle.

Railroads haven't had money because their low rate of return couldn't attract

investment capital. But our day is coming. Reason and sanity must come to inter-

pretation and administration of government transport policy. Railroads will win a

variety of freedoms—in keeping with fair-and-equal precepts. Freedom to diversify

into other modes of transport will not be the least of these. Of course, before we've
ever permitted to run airplanes, barges or trucks, we've got to prove we can run
trains efBciently.

Let me go back for a word on recruiting bright young people. I believe we
can attract the talent we need. Your Committee 24 has been alert to the related

problems for years. And we can benefit from the advice of knowledgeable people

like Professor Bill Hay.

According to one of the brightest and most articulate railroad spokesmen,

survival of the transportation industry as a partner in the free enterprise system

is threatened by a widening gap between advancing technological capabilities and
governmental regulatory understanding which is lagging ever further behind."

The perceptive gentleman I've just quoted could be right. He's talking in sweep-
ing terms. One of the most troublesome—most devastating—single elements in the

total complex is the passenger-service problem. And that's our best hope for "saving"

money now—and perhaps a key to attracting investment money later. We recently

proposed that government pay losses—just losses, mind you—on money-losing pas-

senger trains government says should be operated. Obviously, we've reversed our

historic position on subsidies in transportation.

With money saved from passenger losses—and investment capital that woidd

come with improved rate of return—raikoads could really become involved con-

structively in cybernetics, that harmonizing of men and technology for greater

productive efficiency.

Meanwhile, the industry is hardly sitting on its hands. I don't have time for

details but let me pull a couple of examples from a mixed bag of related items.

One healdiy illustration is the Engineering Division's cooperation with the White

House Task Force on Bridge Safety. That didn't hurt us—or you!

Of coiu-se, the whole bit about ACI and TRAIN

—

with detiiils and develop-

ments knovim to you—will make a real contribution to more efficient freight service.

But these developments take a lot of time and preparation—and we're not just

waiting.

For example, the AAR's board of directors has instituted a program to find

and eliminate causes of poor freight-service performance. This program requires

cooperation among the AAR, individual roads and shippers. It will be coordinated

by the AAR—under the direct supervision of a committee of three railroad presi-

dents. It will be an immediate and major activity for the railroads. It vwU affect

everybody in this room. And the objectives are obvious.

It's mighty important we get organized within the railroad industry—on all

kinds of matters—and the sooner the better. For instance, it appears that engineer-

ing organization inside our industry needs review and streamhning. The relation-
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ships hctwecMi and among the various engineering sections, divisions, associations

and centers—to say nothing of possible overlapping of activities and objectives

—

confuse the general public. But, more important, they also confuse people inside

our industry.

Something's been going on in the engineering end of railroading for many
years that should be changed. It has to do with individual attitudes and behavior.

I've been just as guilty as anybody else.

Like inan>- of you, I'm a civil engineer. I came up through the maintenance-of-

way department. And, like you, I fostered and joined the arguments among the

civil, mechanical and electrical engineers—arguments alx)ut who does most for the

industry.

Each of us was proud of his special field—and rightly so. But many of us

looked down on guys in the other engineering specialties. Well, the time has come

f{) throw away these attitudes—abandon these prejudices. All engineers in our indus-

try have got to get together and work together.

At present, I'm doubtful the right hand knows what the left hand is doing in

railroad engineering. That's a petard—a bomb with the fuse lit. Modem technology

can't tolerate petty jealousies and compartmentalized thinking. What comes out of

any engineering section or activity should be compatible with the work of other

engineers or sections.

How can this be done? I suggest that the AAR develop a true Engineering

Division—a Division that has all the engineering specialties working in harmony
and not in murky separated pigeonholes. This Division would deal with major engi-

neering considerations. Other considerations would be left to subcommittees or

staff. The Engineering Division I have in mind would dehberate the toughest engi-

neering problems of our industry—and make a solid, unified contribution.

I feel this must come soon. But meanwhile we can recognize that much of our

present problem in the railroad engineering family relates to inadequate or faulty

communications.

Acciurate conmiunications are critical. And solving the problems I've been intro-

ducing is also essential—and not just for the railroads. Put bluntly, the railroads

have mighty important and productive work to do for this nation. And that's the

answer to my fourth and final question: What's the use?

The greatest danger in modern technology isn't that machines will begin to

think like men but that men will begin to think like machines. Another great danger,

especially in an industry like railroads, was once voiced by Charles Kettering. He
talked about "advancing waves of other people's progress sweeping over the

unchanging man and washing him out."

We're hardly washed out in the railroad industry but we must keep our eyes

on our goals, the means of getting there and the dangers in the way. Reminds me
of a Mississippi steamboat stopped in dense fog. An impatient pas.senger asked the

reason.

"Can't see up the river," said the captain.

"But I can see the stars overhead," replied the passenger.

"Yes," agreed the captain, "but unless the boilers burst we're not going that

way."

And, in the case of the railroads—unless we're blown up by own booI)>' traps,

HOIST WITH OUR OWN PETARD—we're not going that way either. I hope—
and believe—we're heading for a bright and shining future if each of us will give

all we have of energy, imagination, dedication and loyalt>'.
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Permanent Way Work—A Progress Report
70-621-1

By A. N. BUTLAND, O.B.E., E.R.D., B.A., B.Sc, C.Eng., F.I.C.E.

Chief Engineer, Way and Works (Retired)

British Railways Board

Permit me to thank you, Mr. President and Gentlemen, for the privilege of

talking to you today. It is one of the highlights of my career that eight years ago
you received me here and let me tell you what I was trying to do on the track of

British Railways. When on two subsequent occasions your respective Presidents

invited me to talk to you again, I was unable to obtain leave to do so becau.se of

the pressure of work at home. Now, having retired from British Railways at the

end of January, I am happy indeed to join you here, under by own steam and this

time with my wife.

When I last talked to you, I was chief civil engineer of the London Midland

Region. In recent years I have been chief engineer (way and works), British Rail-

ways Board, and responsible to the Board for civil engineering, signalling and tele-

communications, and also architecture, for the whole system.

The present and continuing requirements from railway engineer.s, as we have

found them and as I outlined in 1961, are:

(a) Higher speeds

(b) Heavier axle loads

(c) The lowest possible total annual costs to provide for those t\vo items

(d) Working methods that call for the least possible restriction on the free

and fast movement of trains.

This is a pretty uniform pattern throughout the industralized world.

All this is required in a changing social environment in which intelligent men
are not prepared to undertake heavy manual labour in all weathers and in dull

repetitive fashion. May I tell you how I have tried to meet these conditions?

In 1961, I mentioned here that on the London Midland Region I was using

on-track production tampers for renewals, for track raisings and, more important,

for out-of-faoe maintenance. I stressed then the need for a track lining machine

that would at least approach in quality of output the work of our manual gangs.

This plea was very fully met by the Plasser Railway Machinery Company, with

whom we had long enjoyed cooperative working and, having given us a lining

machine that in its quality of work surpassed our manual efforts, they went on to

provide a macliine that would tamp two ties at a time and simultaneously deal with

the alignment. Our resvdts make it clear to us that maximum dividend on equip-

ment investment results from the high rate of output thus obtained from a single

crew.

We are now using under-tie ballast cleaners, switch and crossing tampers and

ballast regulators as well as tamping and lining machines, and we are experimenting

with inter-tie crib tampers. This mechanization has enabled us to scrap the earlier

system of small-length gangs, working to a ganger's planning. Instead of attempting

to recruit men within easy walking distance of their gang length throughout the

railway, we have now formed mobile gangs for fencing, drainage and similar off-

track work and for fettling switch and crossing work. The Plasser machines do the

rest. We base these gangs upon towns offering the amenities that families demand

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
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in tliis T\' age, and we transport them daily by road vehicles specially designed lo

carry men, small tools and materials and fitted with simple cooking facilities. This

has enabled ns to reduce our manpower on day-to-day maintenance by over 7,000

men, which is by more than one-third, and two highly desirable targets have

been met.

First, tlie return on the total investment in m chanization, including on-track

machines, small power tools and road vehicles, after allowing for all renewal and
running costs and for the higher rates of pay which the greater productivity merits,

is well over 100 percent per annum, a good investment by any standard. Secondly,

we have transformed the job of the maintenance men from one of heavy labouring

into one offering the interest of running quite complicated equipment and demand-
ing greater versatility and intelligence; in fact we have made it a 20th century jol).

This means diat our men can discuss their job with their children with pride in their

work. This is quite important in an age in which their children are probal)ly attend-

ing a university. That a job is felt to be worch the doing and seen to l)e such is an

important motivation in industry.

By mechanization, we have reduced to the minimum the cost of such mainte-

nance work as the traffic demands. By careful design of the track itself we have

minimized also the amount and frequency of renewal and maintenance needed. For

all our main lines we are using the continuously welded medium-manganese rail

of 110 lb per yard supported on prestressed concrete ties at 30-inch centres. We
have experimented \\ ith many designs of concrete tie since the early days of World

War II when lack of shipping to import timber made this a necessity. We have

also tried out many types of track fastenings. In fact, when I moved from the

L.M. Region to the British Railways Board headquarters, no fewer than 23 differ-

ent types were in use. One of my first efforts was to standardize on a single type.

May I give you my own experience on the subject of ties? Timber ties must

be creosoted unless they are a hardwood, when they will probably need binding

at their ends. Baseplates are essential for our speed and weight of traffic on tim-

ber. Even with baseplates, wear in the timber at the fastening holes reduces the

life of the tie well below that of the timber in the main body of the tie.

Baseplates extend the tie life but shorten the rail life by the fretting away of

the rail foot that occurs in the metal-to-metal contact.

Concrete ties must be prestressed if they are to have a long life. The haircracks

normal to reinforced concrete permit corrosion of the reinforcing steel and loss of

concrete cover. Post-tensioned ties are, to my mind, more expensive to produce

and less c-ertain in their durability.

With prestressed concrete ties, it is adequate to use a quite thin fle.vible pad

between the rail foot and the top of the tie. This gives good electrical insulation

and avoids wear on the rail foot. Our experience is tliat with the absence of this

wear and of rail-end Ixitter on the continuous welded track, our rail lives are

extended by one-third.

Accelerated laboratory tests and our own experience of 25 years assure us that

our prestressed concrete ties will have a life of at least 50 years, whereas our tim-

\,er tics last anything from 7 years to 20 years. When you add to this that at presi-nt

a prestressed concrete tie with its pad and fastenings costs the same as a creosoted

timber tie, complete with its baseplates and fastenings, the economic case is not

difficult to foretell. This was not so to begin with, but throughout the world the

demands on the lumber trade are forcing the price of timber ties upward all tho
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time. We are now putting over a million of these concrete ties into our track

each year.

When it came to fastenings, I was helped hy the experience of past mistakes

and partial successes. We knew that in a use such as this one, with the heavy vibra-

tion of traffic, any form of timber or artificial insert in the concrete had little hope
of a life equal to the life of the tie and was in fact an attempt to reproduce tim-

ber conditions in concrete. I therefore decided to cast a metal anchor into the con-

crete to act both as a gauge stop and as anchor for the fastening. I chose malleable

iron for this purpose, both to avoid fracture if accidentally struck by a heavy ham-
mer and for maximum resistance against corrosion.

For the fastening itself I standardized on the "Pandrol" Rail Clip. This is of

silicon-manganese steel, is truly elastic and so follows up the rail foot both in the

compression of the pad under the rail and in the slight hft of the precession wave

that precedes the train. It exerts a pressure of between 1500 and 1600 lb per clip

after the 7/16 inch torsional movement that occurs in driving. Clearly considerable

wear could be tolerated without appreciable loss of toe load, but we ha\'e found

very little such wear. No gauges are needed; the clip is easily driven with a hammer
and there are no screw threads which in my view are quite imsuitable for modern

track, because of the maintenance they need. I sought and I think I have obtained

a "fit and forget" track.

We railway engineers must always wonder how our track will stand up in a

wreck. We have had such a test. A passenger train, approaching a London terminus

at 85 mph suffered a fracture of the rear axle of the leading bogie on the first car

of the train. The bogie derailed but no subsequent axle derailed whilst the train

was brought to rest. This was on continuously welded track, on monoblock pre-

stressed ties. This was a good test, worth more than a lot of laboratory work, but

it is one we hope not to repeat. To me it proved tlie value of the monoblock tie.

In our welded track we have to cater for a range of rail temperature from

8 F to 128 F. We aim to fasten the long rails without stress at the midpoint of the

temperature range. This we now do by measuring the rail temperature on site dur-

ing laying and using hydraulic rams attached to rail clamps to adjust the rail length

so that the force in the rail corresponds to that due to the difference in temperature

between that existing and the mean of the range to be catered for. We no longer

find it necessary to provide expansion switches each mile or so as was our practice

when I talked about this in 1961. We now have many jointless stretches each some

miles in length between switch and crossing work.

In 1961, as I then mentioned, we had about 380 miles of continuous welded

track. We now have over 4,000 miles and on this we run passenger trains at 100

mph, with axle loads on the locomotive of 26 short tons, freight cars with 19/2 tons

axles at 75 mph and with 28 ton axles at 60 mph. We are satisfied that this welded

track on concrete ties will carry our present types of passenger cars at 125 mph,

with here and there as required a lengthening of transition curves and so a slower

rate of run-up of superelevation for passenger comfort. But to increase our speeds

over the 100 mph will need frogs with moveable noses operated from the signaUing,

so that wheels will no longer have to negotiate the gap in the frog. We have

designed such an installation and it is soon to be laid in a main line for trials.

I should stress that in all this work we have provided at least 9 inches of good,

hard, stone ballast under the ties with a full crib and shoulder ballast.

There is a growing demand throughout the world for yet higher speeds for
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guided land transport and this is a field in wIulIi your eountry is doin^ great and

deep research and development work. In Cireat Britain I have concluded that tor

the steel wheel on a steel rail, speeds above 125 mph must come from permissive

conditions arising from the design of vehicle and motive power rather than from
any further track strengthening. It is surely more economic to increase capital

investment in the cars, in improving their riding qualities and reducing their weight

rather than to make the change in further strengdiening every mile of track on

which the really high speeds are sought and reducing yet again the permissible

maintenance tolerances of the track. With financial support from the Government,

our mechanical engineers and our research department are jointly working on what
we call die Advanced Passenger Train or A.P.T.

From what I have said so far you will note that having set out to reduce track

costs by mechanization of its maintenance and careful design of continuous welded

track, we have at the same time produced a track that is carrying happily increased

a.\le loads and considerably higher speeds at this decreased c-ost. Certainly, higher

speeds cost more money in two ways:

1. The higher the speed, the lower the de\iation from first class condition

that is tolerable.

2. The higher the speed, the more rapid the rate of deterioration.

I am very happy that we have been able to offset these two increases by mechan-

ization and track design.

But the programme to install continuous welded rail on concrete ties is not yet

complete, though on our 10 principal trunk lines it is almost so. We still have sev-

eral thousands of miles of 60-ft rails with joint bars and carried on timber ties.

Here we have proof that the track is more hea\ily punished than in the days of

steam traction, in the growing number of rail failures. These are almost entirely

star cracks at the joint bar bolt holes, originating as fatigue cracks and rapidly

growing into brittle fractures in a manner not yet clearly understood. In the last

year or so, because of these rail-end failures, we have increased expenditure in the

following ways where jointed track is still in use:

1. For day-to-day maintenance:

( a ) Increased frequency of patrolling.

(b) Additional rail-end examination

( c ) More frequent ultra-sonic rail flaw detection,

(d) More frequent tamping of joints.

2. For renewals:

(a) An increase of Js inch in the thickness of the rail wel>—a 20 i^ercent

increase—making the rail now 113 lb per yard.

(b) Work-liardening of all holes for joint bar bolts—a process that

increases resistance to the development of fatigue cracks.

I think you will Ix? interested to know what our present practice is in the fre-

quency of tamping, of patrolling and of ultra-sonic rail end examination, with their

costs. I do not proiwse to attempt to read such tabulations to you but I have taken

the liberty of putting such figures as briefly as possible in an Appendix to this talk.

If, Mr. President, this Appendix can be printed in the Bulletin, then I shall ha\e

spared you all a rather dull reading and instead you can read the figures critically

and in comparison with your own similar figures.
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You will see that the frequency of the various jobs and their cost are related

both to speed and to the number of trains per track per day. A very clear distinc-

tion is made between continuous welded rail on concrete ties and jointed rails on

timber ties.

Finally I have included, a series ot graphs in the Appendix uliitli you will find

as interestinjf iis I have found thcni satisfactory. Horizontally, you will notice the

number of trains per day per single track with the intensity of traffic on various

of our routes shown also. Vertically, I have shown the total annual costs for both

renewals and day-to-day maintenance per mile of track. The diagrams show the

items thus charged.

For both jointed track and CWR these costs are shown on separate curves for

60, 90 and 100 mph. For CWR only, we have extrapolated the costs for 125 mph,

but this is not a speed that we would contemplate for regular running on jointed

rails.

The result which I find quite exciting is that the total annual costs per mile for

maintenance and renewal of welded track on concrete ties is, for each of these

speeds, almost exactly half the cost for jointed rail on timber ties. Every increase

in labour costs in this inflationary age will improve the comparison even further.

I know all too well the difficulties of a straight forward international cost com-

parison. We, for example, have to pay ocean freights on our imported timber ties.

Our labour costs include holidays with pay, waterproof clothing, social security

insurance and average overtime enhancements. I did not have the facihties to price

our work at your labour rates and your material costs. Nevertheless, a comparison

of the amount you spend on CWR with the amount you spend on jointed track

would give a very interesting comparison with our proportions.

You may be interested in another field of our activity. Our accountancy is

rapidly being transferred to computers, and we hope to identify the costs of main-

tenance and renewal of individual lines in a way that relates those costs to the

speed and weight of traffic passing over them. We are also trying to plan each

years renewal of track by computer, so that we optimise the use of men, materials

and equipment in relation to the available possessions of track and temporary

restriction of speed that our operating officers can tolerate. This should cut down
administration costs and lead to greater efficiency all round.

You may have noticed in this talk quite a concentration on financial results.

Do not think for a moment, gentlemen, that because we are nationalized we are free

from the cost-conscious pressures of private enterprise. We certainly get our share

of inquisition from economists, accountants and the like. In fact we spend a great

deal of time nowadays on various investment criteria, discounted cash flows and

the like. These are vital analyses that we as engineers mvist handle with expertise

so that we can at least share in the control of our own destinies.

One last item: some months ago I put in hand a film showing what we are

doing on the track and how we are doing it. This should be ready by next Sep-

tember and I know British Railways would welcome an opportunity to show it to

you, just as they would be glad to show our work to any of you who could visit

Great Britain.

I value very highly, gentlemen, the patience and courtesy with which you have

listened to me. I know I am going to enjoy myself again in your great country and

I am fortunate indeed to be here with you.
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APPENDIX

Based on British Railways experience to date, the followinj^ tabulation shows

normal maintenance requirements, where formation and ballasting are reasonablx

good, for various speeds and intensities of traffic.

Ultra-sonic Rail Flaw Detection

SOn
jointed track up to 100 trains Annually. Cost = £.30 per mile

per day. per year.

On busy jointed commuter lines Every six months r= £60 per mile
per year.

^ \On continuous welded rail Every two years = £15 per mile
J per year.

I On CWR in heavy commuter areas Annually ^= £ 30 per mile per

\ year.

(Jointed Every six months ^ £60 per mile
per year.

'
years = £ 15 per mile per year.

, jCWR as for 100 mph. This speed
Izo mph

^
j^qj. permitted on jointed track

The frequency of patrolling of the track is related to speed and intensit\' of

traffic. The following tabulation shows present practice.

/ For nomial main lines and all 3 days per week ^ £ 66 per mile
ICWR lines per year.

90 mnh^^^^^ ^^^ trains per track per day 6 days per week = £132 per mile
^ ^ per year.

ea\ y commuter traffic on jointed Daily =: £ 176 per mile per year.

•
J

i Jointed track Daily = £176 per mile per year.

100 mph 1
CWR 6 days per week = £ 132 per mile

I
per year.

125 moh]^^^^ °"'^' Daily = £176 per mile per year.

Train frequency increases labour costs for track maintenance and the figures

given below are based on careful studies made when Work Stud\- was introduced

in the Department.

Trains per Day Percentage Increase

Up to 100 1% per 10 trains daily
120 13%
160 19%
200 25%
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The following factors have been found reliable in assessing the long term

effects of contemplated changes of speed and intensity of traffic upon costs.

1. The rate of wear of rails, the annual costs of track renewals and die costs

of track maintenance are, as a first approximation, closely related to the

stresses produced in the rails and the number of times those stresses are

produced.

2. For speeds up to 140 km/hr (87 mph) we use the Schramm formula pro-

duced for German Railways. Two different speeds will produce stresses in

the ratio of the factors obtained for the two different values of V as

under.

Factor = 1 + ^'^ ^' — lAYl. where V = km/hr
10" 10"

Above 87 mph we use our own factor (Jenkin's factor).

0.75 V^
Factor = 1.27 +

10'

3. A further factor must be applied to account for the unsprung element of

the a.\le load. Thus, rail stresses are proportional to the speed multiplied

by the square root of the unsprung mass. Thus, for example, we can com-

pare the effect on the track of a diesel locomotive of 18 tons maximum
total axle load and 3/4 tons unsprung weight with a forecast of the A.P.T.

(advanced passenger train) with estimated 12 tons total axle load and IM

tons unsprung mass. This gives the following comparison:

Comparative Loading on Rail

90 mph 100 mph 125 mph 150 mph
Diesel 1 1.05 1.19 1.33
A.P.T 0.67 0.71 0.80 0.90

4. The wear element of loss of rail weight is proportional to the square root

of the number of axles passing. The corrosion loss is constant for a given

location and depends on local measurement.

The accompanying graphs illustrate the savings that are obtained when con-

tinuous welded rail is combined with prestressed concrete ties of sound design with

a maintenance free type of rail fastening anchored directly into the concrete.
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Management Careers for Railway Engineers

By J. S. REED

President and Chief Executive Officer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

I would like to talk to you today about the future maiiagciiieiit w\c that can

be played by railway engineers, and perhaps suggest an idea or two as to how you

iniuht increase your effectiveness and your contribution to the management of our

industr>- in the critical period through which we are now passing. And certain it is

that we have entered a critical phase of that long-standing melodrama known a^

"The Railroad Problem." Now I refuse to be counted among those who are ready to

hang up the crepe for our industry—at least not until we have tested many, many
more of the new ideas and innovations of the type that have been proposed or

actually tried on the Santa Fe and other railways in the past several years.

Yet many aspects of the o\erall railroad picture, when viewed together as in a

wide-angle lens, today reflect a state that is mighty close to despair. For example,

today we see our business once again enmeshed in a merciless cost-price squeeze

from which we have secured only momentary relief dirough the recent freight rate

increases. We see an industry which has one of the very highest requirements of

capital investment per employe, yet one which has succeeded over the years in

earning only a starvation rate of return—generally less than 3 percent on our invest-

ment in transportation property after depreciation. Such a meager return, as com-

pared with commercial money rates close to 8 percent and the profit opportunities

in other business ventures, does not attract the investment of new funds needed to

perpetuate our facilities. We see a business saddled with regulatory restrictions on

the setting of rates and services. This frequently prevents the application of ordinary

managerial common sense, and forces badly needed corporate funds to be channeled

down the economic drain. We see our competitors continuing to enjoy large doses

of tax money in direct or indirect subsidy of their operations or their developmental

research. We see a railway industry caught in an ever-tightening vice of labor

restrictions that not only negate our ability to apply technological innovations for

the future, but which actually would resurrect make-work practices and rules of the

past—all in the tragic delusion that true job security can still exist when you under-

mine the financial security of the business that must provide those jobs.

We see an industry that is largely misunderstood by the general public—a pub-

lic whose concept of the national transportation problem is often limited to the

commuter service on the "Stamford local" into New York City, or its counterpart

here in Chicago. And we have politicians who feel that a solution of urban transit

congestion in the densely populated coastal corridors—which is basically a sociolog-

ical problem—would solve the national transiX)rtation problem, whereas, in fact,

it wouldn't even scratch the surface. In other words, despite our intensive public

relations efforts to correct it, we find a general lack of public appreciation of the

primary role played by the railroads in furnishing low-cost freight transportation, which

of course plays such an important part in our American high standards of living. We
see a railway industry which, because of regulatory sluggishness on the one hand

and ruthless competition on the other, is offering freight service at prices that pro-

duce less revenue per ton mile today than the average of 10 years ago, while our

c-osts of operation spiral e\er upward in the relentless inflationary economy of our

time. We see an industry that for years has been denied the right enjoyed by our

competitors, and, incidentally, by our Canadian railway friends ;xs well, to engage
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freely in all forms of transix)rtati<)ii—a freedom wliicli would inimit us to odrr a

full transportation service l)y \\liiche\er mode would ser\e the public in the most

effective manner.

It is small wonder then that the railroads, in varyinjj degrees, are facing an

inexorable squeeze in their profit pictures and in the flovi' of cash funds required

for self-perpetuation and modernization of their facilities. This is a situation that

has persuaded some companies, frustrated in attempts to develop a logical diversifica-

tion of transportation services, now to attempt a bolstering of their finances by

diversification into areas far removed from the transportation function. Hopefully

their efforts will not be stymied by the same dead hand of regulation that has

frustrated their previous efforts.

So if ever there was a challenge for railroad management, we have it today,

and in the face of this challenge I thought I might discuss for a few moments how
I think railway engineers can serve even more effectively as managers in solving

the railroad enigma.

First of all, I would assume that if one were to ask the question, "What is

your profession and how do you make your living?", the majority of you would

answer "I am an engineer and I make my living practicing that profession."

During these next few minutes I would like to make two rather basic points:

First of all,

( 1 ) Many of you have a second profession which should be just as impor-

tant as your professional standing as an engineer. In fact, looking around

this room, I am sure that it is safe to say that most of you really make

your living practicing your second profession.

Secondly,

(2) Those of you who make your living practicing yoin- second profession

have a duty to devote as much time and effort staying abreast of the

developments in that profession as you devote to staying abreast of pure

engineering developments.

Before we discuss your second profession, perhaps it would be well to start

by defining the word "profession." A composite dictionary definition of the \\ord

"profession" might read:

"An occupation or calling characterized by: creative and dedicated activity

as opposed to just routine work; a code of ethics; application of a thought-

fully conceived set of imiversal principles; and the availability and need of

advanced education."

Parenthetically, I happened to note only this morning, in glancing through

the latest edition of the Harvard Business Review, an article by a former teacher

of mine on the subject of professionalism in business management. In this article

he adopted a somewhat different definition of the term "profession"—and I doubt

that there is complete agreement on just what the definition really should be. But

in any case, railway engineering certainly meets my definition of a profession. The

work of an engineer is not necessarily routine; the engineer works within a frame-

work of well-established principles and a recognized code of ethics; and the many
colleges and universities with engineering curricula are evidence of the educational

base required by the profession.
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However, while you may have started your careers as engineers, comparatively

few of you still earn your living at the drawing board, in the research and develop-

ment lab, or at the test center. In most cases, you have become managers (of engi-

neers ) and you have moved from the profession of engineering to tlie profession

of MANAGEMENT.
Before we explore the proposition that you are now professional managers,

perhaps it would be well to return once again to a definition of terms. One might

define "Good Management" as:

"The profession of setting desirable goals and accomplishing those goals

through the optimum use of materials, money, and people."

You will note that this definition has been restricted to "Good Matwpement"

because only Good Management should qualify as a profession. It is only "Good

Management" which is characterized by creative activity, a thoughtfully conceived

set of universal principles, a code of ethics and the availability and need of

advanced education.

Now, you can hold a position where you are called on to lielp set the goals

or sub-goals of your cnimpany and where you are responsible for accomplishing

those goals through the use of materials, money and people. In this type of position

you will be a manager by definition, but you will not necessarily be a good man-

ager nor will you automatically be practicing the management profession.

My main point is that when you are placed in the position of being a manager

and are paid accordingly, I suggest that your corporation has every right to expect

you to perform as a projesaional manager. They have the right to expect you to live

up to the ethical standards imposed by law and by the business community. They

have a right to e.xpect you to understand the liasic principles of good management

and to stay abreast of the additional developments which support and modify these

basic principles. They have the right to expect you to devote time to creative

thought and action, and, whenever possible, to delegate routine matters to subor-

dinates. And when I mention "creative thought," I think it is fair to say that there

is a view held by many people that engineers, as a broad generalization, tend to

perform with something less than broad imagination. To the extent that this may be

valid, I believe it results from the constant drilling in your past training that cer-

tain axioms are invariably true; and that certain time-tested principles are virtually

immune from challenge. I am not suggesting that you have to question time-tested

physical laws, but I do suggest that perhaps an engineering tiaining may tend to

solidify and polarize one's views on how to reach out for new solutions under a

prescribed set of conditions, and it may influence a man toward conformity with

present methods rather than a more skeptical challenging of those methods. I sup-

pose one example of what I have in mind might be illustrated by the original

approach to the laying of continuous welded rail, wherein the early applications

respectfully accjuiesced to the laws of thermal expansion and contraction by tlie

use of elaborate expansion joints. Then someone decided to try the alternative of

resisting, rather than submitting to, these forces and came np with tlie simpler and

more effective track structure so widely in use today, which features simple devices

to restrain the forces rather than the complicated slip joints that yield to them.

In the remaining few minutes. I would like to dwell briefly on some of the

fundamentals of good management.
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First, ours is a profit system and we, as manaj^ers, are the caretakers of the

money placed in our hands by the corporate shareholders. Therefore, every cor-

porate goal and sub-goal must be estal)lished with the long-term interests of the

shareholders in mind. Any decision which is made only from a narrow departmental

point of view and which does not weigh thoroughly the effect on the bottom hne
of our profit and loss statement does not really live up to the standards of profes-

sional management. Any manager who makes a decision without understanding and

applying the necessary accounting and financial tools is not a professional manager

—

at least at that particular moment.

Secondly, although the railroads are a service industry, our ability to perform

service depends on vast quantities of equipment and material. Too much or too

little material and equipment on hand, material and equipment in the wrong loca-

tions, and material and equipment which does not produce the optimimi price-

benefit ratio are all indications of non-professional management. Any manager who
does not understand and apply the necessary equipment and inventory control tools

is not a professional manager. I might add, however, that there is little doubt in

my mind that in the past we, as managers, have sometimes given our people stand-

ards of measuring performance that were no longer fully appropriate to our needs.

People tend to concentrate on improving their performance in those areas where

they are measured and graded, and it may well be that in some cases we have set

up false standards for evaluating performance—standards, for example, which failed

adequately to reflect service and utilization factors and which, in reality, may have

contributed to poorer, rather than better, long-run financial results.

Lastlij, the railroads, like all corporations, depend on people to accomplish pre-

determined goals and objectives. The ineffective or inefficient use of our human
assets is an indication of non-professional management. Any manager who fails to

understand and apply the basic principles of directing and motivating people; any

manager who fails to develop effective subordinates; any officer who does not dele-

gate authority effectively; or who thinks that good labor relations are tlie sole respon-

sibility of corporate headquarters or the industry bargaining team in Washington

is lacking as a professional manager.

Any time one mentions the terms "measurement" and "management" one's

thoughts automatically go to a fellow who has been a great and good friend of the

AREA for so many years—a fellow whom I first met 34 years ago and who seems

to get younger every year—Dr. L. K. Sillcox. He might also be known as a com-
posite Dean, Father Confessor, Mother Superior, and General Counsel of Commit-
tee 16, and for years he has been telling us that management can manage only what
it can measure, to which I would only add that it is getting to be increasingly im-

portant to be selective in what we choose to measure. Certainly Dr. Sillcox has

been a guiding light in his preaching of the gospel for better management tech-

niques on our railroads.

I started this talk by saying that most of you earn your living not just in the

profession of engineering but in tlie profession of management. My own experience

with engineers in railroading convinces me that this is a true statement. The vast

majority of you in management positions are "professional managers" in every sense

of the word.

I did not choose this topic today to sermonize on anyone's shortcomings, but

rather to emphasize the obligations and responsibilities of professional management.
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These are responsibilities and obligations which you railway engineers have fulfilled

effectively in the past. With the increasingly complex and technical nature of our

societ>' and our industry, there is every reason to believe that the engineering pro-

fession will be supplying a larger share of our professional management in the future.

I don't know of a more naturally c-ompetent and better trained group to study,

analyze, and then innovate solutions to our problems. I, for one, am looking forward

to an increased managerial role on the part of our railway engineers. Certainly in

my own company engineers have branched out from their normal fields and have

taken leadership positions in such widely varied management responsibilities as

Operations Research; Data Processing and Systems work; Personnel Development

and Administration; and in top positions of the Executive Department itself. If you

apply and train yourselves in your second profession—MANAGEMENT—as well

as you have applied yourselves in the engineering profession, I think we can all

look with renewed optimism to the future, and we will be counting on you to find

some new answers to a lot of tough old problems.
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REMARKS OF RETIRING PRESIDENT H. E. WILSON

I now convene the dosinj^ business of the 68th annual convention, which will

include the installation of officers for the ensuing year. First I want to take this

opportunity to thank all who contributed to the work of our Association during

the past year and to the success of this convention. Our Association has had another

productive year. This is true because so many of you gave so generously of your

time and efforts, which, I assure you, has been appreciated. There are so many to

whom I am personally indebted but I cannot attempt to name them all here. But

I do want to express my personal appreciation for the splendid cooperation of our

officers and directors, our committee chairmen and all others who have contributed

in any way to the success of the 1968-1969 Association year.

I certainly want to express my sincere appreciation and the appreciation of

the Association to Earl Hodgkins and his staff for the splendid manner in which

they have conducted the Association's affairs during the past year. Their careful

attention to every detail of the planning and execution of the Association's pro-

grams and publications, many times under difficult circumstances, has been in-

valuable to the Association, the Board of Direction and to me. The General Con-

vention Arrangements Committee under the direction of Bruce Miller and Vic Hall

have done an outstanding job in connection with their usual multitude of assign-

ments in executing the arrangements made by the staff for this convention. These

well-planned cnn\entions just do not happen. Other than our past presidents, few

are in a position to know the multitude of details handled by this committee during

our convention and how easily things could go awry if it weren't for them.

I join Mrs. Wilson in thanking all those ladies—especially Mrs. Williamson,

Mrs. Clark, and Mrs. Hodgkin.s—who have given so generously of their time in

assisting with the social functions of the convention. Our sincere thanks.

REMARKS OF PAST PRESIDENT R. H. BEEDER^

You know there is an ancient adage, "Beware of Greeks bearing gifts. " Of

course, this Greek bit doesn't apply to me particularly, but if it was "beware of a

part Choctaw Indian bearing gifts," you better look out. But, Mr. President, Ladies

and Gentlemen, it is a pleasant assignment that I have this afternoon in these cere-

monies during the closing minutes of the fine Wilson administration—and I am not

talking about the 192G''.s—of the afi^airs of tlie American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation. These are trying times, and it seems to me the decisions that are required

to administer the affairs of the Association as well as those of the Engineering

Division of the AAR become more momentous month by month, maybe liour b>

hour. The enormous problem-solving and decision-making required during the past

year have been handled superbly by Hal Wilson. Hal, you certainly did an ex-

tremely successful job in running the annual meeting; and your speaker at the .An-

nual Luncheon, President John Reed of the Santa Fe, gave us more thought-pnnok-

ing ideas than I have ever heard on such occasions in the past. His remarks, I

think, .should be required reading for all AREA members who could not attend the

Annual Luncheon.

Chief EneinctT Systfru, Atchisun, Topcka & .Santa Fi- Railway.
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In recognition of your accomplishments and a-s a reminder of your successful

and fruitful year as president of AREA, your colleagues have forged a mighty fine

piece of bronze hardware, and I would like to read its message before I present

it to you:

THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION RECORDS ITS GRATEFUL
APPRECIATION TO HAL ERIC WILSON FOR HI'S ABLE ADMINISTRATION OF

THE AFFAIRS OF THE ASSOCIATION DURING HIS TERM
AS PRESIDENT 1968-1969

After receiving the plaque, Mr. Wilson thanked the retiring members of the

Board of Direction for their service on the Board and introduced the newly elected

officers and directors:

The retiring members of the Board:

Past President J. M. Trissal, vice president—real estate, Illinois Central

Railroad.

Director W. R. Bjorklund, director of industrial engineering. Northern Pacific

Railway.

Director C. Neufeld, assistant chief engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway.

Director H. W. Kellogg, regional assistant chief engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway-Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

Director F. H. McGuigan, engineer of construction, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

The newly elected officers and directors:

President—H. M. Williamson, chief engineer, system. Southern Pacific

Company.
Senior Vice President—J. B. Clark, chief engineer, Louisville & Nashville

Railroad.

Junior Vice President—E. Q. Johnson, chief engineer, Norfolk & Western

Railway.

Director (east)—R. F. Bush, chief engineer, Erie Lackawanna Railway.

Director (west)—A. W. Carlson, chief engineer. Western Pacific Railway.

Director (west)—E. T. Franzen, chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Director (Canada)—C. W. Wagner, industrial engineering officer, Canadian

National Railways.

Mr. Wilson also introduced E. M. Hastings, Jr., assistant utilities engineer,

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway-Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, who was appointed director

by the Board to fill the one-year unexpired term of E. Q. Johnson, elected junior

vice president.

In congratulating Mr. Williamson upon his election as president, Mr. Wilson

presented him with the emblem of the Association, a gold pin, bearing on its back

the inscription "H. M. Williamson, president, 1969-1970."

REMARKS OF IN-COMING PRESIDENT H. M. WILLIAMSON

Mr. Wilson, members of the AREA, guests, and all the lovely ladies we have

with us: it is with a great deal of humility—which seems to be an overworked word,

at this time, after our national elections—that I accept this honored position. We
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have a very difficult year ahead of us. I think all of you who attended the meet-

ings have heard about the stubbornness and the undercurrents, sometimes coming

right to the surface, of the problems that we have in the industry; and more par-

ticularly, close to home, the problems we have in our Association and our com-

panion organization, the Engineering Division of the AAR. We do have a tremendous

task ahead of us; and I view our new Board members with pleasure and gratitude,

because I think they are all outstanding railroad engineers. With the help of these

men and of the Board members who are continuing on the Board of Direction, and

the two excellent \ ice presidents I Iiave, I am sure we can do something towards

solving the problems. I think it will be incumbent upon us to do something very

definite.

We have just gone through a national election and we stayed up very late

that Tuesday evening last November to see how our respective candidates were

going to come out. I am in a rather unique position because there was no compe-

tition, but I think it is very gratifying, nevertheless.

I didn't have to make campaign promises until after I was elected, but I do
have some campaign promises to make. I assure all of you that to the extent of the

ability of the Board and myself, we are going to do a great deal about solving

some of these problems that are facing the railroad industry in the year ahead. As

I said before, \\e have a big task ahead of us. I will probably needle and cajole,

if necessary, every member and committee chairman to get things done and get

them done quickly without sacrificing the quality of engineering judgment that is

so necessary to reach decisions. But we have to move and we have to move quickly.

Time is running out on us and if we don't do sometliing, as stated before, some-

thing is going to be done for us. I think it much better that we experienced rail-

road engineers make the ground rules rather than have somebody come in and

tell us what we can do and can't do. I think this just makes sense.

Now, tli'.Te is one other group here that I certainly have to pay honor to, and

they are sitting up in this balcony—the lovely ladies of the organization, our wives

—

who have often gotten up at 3:00 in the morning to make coffee for their hus-

bands heading out for a derailment, with their trouble satchels. So, I suggest a real

nice hand for our ladies.

I think that is all I have to say in these introductory remarks. I have a feeling

this is not a time for words but a time for action. I hope a year from now we will

be able to look back and see some of these problems soKed or well on the way to

solution. I would like to remind all the members of the Board of Direction, includ-

ing the retiring members, and the newly elected members, and all the members of

the General Convention Arrangements Committee that we will have a Joint Lunch-

eon in the Florentine Room on the tliird floor of this hotel immediately following

the adjournment of this meeting. This will be followed by the first meeting of the

new Board of Direction in the ^^'ashington Room on the third floor.
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REMARKS OF PAST PRESIDENT L. A. LOGGINS"

Mr. Williamson, your friends and associates from die Southern Pacific are

pleased and proud to see you invested as president of AREA. As a token of our

esteem and appreciation it i.s my pleasure to present you with a gavel for your use

in conducting AREA meetings during the coming year. It has inscribed on it "H. M.

Williamson, President, American Railway Engineering Association, 1969 and 1970".

It might have been appropriate to have had it made from wood from a giant red-

wood tree, but your reputation for truthfulness and fair dealing brought to mind

a former engineer and president, back in history, who got involved in an incident

concerning a cherry tree. So we thought it appropriate that your gavel be made from

a cherry tree. We know that you will use it with dignity and authority, with honor

to yourself and to the Association and we wish you a most successful year as

president of AREA.

PRESIDENT WILLIAMSON'S CONCLUDING REMARKS

Before closing the 68th Annual Convention, may I ask if there is any further

business to come before this meeting? If not, I shall use this beautiful gavel which

has been presented to me to declare the 68th Annual Convention of the American

Railway Engineering Association and the 1969 Annual Meeting of the Engineering

Division, Association of American Railroads, adjourned.

- Retired chief engineer, Texas & Louisiana Lines, Southern Pacific Company.
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The Muskingum Electric Railway
70-621-2

By B. A. ROSS

Head Regional Planning Section, American Electric Power Service Corporation

You will play a major part in the cnjiiiu'ering analysis and economic evalua-

tions which will determine the pattern of North American Railroad operation for

the next 25 years. Because every engineer should and must plan for the future,

I want to ask each of you to answer in your own mind the foUowinj^ question

—

"Do I believe that every railroad administration from the Sea of Japan to the North

Atlantic and from the Arctic to the Mediterranean is wrong and that we in North

America are right in not electrifying our heavy traffic density main line railroads?"

A proper answer to the question of electrification requires studies comparing fuel

costs, utility rates, motive power ownership and maintenance costs, and catenary

system costs for the traffic levels and train speeds anticipated on your railroad in

the 1970's and Sffs.

The project whose engineering highlights we will consider today will in some

measure help answer our questions. The electrification of railroads, which I believe

offers in many cases solid economic and operating benefits to the railroads, is of

significance to both the utility and railroad industries.

The electric utility and railroad industries have many areas of common eco-

nomic and engineering interest. Both of our industries require a high capital invest-

ment per employee, both are dependent for their development and earnings upon

the economic well being of the region they serve, both are geographically limited

by their physical plant, and both are in a competitive situation where service qual-

ity and costs are of parament importance—the electric utility with other forms of

energy and the railroad with other transportation .systems.

The electric utilities are directly dependent upon the railroads for the efficient

and economic transportation of over 150 million tons of coal annually. This rail-

moved coal powers over one-third of the steam-electric generation in the United

States. The potential impact of the recent Belt Railroad .service interruption upon

the Wisconsin Electric Power Company provides an excellent example of utility

dependence on rail coal transportation. Ample evidence of the importance of effi-

ciency and low costs in rail coal transport and handling to both the railroads and

utilities is pro\ided by the hundreds of millions of dollars whicli our industries have

invested in unit train equipment and improved coal handling facilities during the

1960's. I am confident that each of you is familiar with .several of these major

transportation improvement programs on your own or neighlioring railroads or ha\e

supplied important equipment components for unit train facilities.

The presentation will touch upon three general areas: first, why the railroad

was constructed, where it is, and details of the coal handling facilities; second, a

brief look at some of the more notable technical details of the Class E50 electric

locomotive; and finally a description of the catenary system and su])stati()n facilities.

GENERAL PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Muskingum Electric Railroad is a vital link between the northern mining

area of the Central Ohio Coal Company's Miiskingum Mine and 1,495,000 kw

Notf—Discussion uppii imtil ()ct<il)er 15. 19fi9.
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Fig. 1

Muskingum River Plant of the Ohio Power Company. The raihoad, mine and gen-

erating plant are located in southeastern Ohio some 35 miles southeast of Zanesville.

Coal is strip-mined in the northern mining area by a 220-cu-yd electric drag-

line illustrated by Fig. 1. This is the world's largest coal mining machine. This

dragline weighs 27,000,000 11), and represents an average peak demand of 17,000

kw. The dragline has a 310-ft boom and can remove 325 tons of overburden at

one pass. The some 50,000 hp of installed dragline motor load is supplied by a

69-kv transmission line and skid-mounted substation. The dragline can move forward

14 ft at a step.

Coal removed from the mining area is transported about 3 miles to the railroad

loading terminal in 110-ton bottom-dump diesel-powered coal haulers.

The loading terminal consists of a 300-ton truck unloading hopper breaker,

necessary motor-driven transport conveyors, a 4500-ton line surge pile, and dual

railroad car loading silos. The 100-ton unit-train cars are automatically filled in

approximately 2 minutes.

The coal is moved in 15-car trains some 15 miles to the imloading area. En-

route speeds of operation range up to 55 mph with a total time from loading ter-

minal to unloading terminal of 35 minutes. The main line uses 132-lb rail with a

maximum upgrade in loaded condition of 1.5 percent and downgrade of 2.0 percent.

Curves along the main Hne of the electrified railway are limited to a maximum of

4° and in the low-speed terminal areas to 14°.

The electric railroad is served from a single substation near the northern end

of the railroad. The maximum voltage drop from the substation to the southern end

of the railroad will be 16 percent.
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Fig. 2

The railroad cars are of 110-ton capacity and are of the hopper-bottom type.

Each car is equipped with fi\e pairs of ]:)ottom hopper doors per car to faciHtate

the rapid unloading of coah The automatic opening and closing of hopper doors is

performed pneumatically usin^ an air system independent from the train braking

system. Tests indicate an unloading time of 15-20 seconds.

The unloading terminal discharges into a 4/2-mile overhead conveyor to the

Muskingum River Plant. This conveyor consists of motor-driven btlt with a speed

of 700 ft per minute. The unloading terminal includes a railroad trestle facihty to

pennit automatic dumping of the 1.5-car trains while traveling at a speed of from 4

to 5 mph. The total time for dumping is 10 minutes.

THE CLASS EU 50 ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE

Motive power for the railroad is supplied by two General Electric EU 50C

locomotives illustrated by Fig. 2. The locomotives are of the C-C type and are rated

.5(X)0 hp at the rails. Each locomotive weighs 195 tons, is 67 ft long and 15 ft

high, and has a continuous tractive effort of 82,.300 lb.

Power is delivered to the locomotives at 25,000 volts 60 cycles. The locomo-

tive uses a Faiveley type pantograph. Each locomotive is equipped with a vacuum-

type circuit breaker on the primary side of the locomotive transformer, for clearing

on-board electrical faults. The transformer is oil cooled and pro\ides four 506-\olt

.secondary windings for rectifier supply and one 2.34-volt winding for auxiliary sup-

ply. Auxiliaries are powered by 60-cycle single-phase a-c induction motors. The
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conversion equipment utilizes a combination of switched transformer secondaries,

silicon diodes, and silicon-controlled rectifiers to provide speed control.

The locomotives are designed for unmanned operation and are automatically

controlled between the loading and imloading terminals. On the 15-mile main track

train, commands are provided by passi\c elements mounted between the rails which
will code train controls for specific train .speeds. Tlie passive elements are plac-ed

at certain distance intervals, and the train is allowed to proceed from one pa.s.sive

element to the next only if it has accomplished the distance in the time correspond-

ing to the specific speed. At the loading and unloading terminals the train is under

continuous control by means of a tone-modulated carrier communications system

which utilizes wayside antenna and an on-board receiver.

THE CATENARY SYSTEM AND POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES

The Muskingum Electric Railroad is served from the Ohio Power Company's
South Cumberland 138-k\' substation. In addition to the railroad supply facilities

South Cumberland Station includes a 75,000 kva, 138/69/34.5-kv substation which
serves the Central Ohio Coal Company. Cumberland mine (including the "Big

Muskie" 24,000-kva-demand electric dragline) and the Ohio Power Company sub-

transmission system in the Caldwell-Cumberland-Cambridge area of southeastern

Ohio. Principal railroad station facilities at South Cumberland consist of a 138/25-kv,

7,500 kva, 138/25-kv single-phase transformer (Fig. 3) and a 25-kv circuit switcher

for catenary feeders.

Two 138/25-kv transformers are available, with the second being used as a

spare. The 138/25-kv transformers were manufactured by General Electric Company
at Rome, Ga., and are specially braced to withstand the frequent faults anticipated

in railroad service. The transformer has fixed taps on the 138-kv winding which

permit a ±5 percent variation in the catenary voltage in 2.5 percent steps. The
transformers are not equipped with any automatic 25-kv voltage regulating equip-

ment, and the requireme-nt for 25-kv voltage regulating equipment is not

anticipated.

The catenary system employs a simple catenary with wood masts. Fig. 4 illus-

trates a typical mast installation. The design span is 200 ft, with shorter spans em-

ployed on curves as is required. Guyed 35-ft class IV wood poles with earthen

footers are used as basic structures. Tubular steel brackets with three 8-inch disc-

type suspension insulators are used to support the catenary. The 25,000-volt cate-

nary system uses a 4/0 copper-copperweld composite messenger, copper lift type

hangers, and a 4/0 HDC grooved contact wire. One mile of the catenary is pro-

vided with a weight system ( Fig. 5 illustrates weight tensioning mast ) and the

remainder is fixed tension. The design tension is 3,100 lb on the messenger and

2,000 lb on the contact wire.

The catenary erection has utilized off-track equipment and railroad-wheel-

equipped motor trucks to a great extent. Whenever possible, standardized utility

line erection techniques and equipment have been employed.

CONCLUSION

The Muskingum electric railroad provides with the associated dragline, load-

ing, unloading, and overland conxeyor systems, an electrified mining and transporta-

tion complex for the delivering of millions of tons of coal annually to the Mtiskingum
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4.
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River Plant. Further, the electric railroad is the iirst operating example in our

hemisphere of many of the latest developments in railroad electrification power
supply technology.

We at American Electric Power are extremely enthused about tills project and

look forward to the regular operation of the electric railroad in conjunction with our

mining operation. We believe that railroad electrification is not only an excellent

use for our product, but also represents an opportunity for significant improvement
in the teclmology of mass transportation of goods and people in the United States.

Meaningful Service Management
70-627-3

By DR. LEWIS K. SILLCOX

The extra-fare 18-hour Twentieth Century and Broadway Limiteds, which ran

in 3 to 10-train blocked fleets, followed the practice of returning to the passengers

part or all of the special extra-fare charge according to the degree of lateness in

arrival at destination. The extra fare was actually instituted as a device to spread

the passenger load out to other trains at a time when railways were the dominant

and were the exclusive long-distance inland passenger carriers before 1930-1940,

or the time when the automobile and airplane began to become a factor in this

service. Actually, it proved to be the best mechanism imaginable to cause the cus-

tomer and carrier to join in rigidly policing the service on a quality-controlled basis,

since money certainly communicates more effectively than any other known means.

The entire 18-hour service i^eriod here covered between Chicago and New York

was made severely sensitive to delays en route from any cause, whether on one of

these trains or by reason of derailments, weather, slow track, equipment failures, etc.

A vivid proof of this was personally experienced by me. About 8:30 one

morning, 1 entered Superintendent of Motive Power Joe Chidley's Cleveland office

when the telephone rang. It was President Smith asking Joe why he had a 40-minute

delay on the Century, due to a right main driving box running hot on engine 4848.

Joe had not, as yet, heard about it, but was promptly given 20 minutes to call his

boss back in Havana, Cuba, to give a complete explanation. It was an unforgettable

lesson in the importance of monetary incentives in alerting those in operating prac-

tice to meet their schedules. President Smith was backed up by a severe and vigor-

ous cash-conscious staff assistant, Howard IngersoU, a Case Institute of Technology

engineer, who kept his boss momentarily and currently informed of key factors of

performance, such as, in this particular case, a failure which never would have been

prominently revealed had it not been for the financial refund penalty. It is a classic

example of the exposure that top-management needs when backed up with live data

bearing on reqiu'red performance. It reminds us that time-oriented door-to-door

service is alisolutely essential in this day of severe intermodal competition. Top
management must find a way of knowing each morning how many and what kind

of cases occurred in shippers not being served as promised the day previous. Unless

such alertness is maintained, the man on the line will feel that he is doing quite

well. And that is exactly what is wrong with the railway business today—the team

believes it is doing a good job when the industry is actually losing its image of

shipper acceptance and a realistic remedy must be promptly instituted.

Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
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The rt'sourccfiil stall -oriented enjjineer, with his orjjaiii/.ational ahihty and his

talent for cooperation, is one of tlie i^rfat discoveries—and one of the areiit neces-

sities—of modern American capitahsni. These men are \ ij^orons, and they arc cer-

tainly various. Tiiey can always scent a situation in sucli a manner as to give needful

priority to the most urj^ent aspect in the dircclion of improvinjj; performance. There

is an attiUule of mind, an outlook, which all Ki'fiit railway leaders have in common,

in varyinij de.grees. One cannot he certain—nor is it too significant—whether it is a

cau.se or an effect of their success, hut it is there, and it is important—it is in a

tcx^hnical sense, their social consciousness. They are keenly and constantly aware

of the fact that the industry they ser\'e has an indispensahle role in the ability of

tran.sportation to meet the needs of the Nation in the future. They see marketing

opportunities, and they are eager to do something about it. They see pot:'ntial

shippers; they see business opportunity inherent in the existing fixed investnifnt in

railway personnel, property and plant, and the utter need for putting its 50 percent

of undcT-used capacity to work. That is the fine evolution now taking place in the

free-enterprise railway system of our Country—the thorough realization that business

prosperity and social progress must advance effectively together. The significant

characteristic which obtains among our progressive railway leaders today is more

a habit of thinking and purpose in terms of the whole of society, rather than the

narrow segment of their direct and immediate interests. They understand that our

economy, in itself, is a product of our people as a whole. Once a man ges that

vision fixed in his mind, he is bound to think "big" and will try to "be his best."

The effectiveness of every business organization depends, in part, upon good-

will and the accepted perfection of its customer servioe-s. Of at least equal im-

portance in a company's success is the full utilization of its investment (personnel,

property and plant). Of particular .significance in this connection is the coordina-

tion of effort on the part of all employed in the organization to accompli.sh the

stated pre-planned purposes of the business enterprise. A common complaint in

modern railway services is that the drive towards any such coordination of eHort

is lacking, and this very shortcoming reveals itself most prominently in the failure

to render dependable on-time and damage-free door-to-door delivery of freight.

Such a major deficiency suggests that among the continuing needs of the railway

industry is a far better imderstanding of the factors which underlie the capacity and

the will to provide quality-controlled railway services. Staff-assigned engineers will be

required to survey, test and adopt a uniform, fixed, minimum National standard of

service for the railway industry and develop practical ways and means to maintain,

police and enforce the same. Thus, the final cost of serving the shipper will be

lowered through achieving widespread shipper cooperation response to reduce exist-

ing avoidable major losses in dead-time (lazy-dollars), loss and damage, idle freight

cans and trackage, etc. All this would go a long way toward recapturing traffic to

fill the existing 50 i^ercent of under-used railway capacity. There is no ciuestion

that the accomplishment of such an objective is extraordinarily difficult. However,

there is also no {juestion that top management, in relating its requirements, can

convince its entire team and its .shippers as well, that its accomplishment embraces

an all-inclusive cooperative effort in order to secure these ends, which must he

finally achieved through small priority-set division-sized targets or packages, which

when added together would result in a s\stcm performance of significant

improvement.
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If management can oiil) learn what is acceptable to its customers as satisfac-

tory service and then daily measure that against what is actually taking place, it will

then knov\' where its weak spots are and begin to correct them one by one. This

reciuires supremely competent and expertly trained stall personnel in order to estab-

lish and ixilice such target-set performance. Anything short of thi.s will never result

in supplying the recjuired eomnuuiication penetration and the means so needful in

such an area of widespread management technique. Morale is an attitude of satis-

faction with, desire to continue in, and willingness to strive for the goals of the

organization. An important element in high morale is the feeling on the part of the

individual that he understands and shares the basic purposes of the group of which

he is a member—a state of mind which makes it possible for him to perform his

tasks with energy, enthusiasm, and self-discipline, sustained by a conviction that, in

spite of obstacles and conflict, his personal and social ideals are worth pursuing.

From the viewpoint of management, the problem of employee morale is that of

stimulating a feeling of "togetherness," of a sense of identification with an interest

in the elements of one's job, working conditions, fellow workers, superiors and em-
ployer conducive to the achievement of the organization's aims. The human being

is the central, the rarest, the most precious capital potential of the railway industry.

The disregard of a man's capacity to feel, to think, and grow is a subtle but menac-
ing danger in breaking down his social and spiritual morale. To improve service,

heighten job satisfaction, and raise the level of employee morale, it is needful to

arouse and sustain the intelligent interest of the man on the job as a person. It is

urgent to enlist his feelings, as well as his abilities, so that he can see himself free

to be his very best.

Quality control of service embraces a strict accounting of time-in-transit accord-

ing to a prescribed and enforced schedule coupled with a complete determination

of causes and sources of delays. The absence of continuing policies of loaded car

movement and the occurrence of delays en route from whatever cause is well shown

by an actual sampling record of loaded cars moving in one direction between two

major cities 300 miles apart. The actual time from loading-dock to unloading-dock

or to interchange for the percentage of cars indicated was:

2 days 14.29%

3 " 37.14%

4 " 21.43%

5 " 11.43%

6 " 11.43%

7 " 4.28%

Or Over

It is reasonable, therefore, to suppose that a predictable car utilization program

can evolve from such policing, at least to the point where the incoming loaded car

would be routed for reloading in advance of being reported empty and not, as at

present, be subjected to routine handling of the car to clean-out or storage tracks.

This would tend to reveal cases of empty good-order cars released uncleaned by

shippers in an unfit condition for immediate reloading. The practice of shippers

turning cars back to the railway in a dirty condition ( 1 in every 5 loads ) unfit for

reloading is all too common and in each case represents an actual loss of at least

$25 to the extent tliat it embraces a delay of not less than 5 days going to the
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clean-out track and returning for reloading. No less than 80,000 good-order cars

are idled every day due to this cause, representing $1.2 billion dead dollars.

In endea\()ring to increase the nunilier of cars handled in a terminal, within

a given time, without due regard to the effects of rough switching or in over-stressing

the quick departure of consolidated connecting trains at important junction points

with resultant careless switching, its resultant effect is that all of the good of the

service is finally destroyed through loss and damage claims. The car may get there

on time, but the load it carries has been damaged and is beyond sale. Thi,s only

goes to show how all-inclusive quality control of operations can be. Claim-free

truck shipments, based on a check of 77 major carriers, stand at a ratio of 99 per-

cent, compared with 90 percent for die railways. This shows that the risk of damage
by railway is 10 times that experienced by highway users. Allowance, however,

must be made for the fact that the average railway shipment is heavier and travels

a longer distance. Attention must be centered upon freight car inspection, monitor-

ing of car handhng, better education of shippers on packaging and loading, and
checking of loading and unloading. Rough sections of track need to be discovered

and upgraded, and yards most likely to produce car mishandling should be cor-

rected. Loss and damage by railway rase from 1.3 percent of freight revenue in

1958 to 1.8 percent in 1967. In 1958, the figure was 18 percent, and in 1967 it rose

to 30 percent, of net income. Loss and damage payments ( 167 million dollars in

1967) were equivalent to one-third of the cash dividends paid out. Excluding

weadier and climate, the problem concerns three classes of risk: handling, storage,

and movement hazards, and all three deal finally with an extension of "quality

control."

A recent check of 9,000 private carriers throughout the Country .showed that

more than three-fiuarters never haul exempt commodities; one-fifth liad runs of

over 1,000 miles, and more than 40 percent indicated tliat they woidd increase their

private carriage about 20 percent to enable them to move all their traffic by private

carriage; whereas, two-thirds move at least half or more in this manner. Additional

reasons displayed by the survey were:

Reasons for Favoring Private Carriage

88% Better service

6.3% Reduced cost

34% Less loss and damage

18% No adtHpiate for-liire service

The average number of trucks operated per Heet was 20, and they experienced an

average load-factor of 7.5 percent or better, with only .30 percent running loaded

only one-way.

Today's railway traffic salesman nnist know everything there is to know about

his customer, if he is to do a thorough selling job. He must understand why the

customer is in ])usiness, what his customer's competition embodies, why he is located

where he is, what is the distribution pattern of the customer's product—is it mine

to market, wharf to factory, plant to warehouse to consumer, plant direct to con-

sumer—or what. He mast understand his customer's logical raw material needs in

the manufacturing process—where they originate, via what mode of transportation,

and why. And, most important of all, of course, he must .satisfy himself as to his

costs and how his railway can fit its .services to his potential customer's transporta-
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tioii needs. As a eoniinoii-earrier, railways have a service to sell to the shipping

public. While it is not tangible, or a fixed item of material, it is, nevertheless, a

vitally potential sector of the production process, which must be marketed. To

transportation people, service means a certain thing, and in its narrowest sense it is

the "transit-time" from here to there. In an overall sense, service in transportation

means providing the type of economical, dependable, damage-free, quality-controlled

movement which a railway is fundamentally in business to render. The objective of

service is the delivery of a salable or usable product at the promised time required,

and at the lowest reasonable cost for such service.

Time was when the fastest railway runs were the solid-all-mail trains, and

now to see the service degenerated to extinction is a sad commentary on the ability

of the railway industry to meet challenges. Perhaps, a concept of containerization

and piggyback ultra-high speed quality-controlled premium runs carrying mail, ex-

press and premium freight might be the answer to recovering the $300-$400 million

of postal traffic lost to airlines and highway carriers. Thus service could, where pos-

sible, be combined with express and small-package freight to create a comprehen-

sive movement. There exists an important place for railways in the mail system,

especially for distributing bulk loadings between sectional centers, but it is not

at all clear whether the passenger trains of the past met the service demands too

well. The schedule requirements for such movements, often involving late-evening

departures and pre-dawn arrivals, were suitable for mail carrying but were incon-

venient for passenger runs. The railway industry should centralize its efforts and

come up promptly with a suitable industry-wide money-saving, quality-controlled

and scheduled timetabled mail-train plan with modern equipment and proper con-

trol to cover this serious loss of important traffic.

One obvious advantage of faster freight service is the resulting reduction of

in-transit inventories that it makes possible. That this factor is a familiar one is

evidenced in the conventional use of a transportation term in discussion of inven-

tories of another sort. "Filling the pipelines" has come to mean the building up

of inventories of many kinds to some required level. The implication is that the

inventories made necessary by the time lag involved in transportation are more

easily explained in an intuitive way than other kinds of inventories. As to speed

in freight service, it is crystal clear that massive truck movements with two drivers

(one sleeping while the other is driving) on the Interstate Highway System will

set tlie pace. They run 20 hours per day at 60 mph, thus covering a coast-to-coast

run in about 60 hours. It may well be asked why inventories, aside from the

in-transit type just mentioned, are desired at all. One reason is that commodity

price fluctuations cause buyers to stock up beyond their immediate needs when
they believe the price to be a favorable one. Another is that commodity traffic

flows in practice seldom occur smoothly, but rather in lumps. Still another reason

for inventories, and possibly one of the most important, lies in the uncertainty in-

volved in predicting just how much of a commodity will be needed in a particular

place at some future date. If transportation took no time at all, no prediction

would be necessary; the shipper could order more of the commodity as the need

arose. The slower or more erratic the transportation is, however, the greater the

range of time that the prediction must cover. Consequently, the greater the errors

are likely to be and the greater the inventories that are required to ensure against

these errors. It is clear, therefore, that the times involved in transportation afi^ect

the levels both of inventories of goods in transit and of other inventories. To the
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extent that inventory holding is costly, those concerned, sometimes shippers, some-

times consignees, are better oft with faster and more dependable freight transporta-

tion. Livestock and perishable commfKlities must move fast, and high-value articles

such as raw-silk carrying cosdy insurance must move at premium levels.

If any prediction is certain, it is that railway freight terminal operations are

due to change radically in the next decade. The pressures for change are severe.

There is the trailer-on-flat-car operation and the adoption of containerization,

which, if achie\ed on a large scale, will c-onsiderably modify today's terminal prol)-

lems to the extent that such operations could save the railways' freight-handling

operations at both ends, and tend to reduce the incidence of terminal delays and

loss and damage. Any competent carrier executive will tell you that operations

at the terminals can mean the difterence between success and failure for the indi-

vidual railway systems, as well as for the industry as a whole. From the standpoint

of shippers, railway service leaves much to be desired, and one of the first things

requiring executi\e attention to improve it, is that of bringing about target-set

performance of terminal operations. The shipper has two requirements that must

be met for continued railway participation in the intercity handling—dependable

service and low cost. A major complaint has been the undependalile service pro-

vided by railways. On-time performance has not exceeded 70 percent of promised

arrival. Late delivery increases costs since terminal facilities become congested

and o\'ertime results. Speed is not always as important as regular, dependable serv-

ice for other than priority shipments.

Along with the shippers' need for "on-time" service is the need for flexibility.

This can be provided in part by trailer and container-on-flat-car service. Such op-

erations effectively lower the total distribution cost, because handling and loss and

damage are significantly reduced. Pre-sorted small-package freight in containers

consigned to given stations tend to wholesale the movement so that its movement

can be effectively administered. An effective use of such service has lieen the

establishment of plant loaded service. This is an effort, for instance, by large pub-

lishers, printers, mail order firms, and even the Post Office Department, to l^ypass

intermediate handling, similar to that in the scheduled movement of unit trains.

Perhaps, the most important function, in securing shipper acceptance, is in dealing

with the operating department on the problem of service. Here, it is essential to

place the operating function in its proper perspective as a part of the total market-

ing effort. While it is realized that a railway cannot exactly meet each customer's

individual ser\'ice demands, the .service can ])e designed to reasonably meet the

needs \\ith .service that can be dependably maintained, thus avoiding proposals

being presented to the operating department that are unreasona])le or unpredictable.

The modernization of freight cars based on good riding fundamentals is now

a paramount need brought about by factors of speed, high capacity and raised

centers of gravity. The whole approach to handling freight is presently under criti-

cal review. Pressure to revise completely train-movement methods entailing the

cutting out of terminals and the adoption of non-stop unit trains and block-train

tonnage, has become a "must" to save time and cost. TOFC and COF"C ser\ ices

have been widely adopted to provide highway operators with a low -cost long-

haul facility by railway and to overcome the time-wasteful and costly shortcomings

of private siding operation, which has now lost much of its attraction as far as a

door-to-door concept .service is concerned. In a Nation as huge as ours, swift and

reliable transportation is not only desirable but essential. Many railway manage-
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nients have grown so accustomed to their past near-monopoly status that they have

been far too slow to adjust as their market position was eroded by the rapid spread

of modern modes of competition. Relial)ility of service is the key operating prob-

lem— it is the transportation officer who has the main responsiliility for solving

this challenge. Railway transportation must be transformed into a precision service,

not of the routine type of tonnage movement. The lack of rigid time-control and

the very management of time in transit, both terminal and over-the-road, has not

been taken seriously in hand with enough conviction. The railways act as a col-

lection of separate companies, which, while engaged in a common enterprise, dis-

play an almost total disregard for their joint responsibility to the National economy,

to say nothing of their own survival as a free-enterprise industry. The absence of

rigid terminal and interchange control on a time-oriented basis has been a major
failure of the industry.

The causes and cures of train accidents are many and complex. Failures in

equipment have been a leading cause of derailments, but these have increased at

a lower rate (2232%) than other categories between 1961 and 1966. Way and
structure failures were up 140 percent in this same period. It clearly displays

that money must be made available, or maintenance procedures and track and
roadbed programs cannot keep pace with operational demands. Here is a real

challenge to the railway engineer. In addition, employee-negligence derailments

increased 68 percent in the 1961-1966 cycle. Derailments encountered with new
cars, which are extra long or have high centers of gravity, have been painfully

frequent. Old equipment has been particularly troublesome under modern condi-

tions of operation, and wornout equipment could very well reach an intolerable

menace to safe and satisfactory operations unless the average age of freight cars

is promptly reduced from the existing 17.5 years.

No one has a reasonable idea of the availability of freight cars to carry

revenue loads. As many as seven or more cars are switched out in some terminals

to secure one that the shipper is willing to use. Trailer—Train asked the steel

wheel people, "if you claim the best of quality control, why do our inspectors

reject 3 percent to 10 percent of the wheels which have passed your inspection?"

To assist in securing the best quality, they now insist on shot-peened wheel plates

and heat-treated axles. Since the lateral of the plain journal has been eliminated

with the application of roller bearings, the only lateral remaining is that between

the side frame and truck bolster, because movement between the standard adapter

and side-frame pedestal is negligible. The only change ever made has been to

increase the lateral between the side frame and bolster by opening the gibs. They
also report that wedges in truck snubbing controls need renewal at 7-year or

420,000-mile cycles. Where speeds exceed 65 mph, the rate of wear of freight-type

trucks more than doubles.

Every facility which provides commercial transportation for public use has

four es.sential parts: (1) the mechanism through which power is applied, (2) the

vehicle in which traffic is carried, ( 3 ) the road or way along which the vehicles

move, and (4) the terminals at which traffic is received and discharged. It is

interesting to realize that these parts of a transportation mechanism do not keep

pace with one another in the course of their development. In water transportation,

there is a constant race between ships and docking facilities; the airplane is now
ahead of airports; automobile development precedes good highway accommodation.

Nobody knows when the terminal problem of .highway transportation will be solved
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and when everyone can find a place to park his car. In railway transportation, tlie

speed of service demanded is ahead of needful car and track conditions. Terminal

facilities have lagged belund the development of track and equipment. Manage-

ment is now faced witli the absolute need to bring railway service up to a Na-

tionally acceptable and uniform standard of excellence based on dependably time-

oriented schedules, free of loss and damage, with a fixed excellence of track and

equipment properly iwliced on a continuing basis. The luipredictable iierformance

of movement and the frequency of enroute track and equiment failures must

be brought under positive control in our free-enterprise system of railway opera-

tion if it is to survive. Either railway management will find a cure or the forces

of the marketplace may decide that railway transportation can be supplanted by

competing modes.

SUMMARY

Railway management has ne\er done an adequate job of explaining to its

people why cost reduction is so vitally important to its industry, including its

employees. Too many railway people (even some of tlie management group) look

upon cost reduction as, primarily, a direct route to higher net income. Cost reduc-

tion, however, is far more than tliat. It is not, primarily, a means of "saving

labor"—rather, its important factor resides in holding and expanding traffic. Cost

control is a job-maker in helping to keep railway services solvent when faced with

the realities of the effects of competing modes of transport and especially exempt
and private carriage. There is nobody in the railway industry but \\ho fully

appreciates that the railways are in a terrific competitive squeeze with many handi-

caps facing them. But too few railway people understand that cost reduction is

an indispensable weapon in recapturing old and winning new baffic. The reason

is that costs set the floor below which railway rates cannot legally go. The rail-

ways are often willing to go perilously close to this floor in proposing rates on

competitive traffic—but, if they get down too near the floor, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission suspends the rates. Hence, any costs railways incur that are not

absolutely essential will ruinously restrict the industry's ability to compete for

needed traffic. The less traffic there is, the fewer the jobs, and the higher the

rates that remaining traffic must bear in order to make up for the narrower base

on which to charge off and spread fixed and constant costs.

In practically every area in which modem industry operates, procedural con-

trols are established, route-cards prevail and time-controlled programs tailored to

the least detail are developed, costing and budgeting are required, and, above all

else, instant and constant communication and the ratio of supervision are maximized.

Ail activities must be prepared to pick up the gauntlet. Shipper dissatisfaction with

railway services in general stem from the lack of dependable delivery, winch it is

assumed is caused by faulty administration of "time" in favor of "tons." Terminal

services, whether they are assignable to service performed at origin, intermediately,

or at destination are all the same so far as time-wasteful terminal services are

invoKed. Frightening delays mean nothing more nor less than monetary loss. All

delays actually involve penalties suffered by shippers due to idling investment in

shipments. Tlie most significant reductions in railway operating costs may be

looked for through inipro\ements in strictly enforced terminal-time administered

performance. Adecjuate terminal control is the essentially needed ingredient of

better railway .service to shippers. In most cases, the basic problem arises from a
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lack of any due sense of timing—or a fixed sense of what to accept—regarding

terminal operations because of the absence of information on how to secure and
measure (luantity and quality-control of work being done in ix)licing.

Operational know-how and control is essential to any success in this area and
its preparation involves five elements, (1) proper organization, (2) suitable facili-

ties, (3) correct metliods, (4) trained and effective and follow-up supervision,

(5) standards prescribing time and sequence in the planning and measurement of

the work of crews (just like the route-card in any properly run factory). Transit

time is a key cost factor or unpredictable in material control. Prompt movement
of freight from origin to terminal or classification yard and from the latter to destina-

tion is meaningless to the shipper or consignee if the terminal operations, liecause

of outmoded facilities or lackadaisical performance by the yard staff, or both,

cause long or unpredictable delays. Likewise, rough handling of freight in a railway

yard or in train movement and resultant damage to lading make it difficult for

carrier salesmen to impress, with a talk about "fast-service," the shipper whose

goods have been damaged and rendered useless in transit. There is great need for

railways to develop a system of "quality-control," that would be as effective in

assuring uniformly good service as are the quality controls in the large mail-order

establishments.

As in all such statements, the central plea of this message is that the great

railway industry must periodically refresh itself by coming to terms needful to

meet its competition and to satisfy the insistent demand of shippers in rendering

dependable and damage-free services. The pattern of the requirements is reflected

in what quality controlled shipper self-service is achieving and which for-hire car-

riers are failing to furnish. Herein lies the difference between success and failure,

since the basic railway problem is that of attracting sufficient traffic to employ the

industry's burdensome existing 50 percent of under-used capacity. There is nothing,

therefore, that adequate traffic will not tend to cure in the railway world. The in-

vention permitting the mechanical reproduction of music is the equivalent of the

invention of printing in the literary world. Edison's invention was made in

1877. Subsequent history of the machine shows ups and downs, bankruptcies,

triumphs, and the present achievement of relative perfection, and it seems in-

conceivable that its influence will ever lessen. Just as important, in our National

life, the railways have an indispensable place to fill and must do so, but it requires

dedicated leadership equal to and willing to successfully meet the great existing

railway challenge. The challenge is so potential that it should excite some sort

of creative answer on the part of the railway team similar to that displayed by

the originators of our great railway systems. The industry cannot afford to wait

for all the needful answers to its widespread problems since these are never ending.

The future must be faced courageously and with confidence knowing that the

"expert guess" is still a potent factor in success.

All this means is that timetabled performance is essential, since railways cannot

manage anything they cannot measure, and likewise, no other industry can do it

either.
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The Interdisciplinary Approach to Rail—Highway
Grade Crossing Safety
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INTRODUCTION

The rail-highway grade crossing is similar in many ways to the intersection

of two highways or streets. In fact, most traffic engineers consider the rail-highway

grade crossing to be a complex intersection at which two different modes of trans-

portation share a relatively small amount of space.

From an operational point of view the basic difference In'tween rail-highway

and highway intersections is the fact that at rail-highway intersections only one

stream of traffic can be controlled while at highway intersections Iwth traffic streams

are subject to control.

Since operating characteristics of trains do not lend them.selves to the type

of deceleration and acceleration controls that may be applied to highway vehicular

traffic, time sharing of at-grade intersections of these two modes presents a more
complicated traffic control problem than generally found at highway intersections.

For example, electronic circuitry required for detecting trains and operating electri-

cal and mechanical devices designed to warn highway vehicle operators of trains

approaching the intersection requires relatively large investments in equipment,

and rather substantial expenditures for maintenance.

When investment requirements are considered, the problems related to installa-

tion of traffic control devices at rail-highway intersections increase in complexity.

Whereas highway intersections are generally within the administrative responsibility

of one or more political sub-cUvisions, rail-highway intersections are within the

jurisdiction of various agencies of the political sub-divisions and private ownership

of railroad companies. Decisions to install traffic control devices at rail-highway

intersections generally involve the expenditure of both public and private funds.

The manner in which these funds are to be apportioned to public and private

sectors is undoul^tedly the most controversial aspect of the total rail-highway grade

crossing problem.

The solution to this very significant problem seems to be connected with the

al^ility to establish a priority rating system which will provide a method for

achieving maximum benefit from the expenditure of limited funds available for the

improvement of safety at rail-highway grade crossings. Just as significant, how-

ever, is the eciuation of train delays and highway congestion cost resulting from

rail-highway accidents and inefficient traffic control devices. These factors should

not be excluded from analysis involving a large number of crossings.

To arrive at estimates of benefits vs. cost of improvements at rail-highway

intersections, questions relating to where, when, why and how to improve indi-

vidual crossings must be resolved. The answer to these (juestions requires the

experience and technology of an interdisciplinary team of railway engineers, high-

way engineers, safety specialist, economist and statisticians.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the diagnostic team tcchnicjue as a

method of bringing together these special skills in order that common problems

may be studied through mutual respect and understanding of factors aflecting

safety at rail-highway intersections.

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 19(i9.
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THE DIAGNOSTIC STUDY

Many of the techniques developed in tlie medical application of the diagnostic

technique to correct complex body systems may be useful to the proper identifica-

tion of disease patterns among hazardous rail-highway grade crossings.

For example, the epidemiologist has the responsibility for describing patterns

of diseases as they occur in groups of people. As a part of his professional training,

he must come to know what diseases affect particular groups, their frequency of

occurrence, tlie relative importance of different types of diseases, which are liable

to sudden fluctuations in their frequency, which are fairly consistent within the

group, which are widespread and which are localized. In accident analysis the

investigator may be faced with very similar, if not identical, questions. In fact, the

assumption that accidents are caused at rail-highway grade crossings rather than

occur at random provides a logical framework in which factors which contribute

to the cause of these accidents may be subjected to rigorous statistical analyses.

The cause of accidents at grade crossings may result from different types of dis-

eases prevalent at a particular grade crossing. Often in the human population, only

a small segment of the total group is found to be affected by a specific disease.

The same may be true in grade crossing safety analysis. Therefore, the basic task

of the diagnostic team is to determine which crossing or group of crossings is

hazardous and whether the hazard is common to the entire group or prevalent at

only a selected number of crossings. That is to say, the diagnostic team must know
where the disease is to be found.

Just as the medical profession employs a team of doctors to conduct a series

of clinical tests to systematically check all of the functions and response systems

in the human body so can grade crossings be evaluated by interdisciplinary teams

of experts. As a part of medical clinical procedure the patient's response to the

remedial action recommended by the skilled medical team is observed. In the

event an expected response does not occur, a re-evaluation of the probabihty of

correct diagnosis is made. Since the procedure is based on an analysis of response

to remedial treatment, changes in diagnoses are relatively frequent.

Grade Crossing Safety Evaluation

From the knowledge gained through the appHcation of diagnostic techniques,

theories may be postulated and studies made of the accident potential of grade

crossing hazards that have been identified. For example, research in the field of

rail-highway grade crossing safety has indicated that factors such as train fre-

quency, daily traffic count, sight obstruction, signing, roadway geometries, protec-

tive equipment, etc., are contributors to accidents. It has also been determined

that the contributions that these factors make to hazardous conditions at grade

crossings can be expressed in statistical terms. With this information available, the

diagnostic team made up of traffic engineers, railroad signal engineers, highway

and railroad maintenance engineers, research and administrative personnel and

other related professions are better able to put forth logical ideas for the control

of the hazards which have been identified and isolated.

Team Structure

The primary factors for consideration in the assignment of the diagnostic team

members are: first, that the team is interdisciplinary in nature, and second, that it

is representative of all groups having responsibility for the safe operation of rail-

highway grade crossings.
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In order that each of the \ital factors rehitinji to the operational and physical

characteristics of the crossing may be properly identified, it is necessary that indi-

vidual team members be selected on the basis of their specific expertise and ex-

perience. The overall structure of the team should be built upon three desired

areas of team responsibility. These areas include (1) local responsibility, (2) ad-

ministrative responsibility and (3) advisory capacity. All operational and physical

characteristics of individual or groups of crossings are classified in the following

areas.

Traffic Operations. This area includes both vehicular and train traffic opera-

tions. Responsibility of highway traffic engineers and railroad operating personnel

chosen for team membership include among other things specific knowledge of the

vehicular and train volume, peak period characteristics, operating speeds, and type

of vehicle, including information on train class and length, and automobile-truck-

bus make up of vehicular traflBc. State and local law enforcement agencies should

be represented in this area.

Signal and Communication. The highway maintenance and signal engineer

along with the railroad signal and communication engineer, provide the best

source for expertise in this area. Responsibility of these team members include

special knowledge of grade crossing warning and protective signal systems, train

communication systems, interconnection of adjacent signalized highway intersections,

advance warning and control devices for vehicle operation, highway signs and

pavement markings.

Administration. Since many of the problems relating to rail-highway grade

crossing safety involve the apportionment of administrative and financial responsi-

bility, it is necessary to recognize this fact in the membership of the diagnostic

team. Members of the team representing this area should be carefully selected

from the upper echelon of tlie s-tate highway department, public service commis-

sions, and raihoad company management. The primary res^^onsibihty of these

representatives vi to advise the team of specific policy and administrative rules

applicable to any decision to modify or upgrade crossing protection. In addition,

local representatives of highway maintenance, railway signal maintenance, city and

county traffic engineers (when applicable) and law enforcement agencies are

needed to complete the team membership.

Federal highway and railroad administrative personnel should be invited to

participate in team activities where federal fund.s may be involved in implement-

ing diagnostic team recommendations.

Diagnostic Team State Requirements

The recovery of physical data to supplement and support the diagnostic study

of rail-highway grade crossings may be classified by two categories, i.e., opera-

tional and environmental characteristics. Operational characteristics include such

factors as (1) train and vehicle speed, volume and types, (2) accident records,

(3) signalization and signing, and (4) adjacent roadway and railways vehicle

and train operations. Environmental characteristics include, among other factors:

(1) roadway geometries, (2) location of buildings, trees and other structure near

the crossing, (3) location of adjacent streets, roadways and railways, (4) topography

of immediate area of the crossing, and (5) population density.
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Data rcLovcry proc-eclurt-s used in the collection of physical data include but

are not limited to (1) grade crossing inventory; (2) inventory of physical charac-

teristics; (3) accident records, and (4) aerial photographs.

The manner in which the diagnostic team's evaluation of the crossing should

he recorded depends upon conditions that exist during the time in which the

studies are completed. Pre\ ious research using this technique suggests that the

study (luestionnaire is a feasible method for collecting this type of data. The tech-

nique of using the critiejue as a method of recovering each member's observations

at the crossing shoidd also be considered. However, this procedure may be un-

acceptable due to the relatively large meml^ership of the diagnostic team or the

lack of adequate methods for noting or recording team member observations and
the lack of facilities near the crossing for conducting the critique.

Questionnaire Design

For organizational purposes the questionnaire may be divided into three areas

—two areas to be completed on each roadway approach and one on the crossing

in general. Each of the areas applying to the crossing approaches may be further

divided into sections in which driver requirements vary.

Organization of the questionnaire by sections may be summarized in the fol-

lowing manner:

Section 1. The questions in this section are concerned with whether or not the

average driver will be aware of the presence of the crossings. Questions related to

( 1 ) driver awareness, ( 2 ) visibility, ( 3 ) effectiveness of advance warning signs

and signals, (4) geometric feature of the roadway, and (5) repeat driver regard

for the crossing.

Section 2. The questions in this section are concerned with whether or not the

driver has sufficient information to make correct decisions while traversing the

crossing. Factors considered by these questions include: (1) awareness of approach-

ing trains, C2) driver dependence on crossing signals, (3) obstruction to view of

train approach, (4) roadway geometries diverting driver attention, (5) location

of standing rail cars or trains, (6) removal of sight obstruction, and (7) availability

of information for proper stop or go decisions on the part of the driver.

Section 3. The questions in this category apply to observations in the section

of roadway adjacent to the crossing. Questions in this section relate to ( 1 ) pave-

ment markings, (2) conditions conducive to vehicle becoming stalled, (3) other

traffic control devices contributing to vehicle stopping on the crossing, (4) hazards

presented by vehicles required by law to stop at crossings, (5) signs and signals

as fixed object hazards, (6) opportunity for driver evasive action.

General Section. In this section the diagnostic team is given the opportunity

to ( 1 ) list major features of the crossing which contribute to safety, ( 2 ) list fea-

tures which reduce crossing safety, (3) suggest methods for improving safety at

the crossing, (4) give an overall evaluation of the crossing, and (5) provide com-

ments and suggestions relative to the questionnaire.

Diagnostic Team Evaluation Procedures

In order to describe the manner in which the diagnostic study is implemented,

a discussion of the chronological order of events leading to the complete evaluation

of a study site may be useful.
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EVENT A—Briefing. As the diagnostic team assembles at the study crossing,

informal introductions of team members with special emphasis upon individual

profeiisional training and job responsibilities are encouraged. With introductions

completed, the team is briefed as to purpose and objectives of the study. The
(inestionnaire is then distributed to team members. Instructions are given for the

completing of the questionnaire. The next step in the briefing is to summarize acci-

dent reports and ask for the personal experience of local team members who are

familiar witli circumstances surrounding the reported accidents. Aerial photographs

are then reviewed to give team members a better perspective of the total environ-

ment of the crossing.

While the briefing is being conducted a memljer of the team is collecting

environmental data and locating traffic cones on all crossing approaches in prepa-

ration.

EVENT B—Driving the Approaches. Team members are assigned to vehicles

for the evaluation process. Normally, two vehicles are required for this event.

Representatives of railroad, highway and administrative interests are divided equally

among the x'ehicles. This provides the opportunity for technical questions relating

to the crossing operation to be answered in eitlier vehicle. Team members then

drive each approach several times in order to become familiar with all conditions

that exist on or near the crossing. If the crossing is protected by a signal device

the railroad .signal engineer is requested to activate the signals so that flashing

light alignment, light intensity, awareness of light and audible signal, and traffic

operating over the crossing may be observed. When the team members are satisfied

with their familiarity of tlie driver's view of each approach the signals are turned

off and the evaluation is continued.

EVENT C—Completion of the Questionnaire. Positioning the vehicles accord-

ing to the instruction provided by the questionnaire, individual team members
answer questions within specific sections of the questionnaire. As each section is

completed the vehicle is moved to the next required location imtil all questions

have been answered.

EVENT D—Inventory of Physical Characteristics. Concurrent with event C,

a member of the project .staff is completing the physical characteristic inventory

form. When this is completed, photographs are taken from specified locations.

These data and photographs are for the pvirpose of reconstructing, at a later date,

the crossing either with a model or by a drawing.

EVENT E—Critique. After the questionnaires have been completed the team

is reassembled for a short critique and discus.sion period. At this point the (jues-

tionnaires have been c-ollected; therefore, opinions expressed during this session do

not bias individual team member questionnaire responses. The critique begins with

a permanent member of the team siunmarizing his ob.servations as to conditions

that exist at the crossing. This generally leads to a discussion by team members of

possible ways to improve the safety of the crossing. Other areas are open for dis-

cussion during this period, including better means of communication and ctxipera-

tion between agencies represented by the diagnostic team members.

Results of Diagnostic Team Studies

The following is a sample list of unsafe conditions that ina,\ lie obserxed at

individual crossings by members of the diagnostic team:
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1. Pavement markings mussing, improperly located or in need of mainte-

nance.

2. Vehicles recjuired by law to stop at all crossings would present a hazard

to other vehicles by blocking traffic lanes and obstructing view of pro-

tective devic-e.

3. Driver's visibility of railroad approach obstructed by growth of vege-

tation.

4. Under night-time conditions lack of illumination presents additional

hazards at grade crossings.

5. Conflicts for driver's attention due to traffic conditions and the loca-

tion of traffic control devices on adjacent roadways.

6. Advance warning signs missing, improperly located or in need of

maintenance.

7. Absence of area immediately adjacent to grade crossing for the driver

to take evasi\'e action.

8. Highway signs and fixed objects obstructing driver's view of protective

and warning devices.

9. Fixed mount protective devices or barriers presenting fixed object hazard

to vehicles.

10. Legally parked vehicle would block driver's view of protective and

warning devices.

11. Geometries of roadway design contribute to unsafe conditions at the

crossing.

12. Railroad protective device not properly located or maintained.

13. Traffic conditions on adjacent roadway conducive to vehicles becoming

stalled or stopped on railroad tracks.

Recommendations for improving conditions observed by the diagnostic team

may take the following format:

I. Maintenance and Relocation of Protective Devices, Signs and Pavement

Markings

*1. The addition of vehicle stop lines on approach to crossing.

"2. Advance warning sign pavement markings be added or relocated

to conform with vehicle approach speed.

3. The removal of vegetation to provide adequate sight distance on

the approach to the crossing.

4. A safety zone be provided in the area immediately adjacent to the

crossing to provide the driver with an opportunity to take evasive

action.

5. Protective device be located away from edge of roadway or be re-

placed with break away design.

6. Eliminate parking on all approaches to the crossing to insure driver

visibility at the crossing.

7. Protective devices be maintained on a continuing basis.

8. Removal of fixed objects to provide an unobstructed view of the

crossing.

" Proper maintenance of pavement markings be accomiilished on a continuing basis was
included in these recommendations.
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9. Relocation of traffic sign obstructing view of protective and warning

devices.

II. Installation of Actuated Protective and Warning Devices

1. Addition or relocation of advance warning signs to conform with

\ehicle approach speed.

2. Illumination be installed to increase night-time safety at the crossing.

3. The installation of flashing lights at crossings protected only with

crossbucks.

4. Installation of larger diameter advance warning sign.

5. Installation of actuated advance warning sign.

6. Installation of cantilever type actuated signals.

7. Interconnect traffic signal with actuated flashing device.

8. Install control signs at cross streets intersecting crossing approach.

III. Widen Existing Roadway or Add Traffic Lanes to Crossing Approach

1. Addition of traffic lanes at the crossing approach for vehicles re-

quired by law to stop at all crossings.

2. Widen roadway in area adjacent to the crossing.

3. Realign roadway approach to crossing.

SUMMARY

The diagnostic team study technique, applied to the evaluation of rail-highway

grade crossing .safety, should contribute to a safety program in the following

manner:

• The diagnostic team approach provides a highly reliable method for identify-

ing, isolating and measuring factors which contribute to unsafe conditions that

exist at rail-highway grade crossings.

• It provides a basis for determining not only wliich crossings should be

protected but more importantly what type of protection should be employed in

order to achieve acceptable levels of safety among all crossings.

• It pro\'ides recommendations for improving and tipgrading existing protective

equipment (roadway and railway), with minimum expense to responsible agencies.

• The diagnostic team develops recommendations for on-the-spot safety meas-

ures such as the relocation of signals and signs, alignment of flashing lights,

replacement of liroken or worn signs or signal apparatus, upgrading pavement

markings, relocation of public or railroad property, and other measures to reduce

accident potential at specific cro.ssings.

• It provides an interdisciplinary approach to the solution of a common prob-

lem by utilizing technology accjuired by each of the professions represented in its

membership.

• It is a line of communication between groups and individuals who are

responsible for the safe operation of rail-highway grade crossings.
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SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURES FOR CLEARING
HIGH-WIDE AND HEAVY LOADS, AND SOLVING

BRIDGE PROBLEMS

The SP—McDonnell Automation Company Computer Program
for Clearing Heavy Loads and Rating Bridges

70-62/ -5
By T. L. FULLER

Engineer of Bridges, Southern Pacific Company

The subject of my discussion today—Heavy Loads on Bridges—is one of vital

interest to the railroad industry. As you all know, wheel loads continue to increase,

train speeds have been increased, locomotives are getting larger and heavier, and

there is an increasing number of heavy loads being offered for shipment on the

railroads. Obviously, we want to handle all the traffic we can, yet we do not want

to handle any traffic that will have a harmful effect on our operations.

On the Southern Pacific system we have approximately 2,000 steel bridge

structures. These rvm the gamut from simple, short-span I-beam bridges to long,

continuous truss spans. These bridges were designed under the specifications cur-

rent at many different times in the past. The conversion from steam to diesel power
has resulted in changes in impact allowances in the specifications, and the changes

in steel properties have resulted in changes in the allowable stresses. Thus, it is

not merely a matter of knowing that a bridge was designed, for example, for a

Cooper E 60 live loading. It is also necessary to know the specifications under

which the bridge was designed. An E 60 structure under one specification may be

an E 70 structure or an E 50 structure under other s'pecifications. Each bridge

structure must be analyzed on the basis of present-day specifications and the re-

sults maintained in order to know the safe loading of our structures. Manual
analysis of bridge structures is a monumental task. However, the use of digital

computer programs to analyze all structural members and connections will permit

this task to be accomplished very quickly.

Computer programs applicable to railroad bridge structures are presently avail-

able and have been for some time. Among these, of course, are the Cooper Equiva-

lent Programs for Heavy Loads, and Truss Programs, developed by the AAR. In

addition, such programs as STRESS and various bending moment and shear deter-

mination programs are available. However, these are individual programs and have

not been integrated into a total system of evaluating bridge structures. Our ap-

proach to the problem was to develop an overall system that would receive as

input the characteristics of our existing bridges of all types from which we would
receive as output load-carrying capacity imder both the design and rating rules

specifications. It was decided also that the system would have file storage capacity

to store the various bridges, so that entire routes or segments of our property could

be checked without further data preparation. It is also desired to be able to use

the bridge analysis program as a design tool without changing the data stored in

the ma-ster file.

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
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The intorniation desired from the analysis is twofold—first, an analysis and

rating of the members and connections of all types of railway bridge superstructures

and second, a rapid determination of the structural capabilities of the bridges on

a given route to pass a .specified heavy load. Committee 15 has prepared and

published design specifications for steel railway bridges and also rules for rating

e.xisting bridges, and it was desired that the program be written to make the

desired analysis in strict accordance with those .specifications. The Southern Pacific

Company retained the services of the McDonnell Automation Company of Houston,

Te.x., a divisional company of McDonnell-Douglas Corporation, to develop the

system.

The bridge analysis portion of the system has been subdivided into two seg-

ments which we call Phase I and Phase II. Phase I consists of the analysis of a

structure under both the design specifications and the rating rules to determine

the Cooper E loading that can be applied to each component of the structure with-

out exceeding the stresses permitted. Phase II consists of the application of a

desired loading, such as a heavy load, on the structure and comparing the stresses

caused by the heavy load with the allowable stresses.

Let us consider Phase I in detail at this time.

Phase I consists of a group of digital computer programs that can be used to

structurally analyze all main members and connections of common types of railway

bridge superstructures. The types of structures that can be analyzed are I-beam

bridges, deck plate girders, through plate girders (having either transverse floor-

beams or a stringer and floorbeam type floor system), deck trusses and through

trusses, and the system is being expanded to include continuous trusses and

girders. These bridges can be single or double track, on tangent or curved align-

ment and have the track centered on the structure or eccentric. For flexural mem-
bers, the following can be analyzed at any or all points in the members: bending

capacity, web shear, flange-to-web riveted connections, flange-angle to cover-plate

riveted connections, riveted end connection.s and riveted web splices. For truss

analysis, the system utilizes the stiffness matrix method which permits the analysis

of an internally statically determinate or indeterminate truss. The system will

analyze truss bridges with counters by assigning as tension in the counter the

compression that would exist in the principal diagonal if it could resist compression.

Also the truss members can be analyzed whether having axial or eccentric end

connections. Truss memlier splices, either axial or eccentric, can be analyzed.

The sy.stem is flexible in that the analysis of a bridge can be very detailed or

rather broad, depending on the available time for input and the judgment of the

engineer. The engineer can decide which members of a bridge will be analyzed

and, further, the extent of the analysis to be performed on each member. In some

cases he can decide on the method of analysis, choosing between a rigorous or a

more approximate approach. Section properties of member cross sections can be

input or calculated ])y tin- system. The .sy.stem can take advantage of symmetry

in bridge tru.sses or flexural memliers (i.e., reduce input and computing time) but

there is no retjuirement that members or trusses be symmetrical. In eflcct, the

system provides the engineer with a tool that utilizes the tremendous speed and

computing capability of digital computers, while still permitting the interaction of

engineering judgment in providing the flexibility of a manual analysis.

The structure of the input data for the Phase I programs is modular, and

this modularity afi^ords the engineer a significant amoimt of flexiliility in the analysis
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of a bridge. The data are organized into modules describing the basic structural

components that can make up a bridge. The analysis of each basic component is

independent of other basic components. With the modular data structure there is

no fixed data requirement for the description of a given type of bridge. The analyst

can decide for each particular bridge which components will be considered in the

analysis. Then, it is only necessary to furnish modules of input data for those

components to be analyzed. Thus, if several floorbeams in a bridge are similar, tlie

i-ngineer can decide whether all will be analyzed or just select the one he feels

to be tile most critical. In a truss bridge the engineer can elect to analyze only the

truss or he can include a typical floorbeam and stringer in the floor system. Further,

within the components a great deal of flexibility exists as to the extent of analysis

that can be performed. In a flexural member, the engineer can specify the sections

of the members to be analyzed as well as the functions to be analyzed at each

section. In a truss the analysis can optionally include riveted end connections and

splices for all or part of the members or the analysis of only the truss members.

Widiin each component, data are required only for those analyses to be performed.

An output report is obtained that tabulates all values of bridge members and

connections for both the design and rating rules. In addition a file of data is gen-

erated for each bridge that consists of parameters defining the response of all bridge

components to a moving series of wheel loads. The parameters, which can be

thought of as a mathematical model of the structural characteristics of the bridge,

consist of such things as member ratings, allowable member live-load axial forces,

moments, shears and truss member influence line coefficients. This file of data will

be added to a master file that will eventually contain data files on models of all the

bridges on our system. These files of data will serve as up-to-date records of the

bridges and will be used by the Phase II program to analyze a series of bridges

on a given route for their capability to pass a specified heavy load. Such analysis

will also include the determination of various ways that a load can pass the route.

It is possible to utilize the Phase I programs to obtain only the bridge analysis

output report witliout generating the file of bridge data for the master file. This

will permit the use of Phase I programs as a design tool.

Before going into the description of the data preparation procediues, a brief

description of the Phase II portion of the program should be made. Phase II con-

sists of inputting the axle spacing and axle loading of a car or series of cars con-

templated for movement across the route. Each bridge on the route is dien analyzed

for the desired loading and an output printed listing the requirements necessary to

permit the operation of the loading on that structure.

Under the rating rules the impact varies with speed up to 40 mph. We have

chosen 0, 10, 25 and full speed and check the capability of the bridge structure at

these speeds. A train is created consisting of the heavy load surrounded by

263,000-lb cars and "driven" across the bridge to determine if the bridge can

pass the load at the respective velocities. If the values from Phase I are exceeded,

the train is lightened by substituting 199,000-lb cars for tlie 263,000-lb cars and

reanalyzed. A fiudier analysis with 50,000-lb empty cars can be made if neces-

sary. Thus, the output of Phase II consists of a series of combinations of the heavy

load being analyzed with cars of varying weights on each side and at varying

speeds. This information is then given to the operating department so that they

may determine the most economical manner of handling the heavy load on its

route.
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Obviously the time allotted here this morning will not permit a complete

discussion of the methods and techniques of transferring the structural information

from the bridge plans into input for the computer program. The data preparation

is a vital step if the analysis system is to function properly. The accompanying slides

show input data required for the analysis of a typical through truss span as shown

on Slide 1. This span is a 150 ft, six-panel Warren truss erected in 1925 and accord-

ing to our records was designed for a Cooper E 55 live loading.

slide 2 (not repriKluced herein) shows a portion of the structural details of

this bridge from which our engineers worked transferring data to the input forms.

Slide 3 is the bridge header card which gives pertinent information concerning the

bridge location, type of bridge, properly of steel used in its construction and type of

analysis to be made. Slide 4 is a flexural member header card which defines the

member to be analyzed, such a stringer, floorbeam or girder, and gives the span of

I he member and load information. Slide 5 is the curve input form which specifies the

alignment and eccentricities if the structure is either on a curve or on an eccentric

tangent. Slide 6 illustrates a section analysis card for the floor system of the truss

span. This input form is used to specify the analysis to be made (such as bending,

web shear, flange-to-web-connection, flange-to-cover-plate connection, end connec-

tion and web splice) and the location for the analysis. Slide 7 illustrates the

section property cards on which are tabulated the structural components of the

bridge. The form has been input for a portion of the truss floorbeanis. Slide 8

illustrates the truss header card on which is shown the span, steel properties, num-
ber of joints and members, track spacing on double-track trusses and the dead
load. Slide 9 illustrates the truss joint card which is used to define the geometry

of the truss. The location of the joint is defined in terms of its X and Y coordinates

in a cartesian coordinate system with an origin at the left-most joint. Slide 10

illustrates a truss member card which is used to describe the proiDcrties of a truss

member and on which is input any axial force due to wind, earthquake or other

forces desired by the engineer. If the section properties of the member are known
(net and gross areas, moments of inertia about X and Y axes) they may be input

on this card. If not known, a section property card giving the areas of components

and their coordinates may be used, in which case the system will compute the

properties of the members.

For identical members, inputting SAME in appropriate columns reduces input

time. This input form is also used to describe the axial end connection by using

the lx)ttom headings. In this case, the number of rivets and rivet capacity is input.

This same input form is also used for axial splice members. Slide 11 is an illustra-

tion of the eccentric connection and .splice card. On it are input rivet capacity

and the location of the neutral axis in the X—Y coordinate system and the loca-

tion of the most highly stressed rivet in the connection group. This same card is

used by using the bottom headings to define the rivet pattern of the eccentric

connection. This form was not required in tlie example illustrated. Slide 12 illus-

trates the input form for elements of truss member splice analyses not used in

the example shown.

At first glance this appears to be a large volume of data to Ix- transferred

from the structural drawings to the input forms. However, an experienced engineer,

after he becomes familiar with the inputting refiuirements, can perform the entire

input necessary to describe this truss and its floor system in approximately 20 hours.
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Typical input time for an I-hi'am span is 2 hours, tor a deck girder span, 6 hours,

and for a through girder span (including stringers and floorbeams), 12 hours.

Upon completion of the input forms, the information is transferred to punched

cards and fed into the computer input. The information on the punched cards is

printed out as a data echo on the Phase I output, enabling the engineer to check

the accuracy of the keypunch operation if the results appear imusual. Slides 1.3,

14, 15 and 16 illustrate the Pha.se I output for each analysis .specified by the engi-

neer—Slide 13 for stringer. Slide 14 for end floorbeam. Slide 15 for interior floor-

beam and Slide 16 for truss members. Slide 17 illustrates the summary output

showing the controlling member and its E values under botli design and rating

rules. Slide 18 illustrates the input form used to describe a heavy load for Phase II

analysis. In this case the load is a 12-a.xle car loaded to a gross weight of 792,000

111. Slide 19 illustrates a portion of the output from Phase II showing the various

combinations of empty and light cars required for operation at the various speeds.

Computer time required for the Phase I analysis of this structure was 74 seconds

and for Phase II, 60 seconds.

There are several features of the bridge analysis system that I would like to

mention briefly at this time. The first of these is the strict adherence to AREA Com-
mittee 15 specifications for the analysis of the bridge structures. For example, floor-

beam hangers have the allowable stress reduced by 40 percent as required by the

specifications. This limitation is written into the computer program and it is not

necessary for the engineer to take this further into consideration. Also, members

subject to reversal of stress have their E values computed on the basis of maximum
stress plus 50 percent of the minimum stress as required in the specifications. This

also is engineered into the computer program.

If a bridge is damaged or if its analysis is subject to some question, an addi-

tional feature called the "No Analysis Flag" permits a bridge to be removed from

the master file without deleting its file of data. This flag is a switch that can be set

in a file of data for a bridge that will cause the Phase II programs to circumvent

an investigation of the bridge for its capability to pass a heavy load. When such an

investigation is attempted, a message will be printed that no heavy loads are to be

routed over the bridge without clearance from the bridge engineer. This flag can

be removed at the discretion of the user and is automatically removed if an up-

date analysis is performed.

One last feature worth mentioning at this time is the file maintenance capability

of the system. The files of bridge data resulting from the Phase I bridge analysis

will be stored either sequentially on a master tape file or at random on a master

disc file that will eventually contain data for all bridges. The Phase I programs

have a file maintenance capability which permits changing and modification of this

file. The changes and modifications to the master file that can be performed include

the addition of a new bridge to the file and modification and/or deletion of a file

of data for a bridge already in the file. The modification of a bridge can be affected

to the extent of adding, modifying or deleting flexural members or trusses with the

overall bridge rating being updated automatically to reflect the action. Thus, the

user can initially create a master file which contains only the most critical com-

ponents of the most critical bridges. As time permits, the file can be made more

complete by adding other components for previously analyzed bridges, by perform-

ing more detailed analysis of components in previously analyzed liridges and by

adding entire new liridge structures.
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This brief distussioii lias attempted to outline the bridge aiial>sis proj^rain

which we have in existence on the Soutliern Pacific today. We feel that this pro-

gram is complete in regard to analyzing structures; however, we are presently

expanding it to include the analysis of clearances also. For Phase II we have a

routing program in wliich is input the origin and destination of a heavy load so

that the computer can check the structures between these points for this load. We
are adding a liigh-wide load clearing feature also, wliich will permit the use of

this same routing program for the clearing of high-wide loads.

This has been a rather brief summary of the highlights of our bridge analysis

system. Time did not permit going into greater detail of many of the features or

of the methods of analysis used in this program. However, Jim Bridges of McDon-
nell Automation Company, who wa.s intimately involved in the development of the

system is present and showing a presentation including slides in much more detail

of the program in the adjacent room. I am sure that he will be glad to meet with

anyone who has further questions or seeks information regarding the system.

Slide 1
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Computer Analysis of Railway Structures
70-627-6

By EDWARD N. WILSON

Professor of Civil Engineering, New York University

During; 1957 in response to the railway industry's need to rate eonsiderahle

numbers of heavy and speeial cars, Committee 30 requested that an item be

included in the AAR budget for the preparation of a digital computer program for

load rating. A program for determining the Cooper rating of loads on the basis

of maximum moment, end shear, and floorbeam reaction was prepared by the con-

sulting firm of Hazelet and Erdal. This program, completed in 1959, was written

in machine language for the IBM 650 computer.

After collecting car data from various railroads, the staff of the AAR Research

Center in Chicago under the direction of Mr. G. M. Magee arranged for the com-

puter rating of the cars. The first results of this work appeared in April, 1960 in

the form of AAR publication, "Moment and Shear Tables for Heavy Duty Cars on

Bridges." Se\eral supplements have been subsequently issued as more loads were

rated.

By June 1964 it became obvious that the rating xerogram had become imprac-

tical because of the high computer charges per car rated and because of the phasing

out of the IBM 650 computer. It was not considered reasonable to simulate the

IBM 650 using other computers.

Professor E. N. Wilson, a member of Committee 30, was authorized to write

a new car rating program. In September 1964 this program, written in Fortran

language, was submitted to the AAR research staff. The program, still in use, can

be run on practically any medium or large scale computer at a rental charge of

S10-S20 per car rated.

The car rating operation is a continuing one, with the AAR research staff pro-

ducing rating tables for special cars at the request of Member Railroads. Ordinarily,

there is no charge for this ser\ice, since each year Committee 30 has requested an

AAR budget item for table preparation.

Although the AAR tables rate cars for 31 spans lietween 8 ft and 400 ft, the

program may be used to rate individual spans. To simplify the input data all loading

must fall into one of five classifications. These are:

1. One or a group of special cars preceded and followed by standard 50-ton

box cars. The box cars immediately preceding and following the special

cars may be either loaded or light. All other box cars are loaded.

2. A train consisting of a series of identical special cars or groups of cars.

3. Standard Cooper loading.

4. Any general load arrangement.

5. A locomotive followed by a train of loaded 5()-t()n box cars.

The input for car rating consists of the type of loading, car identification, the

number of axles in the car, axle loads and spacings, the number of spans to be

rated, and the length of each span.

The output consists of absolute and Cooper E \alues for maximum bending

moment, end shear, and floorbeam reaction for each span.

Note—Discussion open until Octobtr 15, 1969.
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In June 1966 the Subcommittee on Electronic Computers of Committee 30,

under the chairmanship of Mr. E. R. Andrlik, suK^ested a project be started to

produce a series of computer programs that could be used by the railroad industry

to analyze and rate various types of bridges. Because of budget limitations it was
proposed that the project be spread over several years, with completed programs
to be distributed to the Member Railroads by the AAR research staff as they became
available. The budget request to start the work was approved in November 1966.

To date, three computer programs have been completed and are available to

Member Railroads from the AAR Research Center. In each case these programs were
written by Professor E. N. Wilson to specifications set by railroad bridge designer

members of Committee 30, using funds provided by the AAR. Before release, these

same railroad personnel have approved the program format. Each program was sub-

mitted to the AAR Research Center where certain check problems were run, under
the direction of Mr. E. J. Ruble, on a large computer and duplicate programs
prepared.

In all cases, the programs were divided into 15 or more subroutines. This

makes the programs more flexible, simplifies any unexpected debugging, simplified

program expansion and any revisions to account for specification revisions.

PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF RAILWAY TRUSS BRIDGES

A computer program has been written in Fortran language to compute max-

imum bar forces and reactions in trusses of any configuration and subjected to sta-

tionary or moving loads. Trusses may be simply supported, continuous over several

supports, internally indeterminate, or contain counter diagonals. The five types of

loading indicated for the car rating program may be used. To the bar forces for

these loadings are added impact forces in accordance with the 1967 AREA
specifications.

A sixth type of loading is that due to stationary loads applied at panel points.

The program has the following limitations: The maximum allowable span is

620 ft for Cooper loading, and cannot exceed 1000 ft for any other loading. The
truss can have no more than 50 joints or 100 members. The maximum number of

panels is 25, and the number of panels with counter diagonals cannot exceed 10.

Counters cannot be analyzed if they cross more than one panel, as in the

Whipple type truss. Counters in sub-divided trusses cannot be analyzed.

Errors detected in the program necessitated the reissue of one subroutine in

November 1968. At the present time certain questions raised about the handhng of

counter impact are being investigated and may result in a further revision of the

November 1968 subroutine.

Input consists of the number of bars, the nimiber of joints, joint coordinates,

member location, hanger and counter identification, member areas if truss is statically

indeterminate, reaction data, dead loads, loading type, load magnitude and spacing,

truss span, number and location of tracks, and type of locomotive.

The output for each member consists of dead-load force, maximum live-load

forces, impact, total force, and any force reversal. Maximum reaction values are

also given.

PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PRATT, HOWE AND WARREN
TYPES OF RAILWAY TRUSS BRIDGES

A computer program has been written in Fortran language to compute maxi-

mum bar forces and reactions in three common types of trusses subjected to sta-
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tionary or moving loads. The triisN types are simply supported and symmetrical

Pratt, Howe, and Warren trusses. The Warren truss must have vertical members.

This program is a modification of the AAR general truss analysis program and can

be used for a large percentage of e.xisting bridges.

The major advantage of this program is the greatly reduced number of input

cards required. For example, analysis for a Cooper loading recjuires only 7 input

cards. Computer storage retiuirements are less than for the Iiasic program.

Loadings considered are the same six types as for the basic truss analysis pro-

gram. Trusses may have a maxinnun span of 600 ft and a maximum of 20 panels.

The input consists of the type of truss, the tru.ss span, the numlx-r of panels,

tlie vertical ordinates of the unloaded panel points, dead loads, loading type, load

magnitude and spacing, number and location of tracks, and type of locomotive.

The output is the same as for the basic tiuss program.

PROGRAM FOR THE RATING OF RAILWAY TRUSS BRIDGES

This program in Fortran language computes the Cooper rating of each bar in

trusses of any configuration. Trusses may be simply supported, continuous over

several supports, internally indeterminate or contain counter diagonals. Truss con-

nections may be riveted or bolted. Floorbeams may be riveted or bolted to hangers.

The deck may be ballasted. All rating is in accordance with the 1967 AREA
specifications.

The program has the following limitations. The span cannot exceed 620 ft.

The truss can have no more than 50 joints or 100 members. The maximum num-
ber of panels is 25, and the number of panels with coimter diagonals cannot exceed

10. No compression member may have a slenderness ratio (L/r) greater than 200.

The same limitations on counter diagonals indicated for the basic truss analysis

program apply.

Bending stresses in hangers due to interaction with floor beams are not included.

The efl^ects of wind and longitudinal forces are neglected.

Input consists of all data for the basic truss analysis program plus gross and/or

net member areas, slenderness ratios, and type of member material.

The output includes for each member the Cooper E 80 force without impact,

and the Cooper rating of speeds of 40, 30, 20, and 10 mph.

WORK IN PROGRESS

At the present time a program is being prepared to analyze and rate simply

supported plate girder spans. The work i.s approximately 90 percent complete.

Deck and through girders are considered carrying single or multiple tracks with

or without ballast. This program will analyze and rate on the basis of flange and

web stresses only.

The cross section may consist of web plate, flange angles, rolled sections as

flanges, side plates, and cover plates. The case of a rolled section with or without

cover plates is also included. Loadings are the same as for the basic truss program.

SCHEDULED PROGRAMS

In June 1968, Committee 30 retjuested an AAR budget item to continue the

programming cH^ort. It is anticipated that two programs will be prepared in 1969.

The first program will complete girder rating capabilities by analyzing and rating

connections and web and flange splices. The second program, which will analyze

and rate various types of floor systems, will complete the work on steel bridges.
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FUTURE EFFORTS

The Subconimittee on Electronic Computers of Committee 30 plans to con-
tinue its work in the field of liridjje analysis and ratinjf. Future programs being
considered include the following:

1. Addition of wind and longitudinal effects to the truss rating program.

2. Inclusion of the effect of joints and splices on truss rating.

3. Analysis and rating of various types of concrete bridge structures.

4. Analysis and rating of various timber structures.

5. Pier and abutments analysis.

The feasibility of developing a system which would store all of the AAR com-
puter programs and all bridge data for any line so that heavy loads could be rapidly

cleared is being studied.

The MRI Computer Program for Clearing High-Wide Loads
70-621-7

By DR. W. D. GLAUZ

Head, Analysis and Applied Mathematics Section, Engineering Sciences Division

Midwest Research Institute

I am certainly happy to be with you today to tell you about our High and

Wide Clearance Program. As you know, a railroad can be confronted with a real

problem when asked to haul an oversized load. On the one hand, the road would

like to be reasonably certain it can clear the load before accepting the job. On the

other hand, it is unprofitable to turn down loads that, in fact, can be moved. But

the engineering calculations required to determine clearances are lengthy and costly.

It was for this reason that the Kansas City Southern people asked Midwest Research

Institute to help in the development of a computer program that would simplify

this task. It is this program that I would like to talk about this morning.

The first slide shows diagrammatically the component parts of the system. The
computer program is written in FORTRAN IV, and can, therefore, be run on nearly

any computer. We used an IBM 360 Model 30 during the program development.

The obstruction file shown on the right is a permanent file containing informa-

tion relating to the trackside obstructions. By permanent, I mean that the file need

not be changed unless, of course, an obstruction is changed.

The engineer, when faced with a high-wide clearance problem, prepares data

for the program as indicated on the left portion of the slide. The data consist of

three principal parts: the allowable clearances, about which I will say more later;

the load data, which describe the load and the way it is mounted; and finally, the

routing. The routing data consist of the route segment or segments over which the

load will travel in moving from, say, Chicago to Kansas City.

The computer program, using both the input data and the obstruction file, gen-

erates output which we call the clearance difficulty report. This report indicates to

the engineer whether or not the load will clear the obstructions, together with infor-

mation relative to tight or marginal clearances.

Note—Discussion open luitil October 15, 1969.
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HIGH AND WIDE CLEARANCES VIA COMPUTER

/routing
/ LOAD DATA

ALLOWABLE
CLEARANCES

COMPUTER

CLEARANCE
DIFFICULP

REPORT

Slide 1

This morning I would like to talk very briefly about the obstruction file, and

then, in a little more detail, about the input data preparation and the clearance

difficulty report generated.

On the second slide, we illustrate what we call a closed obstruction profile.

The profile could be a cross section of, say, a tunnel or bridge, but, more generally,

is an envelope of minimum clearances taken along some portion of the length of the

obstruction. The obstruction is described by a sequence of straight line segments.

There are, of course, many ways of describing such contours. We felt, however,

that the majority of obstructions can be economically described and processed with

the aid of just a few straight lines, as opposed, for example, to a table of obstruction

widths at a sequence of heights above the rail head.

Slide 3 shows a difl^erent type of obstruction profile, an open profile. Tlie

obstruction, a utility pole with a call box, again is described with straight line

segments.

Slide 4 .shows the types of loading which may be used, that is, the single-car

loading which is relatively simple or the multiple-car loading where the load is

mounted on two cars. There may, in addition, be one or more idler cars between

the two load-bearing cars. The engineer describes the loading as it would appear

on tangent track. The computer program makes all corrections required to account

for curvature and superelevation. The load bolsters may be located anywhere on

the cars, either on or ofl^ the center line.
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*/77'/77/7/Z77/7/

ILLUSTRATIVE OBSTRUCTION PROFILE (OPEN)

Slide 3

MflHOOS Of lOAPINC

Slide 4
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SAMPLE OVERSIZED LOAD

Slide 5

At this point, it is helpful to consider a specific example of an oversize load.

We will see how the data is to be prepared and how the computer output will look.

Slide No. 5 shows the example that we will consider. We have a tank, mounted

on two cars, which has a square cross section and is tapered from one end to the

other. To illustrate tlie way by which clearance problems arise, suppose the train

is moving to the left and is rounding a left-hand cvuve. For simplicity, let us tem-

porarily assume there is no superelevation. It is clear that in this case the two ends

of the load will swing outward to the right as the load rounds the curve. More-

over, the central portion of the load will swing inward or to the left. Superelevation

will rotate the load and tend to complicate the situation further.

In order to describe the load to the computer program, the engineer selects

the cross sections of the load wliich he considers to be critical. In this case it is

rather obvious that the two ends of the load and a cross section through the middle

are the potentially critical cross sections. If there were valves or other protrusions

on the tank, then additional cross sections may be required.

Slide 6 shows the data as it is prepared for the computer. The first card con-

tains descriptive information which, although meaningless to the cx)mputer, is useful

for the engineer. This information will appear with the output for identification

purposes. The second card contains the minimum clearance information. The num-

ber, 0.5 feet, is the distance that the engineer considers the minimum acceptable

clearance. That is, any clearance less than 0.5 feet between the obstruction and the

load will be considered unacceptable by the computer program. The number, 2.0

feet, is the marginally acceptable clearance. That is, if there is any clearance

between 0.5 and 2.0 feet, it may be acceptable, but the engineer would like to
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DATA FOR OVERSIZED LOAD

Slide 6

COMPUTER OUTPUT

• LOAD DESCRIPTION

• TIME, DATE, ETC.

• CLEARANCE PROBLEMS

- ALL CLEARANCES ACCEPTABLE

- MARGINAL CLEARANCES

- CLEARANCE LESS THAN MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE

- INTERFERENCE

• FOR EACH CLEARANCE DIFFICULTY:

- OBSTRUCTION IDENTIFICATION

- CLEARANCE MATRIX

- PLOTTING INFORMATION

Slide 7
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know about it. Ilu' third card desLiihfs the cars on which the load is mounted.

Then we have a sequence of cards describing the three cross sections of interest.

Finally, the route over which the train is to travel is given.

These data are then read into the computer and the output report is generated.

Slide 7 .shows the various types of output which occur. First, a copy of the input

data will be given. That is, a load description \\'ill be provided. The time and date

on which the computer run was made will be printed out for future reference.

Then any clearance problems will ])e identified.

There are four principal types of clearance problems. Tlie first category is that

in which all clearances exceed the marginally acceptable value so that all clearances

are acceptable. If this is the case, a message to this eflect will he printed out. If,

on the other hand, some clearance is less than the marginally acceptable value, then

a clearance difficulty exists. The difficulty can be either a marginal clearance, a

clearance less than the minimal acceptalile clearance, or an actual interference

between the load and the obstruction. For each clearance difficulty data are given

to both describe the difficulty and aid the engineer in seeking ways to minimize

the prol^lem. The information consists of a clear identification of the load, the

obstruction, and the difficulty; a clearance matrix; and plotting information. These

items will be explained more clearly in the following slides.

Slide 8 show.s the first page of computer output where the load description is

given. Included on this page are the descriptive information prepared by the engi-

neer, the data and time of day, the loading information and the load cross section

profiles.

The ninth slide shows output which have been generated due to a clearance

difficulty. In this case, we have clearances less than the marginally acceptable value

as indicated by the double row of asterisks. At the top, both the load profile and

the obstruction profile are identified. Then the problem is identified in words,

together with the information that the minimum clearance is 0.73 feet. Following

this is the minimum clearance matrix. This matrix includes the distances from each

line segment describing the load to each line segment describing the profile. Exam-
ination of this matrix discloses not only the 0.73 feet clearance, but also several

other clearances not much greater. This tends to indicate that, although the load

will fit through the obstruction, it is rather a tight squeeze all the way around.

Below the minimum clearance matrix we have what we call plotting informa-

tion. These data can be used by the engineer to make a plot showing graphically

the load and the obstruction. If your computer installation contains an automatic

digital plotter, then these data can, of course, be plotted automatically. The next

slide indicates such a plot.

Slide 10 shows the situation we were just examining. The obstruction in this

case is a bridge carrying track which has a 12° right curvature and a 0.5 foot

superelevation. Three of the four corners of the load are rather close to the bridge.

Slide 11 illustrates clearance difficulties of a more severe nature, as is indicated

by the four rows of asterisks. Let us examine the second case first. Here, as is

printed out, we have a clearance less than the minimum acceptable clearance. The
program determined that the smallest clearance between the load profile and

obstruction profile was 0.25 feet. The clearance matrix indicates that all other clear-

ances are relatively large so that a slight modification in the method of loading

may alleviate the tight clearance.

(Text continued on page 897)
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SCRLE I IN.= >* FT.

LOAD NO. 2

PROFILE LOCATED HT X=-Z0.0
FRONT END NORTH

R 3 RED RIVER BRIDGE 2

ROUTE 2 MILE 0.2G
SUPERELEVRTION =0.5 FT.

CURVATURE = 12.0 DEG. RIGHT

CLEARANCE

PLOT SHOWING SMALL CLEARANCE

Slide 10
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SCALE UN.- 4 FT.

LO^D NO. 2

PROFILE lOCRTED RT X=-20.0
FRONT END SOU"rH

Li^-N RED RIVER BRIDGE (R-5;

ROUTE 2 i^ILE 2.25
SUPERELEVATION ^ .1? FT.

CURVATURE - 17.5 DE&. RIGHT

LORD AND STRUCTURE INTERFERE

PLOT SHOWING LOAD INTERFERENCE

Slide 12

Going to the top lialf of the shde, we see an actual interference was detected;

that is, the load profile and the obstruction profile intersected at two points, as is

indicated. Again the clearance matrix and plotting information are given.

Using these data, a plot, such as is shown in slide 12, may be prepared. In this

case we have a rather sharp curve of 17.5° with a 0.17 foot superelevation. The
interference occurs at the left side.

In summary, I would like to make it clear that the computer program does not

eliminate the need for the engineer. The program, however, relieves the engineer

of the time-consuming details and lets him focus his talents on the critical areas. It

lets him make the decisions while the computer does the tedious calculations and

pinpoints the problem areas.
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The KCS's Use of MRI Program for Clearing

High-Wide Loads
70-627-8

By W. C. CRABAUGH, JR.

Valuation Engineer, Kansas City Southern Railway

Last Friday nioniing I completed a trip over about 1800 miles of Kansas City

Southern main track and side track with a scope car. The data obtained will be
used to develop an obstruction file based on the MRI system described by Dr. Glauz.

It will be put together a little bit later. The pictures have not all come in. We do

not have all the information yet.

The use of this scope car was quite fascinating to me in a lot of ways. In riding

it along a railroad you see a lot of things that you do not ordinarily see unless you

are specifically looking for them. The way the loads are these days, things which

most of us would ordinarily ignore are becoming important factors. The operation

of the new types of cars, such as the design in which the load is an integral part

of the car or extends beyond the drop-center portion of the car, brings into the pic-

ture a lot of items which normally have been overlooked, such items as low pot

signals, cattle guards, and even hand rails on some structures. With the scope car

these are all shown in photographs taken both in single exposure and in composite

exposure of approximately 30' seconds duration, which covers about 50 ft of a

bridge.

Originally, when this scope car program was started I went through our list of

bridges and came up with some 392 structures which should be examined and

measured. These 392 structures that we started out with were going to be plotted

for the computer program from existing information. As many of you know much
of the existing information on bridges was taken some 30 or 40 years ago, or even

longer ago than that, and is really not applicable today. The original center line

of track, even on an open-deck structure, has shifted, either through normal train

operation on the railroad or as a result of maintenance work.

We started out on this scope car at Kansas City—I'll say the NCG car since

NCG is the company we are leasing it from. We spent about a day-and-a-half or a

night-and-a-half, as the case may be, just going through the various routes within

Kansas City. This not only included the Kansas City Southern main track, but also

included all the interchange routes which our switch engines operate over .These

routes, of course, are a concern of ours too since we have to use them to transfer

loads from our system to other systems.

After leaving Kansas City and going down the road, we encountered these

low obstructions which heretofore had been ignored because they were below the

floor height of a normal flat car. These brought the original total of 392 structures

to be measured up quite a bit. I do not have an exact count now, but I imagine

it is very close to 1000 by this time.

These are the problems that we have to look at, the problems everyone is

confronted with. I'll now close my remarks and answer any questions you might

have.

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 1969,
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Jim Strong (Southern Pacific): First of all I would like to ask Mr. Fuller: is any

allowance made for the reduction of section due to corrosion or mechanical wear

in your analysis of bridges?

Mr. Fuller: Yes. It can be done in se\eral ways. If a top cover plate of a

girder, for example, is very badly corroded, you can just not input it at all. Or if

it is, say, only half corroded, you can input the actual area remaining.

Mr. Strong: Dr. Glauz, in your obstruction file, do you include standard or

wide loads that you might meet on adjacent tracks or do you include fixed obstruc-

tions only?

Dr. Glauz: Yes. That data can ])e included with no difficulty. We have done

it in the testing of our program.

J. J. Schmidt (C&O-B&O): I would like to address a question to Bill Cra-

baugh or possibly Dr. Glauz. In using the NCG system, how are you converting

from tlie film picture to the obstruction file that Dr. Glauz .showed in his original

diagram?

Mr. Chabaugh: This work will be done by NCG with a digitizer. It will give

us a complete outline on a milar form which will later be converted to the various

points and tangent lines described by Dr. Glauz.

Mr. Schmidt: Do I gather, then, in the initial work that you have done so far

you ha\e made conversion of clearance diagrams and drawings that existed in your

office records?

Mr. Crabaugh: Yes, that is right. We used existing records, and since most

of them were made by field forces some 30 or 40 years ago, I do not consider them

to be accurate enough for the program now, with tlie loads getting as high and

wide as they are.

Mr. Schmidt: For your initial work, then, you limited yourself to just the

bridges that you mentioned.

Mr. Crabaugh: Yes, just the bridges. Most of the high and wide loads are

going to the oil industries or to large manufacturers, or from large manufacturers

to the user—such loads a,s transformers, large tanks and cracking towers. These

move basically on the main line, the second main or passing tracks, whichever is

necessary, and some other tracks in cases where the clearance on such tracks may
be greater than what it is on the main track and second main track.

Mr. Schmidt: Dr. Glauz, can you give me some idea of the running time for

testing the obstruction or load down through the route.

Dr. Glauz; The running time depends, of course, on the computer you use

and the numlier of obstructions and number of loads, but on the model 3360, the

running time is on the order of a few seconds per obstruction. This would go down
by factors of 10 to 100 as you went to different machines.

E. T. Franzen ( Missouri Pacific ) : My question is addressed to Mr. Mont-

gomery. Why does Committee 30 ask for funds for program development in view

of the existance of the program described by Mr. Fuller?

Mr. Montgomery: Mr. Franzen, there is a difierence of opinion as to the

best way to go on this. Committee 30 got involved in electronic computers a num-
ber of years ago. We have kept it up. The committee has indicated that it feels

computer programs can better be handled by the AAR at this time. As I .said, it is

a difference of opinion. Maybe that is the reason we aren't getting as much funds

as we would like.

Ilul. 621
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R. A. Petrash (AAR): I would like to direct a question to Mr. CrabauKh on

the profiles that are |j:enerated li\ tlic NCd cars: is it possible that these can replace

the existinji diagrams you have on these obstructions?

Mr. Cr^h.-^ugh: Yes. The prof^ram is written in siicli a way that an\ of the

obstruction profiles may be modified or eliminated or added to. Therefore, these

profiles which are obtained from the photographs and the digiterization of the NCG
scope car will be used to modify the existing records.

Mr. Petrash: I am cjuestioning, not modification of existing records, iMit sub-

stituting existing records with the profiles generated by the scope car. Is this

practical?

Mr. Crabaugh: Yes, it is.

Mr. Petrash: Is it legal?

Mr. Crabaugh: Well, in a sense, with what information we have now in the

master file, it would not be exact and would not allow us to take various loads

through if they do not conform to what was foimd with the XCG car.

Air Pollution and the Railroads
70-627-9

By WILLIAM H. MEGONNELL

Assistant Commissioner for Standards and Compliance, National Air Pollution

Control Administration, CPE, PHS, DHEW

Just a year ago, in his last message to the Congress on conser\ ation. President

Johnson said: "One day we will have clean air over America—but only if all levels

of government and industiy work closely and conscientiously."

Following passage of the Air Quality Act of 1967, he added: "The legislation

now on the books pro\ddes the framework for a partnership without precedent,

matching the dimension of the need. The problem deeply affects vis all, and all of us

share the responsibility for solving it. . .

."

So, under the Air Quality Act, government-industry cooperation in seeking

solutions to the complex problems of air pollution no longer is merely a planning

concept; it is a working reality.

As this meeting attests, the railroads of America, like other leading elements

of American industry, are becoming involved, on an unprecedented scale, in the

effort to restore and protect the quality of the air we breathe. Clearly, industr>' has

come to recognize that an orderly effort to bring the problem of air pollution under

control will serve not just the broad public interest, but its own, as well.

In the 16 months since passage of the Air Quality Act, we have made good

progress toward implementing the program it spells out, and I want to report to you

today on that progress and on some of the work we are doing. But I want to talk

to you, too, about some of the problems we are facing, and particularly some of the

problems which directly concern the railroad industry.

Actually, it was not a great many years ago that the American railroads made
a major contribution to solution of the serious smoke prolilems affecting the growth

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
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and welfare of Chicago and St. Louis ami otlur major iiri)an-indu.strial centers,

by switching from coal to diesel fuel for motive power.

Yet today—because of the constant upward spiral in our national growth trends

and demands for cleaner air—the railroad industry finds itself confronted with a

whole series of major air pollution control problems to which it must find answers.

There is the problem of controlling pollution from the disposal of large (juantities

of bo.\-car lumber, cross ties, grass and brush, dunnage and rubbish. There is the

problem of smoke and odor from diesel engines. There is the problem of controlling

railway powerhouse emissions. There are the occasional accidents involving toxic

and hazardous substances, which are so difficult to plan for and to handle when
they occur. Dusts from handling, transporting, loading and unloading the many
materials carried by railroads are of growing concern. Some railroads have the addi-

tional problem of grain elevator emissions. And there are other problems. So, from

the standpoint of air pollution, the coal-to-diesel switch really did not buy much
trouble-free time for the railroads.

The story is much the same with regard to motor vehicles. The first national

standards for the control of automotive pollution went into effect with the 1968

model year. New standards, promulgated for application in the 1970 model year,

call for further reductions of both exhaust and evaporate emissions from passenger

cars and light trucks and, for the first time, place limitations on discharges from

hea\y-duty gasoline-powered vehicles. Also included for the first time are smoke

standards applicable to diesel trucks and buses. As a result, our studies indicate

that in the years after 1971 we can expect a downturn in national automotive emis-

sions. Unfortunately, however, this trend is likely to be of very brief duration. B>-

the mid-70's, the increases in vehicle population and usage again will bring about

a rise in pollution levels—unless new ways are found to deal with the total problem.

Some day, the law may be amended to include off-highway vehicles—including

railroad locomotives and aircraft—and non-vehicular engines.

It was against this background of constantly emerging new problems—and

control efforts which were in no way adequate to cope with the inexorable growth

of existing problems—that the Air Quality Act was written into law in November
1967.

In one important way, the Air Quality Act is identical with the Federal legis-

lation which preceded it—the Clean Air Act of 196.3, and even widi the first Fed-

eral law in 195.5. I am referring to the principle that State and local governments

are fundamentally responsible for the prevention and control of air pollution, and

the Federal role primarily is a supporting one—provision of research, training, tech-

nical and financial assistance. This statement of national policy always has been

a cornerstone of the Federal Government's activities in this field.

On the other hand, the Air Quality Act is unique, in that it provides, for the

first time, a detailed legislative blueprint for a systematic and scientific attack on

one of the most complex environmental pollution problems facing the Nation in the

last third of the 20th Century.

One of the main purposes of the Act, as stated in its preamble, is "to protect

and enhance the quality of the Nation's air resources so as to promote the public

health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population." Thus we are

presented with a mandate not only to roll back the levels of air pollution where

they are already a serious threat to people's health and welfare, but also to keep

the problem from reaching such dimensions in those places where fresh, clean aii

has not already disappeared.
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There is also, in the Air QuaHty Act, a mandate to take into account the far-

reaching ramifications of every step we take to prevent and control air pollution.

Air pollution is, of course, a byproduct of many of the activities that sustain our

modern way of life. To disrupt such essential activities is not a solution to the

problem of air pollution. The Air Quality Act tells us, in effect, that the Nation's

air pollution problem shall be solved, but not by creating other problems.

Fulfilling the various mandates of this legislation will require concerted action

at all levels of government and in the private sector. In my opinion, the Air Quality

Act does away with most of the excuses for inaction that we all ha\e heard—and
perhaps used—in the past. The existence in law of a comprehensive plan for the

prevention and control of air pollution offers an unprecedented opportunity for

public officials, leaders of business and industry, scientists, and many others to see

where their responsibilities lie and how to fulfill those responsibilities in a logical

and orderly way.

In essence, the Air Quality Act is a strategy for attacking air pollution in three

principal ways: First, through the adoption and implementation of air quality

standards! on a regional basis; second, through continued national regulation of

motor vehicle pollution; and third, through accelerated research and development.

Toward this end, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is called

upon to designate air quality control regions and to develop and issue air quality'

criteria describing the adverse effects of air pollutants, together with information on

techniques for controlling those pollutants. State governments will be responsible

for establishing air quality standards for the areas included in the air quality contiol

regions, and for developing plans for implementing and enforcing the standards.

And they will, of course, be expected to assume the responsibility for translating

those plans into practical control action.

The National Air Pollution Control Administration, thus far, has issued to the

States air quality criteria and control technique information on some of the most

important and ubiquitous air pollutants, the sulfur oxides and particulate matter.

Further, we have designated air quality control regions in such major urban areas

as New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, and Washington, D. C.^

and we are in the process of determining the boundaries around some 50 others.

We have established a priority list of urban-industrial centers for designation as

air quality control regions—and, as rapidly as possible, every State will be involved

in the regional control program established by the Air Quality Act.

This is a critical year, then, in the implementation of the Act. In the months

ahead the States and many large lurban communities will be given a very real oppor-

hmity—indeed, a responsibihty—to participate in decisions which will affect the

quality of the air they breathe for many years to come.

In regard to this decision-making process, I want particularly to call your

attention to the requirement of the Air Quality Act that States hold public hearings

before arriving at final conclusions on the standards to be set and on the methods

of enforcing the standards.

These hearings can and should provide a means by which all segments of the

community can participate in a really meaningful way in determining air quality

goals and in deciding on the methods and timing of programs for reaching these

goals. There are many industries—including the railroad industry—which will be

directly affected by requirements for the prevention and control of air pollution.

These industries surely will want to make their viewpoints and positions known
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at the hearinj^s. It is our hope that they will participate fully and in a positive

way—not a passive, or, worse yet, a negative way. All of 115 in America have a

personal stake in the continued viability of the private enterprise system which is

the foundation of this Nation's economy. But we also, all of us, have a very per-

sonal stake in America's health and welfare and in protecting the environment upon

which all life depends. It is time, then, for all of us to be making our own decisions

about the quality of the air we want to live with, and about the kind of regulations

that will be needed to insure that this qualit\' not only is achieved in a reasonable

period of time, but also that it is maintained throughout future community growth

and development.

Thus far, I have been speaking of steps toward insuring the fullest possible

application of the Nation's present capability for preventing and controlling air pol-

lution. That capability is a most substantial one. We already have at our disposal

enough technical know-how to achieve a significant degree of control of many of

the Nation's most important sources of air pollution. But there can be no doubt that

our knowledge is deficient in not just a few, but in many, respects. A need clearly

exists for greater knowledge of the total impact of air pollution on man and his

environment and for better methods of attacking the problem. For this reason, we
are substantially e.xpanding the Federal Government's research and development

activities. In the current Fiscal Year, alone, we expect to invest some $46.7 million

in research and development. This sum is greater than the amoimt available for all

of our activities just tA\o years ago.

But this is only a part of the growth story. Of equal importance is the incroa.s-

ing participation of other Federal departments and agencies, universities, industrial

firms and other private organizations. It is our objective to enlist the capabilities

of all those groups that can make a significant contribution to the Nation's knowl-

edge of air pollution, its prevention and control. A great many, in fact most, of the

specific problems that remain to be solved have such far-reaching technological

and economic ramifications that both the public and private sectors must be

involved in the search for practical solutions.

In pursuing this search, we had, at the end of 1968, more than 130 active

research contracts in operation. Obviously, there would not be time here to attempt

to cover the full, broad range of these activities. Rather, in the time remaining,

I will discuss a few of the major research efforts directed at the air pollution

problems which have a direct bearing on the railroad industry.

F'irst, let me say that progress is being made toward finding better and more

efficient methods for the disposal of box-car lumber. In view of the fact that some

70,000 railroad freight cars are retired from service each year and dismantled for

salvage and scrap, I do not have to remind this audience that this matter is of

considerable importance to the industry. This is particularly true in light of increas-

ingly stricter air pollution control regulations which are rapidly rendering the con-

ventional open-burning process obsolete. In this context, the findings of a recent

study by Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc., of Bethesda, Md.—performed under

contract with the U. S. Public Health Ser\ice's Office of Solid \\'aste.s—are especially

significant. In the steady, two new methods hold great promise as solid waste disposal

mechanisms which reduce environmental pollution to a minimum. These are ( 1

)

the use of high-pressure water jets to cut away the wood, and (2) emission-

controlled incineration within the confines of each car by means of a special stack

or hood configuration.
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Pursuant to this iu\esti^atioii, a dcmuustratiun grant has been awarded by the

Office of Solid Wastes to the Association of American Railroad Car Disniantlers,

with headquarters here in Chicago, to make field tests and studies. And, hopefully,

the railroad industry may be utilizing one or both of the new methods, on an ecx)-

nomically practical basis, in the not too distant future.

A second area of major concern to this audience, I am sure, is tlie matter of

finding l)etter ways to control sulfur emissions from railway power plant installa-

tions. The National Air Pollution Control Administration now has underway a large-

scale research and development effort focused on sulfur oxides pollution control.

This effort combines our own in-house research and development with the work
of several other Federal agencies and more than 40 organizations in the private

sector.

In this program, top priority is being given to large-scale demonstrations of

three promising types of processes for reducing sulfur oxides emissions from large

fuel combustion sources and hopefully recovering a marketable product to offset

some or all of the cost.

Three other sulfur control processes have reached advanced stages of develop-

ment under private auspices. Together, these processes may be said to constitute

the first generation of sulfur control techniques applicable to large fuel-burning

installations. Some of them involve difficult technical or economic problems that

ultimately may prove insurmountable. I expect, however, that others will prove
entirely feasible and will be employed in situations where they are applicable. In

any event, it is clear that these techniques do not represent the last word in sulfur

oxides control, and we already are supporting the development of second-generation

processes that show promise of being more economical and versatile.

In the area of meteorology, we are continuing to explore the potentials and

the limitations of tall stacks as a means of reducing ground-level concentrations of

sulfur oxides. Tall stacks are of value in some situations and at certain times, but

they are not in themselves a solution to the sulfur oxides problem. In many
instances, they merely shift the impact of sulfur oxides emissions from one place to

another some distance away—and often considerable distances away. For example,

it is suspected that sulfur oxides released into the atmosphere from tall stacks in

Great Britain may be responsible, at least in part, for the occurrence of a marked

increase in the acidity of rain water in Sweden. The increased acidity can have

decidedly adverse effects on the natural environment, and specifically on lakes and
streams, soil, and vegetation.

In the area of fuel desulfurization, most of our efforts are focused on techniques

for removing sulfur from coal. One such technique promises the advantage of per-

mitting recovery of heat, metal oxides, and sulfuric acid from materials that otiier-

wise would be discarded as waste after coal is washed. By permitting conversion

of these wastes to usable byproducts, this technique opens the way to removal of

an increased proportion of the pyrite-sulfur by means of coal washing. Surveys to

locate coals that contain a high proportion of "washable" pyrites are part of our

efforts in this area.

The oil industry has developed its own fuel-desulfurization metliods and is

beginning to apply them more widely.

Techniques of fuel conversion are another area in wliich work is being pursued.

Our attention currently is focused mainly on conversion of coal to gaseous, liquid,

or modffied solid form. Varying degrees of sulfur removal can be achieved as part

of many coal conversion processes.
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Surveys of the availahili(\- and location of fuels whose sulfur content is naturally

low are another iniport.uit work area. Within the National Air Pollution Control

Administration, we ha\e set up an Office of Fuel Resources to coordinate our eflorts

in this area. Its major responsibility is to de\elop, analyze, and report information

on the location and availability of low-sulfur fuels in relation to regional require-

ments and to the economic and social impact of producing, transporting, storing,

and using such fuels.

Insofar as natural gas is concerned, we are working closely with the Federal

Power Commission on studies of its current and projected future a\ailability and

on the economics of using it as a fuel for powerplants. Also, we are supporting, by

means of a contract, a project being conducted by the Institute of Gas Technology

to survey the worldwide availability of natural gas for use in power generation; to

conduct an engineering appraisal of techni(iues for the purification and liquefaction

of natural gas and for the transportation, storage, and vaporization of LNG; and

to make economic studies on the use of natural gas in powerplants.

Exploration of new or modified combustion processes is still another component

of our sulfur oxides research and development program. In many instances, it ma\'

be possible to build sidfur control techniques into comliustion processes. They will

serve to permit full use of all of the Nation's fuel resources, which, as I am sure

\'ou recognize, is vital to our future national growth and security.

I am afraid that, because I wanted >'ou to have these details of progress and

work now underway, I ha\e exceeded my allotted time and I will only mention

briefly, therefore, that encouraging progress also can be reported, through both pub-

lic and private research efforts, in finding an.swers to the difficult problem of diesel

smoke and odors. As only one indication of this progress, we now are hopeful that

identification of certain classes of odorous materials in diesel exhaust will be made

sometime this year. Once the odorous compounds are defined, development of con-

trol methodology should be facilitated.

There still are in the field of air pollution control a great many economic and

technological problems which remain to be sohed. Under the Air Quality Act, the

Federal Government will play an increasingly active role in the search for solutions.

But you will agree, I am sure, that the Federal Government cannot and .should not

be expected to do the job by itself. There is, in the private .sector, an immense

capability for contributing to the Nation's fight for cleaner air. The railroad industry

has its own sizable research and development capability. The Air Quality Act con-

tains a clear invitation for industry and other private organizations to join all levels

of government, on a cooperative basis, in putting this type of research to work in

finding new and better ways to fight our common enemy in the air.

I realize I have merely touched on some of air pollution's implications to your

industry. Like everyone else, railroads contribute to the problem, suffer some of its

consequences, and must share in its solution.

The National Air Pollution Control Administration can and will pro\ ide technical

assistance to the railroads whenever we are able. In some areas, our knowledge is

considerable; but neither we nor the railroads has all the answers.

We have undertaken joint studies with organizations repre.senting industries

such as pulp and paper, iron and steel, brass and bronze, petroleum, chemicals and

automobiles, and we are negotiating others with the graphic arts, foiuidr\ and

smelting industries.
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I am sure a similar cooperative project could he undertaken, to our mutual

benefit, to study the particular air pollution problems facing the railroad industry.

Initial efforts could be directed at defining the nature and scope of the various air

pollution problems facing railroads. Existing knowledge on coping with the prob-

lems could be accumulated and disseminated. Unsolved prol)lems would then be

delineated and, finally, a research and development program—perhaps by the Asso-

ciation of American Railroad's non-profit research arm, which may be eligible for

Federal financial assistance—could be undertaken to fill the gaps.

This meeting has been an indication of your concern about air quality, and

your willingness to employ the resources of your industry in improving it. I look

forward, then, to further and increased cooperation between you and the National

Air Pollution Control Administration in the time immediatelv ahead.
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National Water Resources Planning

By HENRY P. CAULFIELD, JR.

Executive Director, Water Resources Council, U.S.A.

It is indeed a pleasure to be here this afternoon to talk widi you about the

planning and assessment of our nation's water resources. While I have spoken before

many groups associated with water and related land resources planning, this is the

first occasion I have had to speak before a railroad group; and I welcome this

opportunity.

I understand most of you are civil engineers; and since I am an economist by

profession, there may be some question in your mind as to whether I have the

rapport to speak to you. In college I started out as an engineer; and while I later

switched my field of concentration to economics and government, I have not lost

contact with engineers or engineering problems. A good part of my work associated

with water and related resource development in this Country' the past 15 years has

involved the civil engineering activities of the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau

of Reclamation. Consequently, I feel I have a rapport with you civil engineers.

Speaking of railroad civil engineering, I immediately think, in the field of water

and related land resources about the navigation vs. railroading controversy that you

are related to. This situation comes home to me when I am walking along the C & O
Canal in Washington, D. C, because of my interest in outdoor recreation associated

witli wildlife, wilderness recreation, preservation of natural beauty, etc. On one

hand is the C & O Canal which is no longer used for navigation. On the other hand

there are railroads on either side of the Potomac River, the Western Maryland and

the B & O-C & O, as you know. Right now in terms of my personal recreational

activities, the success of the railroads in maintaining themselves in the Potomac

Valley interferes with my preservational interest in the rustic quality of the old

C & O Canal and the quiet, green open-space of the Potomac Valley. The commer-

cial navigation system there is dead symbolizing the triumph of the railroads. I am
sure many of you like it that way. And, apprecsiating their important economic

mission, I cannot deny their need to be.

My topic today. National Water Resources Plunning, and the slides I shall

show are intended to give you sort of a general perspective, not to get deep into

this topic, but to excite your interest in the breadth of the field and in the total

measure of the subject as it is carried out in the United States today. While I under-

stand our time is limited, you may have a few questions after I give you a quick

perspective; and we will see where we go from there.

RAILROAD ENGINEER'S INTERESTS IN WATER RESOURCES PLANNING

I welcome your interest in this subject as shown, of course, b>' the invitation,

extended by Committee 25 six months ago, to speak to you today and by the scope

of the assignments being progressed by your technical committee on Waterways and

Harbors. I understand this committee dates back to 1928 as a Special Committee

on Rivers and Harbors, became a Standing Committee in 1930 and was renamed

Waterways and Harbors in 19.34. The Committee name would tend to indicate an

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
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exclusive concern with river and harbor projects or, in other words, merely the

navigation aspects of the development of our nation's water resources.

I realize that the relationship between inland navigation and the railroads con-

tinues to be an important issue in American Society, but it isn't the only major
issue in this field. It is also not the only conflict in purpose, associated with our

water and related land resources policy in this country, that involves your interests.

You as railroad engineers are also interested in flood control. Probably many of your
railroads were located where they arc before the flood plain was clearly understood

and known. You might not have located your railroads always exactly wlierc they

are if, at the time, more was known about the flood plain, the flood hazards and
the flood frequency.

In your professional capacity you are also interested in water supply and water

quality. Among other reasons, you are interested because industry locating on your

lines is interested in industrial water supply and you want to develop your traffic.

Many of you in your private capacities, as distinct from your engineering capacities,

may be interested in fish and wildlife, recreation and wilderness. Maybe you have

farms and are concerned with your watershed land, watershed protection and soil

erosion. Historically the Western railroads have been very interested in the develop-

ment of irrigation in the west. I don't see as much of this Interest among tlie rail-

roads today as you can read about in books concerning the historic relationship of

railroad development to irrigation development in the west; but it is still present,

I know. So, you have an interest in water and related land resources planning pri-

marily, but not only, for the question of navigation vs. railroad transportation. Your

interests are much more complex.

WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACf

The Water Resources Planning Act is based on the concept that what we need

in this country is a better coordinated, supported and rounded program of compre-

hensive multi-purpose river basin planning and development. The primary objective

in the formulation of plans is to provide for tlie best use, or combination of uses,

of our wateir and related land resources. There are many, many purposes to be

served by the use of these resources; and full consideration is to be given to both

developmental uses and preservational uses.

The first tiling that the Water Resources Planning Act did was to establish tlie

Water Resources Council. Because of the fact that the water resources program

responsibilities in the United States Government are spread among several Federal

agencies, the Water Resources Council is made up of the Secretary of the Interior;

Secretary of the Army; Chairman of the Federal Power Commission; Secretary of

Agriculture; Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare; and the Secretary of

Transportation as shown in Fig. 1. In the Secretary of Transportation you have the

key official of the United States Government that is interested in both the railroads

and commercial navigation—as you well know. The Secretary of Commerce and

the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development are Associate Members of the

Council; and the Director of tlie Bureau of the Budget and the Attorney General

are Observers.

One of the functions of the Water Resources Council is to prepare national

assessments, and I will be going into that in more detail in a few minutes. As you

can see in Fig. 2, two other functions that we have concern the recommending of

1 Public Law 89-80, 89th Congress, July 22, 1965.
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THE WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL

MEMBERS

SEOtcTAiY «r mntm, tntmmkn sicrhwy of apiculture

SECRHARY ir MUiY SECRHARY OF HfALTN. EDUCATKM. AND

CNARMAM, FCKRAL nWER CMMISSiOII WELFARE

SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

P ASSOCIATE I^MBERS
SECRHARY OF COMMERCE
SECRETARY OF HWJSMO AMI VRIAN OEVfLOPMCNT

OBSERVERS

OfRECTOR. SUREAU OF THE BUDGET

ATTORNEY GEMERAL. DEPARTMENT OF lUSTfCE

Fig. 1

FUNCTIONS OF WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL

1. PREPARES NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

2 RECOMMENDS WATER POLICY

3. ESTABLISHES PLANNING STANDARDS

4. COORDINATES COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

5. RECOMMENDS RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS

6 REVIEWS RIVER BASIN PLANS

7 ASSISTS STATE PLANNING

8 OTHER ACTIONS TO CARRY OUT-

a WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACT

b EXECUTIVE OFFICE ASSIGNMENTS

Fig. 2

water policy to the ConKre.ss and of executive orders. We develop and issue planninu

standards, and we coordinate a comprehensi\e planning proj^ram that I will l)e dis-

cussing later. We recommend the establishment of Federal-State Ri\er Basin Com-

missions, and we review the comprehensive plans that cover and come hack from

large areas like the Missouri River Basin. When I speak of basin, I mean hydrologic-

basin, with the water flowing from the rim of the basin into a river, or into the

hikes as regards the Cireat Lakes Basin. We also carry out the Water Resources

Planning Act provisions for the allotment of financial grants to States to assist them

in developing their own plans and in participating in Federal-Sfate comprchensixe

water and related land resources planning.
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WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL

STAFF ORGANIZATION

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PLANNING
NATIONAL ASSESSMENT
PLANNING STANDARDS
COORDINATION OF COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
CHAIRMAN OF PLANNING COMMITTEE

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR POLICY
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
LEGISLATIVE REVIEWS
CHAIRMAN OF POLICY COMMITTEE

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR STATE GRANTS
ADMINISTRATION OF STATE GRANTS
COORDINATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS
CHAIRMAN OF STATE GRANTS COMMITTEE

Fig. 3

The Council operates at tlie secretarial level of the Council Members, who meet

regularly every three months. Each Cabinet Member has a representative who
meets once or twice a week under my chairmanship. We conduct at tliis level the

major part of the business, consisting of the more routine and non-controversial ele-

ments. The major controversies and policy questions are reserved for the meetings

of the Council Members themselves. The organization of the Council staff is shown

in Fig. 3. We have an Executive Director, a Deputy Director, an Assistant Director

of Planning, an Assistant Director of Policy, and an Assistant Director of State

Grants.

In the field we have Federal-State River Basin Commissions. The Federal-State

commission concept is new in the Water Resources Planning Act. To date we have

them established in New England, the Great Lakes Region, tlie Souris-Red-Rainy

Region and the Pacific Northwest. We also have other groups—not established in

law, but established informally, operating in many other river basins throughout the

United States that are conducting planning. The Federal-State River Basin Com-

missions are established under Title II of the Water Resources Planning Act. They

are a more organized way of bringing all the interests—Federal, State, local, public

and private—together.

Fig. 4 shows the functions of the River Basin Commissions. They coordinate

all water and related land resources planning—^^Federal, State, local and private.
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FUNCTIONS OF IIVER lASIN COMMISSIONS

1 COOROINATES WATER MO ROJkTED UNO RCSOUIiCES PUNNrNG

2. PREPARES ANO UPOAHS COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

3 SCHEOULES OATA COLLECTION. INVESTIGATIONS. PLANNING.

AND CONSTRUCTION

4 FOSTERS OR UNDERTAKES WATER PROBLEM STUDIES

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Each prepares and keeps up to date comprehensive phins for development of the

resources in the region under its jurisdiction. These plans are not just to be Federal

plans for Federal action—as we now envisage it under the Water Resources Plan-

ning Act. They are to include state measures, local measures and important private

measures which involve use of water and related land resources. By means of River

Basin Commissions covering such large areas as the Great Lakes, New England,

etc., we are hoping to get major inputs from the private sector. These inputs would

not be for planning the private sector, but for taking better cognizance of what the

private sector is doing, which should have a bearing on comprehensive water and

related land resources planning by public agencie.s.

Fig. 5 shows a map of the United States—as we see it in comprehensive ri\er

basin planning—dixided into regional areas for Type 1 studies. XN'hat we call a
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Type 1 (or comprehensive framework) study uas clesjribed in your AREA Bulletin

for December 1968. (I might say, parenthetically, that in Part 2 of that Bulletin

there is a very excellent presentation of the Water Resources Planning Act if you

care to follow up in more detail some things I am saying at this point. You will find

it well put forth in your Bulletin.) We have large-.scale comprehensive planning

studies under\\'ay in the Missouri River Basin, the Pacific Nortliwest, the four biisins

in the Southwest, the Great Lakes, the Souris-Red-Rainy River Basin—that is the

Red River of the North that flows into Canada—and in the North Atlantic Region,

which includes the area from the Roanoke River in Virginia clear up to the St.

Johns River in Maine. We have more detailed studies of the sub-basin character,

that we call Type 2 studies, operating in some 15 other locations in the I'nited

States.

A general outline for the comprehensive framework study is shown in Fig. 6.

In this work, we project economic activity to the years 1980, 2000 and 2020. We
translate economic population growth into demand for water and related land re-

sources. Then we project the availability of the water and related land resources

for meeting various needs and take projected changes in land use into considera-

COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK PIAKS

Atiemalives ai^ Stralegy for

Ftttare Oeyelopsiesr .„

Projections of economic activity

0e»3e^$ for wafer sad relatd resosrces

Projections of water resource availability

i^9|ecfiofts ei \m4 reseifce 3«ailablllfy

Current and projected resource problems

AlferDsfive soltfiions

Program of detailed planning and action

Fig. 6

tion. The projected resource problems in a river basin are then estabhshed from

the supply and demand projections. In these large scale planning endeavors we at-

tempt to develop alternative solutions to the problems that are identified in having

a program of detailed planning leading to specific action programs that follows upon

Type 1 planning.

The first of major comprehensive plans, that for the Ohio River Basin, is in the

last stages of completion. We are having an informal review of it in Washington,

D. C. at this time. You haven't seen the results of this planning exercise yet, unless

you have been associated with or have had something to do with the Ohio River

Basin Comprehensive Study. Some of you may be associated with, or know some

thing about, the Upper Mississippi River Basin Comprehensive Study, which is just

a year or so from completion. The Great Lakes Basin Comprehensive Study is a

couple of years from completion.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

FOR PROJECTED CONDITIONS IN EACH RIVER BASIN

1 ESTIMATE REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER AND RELATED lAND

2 IDENTIFY WATER SUPPLY PROBLEMS

3 IDENTIFY WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS

4 IDENTIFY FLOOD PROBLEMS

5 IDENTIFY DROUGHT PROBLEMS

6 IDENTIFY INSTITUTIONAL ANO ORGANIZATION PROBLEMS

7 INVENTORY PLANS ANO INVESTMENT SCHEDULES

8 ANALYZE USE OF WATER ANO RELATED LAND RESOURCES

Fig. 7

THE FIRST NATIONAL ASSESSMENT
PART 1. THE NATION'S WATER AND RELATED LAND RESOURCES

PART 2. INTRODUCTION

PART 3. WATER AND RELATED LAND RESOURCES
1. ECONOMIC GROWTH 3. RELATED LAND RESOURCES

2 THE WATER RESOURCE 4. WATER IN THE ECONOMY

PART 4. WATER USE
1. DOMESTC I MUNICIPAL 4. AGRICULTURAL 7. FISH ANO WHOLIFE

2. INDUSTRIAL 5. NAVIGATION

3. ELECTRIC POWER 6. RECREATION

PART 5. MANAGEMEMENT OF WATER AND RELATED LAND

1 WATER SUPPLIES 4. PUBLIC HEALTH 7 LAND DRAINAGE

2. FLOODS 5. WATERSHED LANDS 8 WILDERNESS

3 WATER QUAUTY 6. SHORE PROTECTION 9. INSTITUTIONS

PART 6 REGIONAL WATER SUPPLIES AND REQUIREMENTS
ITWENTY REGIONAL CHAPTERSI

PART 7. APPENDICES

Fig. 8

FIRST NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

The National Assessment, the first such assessment prepared h> the Water
Resources Council, was published in November 1968. It is a larye book. Vou can

purchase a copy from the Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C, for $4.25

a copy. If you are interested in this topic in greater detail, I suggest you get a copy.

It is called "The Nation's Water Resources", the first National Assessment of the

Water Resources Council. The Water Resources Planning Act, as I indicated liefore,

recjuires that the Water Resources Council maintain a continuing study of water

refjuirements and adequacy of water supplies for the nation as a whole. The objec-

tives of the National Assessments are indicated in Fig. 7. The chapter headings for

the first National Assessment are set forth in Fig. 8. The.se headings show the great
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POPULATION AND GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
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variety of water and related land resource uses. Thus, you can see the great com-

plexity of this field for planning.

In looking to the year 2020 in the National Assessment, we first projected

population and GNP, or Gross National Product. As shown in Fig. 9, a population

growth rate of 1.6 percent compounded per year and an annual increase in GNP
of 4.0 percent compounded were used in the first National Assessment. This popu-

lation increase is possibly a little higher than we will project in the next National

Assessment, because the fertility rate in recent years has been going down. On the

other hand, the increase in GNP in recent years has been higher than our projected

growth rate and has averaged 4.8 percent for the 1960-65 period. We then trans-

lated both population and economic growtli figures into water requirements. The

big change or big news here—as you may have been reading in the newspapers

—

is the great growth of water demand, for withdrawal use from rivers and lakes,

associated with steam-electric power. If it were not for the fact that you can take

ocean water for cooling purposes in steam-electric power, there would be an even

greater demand on our internal water supplies. You can see in Fig. 10 the great

growth for cooling purposes in the production water demand of electric power.

Note that the industrial, municipal and rural water withdrawal requirements will

not increase as fast. All these projections are for the year 2020 or essentially 50

years from now.

Fig. 11 presents a land use projection showing the change in land use. You

will find that the big change, of course, is in the reduction of crop land and the

increase of land used for non-agricultural purposes. The Assessment Report shows

NATIONAL WATER REQUIREMENTS - WITHDRAWAL USES 1965 2020
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Fig. 10
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TREND IN LAND USE' i
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Water supply and use, UNITED STATES, 1965 - 2020
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(juantity of water for increased recirculation of the Ohio River in the years ahead.

There is much steam-electric power projected and the withdrawals, to a great extent,

will be for such cooling purposes. The average temperature of the water will rise.

The Missouri River Region, of course, is not at all developed, economically

speaking, in the same sense as the Ohio River Region and withdrawal uses are

projected to be only one-third to two-thirds as great. The consumptive use is quite

high and is expected to be about one-half of the withdrawal use. Shortages of water

are being experienced in some areas of the Region now.

The Arkansas-White-Red Region has a great difference between its eastern

and western areas. In the western part and portions of the central part an inade-

quate water supply will exist. Excess water is a major problem in the east, and flood

problems exist throughout the Region.

The Texas-Gillf Region also has a great difference in the water supplies between

its eastern and western areas. Almost one-half of the total v\ithdrawal in 1965 was

groundwater. In major use areas where pumping for irrigation and other purposes

has been increasing at a rapid rate, the groundwater storage is being depleted. Parts

of Texas are already critically affected. Accompanying salt-water intrusion and land

subsidence are also significant in some of the coastal areas. Another serious problem

will be to provide for the fivefold increase in municipal and industrial water use

that is e.xpected to be required for industrial and population growth along the coast

and in many other areas by 2020. As some of you may know, the State of Texas

has developed a Texas Water Plan of its own. The State proposes to transfer water

from the eastern part of Texas to the dry western part of Texas; however, large

deficits in supplies for future water needs in the western portions would still exist.

Actively being considered are sources of supply outside the Region. A proposal is

under study for a very large diversion from the Mississippi River clear to the pan-

handle of Texas and into eastern New Mexico to maintain the trachtional agricul-

tural economy there. Any materialization of the Mississippi River diversion plan

remains in many years off. It is the type of imaginative planning, however, that is

no\\' being projected in this country.

The Rio Grande River Region is the most water-short region in the country.

Since the consumptive use of water approximates the mean annual flow, die waters

of the Rio Grande River are fully developed at this time. In fact, it can be said

they are over developed in terms of water rights on the river.

The other three regions of the country that show water shortage situations

approximating this for the future are the Lower Colorado, the Upper Colorado and

the Great Basin, which encompasses large parts of Nevada and Utah. In contrast is

the Columbia-North Pacific Region with much water and a relatively small amount

of consumptive use. In terms of withdrawal uses, a lot of water will be for electric

power cooling purposes by 2020.

INLAND NAVIGATION ASSESSMENT

What does the National Assessment have to say about navigation, a subject in

which you are greatly interested quite apart from your other interests in water and

related land resources. On the basis of the assumption that the present pattern of

15 percent of the tonnage of intercity commerce which is waterborne today will

continue to be waterborne in the future, that is to 2020, we are projecting that the

tonnage of waterborne traffic on our inland waterways will increase about 6 times

in the next 50 years. This may be a gross assumption but it is the best we have
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available for the first National Assessment. I mij^ht say that every three or four years

we will be producing other National Assessments and we hope to improve our

estimating techniques and reliability with each new report.

We have also projected that the present mileage of inland waterways, botli

inland and coastal, improNcd for na\igation in the United States will increa.se from

23,000 miles at present to 28,000 miles by the year 2020. We have also said, how-

ever, after looking at tliese projections, that we really do not know enough about

this situation. The last time that there was any attempt at overall appraisal of the

navigation system in the United States—not the overall transportation system but

navigation alone—was in 19C7 when President Theodore Roosevelt created an Inland

Waterways Commission. The 1908 report of the Inland Waterways Commission was

the last time there was an overall official Government appraisal of the inland water-

wa\s situation in the United States..

Consequently, a basic recommendation in the first National Assessment involves

reiOLinition by the Water Resources Council of the need for a broadly based, long-

range study of the inland navigation system, including the Great Lakes and inter-

coastal waterways. Such a study would consider the system as it relates to regional

and national transportation requirements and other multiple-purpose uses, including

recreational boating. Neither the Water Resources Council of the previous Admin-

istration, nor of the present Administration, has made a decision as yet as to how

this study would be conducted, nor has any presentation been made to Congress for

its funding. The ^^'ater Resources Council will have to consult with the new Na-

tional Water Commission, which was recently established, to see if that Commission

would like to undertake this study, or a part of it, in connection with its 5-year

endeavor to stud\' the many comple.v policy problems in the field of water resources

and to make reconmiendations to the President and the Congress.

On the other hand, this study might be conducted under the leadership of the

Department of Transportation; but as you know, there are other groups in our

society that would have a vital interest in such a study. So if it were under the

leadership of the Department of Transportation, the Corps of Engineers, the Mari-

time Administration and other parts of the Federal Government would be concerned

with the study. Again, neither the old Council nor the new Council has taken a

position as to exactly how this study should be undertaken; but the old Council

did take the position that this study should be undertaken within the framework

of a national transportation analysis and not just navigation alone. This is the subject

in which the railroads and all other forms of transportation have an interest.

Before answering any questions that I understand will be coming to me, I

would like to close by commenting on the multiplicity of interests that are invohed

in the u.se of the .Nation's water and related land resources. You know the intensity

of feeling in the area in which you are greatly concerned. I can assure you that

there are many other areas where there is intense concern. I illustrate my own posi-

tion as Executive Director of the Water Resources Council, in this multiplicity of

interests, as an existence in the eye of a hurricane. There is calm at the eye of a

luirricane, and I try to maintain calmness and equity between the multiplicity of

interests, yours and others, in this field of water and related land resources plaiunng.

It is an intriguing field, an exciting field and a field in which you of the railroad

industry should take a interest; and, from my observation, >ou should take more of

an interest than you currently do. Thank you very much.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Several written (iiu'sfions prcpaied hy Committee 25—Waterways & Harbors

were handed to Mr. Caulfield by Chairman Fenno.

)

Mr. Caulfield: The first que.stion i.s, "Does the first National Assessment esti-

mate the total expenditure for inland navigation facilities durinj^ the ne.\t 50 years?"

The answer is "Yes". Just to complete the presently authorized projects, the report

indicates, will cost a total of $4.8 biUion additional funds as of Febniary 5, 1967.

Further improvements and additions are likely to cost about $16 billion at 1965

prices. Thus a total expenditure of $21 billion for construction of navigation facilities

is now projected.

The second question is, "In developing the projected waterborne tonnage, and

from this the waterway transportation needs, was consideration gi\en to the total

transportation requirements, the present capacity of all modes of transportation and

a comparison between the modes regarding the cost of providing transportation

.service and the cost of increasing the transportation capacity?" The answer is "No".

As I have already indicated to you, its realization of this fact is what led the Coun-

cil to iis recommendation that really there ought to be a national transportation

study, in which navigation is put with other modes in a comprehensive national

study to look at the question of the relative economics of the various modes. In the

National Assessment study, which relates water purposes to other water purposes,

we could not make the comparison to which the question relates.

The third question is, "In the comprehensive river basin studies are the

projected needs for navigation based on a consideration of the existing capacity and

prospective traffic for the total transportation system in the region?" The answer

again is "No", because we are making comprehensive water and related land re-

sources studies where navigation is related, say, to flood protection or hydro-electric

power or recreation or fish and wildlife; but that part of the study which relates

to navigation is not related to a national tran.sportation study. But again, in our

studies we recognize this fact. The problem is, though, that what we are really

planning in water and related land resources planning is public activity, because all

the purpo.ses I have been discussing are public functions, by and large, of the Fed-

eral Government, state governments and local governments. This is what gives the

orientation to this field. This is public investment activity.

As you well know, we do not plan the raihoads in the United States. You

people plan the railroads, individually, and to some limited extent you do so col-

lectively. There is no national railroad plan and, as far as I know, no national trans-

portation plan, because you make the planning decisions, you as managers, as the

President of the Santa Fe Railroad said in his address at your annual luncheon. In

your role as managers, as part of management, you make plans, you make decisions

as to how the railroads go forward. I realize you are a regulated industry; of course,

you have to take that into account. So we in government, who are involved in plan-

ning, are not planning your railroads for you. This raises a real question, I realize,

for your participation in this type of activity. It raises a real question on how such

private plans should become related to public plans of the nature I have discussed.

All I can say at this point is that I hope you will try to work on this subject for tlie

future. Public planning should consider not just your private plans, but also indus-

trial plans for water pollution abatement and private electric generating plans—the

other large and significant water-related planning activity by private enterprise.
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The next question is, "With the resignation of Stewart L. Udall as Secretaiy

of the Interior and the subseciuent change in Administration, who is the present

chaiiman of the Water Resources Council and also what is the status of the Execu-

ti\e Director's appointment?" President Nixon has not yet appointed a chairman of

the Council; so at this point, there is no ch lirm.ui. Regarding my status, I was

hired b\- the whole Council and am employed by the whole Council. If my appoint-

ment is terminated in the next few weeks or so, it will be by the whole Council. The

Council can not meet until the President decides who the chairman is going to be.

I am doing what I can to encourage the appointment of a chairman, among other

reasons, so my future status can be clarified. I am a career man in a non-career

e.\ecuti\e position. Thus it is up to the new Council to decide whether my service.s

are required for the future.

The next question is, "In Professor Irving K. Fox's discussion" of the 1988 report

])y Committee 25 on The Water Resources Planning Act and the Present Compre-

hensive River Basin Planning Program he indicated the basic question that remains

is whether the various interests affected by water resources investment decisions are

in fact adequately represented. Is this also of concern to the Water Resources Coun-

cil?" I think I have already, in a sense, answered this question by saying that the

\\'ater Resources Planning Act of 1965, which is only a few years old, recognizes

for the first time in the policy of the United States that this field is a complex field

w ith many water uses and many interests associated with water and related land

resources. It recognized even more that this field isn't just for Federal planning,

but for State planning since it made provision for financial grants to the States to

increase the competence of States in water and related land resources planning. Also,

it is, very substantially, a local governmental field as regards municipal and indus-

trial water supply. Moreover, the Act both in its policy statement and its specific

statement of what siiould be included in comprehensive plans recognizes the role

and activity of private industry. Now it is true, there are problems of adequate

representation and of where representation is affected. All I can say, at this point,

is that the whole piupose of the Water Resources Planning Act is the bringing

together of all the departments with their specialized interests at the Federal level

and the bringing together of the States and Federal Government in River Basin

Commissions. The emphasis we are making on Advisory Committees at the River

Basin Commission level and others is bringing important pubfic and private .seg-

ments together into meaningful planning. In terms of hydro-electric power in the

Pacific .Northwest Region, for example, the private power companies are coming

into the planning picture. This is a key example that is operative right now.

We are endeavoring to bring in all the interests that are concerned. You might

ask, "How in th? world are you going to make decisions on this basis?" And the

answer is, it is a very difficult problem. The rule that we have in this field—and

I do not want to go into it at length because of the time—is that the Federal-State

planning exercise is done on the basis of consensus of the mendiers of the Commis-

sion. Now, what is consensus? Consensus, as we interpret it, means the absence of

formal objection. Now, say there is an objection, what do you do then? Does every-

thing stop and you all go home? No, that is not the answer. The answer then is to

establish alternative plans that represent, on the one hand the substantial objections

cf one group that thinks the plan ought to be one way, and of another group of

planners that think it ought to be another way. These planning exercises at the Com-

.\m:.\ Bulletin 619. p. 789.
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mission level and our evaluation at the Water Resources Council level are not deci-

sive. The place where decisions are finally made as to what actually is going to

happen in the way of Federal developments in this field is at the level of Congress.

This whole planning exercise, much more than in the past, is aimed at presenting

alternatives to Congress in order that the Congress can pick that plan which the

Congress feels is in the best national interest. Now, maybe this is an idealistic con-

ception. We have yet to see. But many people in this country ha\e long advocated

the idea that the public ought to be presented with alternatives in this field and not

just one way of doing things. As a consequence, we in government are trying our

best to respond to the legislative intent of the Congress, which represents a long-

standing demand of many people in this field. We are doing our best to present

these alternatives and I hope we will.

I believe I have answered all the questions handed to me that were not covered

previously. I would like to end now, because I understand that 2:45 was the proper

time to end this particular session and I have noticed the regularity with which you

"trainmen" have been conducting these sessions. Thank you very much for per-

mitting me to be here.
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The Rating of Railroad Bridges

By M. L. KOEHLER

Engineer—Structures, Penn Central Company

The collapse of the 39-yeai-old Silver Bridge in Dccciulx-r 1967 at Point

Pleasant, W. Va., stirred a renewed interest in the standards of bridge inspection,

maintenance, and rating throughout the country. Unfortunately, it also brought to

light the fact that aside from the properly trained and experienced bridge engineer,

there are many people who do not have a clear concept of the need and purpose

of rating structures or why it differs from the design of structures.

In the process of design, the criteria used are intended to produce a structure

that will safely carry the specified loading for a period of years. By a judicious

selection of loading and design criteria, making use of the latest technological

advances in the development of materials and processes, the designers can safely

produce a structure that will have a long, useful service life. Generally speaking,

there will be little need to rate the resultant structure, until such time as the design

loadings are materially changed, or the structure has been changed in character,

i.e., damaged or reduced by corrosion.

Although the term "rating" has been used by bridge engineers for many years,

other terms, such a,s "testing", or "structural efficiency" may be used more appropri-

ately to describe the investigation required to determine the ability of a bridge to

carry various loadings. For, in the process of rating, the engineer is in effect testing

a structure which has been designed and built in accordance with loadings and

criteria that were specified at the time of construction—testing it to determine its

performance under the heavier loading conditions which are now in effect. As the

term "testing" implies, it is a decisive trial, a critical examination, a major engi-

neering effort of penetrating deeply into how the material and structure reacts

under specific conditions in a given design.

l^nlike highway Ijridges and buildings, railroad bridges usually have a very low

proportion of the total stress attributed to the dead load. In addition, while the

impact factor for highway bridges and buildings (where applicable) is a fixed

percentage, the impact factor for railroad bridges is directly related to the speed

of the locomotive or cars that are passing over tlie structure. Thus by reducing the

speed over a bridge, a greater proportion of the stress caused by live load and

impact can be used for the live load; or in odier words, loads in excess of the

design li\e loads can be carried at reduced speeds.

Under current AREA specifications a new steel bridge would be designed for

a Cooper E 80 live load. So long as the design loads are not increased it would not

be necessary to rate the bridge. All the requirements for impact, fatigue and safety

factor have been included in the original design. In fact, if this bridge were con-

tinued in service for 60 or 70 years and were pro^xrly maintained it would be fully

adequate for carrying the design loading throughout its entire life.

However, it is estimated that approximately 7.5 percent of the existing railroad

bridges have been in service over 35 years, including many which have been in

service over 60 years. These bridges were designed using the various design live

loads and impact requirements that were in effect at the time they were built. Since

-Vote—Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
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the design live loiul varied from an approximate Cooper E 35 to a Cooper E 60
iluring thi> pe/iod, it became necessary to dexelop a system of rating or testing

these struetures to determine their ahihty to earry the increased loadings that the

railroads were required to handle.

First listed in the AREA Proceedings of 1921, tlie Rules for Rating Existing

Iron and Steel Bridges were revised in 1936. Following expensive tests in the early

1940's, the Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges were completely revised

in 1949. With minor changes, these rules are currently in effect.

In general, the method of rating a Inidge for a specific loading consists of the

following procedure

:

1. Determine the total load capacity of the memiier being investigated, using

the maximum allowable rating stress for the material.

2. Determine the dead-load stress of the member.

3. Determine the live-load-and-impact stress caused b\- the equipment on

die member.

4. The difference l^etween the load-carrying value and the dead-load stress

gives the capacity available for live load and impact. If this is greater

than the live-load-and-impact stress caused by the equipment, the mem-
ber can carry the specific load.

5. If the difference between the load-carrying value and the dead-load

stress is less than the live-load-and-impact stress caused by the equip-

ment, check to see if the live-load stress alone is greater than the avail-

able difference. If tliis is the case, the load is prohibited.

6. If the difference between the load-carrying value and the dead-load stress

is less than the live-load-and-impact stress caused by the equipment, but

greater than the live-load stress alone, use the following principle;

Diesel impact reduces in a straight line from full impact at 40 mph to

0.2 of full impact at 10 mph.

Determine allowable speed from proportion of stress available for impact

stress to full design impact stress.

7. Unless critical or restricting member of bridge is kno\\'n, repeat tlie pre-

ceding steps for all suspected weak members.

As a result of the investigation, the engineer will reach one of three con-

clusions :

1. The proposed loading can be safely operated over the bridge.

2. The proposed loading is prohibited over the bridge.

3. The proposed loading can only be operated over the bridge at restricted

speeds.

Any bridge which requires permanent bridge restrictions under the rating

procedure must be subject to close surveillance as specified in AREA Chapter 15,

Section 7.4, Inspection. Further, if the speed restriction cannot be tolerated from

an operating viewpoint, it then becomes necessary to strengthen or renew the

bridge.

It should be noted here, that although AREA Committee 15 has completely

revised the major portion of the Specification for Steel Railway Bridges, that por-

tion concerning the rating of existing bridges is still under consideration. Therefore,

the basic rules adopted in 1949 are still in effect.
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Under these rules tor rating, the operating speed is reduced in a straight line

variation from full impact at 40 mph to 0.2 of the lull impact at 10 niph. The

inconsistency is that if a bridge is computed to be able to carry a specific Cooper

E load at 35 mph, it is approved for just that speed. However, if a bridge is

computed to carry a specific Cooper E load at 40 mph, just slightly higher, it

is then approved for any speed, 100 mph or more, if desired. For example, a par-

ticular bridge could require a speed restriction of 38 mph for a Cooper E 61 load-

ing, while a Cooper E 60 loading could be operated at any desired speed. It is

the opinion of some bridge engineers that the current rating curve should be

revised upward to 80 mph to eliminate this inconsistency.

Also, the data from many recent tests indicate a direct relationship of impact

effect to the dead load of the structure, that is, as the dead load increases the

impact generally decreases. Although the fatigue efl^ect is directly related to the

number of loading cycles, we generally have experienced an excellent fatigue life

when the dead-load stress is high and the live-load stress range is rather small.

Conversely, we have experienced some extremely severe fatigue effects where the

dead-load stress is small and the live-load stress range is rather liigh. It is the

opinion of some bridge engineers that the range of stresses experienced, reflecting

the fatigue strength of the structure, should be incorporated into the rating formulae.

There is some question regarding the approach used in the rating analysis.

Should we use the design criteria for new bridges and apply the present 10 mph-
40 mph impact determination and only modify the requirement for allowable

stress? This may be somewhat absurd when we are primarily concerned with the

older bridges that were designed for various loadings, difterent design unit stresses

and factors of safety. The logical approach is to estabHsh a relationship between

the old and new design criteria, and this can probably be attained by the relative

design unit stress and the yield strength of the material used at the time the

bridge was built.

While most of the preceding may be considered as covering the technical

aspect of the rating of railroad bridges due to increased loadings, you will recall

that anotlrer reason given for rating a bridge was a material change in character.

Fortunately, experience has shown us that many of these conditions can be classi-

fied as typical, and the trained bridge engineer will know just where to find the

critical conditions.

For the benefit of those who are not bridge engineers, but who do get to

see the bridges on your territory, or the personnel who review the reports of the

bridge inspector before forwarding them to the chief engineer, I am going to

review, and illustrate with slides, some of these typical conditions.
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Slide 1—This slide shows tie wear and reduction by corrosion on girder top flanges.

You can easily see the former location of the track ties. This condition has a substantial

effect on the capacity of the member.
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Slide 2—These track stringers had been removed for replacement. Reduction at tie

locations is clearly shown, also note reduction of the rivet heads.

Slide 3 A picture of track stringers v/ith severe reduction to the top flange. These

conditions would seriously afFect the capacity rating of the member.
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Slide 4—Top flange plate of a deck girder. The badly reduced cover plate is being

removed so that a new cover plate can be installed.

Slide 5—This view of a deck girder top flange shows a fatigue crack through a rivet

hole in the outstanding leg of the flange angle. It is a bit difficult to convince some engi-

neers that fatigue cracks develop in areas of compression stress, but with stress raisers

caused by corrosion pits and rivet holes, fatigue cracks can occur. They may not necessarily

occur at the point of maximum moment in the span.
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Slide 6—An underside view of a steel stringer supporting a timber ballasted deck.

Water leaking through the timber deck has destroyed the paint and badly reduced and

pitted the fop and bottom flanges. Strain gauge tests on similar pitted locations showed

an increase of about 25 percent in the unit stress due to the stress raiser effect.

Slide 7—An underside view of track stringers where lateral bracing is connected to

the bottom flange of the stringers. This is an area that must be carefuly maintained fo

avoid corrosion and o notch condition in the stringer flange.
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slide 8—View shows the end of a girder span. Reduction at the lower end of the

bearing stiffeners permitted the girder flange to deform at the edge of the bearing. The

stifFeners were repaired and additional stiffeners installed. Uncorrected, the continued action

of the live load over the structure will develop fatigue cracks in the tension flange near the

edge of bearing. This failure is basically due to a deficiency in early design specifications.

Slide 9—This slide shows a severely pitted area on the bottom flange of a deck girder.
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Slide 10—This is a through girder bridge carrying four main-line tracks. It was built

in 1902. In 1958 the highway was widened by the installation of a new span to the left

of the span shown in the picture. Thus we hod one span that was 56 years older than the

other similar span. It was quite logical that the bridge inspector was more concerned in his

inspection of the older span.

Slide 11—This is a detail of the track stringers of the 1958 span for the bridge

shown on the previous slide. You will note the flanges were indicated to be coped with

rodius shown. For some unknown reason the steel fabricator performed a rather rough
cut instead of a smooth radius desired by the designer. The new span was in service about
ten years when the bridge inspector noted a crack in one of the stringers. A close inspec-

tion revealed that 25 percent of the stringers had almost identical cracks ranging from

1 to 8 inches in length. No cracks were found in the stringers of the older span. The
cracks started at the cope and extended diagonally through the web of the stringer. The
cracks were caused by the stress raisers that were due to poor shop practice in fabrication.

Careful and proper inspection in the shop will eliminate this problem. Although many of

these practices such as requiring a minimum radius for all copes, are covered in the AREA
specifications, it has been my experience that certain shops, including some of the larger

fabricators, do not maintain copies of the specifications or know these requirements. The
best precaution is to take a few added moments in preparation of the plan to spell those

details out clearly.

liul. 620
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Slide 12—This slide shows the floorbeam of a bridge built in 1903. Cracks similar

to thaf shown developed in a number of floorbeams, requiring temporary repairs prior to

renewal of the bridge.

Slide 13—In electrified territory or other locations where access to inspection is

restricted, there are areas in bridges where corrosion may be critical and the reduction may

go unnoticed unless a special inspection is made at regular intervals. This photo shows a

bottom flange condition found only by a special inspection arrangement with a power-off

period.
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Slide 14—The deflection of stringers under live load may be critical in the older

bridges, and this frequently results in cracks in the connection angles to the floorbeams.

This connection angle is cracked in the root of angle at the upper end. This condition is

basically due to a deficiency in early design specifications. Continued operation of loadings

in excess of the design specifications, of course, will hasten the action.

Slide 15—Improper or slack action of pin-connected truss eyebars under live load.
This is a sign that the truss is not properly carrying the live load in all members. Adjust-
ment of the bars by use of existing turnbuckles or flame shortening, will correct the action.
Failure to properly adjust the truss will result in excessive loading or failure of portions of
the truss. This slide shows workmen adjusting a bar by flame shortening.
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Slid. 16—The movement of a slack eyebar in a member may cause excessive wear

hat
°
".nalhening or to ,..ling IhU .ondiiion lo n,oin.aln Ih. t,„,. in s.r.,« <=n b. one

of .h. moro .xp!n,i.. ond mo%. .,i.i<ol «P<.ir opero.i.n. .hal con b. ond.r.akon.
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You have just seen some of the conditions, pertinent to older Ijrid^es that the

engineer must be aware of when rating a bridge. Frequently a minor reduction

or change in physical condition may rapidly become a major consideration on an

older bridge. When a detrimental physical change does occur it may possibl}-

continue to get worse at an accelerated rate.

Actual experience with fatigue cracks in certain members of some older

bridges has resulted in improved structural details in present-day design but also

indicates that it i.s difficult to design a bridge and keep the maximum unit stress

well below the yield point of the material. Even with careful design, we are

using the average unit stress in any particular section of a tension member, and

parts of that section may be stressed close to the yield strength of the material.

This local condition may occur during fabrication due to careless shop practice in

cutting, fitting, etc., or may be due to corrosion, reduction or pitting of the material.

nie proper rating of an old bridge requires a careful field inspection of the

structure, preferably by an engineer. I would like to emphasize that it requires far

greater skill and better judgment and greater experience to properly rate an old

bridge than to design and build a new one. It certainly is not safe to assume that

because a bridge has carried a certain load successfully for many years, it will do

so in the future and tliis is one feature that confounds many operating people.

When I was asked to talk on the rating of steel railway bridges, I was told

that I could present the facts as I personally see them and undoubtedly some

of you may not agree with me on certain points. Even though our Committee

15 has just made a tremendous effort to completely re-write the Specifications for

Steel Railway Bridges, we should not rest on the oars but continue to pull for a

comprehensive study and possible impro\enient of the rating procedure.
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Panel Discussion—C&NW Wages War Against Train Accidents

70-627-72

J. B. Clark (Vice CJiairman, Committee 4—Rail): I would like to introduce

the moderator of our panel discussion, T. L. Waugh, Manager, Train Accident Pro-

gram. Mr. Waugh graduated from Kansas State in Industrial Engineering. His first

employment f()Ilov\ing graduation was as industrial engineer with the U. S. Steel

Corp. He entered railroad service in 1962 with the EJ&E and in June 1968 joined

the C&NW as senior analyst in the Train Accident Program.

Remarks by T. L. WAUGH
Manager

Train Accident Program

I would like to begin my discussion by talking a])out the Chicago & North

Western's Accident and Loss Prevention Department. This is the Department that

our Train Accident Program is a part of. I would like to go back in history a httle

bit and try to explain the origin of the Accident and Loss Prevention Department.

In 1965 the North Western reached a pinnacle in safety performance, or sup-

posedly so. We were selected to receive the Harriman Award for safe railroad opera-

tion. Then, however, in 1966, we had several serious train accidents and our top

management ordered a complete study of railroad accidents. This study covered

a 5-year period of derailments and collisions from 1962 through 1966. We not only

looked at our own railroad but we looked at other western railroads and at otlier

railroads in the country, and found that the North Western wasn't the best, but we
weren't the worst either. Our in-depth analysis showed that our losses were increas-

ing, as were all railroads' losses. We made a detailed analysis of 1966 and found

that approximately Mj of our major derailments were caused by human failure,

about V:'. were caused by mechanical failure and % were caused by track or road-

bed failures.

We then asked ourselves at that time—which would be the most profitable

area to work in and in which area could get the quickest results, since the losses

were all pretty well equally distributed. We knew that it would be almost impos-

sible in a short time to relay all of our rail to eliminate all of the rail failures—put

in heavy rail, new ties, etc. We knew it would be difficult to make design changes

of freight cars in a quick period, so we concentrated on the area that would be

the easiest to change and the area in which we felt we could get the quickest results

—human failures.

Prior to this time, the North Western had a combined Safety and Rules Depart-

ment that reported to the Operating Department. In Mid-December of 1966, after

deciding the direction of concentrated effort, the rules and safety functions were

separated into two separate departments. This was to provide separate and increased

management to each task. The Safety Department was to focus on personal injury

prevention and the new Operating Rules Department was to focus on human errors

resulting from operating rule violations. Mr. Ingram, our analyst in the area of

human failures, will go into some detail about what the rules department has done

in this period. By the end of 1967, with primary emphasis being on rules and under-

Note—Discussion open until October 13, 1969.
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standing of rules, there had been a marked reduction in train accident losses on the

North Western. This pilot program, so to say, of train accident prevention was

successful. The costs of our train accidents were down over .30'/? from the pre\ioiis

year of 1966. Even more encouraging was the fact that losses resulting from human
failures decreased over 90%.

This result caused our management to extend their study of accident losses

into other areas—to look at all casualty loss areas rather than just train accidents.

In December 1967, after a careful organizational study, the management ordered

the formation of an Accident and Loss Prevention Department—the concept, or

forerunner for the whole program being the success that we had in reducing train

accidents.

Into one unified department were assembled the Personal Injury Department

(formerly within the personnel function), the Freight Damage Prevention Depart-

ment (formerly within the Operating Department), the Freight Claim Department

(formerly within the Accounting Department), and the Police Department (formerly

within the Operating Department). We also at this time created two entirely new

functions, the first known as the "Train Accident Program." This group was to be

staffed with personnel for the critical areas, that is, human failures, mechanical

failures, track and roadbed failures. The analysts in each case were assigned respon-

sibility for determining the accident cause, and for development of remedial pro-

grams to correct the basic causes. Then in order to measure the integrated per-

formance of all these indi\'idual groups, a second function was established known

as "Program Analysis." Their job was to measure the cost and benefit of the various

new programs proposed or installed throughout our railroad system by any of the

first three groups—Train Accident Program, Personal Injuries or Freight Claims

Program. They, in fact, became the auditors of our Accident and Loss Prevention

Program.

Adhering to the basic management principle that thi- department responsililc

for the quantity of production should not also be responsible for the (piality of

production, the Accident and Loss Prevention Department was separated from the

daily production demands of train operation. This enabled Accident and Loss Pre-

vention to provide an objective third-party view of the quality of train operations

throughout the entire North Western System. And, the Accident and Loss Preven-

tion Department was assigned to report directly to the vice president of personnil.

As a result of this reporting structure, which also includes the Personnel De-

partment and the Medical Department, the Accident and Loss Pre\ention Depart-

ment has very close ties with employment, training, appraisal, and the evaluation

of the 1.3,000 people across the North Western System. The Accident and Loss

Prevention Department was established January 1 of 1968 and the goals for the

first year were clearly defined:

1. To organize itself and staff the \arious new groups in order to form the

most effective accident and loss pre\ention function possible.

2. To insure a continued high level of accuracy in fully reporting the cause

of all accidents so that the North Western would have the iiniper tonK

for analysis of these accidents.

3. To recruit the best men available in order to extract tlic maximum benefits

resulting from what appeared to be an optimiun organizational stnicturc.
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The building year then for Accident and Loss Prevention Department was
1968. A new concept had been installed by the management of the North Western

Railway.

In June of 1968 I joined the North Western; Mr. Hoffman, the engineering

analyst, a bit later, in August; Mr. McKerr, the mechanical analyst, joined Train

Accident Program in October; and Mr. Ingram, the operating analyst, came to us

in January of this year. So you can see we are relatively new to the North Western,

but we have some pretty definite goals.

Another totally new service group was developed within Accident and Loss.

Their name was the Field Inspection Forces. Their job very simply was to be the

eyes, ear, arms and legs of the Operating and the Accident and Loss Prevention

Departments throughout the entire North Western System.

The field inspectors were not designated to be the analytical group in the same

sense that the analysts of Train Accident Program were. It was structured to be a

group of hjglily-trained inspectors or auditors who would remain permanently in the

field. These men would have the functional responsibility of enforcing all Accident

and Loss Prevention Programs agreed upon by our management. Within his assigned

geographical area a field inspector is responsible for train accidents, personal

injuries, damage to goods in transit, vandalism, arson and any other mischief. The

field inspectors were selected for training after careful screening of those persons

showing a high level of motivation and ability within our existing Police Depart-

ment. The first class of field inspectors consisted of 10 men selected from the special

agents. After several months of intensive development work early in 1968, a train-

ing manual was developed detailing the instructions to be used in the field inspec-

tors' course. During the one-month course the prospective field inspectors were sub-

jected to what I feel was very intensive training. They had at least eight hours of

classroom work every day, with generally two or three hours of home work every

night. The first week was devoted solely to the basic principles of train accident

prevention. Various people from the Operating Department and Train Accident

lectured and discussed areas in which field inspectors could be helpful in the

prevention of train accidents.

Other weeks were devoted to the prevention of personal injuries, the reduction

of freight claims, property protection, etc. After one month of intensive training,

the field inspectors were equipped with radios, vehicles and complete manuals of all

existing accident programs that were in use throughout our system, and they were

sent back to their respective field locations. The first class of 10 men graduated in

June of 1968 and the second class of 10 graduated in November. We hope to have

a third class assembled in the near future. They serve as the pennanent, local field

representatives for Train Accident Program, Rules Department, Personal Injuries

Program, and other prevention-oriented activities.

It is management's conclusion on the North Western that this organization,

the way it exists now, is proper, and that the integrated approach to all accident

and loss areas is the way we have to approach this type of a problem.

Mr. R. P. Hoffman. Dick Hoffman came to us in August 1968. For the prior

seven years he was in the Engineering Department, in various capacities, on the

Rock Island Railroad. Dick will outline how we analyze our accidents, the type of

data that we gather and then touch on a few of the projects that he is engaged

in as the engineering analyst of the Train Accident Program.
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Remarks by R. P. HOFFMAN
Analyst—Engineering

Train Accident Program

The question oF derailments, as disagreeable as it ma>' l)e, is a subject that in

my opinion is quite worthy of discussion, especially in the presence of an educated
group such as AREA.

Although we on the panel are quite new to both the C&NW and the subject

of train accident prevention, we have at least begun on the road to what we feel

will be the means to significantly reduce our railroad's train accident bill.

What are some of the steps that we have taken in the analysis of train

accidents?

First we have entered all of our reportable train accidents in our RCA Spectra

70 computers. Such things as the division, date of occurrence, the location of occur-

rence, state, time, visabilit>', weather, train number, superintendent's name, whether

it was in yard, main or branch territory, and whether it was a derailment or a col-

lision are entered on data cards. We state also whether a rule violation was involved,

what the personal injury costs were as well as the property damage, lading, rolling

stock, track and total costs involved. Last and most important the cause is entered

b> DOT Code Number.

Here are some of the problems that \\e have run into in the process of setting

up our reporting procedures.

Dollar losses are estimtited on original forms of computer entry when the

actual figures are una\'ailable. When the actual figures are final or at least changed,

the computer input must be updated. This becomes a continuing process which

must be faithfully maintained. As it stands we are not at any moment likely to

know precisely what our train accident losses are, but we should never be more

than 5% off statistically. After the initial entries were made, we found through a

painstaking analysis that our printouts were somewhat in error. We then had all

our information dumped, so to speak, and it was completely \erified as to cost.

The second problem we incurred was the exactness of the cause data. It was
learned that causes were being entered by clerks based on very sketchy field infor-

mation. We are attempting to verify all causes now entered in the computer and

have established a procedure whereby the Train Accident Program will review all

train accidents and determine final cause coding for computer purposes. We also

discuss derailments with field officers or in the case of major derailments and colli-

sions go to the scene as soon as we are notified of an occurrence. There we pro-

ceed to analyse the train accident as to cause, photographing or \ideo taping the

scene and interviewing witnesses and experienced field officers in an attempt to

glean any and all pertinent information.

When our train accident history is verified to an acceptable standard, we have

programmed in advance for the output to be printed out in various ways, such as all

derailments by cause, by location, by date, by cost range, etc., for budgeting pur-

poses and for the purpose of finding trends in certain locations or causes. This will

establish priorities for our own work and the work of the general and di\'ision

officers in the area of train accident prevention. For instance, if wc found a trend

in reportable train accidents caused by defecti\'e switch points in Yard 5 at Proviso,

we would undertake an in-the-field analysis of all switches in Yard 5 at Proviso.

In this way some expenditures might be geared to the elimination of this problem.
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The aforementioned is in essence how we plan to analyse train accidents by

computer. Coupled with computer analysis we make field visits to "on the ground"

officers sucli as division engineers, roadmasters, trainmasters, car foremen, master

meclianics, etc., to gather their opinions on train accidents in their territory. We
also, as mentioned before, are at the scene of major derailments. Coupling our

observations with those of various officers, a report on each major derailment is

issued with recommendations for remedial action,s. In addition, we observe the

clearing operation, noting methods used and issue comments and criticisms through

our reports as well as assist in any other way we can at the wreck scene.

In passing I would like to note another method of analysis which we will be

using in the future. It is the u.se of PERT Diagrams ( a DOT innovation ) to analyse

a train accident. I have not the time here to describe it fully but basically this is

how it works.

Each event leading up to the derailment is noted in boxes to the left of the

wreck event. All direct and proximate, causes including contributory and theoretical

causes, are indicated. Some of the causes may be "on an institutional level", that

is, causes which are a normal part of the industry, such as lack of manufacturing

quality controls or lack of fixed standards for such and such an increment of track

maintenance. This way no stone goes unturned, that is, hopefully, all questions are

asked. The aftermath of the derailment is likewise plotted and all events, start to

finish, are related by lines and then put into time-event order. Some far-reaching

questions have thus far tinned up that our industry will soon be confronted with.

I think that all of you should give serious consideration to such systems for

your respective railroads and that sometime in the future, if compatible nationwide

information systems are developed, some thought be given to having a study center

or committee, perhaps within AAR or AREA created which could analyse the derail-

ment histories of all railroads. This might present some intriguing possibilities for

AAR and manufacturer research, that is if some trends or patterns were found

the need for intensified research might be indicated. In addition, the participating

roads could see how they rank among other roads and determine what they might

do to remedy their situation.

Now let us get down to my own particular area of responsibility, engineering

failures.

How do you prevent train accidents from a maintenance of way standpoint?

Some will answer that the only true way would be to retire all flanged wheels

and replace them with rubber tires and remove all track and pave the right-of-way.

Or more realistically spend huge amounts of money on our fixed property.

None of us is in a position to do either.

Pending the outcome of verified computer data which will give us better direc-

tion and establi.sh priorities for train accident prevention work, we have decided

upon a course of action for 1969. Some of my projects are as follows:

1. A study of mechanical track inspection systems and possible methods of

interpreting and using their outputs. We used the Matissa Trackfax car,

have ordered the Cleveland Technical Center's "Tracon" System and will

in the future begin building a research car. What kind of equipment is

available? What parameters of track geometry does it measure? How is

this information to be analysed and interpreted and finally put to use?
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2. An awareness program for maintenance of way employees, including charts

to be posted system-wide describing such things as what to look for when

inspecting a passing train, when inspecting track, proper handing of mo-

tor cars, etc., etc., etc. In this project maintenance of way rules instruc-

tion and testing will be analysed and training programs will be developed

in which the Train Accident Prevention Program will participate.

3. Track standards—What are ours? What are those of other railroads?

Should ours be at the present level? Do we maintain to these standards?

Do we need them? What part will the federal government play in setting

standards? Such standards are being discussed by the DOT right now.

I think it is just a matter of time before track is added to the list which

already includes signals, communication, locomotives, and cars. We will

undoubtedly have Federal track inspectors some day. Can we get together

with these people and help set the pace before they are imposed on us

sight unseen?

4. Distribution of maintenance of way employees—How strategically are

our maintenance forces distriliuted for the inspection and maintenance

of right-of-\\^ay?

5. Study complete product lines of various suppliers looking for new products

which will aid C&NW in train accident prevention. Attempt to open a

direct line with the new product or research divisions of all suppliers, so

that all new ideas, tested or untested, apparendy practical or impractical,

theoretical or working, are aired through C&N\A' . We also review all new

patents issued (through Washington, D.C. ) and patents expired, looking

for new ideas or new approaches.

I have many more projects for now and for the future. These are but a few.

I think the work is exciting. I am glad to have had an opportunity to talk to you,

and, I hope, to excite your interest in what we are doing.

Mr. J. D. McKerr. Jim graduated from Syracuse University- with a degree in

transportation. Prior to joining the North Western in October of last year, he was

with the New York Central for two years. He is the mechajiical analyst for the

Train Accident Program.

Remarks by J. D. McKERR

Analyst—Mechanical

Train Accident Program

As Terry mentioned earlier, we three analysts are generalists, but my field is

mostly in the mechanical area. Several projects have been scheduled in the mechanical

area for this year. Among my projects is a complete review of all phases of the hot

box and dragging equipment detector systems on the C&NW. Certainly, the installa-

tion of hot box detectors is notliing new to you people and it isn't new on the

North Western, but we want to make sure we are getting the most protection for

our dollar. We will study the o\erall effectiveness for the system, including the

location of hot box detectors in the first place, also train delays, the reporting .system,

and our maintenance system. In 1967, a hot journal caused a derailment just west
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of a hot box detector that was found to be insensitive to heat, and we want to

ensure that no further accidents occur because of an inade(}uatel> maintained

detector.

We have also come up with a hot box sinuihitor which I beHeve is the first

in tlie industry. This instrument chimps onto a car journal and emits heat at the

area normally scanned by the detectors. This ^ives us an opportunity to test not

only the detector itself, but also the performance of the dispatcher monitoriuf^ the

tapes and the crew inspecting the journal. Once the crew locates the car, there are

instructions to disregard the simulator and proceed as normal; in other words,

inspect the journal for excess heat.

We plan to improve the effectiveness of our car inspectors, not only from the

accident prevention angle, but to gain the maximum efficiency of our car inspection

system. We may find it advisable to add more lighting to inspection areas and

departiue yards, or supply car inspectors with more ecjuipment. We are also testing

an ultrasonic device to test axles for defects. We understand one railroad has had

success with this device. Possibly we can expand its use or the use of X-ray or som:'

other method to include testing of wheels, drawbars, etc. At any rate, we want to

make sure that all trains are held long enough to enable our car inspectors to make
an adequate inspection. As a result of an earlier Train Accident Program study,

we determined some trains were not being inspected properly and the C&NW added

extra car inspectors to the payroll. In this day of eliminating men, we think this

speaks well of the North Western management in their efforts to prevent accidents.

In another case, a train accident project resulted in restriction of certain cars

from some of our more important freight trains. Many other lines, of course, have

a similar policy. We are going to reopen this study and explore the idea of operating

a slow train during daylight hours only, moving high-wide cars (except tri-levels),

also danger tanks, explosive cars, double and triple loads, old cars, company mate-

rial cars, lumber on flats, and gondolas loaded with items such as pipes that protrude

above the car sides. The traffic volume should be sufficient to warrant operation of

this train over our main lines. We realize a train of this nature would be expensive

to operate and would probably "outlaw" frequently, but it would reduce delays

to important freights now handling these cars. And it would pay for itself if it

could prevent one major derailment.

Recently the C&NW ordered 41 diesels. Train Accident Program was consulted

about some features of these locomotives and we recommended a certain type of

speed indicator and axle pick-up. We are also working with a Chicago firm develop-

ing a 14-track speed-and-event recorder which I believe will be the first of its type.

Later this year, we are going to determine the feasibility of installing some

type of automatic fire protection system on our locomotives. Like most railroads,

we experience an occasional locomotive fire and some of them are quite costly. We
want to study the available fire-protection systems and also recommend which imits

should be sio equipped. Some of the groundwork has already been laid in this

project; we have worked with one supplier who is ready to test-install a chemical

fire protection system on one of oiu' units. This will be done in the near future and

hopefully we can come up with an economical system that will prevent or at least

retard the progress of a fire. Also in this area, the increased use of Teflon wiring

when we rewire a unit is helping to reduce loss due to fire.

These are some of the projects of tlie mechanical function of Train Accident

Program for the year 1969. It is necessary that we keep our schedule flexible, of
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course. When a derailment does occur, an in-depth study hy our Department must

take place. If the derailment cause is mechanical, then naturally we make an effort

to find the root cause as well as immediate cause of the accident, and then .see

uhat can be done to prevent a similar occurrence. And this, in turn, suggests addi-

tional projects that must be undertaken. Recently, we experienced a derailment

which appeared to be caused by a track failure. Nevertheless, we closely inspected

a derailed unit, as well as the unit ahead of it which was not derailed, to assure

ourselves and our management that a mechanical failure of any type on the units

did not contribute to the cause of tiiis derailment.

Our work, as you know, is full-time prevention of train accidents. We will yo

to any reasonable length to prevent or reduce these accidents. In the mechanical

area, some of the ideas we have originated have proved too costly or just plain

unworkalile. One project I have scheduled for later this year is a bridge-plate study

on autorack and TOFC cars. Although we have experienced no serious accidents

liecause of faulty bridge-plates on the C&NW, I know they have caused major

derailments on some other roads. We intend to study their cost and maintenance,

and seek any alternatives to attaching between two and six liridge-plates on a car.

Perhaps we could use some sort of lightweight aluminum plate at loading and

unloading sites. We don't know. But we do know that some railroads, including

our own, have made progress in this area. And we realize that any major decisions

in this area would involve other railroads, the AAR and the shippers. Maybe this is

a project that won't get anywhere. But, to sum up, we won't know until we try,

and any idea, regardless of how far-out it sounds at first, will be explored if it

appears it might further reduce train accidents.

Mr. C. W. Ingram. Charlie is the operations analyst for Train Accident Pro-

gram. He received a degree in civil engineering from Georgia Tech. After gradua-

tion he worked in the maintenance of way department for the L&N and the South-

ern and also as assistant trainmaster and trainmaster for the Southern. Most recently

he was trainmaster for the C&NW at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, until January 1 of this

year, when he joined train accident program. Charlie will outline some of the areas

where we have made our greatest progress in eliminating and reducing train acci-

dents because of human failures.

Remarks by C. W. INGRAM
Analyst—Operations

Train Accident Program

In 1967, after a study was made on safety and rules enforcement it was decided

that inadequate familiarity with the rules or misunderstanding or misinterpretation

of the rules was sufficiently great as to require a new and revised program of train-

ing and re-examination on the rules. There was no systematic program of rules on

the railroad.

So having decided that the old method of the trainmaster getting up and read-

ing from the rule book for two or three hoins had nm its course, it was decided

that a comprehensive training and re-examining system be devised to take advantage

of presently available professional testing and instruction techniques.

The Rules Department was reorganized with a superintendent of rules report-

ing to the general manager and with full-time specialized rules examiners to pro-
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\ide rules instruction and authoritative rules interpretation. A new series of rule

hooks was adopted in June of 1967: The black, the consolidated code which is used

hy 15 other railroads; the red for Engineering Department employees; the blue

which governs automatic train control and air brake rules; the \ellow governing

train dispatchers and operators; and the green which is a safety manual governing

all employees. The rules examiners first went out and held instruction classes and

tested supervisory personnel. The test consisted of 100 typical problems in question-

and-answer form with multiple-choice answers. The tests were machine-graded in

Chicago, eliminating the chance for showing any favoritism or bias and eliminating

tedious manual grading. In conjunction with local supervisory officers, the rules

examiners then tested all Operating Department employees, emphasizing practical

application and discouraging memorization of the rules.

Rules education must be followed by enforcement. A stepped-up program of

efficiency testing by Operating Department officers to check train and engine crew

performance was initiated in 1967 and is continually and carefully watched over the

C&NW System by the Rules Department and the Train Accident Program. Each
division of the C&NW, and we have nine, has a monthly budget of efficiency or

rules tests and this is usually around 350 per month. The purpose of conducting

efficiency tests is not to catch employees but to ascertain that employees are con-

versant with and complying with the rules; to ascertain that officers are properly

policing the train and yard operations under their jurisdiction and to enforce safety

and efficiency in train and yard operations. The primary emphasis is placed on test

quality rather than quantity of tests. Efficiency tests are carefully analyzed to insure

that quality tests and proper tests are being conducted. Train accidents resulting

from human failure were reduced more than 90% in 1967 as opposed to 1966;

1968's figures are comparable those for 1967, and we realize the tremendous amount
of work remaining to further reduce costs due to human failure in 1969.

Controlling speed is an important factor in reducing train accidents. The

C&NW Train Accident Program has recently had the first of three experimental

radar speedometers installed on a switch engine. The radar speedometer will meas-

ure the relative speed of the ground and has no moving parts as opposed to the

present type that is driven from tlie axle of a truck on the locomotive. The radar

speedometer consists of four components: 1 ) an antennae mounted on the cab of

the locomotive on the outside just underneath the front window on the right side

pointed down toward the roadway; 2 ) a voltage regulator mounted in the high

voltage cabinet; 3) a bar-meter speed indicator; and 4) a speed recorder with a

tape that is capable of giving a minute-by-minute recording for a seven-day period

of speed. The latter two components are mounted on the control stand in the cab.

The speed recorder can be expanded to give many other recorded impulses that

are experienced through operation of a locomotive. We think the radar speedometer

can give much more accurate speed indications. We also think it will be essentially

maintenance free as opposed to the present speedometers which are continually

causing us trouble.

One study that 1 am making is on the railroad locomotive simulator and the

feasibility of its use on the C&NW as a means of training new engineers and re-

evaluating or upgrading present engineers. As you know, simulation has been used

for years by the air lines and the air force as a means of training pilots. A locomo-

tive engineer requires considerable skill in operating a long heavily loaded freight

train over a track with varying degrees of grade and curvature. Costly property
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damage and accidents can be pre\ented if the engineer is proficient in train lian-

dling and has practice in deahng with emergency sitnations. The simulator would

consist of: 1 ) an exact reproduction of the engineer station of the locomotive cab;

2) an instructor station located in the locomotive cab; 3) a visual system to pro-

\ide a realistic \isual scene as viewed through the engineer's forward window;

4) a cab motion system with hydraulic power supply to provide side sway, for-and-

aft acceleration and cab floor \iliration; 5) a sound system to simulate realistic

•<ounds such as click of the joints, bunching of slack, etc., to give the trainee the

feeling he is really in the cab of a locomotive; 6) a digital computer system that

will be synchronized with the sight-sound-motion cab control subsystems of the

simulator, that solves in real time the math model equations produced by the simu-

lation, governing locomotive characteristics, track conditions, train loads, grades, etc.

At least two western roads have placed orders for locomotive/train operations

sinnilators that are scheduled for delivery in late 1969. A locomotixe simulator

represents an initial investment in the neighl:)orhood of three quarters of a million

dollars. We think tliat the purchase of a locomotive simulator can be justified on

our railroad.

Another project that I am working on is an employee awareness program. One

part of this consists of taking the Department of Transportation accident inves-

tigation reports and deciding which of these contain pitfalls that our employees

could become \ictim of. I am taking these reports and very briefly and simply

summarizing what happened and what could have been done to prevent the acci-

dent with the idea of distributing these to all operating employees.

I am presently investigating other means such as audio-visual aids in the further

interest of employee awareness. If we can arouse the employee's interest in train

accident elimination, make this a live and active part of his everyday thinking, we

can reduce train accidents due to human failure even further.

Closing Remarks by T. L. WAUGH

I think these three gentlemen have pretty well outlined some of the tilings we

are doing in the area of train accident prevention. I would like for all of you to

think about what we have said. I think that to make any program like this success-

ful, both to the North Western and to the entire railroad industry, we must share

what we are doing. We are all located in Chicago, most of us are available any

time. We are at the North Western Station, our extension is 6936, so if anybody

has anything he would like to share with us or would like to learn more about what

ue are doing, we would appreciate it if you would give us a call.

Just last Monday, the North Western was in front of the Illinois Commerce

Commission testifying as to rail safety, derailments, collisions, etc. The state of

Iowa is very concerned about the increasing number of train accidents and I think

that if the railroads don't do something themselves about preventing these derail-

ments, the Federal Government, or at least some state agencies will establish regu-

lations in this area too. They have us regulated in just about everytliing else. I am

sure it is a problem that the railroads can handle and that we can lick.
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Progress Toward Scientific Design and Analysis of Track

70-627-/3
By EDWARD J. WARD

Chief, Engineering, Research and Development Division, Office of High Speed Ground

Transportation, U. S. Department of Transportation

An attempt to improve track may seem a little ambitious as we all know that

since the first wooden rails were laid for horse-drawn carts, somebody has always

been trying to improve rails and track structure. Although there has been steady

improvement over the years. I believe that today there is as much interest as ever in

improving track structure.

This interest, I believe, stems from several sources. First, the requirement for

a comfortable ride for passengers at high speeds. This is particularly important to

us in the Office of High Speed Ground Transportation both for the demonstration

of improved rail passenger ser\'ice and in our Research and Development Program

continuing on to still higher speeds. Another reason is the economic necessity—if not

to lower, at least to keep maintenance-of-way costs from rising at an ever faster rate.

And last, there is an urgent requirement to reduce the number of derailments caused

by defective track.

The Bureau of Rail Safety statistics show that the number of accidents

attributed to defective track has been rising steadily and rapidly from a low in 1958

of 384 to 1,388 in 1966 and 1,800' in 1967, and I don't think this rate is going

down. There may be some question as to the validity of these statistics, but I believe

on the whole they do indicate a very serious situation.

I would like to discuss a research and development program aimed at better

track structures and show you what we are doing in cooperation with the rail

industry on several R&D projects.

First, we are working toward an improved ability to measure track geometry

at speeds under load. Second, we are developing methods to analyze the measure-

ments, and ways to make better use of the information. Third, we are looking at

the possibility of designing track of greater stability. Lastly, we plan to do experi-

mental research on the dynamics of wheel-rail interaction, to better understand the

action of the wheel on the rail and the rail on the wheel.

First, let's look at which we have been doing in the project of measuring the

track at speeds under loads.

I think most of you are aware that die Department of Transportation has had

four rail research cars operating for about two years, shown in Fig. 1. One of the

four is a track measuring car. The instrumentation in this cas has been described

in several papers''^ and I would like to skip over that to talk about the work that

we have done in the last year to verify the accuracy of the measuring system.

We have satisfied ourselves and, I hope, people working with us, particularly

the Penn Central track engineers, as to the accuracy of the measurements. The ulti-

Note—Discussion open until October 15, 1969.
^ Law, C. W., Instrumentation for High Speed Railroad Research Project, ISA Paper No.

23-2-TID-67, September 1967.
2 Hurley, et al., First Progress Report—Railroad Research Field Testing Program, December

1968.
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Fig. 1

mate in verification gages, the engineers' pocket rule, has been used to check track

gage measured by the car. Other measuring devices have also been used, and the

location along the track (using mileposts as reference points) as well as the gage

measurement has been found to be accurate.

The car also has been put through an extensive series of static measurements;

measuring a section of track with the car sitting on it, first with the car's electronic

instrumentation and then with mechanical gages. The same section of track was

measured with mechanical gages in an unloaded condition (witliout the car). The
results of these calibrations and the experience of measuring long stretches of track

have given us confidence in the measuring system.

The cars can measure track right up to their top speed of over 150 inph,

although there is no need to measure at that speed, except to determine dynamic

effect of high speed vs. low speed. Measurements are normally made at posted

speeds, which means a lot of track can be measured in a short time. This means we
acquire a lot of data.

Railroads which have used track measuring cans which record tlie data on paper

charts know that the analysis of the data in that form is laborious and time-

consuming. The amount of work required for manual analysis has been one of the

major deterents to more widespread use of track measuring cars. This is why the

DOT car record-s on both paper and magnetic tape.

The magnetic tape is to be used for computer analysis to avoid the problem

of manually analyzing paper charts. The paper charts are intended to provide (juick

visual checks during the runs and for checking the accuracy of the digital output
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of the magnetic tape. During the debugging phase of the computer programs, the

paper charts have been used as the primary means of analysis.

In handling these data, we have tried to think through the analysis problem

starting with—who uses the data, other than the researchers who are developing

these systems and new techniques? It seems to us there are two users. The planner

who is responsible for the maintenance-of-way budget and the engineer who is in

charge of carrying out the maintenance—the division engineer. The budget planner

thinks in aggregations and the division engineer thinks of specific projects. The divi-

sion engineer is not only worried about how many dollars he is going to have to

spend next year, but he wants to know exactly where he is going to spend it and

what for. Is it surface and raise, tie renewal, or new rail and where? We have chosen

to work first on measurements which can be used to plan specific projects, believing

tliat if we can produce information identifying specific out-of-tolerance conditions,

we can then aggregate these into the kind of information that the planner needs

in his job.

You might think that if you went to a division engineer and asked him what

kind of data he would like and what kind of format it should be in, he would be

able to give you this information quickly. But, if you stop and think about the

problem, it is obvious that division engineers have not had the opportunity to experi-

ment with different ways of analysis and different methods of presenting the infor-

mation enough to know what is possible, so it is a new idea for the division engineer.

As you are all well aware, the usual method of measuring alignment and profile

is measuring the mid-ordinate of a chord. This started back before there were any

track measuring machines, but it has been carried through into most track measur-

ing cars including the DOT car which uses a 14-ft beam to suspend a 3-point meas-

uring system. The mid-ordinate measurements do not produce a true physical picture

of the track but are really an abstract representation.

The Brush chart traces of aUgnment and profile shown in Fig. 2 are such repre-

sentations, even though they appear to depict the rail.

An illustration of this is the transfer function shown in Fig. 3. This function

has been drawn for a 62/2-ft chord. The peaks show where irregularity wave length

is not detected by the mid-ordinate measurements. The first peak shown at 31 ft

means irregularities of a 31-ft wave length would not be detected by a 62/2-ft chord

measurement.

This brings up another problem—how do we convert from our 14-ft chord to

the more common chords such as 62/2 or 85 ft?

The Melpar, Inc., instrumentation engineers working on the test car (who
designed and installed the instrumentation) with the assistance of mathematicians

from the Mitre Corporation have been developing methods of analysis to convert

the mid-ordinate measurements to a true physical representation of the rails. Fig. 4

shows the results of a computer analysis translating the chord measurements into

what we call "real rail".

The arrows in the middle show a place where the left and right rail align-

ments are displaced by equal amounts and the gage plot shows zero error so the

real rail plots appear to check properly. The second set of arrows show the left and

right rail alignments are off by different amounts and the gage plot does show

an error.

Converting to real rail will solve the problem of showing track engineers exactly

what the rails look like, but there are other ways of presenting track measurements
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which may also be useful. One of these is to show exceptions, as seen in Fig. 5. In

the column on the left are the mileposts. In the next two columns are the profile

measurements, first the number of exceptions in each mile and second the maximum
exception in tliat mile in inches. Here there are few exceptions so that the profile

is good. But look at the last two columns—the alignment of the south rail—where

the exceptions run as high as 1200 per mile and the maximum exceptions as large

as Ji inch. Since a measurement is made every 3.3 ft, the maximum number of

exceptions per mile is 1600.

The division engineer might want to use the real rail type of plot and the

planner might like the exception printout. There are other displays which can be

used such as histograms.

Another effort to improve tlie analysis of track data is a project to correlate

ride quality with track geometry.^ Track measurements are made simultaneously

with acceleration measurements to correlate ride differences with degrees of track

imperfections. A major goal is to determine what type ( or types ) of imperfection

is the most detrimental to ride quality and, idtimately, derive to the transfer func-

tions which will relate the magnitudes and wave lengths of track deficiencies to the

degree of discomfort.

The third step of our track research and development program is to develop

more stable track. Maybe I should have put it "how do we build better track at a

cost which railroads can afford?" In thinking of cost, we should think not only of

the construction cost but also, of course, of the maintenance cost because there mav

be a tradeoff of lower maintenance costs for increased construction costs.

What do we mean by better track? We don't think that we are going to make
any significant improvement on the riding quality attainable with welded rails laid

on conventional structures. If it is laid properly, the ride is very good, but we do

think that it may be possible to keep the two rails where they belong over a longei

period of time and, thus, we talk of more stable track.

We started on the idea of improved track design over three years ago when

Curtis Law, in our office, and Charlie Code who was then with L. T. Klauder and

Associates, started an analysis of proposed new track structures with the idea of

selecting several designs for a field test program. During this time, we have had a

computer program developed by Battelle Memorial Institute to simulate the dynamic

response of track to the car; this simulation has been used to assist in screening the

track designs. Some time ago, the Santa Fe Railway offered to participate in this

project. As a result of this offer, the field test installation is planned on the Santa Fe.

Several weeks ago, we invited a number of railroad people in to discuss the

project. From that discussion came some valuable advice. Ane important point was

that soil conditions under all of the various experimental designs should be as nearly

equal as possible. The Santa Fe has conducted soil analyses of two potential sites

and a site in Kansas has been selected. We hope to have construction started by

sometime this summer.

We had looked at a large number of difl^erent designs and in this same dis-

cussion selected a tentative list of candidates for the field installation. We are plan-

ning on a section of 1.8 miles and for each design a length of approximately 1,000

ft so that we should be able to set up at least 8 test sections, plus a standard con-

trol section of conventional construction to compare with the experimental sections.

3 K B Ullman and W. B. O'Sullivan, "The Effect of Track Geometry on Ride Quality,"

Joint lEEE/ASME Paper, April 15-16, 1969.
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Fig. 6

We will probabK- include: (1) concrete ties, possibly both solid and two piece;

(3) longitudinal beams, both precast and continuous cast in place; and (3) concrete

slabs, both precast and continuous cast in place.

We also plan a superconventional section, containing the best in wooden ties,

fastenings, and ballast. In addition, we are considering an asphalt slab, which has

been proposed by the Asphalt Institute, and lastly, we would like to test a section

of what we call stabilized ballast. It is a design developed by Materials R&D Cor-

poration where a polymer is poured over the ballast, coating the pieces of ballast

which in effect glues them together to form a beam. This particular structure has

been tested at the AAR Research Center under repeated loadings and the results

show greater stability than conventional track structure.

This test program not only evaluated the stabilized ballast for us, but it brouglit

out a new technique of using the hysteresis of the track structure rather than the

elastic modulus alone as a parameter of comparison and we are (}uite enthusiastic

about the use of hysteresLs in analysis.

The last of our projects on track R&D is in wheel/rail dy!iamics. We would

like to build a simulation lal>oratory which would be similar to the S.\CF Lalwra-

tory at Vitr>', where they can test an entire car or locomotive, as shown in Fig. 6,

and be able to simulate speed, vibration (be able to shake the entire car) and

simulate super-elevation. General American Research Division has completed a pre-

liminar>' study for us on this and we are now looking towards a final design of the

machine.'.

'CARD, "Feasibility Study for ;i Wlicd-Hail DMKiniic-; H.s.ar. li V.u n.l..r 1968.
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We would like a machine that can be used for urban rapid transit applications

as well as for hij^h-speed intercity applications. The Urban Mass Transportation

Administration as well as the Federal Railroad Administration is planning to spon-

sor this. We arc jjratified because we have had several organizations propose to

construct the laboratory on a cost-sharing basis.

In closing, I would like to say that it is our hope that these projects which we

have discussed will result in research and development and progress as significant

as the stresses-in-track investigation by Professor Talbot of the University of Illinois,

sponsored by the AAR, which was the last concerted effort in the U.S.A. to apply

scientific analysi.s to track design.
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PRESENTATIONS OF CERTAIN COMMITTEES

Committee 18—Electricity

Corrections to be made in Report on Assignment 5— Illumination, printed in

Bulletin 617 (Part 2), December 1968.

In the captions of Fig. 5, page 469, Fig. 8, page 471, and Fig. 11, page 47-3,

change the words "Recommended illumination" to read "Foot candle readings."

On page 481, delete the words "all weather" in the heading of each table.

On page 482, add the heading "Instant Start Lamps" to the table at top of

page.

On page 486, add a column to left side oi table to indicate ordering codes

—

LU-400/BD and LU-400/BU for first line, and LU-275/BD and LU-275/BU tor

second line.

Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation Records

Report on Assignment 5—Application of Data Processing

Presented by L. F. Grabowski," Co-chairmun, Subcommittee

RESPONSIBILITY REPORTING

Subcommittee 5 of Committee 11 has the assignment of development of data

processing applications to Engineering and Property Records. Included in this

assignment is the problem of gathering needed data from \arious offices and from

field reporting.

Because of the economics involved in such data gathering activities, it has

become necessary for our subcommittee to involve itself in data collection for pur-

poses other than that needed for Engineering and Property Records solely. Sub-

committee 5 has studied and has developed data to be added to the AREA Manual

on R&E Accounts 37—Roadway Machines, 44—Shop Machinery and 45—Power

Plant Machinery. We are currently studying ways to collect data mechanically for

Completion Report preparation and ways to assemble finished Completion Report

data into a rapid reference Record of Property Changes for further management use.

In each of the abo\e studies it has become e\ident that the reporting need and

trend is toward so-called "Responsibility Reporting" that permits "Responsibility

Expense Feedback" to the various engineering departments. Responsibility Report-

ing and .Accounting is a system by which the expenses of operating a business arc

a.ssigned to those super\isors and/or department heads who are responsible for

spending the money. Responsibility Reporting Systems generally have the capability

to proxide data by geographic subdivision, by acti\'ity, by type of property or

equipment worked on, as well as by budget centers and by necessary ICC accounts.

" .\uditor of Capital Expenditures, Chesapeake & Ohio Railwa> -Baltimore & Ohio itailro.ul.

Baltimore. \\<\.
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Employment of responsibility reporting, coupled with modern data processing tech-

niques, provides the vehicle for collection and accumulation of property records

data, basic accounting data, as well as specific needs such as:

1. Billable Construction Expenditures.

2. Billable Joint Facility or other Maintenance Type Expenditures.

3. Maintenance Expenditures from which statistical costs can be developed

for budget planning, allowance planning and expense control.

4. Special expenditure accumulations for such activity as slides removal,

ditching, clearance of wrecks, accident or catastrophy repairs for insur-

ance recovery purposes, special type track installations for research

analysis, etc.

5. Expenditures related to equipment usage and field maintenance of eeiuip-

ment that can be merged with data of shop maintenance of the same-

equipment.

6. Expenditures related to equipment operation for management control and

for development of equipment rental rates.

There are, of course, many other responsibility reporting possibilities all de-

signed to provide the engineer, the construction superintendent or the maintenance

manager with new control tools or more refined tools of management. Responsibility

reporting and its associated income, expense and cost accumulations, plus engineer-

ing records data banks and property records data banks, also provide a basic struc-

ture for feeding the new Management Information Systems. Accordingly, all engi-

neering managers and their forces should give careful consideration to the de\'elop-

ment of Responsibility Reporting Systems. The purposes for establishment of such

a system are summed up very clearly by one railroad in three statements. They are:

1. To provide for active participation by all levels of management in the

control of costs, in order to increase net income and attain the financial

goals of the company.

2. To provide each supervisor and department head with a tool that will help

him control the costs for which he is responsible.

3. To help each supervisor understand what he is expected to accomplish,

and to improve his understanding of his part in the operation, by frequent

reporting to him of the labor, material and other costs for which he is

responsible and over which he can exercise control.
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Committee 16—Economics of Railway Location

and Operation

Report on Assignment 3—Determination of Maintenance of Way
Expense Variation with Various TrafFic Volumes and Effect of

Using Such Variations, in Terms of Equated Mileage or

Other Derived Factors, for Allocation of Available

Funds to Maintenance of Way
Presented by H. B. Chhistianson, Jr./ Subcommittee Chairman

For at least 20 years Committee 16 has worked on this assignment on track

maintenance econometrics. I've had charge of it for the past four years, and Ted

Nordquist^' of the Great Northern now takes over.

In 1956 AREA widulrew the Yager method from its Manual. That heuristic or

rule-of-thumb model was good only within narrow limits, and we wanted a better

model. From 1961 through 1967 the AAR made research appropriations totalling

$45,000. The Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute, as agent for the

AAR Research Center, released in January 1967 a report, "Preliminary Econometric

Model for Track Maintenance Requirements." Its primary data source was 34 months

of experience on 42 carefully selected test miles on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

IITRI attempted to correlate various elements of costs with test mile characteristics.

Costs such as for ties, rail, surfacing, and roadway were the dependent variables.

The characteristics, or independent variables, were: curvature, gradient, traffic den-

sity, rail moment of inertia, freight train speed and surfacing age. Committee 16

found this preliminary model to be unacceptable. It was deficient in analytical

approach, in data and in its conclusions. IITRI's June 1968 model used better data,

but still was unacceptable.

Meanwhile Gerry Magee of the AAR Research Center reanalyzed the C&O
test miles and C&NW merger study data and applied his judgment and hypotheses

to the problem. The result was published by Committee 16 in the September-

October 1968 Bulletin.

The report doesn't say this, but if you use table 7 to relate expense to traffic

dt'usity, the most important independent variable, you will find the equation of the

best-fitting curve to be: £ = 500 -f 4.6 D" ', or track maintenance expense in dol-

lars per mile per year equals 500 plus 4.6 times the 4/10 power of the annual traffic

density in gross tons. This is a better rule-of-thumb model.

Committee 16 presented this report to stimulate critical discussion. \\'e have

received one comment.

We yet have no econometric model of track maintenance, but we still have

the same four compelling reasons to design one:

• To allocate funds to produce adequate track.

• To improve pricing.

• To analyze routes for modifying networks.

• To improve design of the guideway itself.

' Director of Industrial EiiKiiu'erinK, Chesapi-ake & Ohio KailwiU -Baltimore & Ohio Hail-

road, Baltimore, Md.
- Principal Construction Engineer, Seattle, Wash.
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Perhaps we can get an acceptable answer if we railroaders learn more about
statistical techniques, and if we translate our knowledge into hypotheses and quan-
tities the analyst can use.

Error in Committee Report

hi the report on Assignment 2—Engineering Methods and Economic Consid-
erations Involved in Improving the Quality of Transportation Service, printed in

Bulletin 616, there is an error in the figure accompanying the report ( Fig. 1 on
page 98). The box labelled "Cost of Pricing" should read "Cost and Pricing."

Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor

M. ^. liiUiams

1904=1968

X. H. Williams, 64, a member of AREA since 1952 and a member of Com-
mittee 22 since 1960, and a subcommittee chairman in 1967, died on September

12th, 1988. He had retired from railroad service on September 1, 1968 because of

ill health.

A native of Scranton, Pa., Mr. Williams was born on August 26, 1904. He
attended Scranton Public Schools and was a graduate of Pennsylvania State College.

He began his engineering career working in the coal mines during summer vacations

in a survey party through the years 1922-1926.

Mr. Williams started his railroad career on October 15, 1916, as a chainman
with the Delaware & Hudson Railroad at Carbondale, Pa. On October 1st, 1943,

he was promoted to track supervisor and on July 1, 1947, he became bridge and
building supervisor, later serving successively as division engineer and engineer of

track. On August 1st, 1949, Mr. Williams was elevated to the position of bridge

and building master of the D & H System and remained in this position until his

retirement.

Mr. Williams was known by his many friends and acquaintances as "Red." He
was of Welsh ancestry and the son of a minister. His son is a Chaplain in Viet Nam.

In his personal and professional life he was a man of the highest character,

always giving the best of which he was capable.

R. G. Simmons
W. A. SWARTZ

M. H. Dick

Committee on Memoir
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Committee 32—Systems Engineering

Report on Assignment 1—Define and Illustrate Systems Engineering

Concepts, Developing a Manual of Specifications for Their

Application to Railway Engineering

Presented by W. E. Dowling,' Chairman, Suhcainniittee

The report on Assignment 1 in Bulletin 617 makes generalizations concerninjj;

some of the concepts basic to the methods of systems engineering.

These concepts are corollaries or are easily drawn consequences of a funda-

mental point of view in systems engineering—that decisions in railway transporta-

tion planning as well as all other industry planning should not be arrived at by

merely considering the separate areas of the problem but that the behavior of all

components must be carefully investigated together. The interaction between the

several parts can be analyzed with considerable benefit. Therefore, the investigation

should be identified with and include the entire complex relationship between objec-

tives, performance, costs, alternate solutions, etc. This is the systems approach made
possible by the mathematical skills of the engineer.

The current information report of Subcommittee 1 continues to be an introduc-

tion to the subject. The purpose of the assignment, however, is to produce Manual

material which will define and indicate the application of the systems approach to

engineering administrative and data processing problems. To accomphsh this or at

least to establish a basis for Manual publication. Subcommittee 1 is working on

outlines of contents or parts which will be sufficiently detailed yet broad enough

to include the anticipated contributions of the various subcommittees of Committee

32. We are making progress in this work and definite recommendations will be

included in the next report.

Report on Assignment 5—Promote Computer Usage by Railway

Engineers Through Demonstrations, Seminars, and Programs

of Instruction by Leaders in the Field

Presented by J. R. Bovkh,- Chairman, Subcommittee

Using other than a systems approach to "Promoting Computer Usage by Rail-

way Engineers" would be heresy. The indi\'idual engineer with a specific application

does not need convincing. He wants and needs the computer. Very rarely, however,

does a problem begin or end with an individual engineer. The total .system must be

examined.

It is of little value to have an engineering problem solved, or a report obtained,

100 times faster than in the past, only to have it bogged down in a mail room, or

sit on a managers desk for considerable time awaiting a signature. The decision-

making techniques and total management climate in an organization must be geared

' System Bridge Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, \el>

'System Engineer, Planning and Develojiment, Elgin, Jnliet & E.isftni Railway, Jolief. 111.
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towards mechanization, if the computer is to be truly successful.

This subcommittee knows of at least one maintenance of way organization

which has used systems technitjues in developing a totally new maintenance of way
system. The system operates manually. It begins with annual objectives, orders and
distributes materials, schedules field work daily, controls inventory, and measures

performance. The .system has been operating successfully for nearly one year. As it

becomes more sophisticated and the demands on it increase, the need for mechaniza-

tion has become obvious. The ultimate success of this system will depend on its

being mechanized.

A good system will sustain itself. It will also accelerate itself. It is only through

the use of basic systems techniques that a sound and continuing need for the com-

puter can be generated. It is in this direction this subcommittee chooses to go in

carrying out its assignment. We hope to present the mechanics of the system men-
tioned previously in the very near future.

Committee 13—Environmental Engineering

^rtfjur ^Sutler fierce

1882=1968

Arthur Butler Pierce, retired engineer water supply, Southern Railway System,

died at Chagrin Falls, Ohio, on August 9, 1968. He is survived by his wife, Carolyn,

and two daughters: Barbara A. Petersen of Chagrin Falls, and Katherin E. Towers

of Des Moines, Iowa.

Mr. Pierce was born at Washington, D. C. and received his education in local

schools there. He entered railroad service in 1902 as a patent office draftsman and
searcher, advancing through various assignments to engineer water supply for the

entire Southern Railway System. He retired on December 31, 1952, after 50 years

of service.

Mr. Pierce was active in the local Gridiron sports club and Masonic Lodge. H;s

hobbies were refinishing antique furniture and hooking rugs.

He joined the AREA in 1919 and became an active member of Committee 13

the following year, serving until his death, having been elected Member Emeritus

in 1953.

A. F. BuTCOsK,

Memorialist.
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Committee 6—Buildings

Report on Assignment 1—Revision of Manual
Presented by W. C. Stuhm,' Chairman, Suhvoittviittee

One year ago, I came Iwfore you to present our rciusoiis for reorganizing the

material contained in Chapter 6 of the AREA Manual. It was the decision of the

committee at that time to de-emphasize the specification material contained in the

Manual and place greater emphasis on the problems of designing and constructing

buildings which are unique to the railway industry.

The first phase of this reorganization has been completed. The new "Specifica-

tions for Buildings for Railway Purposes" is printed in Bulletin 617, pages 200

through 218. These .specifications appear in the new decimal format which has been

adopted by this Association for the presentation of Manual material. The specifica-

tions are not a complete technical specification as had previously appeared in Chap-

ter 6, but rather an outline specification which will guide the specification writer

with a check list of items to be considered, together with a bibliography of informa-

tion available from other sources. This type of a specification is in far less danger

of being outdated and will not require a maximum effort by this committee to keep

it current.

The completion of this initial phase of the reorganization will permit the com-

mittee to move on to the much larger task of developing up-to-date design criteria

for all of the major types of railway buildings, organizing this material into the

decimal format and introducing the material into the Manual.

Two new assignments have been made to Committee 6 which will begin the

second phase of our reorganization. These are: Design Criteria for Diesel Service

and Repair Shops, Design Criteria for Spot Car Repair Facilities. In addition the

subcommittee assignment on design of facilities for piggyback handling which has

been active over the past few years will present its report in the decimal format

suitable for inclusion in the Manual.

In order to maintain continuity between the proposed new parts, a standard

outline for the design criteria parts of the Manual has been developed. This outline

which is written in accordance with the decimal format will be u.sed to guide the

various .subcommittees in the presentation of their information. The outline is so

constructed as to cover the major topics for each t\'pe of building.

It is intended that each new design criteria part shall consider the major ele-

ments of building design, breaking them down into sub-elements as necessary to

adequately present the designer with the best available information.

Each design criteria part will be introduced by a foreword consisting of a gen-

' Senior Designer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, Joliet, IlL

Bill. (i*-:i
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eral statement about the building or facility to be discussed. Each part will then be

broken down into these major topics:

1. Site considerations, including the relationship to other buildings, facilities

and functions. Where applicable these relationships will be shown on

flow charts and diagrams.

2. The fimctional requirenient.s to be considered in planning for operations

within the structure.

3. The special requirements to be considered, listing square foot floor areas

required where practical, and showing the relationship between areas

within the structure.

4. The structural requirements, including recommended live loads, clear-

ances, door sizes, platform heights and similar restrictions imposed on

the structure, and considerations in choosing a suitable structural system.

5. A guide to the selection of suitable finish materials for both the exterior

and interior of the facility.

6. The mechanical considerations including heating, ventilation, air condi-

tioning, plumbing and drainage, lighting and electrical, and special me-

chanical equipment. Emphasis will be made on the handling of .services

to and waste from the facility with due consideration to air and water

pollution abatement.

The design of buildings is a visual art and, therefore, every attempt will be

made to provide drawings showing acceptable solutions and details to illustrate the

text, showing wherever possible alternate solutions.

It will be the primary function of the Subcommittee on Revision of Manual

to coordinate the work of the other subcommittees to accomplish the task of revis-

ing the Manual. Chapters currently in the Manual will be reviewed, with changes

being recommended which will enable them to be adapted to the new format. Ma-
terial submitted for publication in the Proceedings as information over the past

few years will also be reviewed for possible incltision in the Manual. New subcom-

mittee assignments will be recommended coincident with the results of this review.

It is not the intention of this committee to create a standard design for any

particular type of facility as we are cognizant of the fact that many limitations are

imposed on the individual facility by local conditions and codes, and economic and

individual railway requirements. It is rather our intention to present the designer

with sufficient information to enable him to consider all aspects of the design and

to use these criteria to formulate his own solution to the problem of designing a

building or facility for railway use.

Report on Assignment 5—Computer Uses for Railway Building Design

Presented by J. A. Penner," Chairman, Subcommittee

The computer has proven to be a tool of immense value in eliminating many
repetitive time-consuming mathematical calculations. However, the true computer

advantage to the engineer lies in its ability to provide advance information on the

* Architectural Engineer, Penn Central Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
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finality of the facilities to be designed. The engineer now has the capability of

developing design decisions using this unique and everyday engineering tool—the

computer.

The computer promises to give architects and builders mastery over the con-

straints of function and cost. Cost is so intimately woven into all design thinking

that architects often fail to recognize its prevailing influence. Yet its unwelcome

surprises continue to plague them. At the root of this problem is the fact that most

cost-estimating systems, even the first computer-implemented .systems, are adequate

for estimating the cost of a project only after it is completely designed and all

decisions have been made. That is too late. Needed is a system which could be used

in the late programming or early design stages, not only to define initial cost limita-

tions, but to produce information for design decisions in preliminary phases.

One of the earlier approaches to solving these problems is a computer version

of the old manual techniques. It produces costs based on a given design. Quantities

and definitions of materials are input. The computer retrieves cost data from a file,

extends quantities, multiplies cjuantity times unit cost, and keeps the total. Advan-

tages are time saving and a finer breakdown of costs. However, this is still an

"after-the-fact" system.

Another more complicated approach has engineering and geometry routines

built in, so that an operator can request cost differences based on design-decision

variables or performance criteria, such as "How much will I save if I reduce the

structural span from 50 to 30 ft?" or "How much more would it cost to increase

the handling capacity of the elevator system by 3 percent?" This approach is far

more helpful but it is accordingly more difficult to create.

Gentlemen, you must agree the computer has furnished us an important tool.

W'e now have the means at our disposal for obtaining the comparative information

required for intelligent decision making. Whether we use it or not depends solely

upon each and everyone of us. Can we afford to ignore this most important of

engineering tools?

Committee 8—Masonry

Report on Assignment 3—Foundation and Earth Pressures

Presented by G. W. Cooke", Cluiiniiau, Su})coniniifti'c

Your committee has prepared and published new Specifications for the Design

of Flexible Sheet Pile Bulkheads, and publi.shed as information a preliminary report

on Embedment of Poles. Both of these assignments were a major undertaking and

represent several years of work. A brief discussion hero concerning the usefulness

of these specifications seems to be in order.

The specifications for flexible bulkheads should be of considerable \alue to the

railroads in shore-line protection and at other locations where a single wall of sheet

p ling is u.sed in lieu of a retaining wall. The key word to keep in mind is "flexible.
'

It is necessary that the wall be allowed to yield slightly so that only loads resulting

from the active earth pressure are present. This specification applies only if we have

a single line of tie-backs at the same elexation which can yield slightly under load.

Consulting EnBincer, Columbus, Ohio.
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Your committee is in the process of developing a specification for a "Cantilever

Bulkhead", viz. one whicli is free standinj? without any tie-back.

Although the specification for flexible bulkheads is not applicable to a braced

cofferdam, the information obtained in the specification will assist in checking coffer-

dam designs. The lack of applical)ility of the design procedure, as set forth in the

specification, results from the fact that in a cofferdam the strut is practically unyield-

ing and is usually jacked or wedged into place, causing excessive loads. More than

one level of struts is also used in a cofferdam.

Your committee expressed some reservations, when this specification was devel-

oped, concerning the text-book design procedure set forth. However, after due con-

sideration it was concluded that the need for this specification was indeed great,

and that it would be necessary to set forth a required procedure for design. The
very nature of soils implies uncertainty, and the engineer should be careful to obtain

the best information available to him by accurate soils analysis.

The Embedment of Poles recommended practice represents a portion of the

Concrete Transmission Poles specification removed from the Manual in 1962. The
material as published will be of use in several areas, such as in the determination

of the embedment requirement for sign poles, transmission poles, and light poles.

A single caisson or pile foundation will often result in the most economical design

for these structures. This material will also be of some limited value in the checking

of soldier-pile protection used to protect railroad structures from being undermined

by adjacent excavations. The design procedure is presented for a free standing pole

and should not be used to design braced poles.

Committee 4—Rail

Corrections to be made in Appendix 8 (b) of the Report on Assignment 8

—

Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail; Methods for Their Prevention:

On page 779, in the next to the last line of the caption for Fig. 4, change the

number of cycles to read "5,000,200."

On page 780, change the last sentence of the caption for Fig. 5 to read, "This

specimen (S-20-3) developed a shell after being subjected to 1,067,600 cycles in

the cradle-type rolling-load machine.

Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

Report on New Assignment 1—Roadbed
Presented by F. L. Peckover,* Chairman, Subcommittee

Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast has, with the approval of die Board of

Direction, formed a new Subcommittee 1—Roadbed. The new subcommittee com-

bines previous Subcommittee 2—Physical Properties of Earth Materials with Sub-

committee 6—Roadway; Formation and Protection. The name lioddbed rather than

Roadway is used for the new subcommittee to avoid any implication that culverts,

fences and other components of the roadway are within its field of interest.

° Engineer of Soils and Foundations, Canadian National Railways, Montreal, Que.
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This reorganization was desirable because of the overlap of interest which has

developed between the subcommittees. The original Committee on Roadway was

formed in 1901, just after the founding of the Association, and has always been

concerned with the stability, drainage and competence of roadbed. The Subcom-

mittee on Earth Materials, on the other hand, was started in 1933 in recognition

of the new science of soil mechanics and has come to be responsible for the design

of roadbed using soil mechanics principles. The design of cuts and fills, where inter-

ests of tlie two subcommittees completely overlap, has remained in the domain of

the roadway subcommittee. There is therefore a very natural mutual interest of the

two groups concerned.

The first assigned task of the new subcommittee is to revise Part 1—Roadway
of Chapter 1 of the Manual ( for which the previous subconmiittees were respon-

sible. ) There is no need to detail the existing coverage of this Part, except to say

that after careful consideration, it was decided that a rearrangement would still

leave an undesirable imbalance in the Manual coverage. On this basis it was decided

to transfer some 13 pages of material to other parts of the chapter and to rearrange

and rewrite the remaining 75 pages. In preparing the revision, the overall aim is to

evaluate the judgment factors involved in dealing with specific roadbed problems in

designing new branch lines and in maintaining or upgrading existing lines. It is

SFFECT OF TABUUi'ION Bl PRjiSEIJTmG RKFiiRENCE DATA

TEXT

FORM

If sheepsfoot rollers are used, they shall have dual druaa with

a miniawji diajneter of sixty inches; the feet shall be not less

than eight inches long, the average unit pressure on the base

of the feet with the roller weighted shall be not less than four

hundred and twenty-five pounds per square inch, and the rollers

shall be used \.eighted. If rubber tired rollers are used, they

shall have a total weight of not less than 30,0C)O pounds, and

the tire pressure shall be not less than ninety pounds per square

inch. If vibratory rollers are used, the vibrating force

developed in each cycle shall be not less than 3,500 pounds for

each foot width of roller; the frequency of vibration shall be

not less than 1,200 cycles per minute; and the equipment shall

be capable of executing 180 degree turn within a radius of

thirteen feet.

Compaction equipment in use shall meet the following miniraua requirements:

TABLE

FORM

Sheepsfoot rollers.... Drum diameter 60 Lnches, feet 8 inches long,

average foot pressure when weighted /25 pounds

per sqiiare inch.

Rubber tired rollers.. Weight 30,000 pounds, tire pressure 90 pounds

per 3':iuare inch.

Vibratory rollers Vibrating force 3,500 pounds per cycle per foot

width, vibration frequency 1200 cycles per

inute

,

Compaction equipment shall be capable of executing a 190 degree turn
in a 13-foot radius.

Fig. 1
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assuiiK'cl that tlctails of metliods will only l)e j^iven when good inforniation is not

easily available elsewhere.

Uniformity with the remainder of the Manual is, of course, essential in some

re.spects, but we consider that no opportimity should be lost to make the presenta-

tion effective for ease of reference. Standard engineering concepts, procedures and

specifications will be referred to where possible. Well-qualified subcommittee mem-
bers have agreed to contribute to the revision, and first drafts have now been

prepared.

The new arrangement deals with site exploration and testing, then design, con-

struction and maintenance of roadbed. With subdivision.s under these main headings

we hope to submit a concise up-to-date reference document.

We are fortunate to be preparing this revision at a time when improvements

in the Manual format are planned. Presentation of technical information for refer-

ence has changed a great deal in the past 20 or 30 years, but Manual revisions have

usually retained the same style with a maximum of text and minimum of tables

and figures. Our subcommittee intends to use to advantage the opportunity to

present information in an interesting form.

Let me illustrate this point. Continuous prose is often poorly suited to the

concise presentation of technical information. Even when no actual data is involved,

tabulation can be used to clarify the presentation. In Fig. 1 the same information

is presented twice—in the usual text form above, and in table form below. The
improved appearance of the tabular form for reference purpose is evident.

The new Subcommittee on Roadbed already has mutual interests with its com-

panion Subcommittee on Ballast in the matter of the interraction of tlie ballast and
roadbed to distribute the load applied from rail through ties. In the next few years,

however, the biggest challenge for the subcommittee probably lies in developing,

through collaboration with Committee 5—Track, a better understanding of the

function and action of roadbed in hack design.
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jftvnk MilUam J^illman

1880=1968

Frank William Hillman, retired assistant engineer-maintenance, Chicago &
North W'e.stern Railway, and Member Emeritus of Committee 1, passed away at

Evanston, 111., on July 30, 1968, at the age of 88. He is survived by two daughters,

Mrs. Avis Anderson of Exanston and Miss Jane Hillman of River Forest, 111.; a

brother, A. B. Hillman, retired chief engineer. Belt Railway Company and Chicago

& Western Indiana Railroad; a sister, Mrs. Anne Alexander; and a nephew, A. B.

Hillman, Jr., chief engineer. Belt Railway Company of Chicago.

Mr. Hillman was bom in Bromley, Kent, England, on February 25, 1880, and

graduated from the Unixersity of Illinois with B.S. and C.E. degrees.

His first railroad experience was with the Illinois Central Railroad from 1893

to 1900 where he worked as office boy, timekeeper, tapeman, rodman, masonry and

building inspector, instrumentman and acting resident engineer on construction of

shops, docks, track elevation, grain elevators and new line construction to Omaha.

From 1900 to 1905 he attended the University of Illinois, working for the IllinoLs

Central during the summers. After graduation he worked as assistant engineer for

the Illinois Central until 1906, being assigned to warehouse and retaining wall con-

struction. After working one year as a structural draftsman for Ralph Modjeski,

Mr. Hillman began his career on the Chicago & North Western Railway. Positions

held included structural draftsman, assistant engineer in charge of constniction,

resident engineer in charge of track elevation projects, division engineer at Madison,

Wis., and Chicago, and assistant engineer maintenance for the system. He was

appointed to the latter position in 1926 and worked in that capacity until his retire-

ment from railroad service in 1947.

Mr. Hillman joined AREA in 1920 and became a Life Member in 1948. He

was a member of Committee 1 from 1928 to 1949, serving as vice chairman in 1942

and chairman in 1943. In recognition of his outstanding service to this committee,

he was elected Member Emeritus in 1955. Mr. Hillman also was a member of Com-

mittee 5—Track, from 1929 to 1941, Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation

Records, from 1925 to 1928, Committee 17—Wood Preservation from 1942 to 1948,

Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, from 1932 to 1937 and

Committee 28—Clearances, in 1943.

In addition to his AREA activities, he was active in the First BaptLst Church

of Evanston, serving as trustee. He participated in the activities of a senior citizens'

group, a literature study group and was a 32nd degree Mason.

Mr. Hillman was warmly esteemed by those who had an opportunity to be

associated with him, and genuinely re.spccted for his contributions in the field of

railway engineering and maintenance.

L. J. Deno,
Memorialist.



NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Member Prices for Individual Chapters of

1969 Manual Supplement

No. of
Sheets

. 11
1"

3
11

6
35
2
V
V
V

100
V
V
4
2
1*
1"

1.50

.15

.10

.20

.15

$2.50

Chapter

1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11
13
14

15
16
17
20
22
25
27
28 6
29 5

Complete Supplement 204

" Contents sheet only—no charge.

Member Prices for Complete Manual Chapters

Fersonal
Copy

Chapter Price

1—Roadway and Ballast 2.25

3—Ties 50
4—Rail 1.00

5_Track 1.50

6—Buildings 1.25
7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 1.50

8—Masonry 2.25
9—Highways 75
11—Engineering and Valuation Records 1.50

13—Environmental Engineering 1.25
14—Yards and Terminals 1.25
15—Iron and Steel Structures 1.50
16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 1.00
17—Wood Preservation 75
20—Contract Forms 1.50
22—Economics of Railway Labor 75
25—Waterways and Harbors 50
27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 75
28—Clearances 50
29—Waterproofing 50

Complete Manual Volumfes I and II $25.00

Personal
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ATTENTION
Bridge Designers, Engineers, Fabricators, Erectors

Now Available

Brand New '—*-v Up to Date "—"-^ Decimal Format

AREA Specifications For Steel Railway Bridges

Chapter 15—Iron and Steel Structures, AREA Manual of Recommended

Practice for Railway Engineering

Contents

Part 1—Design—ASTM A 36 Steel (Includes data on welding)

Part 2—Design—High-Strength Steels (Includes data on welding)

Part 3—Fabrication (Riveted, Bolted and Welded)

Part 4—Erection (Riveted, Bolted and Welded)

Part 5—Design of Special Types of Structures

Part 6—Design, Fabrication, Erection of Movable Bridges

Part 7—Inspection, Rating, Strengthening of Existing Structures

Part 8—Design of Turntables and Methods of Shortening of Eyebars to

Equalize the Stress

Place Your Order Now!

Member's Personal Copy $1.50

Multiple copies to members 2.00 ea.

Non-members 3.00 ea.

STILL AVAILABLE

Structural Fatigue and Steel Railroad Bridges—Proceedings of AREA Seminar

by W. H. Munse, J. E. Stallmeyer and F. P. Drew. Prices: $2.00, $2.25, $2.50
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^£BOQUIP
^

Aeroquip

Low Temperature

Hose for rugged

railroad

air brake

service

At temperatures as low as — 65°F. and pressures to

300 psi, new Aeroquip Air Brake Hose is fully reliable

for exposed or unexposed railroad air brake applica-

tions. This low temperature hose is specially built to

withstand the severe conditions encountered in con-
nection and disconnection of air brake hose lines.

And Aeroquip Reusable Fittings plus a small stock of

bulk hose permit quick and easy replacement of any
length of hose line.

Constructed with a rugged Neoprene inner tube,
steel wire braid reinforcement, and a synthetic rubber
cover, this new hose is available in sizes from V2" to

IW I. D.—with a variety of gladhands and swivel pipe
thread adapters.

For more information, contact your Aeroquip Dis-

tributor. Or write for your free copy of Railroad Engi-

neering Bulletin REB-21. Aeroquip Corporation,
Industrial Division, Jackson, Michigan. Aeroquip prod-
ucts are protected by international patents.

^roquip
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
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What's he doing ? Jl

Drilling one of 12,000

inspection holes in

this 1300' creosoted

pine trestle

Why
to locate internal

decay and evaluate

remaining timber

strength.

That's what we
mean by inspection

and in-ptace treatment

OSMOSE WOOD PRESERVING CO.

OF AMERICA, INC.

980 Ellicolt St., Buffalo, N . Y. 14209



MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOiS AU JOBi

ROOTS AND LOADS TIES

LAYING STANDARD RAIL

LAYING WELDED RAIL

CUTS MAINTENANCE CO

12 fAST CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• l'/4 Cu. Yd. Bucket

• Tote Hook
• 18' Boom Extension

• Fork Tie Baler

• Track Cleaning Bucket

• Back Hoe
• Clamshell

• Back Filler Blade
• Pull Drag Bucket

• 4 Cu. Yd. Snow Bi

• Pile Hammer

Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydraulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORA
RAILROAD

141 W. JACKSON

DIVISION

CHICAGO 4, ILL

9' WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET*

80 Years of Service

to the Railroad Industry



LEVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

n ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

.ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

, FEELER
detects position
of track in spiral
or curve at every
tie and feeds
information to

"Auto-Control"

WORKINQ
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lilting, levelling

end tamplng_
Is done.

RECEIVER
BUQQY
"Auto-Control"
continuously
positions
receivers
electronically to

salisty ideal curve
requirements and
establishes
required amount
ol track

correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

# Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic
beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

# Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and
curve track.*

# No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

# No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place
simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping
tools.

# With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct
alignment.

•Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for
existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

Head Office & Plant— 2401 Ed-
mund Rd., West Columbia, S. C.

29169 . 8 03/794-9160
Plant— 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine (Montreal), Que., Canada
• 514/637-5531

Parts Depot— 1902 University
Ave., St. Paul, IVIinn. 55115 •

612/645-5055

Sales, Service & Parts— Tamper
(Australia) Pty. Ltd., 34 Mcin-
tosh St., Airport West, G.P.O.
Melbourne, Victoria 3042, Aus-
tralia • 379-8441
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Save money

on maintenance with

NORDBERG
MECHANICAL MUSCLES

Self-Propelled Adzer
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BIRUE lEMPER.
CLIPLOC

comes to grips with t/ie concrete railancliorageproblem

An installation, pretested

to withstand a longitudinal

force in excess of 2,000 lbs.

and a pressu re of 1 0,000 lbs.

bolttension ontherail base,

requires only (A) tie, (B)

polyethylene pad, (C) rail,

(D) two Cliplocs. and (E)

two bolts.

True Temper has developed a

new concept in concrete rail

tie clips that hold a positive

gauge and provide hold-down

power for good anchorage.

They reduce shock and strain

concentration, yet are simple

in design, installation and
maintenance.

New True Temper Cliploc

concrete rail anchor warrants

investigation by anyone who is

ISITrue Temper.

planning the installation of

concrete ties.

Long leaders in the production

of rail anchorage devices. True

Temper has the background

and technical competence to

come to grips with your rail

anchorage problem — be it

wood or concrete.

Railwiy Applianot Division

1623 Euclid Avinu*
Clevilind. Ohio 44I1S



Advertisement

KEEPING TRACK
IS OUR BUSINESS!

NCG

• RAIL WELDING ^^^ ^^^H
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Assure lower maintenance costs, better performance with

Texaco

Railroad Lubricants

and Systematic
Engineering

Service

Semes)
New York • Atlanta • Chicago • Minneapolis • St. Louis • San Francisco

<^ WOODINGS-VERONATOOLWORKS
Pioneer Manufacturers

of

fflGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

WOODINGS FORGE & TOOL COMPANY
Makers

of

WOODINGS RAIL ANCHORS

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO, ELL.
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CHOOSE FROM OUR

FULL LINE!

9C0NVERSI0N UNIT
iTRAVetS OVER IL OR ROAD

50% LIGHTER

100% RELIABLE

NEW C-68 ELECTRO HYDRAULIC RAIL ROAD CONVERSION UNIT
• The C-68 features a new "Flip-switch" dash control which will lower or raise

the rail wheels within 6 seconds * A unique compact electro hydraulic self-

contained power unit automatically adjusts, and/or re-adjusts for rail unit loads,

during on-track operation O All steel construction and new yoke type wheel

brackets assure maximum strength • The new tuck-under areo-styling and
advanced design features make it several hundred pounds lighter than the

usual steel models * Positive hydraulic locks safely holds the rail wheels in rail or

road position • Adaptable to most current model light trucks, and passenger

cars and variable gauge track for various European vehicles.

I N C O R P O R AT E D ^ ^
N C O

580 WEST HIGHWAY 54 CAMDENTON, MISSOURI 65020

New! Parts and
Service Centers

Most Everywhere

Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY, INC.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Chicago, 111.

Unit Rail Anclior

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY, INC.

PITTSBURGH, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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• IMPROVED FAIR Rail Anchors

• MOD FAIR Rail Anchors

• XL-1 Fair Rail Anchors

• Anchor Renewal Service

• Standard Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise Joints

• Insulation

• Poly-Insulated Joints

• Rail and Flange Lubricators

ble Switch Point Protectors

IN CANADA:
PORTEC, LIMITED

PRODUCTS OF PROGRESS

PORTEC inc.
Railway Products Division, 80 E. JacKson Blvd.. Chicago, III. 60604
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Report of the Executive Manager
March 13, 1969

To The Members:

The past operational year of the American Railway Engineering Association,

which year commenced on March 10, 1968 and ended on March 12, 1969, was an

outstanding one, in spite of the "red ink" at the end of the financial balance sheet

for the calendar year 1968.

I believe that statement is fully justified because of tlic dynamic atmosphere

within die Association, the many accomplishments of the technical committees, the

great demand for AREA publications, the continued high level of membership and
the development of a program for the 1969 Convention that is one of the best in a

long line of convention programs. None of those factors would be present in a 70-

year-old organization that was resting on its past accomplishments and reputation.

The calendar year 1969 will be rather critical, primarily because of a $5.00

increase in dues to Members and Associate Members and a $2.50 increase in the

dues of Junior Members. It is hoped that all concerned will realize that the inflation

in this country affects AREA as well as all other businesses, including railroads, and

each of us as individuals. The cost of everything tlie Association must buy has

increased, and on March 1, 1968, printing costs increased to such an extent that

the total annual printing e.xpenditure of the Association increased approximately 30

percent. Furthermore, we can look forward to another increase in printing costs,

although a smaller one, in 1970.

Each and e\ery member is urged to be understanding and continue his AREA
membership, and to increase his involvement in AREA activities so that he, through

his membership, will realize a greater return on his small investment of $20.00 a

year. By the same token, railroad chief engineering and maintenance officers are

urged to review the AREA membership on their railroads to determine if there are

members on tlieir staff who are not now members but who could benefit from such

membership and by so doing, benefit the railroad. They are also urged to make it

possible for their representatives on AREA committees to attend meetings of those

committees to the greatest extent possible, and what is more important, to be actively

engaged in contributing to the work of the committee and subcommittees to which
they have been assigned.

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTION

1967-1968

Executive Committee

T. B. Hutcheson (Chairman), H. E. Wilson, H. M. Williamson, A. V. Johnston,

J. M. Trissal

Assignments

M. S. Reid (Chairman), H. E. Wilson, C. Neufeld, H. W. Kellogg,

J. M. Salmon, Jr.

Personnel

D. H. Shoemaker (Chairman), J. B. Clark, C. Neufeld, F. H. McGuigan,
R. M. Brown

Publications

H. M. Williamson (Chairman), D. H. Shoemaker, J. A. Rust, F. H. McGuigan,

J. M. Salmon, Jr.

979
Bal. 621
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Manual

G. V. Guerin (Chairman), H. W. Kellogg, J. A. Rust, J. B. Clark, E. H. Waring

Membership

J. B. Clark (Chairman), H. M. Williamson, M. S. Reid, A. V. Johnston,

E. Q. Johnson

Finance

H. E. Wikon (Chairman), J. M. Trissal, M. S. Reid, C. V. Guerin, R. M. Brown

Research

R. H. Beeder (Chairman), A. V. Johnston, D. H. Shoemaker, H. F. Kellogg,

E. H. Waring

Regional Meetings

F. H. McGuigan (Chairman), J. A. Rust, C. Neufeld, E. Q. Johnson

1968-1969

Executive Committee

H. E. Wilson (Chairman), H. M. Williamson, J. B. Clark, J. M. Trissal,

T. B. Hutcheson

Assignments

J. M. Salmon, Jr. (Chairman to 11-1-68), F. H. McGuigan (Chairman from

11-1-68), R. M. Brown, W. R. Bjorklund, S. A. Cooper, D. V. Messman

Personnel

C. Neufeld (Chairman), F. H. McGuigan, R. M. Brown, E. H. Waring,

J. F. Piper

Publications

H. M. Wilhamson (Chairman), T. B. Hutcheson, F. H. McGuigan,

J. M. Salmon, Jr., W. R. Bjorklund, J. F. Piper, D. V. Messman

Manual

J. B. Clark (Chairman), T. B. Hutcheson, H. W. Kellogg, E. H. Waring,

C. T. Popma, D. V. Sartore

Membership

E. Q. Johnson (Chainnan), H. M. Williamson, C. Neufeld, S. A. Cooper,

D. V. Sartore

Finance

H. E. Wilson (Chainnan), J. M. Trissal, R. M. Brown, J. F. Piper, D. V. Sartore

Research

R. H. Beeder (Chairman), H. W. Kellogg, E. Q. Johnson, E. H. Waring,

C. T. Popma

Regional Meetings

C. T. Popma (Chairman), C. Neufeld, W. R. Bjorklund, S. A. Cooper
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1 968 Convention

The 67th Annual Convention of the AREA and the 1968 Annual Meeting of

the AAR Engineering Division were lield on Tuesday-Thursday, March 19-21, 1968

at the Palmer House, Chicago. Scheduled in conjunction with these meetings was

an exhibit of the Railway Engineering-Maintenance Suppliers Association at the

International Amphitheater on Chicago's southside.

The registration of the convention exceeded all expectations and the previous

high by many hundreds. The total registration was 3153, nearly 700 more than the

previous high of 2457 established in 1965.

Presiding over this record-breaking convention was T. B. Hutcheson, assistant

vice president-engineering and maintenance of way, Seaboard Coast Line Railroad,

Jacksonville, Fla., as president of AREA and chairman of the AAR Engineering

Division.

Those attending the Opening Session heard R. R. Manion, vice president of

the AAR Operations and Maintenance Department, give the Keynote Address; and

A. Scheffer Lang, federal railroad administrator, U. S. Department of Transporta-

tion, and an AREA member, talk on "Railroad Engineering from a New Vantage

Point." Another feature on the program of the convention was the Annual Luncheon

address by W. Thomas Rice, president and chief executive officer, Seaboard Coast

Line Railroad. Mr. Rice discussed "The Anatomy of a Railroad Merger." In all, the

program had 16 special features—13 sponsored by 14 technical committees, includ-

ing 13 addresses, one panel discussion and two motion pictures—in addition to the

reports of each of the Association's 23 technical committees.

1969 Convention

The 18th AREA Annual Convention and the 1969 AREA Annual Meeting were

held on Monday, March 10, to Wednesday, March 12, at the Pick-Congress Hotel,

Chicago. Those meetings were presided over by H. E. Wilson, assistant chief engi-

neer, system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Chicago, as president of AREA
and chairman of the Engineering Division.

The registration at this convention was 1062 and included 640 railroad men
and 422 non-railroad men.

The features during the opening session included the Keynote Address by

Thomas M. Goodfellow, president of the Association of American Railroads, on

"Hoist With His Own Petard"; and an address by Arthur N. Rutland, chief engineer

way and works (retired), British Railways Board, on "Permanent Way Work—

A

Progress Report."

The Annual Luncheon was addressed by the president and chief executive

officer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, John S. Reed, an AREA member, who

spoke on "Management Careers for Railway Engineers."

In addition to the reports of the Association's 23 technical committees, the

program had 9 addresses, one motion picture, one symposium, one panel discussion

and one side.show-type of presentation on the application of a computer program

for bridge analyses and clearing heavy loads over bridges.

Regional Meeting in New England

The fourth Regional Meeting of the Association was held in the Sheraton-Plaza

Hotel, Boston, Mass., on November 12, 1968.

Approximately 100 engineers and supervisors from railroads scr\ing New Eng-

land and the east-northeast sections of the United States and eastern Canada,
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gathered to participate in an outstanding program of addresses and illustrated talks.

R. R. Manion, vice president, AAR Operations and Maintenance Department, talked

at the luncheon on "Safety Aspects of Railroad Maintenance."

The meeting was planned and directed by AREA Director C. T. Popma, assist-

ant vice president-engineering, Penn Central Company. He was assisted by a local

arrangements committee headed by P. H. Swales, vice president-operations and

maintenance, Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.

MEMBERSHIP

When the 1968 membership statistics were prepared, as of December 31,

1968, rather than January 31, 1969, the former end of the membership year, it was

found that Association Membership was down by only 15. It is necessary to report

membership statistics for eleven months in 1968, as future membership statistics

will be reported on a calendar year basis rather than on the former membership

year basis ending as of January 31, of the current year.

The outstanding efforts of the officers, directors and members, including chief

engineering and maintenance officers of railroads in holding the decrease in mem-
bership to so small a figure is laudable.

However, we must request your continued efforts in not only maintaining a

high level of membership, but increasing it as well. The average level of attrition

each year still approaches 250, even though for eleven months of 1968 the figure

is only 201. There are still many railroad officers in various departments and job

classifications that would benefit through membership, as would their employing

railroads, and in turn advance tlie vital work of AREA by contributing a portion

of their time, experience, knowledge and talents to its object, the "advancement of

knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation

and maintenance of railways."

Membership

(1967 Membership year extends from February 1, 1967 to January 31)

(1968 Membership count extends from February 1, to December 31)

Membership Year

1967 1968
Membership as of February 1, 1967 3302
Membership as of January 1, 1968 3421

New Members during year 276 174
Reinstatements during year 33 13

Gain or loss in Junior Members —

8

—

1

3603 3607

Deceased during year 43 59
Resigned during year 44 21

Dropped during year 95 121

182 201

Net Gain or Loss -f 119 —15
Membership January 31, 1968 3421
Membership December 31, 1968 3406



489
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F. W. Alexander (M '15), retired assistant chief engineer, Canadian Pacific

Railway, member of Committee i— Roadway and Ballast, 1934-1947; E. H. Barn-

hart (M 16), retired division en;nineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, member Com-
mittee 12—Rules and OrK;nii/ation, 1919-1938, Committee 20—Contract Forms,

1930-1954, Committee 26—Standardization, 1930-1938, and Committee 28—Clear-

ances, 1930-1937; J. E. Bernhardt (M '22), retired chief engineer, W. J. Howard,
Inc., engineers and contractors, member of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Struc-

tures, 1925-1964, Committee 28—Clearances, 1941-1946; W. M. Barr (M '22),

retired research and standards consultant. Union Pacific Railroad, member of Com-
mittee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services (now P'nvironmental Engineering),

1923-1948; F. D. Beale (M '24), retired president, Virginian Railway; Blair Blowers

(M '30), retired chief engineer, Erie Railroad, member of Committee 4—Rail, 1955-

1962, Committee 5—Track, 1936-1938 and 1945-1955, and Committee 31—Con-
tinuous Welded Rail, 1952-1961; C. W. Brown (M '12), retired chairman of the

board and president. Western Maryland Railway; B. H. Crosland (M '41), retired

chief engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, member of Committee 1—Road-

way and Ballast, since 1941, being Member Emeritus at the time of his death;

Benjamin Elkind (M '29), retired principal assistant engineer, Erie Railroad, mem-
ber of Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors, 1931-1947 and again since 1952,

being Member Emeritus at the time of his death; R. Hayes (M '18), retired engineer

of bridges. Central Lines, Southern Railway System, member of Committee 7

—

Wood Bridges and Trestles, 1929-19.33, Committee 8—Masonry, 1938-1955, Com-
mittee 14—Yards and Terminals, 1919-1926, Committee 15—Iron and Steel Struc-

tures, 1924-1927; F. W. Hillman (M '20), retired assistant engineer maintenance,

Chicago & North Western Railway, member of Committee 1—Roadway and Bal-

last, 1928-1949, being elected Member Emeritus in 1955, Committee 5—Track,

1929-1941, Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation Records, 1925-1928, Com-
mittee 17—Wood Preservation, 1942-1948, Committee 27—Maintenance of Way
Work Equipment, 1932-1937, and Committee 28—Clearances, 1943; A. T. Hop-
kins (M '16), retired assistant valuation engineer, New York Central System, mem-
ber of Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation Records, 1932-1952; W. G.

Nusz (M '18), retired office engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, member of Commit-

tee 5—Track, 1924-1927, Committee 20—Contract Forms, 1927-1952, being

elected Member Emeritus in 1954, Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors, 1935-

1947, Committee 26—Standardization, 1938-1942; A. B. Pierce (M '19), retired

engineer of water supply. Southern Railway System, member of Committee 13

—

Water, Oil and Sanitation Services (now Environmental Engineering), since 1920,

being Member Emeritus at the time of his death; W. A. Radspinner (M '21),

retired superintendent fire prevention, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, member of

Committee 12—Rules and Organization, 1933-1937, Committee 13—Water, Oil

and Sanitation Services (now Environmental Engineering), 1935-1946, Committee

23—Shops and Locomotive Terminals, 1927-1936; O. C. Rehfuss (A '22), retired

chief engineer, Canadian Car and Foundry Company, member of Committee 5

—

Track, 1927-1950; C. B. Stanton (M '23), retired assistant to president, Carnegie

Institute of Technology, member of Committee 2, Ballast, 1925-1937, Committee

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation, 1935-1944; H. T. Welty

(M '17), retired engineer of structures, New York Central System, member of Com-
mittee 15—Iron and Steel Structures, 1918-1947, being elected Member Emeritus

in 1955.
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ACTIVITIES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Personnel of Committees

At the beginning of tlu- 1968 Association year tlicif witc 1246 nifinhers

assigned to 1350 places on the Association's 23 technical coniniittees. This com-
pares with 1206 members who occupied 1333 places on the 23 standing,' committees
at the beginning of the previous year.

AREA committees were limited to a maximum membership of 70 and to the

number of members from each railroad, depending on the total number of AREA
members from a .specific railroad. However, to meet the desire of the Association

of American Railroads for relatively small AAR conunittees, there was continued in

1968 the plan adopted by the (General Conmiittee, Engineering Division, in 1961,

which pro\ides that the chairmen, vice chairmen, secretaries and all subconnnittee

chairmen—to the extent that they are in the active employ of railroad.s—alone

constitute the official Engineering Division committees within the larger AREA
committees. In 1963, a rule was adopted that only members of committees who are

in the active employ of the railroads should be chairmen of subcommittees with

assignments dealing with railroad or Association policy matters, assignments calling

for expenditures on the part of the railroads, or assignments which might occasion

dealing with public officials or agencies.

The number of members assigned to committees for 1969, effective with the

official roster changes at the end of the 1969 Annual Convention, will be down
slightly from 1968. Specifically, 1231 members have been assigned to 1380 places

on committees for 1969.

Committee Meetings

To progress their work on assignments the 23 AREA technical committees

held a total of 65 meetings during the 1968 Association year, compared with 71

meetings the previoas year. As is usually the case, the large majority of these

meetings were held in Chicago or at points central to the largest number of com-
mittee members. The excepticms were scheduled to permit inspections of facilities,

operations or projects which could be seen only by going to those points.

Of the 65 meetings held during the 1968 Association year, 37 were held in

Chicago (including the 12 held during the 1968 Convention); 3 each were held

in New Orleans, La., and St. Louis, Mo.; 2 each in Atlanta, Ca., St. Paul, Minn.,

New York, and Kansas City, Mo.; and 14 were held in other cities.

The number of meetings held during the year by each committee was dictated

by (he scope of their work and other considerations. Accordingly, 1 conunittee held

5 meetings; 2 conunittees each held 4 meetings; 14 committees each held 3 meet-

ings; 4 committees each held 2 meetings; and 2 committees each held 1 meeting

Combined with their meetings, 22 inspection trips were made by AREA committees

during the year to see facilities, structures, procedures, projects and operations

directly related to their work.

WORK OF COMMITTEES

During 1968 AREA committees worked on 157 assignments, 18 of which wore

new. As usual, each subcommittee carried out its own studies and investigations

independently, or with the cooperation of the AAH research staff.

Many of these subcommittees held their own meetings before, during or after

the scheduled meetings of the full parent committees. At the full committee meet-

ings, the snbrnminittee chairmen reported on the subcommittee's progress on their
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assignments and discussed any problems with the work with other members of

the full committee. This procedure enables the wide knowledge and experience

oF all the members of AREA committees, from a large number of railroads, to be

applied to the studies of the .subcommittees. What an outstanding educational

experience AREA committee work can be for our younger members! This is per-

haps one of the greatest benefits the individual railroads and the railroad industry

as a whole derives from the American Railway Engineering Association—assistance

in the technical and administrative preparation of their young engineers and super-

visors for greater responsibilities—to the extent these people are allowed to par-

ticipate in AREA general and committee activities.

A large percentage of AREA committee work is directed towards the prepara-

tion of progress or final reports for information; toward revising material appearing

in the AREA Manual of Recommended Practice for Railway Engineering, the AAR
Electrical Manual of Standards and Recommended Practice, and the AREA Port-

folio of Trackwork Plans; toward the development of new Manual and Portfolio

material; and toward carrying out special projects related to their assignments.

The 1968 statistics show that our committees produced one or more information

reports on 74 of their 157 assignments (not including Assignment A). In addition,

the committees submitted 21 reports containing Manual recommendations, all of

which, for the second time, were published separate from the committee reports

—

this year in Part 1 of the December Bulletin. Furthermore, all 23 committees pre-

sented brief "progress" or "status" statements with respect to assignments on which

they made no formal report.

Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, continued its distri-

bution of the AREA Engineer Recruitment Brochure, entitled "The Railroad In-

dustry—A Challenge and Opportunity for Engineering Graduates," Pictorial Rail-

road Exhibit and information on summer job opportunities on railroads for

engineering students. In addition, the committee continued its program of providing

speakers from railroad engineering and maintenance of way departments to address

engineering groups—civil, transportation, industrial, mechanical and electrical.

During the year the committee and the headquarters staff updated the Pic-

torial Railroad Exhibit and prepared two identical sets for distribution. Both groups

also are making an in-depth study into the usefulness and potential market for a

fourth edition of the Engineer Recruitment Brochure.

The committees as a whole will work on 161 Assignments, 20 of which are

new, during 1969.

Classification of Material

The work of AREA committees during 1968 was so diversified and extensive

that it is impossible to do other than refer to it in general terms in a report

such as this one, as in past years. However, the following is a general categorical

classification of the results of this work, as published in the 6 technical Bulletins

of the Association and to be presented to the 1969 Convention:

Recommendations pertaining to the development, revision, or deletion of 37

different specifications and recommended practices for inclusion in the AREA
Manual and Portfolio, and the AAR Electrical Manual; 50 reports on current de-

velopments in engineering practice and design; 6 reports on current developments

in systems engineering and the use of computers to solve problems in railway con-

stniction, operation and maintenance; 9 reports dealing with economy in the use

of labor and the recruiting and training of employees; 3 reports on new and im-

proved power tools, machines, equipment and material; 5 economic and analytical
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studies; 4 reports on relation-s with public authorities; 5 reports deaHnK vvith sta-

tistics and data processing; and 3 bibhographies.

Committee work affecting the AREA Manual included the presentation of 2

specifications for adoption ( 1 in the Electrical Manual ) ; the rewriting or revision

of 9 specifications, with or without reapproval; the presentation of 1 tentative new
specification; the presentation of 3 recommended practices for adoption; the revision

or rewriting of 9 recommended practices, with or without reapproval (1 in the Elec-

trical Manual); the presentation of 2 tentative new recommended practices; the

adoption of 1 agreement form; the revision of 6 agreement forms; the deletion of

1 agreement form, and the revision of 1 trackwork plan.

In addition, Chapter 15 of the AREA Manual was entirely rewritten in a new
decimal format; the first 19 Parts of Chapter 6 were rewritten and reorganized

into a single Part; and an outline was submitted of the proposed complete revision

and reorganization of Chapter 13.

New Discussion Section

During the 1968 Association year the Board of Direction approved the publi-

cation, in a special discussion .section located in the back of the Bulletin, of com-
ments on the reports and papers published in the six technical issues of the Bulletin,

by either members or non-members. The "Ground Rules for the Discussion Sec-

tion" were published in each issue of the Bulletin from the September-October

issue through the February issue. The first Discussion Section was published in

Bulletin 619, February 1969.

ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS

The 1968 Association year again saw greater than normal activity as far as

the production of publications is concerned. As in 1966 and 1967, it was almost

unbelievable the way orders poured into the executive manager's office during 1968,

especially for the Manual and Manual Chapters, and for the Portfolio of Track-

work Plans.

In 1968 the publications of the Association ran pretty much true to fonii. All

the Manual recommendations submitted by committees were again published in a

separate Bulletin apart from the committee's informational reports ( Part 1 of the

December 1968 Bulletin). The AREA News continued to be published bi-monthly;

the Bulletin seven times a year, six technical i.ssues and one Year Book issue, and

the Handbook of Committee Activity published early in April.

The 1968 Supplement to the AREA Manual contained 184 pages (97 sheets)

and if promptly and properly in.serted gave railroad engineers and supervisors an

outstanding tool to assist them in their work.

The Supplement was automatically mailed to all member holders of the Manual
who had paid the $1.00 annual Supplement fee. At the same time non-member
holders of the Manual were notified of the availability of the Supplement and the

price thereof. Continuing the practice started a number of years ago, the executive

manager's office mailed direct to all committee members, without charge, copies

of the 1968 Supplement sheets pertaining to the Manual chapters sponsored by the

committee or committees of which they were members. This practice is followed
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to permit committee members who have purchased separate copies of their coin-

niittee's Manual chapter to keep them up to date.

The Supplement to the AREA Portfolio had 15 sheets.

Again in 1968, Proceedings Binders automatically were furnished without
charge to all members who had standing orders for them on file in the executive

manager's office. This two-post, hard-cover, book-type binder is designed to house

all the Bulletins in the publication year, which starts with the September-October

is.sue and ends with the Jime-July Proceedings issue, with the exception of the

March Year Book Bulletin which is not punched for binding since the Directory

of Members never has been published in the Annual Proceedings. The June-July

Bulletin each year contains the complete proceedings of that year's Annual Con-
vention. Thus, members maintaining libraries of AREA Proceedings now have com-
pletely compatible volumes to add to their collection without the duplication of

material that previously existed between the Bulletins and Proceedings.

RESEARCH WORK

Total Allotments for Research, Engineering Division, AAR, Exclusive

OF Detector Car Development and Leasing Service

1947 $234,428 1959 $353,800

1948 294,840 I960 350,300

1949 372,457 1961 222,000

1950 294,045 1962 223,671

1951 354,770 1963 226,400

1952 381,400 1964 244,500

1953 364,100 1965 264,500

1954 351,307 1966 302,300

1955 351,653 1967 329,414

1956 365,050 1968 329,500

1957 476,845 1969 345,300

1958 563,709

The budget for 1969 Engineering Division research approved by the AAR
Board of Directors on October 25, 1968, was $345,300. The budget requested for

1969 from the AAR, by the Ceneral Committee of the Engineering Division, was

$405,900. While the $345,300 budget for 1969 is $15,800 higher than in 1968, due

to a new method of accounting, charges to be made against the Research Depart-

ment in 1969 will result in considerably less money being available for research

projects in 1969 than was available in 1968.

'

To simplify accounting procedures the entire appropriation is not .subdivided

into each individual project as in past years; accounts will be maintained separately

only between Engineering Division Research Projects and Detector Car Develop-

ment.

The Research Department will progress individual projects for AREA-ED
Committees, as they have done in the past, in accordance with the recommenda-

tions of the Engineering Division Research Committee and the AAR Research

Consulting Committee. These Projects are as follows:
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List ok Phojects Included jn 1969 Approved Engineering Dinision

Research Budget

Administration

Researcli Office

Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

Roadbed Stabilization

Ballast Specification Development

Control of Vegetation

Roadbed Load Capacity in Relation

to Ballast

Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

Termite Control Investigation

Further Dexelopment of Prestressed

Concrete Ties

Anti-Splitting Devices for Ties

Wood Deterioration in the Presence

of Metal

Committee 4—Rail

Rail Failure Statistics

Investigation of Failures in Rail

Shelly Spots and Head Checks
Insulated Rail Joint De\elopnient

Semi-Automatic Welding of Rail

Batter and Burns

Study of Metallurgical Effects of

Rail Cropping Methods

Committee 5—Track

Study of Bridge Rail Expansion
Joints

Specification Development for Tie

Plate Fastenings and Tie Pads for

Wood and Concrete Ties

Slide Plate Lubrication

Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

Strengtii of Timber Stringers

Quantitative Analysis of In-Place

Treatment of Timber Bridges

Non-Destructive Testing of Wood
Strength of Timber Bridge Ties

Committee 8—Masonry

Study of Watertight Expansion
Joints

Strength of Prestressed Concrete
Bridge Ties

Committee 14—Yards and Terminals

\\ eighing Cars in Motion

Specification for Belt Conveyor
Weighing

Rollability of Freight Cars

Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

Protection of Steel Surfaces

Investigation of Synthetic Materials

for Sliding Bridge Bearings

Committee 24—Cooperative Relations

With Universities

Student Research Cirants

Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

Calculation of Bridge Stresses by

Digital Computer
Concrete Bridges—Impact

Steel Bridges—Impact

Timber Bridges—Impact

Deflection and Depth Ratios of

Bridges

Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail

Butt \\'elding of Rail

Anchorage of Continuous Welded
Rail

Joint Committee on Relation Between

Track and Equipment

Relation of High Center of Gravity

and Heavy Loading to Derailing

and Roll Action Including Some
of the High Capacity Cars of

Recent Design

Investigation of Effect on Curved
Track of Diesel Locomotives with

Three and Four Axle Trucks

Dynamic Action of Piggyback and

New Types of Freight Cars

Relation of Wheel Load to Wheel
Diameter

Train Resistance for New Types of

Equipment and High Speed Op-
eration

ED—AREA Committee on Research

Clomputer, Atmosplieric and Elec-

tronic Collaboration— National
Center for Atmosphi'ric Research

High Voltage Direct Current

Methods of Rail Flaw Detection
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LOOKING AHEAD

Here are the dates for future Conventions of AREA:

1970_March 16-18, Palmer House, Chicaj,'o

1971—March 16-18, Sherman House, Chicajjo

1972—Not definite

1973—Not definite

1974—March 19-21, Sherman House, Chicago.

It is expected that the 1972 and 1973 conventions will be scheduled by mid-

1969 when the confusion surrounding the expected opening of the rebuilt McCor-

mick Place, late in 1970, subsides. As a result of the attendant scheduling activity,

one or two of tlie above dates or locations may be changed. The 1971 and 1974

dates are pegged to scheduled exhibits of the Railway Engineering-Maintenance

Suppliers Association, which will be held at either the International Amphitheater

or the new McCormick Place.

The 1969 Regional Meeting has been scheduled for October 14 at Los Angeles,

Calif. The specific site of the meeting has not yet been selected. Arrangements and

plans for the meeting are under the direction of Director R. M. Brown, chief engi-

neer. Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb., who is chairman of the Special Board

Committee on Regional Meetings, and J. G. Fry, chief engineer, Coast Lines, Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Los Angeles, who is chairman of the local arrange-

ments committee.

All AREA members are exhorted to do their utmost to support the activities

of their Association, increase its membership and further improve the contributions

of AREA to the profession of railway engineering and to the railroad industry so

far as the engineering and maintenance of fixed properties are concerned.

Respectfully submitted,

Earl W. Hodgkins

Executive Manager

and Secretary
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Beceasfeb ittemfoersi

C. C. Albright (M '10)

18 Woodview Court, Lafayette, Ind.

F. W. Alexander (M '15)

Retired Assistant Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, Winnipeg, Man.

E. L. Bangs (M '59)

General Bridge Inspector, Chicago & North Western Railway, Chicago, 111.

E. H. Barnhart (M '16)

Retired Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, St. Petersburg, Fla.

J. E. Bernhardt (A '22)

Retired Chief Engineer, W. J. Howard, Inc., Engineers & Contractors, Chicago, 111.

W. M. Barr (M '22)*

Retired Research and Standards Consultant, Union Pacific Railroad, Pasadena, Calif.

F. D. Beale (M '24)

Retired President, Virginian Railway, Norfolk, Va.

J. G. Begley (M '28)*

Retired Assistant Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Washington, D. C.

Blair Blowers (M '30)

Retired Chief Engineer, Erie Railroad, Chippewa Lake, Ohio

C. W. Brown (M '12)

Retired Chairman of the Board and President, Western Maryland Railway, Miami, Fla.

W. P. Buchanan (M 'S3)

Supervisor of Scale Inspectors and Erectors, Pennsylvania Railroad, Altoona, Pa.

W. S. Burkert (M '58)

Project Engineer, Berger Associates, Inc., Consulting Engineer, Harrisburg, Pa.

T. F. Burris (M '35)

Retired General Manager—Construction and Maintenance of Way, Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.

—

Baltimore & Ohio RR, Huntington, W. Va.

F. D. Campbell (M '61)

Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

B. H. Crosland (M '41)

Retired Chief Engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, Springfield, Mo.

E. W. Crowe (M '33)

Roadmaster, International Railways of Central .America, Guatemala City, Guatemala, C. A.

A. V. Didier (M '48)

Assistant Division Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Portland, Ore.
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A. D. DuFFiE (M '28)*

Retiri'd Designing ICngineer, New York Central System, While I'lains, \. V.

R. G. Duke (M '65)

Assistant Engineer, I'ninn I'acifK Railniad, Sail l.al<e Cily, Utah

B. Elkind (M '29)

Retired Principal Assistant Engineer. Erie Railroad, Golden Beach, Fla.

H. W. Flemming (M '2i)

Retired Special Engineer, Quebec, North Shore & Labrador Railway, Montreal West, Que.

C. E. Gay, III (M '51)

President, Savannah & Atlanta Railway, Savannah, Ga.

R. J. Glynn (A '62, M '67)

Vice President and General Manager, Walter H. Knapp of Wisconsin, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

H. M. Goehring (M '25)*

Retired Assistant Chief Engineer, Great Northern Railway, .Auburn, Wash.

S. E. Gordon (M '48)

Assistant Engineer, Southern Pacific Company, Oakland, Calif.

D. E. Harmon (M '68)

Systems Research Officer, Southern Railway System, Atlanta, Ga.

R. Hayes (M '18)

Retired Engineer of Bridges, Central Lines, Southern Railway System, Knoxville, Tenn.

K. A. Heiny (M '55)

Retired Assistant Valuation Engineer, New York Central System, Cincinnati, Ohio

N. M. Hench (M '17)

Augusta, Ark.

F. W. HillmAN (M '20)

Retired Assistant Engineer Maintenance, Chicago & North Western Railway, Evanston, III.

G. W. Honsa (M '67)

Structural Engineer, Bridge Department, Great Northern Railway, St. Paiil. Minn.

A. T. Hopkins (M '16)

Retired Assistant Valuation Engineer, New York Central System, Detroit, Mich.

N. I. Huntley (M '48)

.Assistant Engineer, Long Island Railroad, Jamaica, N. Y.

J. C. Jacobs (M '24)*

Retired Engineer Maintenance of Way, Illinois Central RR, Flo.ssmoor, III.
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W. J. Joy (A '61)

Executive Secretary, Railway KngineeringMaintenance Suppliers Associatiiiri, ChicaK", 111.

H. O. Kaigler (M '28)

Retired Assistant Division Engineer, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, Tampa, Fla.

C. C. KiDD (M '30)

Retired Assistant Bridge Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Richmond, Va.

R. N. Lane (M '65)

Civil Engineer, Gihbs & Hill, Inc., New York, N. Y.

C. W. Law, Jr. (M '62)

Consulting Engineer, Research & Development Division, Office of High Speed Ground Transportation,

U. S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D. C.

G. LightenWALNER (M '53)

Retired Regional Supervisor Terminal Operation, Grand Trunk Western Railroad,

Battle Creek, Mich.

R. J. Lyman (A '64, M '67)

Executive Director, Prestressed Concrete Institute, Chicago, 111.

E. F. Manson (M '16)

Retired Division Engineer, Chicago, Rock I.sland & Pacific Railroad, Des Moines, Iowa

John B. Mitchell (M '40)

Retired Valuation Engineer, Great Northern Railway, Sunnyvale, Calif.

W. G. Nusz (M '18)

Retired Office Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, III.

A. C. Palmer (M '34)

Retired Division Engineer, Reading Company, Shillington, Pa.

A. B. Pierce (M '19)

Retired Engineer of Water Supply, Southern Railway System, Chagrin Falls, Ohio

J. E. Porter (M '20)

Retired .Assistant Engineer, New York Central System, Ravena, N. Y.

F. A. Quirk (M '55)

A.s.si.slant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

W. A. Radspinner (M '21)

Retired Superintendent Fire Prevention, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Williamsport, Pa.

J. H. Rawlings (M '24)

Retired Assistant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

0. C. Reiifuss (A '22)

Retired Chief Engineer, Canadian Car & Foundry Co., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
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W. W. ROSEBERRV (A '66)

General Manager, O. F. Jordan Co., East Chicago, Iiul.

R. F. Saunders (M '49)

District Engineer, Board of Transport Commissioners for Canada, Moncton, N. B., Can.

F. S. SCHWINN (M '16)

Retired Assistant Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Lines, Houston, Tex.

W. H. Sims (M '48)

Supervisor of Reclamation, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Barboursville, W. \'a.

Lee Spencer (A '62)

Railroad Consultant, Scott^dale, Ariz.

C. B. Stanton (M '23)

Retired Assistant to President, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Auburn, Calif.

R. C. Thurber (M '64)

Consulting Engineer, Victoria, B. C.

E. C. Vandenburgh (M '34)

Retired Chief Engineer, Chicago & North Western Railway, Winnetka, 111.

G. S. Vincent (M '55)

Snohomish, Wash.

T. M. VON Sprecken (M '24)

Retired Assistant to Chief Engineer, Southern Railway System, .Arlington, Va.

F. E. Wall (M '43)

Superintendent, Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad, Bloomington, 111.

J. W. Walter (M '16)*

Retired District Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Amarillo, Tex.

E. L. Ward (M '52)

Assistant Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Chicago, 111.

H. T. Welty (M '17)

Retired Engineer of Structures, New York Central System, Bronxville, N. Y.

N. H. Williams (M '52)

Bridge & Building Master—System, Delaware & Hudson Railroad, Albany, N. Y.
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Report of the Treasurer

December 31, 1968

To THE Membehs:

At the beginning ol the year it was aiititipatetl that 1968 would be a poor one

finaiKially for the Association, witli Di.sburseineiits exeeedinti Receipts by some

$19,040, due primarily to a 35 percent increase in the cost of all Association print-

injf, and a .general increase in the cost of doinj^ business.

Actual Receipts for the year, however, where $13,040 over expectation, and

Disbursements $7,414 over expectation. CAinseciuentK , th{> deficit for the \ear was
$13,414 rather tlian the $19,040 expected.

The individual items of receipts antl ch.sbursenicnts ari' sliow n in the Associa-

tion's 1968 P'inancial Statement.

The receipts items of Membership, Track Rhnis, Miscellaneous, Interest, Con-

vention Rejiistration and Manual were hij^her than expected, and only Publications

and Advertisinji receipts were slightly under expectation. The fact that Manual Re-

ceipts for 1968 were $6,936 over expectation deserxes some individual attention.

Manual receipts were greater tlian in any previous year. This would appear to indi-

cate the high regard in wliich this important Association pubhcation is held by the

entire engineering profession, not onlv in tliis country, but abroad as well.

On the disbursement side. Disbursements for 1968 were estimated at $103,640

and were $7,414 greater than estimated, with minor over-under expenditure in

most items contained in the Budget. The major cause of the o\er expenditure was

$5,210 in printing, due to a larger than anticipated number of printed pages being

produced during 1968. Tlie numerous pages of Manual material contained in Part 1

of the December 1968 Bulletin, will, I am sure, result in corresponding increased

receipts in the futuri\

The year 1969, with an increase in Association dues, and increases in the prices

for all A.ssociation publications for sale, promises a more favorable Treasurer's Re-

port for the current year, perhaps even a balanced budget. In view of tlie financial

losses in 1967 and 1968, totaling $35,778, this is almost a nece.ssity.

To achieve a balanced budget in 1969, it is paramount that all officers and

members join in an efiort to increa.se membership, and to keep to a minimum the

number of members, who for one cause or another, may wish to relinquish their

membership during the year. Through the dedicated efforts of all to keep Associa-

tion expeditures to a minimum, especially those of a non-remunerative nature, we
mav be fortunate enough to achicM- a balanced budget.

Respectfully submitted.

A. B. Hu.L.MAN, |n.,

Trcii.siirci.
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COMPARISON OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE LAST 20 YEARS

1949--.
1950-

-

1951 --
1952--
1953_-
1954...
1955...
1956...
1957...
1958...

1959-

.

1960.--
1961--
1962--.

1963.--
1964.--
1965..-
1966..-

1967...
1968.--

Deficit

Receipts
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Disbursements

Salaries

Bulletins and Proceedings
Stationer}' and Printing. . _

Rent
Postage
Supplies..

Audit -

Pensions
Social Security and Unemployment Tax.
Manual- . .

Refunds
Committee and Officers Expense
Newsletter
Brochure—Student Affiliates

Miscellaneous and Professors Expenses...
Track Plans
Extraordinary Expense
Annual Meeting

TotaL.-

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts

Balance on Hand December 31, 1968.

;:51,772.()(i

32,210.74
(i, 107.78
1,140.00
3, 70."). 27

701 .OS

400.00
5, OH). 40
2,408.77
8,301.70

203.15
704 . 70

2,719.50
04.00

0,072.92
2,592.04

085.78
5,430.81

$111,051.20

$ 13,414.20

$120,539.10

STATEMENT OF ASSETS

Balance on Hand, January 1, 1908. -

Receipts dming 1908 $ 97,039.94
Paid out on Audited Vouchers 111, 054 . 20

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts . $ 13,414.20

Balance on Hand December 31, 1968
Consisting of:

Bonds at Cost $131,715.01
Cash in Northern Trust Co —11,329.46
Special Deposit in Northern Trust 128.61
Petty Cash 25.00

$133,953.42

$ 13,414.26

$120,539. 10

$120,539.10

We have made an examination of the Accounts of the American Railway Engineering
A.ssociatioii for the year ending December 31, 1968, and have found them to be in ac-
cordance with the foregoing statement.

C. A. BiCK,

C. H. Colby,

.4 IItil tora.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

/.W.S' /.%-;

Assets:

Cash ill Xorthcni Trust CoiiipaiiN :

ConiiiuTcial Account * ll,;i2<».4() —« 1-4,410.24
Special Account . ._ 127. :« 15,975.01
Interest on SiH'cial Account . 504. 'Hi 048.04

Petty Cash 25.00 25.00
Due from Members . 10.00 65.00
Due iioin Advertisuig 160.00 581.20
Ticpaid Postage- - 283. 7.'^ 212. :«
Furniture and Fixtures . ^ 1, 0(H). 00 1,000.00

Inventories:

PuhHcations (Estimateil) 500.00 500.00
Manuals 5,085.00 12,48:^.00
Track Plans 5,256.25 893.00
Binders, Indexes and Chapters 50 . 00 100 . 00

Investments (cost) 131,715.01 131,715.01
Interest Accrued on Investments 1 , 1 1 7 . 56 1 , 1 1 7 . 56

Totals $134,511.39 $150,905.56

Liabilities:

Members Dues Paid in Advance % 653 . 50 $ 725 . 00
Surplus 133 , 857 . 89 1 50 , 1 80 . 5()

Totals $134,51 1 .39 $150,905 . 56
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American Railway Engineering

Association

CONSTITUTION
Revised to November 14, 1968

Article I

Name, Object and Location

1. Name
The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used

The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association through

Study and Research Committees.

(b) Meeting for the presentation and discussion of papers, and for action on the

recommendations of committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions adopted by the Association shall be recommendatory,

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago, 111.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,

Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that oi

Junior Member shall be not less than 25 years of age.

1003
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(b) To be eligible for membership in any class, or for retention of membership as a

Member, an Associate or a Junior Member, a person shall not be engaged directly or

primarily in the sale to the railways of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services.

(c) The right to membership shall not be terminated by retirement from active

service.

(d) In determining the eligibility for membership in any class, graduation in engineer-

ing from a school of recognized standing shall be considered as equivalent to three years

of active practice, and satisfactory completion of each year of work in such school,

without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to one-half year of active practice.

(e) In determining the eligibility for Member under Section B (a) of this Article,

each year of practical experience in engineering, or in science related thereof, prior to

employment on a railway, if such experience were of the same specialized character as

the current work of the applicant, shall be considered as equivalent to one year of

railway service.

B. Member

A Member shall be:

(a) A railway engineer or officer who has had not less than five years' experience

in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of railways and who is employed

by a common-carrier railway corporation, by an approved association of railroads or

railway engineers or officers, or by a non-common-carrier railway if his primary duties

consist entirely or primarily of the location, construction, operation or maintenance of

a railway plant and facilities.

(b) A dean, professor, assistant professor, or equivalent in engineering in a university

or college of recognized standing, or an instructor or equivalent in such university or

college, who, with an engineering degree, has had at least two years' experience in

teaching engineering.

(c) An engineer or member of a public board, commission or other of&cial agency

who, in the discharge of his regular duties, deals with railway problems.

(d) An editor of a trade or technical magazine who, in the discharge of his regular

duties, deals with railway problems, and who has had the equivalent of five years'

engineering or railway experience.

(e) A consulting engineer or contractor, or an engineer in their employ, engaged in

the engineering, construction and maintenance of railroad-related facilities or an engineer

employed by a technical service or research and development organization who has had

the equivalent of five years' engineering experience.

(f) An officer or engineer of an engineering or scientific society or association

whose aims and objectives are compatible with the aims and objectives of this

association.

C. Life Member

A Life Member shall be a Past President of the Association who has been retired

under a recognized retirement plan, or a Member or an Associate who has paid dues

for 35 years or who has been retired under a recognized retirement plan and has paid

dues for not less than 25 years.

D. Honorary Member

(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railways

en'^ineering or management.

(b) The number of Honorary Members shall be limited to ten.
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E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) A member of a railway supply company or association who meets the qualifica-

tions of Section 2, Paragraph A (a) and (b).

(b) A person qualified by training and experience to cooperate with Members in the

object of this Association, but who is not qualified to become a Member.

F. Junior Member

(a) A Junior Member shall be not less than 21 years of age, shall have had not

less than three years' experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance

of railways, and shall be an employee of a railway corporation, or one of the organiza-

tions or institutions listed under Section B of this Article, or a railway supply company

if he qualifies under Section 2, Paragraph A (b) of this Article.

(b) His membership in this classification in the Association shall terminate at the

end of the calendar year in which he becomes 30 years of age.

(c) He may make application for membership other than as a Junior Member at

any time when he becomes eligible to do so.

3. Transfers

The Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership, any person whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members, and Life Members who were formerly Members, shall have all the

rights and privileges of the Association. Life Members who were formerly Associates

shall continue to have all the rights and privileges of Associates.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

except those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Members

who are elected Honorary Members shall retain all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article III

Admission, Resignation, Expulsion and Reinstatement

1. Charter Membership

The Charter Membership of this Association consists of all persons elected to mem-

bership before March 15, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the applicant shall so state.

(b) The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of these Members shall be requested by the

Executive Manager of the .Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant

with an opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.
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(c) If an applicant is not personally known to as many as three Members of this

Association, the names of well-known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom he is personally known shall be substituted, as necessary, to provide a

total of at least three references. Each of these persons shall be requested by the Executive

Manager of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant, with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until repUes have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of ihis Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or necessary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with the required information, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible, and the admission of the applicant shall be canvassed by

ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.

(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provision of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (c) of the Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

An applicant for any class of membership in this Association shall declare his willing-

ness to abide by the Constitution of the Association in his application for membership.

5. Honorary Member

A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members

of the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The

nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any

person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fulfilled.

7. Expulsion

Charges of misconduct on the part of anyone holding membership in this Association,

if in writing and signed by ten or more Members, may be submitted to the Board of

Direction for examination and action. If, in the opinion of the Board action is war-

ranted, the person complained of shall be served with a copy of such charges and shall

be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of Direction. After such oppor-

tunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take final action. A two-thirds

affirmative vote of tbs entire Board of Direction shall be required for expulsion.
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8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV, Section

3, may, upon such conditions as may be fixed by the Board, be reinstated by a two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

Article IV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of $10 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be returned to an applicant

not elected.

(b) An entrance fee of $5 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for Junior Member, which sum shall be returned to an applicant not elected. When a

Junior Member transfers to the Member or Associate Member class the previously paid

$5 entrance fee shall be credited towards the entrance fee for the class to which trans-

ferring. However, the Junior Member entrance fee shall not be returnable should the

individual resign from the Association or allow his membership to lapse. Neither shall

it be applicable to the dues for any year.

2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be $20.

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be $7.50.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment of

dues. Life Members desiring to continue to receive the Bulletins and Proceedings of the

Association may do so by paying a subscription fee prescribed by the Board of Direction

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1 of the current year shall be notified

by the Executive Manager. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1, further notice shall be

given, informing the person that he is not in good standing in the Association. If the dues

remain unpaid by October 1, the person shall be notified that he will no longer receive

the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by December 31, the person

shall forfeit membership without further action or notice, except as provided for in

Section 4 of this Article.

4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit

the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable

to pay them.

Article V

Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice Presidents,

twelve Directors, an Executive Manager and a Treasurer.
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(b) The President, the Vice Presidents, the Directors and the two Past Presidents

on the Board of Direction shall be Members and shall act as the trustees and have the

custody of all property belonging to the Association.

(c) The Executive Manager and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the Board of

Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice Presidents two

years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the annual convention at which elected and continue until a successor is qualified.

All other officers and employees shall hold office or position at the pleasure of the Board

of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annually

(a) There shall be elected at each annual convention a President, one Vice President

and four Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election, e.\cept as provided for in Section S (e)

of this Article. Vice Presidents and Directors shall be ineligible for re-election to the same

office, except as provided for in Section 5 (e) of this Article, until, at least one full

term has elapsed after the end of their respective terms.

5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) If a vacancy should occur in the office of President, as set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the senior Vice President shall immediately and automatically become

President for the unexpired term.

(b) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the senior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (a) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the junior Vice President shall automatically become senior \'ice President

for the unexpired term.

(c) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the junior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (b) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the Board of Direction shall by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its

entire membership, select a junior Vice President from the members or past members

of the Board of Direction.

(d) A vacancy in the office of Director, due to advancement of a Director to junior

Vice President under Section S (c) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, shall be filled by the Board of Direction by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of its entire membership.

(e) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-election

to the office held; provided, however, that anyone selected to fill a vacancy as Director

shall be eligible for election to that office, excepting that such appointee filling out an

unexpired term of two years or more shall be considered as coming within the provisions

of Section 4 of this Article.
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6. Vacation of Office

(a) In the event of the death of an elected officer, or his resignation from office,

or if he should cease to be a Member of the Association as provided in Section 2 (B),

Article II; Section 6 or 7, Article III; or Section 3, Article IV, the office shall be con-

sidered as vacated

(b) In the event of the disability of an officer or neglect in the performance of duty

by an officer, the Board of Direction, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its entire

membership shall have the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

Nomination and Election of Officers

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest living Past

Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not Past Presidents shall be elected annually for a

term of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past President who is a member of the committee shall be the

chairman of the committee. In the absence of the senior Past President from a meeting

of the committee the Past President next in seniority present shall act as chairman.

(d) If one or more Past Presidents are unable to act as members of the committee

through disability, the President shall have the authority to appoint an equivalent num-

ber of eligible next senior Past Presidents to the committee as ordinary members.

(e) If one or more elected members of the committee are unable to act, through

death or disability, the President shall have the authority to appoint as replacements an

equivalent number of the senior unsuccessful candidates for election to the committee

2. Method of Nominating

(a) At least three months prior to the annual convention, the Chairman shall call

a meeting of the committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the several

elective offices shall be selected as follows:

Number of Candi-

Number of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating Annual Election

Office to be Filled Committee of Officers

President 1 1

Vice President 1 1

Directors 8 4

Nominating Committee 10 5

(b) The nominations for Director shall maintain the territorial balance pre.'jcribed

in Article VII, Section 1, Paragraph (b), to the maximum extent practicable. In this

connection, the nominations for Director shall be predicated, insofar as practicable, on

the following three-year repeating pattern of Director positions to ensure adequate

territorial distribution:
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First Year Second Year Third Year

East—

2

East—

1

East— 1

South—

1

West—

2

South—

1

West—

1

Canada—

1

West—

2

Nominations in any one year shall be double the number of positions available for

each district that year, with the nominations listed separately by districts.

(c) The elected members of the Nominating Committee each year shall include

one from each district represented on the Board of Direction and one at-large member.

Nominations in any year shall be double the number of positions available for each

district, with the nominations listed separately by districts.

(d) The Chairman of the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Executive Manager within IS days after the meeting

of the Nominating Committee, and the Executive Manager shall report the names of

these nominees to the members of the Association not less than 60 days prior to the

annual convention.

(e) At any time prior to 30 days before the annual convention, any ten or more

Members may send to the Executive Manager additional nominations for any elective

office for the ensuing year, signed by such Members.

(f) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomination,

his name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that may
occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballots Issued

Not less than thirty days prior to each annual convention, the Executive Manager
shall issue a ballot to each voting Member of record who has paid his dues to or beyond

December 31 of the previous year, listing by districts the several candidates to be voted

upon. When there is more than one candidate for any office, the names shall be

arranged on the ballot in the order within each district that shall be determined by lot

by the Nominating Committee. The ballot shall be accompanied by a statement giving

for each candidate his record of membership and activities in the Association.

4. Substitution of Names

Members may remove names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Executive Manager at any time previous

to the closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may have the privilege of withdrawing his ballot, for the purposes

of casting another, or otherwise, at any time up to ten working days prior to the

closure of the polls. After that date, no ballot shall be subject to withdrawal or

revision.

(c) Ballots received in unendorsed envelopes, or from persons not qualified to vote,

shall not be counted.
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(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at 12 o'clock noon on the first day of normal ly^-day

annual conventions, and at 4 pm on the day prior to the first day of annual conven-

tions which are less than 2J^ days in length. In both instances, the ballots shall be

counted by tellers appointed by the presiding officer.

7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the annual convention shall elect the officer by ballot from the

candidates so tied.

(c) The presiding officer shall announce at the convention the names of the officers

elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. Board of Direction

(a) The Board of Direction shall be the governing body of the Association and

shall manage the affairs of the Association in accordance with the Constitution of

the Association, and shall have full power to control and regulate all matters not other-

wise provided for in the Constitution. It shall be composed of seventeen Members of

the Association, and shall include the President and two Vice Presidents of the Asso-

ciation, the two living junior Past Presidents, and twelve elected Directors. The nomina-

tion and election of the Officers and Directors shall be in accordance with the procedures

set forth in Article VI herein.

(b) Furthermore, the membership shall, insofar as possible, include proportional

representation from the territorial divisions contained in the "List of Principal Railroads

Showing Allocation to Geographical Groups" (published in the current issue of The

Official Railway Equipment Register).

Accordingly, the twelve Directors shall be elected in accordance with Article VI,

Section 2, to fit, insofar as possible, the following general plan for territorial

representation:

Four from the Eastern District, including the Allegheny and Pocahontas Districts;

two from the Southern District; five from the Western District, including the North-

western, Central Western and Southwestern Districts; and one from Canada.

(c) The President and two Vice Presidents of the Association and the two Past

Presidents on the Board of Direction shall be at-largc members of the Board.

(d) Vacancies occurring in Director positions prior to normal expiration of term

of office shall be filled by the Board, insofar as possible, from the district represented

by the previous incumbent

(e) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each annual con-

vention, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings shall be

called on request, in writing, of five members of the Board of Direction.

(f) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.
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2. Executive Committee

(a) An Executive Committee of the Board of Direction shall be constituted

annually and shall consist of the President and two Vice Presidents of the Association

and the two Past Presidents on the Board of Direction. The Executive Committee shall

be subject to confirmation of the Board of Direction each year at the first meeting of

the Board following the Convention. The President of the Association shall be the

chairman of the Executive Committee.

(b) The Executive Committee shall possess and may exercise during intervals

between meetings of the Board, all of the powers of the Board on matters which in the

judgment of a majority of the Executive Committee cannot properly be delayed until

the next meeting of the Board. Actions of the Executive Committee shall be authorized

by a concurring majority of its full membership and shall be reported to the Board of

Direction at its next meeting.

(c) The Executive Committee may be dissolved at any time by action of a majority

of the full membership of the Board of Direction. Following such dissolution, the Execu-

tive Committee may be re-created with personnel different than prescribed in Paragraph

(a) herein at any time prior to the Annual Convention by action of a majority of the

full membership of the Board. However, if the Executive Committee is not re-created

prior to the next Annual Convention it automatically shall come under the provision

of Paragraph (a) herein unless the Board of Direction decrees otherwise.

3. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Association, shall

preside at meetings of the Association, the Board of Direction and the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board of Direction, and, by virtue of his office, shall be a member of all

committees, except the Nominating Committee.

4. Vice Presidents

The Vice Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President.

5. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall pay all bills of the Association when properly certified by the

Executive Manager and approved by the Finance Committee. He shall make an annual

report as to the financial condition of the Association and such other reports as may be

called for by the Board of Direction.

6. Executive Manager

The Executive Manager shall be appointed by the Board of Direction to manage
the affairs of the Association under the direction of the President and the Board of

Direction. He shall be the Executive Officer and the Secretary of the Association, and
shall serve as secretary of the Board of Direction and of the Executive Committee of

the Board of Direction.

The Executive Manager shall attend the meetings of the Association and of the

Board of Direction and the Executive Committee of the Board of Direction, prepare

the business therefor, and record the proceedings thereof. Furthermore, he shall see that

all money due the Association is collected, is credited to the proper accounts, and is

deposited in the designated depository of the Association, with receipt to the Treasurer

therefor. He shall personally certify to the accuracy of all bills and vouchers on which

money is to be paid. In addition, he shall invest all funds of the Association not needed

for current disbursements, as shall be recommended by the Finance Committee of the
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Board of Direction and approved by the Board of Direction, with notification to the

Treasurer of such investments.

The Executive Manager shall he responsible for the handling of the correspondence

of the Association, shall make an annual report to the Association, shall have direct

charge of the property and quarters of the Association, shall direct the work of the

secretaries, assistant secretaries and other employees of the Association, and shall perform

such other duties as the Board of Direction may prescribe.

7. Auditing of Accounts

The financial accounts of the Association shall be audited annually by an accountant

or accountants approved by and under the direction of the Finance Committee.

8. Administrative Committees

At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual convention, the

following Administrative Committees, each consisting of not less than three members,

shall be appointed by the President. The personnel of these committees shall be subject

to approval by the Board of Direction.

Assignments

Finance

Manual

Membership

Personnel

Publications

Research

Other special Administrative Committees may be appointed by the President at

any time, and reappointed annually, if necessary, their personnel being subject to

approval by the Board of Direction.

Membership on Administrative Committees shall be restricted to members of the

Board of Direction, except that one or two members of the Administrative Committee

on Research may be past members of the Board of Direction.

9. Study and Research Committees

The Board of Direction may establish continuing or special Study and Research

Committees to investigate, consider, and report upon subjects appropriate to the object

of the Association, as set forth in Art. I.

10. Duties of Administrative Committees

(a) Assignments

The Assignments Committee shall review and pass upon the recommendations of

Association Study and Research Committees for subjects to be investigated, considered

and reported on by these committees during the ensuing Association year, and shall

report thereon to the Board of Direction for its approval. The Assignments Committee

shall have authority to assign additional subjects or change the scope of any existing

subjects at any time during the year, reporting its action thereon to the Board at its

next regular meeting.

(b) Finance

The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the accounts and

financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of funds and
otlur financial matters. Tlu" Finance Clommittcc shall not have- the power to incur
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debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(c) Manual

The Manual Committee, with the assistance of the Publications Committee, shall

have general supervision over the Manual.

(d) Membership

The Membership Committee shall investigate applicants for membership and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.

(e) Personnel

The Personnel Committee shall review and pass upon applications of members

for appointment to Study and Research Committees, and shall also appoint the chair-

man and vice chairman of such committees and make a report thereon to the Board

of Direction for its approval. Should an unexpected vacancy in chairmanship or vice

chairmanship of any such committee occur, the Personnel Committee shall have author-

ity to fill such vacancy immediately, reporting its action thereon to the Board at its

next regular meeting.

(f) Publications

The Publications Committee shall have general supervision over the publications

of the Association. The Publications Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money
except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(g) Research

The Research Committee shall encourage and coordinate the research activities of

the Association, in the course of accomplishment of which it shall review and pass

upon the recommendations of Study and Research Committees for research projects and

shall report thereon to the Board of Direction, recommending for approval specific

projects initiated by these committees or by the Research Committee and recommending

allotments of funds for these projects in the research budget of the Association of

American Railroads or from other sources compatible therewith ; shall collaborate closely

with the research staff of the Association of American Railroads; and when called upon

by the Vice President—Research or the Vice President—Operations and Maintenance

of that association, members of the Research Committee shall engage in the activities

of advisory committees or groups of that organization and shall report from time to

time to the Board of Direction on those activities.

11. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and report

upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.

12. Discussion by Non-Members

The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from persons not members
of the Association.

13. Sanction of Act of Board of Direction

An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied

sanction of the membership at the next annual convention of the Association shall be

deemed to be the act of the Association.
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Article VIII

Meetings

1. Annual Convention

(a) The Annual Convention of the Association shall be held in the City of Chicago,

111., or in such other city as may be determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the entire membership of the Board of Direction. The convention in any year shall

be held on dates determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire mem-
bership of the Board of Direction.

(b) The Executive Manager shall notify all members of the Association of the time

and place of the annual convention at least 30 days in advance thereof.

(c) The order of business at the annual convention of the Association shall be:

Address of the President

Reports of the Executive Manager and the Treasurer

Reports of committees

Unfinished business

New business

Installation of officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by a majority vote of Members present

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order" except as

otherwise herein provided

(f) Discussions shall be limited to Members and to those others invited by the

presiding officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Associations may be called by the Board of Directions on its

own initiative, and may be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request

of 100 Members. The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten days in advance

of the proposed date of such meeting and shall state the purpose and place of the

meeting. No other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the Association.

Article IX

Amendment
1. Amendment

Amendment of this Constitution may be proposed by written petition signed by
not less than ten Members of the Association, and shall be acted upon in the following

manner:

The proposed amendment shall be presented to the Executive Manager who shall

send a copy to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a majority

of the entire Board of Direction so votes, the matter shall be submitted to the voting

members of the .Association by letter ballot.

Amendment to the Constitution also may be proposed by majority affirmative vote

of the entire Board of Direction, and the proposed amendment then submitted to the

voting members of the .Association bv letter ballot.
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Sixty clays after the date of issue of the letter ballot, the Board of Direction shall

canvass the ballots which have been received, and if two-thirds of such ballots are in

the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall become effective

immediately. The result of the letter ballot shall be announced to members of the

Association.



Advance Reports of Committees

The advance report of Committee 8—Masonry, is submitted as information

prior to submission as a Manual Recommendation in the December 1969 Bulletin.

Comments or objections regarding the Inspection Instructions should be submitted

to the Executive Manager not later than SEPTEMBER 24, 1969.

The advance reports of Committees 5—Track, and 3—Ties and Wood Preser-

vation are submitted as information. Comments on the Committee 5 material are

earnestly solicited. Please address them to the Executive Manager and submit them

to him no later than SEPTEMBER 8, 1969.

REPORTS

Committee 5—Track, Special Requirements of Track Construction and Main-

tenance Due to Operation of Equipment with High Center of Gravity:

Part 1—Permissible Speed of Freight Cars en Curves 1019

Part 2—Statement on Amount of Elevation and Permissible Speed on

Curves for Freight Trains 1019

Committee 8—Masonry, Tentative Instructions for ln.specting Concrete and

Masonry Structures 1030

Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preserxation, Tie Renewals and Costs per Mile

of Maintained Track 1039

1017
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Advance Reporf of Committee 5—Track

Report on Assignment 8 (a)

Special Requirements of Track Construction and Maintenance

Due to Operation of Equipment with High

Center of Gravity

L. W. Green (chairman, subcommittee), C. D. Davis, W. R. Bjorklund, J. R. Bow-
man, R. E. BuNKEH, J. J. Eash, a. B. Hillman, B. J. Johnson, R. A. Kelso,
L. T. Klaxjder, B. E. Pearson, L. A. Pelton, Bernard Post, V. M. Schwing,
R. E. Tew, W. J. Wanamaker.

Your committee presents an advance report on its Assignment 8 (a) in two

parts. Part 1 is a report on permissible speed of freight cars on curves prepared

by Ralph Schinke, stress analyst on the AAR Research Center staff. It analyses the

dynamic effects due to lateral motion of a freight car and calculates the position

of the resultant dynamic force (including inertia forces) with respect to center line

of track for cars having combined center of gravity heights of 71, 85 and 99 inches.

In Part 2 your committee presents for comment and criticism a statement on the

amount of elevation and permissible speed on curves for freight trains (see pages

.5-3-9 to 5-3-11, inch, of the AREA Manual for current information on "Elevations

and Speeds for Curves."

Part 1

Permissible Speed of Freight Cars on Curves
INTRODUCTION

The AREA Track Committee has an assignment on the special requirements

of track construction and maintenance due to operation of equipment with high

center of gravity and/or hydraulic-cushioned underframes. At present, the only

material in the Manual regarding speed on curves (pages 5-3-9 to .5—3-11, incl.

)

appears to deal only with passenger trains or with trains in which the center <if

gravity height does not exceed 84 inches. Since the Mechanical Division of the

AAR now accepts a 98-inch combined center of gravity height as satisfactory in

new car design specifications, the following report by the AAR Research Center is

submitted for consideration as a guide for those responsible for cstal)lishing the

permissible speeds of trains.

An early report on the problem of permissible speed of trains on cur\es is

given in the 1914 AREA Proceedings." This report uses an approximation for the

static deflection of a locomotive body on its springs, neglects the dynamic effects

of lateral oscillations of the locomotive's body, and assumes that if the resultant of

the locomotive body weight and centrifugal force intersects the plane of the top

of rail within the middle third of the rail gage, adequate safety from a derailment

is provided.

• F. S. Stevens and G. J. Ray, "Speeds of Trains on Curves and Turnouts," ARKA Pro-
ceedings, 1914, pp. 570-587.
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The investigation reported liere analyzes tlie dynamic elFects due to lateral roll

motion of a freight car and calculates the position of the resultant dynamic force

(including inertia forces) with respect to center line of track for cars having 71,

85 and 99 inches combined center of gravity heights. These calculations use data

on the amplitudes of the lateral roll motion of a fully loaded 70-ton 55-ft gondola

which were measured during an extensive series of running tests on the Lackawanna
Railroad (now part of the Erie Lackawanna) in 1955. The analysis of lateral roll

motion takes into account: 1) lateral play, 2) elevation of track, 3) centrifugal force,

4) lean of car on .springs, 5) normal roll oscillations of car body due to track

irregularities, 6) position of resultant force on car body (including inertia forces)

inside rail (60 inches center to center), and 7) stabilizing effect of unsprung weight.

The analysis makes the simplifying assumption that both ends of a car have the

same lateral motion and, therefore, neglects any nosing (yawing) effects. Unload-

ing of the wheels of a car due to vertical bounce modes of vibration is also neg-

lected. While this approach neglects .some important dynamic effects, it does pro-

vide a rational basis of comparison for cars with different center of gravity heights

operating at various speeds.

ANALYSIS OF THE LATERAL ROLL MOTION OF A FREIGHT CAR

The purpose of the following analysis is to derive a formula for the distance

from center line of track at which the resultant force on a car undergoing lateral

roll motion intersects the plane of top of rail. If this distance is known, the unload-

ing of the inner rail of a curve at speeds above equilibrium or the unloading of the

outer rail at speeds below equilibrium, which are very useful stability criteria, can

be easily calculated. The transfer of vertical force from one rail to the other will be

directly proportional to this distance. If the distance is zero, that is, if the resultant

force is applied at the center line of the track, the vertical force will be applied

equally between the two rails, which is the ideal operating condition. If the distance

is equal to 30 inches, one-half the spacing of the center lines of the rails, one rail

will carry the entire vertical force and the other rail will be completely unloaded,

which is an unstable operating condition.

Assuming that both ends of a car have the same lateral roll motion (this is

precisely true for cars in a lateral roll resonance condition and is a conservative

assumption for the more usual mode of car motion), the dynamic forces acting on a

car may be analyzed in the following manner. A free body force diagram of a car's

sprung mass is shown in Fig. 1, the following notation being used:

W = sprung weight of car in pounds

R = resultant of W and centrifugal force on car body in pounds

D =: distance in inches from center line of track at which the resultant

force on car intersects the plane of top of rail

6 r^ lateral car body roll angle in radians

7 = track angle in radians, E«/60

P = inclination of the car body from vertical in radians

IV =r spacing of the truck spring nests in inches

k= twice spring constant for one spring nest in pounds per inch

Pi, P- = twice the spring nest forces in pounds
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FIG. I
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h = height of the sprung weight tenter of gravity al:)o\ e the car body
roll center in inches

H = height of the sprung weight center of gravity above the top of rail

in inches

£„ =^ unbalanced track elevation in inches, Eu = £, — £o

Er — track elevation required for equilibrium in inches

Ea =^ actual track elevation in inches

a = lateral acceleration of the sprung weight center of gravity in inches

per second"

^= lateral angular acceleration of the car body in radians per second",

' = T,

1 r= moment of inertia of the sprung mass about a longitudinal axis

through its center of gravity in pounds seconds' inches

g = acceleration due to gravity (386 inches per second')

By means of an inertia force analysis* the dynamic forces may be treated as a

problem in statics by the addition of the inertia force, a, acting at the center
g

of gravity and an inertia couple, 10, as shown in the figure.

Neglecting snubbing forces on the bolster and taking R^W and

sin 18 + —-V= ^ + —

-

as close approximations, and taking moments about
\ 60 ^ 60

the roll center:

:K_ah + Wh (0+ -^) + /0-(Pi-P.)-^ (1)
g V 60 / 2

The spring forces may be expressed in terms of the spring constant and the car

body roll angle.

Pi — P.= 2fc— e
2

If the extreme excursion of the roll angle, d, can be measured, then the max-

imum lateral acceleration'** and the extreme distance from the center line of track

at which the resultant force on the car intersects the plane of the top of rail can

be obtained in the following way. Solving equation (1) for a,

kw-e .rrl / ^ ,
£„ \Wh{e+-

a = -^ ^ ^^ (2)Wh
, Ji

g h

The distance, D, can then be expressed in terms of a, 0, and the physical dimensions

and properties of the car.

D = /i^ + //— + H-^+_i^ (3)
60 g Wh

As shown in Fig. 1, he is that part of the total distance, D, due to the lateral dis-

p
placement of the car's center of gravity from the track center line. H -p^is the

dO

" Seely and Ensign, "Analytical Mechanics for Engineers," Wiley, 1958, pp. 297-298.
••If the car motion is assumed to be purely sinusoidal, the lateral acceleration can also

be calculated from the amplitude and period of the lateral roll oscillations.
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part due to the inclination of the resultant R with respect to the track center

line. H—is the part due to the inclination of the resultant force on the car with
g

respect to the resultant R which results from the effect of the inertia force—— a.

la
^

—J-
is the part due to the inertia couple 10. The first three parts are simply the

products of angles (as close approximations for the small angles involved, the sines

of the angles are taken equal to the angles in radians) and their associated heights.

—J-
is the lateral displacement of the resultant force due to the inertia couple,

which is the couple divided by the resultant

R Wh
taking R = W as a close approximation and = — ,

h
It should be kept in mind that since the roll angle, ff, is cyclic in nature, the

distance, D, will also be cyclic about the center line of track. It is the extreme
excursion of ff and D from their central iwsition which is of interest here.

The distance, D, of the resultant from the center line of track is useful as a

criterion for stable car operation. The calculated distance should be compared with

the distance which permits wheel lifting ( one-half of the spacing of rail center

lines, or 30 inches) at speeds above equilibrium or the distance which permits

wheel flange climliing of the outer rail on a curve (somewhat less than 30 inches)

at speeds below equilibrium.

The unsprung mass (wheels, axles and side frames) has a stabilizing eflFect.

As a close approximation, it can be shown that the distance of the resultant from

center line of track for the complete car including the unsprung mass is related to

distance for the sprung mass as follows:

D_„„.e ...= (
1 - Unsprung Weight

^ o^___^ _^ ^4^
Gross Weight

CALCULATION OF THE POSITION OF RESULTANT FORCE ON A CAR

An extensive series of running tests" with 70-ton, 55-ft gondola cars was made
on the Lackawanna Railroad in 1955. Car "B" (DL&W 68861) in these tests had

3 ii -inch-travel springs and was loaded with rail on an oak framework to combined

center of gravity heights of 70.8, 84.7 and 99.1 inches as shown in Table 1. These

running tests measured the lateral roll angle oscillations at one end of the gondola

on main and secondary track through a speed range of 5 to 65 mph by means of a

gyroscope and recording oscillograph. The maximum recorded roll angle oscilla-

tions are given in Table 1 in terms of the lateral displacement of a point in the

car body 15 ft above top of rail. The static values of roll angle shown were obtained

from static lean tests of the loaded gondola. The pertinent car dimensions and

physical properties needed for calculation of the position of the resultant force on

the car are also given in Table 1.

Using the data on the car and car motion from Table 1, the extreme excursions

of the resultant force on the car from center line of track have been calculated by

• "Effect of Spring Travel, Height of Center of Gravity and Spectl on Freight Car Clcarunco
Requirements . . ." AREA Proceedings, 1958, pp. 30.5-361.
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means of formulas (2), (3) and (4) for the three center of gravity heights and

various degrees of unbalance, and the resulting vahies are listed in Table 2. These

vahies are also plotted as a graph in Fig. 2. The upper portion of both table and

graph are for speeds above 20 mph with 0, 1, 2 and 3 inches of underbalance, and

the lower portion of each are for a speed of 15 mph with 0, 2, 4 and 6 inches of

overbalance. A speed of 15 mph was selected for the latter liecause it giv&s the

worst combination of static and roll oscillation cflects in the to 20 mph speed

range. As noted in the table, the underbalance condition will unload the inner rail,

and the overbalance one will unload the outer rail. As also noted in the table, the

calculated distances of the resultant force from center line of track should be com-

pared with the distance which permits wheel lifting (one-half the spacing of the rail

center lines, or 30 inches for cases of imderbalance, and with the distance which

permits wheel flange climbing of the outer rail (somewhat less than 30 inches) for

the cases of overbalance. No theory or experimental data has been developed to

precisely calculate the distance which permits wheel flange climbing of the outer

rail. A conservative approximation gives a value as small as 23.9 inches.

As previously stated, the solid curves in Fig. 2 are based on roll angle ampli-

tude measurements obtained in test runs for cars having center of gravity heights

of 70.8, 84.7 and 99.1 inches. The dotted lines represent extrapolation or extension

of these curves to a center of gravity height of 120 inches. This graph could, of

course, be improved upon if similar test data were available for 110- and 120-inch

center of gravity heights. However, the extrapolated values probably approximate

what would be ol^tained from such test data and afford some indication of what

might be expected from operating high center of gravity equipment on curves.

Considering first the speeds above equilibrium, it will be noted from Fig. 2

that for equipment having 84-inch center of gravity height with 3 inches under-

balance, the resultant strikes 21.3 inches outside the center line of track. In order

for the resultant to strike in the same location with 2 inches of underbalance, the

center of gravity height could be increased to 93 inchas; with 1 inch of under-

balance it could be increased to 103 inches; and at equilibriinn speed it could be

increased to 114 inches.

The significance of the position at which the residtant strikes deserves some

additional discussion. In tests made on the Louisville & Nash\'ille Railroad with

100-ton hopper cars to study lateral roll action induced by staggered rail joints,

flange climbing did not always occur when the wheel lifted off the outer rail, but

flange climbing did not occur unless it did lift or was unloaded. It is believed,

therefore, that the most logical criterion to consider as the extreme limit to prevent

the likelihood of a derailment is when the resultant is at the middle of the outer

or inner rail or 30 inches from center line of track. This would produce complete

unloading of the wheels on the opposite rail. Undoubtedly, some reserve should be

allowed for the neglected dynamic effects and unforeseen eventualities. The condi-

tion where the speed of operation is below equilibrium, as shown in the lower por-

tions of Table 2 and Fig. 2, may be the most critical from the standpoint of derail-

ment. As previously stated, these portions of the table and figure were calculated

for a speed of 15 mph because it gives the worst combination of static and roll

oscillation effects. It will be noted that equipment with a 99-inch center of gravity

height will have the resultant strike 30 inches from center line of track with 6

inches of overbalance. This is an undesirable condition, because wheel flange climb-
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FIG. ^

CALCULATED POSITION OF DYNAMIC RESULTANT FORCE

ON FREIGHT CARS ON CURVED TRACK

70 80 90 100 110

CENTER OF GI-^AVITV HEIGHT ISi IMCHES

120

NOTE I. DENOTES EXTRAPOLATION. NO EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON CAR MOTION
AVAILABLE.

NOTE 2. CALCULATED VALUES 1AK.E INTO ACCOUNT LATEieAl. PLAY ANU DYNAMIC EFFECT
OF NORMAL LATERAL yOLL OSCILLATIONS DUE TO TRAOC IWeEGULACITIES.
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ing of the outer rail would impend when the resultant is less tlian 30 inclK'.s from

center line of track, perhaps as low as 23.9 inches.

It should he emphasized that Table 2 and Fig. 2 are liased on the lateral roll

amplitudes measured on the 55-ft Lackawanna gondola running over track with

normal irregularities. Much larger roll amplitudes and consequently larger rail un-

loading will occur with high center of gravity hopper cars having truck spacing

somewhere near the 39-ft rail length because of resonant roll action induced by

staggered rail joints at a critical speed between 15 and 20 mph.

An academic point which should be made is that while the resultant force is

shown in Fig. 2 to pass outside of the rails ( where the resultant is shown to be

more than 30 inches from center line of tracks) such a condition will not actually

occur. If a car ha,s large amplitude cyclic roll action, the resultant force will pass

through the loaded rail at all times during the periods when the opposite wheels

lift off the other rail. This is due to the fact that when wheel lifting occurs (assum-

ing that lx)th ends of the car have the same motion) tliere are essentially two forces

acting on the car—the resultant of the weight, centrifugal force and inertia forces;

and the reaction at the loaded rail. These two forces are colinear, and, therefore,

the resultant must pass through the loaded rail during periods of wheel lifting.

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

A sample of the calculations made in preparing Table 2 is given below for the

case of the 99.1-inch combined center of gravity at 3 inches of unbalance.

Converting the lateral displacement 15 ft above top of rail to roll angle in

radians,

e oscillations = 4.6/162 = 0.0284 radians

« oscillations less side bearing clearance = 3.8/162 =0.0234 radians

e static — 2.9/162 = .0179 radians

Substituting in equation (2), the lateral acceleration is

g
"^ ^

( 40,800 )( 78 )-( .0234 + .0179) — ( 2 10,000) (87) (.0284 + .0179 + 3/60)

2~"
(210,000) (87) , 1,150,000

386 87
= 55.7 inch/sec"

The roll angle oscillation less side bearing clearance value of 0.0234 radians is

used in the term for because the side bearing clearance does not contribute
2

to the deflection and loading of the truck springs.

Substituting in equation (3), the distance, D, from center line of track at

which the resultant force on the car intersects the plane of top of rail is

D.„....„...= /,.+ H-|-+Hf + t|;

= 27.8 inches
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Correcting for the stabilizing effect of the unsprung weight by substituting in

equation (4), this distance is rechiced to

n _ / I
Unsprung Weight , ,-,

Gross Weight

/
1

15,000 ^ ,7 «

z=z 25.9 inches
Adding 1.7 inches to this chstance for tlie effect of lateral play in the car and

wheel-to-rail play,

D including lateral play — 25.9 -|- 1.7 = 27.6 incllCS

Table 1

—

Car and Car Motion Data

Combined center of gravity height, inches 70.8 84.7 99.1

Gross weight, pounds 211,000 218,000 225,000

Sprung weight (W), pounds 196,000 20.3,000 210,000

Sprung weight center of gravity height (H), inches 74.8 89.9 105

h, inches 56.8 71.9 87.0

tv, inches 78 78 78

k (3ii inches spring travel), pounds per inch .. 40,800 40,800 40,800

I (estimate), pounds seconds- inches 448,000 737,000 1,150,000

oscillations, above 20 mph'* inches 2.7 3.3 4.6

S oscillations less side bearing clearance of Ya

inch, above 20 mph, inches 1.9 2.5 3.8

$ oscillations, 15 mph", inches 1.8 2.0 2.2

oscillations less side bearing clearance of /«

inch, 15 mph, inches 10 1.2 1.4

« Static, 3 inches unbalance"" 1.9 2.3 2.9

Above data for Car No. DL&W 68861, 70-ton, 55-ft gondola loaded with rail on an

oak framework to the center of gravity heights shown.

Table 2

—

Position of Resultant Force on Car From Center Line
OF Track in Inches for Cur\^d Track""*

Speeds Above 20 MPH
Combined center of gravity height, inches 70.8 84.7 99.1

Gross weight, pounds 211,000 210,000 225,000
Equilibrium speed, miles per hour 9.4 11.9 16.3

1 inch underbalance 12.8 15.2 20.2

2 inches underbalance 15.9 18.5 24.0

3 inches underbalance 18.6 21.6 27.6

In these cases the resultant falls toward the outer rail, unloading the inner rail.

The above distances should be compared with the distance which permits wheel
lifting (one-half the spacing of the rail center lines, or .30 inches).

"• Running test, "Effect of Spring Travel, Height of Center of Gravity and Speed on Freight
Car Clearance Requirements . . .," AREA Proceedings, 1958, p. 359.

"o Static lean test, op. cit., pp. 348, 3.50, 352.

°" The calculated distance from center line of track at which the resultant force on car
(including inertia forces) intersects the plane of the top of rail. These distances include 1.7
inches for car and whcel-to-rail lateral play. These calculated values are based on the ampli-
tudes of car motion measured in the 1955 Lackawanna running tests of a 70-ton, 55-ft gondola
car, "Effcc-t of Spring Travel, Height of Center of Gravity and Spee<l on Freight Car Clearance
Requirements . . .," AREA Proceedings, I95S, pp. .305-361.
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Table 2 (Cont'd.)

Speed of 15 MPH
Combined center of gravity height, inches 70.8 84.7 99.1

Cross weight, pounds . .

.' 211,000 218,000 225,000
E(iuiHl)rium speed, miles per hour 6.1 6.6 7.1

2 inches overlxdance 11.9 13.1 14.7

4 inches overbalance 17.5 19.4 22.3

6 inches overbalance 23.4 25.8 29.9

In these cases the resultant falls toward the inner rail, unloading the outer rail. The
above distances should be compared with the distance which permits v\heel flange

climbing of the outer rail ( somewhat less than 30 inches )

.

Part 2

Statement on Amount of Elevation and Permissible Speed

on Curves for Freight Trains

Your committee and the Board of Direction submit for comment and criticism,

to be received by the Executive Manager no later than September 8, 1969, the

following statement on the amount of elevation and permissible speed on curves

for freight trains (see pages 5-3-9 to 5-3-11, inch, of the AREA Manual for current

information on "Elevations and Speeds for Curves" )

.

FREIGHT TRAINS

The primary considerations in establishing the amount of elevation and per-

missible speed on curves for freight trains are to avoid derailments and to minimize

wear on the track components. It is desirable to have the resultant force from the

freight car come as close as practical to the center line of track. Cenerally, traffic

of various tonnages and types of service do not permit this ideal condition to be

realized. Accordingly, the establishment of permissible speed and the extent to

which the resultant force may be permitted to fall outside the center line of track

is a matter of engineering judgment and experience.

The position at which the resultant will intersect the plane of the top of rail

with respect to the track center line depends upon: (1) the play between die wheel

gage and track gage, and between the various component parts of the car, (2) the

height above the top of rail of the center of gravity of the car, (3) the tilting of

the car on its springs as related to the unbalanced elevation, and (4) the dynamic

roll or oscillation of the car body on its springs due to normal track irregularities

in line and surface.

Calculations have been made based on extensive tests with freight cars having

center-of-gravity heights of 71, 85 and 99 in with 31^, in travel springs and conven-

tional snubbing. The maximum position at which the resultant would be expected

to vary from the center line of the track for different amounts of unbalance and

heights of center of gravity of car are shown in Fig. 1 for speeds both above and

below equilibrium speed, not considering excessive roll action that may be induced

at critical speed by a succession of staggered low joints. The data shown in this

figure will be helpful in establishing the elevation for curves and maximum per-

missible speeds for the operation of freight trains.
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Unbalance to High Roil

£ ( Spttds' above 20 M.P.H

Overbalance to Low Roil

( For a Speed of 15 M.P.H.

)

30" 20" 10" 10" 20" 30"

Note, Denotes Extrapolation. No Experimental Data Available

Fig. 1—Calculated position of resultant force in inches from center line of track.
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Advance Report of Committee 8—Masonry

Report on Assignment 5

Prepare Instructions for Inspection of Concrete

and Masonry Structures

T. L. FuLLEii (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Blewitt, W. E. Brakensiek, R. J.

Brueske, J. \V. De Valle, J. R. Iwinski, L. Lange, Jr., H. B. Lewis, G, F.

Leyh, J. E. Peterson, L. F. Spaine, G. R. Vanderpool, J. W. Weber, J. M.
Williams, J. R. Williams, W. R. Wilson.

Your committee presents as information, for comment and criticism, the fol-

lowing tentative Instructions for the Inspection of Concrete and Masonry Structures.

Part 21

Tentative Instructions for tlie Inspection of

Concrete and Masonry Structures

8.21.1 General

(a) All concrete and masonry structures should be given a thorough, detailed

inspection at least once each year by the maintenance officer directly responsible

for repairs to determine that their physical condition is suitable for the loadings

imposed on the structures.

(b) The maintenance officer should realize that these structures are usually less

vulnerable to immediate failure, or collapse, under normal service conditions than

are steel or timber structures. Under special cases, however, of floods, storms, fires,

earthquakes or other similar conditions, concrete and masonry structures can be

highly vulnerable. It is primarily important to note any physical changes in such

structures which occur during their service life, but it is also very important to

observe the effects on such structures caused by these special cases.

(c) Preceding Parts of this Chapter offer valuable information on properties

of concrete and masonry structures, including loads, designs, and construction.

(d) In order to assist in the inspection of these structures, suggested check list

forms are included in this Part, together with instructions for their use. These forms

should be used as a guide for preparing inspection records, adapted to the needs of

the individual railroad.

(e) Inspectors should be equipped with cameras and take photographs of

cracks, deteriorated areas, etc. Photographs should be filed so that any changes can

be determined.

8.21.2 Frequency of Inspections

(a) Inspections should be made at frequent scheduled intervals, depending on

the condition, age of structures and type of traffic. The maximum interval between

inspections should not exceed one year.

8.21.3 Reporting of Defects

(a) When the bridge inspector finds defects that, in his opinion, are of such

a nature as to make traffic at regular speed unsafe, he should take the necessary
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steps to have the speed hmited to that which he considers safe. Immediately after

the inspector has taken steps to protect traffic, he should notify the train dispatcher,

also advising the division engineer and other appropriate officers, giving the safe

speed limit and briefly describing the necessary repairs. He should follow this imme-

diately with written report (preferably accompanied with photographs) to the

engineer of bridges, giving in detail the defects found.

(b) Upon completion of the inspection, a written record covering all struc-

tures inspected should be forwarded by the maintenance officer through the regular

engineering channels to the bridge engineer or other officer in general charge of

bridge maintenance. Upon receipt of the reports, a review shall be made to deter-

mine the need for remedial action.

8.21.4 Conditions to Report

(a) The bridge inspector should report indications of overload or failure in

any portion of the structure and any conditions which could contribute to a future

failure. If possible, structures should be observed during passage of a train, and

vibrations, sidesway, deflections noted. Cracking of concrete and masonry structures

should be noted, size and lengths of cracks recorded and reference points established

for future measurements.

(b) The following items should be covered in detail:

1. Track

a. Surface of track on structure and approaches.

b. Alignment of track and its location with reference to the structure.

c. Where track is out of line or surface, tlie report shall show the loca-

tion, amount and probable cause.

2. Streambed or Waterway

a. Scouring

b. Change in alignment

c. Riprap

3. Foundations, Piers and Abutments

a. All concrete and masonry structures are placed on foundations of

earth, piling, cribbing, rock, or other similar material. Because con-

crete and masonry cannot stretch or relax, they usually crack in

settling to conform to any changed position of their foundations.

Any cracks, or openings of joints, in these structures may be indica-

tions of settlement of foundations. Erosion of streambeds, settlement

of earth under footings, failure of pile foundations, decay of timber

grillage, and other conditions may cause such cracks. It may be nec-

essary to dig test pits to investigate the character of material under

the foundation before repair plans can be prepared. Cracks may be

e\idence of settlement which has occurred in the past during con-

solidation of the foundation. Reference points should be established,

and measurements made of crack widtlis to determine whether or

not the condition has become stable, and the crack can be success-

fully grouted or pointed. Settlement of foundations can occur with-

out telltale cracks, however, any noticeable change in track align-

ment or elevation could mean foundation settlement.
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4. Prestressed and Reinfoixcd (loiicit'to Ik-ams and Slabs

a. Crack Widths

( 1 ) Depth and lenj^ths should be marked with paint or scratched

mark to determine if cracking Is progressing.

b. Cracks in Simple Span Prestressed Beams and Slabs

( 1 ) Hairline cracks on the tops of simple-span prestressed beams

and slabs are generally due to shrinkage of the concrete and

have little structural significance.

(2) Transverse cracks in the bottom of simple-.span prestres^sed

beams and slabs can indicate serious overload, particularly if

cracks open and close during passage of train. If such cracks

are observed, notice .should hv given immediatel\' to the proper

authority.

(3) Any cracks in the beams and slabs other than the shrinkage

cracks described above should be reported on the prescribed

form.

c. Cracks in Simple Span Reinforced Concrete Spans and Slabs

1. Hairline cracks in the top or bottom of simple reinforced concrete

spans and slabs are generally not .significant.

2. Diagonal cracks running up the sides of the beam or slab from

near the supports or wide or numerous cracks in any location

should be reported. Photograph (or .sketch) of these should be

included in the report.

5. Retaining \Ya\h

a. Retaining walls may be of several types, such as massixe gra\ity sec-

tions, depending on their own weight for stability against overturn-

ing or sliding; or of reinforced concrete designed to engage a volume

of material with its component parts to stabilize it and minimize

shifting; or of open or closed face cribwalls which depend on the

fill material within to provide stability.

b. Retaining wall failures generally result from softening of the foun-

dations by moisture, permitting overturning or sliding; or by over-

loading of the embankment behind the wall; or by scour or erosion

of the foundation, or by a combination of these or other conditions.

The more flexible cribwalls can adjust to changing foundation con-

ditions more easily than a solid wall, but still can be damaged by

excessive yielding.

c. Any conditions contributing to failure should be reported at the

time the check list form is completed, under the REMARKS section.

d. Changes in wall alignment or cracks in the earth embankment which

parallel the wall are signs of movement that should be noted.

6. Tunnels

a. Drainage is of primary importance within tunnels and at their ap-

proaches. If water backs up behind the lining due to blocked weep-

holes or the absence of drainage provisions, extreme pressures can

result, which may seriously damage the lining.

b. Because of po.ssibility of shifting overburden and bulging of roof

or sidewalls, reference plugs should be placed at intervals in tunnels.
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and the hori/oiital distante to center line of track, or the vertical

clearance from top of rail, and the superelevation as well as curva-

ture mid-oidinatc painted or cut on the wall surface for future refer-

ence and check. B>' this means, chanjjed conditions can be cjuickly

detected and remedial action started.

c. The maintenance officer should note any effect from construction

work in the vicinity. Blasting may open rock seams, change drainage

patterns, cause slides, or loosen boulders.

d. In freezing weather, icicles may damage open-top lading, and over-

head weepholes should be fitted with guttering or other protective

measures taken to niininii/e damage from ice.

7. Cuherts

a. The properly functioning culvert is designed to receive stream flow,

and to pass the flow through the embankment without damage to

the culvert or to the embankment.

b. Headwalls, if undermined by .scour or erosion, may collapse, causing

blockage of flow and loss of embankment.

c. Cracks in walls or joint separation could result in water soaking into

the embankment, causing unstable track, or could result in loss of

fill material into culvert, leaving cavities in the embankment.

d. Settlement of the culvert could result in pull-apart, loss of embank-

ment, or unstable track conditions.

e. Conditions in the drainage area upstream from the culvert may affect

its capacity and require remedial action. A change from timber wood-

land to farming may result in brush clogging the culvert, with need

for screening to permit flow, but prevent blockage. Soil erosion and

resulting siltation may partly or completely fill the culvert, causing

loss of capacity, endangering the embankment.

.21.5 Forms for Reporting Inspection Results

(a) Following are suggested forms for reporting inspections of:

1. Piers and Abutments

2. Bents and Pile Piers

3. Prestressed and Reinforced Concrete Beams and Slabs, and Stone and

Concrete Arches

4. Culverts

5. Tunnels

6. Retaining Walls.
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Hailroacl

RECORD OF INSPECTION OF CONCRETE AND MASONRY STRUCTURES

Division Date

Bridge No ( MP ) Inspeetor

1. Piers and Abutments

Kind: Brick Stone Concrete

a. Brick and Stone:

Are mortar joints tight? Is pointing necessary?

Are brick and/or stones in good condition? If not, describe

Is deterioration evident at water line? If so, describe

Is immediate work necessary?

b. Concrete:

Is concrete reinforced?

Are cracks evident? Top? Bottom? Vertically?

Horizontally? Give sketch of locations and extent.

Is reinforcing steel exposed?

Is crazing or spalling of concrete evident? Where?

Have above conditions changed significantly since last inspection?

Is immediate work necessary?

2. Bents and Pile Piers

a. Kind of Piling:

Prestressed Concrete Conventional Concrete Concrete filled

Metal Sheik Other

Are cracks evident? Top? Bottom? Vertically? ....

Horizontally? Give sketch of locations and extent.

Is reinforcing steel exposed? Is crazing or spalling of concrete

evident? Where?

Is metal pile shell corroded? Extent

Have above conditions changed significantly since last inspection?

Is immediate work necessary?

b. Caps, Bracing and Collars

Are cracks evident? Top? Bottom? Vertically?

Horizontally? Give sketch of locations and extent.

Is reinforcing steel exposed? Is crazing or spalling of concrete

evident? Where?
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3. Prestressed and Reinforced Concrete Beams and Slabs,

and Stone and Concrete Arches

(a) General:

Are approaches low and ties swinging? Yes No

Are handrails ( if any ) securely fastened? Yes No

Are curbs cracking or deteriorating? Yes No

Are cracks hairline? Ye.s No Larger? Yes No

Is rust evident around cracks? Yes No

(b) Simple Span, Prestressed Beams and Slabs:

Are cracks evident?

End of span? Top? Bottom? Center of Span?

Top? Bottom?

Are cracks Transverse? Vertical? Longitudinal?

Condition of Bearings Satisfactory? Unsatisfactory?

Remarks

Is there any indication of movement of longitudinal beams?

In case of end block type box beams, are void drains open or obstructed?

(c) Simple Span Reinforced Concrete Beams and Slabs:

Are structural cracks evident at end of span?. . . . Top?. . . . Bottom?.

Diagonal? Center of span? Top? Bottom?. . .

Is crazing or spalling of concrete evident?

Where—Sides? Underneath slab?

Is reinforcing steel exposed?

Have above conditions changed significantly since last inspection?

Conditions of Bearings Satisfactory? Unsatisfactory?

Remarks

Is there any indication of movement of slabs?

(d) Arches Solid and Open Spandrel:

Stone: Arch Barrel:

Are mortar joints tight? Is pointing necessary?

Are stones in good condition? If not, describe

Is deterioration evident at waterline? If so, de-scrii)e

Is immediate work necessary?

Headwalls and Wingwalls:

Is fill .spiUing over wingwalls and /or headwalls?.

Is headwall pulling away from barrel of arch?. .
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Air there si^ns of iiiovemciit of the wingwalls? Are mortar

joints tight? Is pointing necessary? Are stones in

good condition?

Remarks (drift, siltation, scour or otlier)

Concrete: Arch Barrel:

Are cracks evident?.... If so, give size and location (furnish sketch

or photograph if necessary )

Is water leaking through cracks? Are drains, if any, func-

tioning?

Is crazing or spalling of concrete evident? If .so, where?

Is reinforcing steel exposed?

Have above conditions changed significantly since last inspection?

Headwalls and Wingwalls:

Is fill spilling over wingwalls and/or headwalls?

Is headwall pulling away from barrel of arch?

Are there signs of movement of the wingwalls?

Is crazing or spalling of concrete evident? If so, where?.

Is reinforcing steel exposed?

Have above conditions changed significantly since last inspection;

Remarks ( drift, siltation, scour or other )

Remarks

:

If additional space is needed, use back of form.

Culverts

Type and Size: Pipe Box Arch : Width Height

Kind: Brick Stone Concrete Comb ( Describe below)

( Measure from Inlet end ) Lengths .... Ft Ft :=.... Ft. Total

Kind

Size .... .... ....

Headwalls: Yes No Both ends

Is fill spilling over headwall? Yes No

Is headwall pulling away from culvert? Yes No

Upstream Yes No Downstream Yes No
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Is channel open? Inlet Outlet

Are ends of culvert uiuUrniined? Yes No Inlet Outlet

Is culvert open? Yes... No... Is culvert settlinji or sliiftinj^? Yes... No...

Any cracks or open joints? Yes. . No. . Is water leakinji into fill? ^es. . No. .

Are cavities evident in the embankment over the culvert? ^es. . . . No. . . .

Where are cracks? (Sketch, if necessary) Top.... Bottom.... Side....

Is culvert material sound? Yes. ... No. . . . If no, explain

5. Tunnels

Kind: Brick. . . . Stone. . . . Concrete. . . . Timber. . . . Metal. . . . Natural. . . .

Comb

Portals: Yes. . . . No. . . . Both Ends. . . .

Is rock or earth spilling over portals? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is scaling required at portals? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is washing evident about portals? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is portal pulling away from tunnel? Yes .... No ....

Tunnel Lining:

Is lining bulging, cracking or flaking? Yes. . . . No. . . .

If yes, explain below.

If unlined, does rock appear loo.se? Ye.s. ... No. . . .

.\re .side ditches open? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is ground water seeping through walls? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is track in proper alignment and surface? Yes .... No ... .

Is portal or lining material sound? Yes.... No.... If no, explain....

fi. Retaining Walls

Kind: Masonry Concrete Brick Crib

Is the wall settling, leaning or sliding? Ye.s. . . . No. . . .

Is the fill spilling over wall? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is there wa.shing or scour? Y'es .... No ....

Is embankment draining properly? Yes. . . . No. . . . Are weep holes open?

Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is water draining away from wall properly? Y'es. . . . No. . . .

Is the material deteriorating or flaking? Yi-s. . . . .\o. . . .

If cribwall, are members broken or misaligned? Yes. . . . No. . . .

Is the fill stable behind the wall and in the bins of the cribwall? Yes. . . .

No....

Flas the wall been raised? ^'es. . . . No. . . . Flow much? I't.
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Remarks:

If additional space is needed, use back of form.



CROSS TIE STATIS

District and Road

EASTERN DISTRICT:

Akron , Canton , & Youngatown
Ann Arbor
Baltimore & Ohio
Bangor & Aroostook
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston & Maine
Canadian Pacific (Lines in Me,

Central RR of New Jersey
Central Vermont
Chesapeake & Ohio

Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago & Illinois Midland
Delaware & Hudson
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
Elgin, Joliet 6. Eastern
Erie Lackawanna
Grand Trunk Western
Illinois Terminal
Lehigh Valley
Long Island
Maine Central
Missouri -II lino is
Monon
Monongahela
New York, New Haven & Hartford
Norfolk & Western
Penn Central
Penna-Reading Seashore Lines
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Reading
Richmond Fred 'burg & Potomac
Western Maryland

Total Eastern District

SOUTHHtN DISTRICT:
Alabama Great Southern
Central of Georgia
Cincinnati, New Orleans 6c Tex.
Cllnchfleld
Florida East Coast
Georgia
Georgia Southern & Florida
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio
Illinois Central
Louisville & Nashville
New Orleans & Northeastern
Norfolk Southern
Piedmont & Northern
Savannah & Atlanta
Seaboard Coast Line
Southern

Total Southern District



; STATISTICS (EXCLU
; SWITCH & BRIDGE)



CROSS TIE STAT

District and Road

WESTERN DISTRICT:
Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe

Chicago & North Western (Incl. CCV.

Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy
||

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pac
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Colorado & Southern
Denver & Rio Grande Western
Duluth, Mlssabe & Iron Range
Duluth , Winnipeg & Pacific
Fort Worth & Denver
Great Northern
Kansas City Southern
Lake Superior & Ishpeming
Louisiana & Arkansas
Missouri -Kansas -Texas
Missouri Pacific
Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
St. Louis-San Francisco
St . Louis Southwestern
Soo Line
Southern Pacific Co.
Spokane, Portland & Seat t

I

Texas & Pacific
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Union Pacific
Western Pacific

Total Western District

Total United States

CAWADIAN ROADS:
Canadian National
Canadian Pacific
Ontario Northland

a - Gross ton-miles o

times gross ton-m
b - "Average cost" re

average price o

£ - Column 4 based on
d - ConvTised of bott

£ Not reported

District and

Road:

Florida East
Kansas City S

Louisiana & A

District:
Eastern Dlstr
Southern Dlst
Western Distr
United States

Year 1964

Association a

to Che Inters
lu^al-faflao*



; STATISTICS (EXCLUDING SWITCH & BRIDGE)
: CANADIAN RAILROADS



NUMBER AND AGGREGATE CO

Class I roads in the Un

District and Road

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Akron, Canton, & Youngstovm
Ann Arbor
Baltimore & Ohio
Bangor & Aroostook
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston & Maine
Canadian Pacific (Lines in Me.)

Central RR of New Jersey
Central Vermont
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago & Illinois Midland
Delaware & Hudson
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
Erie Lackawanna
Grand Trunk Western
Illinois Terminal
Lehigh Valley
Long Island
Maine Central
Missouri -II lino is

Monon
Monongahela
New York Central c

New York, New Haven & Hartford

Norfolk & Western
Penn Central c

Penna-Reading Seashore Lines

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Read ing

Richmond Fred'burg & Potomac
Western Maryland

Total Eastern District

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:

Alabama Great Southern
Central Of Gecrgia
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Tex. I

Clinchfield
Florida East Coast
Georgia
Georgia Southern & Florida
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio
Illinois Central
Louisville & Nashville

New Orleans & 'NocCneaMcern
Norfolk Southern
Piedmont & Northern
Savannah & Atlanta
Seaboard Coast Line
Southern

Total Southern District



NUMBER AND AGGREGATE COST ( MAINTAINED TRACK AND RATIO (

I StatOB and large Canadli

Kotei All ftgui

'IE RENEWALS TO TO]

196i. Co 1968. Incl



NUMBER AND AGGREGATE

Class I roads in the

District and Road

WESTERN DISTRICT
Atchison, Topeka 6. Santa Fe Sy8t<

Chicago & North Western b

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pi

:hlcago. Rock Island & Pacific
Colorado & Southern
Denver is, Rio Grande Western

Duluth, Missabe , Iron Range
Duluth, Winnipeg 6. Pacific
Fort Worth & Denver
Great Northern
Kansas City Southern
Lake Superior & Ishpeming
Louisiana & Arkansas
Missouri -Kansas -Texas
Missouri Pacific
Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
St. Louis-San Francisco
St. Louis Southwestern
Soo Line
Southern Pacific Co.

Spokane, Portland & Seattle
Texas & Pacific
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Union Pacific
Western Pacific

Total Western District

Total United States

CANADIAN ROADS
Canadian National
Canadian Pacific
Ontario Northland

a - Mo

b - In

c - Ne



J CROSS TIE RENEWALS T(

/e yeata 1964 to 1968,
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Advance Report of Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

Report on Assignment 5

Service Records

J. T. Slocomb (chairman, subcammittee), W. F. Aiucsey, A. B. Baker, M. J. Crespo,
K. C. Edscorn, F. J. Fudge, H. C. Martin, R. B. Radkey, J. L. Williams.

Tie Renewals and Costs

The annual statistics compiled by the Economics and Finance Department, As-

sociation of American Raihoads, providing information on Class I railroad cross tie

renewals and average cost data for 1968 are presented here within Tables A and B.

This year, again, two additional tables are included. Table C shows the number and

average costs of concrete ties laid in replacement and in new lines. Table D shows

prices for treated wood cross ties of specific sizes and species paid by 18 Class I

railroads.

The 1968 statistics compared with 1967 are as follows:

Total New Renewals
Year Tie Renewals Per Mile

1967 14,423,459' 48
1968 16,783,778'*'' 56
Five year average, 1964-1968, incl 49

The average cost for all sizes (grades) and species of wood tics, protected with

various anti-splitting devices and subject to various preservative treatments, as

charged out by storekeepers, was $4.59 in 1967 and $4.70 in 1968.

After declining for ten straight years (1951-1961), the average number of

new ties laid in replacement, per mile, for United States' Class I roads advanced from

35 in 1961 to 49 in 1966. The figure fell in 1967 to 48. In 1968 the figure rose

significantly to 56. Eastern roads inserted 44 per mile in 1968. Southern roads, 88.

Western roads, 53.

Total ties placed in 1968 were 17,214,077. This figure divided into the total

number of ties supporting maintained track of 76 Class I US railroads, indicates an

average life of 52.7 years, still far above the average service life of a treated wood
fie as proven by tie tests.

Based on an average proven service life of 32 years, cylical high installations

of over 150 ties per mile in the 40's will carry through into the 70's.

Several railroads did not charge out secondhand ties in 1968 and their use does

not show in any of the figures. Hence, calculated "average life" is not quite

accurate.

' Includes 16,073 concrete ties, excludes 639,633 secondhand ties.
•• Includes 134,662 concrete ties, excludes 430,299 secondhand ties.
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Tabic c;

OTIILU THAN V.'OODLN CUOSS TIi;S LAID IN 1968 AND NUMBLK OF' OTllF.U THAN KOODnN
CUOSS Tins IN 'lAINTAINTl) TRACK OCCUPIIil) BY CROSS TITS AS OP DliCF-.MBrK 31, 196R

District and Uoail
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Tabic I)

CROSS Til. SI'r.CiriCATIONS AND IIMT I'RICIi.S

18 Select (Uass I KailroaUs

Ui strict/ Description





Index of Proceedings, Vol. 70, 1969

— A —
Acx:uuntiiig, ICC classifications, revisions and

interpretations, 448
Agreement forms, construction, revisions, 396
—minor projects, re\isions, 409
—freight terminal facilities, joint use of, de-

leted, 395
—industrial site, lease revisions, 422
—parallel occupancy of right of way by elec-

tric power Imes, 418
—poles, joint use of, re\isions, 415
—signs, commercial, on railway property, 427
—truck trailers and containers at tenninals,

handling of, 429
Air iwUutioii and the railroads, hv W. H.

Megonnell, 900
Air pollution control, preliminary guide stand-

ards, 140
Ald< rman, Everett, report, updating managers

in the railroad industry, 7
Annual meeting, closing session, 831
—hmcheon, 823—opening session, 805
—program, 797
ASTM sjiecifications and references, masonrv.

— B —
Ballast, investigation, DOT, at Research Cen-

ter, 656
Baltiinore & Ohio, tie servicie test, 664
Bangs, E. L., memoir, 613, 616
Bibliography, (See Contract Forms)

( See Engineering and Valuation Records

)

( See Railway Electrification

)

Billingsley, W. E., discussion, most economical
method of disposal of old ties, 785

Bridges, steel, movable, railwav, specifications,
244—railway, erection of, 243—existing, strengthening, rating, inspection of,

244—special types of construction, 244—specifications for, 242—wood, specifications, revisions, 221
Buildings, report, 601—manual rectommendations, 200—railway, specifications, revisions, 200
liulkheads, flexible sheet pile, design, specifica-

tions, 224
Burris, T. F., memoir, 973

— c—
Cable, wire and insulating materials, 487
California, economic analysis of railway grade

crossings, 121
Canadian Xational. experience with critical

path method, 101
f'.madian Pacific, central-cooled rail investiga-

tion, 719
Cars, long, tracking of, 678
Caulfield, H. P. Jr., a.ldress "National Water

Resources Planning." 907
C&0-B&-0, track maintenance costs, study. 75
CMStP&P. CI I'ltrol-eooled rail investigation, 720
Chopper coMfrol, motors. 463
Clearances, report, 545—design and develop system for excess weight

and dimensions, 456
Clearances—excess dimension Io<id or railroad efiuipment

involving clearances, weight and high cen-
ter of uravity, information to be reported
for, 553

—study of restrictions that clearance i)ersonnel

in the engineering departments of various
railroads furnish their transportation and/or
operating departments for the handling of

loads of excessive sizes and weights, 547—heavy-weight load clearances, 456—high-and-wide clearance, 458—loads of excessive dimensions, formulating
more complete methtKl for transportation
department to use in reporting, 553

—loads whidh exceed line clearances, pertinent
information and suggested form to be used
for reporting, 556—manual recommendations, 436

—notes and diagrams, revisions, 436
C & NW wages war against train accidents,

panel discussum by T. L. Waugh, R. P.

Hoffman, J. D. MciKerr, C. W. Ingram.
College and imiversit>' students, cooi^erative sys-

tem of education, including summer em-
ployment, 591—recruiting, by W. W. Hay, 593—stimulate greater interest in science of trans-
portation, 588

Committee presentatiims—electricity, 957—engineering and valuation records, 957—economics of railway location and operation,
959—economics of railway labor, 960—-systems engineering, 961—environmental engineering, 962—buildings, 963—masonrv, 965

—rail. 966—roadwa\- and ballast, 966
Compviter programs, railway bridge, 650
Computer assignments of AREA committees,

documentation of, 455
Computers, railroad, design of power supplies

for, 462
Concrete structures, prestressed, design, spec-

ifications, revisions, 239
Constitution, 1001
Construction and maintenance—due to operation of ermipment with high

center of gravity, in 2 parts (Committee
5—Track), 1019

Continuous Welded Rail, report, 679—fabrication, 681—failures, service and detected, 681. 712—fastenings, 714—anchorage, 714—field welding, when laying, economicK of,

178— joints, rolling load tests of, 699—laying, 713—maintenance, 715—transposing curve-worn, 715—welding of secondhand, 437
Contract Forms 'See also Agreement Form)—-bibliography, 150—manual recommendations, 395—report, 149
Cooperative Relations With Universities, re-

port. 587
Corrosion of metal deck plates after 10 \c;!is

exposure, 1

1

Courts and regulatory' bodies, current develop-
ments in valuation and depreciation, 448

Crabaugh, W. C,—see symposium. 860
Crib walls, specifications, revisions, 223
Critical path method, CSJR experience, bv W.

C. Pearce, 101
Crossing and tiirno\it design, 671
Crossings, highway railwav i.'rade. autiunatic

protection, develooment of. 126
Crassings, highway railway grade,

—economic' analvsis, California state highwav
system, 121—protection, merits of various types.—^stop signs, use aixl effectiveness of.

Culvert pipe, and pine-arches, corrugated stei-I,

specifications, 183

120
125
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—D—
Hiita processing, application of, 447
Deck plates, metal, corrosion of after 10 sears

exposure, 1

1

I>OT, hallixst investigation, 6.56
Discussion section, ground rules for, 1, 162,

450, 610, 658—study to determine most economical method
of disposal of ties removed from track,
by W. E. Billingsley, 785—water resources jilanning acit, river hasin
planning program, by I. K. Fox-, 789

Disposal of ties removed from track, 174
Drafting and office practices, 442
Dubin, Samuel S., report, updating managers

in railroad industry, 7

— E —
Earth materials, physical properties of, 653
Economics of Railway Labor, report, 163
Economics of Railway Location and Operation,

report, 23, 25, 75, 95
Economics of use of panelled switches for turn-

outs versus conventional, 176
Election of officers,—nominating committee, 801—successful clandidates, 802—tellers committee, 801
Electricity, report, 461
•—motors, chopper clontrol, 463—power supply, motors and controls, 462
Electrification, railway, 490
Elevations and speeds for curves, 1028
Engineering and Valuation Records, report, 439—bibliography, 440
Environmental Engineering, report, 127—manual recommendations, progress report,

128
Erie Lackawanna control-cooled rail investiga-

tion, 719
Executive manager, report and statement, 808,

977
Eyebars, methods of shortening, 244

— F—
Federal and State regulatory agencies, direc-

tory of, water pollution control, 132
Fox, I. K., discussion, water resources plan-

ning act, present comjirehensive ri\er
basin planning program, 789

Forest products, preservative treatment of, 662—service records, 662
Frogs, explosive hardening of, 672
Fuller, T. L.,—see symposium, 860

— G—
Glauz, W. D.,—see symposium, 860
Grade crossings, private, marking and signing

of, 124

— H—
Hay, W. W., address, "What's wrong with

railroad recruiting, how to improve," 593
Herbicides, in use on railroads, types and char-

acteristics, 190
Highwav-railwav grade crossing signs, use of,

240
Highways, report, 119
Hillman, A. B., Jr. treasurer, report and state-

ment, 995—manual recommendations, 240
Hodgkins, E. W., executive manager, report

and statement, 808, 977
Hoffman, R. P. panel discussion—C&NW war

against train accidents, 936
Hotbox detector location study, 2.3

— I—
Illinois Central, control-cooled rail insestiga-

tion, 619
Ilhunination, indoor and outdoor, 39.3—locomotive pits, 474—passenger station iilatfonn, 466—yard, 479
'mpact and Bridge Stresses, report, 649
Impact, electronic clomputer programs, 6.50—steel bridges, 650
Industrial h> giene, 146
Ingram, C. W., panel discussion, C&NW war

against train accidents, 936
Inspecting conclrete and masonry structures,

tentative instructions, ( Committee 8, Ma-
.sonry), 1030

Insulating materials, wire and cable, 489
Interdisciplinary apj^roach to rail-highway grade

crossing safety, by H. T. Richards, 853
•CC accounting classifications, changes in, 448
Iron and Steel Structures, report, 11, 627—manual recommendations, 241

-J-
Joint bars, specifications, revisions, 197

— K—
Koehler, M. L., address, welded railwav bridges,

629—rating of railway bridges, 923

— L—
Labor saving devices for snow removal in

yards, 179
Land pollutioi control, solid waste disposal,

144
Law, C. W., memoir, 680
Lloyd, J. H., keynote address, regional meet-

ing, 3
Lumber, structural, specifications, revisions, 219
Limcheon, annual, address by J. 'S. Reed, 823

— M—
Maintenance of tracks to support speeds above

80 mph, 115
Maintenance of way work, analysis of opera-

tions, Missouri Pacific, 164
Maintenance of way costs, study of, 75
Maintenance of way equipment, road—rail at-

tachments, .58.5

Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, report,

579
Marlow, LeRoy, report, updating managers in

the railroad industry, 7
Masoni-y, report, 61.5—manual recommendations, 222
McKerr, J. D., panel discussion C&NW war

against train accidents, 936
Meaningful service management, bv Dr. L. K.

Sillcox, 844
Megonnell, W. H. address, "Air Pol'.tition and

the Railroads," 900
Missouri Pacific, analysis of maintenance of

way work, 164—control-cooled rail investigation, 620
Motors, electric, chopper controls for, 463—power supijly, 462
Muskingum electric railway by B. A. Ross, 837

— o—
Office Iniildings, railway, design criteria, 602
Office and drafting practices, 442
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— P—
Pearce, VV. C, Ciinadiaii National's fxptrieiice

with CPM, 101
Pfim CiMitral, track construction, panel method,

674. 676
Pile bulkheads, flexible sheet, specifications,

224
Pipelines, flammable and non-flammable sub-

stances, 634
Poles, embedment of, 617
Pollution, air, 140—land, 144—water, 132
Pennissible speed of freight cars on curses,

1019
Preser\'atives, wood, 661
President's address, annual meeting, 805
Prestressed concrete railway structures, specifica-

tions, revisions, 239

— R—
Rail, report, 717—end harctening at mills, specifications, revi-

sions, 197—failure statistics, 734—failures, control-cooled investigation, 718
Rail, heat-treated and alloy, on curves. Great

Xorthem, service test, 755—manual recommendations, 197—sections, standardization of, tonnage rolled
1967, 781—shelly, investigation, 755, 772—shelly, rolling load and slow-bend tests, 772—weight of, proper selection of, 435

Railroad recnn'ting, what's wrong, how to im-
prove it. In W. W. Hay, 593

Railway electrification, bibliography, 530
Railwav electrification, developments in the

field of domestic and foreign, 491
Rapid transit systems, non-conventional, steel-

wheel-on-steel-rail vehicles. 25
Hating of railwav bridges, address b\- M. L.

Koehler, 923
Reed, J. S. annual lunche/m address, 823
Regional meeting, Dallas, Texas, address In

T. H. Lloyd, 3
Regulator>- bodies and courts, current develop-

ments, valuation actlounting, 448
Rehabilitation, operation and maintenance of

tracks to support speeds above 80 mph,
115

Richards, H. T., address on grade crossing
safety, 853

Road-rail attachments, selection, installation
and maintenance, 585

Rfiadway. formation and protection, 655
Road and Ballast, report, 651—manual recommendations, 183
Ross, B. A., address on the Muskingum electric

railway, 837
Scientific design and analvsis of track, bv E T

Ward, 946

— S —
Scales, trjick weighing, at rail—van terminals,

general requirements, 156
Scientific design and analysis of track, bv E. J.

Ward, 946
Schwinn, F. S., memoir, 975
Seaboard Coast Line, control-cooled rail inves-

tigation. 718, 720
Signs, highway-railway grade, use of, 240
—use and effectiven<'ss of, 125
Sillcox. L. K., address on meaningfid service

nianagenu'nt, 844
Snow removal, from switches, devices for, 582

Snow removal in \ar<ls, labor savhig devices
tor, 179

Southern, track construction, panel method, 675
Speeds abo\e 80 mph, upgrading tracks to sup-

port, 115
Switch heaters, other devices, removing snow

from switches, 582
S\mposium-c<)mputeri/.ation p roced u res for

clearing high-wide and heavy loads and
solving bridge problems, bv T. L. Fuller,

Dr. E. \. Wilson, Dr. W. D. Glauz and
W. C. Crabaugh, 860

Switches or turnouts, panelled versus conven-
tional construction, economics of, 176

Systems Engineering, report, 451
Systems engineering, concepts, 454—concept, 451—definition, 4.53

— T—
Termite control investigation, 51, 666
Tie plates, designs, revisions, 199
Tie renewal statistics, annual, 1039
Ties and Wood Preservation, report, 51, 659
Ties, cross and switdh, adherence to specifica-

tions, 661—removed from track, method of disposal of,

174—service test, 664
Timber trestles, preservative treatment of, in

place, 614
Toilets, for locomotives and caboo,ses, evalua-

tion of. 146
Tools, portable, recommended wiring for, 464
Track, repor^, 669—manual recommendations, 198
Track construction, panel method, economics

to be derived from, 673
Track geometrv- design, criteria for, related to

modem ecmipment, 678
Track tools, 671
Trackwork jilaiis, revisions, 198
Trailers and ocmtainers in flat cars, construc-

tion of railroad facilities to handle, 154
Transportation sen'ice, quality, engineering

methods and economic considerations, to

improve, 97
Transit svstems, comparison of various types,

25
Treasurer, report and statenn'iit, 995
Trestles, wood, specifications, revisions, 221
Turnout and crossing design, 671
Turntables, specifications, 244

— u—
Updating managers in the railroad industry, 7

— V—
Valuation and depreciation, current develop-

ments in, (See Courts—Regidatory Bfxlies

—ICC)
Vegetation control, economy of, revisions, 435
—herbicides for, 190

—w—
Ward, E. J., address ".scientific design and

analysis of track," 946
Water pollution control, 132
Water resources planning act, 1965, 558
—pre.sent river basin planning program, 559
—discussion by 1. K. Fox, 789
Water resources planning, address by H. P.

Caulfield, Jr.. 907
Wiilerproofing. membrane, specifications, revi-

sions. 240
WaliTvvavs and Harbors, report, 557
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Watcnvays, natural, prevention of erosion, 653
Waugh, T. L., panel discussion C&NW war

against train acciidents, 936
Welded railway bridges, bv M. L. Koehler, 629
Wilson, E. N.,—see symposium, 860
Wilson, H. E., president's address, 805
Wire, cable and insulating materials, 489
Wiring, iiortable tools, recommendations for,

464
Wood Bridges and Trestles, report, 611—design, speclficaticms, revisions, 221—manual recommendations, 219
Work equipment, improvements to be made in

existing, 580

— X—
— Y—

Yards and Terminals, report, 151
Yards, factors in revision of, from manual to

automatic, 152—lighting 479—major classification, factors in selection of
site, design and construction of, 158

— z—
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